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CONDOLENCES
Tuesday, 16 September 2014

COUNCIL

Tuesday, 16 September 2014
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 2.04 p.m. and read the prayer.

CONDOLENCES
John Albert Culpin
The PRESIDENT — Order! I advise the house of
the death, on 2 September 2014, of Mr John Albert
Culpin, a member of the Legislative Assembly for the
electoral district of Glenroy from 1976 to 1985 and the
electoral district of Broadmeadows from 1985 to 1988.
I ask members to rise in their places as a mark of
respect to the memory of the deceased.
Honourable members stood in their places.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent on 9 September
to:
Children, Youth and Families Amendment
(Permanent Care and Other Matters) Act 2014
Courts Legislation Miscellaneous Amendments
Act 2014
Crimes Amendment (Abolition of Defensive
Homicide) Act 2014
Gambling and Liquor Legislation Further
Amendment Act 2014
Tobacco Amendment Act 2014
Working with Children Amendment (Ministers
of Religion and Other Matters) Act 2014.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

2953

Honourable members interjecting.
An honourable member — You’re not reading it
well either.
Mr JENNINGS — I was reading it well until this
bit. Given this appalling evidence, will the government
reopen the inquiry?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — The
answer to the question is simply no, the inquiry has
concluded. But a deeper explanation is that the board of
inquiry, in its concluding period, wrote a letter to the
Department of Health saying, ‘This may require further
analysis. Would you undertake that analysis, and would
you include these matters in the long-term study?’. The
Department of Health has done both. It will no doubt
include that in the long-term study as that goes forward,
but equally it is important to note that the data does not
say what Mr Barnett said it says, nor does it say what
the opposition has suggested it says.
What the data shows is a variable pattern across a
number of postcode areas. It shows that most
importantly in Morwell, the 3840 postcode area that
was most impacted by the fire, in the February–March
period the number of deaths actually fell. Let me read
the time series for the chamber. This is actually very
instructive. In 2009 — —
Mr Jennings — It is not very instructive. It is very
selective.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — This is not selective.
Mr Jennings — It is extremely selective.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is not selective at all.
Between 2009 and 2014, 41 was the number in 2009,
26 — —

Hazelwood mine fire
Mr Jennings — Over what period?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Health. Evidence
presented by statistician Adrian Barnett to the Voices of
the Valley group, and which was intended to be
presented to the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry, shows
that births, deaths and marriages records in Victoria
show an increase in the number of deaths across four
Latrobe Valley postcodes from February to June 2014.
Given this evidence is not available, will the
government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JENNINGS — I wrote it! In fact I wrote it very
badly, it seems to me.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS — That is for February to
March. In 2010 there were 26; in 2011, 22; in 2012, 28;
in 2013, 19; and in 2014, 22. The average across that
period was 27.2. When I went to school 27 was a
bigger number than 22, and the five-year average
shows a 19 per cent fall in the number of deaths in that
area.
This is actually quite important. It is important to
understand that the particular individual who made
these claims, Mr Barnett, is a well-known activist in
many regards. He has given expert review advice to the
Queensland Greens on the health effects of air
pollution. It is important the community knows that he
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has done work for political parties. He also has made a
number of other statements around the countryside. Let
me give you one here: on 20 June 2012 he said we
needed smell-making devices on car exhausts, claiming
if pollution smelt, it might make encourage policy
changes to reduce exposure.
He is an individual who has been a hardline, left-wing
activist. He is a climate change person. He wants to
push the climate change barrow. What is more, he is a
person who has clearly entered the political fray with
misleading and inaccurate information. He has
presented it in a certain way for political purposes. He,
like the Greens and some Labor members, wants to
close down coalmining in the Latrobe Valley. Let us
pull no punches about what is going on here. It is a few
hardline lefties out there trying to say that things are
terrible and therefore we should close down
coalmining. That is where it is all heading, and
Mr Jennings knows that is where it is all heading.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I do not think I will need to
table it; it is up on the web. The member will be able to
have a look at it on the web. He will be able to go and
look at it. The whole world can have a good look at it.
He can have a Captain Cook.
Mr Jennings — If it is on the web, you’re wrong.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I am informed it will be on
the web today, so there you are. It was due to be on the
web around this time this afternoon, so Mr Jennings
will not have to wait very long in any event.
Looking at the two months in which the fire occurred,
February and March, there was a decrease of 19 per
cent.
Mr Jennings — That is two months.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — There you are; that is right.
Mr Jennings — It is not five months.

This is important. It is important that scientific analysis
be done dispassionately and scientifically. I can say the
advice provided to me by my department does not
support the analysis by this particular individual, this
particular import who has come in to pontificate on a
whole series of matters and who has his particular
ideological views. Everyone is entitled to their
particular ideological views. It is a free world.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Don’t worry, President, we are going to have quite a bit
of this. I have a series of questions on this matter
because in my view the minister’s answer is inadequate.
The reason the minister’s answer is inadequate is that I
referred to four postcodes in the Latrobe Valley that
were affected by the mine fire over the period of
February, March, April, May and June — that is, over
five months. Has the minister got the analysis for those
postcodes over the five months after the fire started?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I do
have detailed analysis from the department, and this
will be made public in due course.
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I will tell you what it does
not show. It does not show the contention of the said
analyst or indeed what is suggested by your comments
in media releases.
Mr Jennings — Table it.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Two months. That is when
the fire was, in case the member did not realise that was
the period when the fire was. If you look at the
period — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.

Kindergarten funding
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Happy birthday to Mrs Kronberg. My question without
notice is to the Honourable Wendy Lovell, Minister for
Children and Early Childhood Development, and I ask:
can the minister update the house about any recent
announcements that will benefit Victorian families and
early childhood services in 2015?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have been
pre-empted; I was going to mention Mrs Kronberg’s
birthday — happy birthday!
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I am absolutely
delighted to update the house on the progress made
with the federal government around universal access to
15 hours of kindergarten for 2015. On 5 September the
federal Assistant Minister for Education, Sussan Ley,
announced that $406 million will be made available
nationally towards the continuation of universal access
to 15 hours of kindergarten next year. The Napthine
government played a key role in securing this
commitment from the commonwealth government, and
this announcement comes after months of sustained
advocacy from the Napthine government to the
commonwealth.
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The commonwealth’s commitment to funding 5 hours
of the 15 hours follows the Napthine government’s
announcement in the 2014–15 budget that we would
honour our commitment to fund our full share of 10 of
the 15 hours. This is a great result for Victorian families
and a great result for the kindergarten sector. It would
not have been possible without the leadership of
Premier Napthine and without the support of
kindergarten service providers, local government and
Victorian families. I look forward to having further
discussions with the commonwealth and receiving
further clarification about the funding for Victorian
kindergartens.
Supplementary question
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — Is
the minister aware of any threats to the future of
15 hours of kindergarten in 2015?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — Yes, unfortunately
we are aware of a threat to 15 hours of kindergarten
being delivered in 2015, because as of last week we
have entered a brand-new paradigm in Victorian
politics. We now have a Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly, the person the Labor Party would put
forward as Premier, who has said that if elected as
Premier, he will not honour contracts. He will tear up
contracts. The risk to the future of universal access to
15 hours of kindergarten in 2015 is that Daniel
Andrews — or Dan Andrews or whatever he wants to
call himself this week — may tear up that contract.
The PRESIDENT — Order!
Ms Mikakos interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I trust that
Ms Mikakos does not have any questions today if she is
going to interject while I am on my feet.
I think the minister is drawing a very long bow. I think
that is debating in terms of the supplementary question.
I do not think there is any such suggestion on this
agreement, and I regard that as debating.
Hon. D. M. Davis — On a point of order, President,
as a point of clarification, the government is obviously
very concerned about the prospect of contracts being
ripped up. Once this longstanding principle has been
breached, there is no knowing where it will end. I
believe it is well within the minister’s right to canvass
the risk to contracts in all areas. Perhaps we could
discuss this in a broader context.
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Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President,
following the announcement by the Leader of the
Opposition in the Assembly that he would tear up any
signed contracts for the east–west link, we are in
uncharted waters. The minister is in order to explore the
threats to signed agreements with the commonwealth
government, especially for something as important as
universal access to 15 hours of kindergarten.
Mr Lenders — On the point of order, President, the
issue raised by the minister is hypothetical. There is no
contract.
The PRESIDENT — Order! My position on the
point of order raised by Mr Davis remains the same. I
believe the minister was debating, and I maintain my
contention that it was a very long bow to draw in
suggesting that the project agreement that has been
relied on might be in peril. The question was framed in
such a way that it also put a proposition that led to
speculation by the minister rather than the minister
exploring what is any sort of public knowledge of a
different proposition from another political party, which
also moves into areas that are fairly difficult in terms of
question time.

Hazelwood mine fire
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Health. The minister
may be aware that the Voices of the Valley group
requested information from the Victorian Registry of
Births, Deaths and Marriages some months ago and
waited four months for it to be provided. It was finally
provided the day after the inquiry report was handed
down. The minister has been able to selectively use that
same data in his media responses. When did the
minister obtain that limited data that he referred to, and
why did he not share it with the inquiry?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I do
not accept the way the member has construed these
matters. The fact is that I have had access to this data in
recent days and had advice from various parts of my
department concerning that advice. What is clear is that
the advice is quite divergent from the statements made
by the shadow Minister for Health.
Mr Jennings — Release it all!
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is up on the web, I am
informed; I told you that just a moment ago.
Mr Jennings knows how to use the internet by now. He
can go and click on it, and the whole world can have a
look. He should go and have a Captain Cook and
analyse it every which way he wishes, but what is clear
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is that the Morwell data — the area closest to the fire —
shows in the months of the fire and immediately after
the fire that the death rate fell. It went down; 27 is a
bigger number than 22. That was the average over five
years, and it was 22 this year.
I cannot be clearer than that. Does Mr Jennings want
me to read it again for him? February to March 2009,
41; 2010, 26; 2011, 22; 2012, 28; 2013, 19; and 2014,
22. There are much greater numbers than 22 in that
time series and an average over five years of 27. What
is important here is that these are individual time
periods and that there is natural variability in them in
any event. The movements are not of sufficient size to
actually draw conclusions of a causal nature. That is
what I am informed of by officials who are
knowledgeable on this.
Mr Jennings — Table the advice!
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is up on the web; go and
have a look on the web.
There has been unhelpful commentary from people
who have ideological axes to grind, like Mr Barnett, a
person who has come out with a series of commentaries
on this. He is well known for his involvement in a
number of anti-coal demonstrations, such as with the
Moreland Community Against the Tunnel Group. He is
into anti-tunnel campaigning; he is into anti-car
campaigning. He wants to put smell into the exhaust of
cars so that people can smell it more clearly —
although I thought it smelt in any event. He has
particular views about coal; he has particular views
about motorcars; he has particular views about tunnels;
he has particular views about coal smoke. All of those
lead in one direction. He is an ideologue, and he wants
to stop coalmining, stop cars and stop tunnels. That is
what he wants to do.
That is fine; he is entitled to his view. But everyone
should understand that he has a view, and everyone
should understand that we are not getting a
dispassionate analysis by a scientist. What we are
getting is an ideological view. He wants to close down
coalmining in the valley. Along with a number of
members in this chamber, that is what he wants to do. I
can tell the house that the Liberal Party and The
Nationals do not want to close down coalmining in the
valley.
People were obviously impacted upon by the fire, and
enormous sympathy flowed to people in and around
Morwell from the whole of the Victorian community at
that time. It was a terrible fire that had a significant
impact and the government moved to set up a number
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of supports for the community. Mr Ronalds and others,
like Minister Northe, worked very hard to support that
community. What does not help is incorrect and
ideological analyses put out by people who have
ideological axes to grind. What Mr Barnett wants to do
is close down coalmining in the valley. I know that that
might not be what Mr Jennings wants to do, although I
suspect his part of the Labor Party would like to do
that — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am not asking the minister to clean up the environment
in the Latrobe Valley; I am asking him to come clean
on health data. That is what I am asking him to do:
come clean on health data. Can the minister tell us
whether the government has made a conscious decision
one way or the other to provide the information that is
available — as the minister says it is available on the
website, as he says it is available through the Victorian
Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages — to be
independently assessed by the inquiry?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — The
inquiry? I think Mr Jennings means the board of
inquiry that has concluded. The inquiry asked for two
things. It asked the Department of Health to analyse the
data — that is occurring and it is on the web. And it
asked for a second thing. It asked that it be included as
part of the long-term study, and it will be. We are doing
exactly what the board of inquiry asked the Department
of Health to do. It asked for two things: first, analyse
the data, and that is occurring. Then it asked — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Let me be quite clear. The
board of inquiry asked for two things in written
correspondence to the Department of Health. It asked
for analysis of the data, and that is occurring. And it
asked for this to be part of the long-term study, and it
will be. The board of inquiry asked for two things, and
they are both occurring. What is not helpful is for the
shadow Minister for Health, Mr Jennings, and others to
get out there and try to mislead the community and to
carry on with incorrect information. Frankly,
Mr Jennings is not a scientist and nor am I. I rely on
advice in this area and I can say that I have relied on the
advice in this area.

Ravenhall prison
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is to my friend and colleague the Honourable
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Edward O’Donohue. Can the Minister for Corrections
update the house on the progress of the public-private
partnership for the development of a new male prison at
Ravenhall in my electorate of Western Metropolitan
Region?

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE — Perhaps Mr Tee is
advocating for the return of home detention, suspended
sentences, weaker parole and other measures. Is that
what you are advocating? Is that what the Labor Party’s
announcement is?

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I thank Mr Elsbury for his question and
for his long-term interest, together with Mr Finn, in
developing new infrastructure in Melbourne’s west that
generates local jobs. I was very pleased today, with the
Treasurer, to announce that the coalition government
has signed a contract with GEO Consortium to deliver
the state’s new medium security prison at Ravenhall in
Melbourne’s west. This is an essential step forward in
the prison expansion program.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr O’Donohue!
Mr Tee!

This $670 million capital investment in our prison
system delivers the most cost-effective solution by
engaging with the private sector. The consortium that is
designing and building the prison will maintain and
operate the prison over 25 years. As part of this
investment, the government is making a contribution of
$310 million to the project, which will be paid once the
prison is constructed and ready for operation. This will
provide an incentive for the project to be delivered on
time and reduce the amount of private sector debt over
the life of the project.
I am pleased to advise the house that, as a result of a
thorough procurement process and extensive
consultation with the private sector, the government is
delivering a 1300-bed prison instead of 1000 beds for
the same cost. Importantly, these 300 additional beds
can be turned on at the discretion of the government if
and when required to accommodate system growth.
This is the type of outcome that can only be delivered
by a coalition government.
Mr Tee — Can you lock the prison?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE — Mr Tee interjects.
This project, which is being delivered in such an
innovative way, which is delivering additional capacity
for the same cost, stands in stark contrast to Labor’s
botched Ararat prison project. We know that this is a
prison Labor should have built. Three times, over three
separate budget cycles, the then Treasurer, Mr Lenders,
was told to commit to a new prison and failed to do so.
This government is doing the responsible thing.
The Labor Party criticised the investment of this
government in community safety infrastructure. Let us
remind ourselves — —
Mr Tee interjected.

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE — Importantly this new
prison will contain a 75-bed mental health unit, together
with specialist mental health services for a further
100 prisoners at Ravenhall. Who was the last Premier
to deliver forensic mental health beds to the male prison
system? It was Jeff Kennett. In 11 long years not one
single bed was delivered to the male prison system by
the Labor Party.
This innovative new prison design and contract will
deliver incentive payments for reducing reoffending
across both the prisoner populations. This is an
important announcement.

Hazelwood mine fire
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Health. Not only has
the minister said on ABC local radio and ABC TV that
the number of deaths that occurred in Morwell during
February and March 2014 was not unusual compared to
previous years but he has said it again today. He has
chosen to ignore a spike in the number of deaths that
occurred in Traralgon during these months and a
significant increase that occurred in Morwell during
April, May and June after evacuated Morwell residents
returned home. Can the minister confirm that there was
a spike in Traralgon during that period of time and
indeed that the death rate in Morwell increased
significantly when those residents returned?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — Let me
respond to the member very directly again. The advice
to me says there is no evidence that the data from the
Victorian Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages
shows anything other than yearly variability. That is the
advice to me by departmental officials.
Mr Jennings — By February–March?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — This is the advice to me:
there is no evidence that the data from the registry of
births, deaths and marriages shows anything other than
yearly variability.
Mr Jennings — I think you ought to go back and
ask them.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I have asked them to give
me thoughtful, expert advice. I submit to Mr Jennings
that he is not an expert and nor am I. The information
provided to me shows that we cannot draw the
conclusions that have been made by a number of people
publicly and that indeed the area — —
Mr Jennings — But you still rely upon experts.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I am relying on the advice to
me. I repeat again for Mr Jennings: everyone would
agree that Morwell was the area most impacted on by
the fire. We have seen a fall in the number of deaths in
February and March. If the member looks, he will see
that during the February–June period over five years
the figures were 86, 91, 67, 89, 64 and 88 for 2014.
If I can be quite clear, the 88 in the January–June period
is not very far from the variability that saw 86 in 2009,
89 in 2012 and 91 in 2010 in the Morwell area, despite
the population also modestly increasing through that
period. So the information suggests to me that you
cannot draw the conclusions that a number of people
have sought to draw in the public domain. I think the
conclusions that they have drawn are not thoughtful and
not responsible. They have not done this in a sensible
way; they have not done this with expert advice behind
them.
It is true that a number of people who claim to be
experts clearly have ideological axes to grind on this. It
is very interesting. Mr Barnett is frequently featured in
anti-coal, anti-fossil fuel and anti-east–west link media.
He is well known for his particular views. I was struck
when reading a statement by him, which I have here, in
respect of heart disease and other matters. He said:
… we would see health benefits in Australia if we were bold
enough to implement policies that reduced traffic pollution.
This could include ‘stick’ measures such as taxing diesel
vehicles …
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What I have to say very significantly here is that I have
sought analysis from the department. I have thought
this through very clearly, and it is very clear from the
data and the information provided to me that you
cannot draw the conclusions that have been drawn by a
number of people in recent days in the public domain.
The data does not support those conclusions and the
claims they have made publicly. What it does support is
a sensible — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
As you know, President, I have asked the minister three
times whether he would make the relevant information
available to the inquiry. He has refused to do so on
three occasions. If the minister is so hell-bent on
proving that Mr Barnett’s analysis is wrong and that my
assertions are wrong, then will he put the complete
dataset over those four postcodes over the five-month
period that is available from the registry of births,
deaths and marriages on his website to prove that his
position is correct and that I am incorrect?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I have
done so. The material is up there.
Mr Jennings — No, you have not done so.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I have done so. I have what
is now on the Net in front of me. It actually has all the
data cells, and it has the analysis by the department. It is
all up on the Net. It is already there. Mr Jennings can go
and have a look for himself, if he wishes.
Mr Jennings — Where is it?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I am told it is there.
Mr Jennings — Where is it?

I do not know whether Mr Jennings is standing so close
to Mr Barnett with his stick measures like taxing diesel
vehicles. Is that what he is advocating? Is this the sort
of advice he is taking? Diesel vehicles, coalmines,
tunnels, cars — they are all in his sights. He is a person
who has an ideological bent, and he is entitled to it. It is
a free world. He should be able to put whatever view he
wants. But no-one should be under any illusion: he is an
ideologue, he is close to the Greens and he is driven by
an ideological bent to get rid of cars, to close tunnels, to
close coalmines and to tax diesel vehicles. I do not
know whether Mr Jennings wants to draw himself very
close to this individual. That is fine if he does.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I am informed that it has
been put on the Net this afternoon. I have it in front of
me here, but it is also up on the Net.
Mr Jennings — I have looked on the health
department website. Is it there?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Yes, it is.
Mr Jennings — Is it on the health department
website?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I understand that is the case,
yes. The Department of Health website is where the
information has been put.
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Mr Jennings — Live?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Very much live. So
Mr Jennings can use the internet, go to Safari and have
a look.
Mr Jennings — It is hardly on the front page.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — What I would say is that it is
irresponsible of Mr Jennings and others to make claims
that are not substantiated by the evidence. There is
natural variability in these particular numbers — of
course there is — and that variability needs to be
factored in.

World War I centenary
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — My
question is for the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, the
Honourable Damian Drum, and I ask: could the
minister inform the house about the Victorian students
who will attend the centenary of Anzac Day in
Gallipoli?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Veterans’
Affairs) — I want to thank Mr O’Brien for his question
in relation to the centenary of the Anzac Gallipoli
landing and the dawn service that is going to take place
next year. Last Wednesday I had the opportunity, with
the Premier, to announce that we are sending
80 Victorian students and 14 teacher chaperones to
Gallipoli as representatives of Victoria, as part of a
larger group from all of the states of Australia, to the
dawn service at Gallipoli in 2015. Very proud parents
and grandparents were in attendance as each of the
children had their names read out and were presented
with certificates. They will play a central part in the
commemoration of the Gallipoli landing at the 2015
dawn service.
It is important to remember and commemorate the
contribution, the service and the sacrifice of our soldiers
over 100 years ago, and we understand that the 2015
Gallipoli dawn service will help these young students
do just that. The government is committed to helping
Victorian students engage with our Anzac history
through these initiatives. The dawn service tour will
help these students represent their families, their
schools, their communities and their state, and it will
also give them an opportunity to honour and keep alive
the memory of the Anzacs and the contribution they
made to Australia.
We think it will also give them an opportunity to
experience and better understand the geography and the
culture of the area in which the Anzacs fought and
where many of them died. It will increase the
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opportunities they have to learn about and understand
that period in Australian history as well as learning
more about and considering the reality of war and
comparing that to the opportunity of living in such a
peaceful place as we have here in Australia at the
moment. Bringing this knowledge back home will also
be an integral part of this experience. The students will
have the opportunity to bring their knowledge back
home and to share that experience with their families,
their friends, their school communities and the
community in general. That is a very important part of
it.
The dawn service tour is separate to but builds on the
Premier’s Spirit of Anzac Prize, which engages
Victorian students in years 9 and 10 every year. With
the Premier’s Spirit of Anzac Prize, we have had over
2200 entries over the last 10 years, and to date
101 students have taken part.
This group of 80 students from right across the state has
a whole range of connections to Gallipoli, many of
them very strong family connections. Many of them
have a strong interest in what took place not just at
Gallipoli but right across many of the battlefields
associated with World War I. We think this focus on
young people throughout the centenary of the World
War I will help take the commemorative services across
the state to another level.
The Journey of Remembrance roadshow, which is
currently touring around the state, combines theatre and
video narrative. It is going to various schools and town
halls to give everybody a firsthand experience of what
it was like back in 1914 and 1915 when we went to
war. This was supposed to be the war to end all wars. It
was supposed to be the finish of it all, but we know
now that that was not the case.
This is a great way we can build on the service and
sacrifice of our soldiers. It is a great way we can pay
due respect and give these students the opportunity of a
lifetime. Many of these students will come back to be
amazing ambassadors for this tour.

Hazelwood mine fire
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Health. I refer the
minister to the board of inquiry into the Hazelwood fire,
which finds on page 25 of its report that the very same
departmental experts whom the minister is relying on to
examine data and analysis today provided advice to
residents that was delayed and inconsistent and exposed
residents to levels of toxins which were too high
according to international experts. What assurances can
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the minister give the community here and now about
the impact of exposure to unacceptably high levels of
toxic matter from the fire?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — The
member should understand, having been in government
himself, that at various points ministers rely on the
advice of departmental experts and officials, and they
do that in good faith.
Experts and officials are relied on by governments of
all political colours over time. Whether it be the HIV
lookback that was conducted in the period when
Mr Andrews, the Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly, was Minister for Health, whether it be Jindi
Cheese in my period as minister, whether it be
Morwell, whether it be influenza preparation, whether it
be Ebola preparation, ministers and governments are
dependent on expert advice from their departments.
Those departments from time to time convene
additional panels or seek support from experts
externally — often university experts with particular
narrow areas of expertise — and in those cases that
additional advice is provided. I can indicate that in
government we have relied on exactly the same
officials and, as required, additional external advice as
the previous government.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question to the minister was, given that the minister
relies on that advice and the board of inquiry has said
that the advice that was provided to the community was
inadequate and led to many poor outcomes for the
Latrobe Valley community, what actions is he taking to
try to reassure the community that it can have
confidence in his assessment and what his advisers are
telling him? This is particularly in light of the fact that
seven months after the fire the long-term health study
has not even commenced and there is evidence on the
public record that deaths may have occurred in the
months following the fire.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I can
tell the member what the government has done. It has
convened a board of inquiry to give independent
advice. There was a wide range of submissions to that
inquiry. Eminent people like Mr Teague and
Mr Catford and others have made significant points.
The inquiry has come down with a set of
recommendations quite recently, and the government
has accepted all those recommendations and is steadily
working to implement them.
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When these events occur, governments and
departments respond, and there are inevitably learnings
to be gleaned from those processes. The board of
inquiry’s job was to look at this dispassionately, to take
the evidence and to make suggestions and
recommendations, and that is what it has done. The
government has accepted all 12 recommendations —
one only in principle, but overall all 12 — and it is
working towards the implementation of all
12 recommendations.

Health infrastructure
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is also to the Minister for Health, Mr Davis,
and I ask: can the minister update the house on
Victoria’s health projects, in particular child-related
health projects, and comment on any threats to the
future of those projects?
The PRESIDENT — Order! Before I call on the
minister, Mr Davis. I caution him about using the
ripping up of agreements as a debating matter.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I know
the chamber is very twitchy when it comes to ripping
up contracts. Members on both sides of the chamber are
aware that it is a very topical matter. Across the state
people are nervous whenever they get near a contract
lest Dan Andrews, the Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly, comes around and rips it up in front of them.
But what I can say — and I thank Ms Crozier for her
question — is that the government has more than
$4.5 billion worth of very large projects around the
state. In country Victoria there are small ones and some
very large ones — ones like the Bendigo Hospital
agreement between Exemplar Health and the
government. This is a huge contract. In fact I only have
a part of it here; the full contract is as tall as a 6-foot
man. It is an important contract because it lays out a
concession on land and requirements for 25 years into
the future. There is $630 million worth of building —
new buildings, a new health service on one site and an
integrated cancer service.
Exemplar Health and its partners — and Mr Drum
knows them very well — are doing a magnificent job.
But what confidence can they have? I have only got the
front of the contract here. What would Daniel Andrews
do with the contract at Bendigo? We know he wanted a
smaller hospital. He was committed only to the small
version of the hospital; he was not committed to the
large version. I am nervous that if he were elected, he
would rip up the contract on Bendigo and revert to the
smaller version, which would mean moving the
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integrated cancer centre across two sites and ferrying
people backwards and forwards, as he and Jacinta
Allan, the member for Bendigo East in the Assembly,
wanted.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — They were not committed to
the big hospital. I think there is a real risk that they will
rip up the Exemplar contract, just like they said they
will rip up the contract on the east–west link.
Mr Leane interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Ms Lovell was with me as
we inspected the Bendigo project and saw — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Leane!
Mr Leane — Chicken noises?
The PRESIDENT — Order! Certainly not. This is
not a radio program; it is the Parliament of Victoria.
People expect better of Mr Leane and all other
members. The minister to continue and, as I said, not to
draw a very long bow and debate the contract issue.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Many in this chamber will
remember a point of contention between us and Labor
on the Bendigo Hospital was the upscaling. We put
more than $102 million of extra money in. We brought
the cancer centre onto one site.
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President, I put
to you that the minister is debating. He says, ‘Many in
the chamber will remember a point of contention’. This
is not an issue of government administration — the
point of contention he was referring to was a debate
leading up to the 2010 election. I put to you that points
of contention in 2010 are not parts of government
administration, nor are they part of the context. He was
asked a question on government administration, and I
ask you to ask him to stop debating.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — On the point of order,
President, I am about to describe the new cancer
bunkers in the new hospital — very much part of my
administration and under this contract — and the shape
of those bunkers that are being built as we go forward.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank Mr Lenders
for the point of order. I must say that I am a lot more
comfortable with Mr Davis’s answer as it is at this
point. I take it that he is providing a context to where he
has now indicated he is going to move, which was not
entirely on the point of order but nevertheless did give
us some guidance as to where he is going. As I said, I
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am a lot more comfortable with this than I was with the
earlier debating matter in terms of the value of
contracts.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — The bunkers are large and
magnificent, and there is growth scope for the future on
those bunkers too. Again, that stands in stark
contrast — as Ms Lovell, Mrs Millar and Mr Drum will
understand — to Labor’s plan, which was to have the
bunkers and the rest of the cancer centre separated so
that you would have to get a — —
Hon. D. K. Drum interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — That is right, by a large road.
You would have to get an ambulance across, or you
could hobble over, I suppose, but it was a long distance.
We believe very much that these bunkers need to be
located in an integrated cancer centre, a full cancer
centre that gives the people of central and northern
Victoria and Bendigo the quality of cancer service they
deserve. I was very proud to be there inspecting the
bunkers the other day with Mrs Millar and Ms Lovell
and to actually see the progress that is being made
there. No-one in Bendigo can be but struck by the
enormous progress and by the size of the new hospital
that is going up. That is in stark contrast to Labor’s
half-baked plan.
At the other end of the state we have signed a
significant contract at Monash Children’s. I can tell you
that the Premier was very proud to be turning the first
sod recently at Monash Children’s — a $250 million
hospital that Labor never built. It had 11 years to build
it. It knew for nine years that it needed to be built and it
did not do it. It never committed one zack of budget
money to Monash. But I will tell you what: if it got
elected, it could get this contract and tear it up
tomorrow. I would fight against it, but members
opposite would not.

Planning zone reform
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Planning, the Honourable
Matthew Guy. Will the minister inform the house of
what actions the government has taken to bring policy
certainty and consistency to residential development
and inform the house of any risks to policy
consistency?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will call the Minister
for Planning. Again I issue a caution in respect of
speculative discussion on contracts going forward.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Hello,
President, and hello, everyone. It is a pleasure to be
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answering a question from Mrs Kronberg, my very
good friend. Can I say a special hello to Mr Melhem. It
is nice to see you. How are you going? It is nice to see
you in the chamber. No doubt you have been smiling
away for the photographer.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. J. GUY — You can smile now — he is
gone. I want to thank my good friend Mrs Kronberg,
whose birthday it is today. What a wonderful question
she has asked about a most important issue, particularly
in relation to certainty of policy.
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — You are not the only thespian
in the chamber, are you, Mr Jennings? I am sure there
are a few others who have been practising.
Today I would like to inform the chamber of a very
important decision. We have put in place the three
reformed residential zones. This government has
actually done it, as opposed to the previous government
which talked about, committed to, reviewed, inquired
into and promised but never did. I have brought in
today the final structure for the new zones in the
municipalities of Whitehorse, Mornington Peninsula,
Cardinia, Whittlesea, Darebin, Ballarat, Southern
Grampians, Ararat, Moorabool and of course the great
city of Greater Shepparton. It is a pleasure to be able to
bring this new zone structure into these local
government areas to give them consistency of policy so
they know that that is the residential zone process they
will have for the indefinite future.
These three residential zones will allow these
communities to grow with certainty into the future.
They will not have anyone come in and tear up those
zones — hypothetically — and try to create a whole
bunch of uncertainty in the community and then try to
start again. I quote from Hansard someone who has
said in the past:
… I have difficulty and struggle with the notion that …
contracts are not binding.

I agree with that kind of comment; I also have difficulty
if contracts are not binding. In this case I have difficulty
knowing that zones are not binding. Who would say
that contracts are not binding? The Leader of the
Opposition and member for Mulgrave in the Assembly,
Daniel Andrews, on 15 June 2005 in regard to
ConnectEast. But I digress in noting that Mr Andrews
also thinks you should not rip things up. He did not
think it nine years ago.
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I do not believe our new zone structure should be
ripped up. I think communities should have that
consistency and long-term certainty of policy. Anything
else would be kind of like saying, ‘Vote for the Crown
bill because otherwise it would lose jobs’ but then rip
up contracts and lose 6000 jobs. That is the kind of
uncertainty you would not expect, but who would do
that? Daniel Andrews would do that. But I will not. We
in this chamber will make sure that our zone structure is
one that has certainty and consistency of policy,
particularly in places like the city of Whitehorse, with
great places like Mitcham, Blackburn and Ringwood,
and the city of Manningham which has already
approved the beautiful suburbs of Bulleen, Doncaster
and Templestowe.
It is with great pleasure that I announce that those local
government areas have had their residential zone
changes approved, which will bring, once and for all,
consistency and certainty of policy. The kind of
consistency and certainty you would expect and want
from any government will only be delivered by a
Liberal-Nationals government.

Firefighter compensation
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
question today is for the Assistant Treasurer in his role
as the minister responsible for the Victorian
WorkCover Authority. I have asked the minister in the
past about firefighter cancer-related claims made to
WorkCover under the firefighter assessment panel and
how they compare to previous years. Unfortunately last
time the minister’s answer was quite ambiguous; he
stated that approximately 27 claims had been made
with 4 accepted. However, the minister did not state
whether these are the number of claims that have been
assessed by the panel or otherwise. I hope the minister
can clarify this. My question is: how many firefighter
claims for compensation were made and rejected by
WorkCover in 2013–14, 2012–13 and in previous
years?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I thank Ms Hartland for the question.
Further to my answer of a previous sitting week, I am
advised, as I indicated to Ms Hartland at that time, that
approximately 27 claims for professional firefighters
have been received, and I can add to that and indicate
that around 5 claims for volunteer firefighters have
been received. As I indicated to Ms Hartland on the
previous occasion, with respect to the 27 claims by the
paid firefighters, 4 have been accepted, and to date
1 volunteer firefighter’s claim has been rejected and 4
remain pending.
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Supplementary question
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — The
question I asked was how many firefighters’ claims
for compensation were rejected by WorkCover in
2013–14, 2012–13 and in previous years, not relating
to the panel.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — Ms Hartland seeks that data by year. I do
not have that data with me. I will take that question on
notice and provide that data by calendar year to
Ms Hartland in due course.
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SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 12
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan)
presented Alert Digest No. 12 of 2014, including
appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Mr Jennings — On a point of order, President, in
answer to one of my questions the Minister for Health
indicated that the information he said was available is
on the website. I do not want to allow the minister to
inadvertently mislead the house. I have sought that
information. My office has sought that information
during the course of question time and it cannot find it.
If the minister can identify that location, it may remedy
what might otherwise be an unintended incorrect
statement made to the chamber.
Hon. D. M. Davis — On the point of order,
President, I indicate that it is on the web. People have
texted me during question time, and I know
Mr Ronalds, for one, is looking at it as we speak.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask Mr Ronalds to
provide the internet address to Mr Jennings.

FIRE SERVICES COMMISSIONER
Report 2013–14

Laid on table by Acting Clerk:
Adult Parole Board of Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 —
Minister’s Order of 19 June 2014 giving approval to the
granting of a licence at Maryvale and Narracan
Preservation Reserves.
Minister’s Order of 25 August 2014 giving approval to
the granting of a lease at Camperdown Public Park.
Minister’s Order of 4 September 2014 giving approval
to the granting of a lease at Batman Park.
Minister’s Order of 8 September 2014 giving approval
to the granting of a lease at Fawkner Park.
Minister’s Orders of 8 September 2014 giving approval
to the granting of a lease and 10 September 2014 giving
approval to the granting of a licence at Lakeside
Stadium Reserve.
Commissioner for Law Enforcement Data Security —
Report, 2013–14.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning), by leave,
presented report.

Docklands Studios Melbourne Pty Ltd — Report, 2013–14.

Laid on table.

Essential Services Commission — Report, 2013–14.

CONSUMER UTILITIES ADVOCACY
CENTRE
Report 2013–14
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning), by leave,
presented report.
Laid on table.

Energy Safe Victoria — Report, 2013–14.

Film Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Fisheries Act 1995 — Report on the Disbursement of
Recreational Fishing Licence Revenue from the Recreational
Fishing Licence Trust Account, 2013–14.
Melbourne and Olympic Parks Trust — Report, 2013–14.
Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board — Report,
2013–14.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 —
Amendment 121 to the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan, pursuant to
section 46D of the Act.
Notices of Approval of the following amendments to
planning schemes:
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Banyule Planning Scheme — Amendment C104.
Bass Coast Planning Scheme — Amendments
C131 and C144.
Boroondara Planning Scheme — Amendment
C213.
Brimbank Planning Scheme, Maribyrnong
Planning Scheme, Melbourne Planning Scheme,
Melton Planning Scheme and Wyndham Planning
Scheme — Amendment GC17.
Buloke Planning Scheme — Amendment C23.
Colac Otway Planning Scheme — Amendment
C75.
East Gippsland Planning Scheme — Amendment
C117.
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme — Amendment
C97.
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Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority —
Report, 2013–14.
Victorian Small Business Commissioner, Office of — Report,
2013–14.
Victorian Veterans Council — Minister’s report of receipt of
2013–14 report.

Proclamations of the Governor in Council fixing
operative dates in respect of the following acts:
Consumer Affairs Legislation Amendment Act 2014 —
sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12 and 21 and Part 8 — 3 November
2014 (Gazette No. S304, 9 September 2014).
Criminal Organisations Control and Other Acts Amendment
Act 2014 — Part 7 — 2 September 2014 (Gazette No. S295,
2 September 2014).
Justice Legislation Amendment (Miscellaneous) Act 2013 —
section 46 — 2 September 2014 (Gazette No. S295,
2 September 2014).

Knox Planning Scheme — Amendment C121.
Southern Grampians Planning Scheme —
Amendment C34.

VICTORIAN REVIEW OF
COUNTER-TERRORISM LEGISLATION
Report

Victoria Planning Provisions — Amendment
VC120.
Whitehorse Planning Scheme — Amendment
C165.
Racing Integrity Commissioner, Office of — Report,
2013–14.
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Returns — June 2014 and Summary of a
Variation notified between 20 June 2014 and 12 September
2014.
Shrine of Remembrance Trustees — Minister’s report of
receipt of 2013–14 report.
State Sports Centres Trust — Report, 2013–14.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Crime
Prevention), by leave, presented government
response.
Laid on table.

CEMETERIES AND CREMATORIA
AMENDMENT BILL 2014
Introduction and first reading
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health), by leave,
introduced a bill for an act to amend the Cemeteries
and Crematoria Act 2003 in relation to rights of
interment and for other purposes.

Coroners Act 2008 — No. 119.
Motor Car Traders Act 1986 — No. 120.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under
section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 110, 112, 120 and
121.
Terrorism (Community Protection) Act 2003 — Review of
Counter-Terrorism Legislation Report, pursuant to section 38
of the Act.
Victoria Grants Commission — Report, 2013–14.
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority — Report,
2013–14.
Victorian Inspectorate — Report, 2013–14, No. 2, pursuant to
section 30Q of the Surveillance Devices Act 1999.
Victorian Institute of Teaching — Report, 2013–14.

Read first time; by leave, ordered to be read second
time later this day.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Notices
Notices given.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I give
notice that on Wednesday next I will make a statement
on the report of the Family and Community
Development Committee’s inquiry into the handling of
child abuse by religious and other organisations.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr O’Brien would be
aware that he already has one listed for tomorrow. Is he
replacing that?

Victoria’s allocation will be, whether the funds will be
for new buildings and most importantly whether the
funding will continue beyond the 12 months.

Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN — Mr Ramsay has given
notice he will make a statement on the report that I had
listed on the notice paper. This is to go on as well.

In question time today the Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development, Ms Lovell, was unable
to provide further details on any of these issues. This
comes on top of her state budget this year failing to
provide a single dollar for kindergarten infrastructure
for 2014–15 and beyond. Minister Lovell has made this
deal behind closed doors with her federal coalition
colleagues knowing that kinders will have to fight for
funding again next year, so her declaration of victory is
absolutely premature.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr O’Brien is
withdrawing the one that is on the notice paper now and
replacing it with the one he has just given notice of.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN — Yes. Thank you,
President.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
General business
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — By leave,
and on behalf of Mr Lenders, I move:
That precedence be given to the following general business
on Wednesday, 17 September 2014:
(1) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Lenders in
relation to TAFE enrolment and unemployment rates;
(2) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Lenders in
relation to federal education funding;
(3) notice of motion 796 standing in the name of
Ms Pennicuik to introduce the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Amendment (Domestic Fowl and Pigs) and
Food Amendment (Free-range Eggs) Bill 2014;
(4) notice of motion 832 standing in the name of
Ms Hartland in relation to WorkCover claims for
firefighters; and
(5) order of the day 11, motion noting the petition tabled on
5 August 2014 relating to steeplechase and hurdle racing
in Victoria.

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Kindergarten funding
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Abbott federal government’s short-term reprieve for
15 hours of kindergarten funding for 2015 is nothing
more than a cynical move designed to take the heat off
the Napthine government and its New South Wales and
Queensland counterparts ahead of upcoming state
elections, including Victoria’s election in November.
Kindergarten committees have been calling for
certainty but what they have been given is exactly the
opposite. There continues to be a great deal of
uncertainty about the funding, including what

On 15 September I, along with Labor’s candidate for
the Assembly seat of Burwood, Gavin Ryan, visited the
Summerhill Park Kindergarten in Glen Iris to discuss
the funding changes. I assure government members that
the parents and staff remain anxious and see this as
simply a short-term fix that gives them no certainty
beyond 2015. Minister Lovell is more concerned with
securing her future as minister than what is best for
children in Victoria. Only an Andrews Labor
government will stand up to Tony Abbott for the
benefit of parents, staff and kindergarten hours.

Child Protection Week
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I have
great pleasure in talking in my 90-second statement this
afternoon about last week, which most of the people in
this place will know was Child Protection Week. The
Minister for Community Services, Mary Wooldridge,
officially launched Child Protection Week and praised
the work of individuals and organisations in Victoria’s
youth and families sector.
I had the great opportunity of giving awards to people
who work at the coalface — the child protection
workers themselves. This was an extremely well run
celebration of the work they do. As I said at the time, it
was an opportunity to recognise and promote best
practice, commitment and leadership amongst our
wonderful and dedicated child protection staff. The
awards provide an opportunity to shine a light on good
work, and I congratulate the individuals for the jobs
they have done so well. They are often challenged
daily. They often sustain unjustified criticism in the
media, and they undertake a job that most people do not
care to think about. They have made hard judgements,
and they draw upon their expertise and experience to
make the right call in the best interests of Victoria’s
vulnerable children.
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I commend all the youth workers in our state. They do
an extraordinarily challenging job to the very best of
their capacity, and I put on record my praise for the
work they do.

Hazelwood mine fire
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I had
intended to make an another statement today, but the
Minister for Health’s answers on Morwell were so
disgraceful that I felt I had to make this statement. I
lived in Morwell for 17 years. My family is still there,
and we lived near the open-cut mine, so I know all too
well the health effects of that coalmine.
The Latrobe Valley has some of the highest rates of
respiratory disease in normal times, let alone at the time
of the fire. What I saw during that time was a total
disregard for the local community. It was almost two
weeks before government actually responded. I moved
one of my nieces from Morwell to Lakes Entrance
because she had a small baby and no capacity to be
evacuated.
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Ararat — Active City program complements the
Napthine government’s Healthy Together Victoria
program. The television program The Biggest Loser has
focused the community’s attention on healthy, active
living, but it is partnerships with government that will
make the real difference. The Napthine government has
invested $100 million in grassroots programs in
14 communities that will have a more lasting effect
than The Biggest Loser.
Louise Staley, the Liberal candidate for the Assembly
seat of Ripon, is a strong advocate for preventative
health care, and she was with the Minister for Health,
Mr Davis, and me last week and in previous weeks
announcing funding for Ballarat Community Health,
including the Sebastopol community health centre, and
$3.7 million to consolidate primary and community
health centres in Ararat. All these services are active in
engaging communities in exercise and socialisation.
I congratulate the residents of Ararat and the Rural City
of Ararat on the work they are doing in relation to
dealing with preventative health care and leading the
charge on a preventable problem.

If the minister had real concern for the community,
instead of using today to point-score he would have
thought about their concerns. Instead all he wanted to
do was yell and scream and not take these concerns
seriously. I urge the health minister to sit down with the
community of Morwell and go through their concerns,
and I believe these concerns are real. Instead of
point-scoring and denigrating them, I hope the minister
for once listens to someone else and addresses these
serious health concerns in Morwell.

Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — On
Wednesday, 3 September, I was invited to meet with
Swedish journalist and author, Kajsa Ekis Ekman, who
spoke on the theme ‘Surrogacy is child trafficking’.
Ms Ekman is an international authority on the subject,
and I learnt a lot from her presentation. I was impressed
by her sincerity, knowledge and insight.

Healthy Together Victoria

Alzheimer’s disease

Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I would like to
use my contribution in members statements today to
reflect on the importance of preventative health care.
For the last 10 months I have been consumed by my
work on drug impacts on regional communities, but the
rising incidence of obesity and diabetes is affecting our
communities more than the menace of crystal meth.

Mr ELASMAR — On Thursday, 4 September, I
attended an important discussion session on boosting
dementia research. The session was co-convened by
two members of this house, Ms Crozier and
Ms Mikakos, and I thank them both for organising that
interesting event. Professor Colin Masters is leading a
$200 million research project on Alzheimer’s disease
and hopes to find and halt the causes and progression of
this frightening disease.

I was reminded of the importance of fitness and good
diet this morning as, with my parliamentary colleagues
and staff from the Victorian Farmers Federation, we
huffed and puffed around Treasury Gardens as part of
the launch for the team from the National Centre for
Farmer Health to run in the Melbourne Marathon in
early October. The centre does good work in raising
awareness and supporting farming families to maintain
good physical and mental health.
Regional cities like Ararat which have high rates of
obesity are engaging their communities. There the

Kajsa Ekis Ekman

Austin Health prevention and recovery care
service
Mr ELASMAR — On 11 September I attended the
formal opening of the prevention and recovery care
service located at an Austin Hospital site in Law Street,
Heidelberg Heights. It is a 10-bed facility that will
house short-term mental health patients who need
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temporary respite before returning home to their
families.

Australia Lebanon Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
Mr ELASMAR — On Thursday, 11 September, I
was honoured to attend a networking event organised
by the Australia Lebanon Chamber of Commerce &
Industry. The function was attended by many business
representatives, and its major purpose was to generate
jobs in Victoria. I congratulate the president and all the
board members.

Transport initiatives
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — Last
week the Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly
said:
Under Napthine, this level crossing at Toorak Road isn’t
going anywhere. Only Labor will remove the 50 worst.

I remind Daniel Andrews, who was described in an
editorial in the Herald Sun of 14 September as ‘an
accident waiting to happen’, that under the Napthine
government 40 level crossings and grade separations
have been completed, are under construction or are in
the planning stages for removal. For example, in the
electorate of Oakleigh the Murrumbeena Road and
Koornang Road level crossings, which have been an
issue for years, will now be finally removed as part of
the Cranbourne-Pakenham rail corridor project. In
contrast, Labor had 11 years in government and fixed
only eight level crossings. Likewise, it spectacularly
botched the myki ticketing system.
Since coming to office the coalition government has
delivered an additional 10 000 bus, tram and train
services each week across Victoria, and from 1 January
2015 zone 1 fares will apply across the entire
metropolitan network, providing significant savings for
commuters. Now the government is getting on with
improving our road system by building the east–west
link, a vital project that will transform Melbourne’s
road network, relieve traffic congestion and provide
thousands of jobs. Large, necessary projects like this
are only ever done under Liberal and coalition
governments, whether that be the Thomson Dam, the
city loop, the Tullamarine Freeway, the West Gate
Bridge or CityLink.
Daniel Andrews, under the direction of left-leaning
councils, is putting Victoria’s infrastructure needs at
risk. It was reported that his decision has horrified
business and even his union mates were blindsided. His
decision would send investment and jobs out of this
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state if he became Premier. His management style is not
what will be best for Victorians. Victorians simply
cannot risk voting for Daniel Andrews.

Health funding
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — Barely a week
goes by without an article in one of the regional
newspapers in my electorate of Western Victoria
Region detailing the Napthine government’s complete
and utter failure to maintain a first-class health system
in Victoria. Whether it is hospital waiting times, failure
to provide the promised 800 hospital beds, crowded
emergency departments or an ambulance service that
constantly fails its own response time targets, the
Napthine government has totally and utterly failed the
people of Victoria.
On 10 September the residents of Geelong opened their
newspapers to read the heading ‘Ambos queue for
2 hours’. That was far from the first time the Geelong
community had read headlines similar to this in the
Geelong Advertiser. On the particular morning detailed
in the article, seven ambulances were waiting outside
the Geelong emergency department, including one
forced to park across the road and another on a
footpath. On that day, the longest waiting time for an
ambulance was 117 minutes. That is totally
unacceptable.
For more than three years the Napthine government has
been putting Victorian lives at risk with its systematic
failure of Victoria’s health system. The Napthine
government has ripped hundreds of millions of dollars
out of the health system, broken its promise on extra
hospital beds, treated ambulance paramedics in a
disgraceful manner during pay negotiations and
essentially sat on its hands while our health system has
broken down. With less than three months until the
state election, it is clear that the Napthine government
simply does not have the ability or the desire to fix the
complete mess it has created. Victorians do not deserve
a substandard health system. Victorians deserve far
better than this Napthine government.

Western suburbs
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
congratulate the Footscray Bulldogs on making it into
the VFL grand final next Sunday. I wish the Bulldogs
all the very best for another win for Melbourne’s West.
Go doggies — woof, woof! Sadly, that is where the
good news ends for Melbourne’s western suburbs.
The Victorian Labor Party has again betrayed the
people of the west. The Leader of the Opposition and
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member for Mulgrave in the other place, Daniel
Andrews, has lifted his middle digit in the direction of
Melbourne’s west and told motorists on the Calder
Freeway, the Tullamarine Freeway and the West Gate
Freeway that he does not care if they rot. By declaring
that he, as a future Premier, would kill the east–west
link, he has told those motorists that he does not care
how long it takes them to get to work or to get home to
see their families.
Daniel Andrews wants to condemn generations of
western suburban residents to the gridlock they
currently suffer, and without the east–west link it will
undoubtedly get worse. Again Labor shows it does not
give a stuff about Melbourne’s west. Along with
Mr Elsbury, last Sunday I was at the Western Region
Football League grand final in Werribee. The white-hot
anger towards Labor over this betrayal was palpable.
Mr Andrews is about to find out that the people of the
west loathe him as much as he detests them.
Melbourne’s west has had more than enough of Labor’s
neglect.

Nathalia schools
Ms LEWIS (Northern Victoria) — A small country
town in northern Victoria has four schools operating
under two systems to make one educational
community. The four schools are St Mary of the
Angels, St Francis Primary School, Nathalia Secondary
College and Nathalia Primary School. The two systems
are the Victorian government system and the Catholic
system, and the educational community is Nathalia.
This remarkable group of schools ensures that over
1000 children are educated in Nathalia, a town with a
population of 1450. The senior students have access to
around 50 Victorian certificate of education, vocational
education and training, and Victorian certificate of
applied learning subjects, including access to shared
trade training facilities, with an extensive automotive
workshop and catering facilities at St Mary of the
Angels, and building and construction, and hairdressing
facilities at Nathalia Secondary College. Community
education programs also utilise the building and
construction facilities at the secondary college. The
variety of opportunities available to the young people of
Nathalia and district ensure that they have the best
possible choices for education and work. These
opportunities have been made possible by the
dedication and hard work of the teaching staff, who put
the child at the centre of school planning.
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Shire of Moira
Ms LEWIS — I would also like to briefly
acknowledge the mayor, councillors and staff of the
Moira shire for their contribution to the thriving
multicultural area that is Moira shire. Encompassing the
towns of Numurkah, Nathalia, Cobram and
Yarrawonga, the shire provides a range of sporting,
recreational, tourism, agricultural, viticultural, forestry,
fishing and other business opportunities that underpin a
great lifestyle for that rural community.

East–west link
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — The
Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly, formerly
known as Daniel Andrews, has betrayed the western
suburbs of Melbourne with his announcement that if
Labor wins the election, it will rip up contracts signed
to deliver the east–west link, a vital missing link in the
state’s transport network. Far too many of us who live
in the west know that one truck breaking down on the
West Gate Bridge can have serious repercussions which
effectively shut down access to the city, with traffic
jams at times reaching Hoppers Crossing, Caroline
Springs and Point Cook.
A returned Napthine Liberal-Nationals government will
build the western section of this important road project.
Labor members of Parliament, including Cesar Melhem
and the lower house members for Williamstown and
Footscray, Wade Noonan and Marsha Thomson
respectively, collected signatures on petitions calling
for the western section of the east–west link to be built.
Their silence now is boggling.
I call on the Labor members who purport to be
representatives of Melbourne’s western suburbs to
stand up to their clearly out-of-touch Labor leader,
whether he be ‘Daniel’, ‘Dan’, ‘Danny’, ‘D. A.’ or
‘D-Dawg’, and to make him understand the importance
of this second major river crossing to my constituents. I
also call upon the councils across the west to stand with
their communities and call for this vital link to be
provided for the benefit of the people of Melbourne’s
west.

World War I centenary
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Last Sunday
I attended a commemorative dinner hosted by the
mayor of the Moonee Valley City Council, Cr Jan
Chantry, and councillors to mark 100 years since the
Essendon council gave a farewell dinner for our troops
heading off to fight at Gallipoli. The afternoon was well
attended, and I was joined by my parliamentary
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colleague Ben Carroll, the member for Niddrie in the
Assembly, as well as a former Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly, the Honourable Judy Maddigan,
in her capacity as chair of the Essendon Historical
Society.
One hundred years ago, in 1914, our troops attended a
farewell dinner hosted by the Essendon council to wish
them well as they prepared to leave to fight at Gallipoli.
A remembrance book was signed by these courageous
men, and this book was presented by the 58th battalion
to the Essendon Historical Society to be recorded and
preserved.
I thank the Moonee Valley City Council for putting
together a most dignified luncheon and presentation of
a wonderful piece of history which reminds us of those
who selflessly fought for us in World War I. I also
thank Lieutenant Colonel Don Blanksby, who did a
wonderful job throughout the day as MC, and Major
General Cooke for his touching speech.

Member for Narre Warren South
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Recently I have had the opportunity of doing a number
of listening posts across the city of Casey. This
particular matter has been brought to my attention by a
number of ratepayers and constituents, and it involves
the Assembly electorates of Narre Warren North, Narre
Warren South and Cranbourne. It is in relation to a flyer
that has been letterboxed throughout that area with the
slogan ‘Local councils should spend our money on us’.
I was particularly interested in the fact that this was
dropped in Narre Warren North and Narre Warren
South when clearly the members of Parliament for
those electorates do not live in the city of Casey. I
thought it would have been a bit rich for them to expect
that ratepayers’ money in the city of Casey would be
spent on them. I understand that Ms Judith Graley, the
member for Narre Warren South in the Assembly, lives
in the Mornington Peninsula shire, some 40 kilometres
away, although she did promise to move into the area in
2006. It is now eight years later and she still has not
fulfilled that promise. Likewise, Mr Donnellan, the
member for Narre Warren South in the Assembly, has
not moved into the area.
In this particular flyer Ms Graley uses her office
address as an authorising and return address. It is
marked postage paid. She makes criticism of the
‘Napthine and Abbott governments’ planned tax
increases’. Clearly it is a political document. If it is
outside the parliamentary guidelines, she should repay
it forthwith, and if it is within the guidelines, it is an
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absolutely blatant example of hypocrisy and double
standards where she is expecting other people — —
Mr Leane — On a point of order, Acting President,
under the standing orders a member can only make
accusations against a sitting member of either chamber
through a substantive motion. This is a 90-second
statement.
Hon. E. J. O’Donohue — On the point of order,
Acting President, Mrs Peulich was not making
accusations; she was merely bringing to the house’s
attention material that has been distributed by a
member of the other place and calling into question
whether it is within the guidelines.
Mrs PEULICH — On the point of order, Acting
President, I did want to draw the attention of the house
to this flyer. My observations are that it has been
generated and paid for by the Department of
Parliamentary Services. If that is the case, I am asking
for that to be looked into. Clearly I believe that it is
outside the guidelines and should be repaid. If it is
within the guidelines, then it is an example of blatant
hypocrisy.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I must admit that with the amount of noise that
was coming from Mr Leane I was not able to hear all of
Mrs Peulich’s contribution clearly. I will take the
advice of the Acting Clerk, and we will look at
Hansard. I will defer the decision to the President.
Mrs PEULICH — Further on the point of order,
Acting President, that was one member. The other
member has distributed the same pamphlet, and I ask
that an investigation be undertaken to establish whether
that member is also in breach of the parliamentary
guidelines
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I am not sure that is a point of order, but I will
refer the matter to the President for a ruling.

Hazelwood mine fire
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Last
Friday’s ABC Statewide revelation that new data shows
a rise in deaths around Morwell during the Hazelwood
mine fire is a further cause for sorrow in a community
that has suffered much since the February disaster.
Expert examination of the data has found that the
number of deaths during the time of the fires could be
as high as 11.
I commend the work of Voices of the Valley for
bringing the community together and documenting the
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experiences of those affected. Spokespersons Wendy
Farmer and Ron Ipsen said that Voices of the Valley
members followed up local stories of deaths during the
weeks of the fire in February. When they checked them
against death notices they found that there were sudden
and unexpected deaths of people aged 50 years and
upwards. They mapped what happened and obtained
confirming data from the Victorian Registry of Births,
Deaths and Marriages, which curiously came a day
after the inquiry was concluded. The data was passed
on to the Department of Health and the coroner.
An independent analyst, Adrian Barnett, said there was
an unusual number of deaths at the time and that the
data should be examined. The health department said
the rate of deaths in Morwell during the fires is the
same as for the previous five years. The shadow
Minister for Health, Mr Jennings, has very reasonably
asked that the inquiry be reopened. It is extraordinary
that the Minister for Health refuses to reopen the
inquiry so that the data can be independently reviewed,
and it is outrageous that the minister wildly denigrates
Mr Barnett’s bona fides, accusing him of wanting to
close down the coal industry in Gippsland.

Labor Party ice action plan
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I express my
strong support for Victorian Labor’s recently
announced ice action plan. Strong policy in this area is
especially important in light of the parliamentary Law
Reform, Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee’s
report on its inquiry into the supply and use of
methamphetamines, particularly ice, in Victoria. This
report has reaffirmed for all Victorians that which we
suspected — that we are dealing with a sinister and
damaging substance that is highly addictive.
As a representative of many regional communities, I
was particularly distressed, if not surprised, by the
findings as they relate to regional Victoria. Members of
the Central Grampians Drug Action Taskforce have
been particularly active in lobbying for action to tackle
drugs, including the ice epidemic in this state, and I
commend them on their efforts. Each member of this
group is a tireless advocate for their cause. They have
praised the inquiry’s acknowledgement that the harm
caused by ice goes well beyond the user and that a
cross-community response is therefore required.
The report also reinforces the fact that there is a lack of
treatment services in regional and rural areas. The
Central Grampians Drug Action Taskforce has
particularly stressed the significance of maintaining
anonymity in small and often close-knit areas, the lack
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of specialists working in such areas and the lack of
general treatment and support services on offer.
The Labor Party ice action plan will address these
issues by establishing an ice action task force, which
will deliver an ice action plan within the first 100 days
of an Andrews Labor government provide $15 million
for new drug buses across the state and conduct a
variety of public education programs to increase
awareness across the state.

FAMILY VIOLENCE PROTECTION
AMENDMENT BILL 2014
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 August; motion of
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation).
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to rise today to speak on the Family Violence
Protection Amendment Bill 2014. Labor will not
oppose this bill. I understand that the government
foreshadowed earlier today that it will move some
house amendments, and I am sure Mrs Coote will be
speaking to those shortly. We have seen a copy of those
amendments, which were circulated in an email just a
few hours ago, and we will not be opposing them
either. I will come to that a little later in my
contribution.
Family violence is a national emergency in our nation;
it is our no. 1 law and order issue. The facts are quite
shocking. Three-quarters of all assaults against women
happen in the home, and half of all Australian women
will experience physical or sexual violence in their
lifetime. Research shows the profound and long-term
toll it takes on women’s health, families, children,
communities and society in general. The impact on
women who experience violence is devastating and
immeasurable, and research indicates that the cost of
this violence to the Victorian community is
approximately $3.4 billion annually.
VicHealth research found that intimate partner violence
is the leading contributor to preventable death, illness
and disability in Victorian women aged 15 to 44 years.
Intimate partner violence alone contributes more to
depression, anxiety and other mental health issues in
this cohort of Victorian women than any other risk
factor and is the leading cause of women and children
entering the homeless service system.
Family violence can affect anyone in the community,
regardless of gender, age, location, socioeconomic
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background, health status, culture, sexual identity,
ability, ethnicity or religion. While family violence can
be perpetrated by any member of a family against
another member, it is more likely to be perpetrated by
men against women and children. Victoria Police
statistics show reporting of family violence-related
offences continues to rise. During 2013–14,
65 393 family violence incidents were reported to
Victoria Police, an 8 per cent increase on the year
before. In the same period police issued 17 101 family
violence intervention orders and family violence safety
notices, an increase of 10.3 per cent.
These are quite staggering statistics, and I have also
noted on other occasions when discussing child
protection matters that family violence is a significant
factor in the removal of children for their own safety. In
child protection issues the impact of family violence is
wideranging. It has a significant impact, as I said, on
families and in particular on women and children, who
tend to be the victims.
For these reasons I was very proud to be at the ALP
state conference on 17 May, when Dan Andrews, the
Leader of the Opposition, announced that a Labor
government he would lead would establish Australia’s
first royal commission into family violence. The
announcement received broad endorsement across the
service sector and in the community. I am also very
proud that Labor has a dedicated shadow minister for
prevention of family violence, Ms Danielle Green, the
member for Yan Yean in the Assembly, and it has
announced that if elected, this portfolio will transfer to
government and a family violence unit will operate out
of the Department of Premier and Cabinet.
Labor has also given a commitment that there will be
further announcements prior to the election. To date
those additional announcements have included, for
example, a trial of duress alarms and CCTV for victims
with active intervention orders, a safety audit of
magistrates courts that deal with family violence
matters and a reinstatement to the Coroners Court of the
family violence deaths review. These are all important
announcements, but I think Labor’s proposed
wideranging royal commission into family violence is
going to be a landmark event for our state and our
nation. The learnings that will come out of that royal
commission will be of value to other jurisdictions as
well.
I want to come to the bill before us. The bill’s
amendments to the Family Violence Protection Act
2008 do a number of things, including enabling family
violence safety notices to be issued outside of court
hours, enabling certain interim family violence
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intervention orders to become final orders without a
further court hearing and allowing for the publication of
reports about family violence charges and convictions
without obtaining an order. The default commencement
date of the bill is 18 September 2015, and according to
the bill’s explanatory memorandum this is to ensure
that justice agencies have sufficient time to complete all
the implementation activities associated with these
changes. We have some concerns with this bill,
particularly the amendments to interim orders, but as I
said at the outset, I note that the government has
foreshadowed some amendments which will go some
way towards alleviating some of our concerns.
By way of background, Labor introduced the
stand-alone Family Violence Protection Act in 2008 to
provide a targeted and cohesive response to the issue of
family violence, and at that time it was groundbreaking
legislation. It provided a comprehensive definition of
family violence, extended the definition of a family
member, broadened the use of holding powers,
introduced an enhanced system of family violence
intervention orders, changed the way evidence was
given in court, gave police greater search and seizure
powers and strengthened the provisions for the
protection of children. It also established a regime that
provided protection outside of court hours by creating a
family violence safety notice that could be issued by
police for a 72-hour period, giving police a tool to
provide immediate protection when responding to an
incident outside of court hours.
That new act followed several years of extensive
consultation. In particular, the Victorian Law Reform
Commission was asked to review family violence laws,
and this involved an assessment of after-hours
protection for victims. The Victorian Law Reform
Commission recommended that the Magistrates Court
should implement a system that allowed for interim
intervention orders to be made after hours, rather than
the existing practice of police completing a complaint
form and seeking a warrant to arrest the alleged
perpetrator. Whilst the Victorian Law Reform
Commission did not recommend police-made orders, it
stated:
If the Magistrates Court is unable to provide quick and
efficient access to intervention orders after hours, the
government should consider giving police officers the power
to make short-term intervention orders.

Following the review, Victoria became the first state in
Australia to have family violence safety notices, and
they commenced in December 2008. The police-issued
family violence safety notices also commenced as a
trial. There was hesitation and some resistance to the
change. At the time there were concerns about vesting
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this new power with police. Even the then shadow
Attorney-General, Robert Clark, suggested during
debate on 20 August 2008 that:
… it would probably be better if a workable system of
on-the-spot applications to a magistrate could be put in place
rather than applications being issued simply by authorisation
within the police force …

That is why there were safeguards accompanying the
use of the power, including the system only being
available outside of court sitting hours, a check on the
attending officer’s actions by requiring the notice to be
made via application to a sergeant of police and the
notices acting as a summons to the earliest return date
of the Magistrates Court — in other words, within
72 hours. In practice, the issuing of a family violence
safety notice is for situations where a police officer
believes that until an application for a protection order
can be decided by the court, a notice is necessary to
ensure safety, to protect a child or to preserve property.
When police issue such a notice they may attach certain
conditions to it, including conditions that exclude
someone from attending his or her home.
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It has taken a number of years for that significant
cultural change to take hold, and it is important that
Victoria Police members treat this crime with the
seriousness that it deserves. Police command and the
Police Association of Victoria have acknowledged the
revolution within Victoria Police and have deemed
family violence the no. 1 law and order issue facing
Victorians. It is to its credit that the Police Association
also has taken a very strong position on this issue.
It is appropriate that laws continue to be monitored,
accessed and updated to reflect community attitudes.
The Police Association has called for legislative
changes to empower police members to issue family
violence safety notices to protect victims 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. Opposition members agree that the
time has come to remove the safety net to recognise the
positive work that our police members are doing to
protect women and children, and therefore we
wholeheartedly support this proposed new section.

An evaluation of the trial of the family violence safety
notices showed that they were an effective tool for
police responding to after-hours family violence
incidents, led to increased safety for victims and held
perpetrators accountable for their behaviour. The data
revealed that in a 15-month period police issued
3909 family violence safety notices, and in 84 per cent
of cases the alleged perpetrators were removed from the
home. Following the evaluation of the trial in 2010,
family violence safety notices have remained a
permanent fixture and an important tool for police in
responding to family violence incidents.

The government argues that extending to five working
days, up from 120 hours, the time frame for the first
mention before the court following a family violence
safety notice being issued will allow longer protection
for victims and more time for victims to take advice
and make decisions before attending court. Opposition
members are not opposing this element of the bill, but
we suggest that the government’s true motivation for
the extension is that the government has failed to
manage increasing court delays. Labor believes that a
sensitive and effective response by police and the courts
can be the difference between a family violence victim
who endures years of harm and intimidation and a
victim who is able to recover from the crime and live a
safe and fulfilling life.

There has been a significant shift in community
attitudes to family violence, which have been evolving
over the past decade. It is now accepted among the
majority of community members that family violence is
unacceptable and abhorrent. Victoria Police has been
successful in bringing about significant cultural change
within its ranks, so that family violence has gone from
just being referred to as ‘a domestic’ to being treated as
the crime it is. I take this opportunity to acknowledge
the leadership roles that past and current chief
commissioners of police have played in this, both Chief
Commissioner Ken Lay, who currently is in the role,
and also a previous occupant of that position, Christine
Nixon. Going back to when Labor was in government,
she was really at the forefront in talking about this
issue, putting it on the police radar, so to speak, and
really making it a priority for Victoria Police.

Coming to the amendments to the interim order
provisions, I note that the bill introduces the ability for
the court to attach a finalisation condition to an interim
order, having the effect of the interim order becoming a
final order if the respondent does not challenge the
order within 28 days of being personally served with it.
A finalisation condition will be ordered where the
court, police and affected family agree that it is
appropriate. It is therefore not intended to apply to
offenders over whom court oversight should be
maintained — that is, people with a history of
dangerous behaviour. The condition cannot be included
in cases where the respondent is a child, has a cognitive
impairment or where the condition would be
inconsistent with a family law order. It would be useful
if the government reiterated that and gave us some
assurances about it.
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The opposition is of the view that this bill is a short cut.
It is more about demand management and less about
enhancing the threefold purpose of the Family Violence
Protection Act 2008 — that is, to maximise safety for
women and children, prevent and reduce family
violence, and promote the accountability of
perpetrators.
In 2013 the family violence stakeholders — consisting
of the Federation of Community Legal Centres
Victoria, the Domestic Violence Resource Centre
Victoria, the Women’s Legal Service Victoria,
Domestic Violence Victoria, No to Violence, Women
with Disabilities Victoria, the Aboriginal Family
Violence Legal and Prevention Service Victoria, the
InTouch Multicultural Centre against Family Violence
and the Council to Homeless Persons — made a
detailed submission to the Department of Justice
regarding the proposal to streamline the family violence
intervention order system. The joint submission of
those groups strongly opposed finalisation conditions.
It is apparent that the government has attempted to
address some of these concerns in the drafting of the
bill. However, significant concerns remain, particularly
as to whether there will be opportunities missed for risk
assessment of women and children. All too often we
hear stories from women, including from Rosie Batty,
who were unaware of the real danger they were in.
Another concern that remains is whether there will be
reduced perpetrator accountability if perpetrators are
not forced to front court when a final order is made.
Interaction with the justice system can often be the
motivation for a perpetrator to get help and deal with
their offending behaviour.
Astoundingly, the government failed to ask the very
stakeholders whose concerns it has attempted to
accommodate in the drafting of this bill. It was only
after the bill was released that the problems were
pointed out, and then the government belatedly
undertook consultation and had discussions. What we
have now is a desperate government frantically
back-peddling from an avoidable position. The result is
the 11th hour amendments that the government will be
bringing to the house today. The opposition is of the
view that a last-minute negotiated outcome as a result
of the government’s failure to do its due diligence in
advance is not how to make good laws. However, as
the amendments offer some improvements and provide
increased comfort to the sector, the opposition will not
be opposing them.
Labor understands that preventing and responding to
family violence requires the government to form a
meaningful partnership with members of the
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community sector, not to shut them out by thinking that
the government knows better than they do.
I also wish to point out that the bill deals with the issue
of publication of family violence criminal proceedings.
Currently under the act there is a prohibition on
publishing reports about intervention orders or
proceedings if that is likely to lead to the identification
of individuals protected by an order or involved in a
proceeding unless there are no children involved and
the court makes a publication order. This bill proposes
to allow an adult victim to publish content where there
has been a charge or conviction for a contravention of a
family violence safety notice or a family violence
intervention order or for an offence which contributed
to the making of the family violence safety notice or the
family violence intervention order. As the bill provides
that such publication can only occur with the consent of
the adult victim, the opposition does not oppose this
measure.
In conclusion, Labor takes the view that family
violence is a national emergency. It is an issue that
needs urgent attention. It is the no. 1 law and order
issue facing our state and our nation at the moment. For
these reasons, we are supportive of any legislation that
is designed to address this issue. I point out, as I said
earlier, that the bill could have been strengthened at the
outset if the government had undertaken timely
consultation with the sector — with those people who
have the expertise around these issues. I look forward to
Mrs Coote explaining the government’s amendments
shortly, but from what we have seen to date, Labor will
not be opposing the bill or the amendments.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I rise
to speak on behalf of the Greens on the Family
Violence Protection Amendment Bill 2014. This bill
aims to reform the family violence intervention order
system by extending the family violence safety notice
regime and introducing finalisation conditions on
interim orders. It also reforms the publication
restrictions that apply in relation to family violence
intervention orders.
It is clear that we need to respond to the challenge of
vastly increased demands on the family violence
intervention order system. Instead of boosting funding,
the government has elected to cut court procedures.
This shortcut could undermine safety. If I were in
government, this would not be the first bill I would
bring forward to address the scourge of family violence
across Victoria. In fact there are a number of
problematic aspects to this bill. In respect of
police-issued family violence safety notices, these
provide access to protection for family violence victims
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and their children outside court hours. Extending the
issuing of these notices to during court hours was
questioned by family violence groups as providing
limited benefit and failing to significantly reduce court
demand.
We are concerned about the introduction of the
finalisation conditions on interim orders, otherwise
known as self-executing orders, particularly when this
is explicitly against the recommendations made by
family violence groups in submissions last year. Under
the current arrangements an interim order is put in place
and then a court hearing on finalisation occurs, which
creates opportunities to enhance consistency, monitor
compliance and ensure the undertaking of a sound risk
assessment and risk management process. Without the
two-stage process this might be missed. I am concerned
that the arrangements in this bill require women to
consent to a finalisation clause in the midst of a court
case without guaranteeing access to legal advice from
duty lawyers to make that decision. Women may not
understand what they are agreeing to, and thus true
consent is questionable.
I note that in response to the introduction of this bill an
alliance of family violence groups proposed several
amendments to the bill. I received amendments from
the government at 12 o’clock today. I want to talk a
little bit about this because in the past there was an
occasion when I supplied amendments very late to the
chamber and I was roundly criticised for doing that.
These are government amendments. They only reached
us at 12 o’clock today and we began debating this bill
at 3 o’clock. I do not think that is acceptable.
I understand that the government has agreed to the
amendments or found suitable alternative amendments
to address the concerns raised by a number of family
violence groups. However, I am concerned about what
I discovered from discussions with these groups
today — that is, they had been promised that they
would be notified when these amendments were made,
but this did not take place. I am glad that the
government has finally decided to listen to these
groups, but it is a shame that it has only occurred in the
context of significant media scrutiny of this issue and
the forthcoming election. Given that the government
has agreed to amend this bill on the proviso that
funding is provided so women can access legal advice
on the finalisation of interim orders as provided for in
this bill, the Greens will not oppose it. But I will be
asking questions on the issue of funding during the
committee stage.
I have to say that it is very disappointing that this bill
has been brought into the chamber at this very late date.
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The government has had four years to act and to
improve the safety of the justice system for women
who experience family violence. It is not like this is
suddenly a new issue — we have known about it for
decades — yet the government waits until the
second-last sitting week of this Parliament to introduce
this bill into the upper house.
The government professes to be a law and order
government, yet it has failed to do anything much to
reform the justice system in relation to the worst law
and order issue it has faced over the course of this
Parliament — that is, violence against women.
Sometimes I think this is because the violence is behind
closed doors, but in the last year we have seen
horrendous cases in which family violence has moved
onto the street and has become heartbreakingly public.
In the last budget family violence got a piecemeal
funding allocation, and only after it was the target of
outrage did the government grant a further $30 million.
Even that is inadequate for the work that is required.
I will read into the record part of a press release from
the Domestic Violence Resource Centre Victoria that I
received today. It is headed ‘No more deaths’, and it is
about this critical issue of funding. Referring to
Dr Chris Atmore, senior policy adviser, it states:
She said that it was critical that community legal centres were
further resourced to be able to provide legal advice to victims.
‘At the moment, our lawyers are funded to provide legal help
at court for victims at the final order stage of the process, not
when they first come in seeking a temporary order. If women
are to genuinely consent to a finalisation condition, it is
crucial that they get legal advice to help them make that
decision.’
The federation estimates the cost of providing this additional
advice at $1.2 million.

If it is going to keep women safe, that is not very much
money at all.
Dr Atmore said it was important to view the increase in
demands on the family violence intervention order
system as a sign of success in efforts over the last
decade to provide an integrated response to victims and
perpetrators of family violence. What we need is a
commensurate increase in resourcing. This has to
include support workers and lawyers in every court and
at every stage of the process. We all know that family
violence affects all sections of our community. It does
not relate to class or to education levels; all women can
be subjected to violence — psychological, physical or
financial. We have to deal with this issue, and I am
hoping the government sees fit to fund the community
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legal centres that do this work and make sure that
women can be safe.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — It gives
me a great deal of pleasure to be speaking in the debate
on the Family Violence Protection Amendment Bill
2014, which was introduced in the Assembly by the
Attorney-General, Robert Clark. I put on the record my
praise and admiration for the work the
Attorney-General has done and led on behalf of the
coalition government on a whole-of-government
approach to family violence. I also mention the work of
the Minister for Community Services, Mary
Wooldridge, and I will speak about some of the
achievements of the coalition government.
I thank Ms Mikakos and Ms Hartland for their
contributions. We all understand the depth of the
problem this bill goes to. It goes beyond politics in so
many ways. There are areas around the edges of this
bill where perhaps we do not agree so wholeheartedly,
but family violence is something that touches us all. I
look around this chamber and around Parliament House
and I suspect that there are people in this building with
friends, family members, colleagues or constituents
who have been victims of family violence. As such, we
all know just how damaging it can be. Ms Mikakos
mentioned statistics around the shocking ramifications
it has for young children. One in three children see
family violence, and we have to think about how that
perpetuates itself into the future.
As was brought up in the debate before, until very
recently family violence was thought of as something
that happened behind closed doors and not something
the rest of us, much less the police, had to consider. It is
always interesting to talk about figures around
reporting. You hear it described as a bad thing because
the numbers have gone up. I take a very different view.
This chamber has heard me speak on mandatory
reporting of child abuse and about the overwhelming
reports that were received when mandatory reporting
was introduced by the Kennett government. It was not
that child abuse was on the increase, but rather that for
the first time people had confidence that something
would be done about it. That is what we are facing
today.
It is very important to understand what the coalition
government has done in its almost four years in
government. We released Victoria’s first family
violence whole-of-government action plan in October
2012 — Victoria’s Action Plan to Address Violence
Against Women and Children 2012–15. It said that
everybody had a responsibility to act. It put the
responsibility fairly and squarely on the total
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community. This government has strengthened and
integrated service systems to better support women and
children who experience family violence and sexual
assault. We have led Australia in creating policies to
address family violence. With the commonwealth
government we have established the national
Foundation to Prevent Violence Against Women and
their Children through a $6.4 million investment to
support early intervention and prevention of family
violence.
We have established and further expanded the
adolescent family violence program, which is an
intensive program for teenagers who use violence in the
home. We have increased perpetrator accountability by
passing legislation to provide for jail sentences of up to
five years for perpetrators of violence who contravene
intervention orders, strengthened the management of
the parole system for sex offenders and introduced
legislation to ensure that perpetrators are not able to
hide behind their crimes, by allowing for the reporting
of breached family intervention orders and for victims
to speak out.
The contributions from the opposition parties have been
largely in support of this, and I thank the Labor Party
for working well with the Attorney-General and his
office to look at the amendments, which I am going to
circulate.
Government amendments circulated for
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) by Mrs Coote pursuant to
standing orders.
Mrs COOTE — The amendments were prepared
with bipartisan support because this is such an
important issue. They relate largely to intervention
orders, and I will come back to the details of that later.
Ms Mikakos brought up the royal commission that the
Labor Party has promised. That will be a waste of tens
of millions of dollars and put any action or reform on
hold. There is a very clear example, and that is the very
good report entitled Betrayal of Trust, which was the
work of the parliamentary tripartisan Family and
Community Development Committee. It cost
$2 million to achieve such enormous national and
international results. If you have a look at the federal
royal commission, you will see that so far $480 million
has been spent, with an extension of $100 million and
more. The reality is that the money could so easily have
been put towards the victims themselves. I believe a
royal commission into family violence would be a
misdirected use of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
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I remind the chamber of some of the funding the
coalition government has put in. It has invested more
than $90 million in both 2012–13 and 2013–14 and
over $100 million in 2014–15 to prevent and respond to
family violence. It has put money into so many areas.
Time forbids me from speaking about them all, aside
from saying that the government has not only
introduced legislation into this Parliament which has
been successful but has also put in money to back up
the legislation and the programs.
The bill amends the Family Violence Protection Act
2008; it extends the operation of family violence safety
notices; it establishes a new process for interim family
violence intervention orders (FVIOs); and it allows
publication by the adult victim, or another person with
their consent, of a report about contravention of a
family violence safety notice or a family violence
intervention order.
I turn to the background to the family violence safety
notice reforms. The family violence safety notice is a
temporary notice issued by the police to protect a
person, and any children, from a family member who is
using violence. A police officer can apply to another
officer who is a sergeant for a family violence safety
notice.
The bill will extend the family violence safety notice
system in two ways — it will allow family violence
safety notices to be issued at any time, and will require
the mention date to be within five working days of the
respondent being served with the family violence safety
notice. The bill will also allow a police officer to apply
to a sergeant for a family violence safety notice. That
will mean that family violence safety notices can be
issued 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and not just when
a court is not open.
That brings me to the first amendment. Clarification
was sought about what ‘working day’ means. The first
government amendment is to clause 3 lines 11 to 13
and clarifies that ‘working day’ in relation to a court,
means a day other than a Saturday, a Sunday or a day
appointed as a public holiday under the Public Holidays
Act 1993.
The interim order reform is something that Ms Mikakos
is particularly interested in. The government has gone
into a lot of detail with the opposition to work out some
of the house amendments I just circulated, which deal
largely with clause 8. The relevant part refers to
clause 8, page 6, after line 13. The amendment, which
has been circulated to everyone, talks about whether the
affected family member has obtained legal advice;
whether the giving or service of the interim order and
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the giving of the explanation of the interim order under
section 57(1) will enable the particular affected family
member and respondent to sufficiently understand the
matters set out in section 57(1); and the existence of
factors making it desirable that the particular
respondent attend a hearing for the final order. I hope
that ameliorates the concerns of Ms Mikakos and the
Labor Party.
I will talk about the interim order reform. An interim
family violence intervention order is a temporary order
that protects a person, and any children, from a family
member who is using violence. An interim order is
often made on the application of police or a protected
person in the absence of the respondent and becomes
binding when it is served on that respondent or when it
is continuing the protection put in place by a
police-issued family violence safety notice. A court
may make an interim order where a FVIO application
has been made and the protected person needs
immediate protection before the application can be
determined by the court, and under the current process
if an interim order is made, the matter returns to the
court for a final determination of the FVIO application.
What does this bill do? It establishes a new process for
some interim orders to become final FVIOs without a
further court hearing. This can occur when the court
includes a finalisation condition in an interim order. A
finalisation condition will result in an interim order
automatically becoming a final order 28 days after the
interim order is served on the respondent, unless one of
the following occurs within that period: the respondent
contests the FVIO application; the protected person
seeks to withdraw the FVIO application; an application
is made to vary or revoke the interim order; or the court
varies the interim order on its own motion. If any of
these occur, the matter will return to the court for final
determination of the FVIO application. Generally the
interim order will continue until this occurs.
That is what we have been dealing with here. There is
much more in this bill. I have only 4 minutes left to
make my contribution to the debate and my issue is
about where to conclude on what is a very important
and quite technical bill. As I have said, Ms Mikakos
painted some of the historical aspects, and the
government has worked constructively with the
opposition to work out the government amendments. I
move that the minister is going to — —
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Mrs COOTE — I foreshadow that the amendments
will be moved later in this debate, and I imagine they
will be agreed upon.
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I thank everybody who has spoken on the bill to date. I
thank the opposition parties for their cooperation in
what is a very important area. I frankly believe that the
children of Victoria and the Victorian community will
be in a safer place going forward. I too would like to
commend the police and the Chief Commissioner of
Police, Mr Lay. He has done an extraordinary job in
being at the forefront of family violence prevention and
its importance for Victoria. He and his whole police
force need to be commended for their work.
In an earlier contribution today I spoke about child
protection workers, who see family violence first hand,
and all the people who in their jobs deal with this very
important, difficult and challenging area. I put on the
record my praise for the work they do and my
commendation for the work that they will continue to
do. I hope the bill gives them some clarity and gives our
community a greater sense of what the frameworks are
and how important this is. Once again, I commend the
Attorney-General for an excellent bill. I have much
pleasure in wishing it all the best.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
add my voice to the contributions made in this house to
the debate on the Family Violence Protection
Amendment Bill 2014. As previously stated by my
colleague Ms Mikakos, we are not opposing the bill. In
her contribution Ms Mikakos spoke about a lot of the
issues in the bill, so I will try to be brief.
The bill inserts two new offences in relation to the
sexual abuse of children: failure by a person in
authority to protect a child from sexual abuse, and
failure to disclose a sexual offence committed against a
child under 16 years. It is fair to say that the evidence
that came out of the investigations of this Parliament
into the sexual abuse of children deeply shocked the
community. We were deeply shocked by the evidence
given at those hearings, and I sympathise with all the
committee members who had to hear the horrendously
cruel and soul-destroying evidence from victims who
came forward so the truth could be heard at last.
As a deeply committed Christian I was raised to believe
the holy church was sacred and the clergy who ran
institutions in the name of God were motivated by good
works. Unfortunately the many religious orders of
priests and nuns who do marvellous and selfless good
works have been tainted. It is incumbent on Parliament
to institute legislation to make the protection of children
paramount to all other considerations. Family violence
is on the rise. This we know. Spousal abuse has become
almost commonplace. It probably always existed but it
was generally thought to be a systemic problem of the
under-educated. We know today that this is not true and
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that family violence reaches across all strata within our
society — from labourers to scientists, teachers and
doctors.
However, the bill specifically targets the responsibility
of adults to report the abuse of children and specifies
what appropriate action should be taken by an adult
when child sexual abuse becomes known. It is no
longer an option to walk away from or close one’s eyes
to criminal acts perpetrated against defenceless
children. The penalty contained in the legislation is five
years imprisonment for adults found guilty by our law
courts of failing to report the sexual abuse of children.
Again I indicate we are not opposing the bill.
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — I stand to
make a brief contribution to the debate in relation to the
Family Violence Protection Amendment Bill 2014.
Family violence is most commonly, but we need to
note not exclusively, committed against women and
children and is one of the most serious and horrific
challenges facing our society. There are few of us
untouched by the events of this year. I will not recount
them, but for many of us it is a great challenge to move
past the horrific details of some of the crimes that have
been committed in the state of Victoria this year in
relation to family violence. Every person, but especially
every child, lost to Victoria through family violence
weighs heavily on our hearts and incites us to do more
to protect others.
In her contribution Mrs Coote reflected on this
government’s whole-of-government approach, which
has been very significant in tackling family violence. I
especially note the leadership of our Premier, Dr Denis
Napthine, and the very significant roles played by
Attorney-General Robert Clark, Minister Mary
Wooldridge and Mrs Coote in relation to some of these
achievements. I will not talk about all of them, but I
would like to touch on a number of significant
initiatives which have occurred in my electorate of
Northern Victoria Region.
On 30 July I joined Mary Wooldridge in Bendigo for
the turning of the sod of a new multidisciplinary centre
for victims of sexual assault. This is a very significant
centre for Bendigo, bringing together Victoria Police,
child protection services and specialised counselling on
one site to ensure that victims of family violence can
have their needs met without having to go from centre
to centre. The building of this multidisciplinary centre
acknowledges that the current facilities are not able to
meet current demand. This significant investment will
support victims of family violence not only in Bendigo
but throughout the whole of the central Victorian
region.
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I was also pleased to join the Premier, Minister Lovell
and Minister Drum for the announcement of $3 million
of funding to build a new home for the Annie North
refuge in Bendigo to replace the current facility. The
Premier noted on this occasion that the Annie North
facilities are no longer able to meet the current demand
in Bendigo and the wider region. Annie North is well
recognised as a place of hope and dignity which
supports those victims — women and children —
fleeing family violence.
Family violence is not just a law enforcement matter.
To effect change it must be about changing thinking,
behaviour and mindsets. As others have done, I pay
tribute to the work of the White Ribbon initiative,
which we will again be participating in on
25 November this year. The White Ribbon initiative
has had a significant impact on changing the thinking,
behaviour and mindsets of many in the Victorian
community. However, we acknowledge that there is
still a long way to go.
As a member of the Macedon Ranges community
safety committee I would like to note the very
significant role played by our inspector, Ryan Irwin,
and his police officers in the Macedon Ranges for their
very strong commitment to tackling family violence
and giving it the utmost priority in our community.
There are many police officers across Victoria who
likewise have a strong commitment. I have often been
spoken to by these officers about their wanting greater
tools with which to tackle family violence, such as the
provisions which lie before us in the bill today.
The bill amends the Family Violence Protection Act
2008 and the Personal Safety Intervention Orders Act
2010. It strengthens the family violence safety notice
(FVSN) regime, ensuring the early consideration of risk
factors, and reduces the need for unnecessary multiple
hearings, which are so stressful for victims. The
reforms strengthen perpetrator accountability by
providing the victim with the opportunity to speak
publicly about their experiences and have the
perpetrator’s details made public. These are
amendments that many police officers who deal with
this on a day-to-day basis have been calling for. The bill
extends the operation of family violence safety notices
and enables some family violence intervention orders
(FVIOs) to become final orders, with the need for a
further hearing.
Others have spoken at length about this bill, so I do not
intend to reiterate all the relevant provisions. However,
I wish to particularly note a number of the enhanced
powers, including amendments to the family violence
safety notice provisions which extend the ability of
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police to issue FVSNs to 24 hours a day, 7 days per
week, instead of the current limiting arrangements that
operate only outside court hours. This is a very
important enhancement of this temporary protection,
which applies ahead of the issuing of a family violence
intervention order.
Another important amendment is the extension of the
time limit for the first court appearance. Currently a
mention date for the first court appearance must fall
within 120 hours of the issuing of the family violence
safety notice, but this has been extended to five
working days. The house amendments before us today
include some further information around this definition,
but five working days is a much more workable time
limit.
The bill also sets out a process for some interim orders
to become final family violence intervention orders.
This will occur when the court includes a finalisation
condition in the interim order. The finalisation
condition will then result in an interim order becoming
a final order after 28 days unless certain actions are
taken, including a court varying the interim order, the
respondent contesting the FVIO application, the
protected person seeking to withdraw the FVIO
application or an application being made to vary or
revoke the order. Where applicable — and it does not
apply in every case — this provision reduces the
number of court appearances needed, thereby reducing
stress on victims and cutting costs and workloads for
the courts.
In my time in this role I have had many discussions
about family violence, particularly with police officers
whose case loads involve a significant number of
family violence cases. Many of these police officers
have called for a strengthening of the provisions
concerning family violence safety notices and
intervention orders. The amendments contained in this
bill deliver these greater protective powers.
In short, this bill delivers improved victim safety and
reduces stress to victims caused by further court
hearings. It holds perpetrators to account as never
before, and it delivers stronger and more effective
justice responses. As I noted earlier, neither this nor any
other bill can deliver everything we need in tackling
family violence. That will require a
whole-of-government and a whole-of-community
approach. However, the bill takes a huge step towards
improving victim safety and delivering more effective
tools to address incidents of family violence strongly
and quickly.
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As Mrs Coote has done today, I pay tribute to all those
who work with the victims of family violence. Theirs is
a difficult and challenging role, but I am ever grateful
for the contribution they make and the commitment
they bring to their roles. For the reasons outlined today
I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — It
would be easier if we did this on clause 1, and I will
address the house amendments when the minister
moves them later in the committee stage. I understand
there is an expectation from the family violence sector
that the operation of finalisation orders will be
evaluated after two years. Given that this is not
contained in the bill or in the house amendments that
have been circulated, I ask the minister to provide that
commitment to the committee and provide an assurance
that an independent evaluation will be conducted that
will involve consultation with the sector as to the
particulars of that evaluation after the two years have
elapsed.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I thank Ms Mikakos for her
question. I can confirm that an undertaking has been
provided to stakeholders that an evaluation will be
undertaken after two years. I therefore give the
committee that undertaking as well.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is also on clause 1, but before I go to that I was
interested to hear that Mrs Coote said there had been
good cooperation with the opposition. We were not
approached at any time regarding these amendments,
and we received them at 12 o’clock today. We knew of
their existence only because the No More Deaths group
approached us and informed us of the amendments.
My particular question is around the issue of funding.
The stakeholder groups have made it quite clear that for
them to be able to do this work they need an additional
$1.2 million to assist the legal centres. Is there any
guarantee they will actually receive that increased
funding?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I can advise Ms Hartland that
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future funding will be considered as part of the
budgetary process.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — The
stakeholder groups have made it really clear that if this
bill is successful, they need an assurance of funding. If
we are saying ‘in future budgets’, that is not until next
year, which is several months away. They need some
assurances that the funding will be in the budget. I do
not think what we are talking about is an extreme
amount of money. It is $1.2 million. If the government
is serious about family violence, it should be funding
the legal centres to make sure they can actually do the
work that is provided for in this bill.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I can only repeat my previous
answer.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I take
that to mean there is no commitment from the
government to actually ensure that the work this bill
requires is done by providing funding for the legal
centres so that they can assist women who need a great
deal of assistance in attempting to flee family violence.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — That is not what I said. Future
funding will be considered as part of the budgetary
process.
Clause agreed to; clause 2 agreed to.
Clause 3
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I move:
1.

Clause 3, lines 11 to 13, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert —
‘working day, in relation to a court, means a day other
than a Saturday, a Sunday or a day appointed as a public
holiday under the Public Holidays Act 1993.”.’.

Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I will
treat these amendments as a group and speak to
amendment 1 along with all the other amendments the
government has foreshadowed. As I indicated earlier,
Labor is not opposed to this amendment or any of the
amendments that Mr O’Donohue will be moving today.
I want to correct the record and state that the Labor
opposition only saw these amendments around midday
today. Mrs Coote might be a little confused with the
next bill, where there has been a greater degree of
discussion between the opposition and the government.
Certainly we have seen the media release on this bill
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put out by the Federation of Community Legal Centres.
We see that the sector is supportive of these changes,
and we too are supportive of these changes. Essentially
the amendments are in line with the issues that have
been raised by stakeholders.
As I said earlier, it is astounding that the government
failed to consult adequately with the sector and the
experts during the drafting phase. These issues and the
house amendments could have been avoided if this had
happened in the first place. We have a situation here
where the government has to fix the bill after it has
been introduced — at the 11th hour — with these house
amendments. It is really a sign of the government
back-pedalling from what was an avoidable position in
the first place.
We take the view that negotiating a last-minute
outcome because the government failed to do its due
diligence work in the first place is not a good way to
make laws. We think that consultation should have
occurred in the initial phase. Nevertheless, the
amendments offer some improvements to the situation
as it currently stands. They provide increased comfort
to the sector, and for this reason we will not be
opposing them.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I will
also speak to the amendments as a group rather than
individually. We also support them, but we are
extremely disappointed that the negotiations and
consultation did not occur during the drafting stage of
the bill. I would like to ask the minister why that did not
occur, because quite clearly the consultation with the
stakeholder groups has improved the bill. It would have
been a much better process to have done that during the
drafting stage rather than in the last few weeks.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I am advised that there was
consultation in the early stage of the development of
this legislation and that there has been subsequent
consultation. The government welcomes the support of
the Greens and Labor for these amendments.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 4 to 7 agreed to.
Clause 8
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr O’Donohue has several proposed
amendments to clause 8. Some are stand-alone
amendments and others are consequential amendments.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I move:

2.
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Clause 8, line 25, omit “may” and insert “must”.

Amendment agreed to.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I move the following
amendments standing in my name:
3.

Clause 8, lines 26 to 28, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert —
“(a) whether there is a history of family violence;
(b) the existence of recognised family violence
risk factors;”.

4.

Clause 8, line 29, omit “(b)” and insert “(c)”.

5.

Clause 8, page 6, after line 8 insert —
“3

Criminal proceedings.”.

6.

Clause 8, page 6, line 9, omit “(c)” and insert “(d)”.

7.

Clause 8, page 6, line 13, omit “condition.” and insert
“condition;”.

8.

Clause 8, page 6, after line 13 insert —
“() whether the affected family member has
obtained legal advice;
()

whether the giving or service of the interim
order and the giving of the explanation of the
interim order under section 57(1) will enable
the particular affected family member and
respondent to sufficiently understand the
matters set out in section 57(1);

()

the existence of factors making it desirable
that the particular respondent attend a hearing
for the final order.”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 9 to 28 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(SUCCESSION AND SURROGACY) BILL
2014
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 August; motion of
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation).
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Succession and Surrogacy) Bill 2014. Since the bill
was introduced in the house and the Labor opposition
has had the opportunity to circulate proposed
amendments to the other parties, the shadow
Attorney-General has had a number of discussions with
the government regarding the perceived deficiencies in
this bill. I am pleased that the government has indicated
to the opposition that it will be moving house
amendments to this bill which address some of the
concerns the opposition has. In anticipation of the
house amendments being moved by the government, as
they were circulated to me at about midday today, I
indicate to the house that the Labor opposition will be
supporting the government’s house amendments and
therefore will not be opposing this bill.
The bill amends the Administration and Probate Act
1958, creating new eligibility requirements for family
provision claims against an estate. Several other
amendments are made affecting the administration of
estates, the payment of debts of an estate and
court-authorised will applications. The bill also amends
the Status of Children Act 1974 to allow the registration
of a surrogate birth if a parentage order is made by an
interstate court.
With respect to the family provision claims, I note that
the bill amends section 90 of the Administration and
Probate Act 1958 to create specific eligibility
requirements for a person making a family provision
claim against a deceased’s estate. The bill as it currently
stands creates new classes of people who are eligible to
apply for family provision. The first five of those are a
spouse or domestic partner of the deceased; a child,
including an adopted child of the deceased who at the
time of the deceased’s death was under 18 years of age
or is a full-time student between 18 and 25 years of age
or has a disability; a stepchild or child of a domestic
partner under the same criteria as for children; a person
treated as a natural child of the deceased for a
substantial period under the same criteria as for
children; or a former spouse or domestic partner who
would have been able to commence divorce and/or
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spousal maintenance proceedings at the time of the
deceased’s death.
A further six classes of people are eligible subject to a
requirement that the court be satisfied of whole or
partial dependency on the deceased at the time of death.
I point out that as the bill currently stands these classes
are: a child or stepchild who is not under 18 years of
age and not a full-time student between 18 and 25 years
of age nor disabled; a person treated as a natural child
not under 18 years of age and not a full-time student
between 18 and 25 years of age nor disabled; a
registered caring partner; a grandchild; a spouse or
domestic partner of a child of the deceased if the child
dies within one year of the deceased’s death; and a
member of the deceased’s household or someone who
had been and would have been likely to again become a
member of the deceased’s household.
In determining dependency the court must disregard
any means-tested government benefits the applicant has
received or for which the applicant is eligible. With
respect to all categories of eligible applicants the court
must not make an order for family provision unless also
satisfied that the deceased had a moral duty to provide
for the applicant’s proper maintenance and support and
that the will or relevant intestacy provisions failed to
make adequate provision for the applicant. The factors
a court must take into account when determining the
amount of a family provision order include the degree
of moral duty owed by the deceased to the applicant,
the degree of failure to make adequate provision in the
estate and the degree of dependence in the case of the
categories I indicated earlier, listed in clause 3(2),
paragraphs (f) to (k) under the definition of an ‘eligible
person’. The court must also have regard to the will
itself, as well as any evidence of the deceased’s
reasoning and intentions in relation to the lack of
provision.
Another new feature the bill introduces is release of
rights agreements. A person, referred to as the releaser,
who may be eligible for family provision will be able to
enter into a release of rights agreement with a testator
during the testator’s lifetime, with the result that the
releaser surrenders any right to apply for family
provision after the testator’s death. The bill requires that
a releaser obtain independent legal advice before
entering into a release of rights agreement.
The bill makes amendments with respect to the debts
and liabilities of an insolvent estate so that these will be
dealt with in accordance with the rules of bankruptcy.
In the case of a solvent estate, unless a contrary
intention is expressed in the will, the costs of the
deceased’s funeral, testamentary and administration
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expenses and any debts and liabilities of the state must
be paid out of real and personal property in a specific
order: firstly, using any property specifically
appropriated for payment of debt liability; secondly,
using the residuary estate; and, thirdly, using specific
gifts.
The bill amends the law in relation to small estates so
that money and personal property valued up to $25 000
as indexed can be transferred without requiring the
production of a grant of representation. An executor of
an estate valued at up to $100 000 as indexed will be
able to seek aid from the registrar of probates or a
registrar of the Magistrates Court. In respect of
authorised wills, the bill amends the Wills Act 1997 so
that applications under section 21 of that act no longer
require leave of the court. Section 21 allows the making
of a court-authorised will for a person who lacks
testamentary capacity.
In respect of surrogacy, the bill amends the Status of
Children Act 1974 so that a child born under a
surrogacy arrangement will no longer be presumed to
be the child of the surrogate and will be recognised as
the child of the commissioning parents. Key definitions
and registration processes are being changed in order to
allow for recognition of surrogacy arrangements taking
place in other states and territories. The Births, Deaths
and Marriages Registration Act 1996 is being amended
to ensure that the commissioning parents can obtain a
birth certificate for a child of a surrogacy arrangement.
Once a surrogacy parentage order has been made the
registrar will be required to amend the birth registration,
naming the commissioning parents as the child’s
parents.
In terms of the views stakeholders have expressed
about this bill, the Law Institute of Victoria has
expressed very strong opposition to the family
provision amendments, saying that the amendments go
far beyond what the Victorian Law Reform
Commission recommended. In its view the eligibility
requirements are too strict and will leave most adult
children unable to contest a will because they are not
dependents at the time of the testator’s death. Testators
will too easily be able to avoid responsibility for their
adult children, stepchildren and grandchildren.
The law institute has given four examples of adult
children who would be disadvantaged by the bill. For
example, a farmer with three daughters and one son
leaves his property to his son, making no provision for
his daughters. Those daughters will have no right to
make a claim unless they were financially dependent at
the time of death. Another example the law institute has
given is that of a 19-year-old youth living away from
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home and unemployed. He will not be able to make a
claim because he is not financially dependent on his
parents although he cannot get a job.
Another example the law institute has given is that of
an adult child living with her grandmother as her
mother has mental health issues. The mother dies but
does not leave any provision for the child. As she was
not dependent on her mother at the time of death the
daughter is not eligible to make a claim for family
provision. The final example relates to an adult woman
who is not financially dependent on her father when he
dies, leaving the majority of his estate to a charity.
Shortly after his death she is diagnosed with
Parkinson’s disease and is unable to work. She would
be unable to make a claim for family provision as she
was not wholly or partially dependent on him at the
date of his death.
Because these quite significant concerns were
expressed to us and to the government, we took the
view that the bill went too far in taking away the rights
of adult family members who might have good reason
to contest a will. There may be situations where a child
or an in-law has been vindictively or neglectfully cut
out because of someone exercising influence over the
testator shortly before their death. Alternative
proceedings relating to undue influence and the
capacity of a testators can be much more costly and
take up a lot more of the court’s time.
At present a court can only grant a family provision
claim where it is satisfied that a will does not make
adequate provision for a person’s proper maintenance
and support. This is an appropriate safeguard against
the misuse of family provision by people with little or
no connection to the deceased. The requirement of
dependency is therefore unnecessary as well as unjust,
and as the Law Institute of Victoria has pointed out,
there are situations where a family member might not
strictly be a dependent but where family provision is
still appropriate because of the needs of that family
member and the responsibility of the testator to make
provision for them.
It seems as though the Napthine government prefers to
force adult children, in terms of the original guise of
this bill, to rely on government benefits or sink into
poverty rather than seek reasonable provision from a
parent’s estate. The release of rights agreements go
against the spirit of family provision. Even with
independent legal advice as a requirement, the
government underestimates the influence that family
members can exert on someone to sign away their
rights to seek basic provision. For these reasons and
because of the very significant concerns that the law
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institute expressed to members of Parliament, to the
Labor opposition and to the government, as I indicated
at the outset, Labor had originally intended to amend
this bill. However, we will now not be proceeding with
the foreshadowed amendments that I had circulated to
the other parties because we have since been advised
that the government has agreed to certain house
amendments that address some of the concerns we have
with this bill.
I make the point that it is not the role of Labor as an
opposition party to completely rewrite the bill and fix
up all the problems with the legislation, but I believe
that there has been a degree of goodwill shown by the
government in its negotiations, in working with the law
institute and with the shadow Attorney-General in
trying to reach a better position and achieve a better
outcome in terms of this legislation going forward.
I commend Martin Pakula, the member for Lyndhurst
in the Assembly and shadow Attorney-General, in
achieving some good outcomes in getting the
government to agree to a number of house
amendments, which I will speak to later when the
government formally moves them. At this time I am
speaking hypothetically about amendments which have
been circulated but which have not yet been formally
moved, and I thank the Acting President for his
indulgence in allowing me to do so. The amendments,
as I understand it, relate to four key issues: the removal
of the dependency test for children, the removal of the
time of death requirement, the removal of the release of
rights provisions and some issues around a transitional
amendments.
Of course government members will speak to these
amendments when they have an opportunity to do so,
but because we have seen the circulated government
amendments and the shadow Attorney-General has had
an opportunity to review them, we will be supporting
them. We think they are in keeping with the
negotiations that have been undertaken in good faith
between the parties to try to improve what was
originally a nasty piece of legislation with significant
problems. With those words, I indicate again to the
house that Labor will not be opposing the bill and will
be supporting the house amendments.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Justice Legislation Amendment (Succession and
Surrogacy) Bill 2014 amends five acts. It amends the
Administration and Probate Act 1958, the Wills Act
1997 and the Trustee Companies Act 1984 with regard
to succession law and makes a minor amendment to the
Status of Children Act 1974 and the Births, Deaths and
Marriages Registration Act 1996 with regard to
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surrogacy and the registration of a child. That particular
amendment enables the commissioning parents of a
child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement to
obtain an order for registration on the surrogate birth
register where they have obtained a corresponding
parentage order in another Australian state or territory
recognising them as the parents of the child.
The amendments also set out criteria that must be
satisfied before the Supreme Court or the County Court
may make a registration order, including that the order
is in the best interests of the child and that the
commissioning parents did not enter into an
arrangement to avoid Victoria’s surrogacy and assisted
reproductive treatment legislation. In that respect the
bill makes a rather minor amendment, although the
issue of surrogacy remains complex with differing
views and considerations in the community. That is a
small part of the bill. The bill basically deals with
succession legislation, and I again make the point that I
am not quite sure why two completely different topics
are dealt with in one piece of legislation.
In regard to the amendments which deal with
succession law, the explanatory memorandum to the
bill states:
The aim of the bill is to ensure that Victorian succession laws
operate justly, fairly and in accordance with community
expectations in relation to the way that property is dealt with
after a person dies.

But as Ms Mikakos pointed out, we have also been
approached by many in the legal profession who deal
with succession laws, and the Law Institute of Victoria
has been very strong in its condemnation of the original
version of the bill. It says the bill does exactly the
opposite of what the explanatory memorandum claims
it does. Many concerned members of the legal
community — barristers, solicitors and the law
institute — contacted us to inform us that this bill will
create injustice and make Victoria’s laws on succession
the harshest in the country. One barrister said the bill
would take Victoria back 100 years.
The main problem with the bill is the introduction of a
dependency test into the Administration and Probate
Act 1958, as set out in clause 5, whereby a court may
not make a family provision order for a person who is
left out of a will or did not receive an amount they
believe they were entitled to unless that eligible person
was wholly or partly dependent on the deceased for
their proper maintenance and support at the time of the
deceased’s death. It is a very narrow window for any
eligible person to make a claim on a will. The effect of
this test will be to cut some adult children out of estates
and allow testators to avoid parental responsibility. In
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the view of many who contacted us, it would also give
a green light to predators and groomers who prey on the
elderly and could influence them to change their wills
to disadvantage their adult children.

dependency test. The law institute also referred to the
law reform commission’s report recommendations and
said it recommended the New South Wales test for
eligibility.

In addition, the Law Institute of Victoria stated in a
media release:

Ms Mikakos went through some examples of what
could happen in terms of how the bill would operate in
practice. One would be where an adult woman is not
financially dependent on her father when he dies,
leaving the majority of his estate to charity. Shortly
after his death she is diagnosed with a disease and is
unable to work. She would be unable to make a claim
for family provision as she was not wholly or partly
dependent on him at the date of his death.

Many wills are not up to date, and may not accurately reflect
the testator’s current intentions or the state of family affairs at
the time of the will-maker’s death.

Legal experts have said that this legislation drags
Victoria back to the 1890s, when men left their wives
and children destitute and bequeathed their estates to
their mistresses. The law changed and said that the right
of testamentary freedom is not sacrosanct and we must
not allow for economic and social injustice, but some of
the amendments in this bill would do just that. They
would harm vulnerable people who may otherwise
have meritorious claims to bring forward. The
Attorney-General will not provide any justification for
this reform that has any basis in reality. He claimed in
effect that the law is currently uncertain and that too
many dubious claims are being made, but many of the
experts who approached us, including the law institute,
said that this is simply not true.
In reality it is already difficult to challenge a will. It is
difficult to contest a will on the basis that the testator
did not have the mental capacity to make the will. You
need contemporary medical evidence to say that the
will-maker did not have the mental capacity at the time
of making their will, and it is very difficult to obtain. It
is also very difficult to challenge a will on the basis of
undue influence from a person preying on the testator,
because any undue influence is usually done behind the
scenes and the legal test is already very strict. Also,
there are a number of criteria that have to be satisfied
before a court will make a maintenance order for
someone contesting a will. It is difficult to see why
there is any need for the bill at all.
I am advised that at the moment few cases which
involve challenging a will go to trial. Most of these
matters are settled before going to court, according to
the legal experts who contacted us about this bill. The
Victorian Law Reform Commission said in its review
of succession laws that the extent of the problem of
opportunistic claims was unclear, but it certainly did not
recommend the changes put forward in this bill. The
Attorney-General claims that the bill acts on and
implements the recommendations of the law reform
commission, but legal experts say that the commission
did not recommend the introduction of this dependency
test. Only 1 of the 46 submissions received by the
commission recommended introducing a threshold

I would also like to refer to some of the points made by
the law institute in a letter written by its CEO to the
Attorney-General and copied to me and to the shadow
Attorney-General, Mr Pakula, the member for
Lyndhurst in the Assembly. Amongst other things, the
law institute says:
We are extremely concerned that after detailed and extensive
consultation the Attorney-General has chosen to ignore the
recommendations of the VLRC and are now proposing
reforms that fail to meet the original purpose.
…
The bill restricts the classes of eligible person who can
seek relief under the family provisions. The effect of
clause 3 definition for eligible person, when combined
with clause 5 (new91(2)(b)), means that a child, and the
other classes of potentially eligible persons, must be
wholly or partly dependent on the deceased for their
proper maintenance and support at the time of the
deceased’s death.

It goes on to say:
There is no evidence that such a restrictive change to the
current law in Victoria is justified or required to reduce or
eliminate opportunistic claims. We are highly concerned that
this change will unduly limit eligible claimants and will
disadvantage many meritorious claimants. It will be likely to
create a great deal of injustice, contrary to the objectives of
family provision laws and one of the three primary terms of
reference for the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s
inquiry, which was to ensure that Victorian laws operate
justly, fairly and in accordance with community expectations
in relation to the way property is dealt with after a person
dies.

In its submission to the law reform commission’s
review of succession laws the law institute
acknowledged that the current laws allow for
opportunistic claims but it did not reach consensus on
limiting those claims. It says the law reform
commission recommended that:
… Victoria should replace its ‘responsibility’ test for
eligibility to make a family provision claim with a test based
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on the New South Wales test for eligibility, but extended to
include stepchildren.

The law institute also says that it:
… is also concerned that the new bill fails to grasp the nature
of will making. Our members report that it is not uncommon
for older will-makers to find themselves in disagreements
with family members who are acting as primary caregivers,
with the result that the will-maker does not make provision
for them in the will, even though the will-maker would be
considered to have a responsibility to do so.

The law institute’s submission to us was fulsome and
comprehensive. As I mentioned, several other legal
practitioners in the area have made strong submissions
to us regarding issues with the bill.
This bill was meant to be debated in the Parliament in
the last sitting week. At that time I circulated
amendments to the government and opposition parties.
Ms Mikakos circulated similar amendments, with one
or two minor differences. One would have to say that
our amendments were about 90 per cent similar. Today
we have received amendments that the government
intends to move to the bill. The first time I saw those
amendments was at lunchtime today. I learnt that they
are the result of negotiations between the parties. There
may have been negotiations between the
Attorney-General and the shadow Attorney-General but
I certainly was not included in those negotiations.
As I said, I have only just seen the government’s
amendments. I have looked at them and compared them
with my amendments. I do not believe the
government’s amendments go far enough. There will
still be issues with the bill if only the government’s
amendments are passed. That is not to say that I would
not support the majority of those amendments, as they
will ameliorate some of the worst aspects of the bill. I
consider that the bill is in need of further amendment
along the lines of the suggestions made to me by legal
practitioners working in this area and by the Law
Institute of Victoria. The government’s amendments do
not go that far.
Here we are in our second-last sitting week. We have
before us a bill that has created quite a lot of
controversy among members of the relevant section of
the community — those who have intimate knowledge
of this particular area of the law — and today we have
had amendments circulated by the government. I
consider that this bill needs to be referred to the Legal
and Social Issues Legislation Committee for inquiry
and report. Committee members can meet with
representatives of the law institute and the other
barristers and solicitors who have written to us and they
can inquire into the efficacy of the government’s
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amendments. The report could come back to this house
in the next sitting week and the bill could still go
through.
One of the reasons for referring the bill to the
committee is that then the process becomes open and
public, rather than negotiations being conducted behind
closed doors. Those negotiations have resulted in
something that I consider to be a less than perfect
outcome. Also, there is absolutely no urgency attached
to this bill. Its commencement date is 1 July 2015, if
not before.
The government has some 22 bills before the lower
house. Members would have to be querying why some
bills, such as this one, are considered to be more urgent
than, for example, the IBAC bill — which I hear was
introduced just this morning — and the bill to expunge
criminal convictions for homosexual activity under
previous legislation, which would of course be a very
good thing. Members would have to wonder why the
Parliament is receiving that legislation at 5 minutes to
midnight, as it were, while members are debating
legislation for which there is no urgency and about
which there is a lot of controversy. In the committee
stage I will be moving my amendments to the bill.
Greens amendments circulated by Ms PENNICUIK
(Southern Metropolitan) pursuant to standing
orders.
Government amendments circulated for
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) by Mr D. R. J. O’Brien
pursuant to standing orders.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I wish
to pick up what I term the Peter Hall doctrine and
commence with what we can agree on across the
chamber. I note that Ms Mikakos and I, who do not
necessarily agree on everything, will agree that in
relation to the amendments and the process that has
been gone through there has been a degree of goodwill
between the government and the opposition. This
goodwill has occurred not only in relation to the
amendments to the wording of the bill that were
suggested by the opposition — and also in spirit the
similar amendments that have been put up by the
Greens — but also in relation to the stakeholders who
had made submissions to the government, including
stakeholders who had made submissions to me. We
agree that this is an instance of the Parliament working
to better the wording of legislation to give effect to its
intent without unnecessarily burdening those who may
be affected by particular provisions of the bill and who
have raised genuine concerns.
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I note Ms Mikakos praised the work of the shadow
Attorney-General, the member for Lyndhurst in the
other place. I take nothing away from that, but I would
also like to praise the work of the Attorney-General and
the Department of Justice and to praise the
Attorney-General’s staff, who have fielded various
requests through me in relation to the amendments.
This is an important area of law and an important piece
of legislation. Now that the bill has in the main the
support of the opposition and the stakeholders who had
raised concerns, as far as I am advised, it ought to
receive the commendation of the house and a speedy
passage.
It is incumbent upon me to refer to the importance of
this bill, particularly in terms of the areas of law that
relate to succession and surrogacy. These are two very
important areas of law — they relate to family legal
relations, in particular, and the relationships between
parents and children. Therefore they are matters that
need to be regulated by the common law and the statute
law in a way that can minimise conflicts in families.
Law in this area should also seek to bring greater
harmonisation. In saying that, I am reminded of the
famous quote to the effect that death is not the end;
there is always litigation.
Ms Pennicuik interjected.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN — No, that was Spike
Milligan. Spike Milligan said, ‘I told you I was ill.’.
Mark Twain said, ‘No real estate is permanently
valuable but the grave’. Then the fellow American
writer Ambrose Bierce said famously, ‘Death is not the
end. There remains the litigation over the estate’.
As someone who has been a practitioner and who also
has a farm that is next door to the graves of seven
generations of my ancestors, I can understand these
things. It is the spot where I know I will end up. It has
been a constant reminder that farms can be built up and
litigated away. They can be earnt in a lifetime, but in
the society in which we live they can also be lost
through litigation amongst a family — not through
litigation that is part of our recent family story.
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surrogacy arrangement in another state or territory. The
surrogacy arrangements also relate only to the birth
registration for Australian arrangements, and do not
deal with overseas or commercial surrogacy. The
Victorian prohibition on commercial surrogacy is
maintained, and we note the offence in section 44 of the
Assisted Reproductive Treatment Act 2008.
In relation to the succession law amendments, the
introduction of third-party family maintenance claims
(TFMs) has been intended to preserve a balance of
interests, principally the testator’s intentions, and this
bill seeks to give greater emphasis to that. It also takes
into account the needs of certain persons to, on
occasion, make application to court for provision out of
a deceased’s estate. This area developed in the early
20th century. Since about 1997, with the introduction of
the TFM provisions, any person has been able to make
a claim so long as they could demonstrate that the
deceased owed them a responsibility. This has been
widely criticised, with many asserting that it is now too
easy to challenge a will, and people can make
opportunistic claims on estates.
There is another concern this bill tackles, which it did in
its original form, and this is maintained in the amended
form. From my discussions with practitioners I know
they are comfortable with this provision and accept that
there was an issue in this area. The costs presently in
relation to a dispute about an estate when it comes
before the court are sometimes awarded out of the
estate. This means that a person with a weak case may
be encouraged to make a claim because they know it is
unlikely that costs will be awarded against them, even
when they fail. The bill seeks to address that
arrangement by referring to costs orders. Ultimately this
is obviously in the discretion of the court, but where the
unsuccessful party would usually be ordered to pay
those costs, all things being equal, they will now be
made to do so.

Returning to the bill, this is an important area and the
government has taken the time to include the
recommendations of the Victorian Law Reform
Commission. The succession laws report, which was
tabled in Parliament on 15 October 2013, was the first
stage of the reform of Victorian succession laws.

I turn to the key provisions in relation to the family
amendments. The bill aims to limit the use of the family
provision laws, which allow the court to order a
departure from a deceased’s will or from intestacy
rules. Presently any person can make claim to challenge
a will under the family provisions of the Administration
and Probate Act 1958 simply by showing that the
deceased owed them a responsibility. The bill aims to
restrict the potential applicants who can make a claim
on a deceased’s estate by inserting a list of eligible
persons.

In relation to surrogacy, the bill will close the gap in the
law that prevents parents from being named on a child’s
birth certificate if the child was conceived under a

It is in this regard that there has been some stakeholder
interest. I received a very helpful submission; it was a
representation from a well-known Warrnambool firm,
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Maddens Lawyers, which I have worked with over the
years. I wish to compliment them on their legal work.
Also, barrister Rick Wells took the time to set out his
concerns with the bill as originally proposed, and he
indicated that he supported a lot of the overall intention
of the bill. There is sometimes a question when lawyers
who work in the area make submissions that they might
be protecting their own pockets, but that was not the
case with the genuine concerns raised by these
practitioners. What we have now introduced in the
house amendments is as a result also of the discussions
with the other parties and all stakeholders. The
amendments will still reflect the court’s intention, but
they will pick up some of the cases that it has been said
would have been overly harshly excluded by the
original proposed provisions.
With that in mind, the amendments will modify the bill
in respect of the family provision claims to remove the
dependency requirement for adult children who wish to
contest their parent’s will, so that a child of the
deceased is always eligible to make an application to
the court. Those amendments will be discussed in the
committee stage, so I do not need to say too much more
on them now except to again thank those stakeholders
who provided submissions and to note that the
amendments are quite short and discrete. They are
principally to clause 5, which will alter those eligibility
requirements.
To ensure that the intention of the bill is preserved,
there is a corresponding amendment, amendment 4,
which the minister will discuss in committee. It inserts
into clause 5:
“(c) in the case of an eligible person referred to in paragraph
(f) or (g) of the definition of eligible person, the degree
to which the eligible person is not capable, by
reasonable means, of providing adequately for the
eligible person’s proper maintenance and support …

This will sit in relation to the amount of provision to be
made under clause 5 of the bill. It will provide the
necessary balance so that where there are opportunities
to claim, the court will also be able to give effect to the
testator’s intention.
Whilst we are removing the requirement of
dependency, the house amendments will insert a new
requirement that when determining the amount of
provision to be made from the will, the court must
consider the degree to which that person is not capable
by reasonable means of providing adequately for their
proper maintenance and support. This is intended to
limit claims by adult children who are not in
circumstances of financial hardship. This meets the
genuine concerns of the stakeholders, and I again thank
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them for the time they have taken. I endorse what
Ms Mikakos said about the spirit of cooperation.
Under the current version of the bill some categories of
eligible persons, such as grandchildren of the deceased,
are required to show dependency on the deceased at the
time of death. The house amendments will remove this
temporal requirement because a risk was identified that,
if interpreted narrowly, dependency would need to be
shown at the exact date of death. This would be
difficult to show in certain cases — for example, where
the deceased had spent their last days in hospital or care
or had been staying temporarily with a relative before
their death. The revised provision is intended to ensure
that dependency need only be shown to exist at or near
the time of death.
Under the current version of the bill a person may
waive their right to make a family provision claim
against a person’s estate by signing a release of rights
agreement after obtaining independent legal advice.
There were differing views from various stakeholders
as to whether court approval should be required for a
release of rights agreement. As a result of the
government’s negotiations and in order to secure the
passage of the bill with its important reforms, the house
amendments will remove this section. They will also
modify the transitional provisions. The new provisions
only affect applications made in respect of the estate of
a person who died after the commencement of the bill. I
commend Rick Wells for bringing this suggested
amendment to the government’s attention, and I
commend the Attorney-General’s staff and the
Attorney-General himself for taking into consideration
the valuable improvement made by such small but
important amendments to the bill.
I turn to some other provisions of the bill, particularly
in relation to surrogacy arrangements. This has also
been discussed by Ms Mikakos and Ms Pennicuik in
their contributions. In relation to the present situation, a
surrogacy arrangement is an arrangement, agreement or
understanding, whether formal or informal, under
which a woman agrees with another person to become
or try to become pregnant with the intention that a child
who is born as a result of the pregnancy is to be treated
not as her child but as the child of another person; with
the intention of transferring custody or guardianship of
a child born as result of the pregnancy to another person
or persons; or with the intention that the right to care for
a child born as a result of the pregnancy be permanently
surrendered to another person or persons.
In Victoria the child’s intended parents under a
surrogacy arrangement are referred to as the
commissioning parents. Parentage can be transferred
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from a surrogate mother to the commissioning parents
by court order, which is called a substitute parenting
order in Victoria and a parentage order in most other
states and territories. In Victoria surrogacy
arrangements and substitute parentage orders are
regulated by the Status of Children Act 1974 and the
Assisted Reproductive Treatment Act 2008. Presently
all Australian states and territories except the Northern
Territory have legislation that permits commissioning
parents to obtain a parentage order naming them as a
child’s legal parents, provided that certain criteria are
met.
As I said, all states and territories except the Northern
Territory have similar minimum requirements that a
surrogacy arrangement must meet in order for a court to
make a parentage order. They include that the
arrangement is entered into preconception; that the
parents undergo counselling and receive legal advice,
which is an important step in this delicate area of
legislation and family arrangements; that the
arrangement is non-commercial; that the surrogate
mother and her partner consent to the making of the
parentage order; and that the child is living with the
commissioning parents at the time of the application or
hearing of the order.
Currently if a child is conceived under a surrogacy
arrangement in another state or territory but born in
Victoria, the child’s surrogate mother and her partner, if
any, will be named as the child’s parents on the
Victorian birth register and the child’s birth certificate.
At present the only way for a child’s commissioning
parents to be named on the birth register instead of the
surrogate parents is for the commissioning parents to
obtain a Victorian substitute parentage order. However,
they cannot obtain such an order because the orders are
only available if the child was conceived as a result of a
procedure carried out in Victoria, as set out in
section 20(1)(a) of the Victorian Status of Children Act
1974. This problem exists where the commissioning
parents have obtained a parentage order from an
interstate court naming them as the child’s legal
parents. The Victorian government is aware that at least
one Victorian couple has been unable to be named on a
child’s birth certificate because of this gap in the law.
I am pleased that the bill will resolve this problem.
Part 6 of the bill will allow the commissioning parents
of a child conceived interstate under a surrogacy
arrangement but born in Victoria to apply to the
Victorian Supreme Court for an order known as a
registration order directing the registrar of births, deaths
and marriages to name the child’s parents on the
Victorian birth register. This will enable the
commissioning parents to obtain a birth certificate for
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the child naming them rather than the surrogate mother
and her partner as the child’s parents.
The details in relation to this aspect are well set out in
the explanatory memorandum to the bill. I note that this
provision is not opposed by the opposition, and I again
thank its members for their contributions. I confirm that
the bill does not relate to cases that have recently been
reported in the media, including one involving a
Western Australian couple and a Thai surrogate mother.
Victoria and all other Australian states and the
Australian Capital Territory prohibit commercial
surrogacy arrangements. This bill deals with the birth
registration of a child born in Victoria under an
Australian surrogacy arrangement where the child was
conceived in another Australian state or territory.
This can be an area of much concern to those affected. I
personally know a number of people who had great
difficulty having children, and certain arrangements
that are properly registered can provide parents with
that joy of raising children. However, the legal
relationships need to be carefully considered, as they
have been with this bill. With those words, I commend
the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Referral to committee
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That the Justice Legislation Amendment (Succession and
Surrogacy) Bill 2014 be referred to the Legal and Social
Issues Legislation Committee for inquiry, consideration and
report by 14 October 2014.

I move this, I think 57th, referral of a bill to the Legal
and Social Issues Legislation Committee because, as I
mentioned in the second-reading debate, the changes in
the bill have been described as radical. They will leave
Victoria’s succession laws out of step with those of the
rest of the country and make some unduly restrictive
changes to the eligibility of family members to
challenge a will. From looking at the amendments that
have been negotiated by the ALP and the government, I
am not convinced that they go far enough to remove
that potential for injustice and unfairness with regard to
succession laws in Victoria. The Greens have been
advised by the Law Institute of Victoria and by, as I
mentioned, legal practitioners who work in the area
who have written to us with their concerns. They have
outlined the sorts of amendments they would like to
see, and they are not the amendments the government is
putting forward.
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May I also say that the government’s amendments
arrived only this morning. I know the Clerk and table
office staff are trying to get their heads around how the
amendments will be handled in committee, and I am
not sure that we are necessarily quite there. I do not
think that is a good way to legislate.
I have made the point many times, and I will make it
again, that where there is legislation that is complex and
has raised controversy and concern in the community,
in any other Parliament that legislation would go to a
legislation committee for consideration in a public and
open manner and then go back to the Parliament with or
without amendment. It is regrettable that that principle
has not been followed in the term of this Parliament.
The only bills that have been referred to the standing
legislation committees that were established in the
previous Parliament have been Greens’ private
members bills and one government bill, the Wills
Amendment (International Wills) Bill 2011 — funnily
enough, on the same sort of subject we are on now.
Nobody had any idea of why that bill went to that
committee. There was no controversy over the bill. It
was a mystery as to why it went to committee.
Conversely, the bills to establish the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission, with all its
faults and flaws, were denied referral to a committee.
That would have been a good thing and perhaps would
have averted the problems with IBAC that have been
pointed out by me, by members of the opposition, by
members of the community and by the IBAC
Commissioner himself. Perhaps we are going to see
amending bills that will try to fix those problems. There
has also been a raft of sentencing bills that should have
been referred for inquiry, including the two that will be
before us this sitting week.
I feel this bill is being rushed through this parliamentary
sitting. It could have waited until after the dinner break,
giving us more time to consider how my amendments
and the government’s amendments could work
together, time to establish the running sheet and to
allow us to at least look over the legislation. The next
two bills we will be debating do not have amendments
and will not have a committee stage. They could be
passed, and then we would not have this unedifying
rush to pass a bill that could affect pretty well anyone in
the community at any time. That is how important it is,
and that is why it needs to go to the committee for
consideration. There is absolutely no urgency with this
bill, so the government cannot use that as an argument
to not accept a referral.
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Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — Labor
will not be supporting Ms Pennicuik’s referral motion. I
agree that there has been a dearth of referral motions of
legislation to upper house committees over the past
four years. Labor has put this matter on the record on a
number of occasions, but in this case the delay
proposed by Ms Pennicuik is unnecessary.
As I indicated to the house earlier, the Labor opposition
has been negotiating with the government in good faith
to improve the bill, and we believe that some significant
improvements have been achieved. In addition, I
understand that the government has been consulting
with the Law Institute of Victoria about these proposed
changes and that the law institute is supportive of them,
so I encourage the Greens to have discussions with the
institute around these matters.
The point I make to Ms Pennicuik is that a bird in the
hand is worth two in the bush. Labor takes the view that
some significant improvements have been made to the
legislation of which members of the legal profession
will be supportive. They may not support all aspects of
the bill, but we have negotiated some significant
improvements which will be carried by a majority of
the members of the house. Ms Pennicuik is wanting to
proceed with amendments that are doomed to fail. The
Greens party is being a bit petulant here, and its main
complaint seems to be that it has not been included in
discussions and negotiations around improving the
legislation. If that is the major gripe and it is just about
doing a sooky la-la, then it is a waste of time.
We have achieved some good improvements to the
legislation. The Greens need to reconsider whether they
are going to proceed with all their amendments today,
because we have managed to achieve what we think is
a reasonably good outcome for the community as a
whole.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — The government will be
opposing Ms Pennicuik’s referral motion. I refer
Ms Pennicuik to the statement of compatibility, which
refers members to the Victorian Law Reform
Commission 2013 Succession Law Report. There is a
great deal of work that sits behind this legislation. I also
note the point made by Ms Mikakos that the
government has continued to consult with stakeholders
in recent weeks and that there has been a discussion
between the opposition and the government about these
amendments. For that reason and many others we will
be opposing this referral motion.
I have a couple of other points to make to
Ms Pennicuik. Ms Pennicuik said that she only received
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the amendments at lunchtime today and has not had the
opportunity to discuss them. I was here to discuss them
with Ms Pennicuik during and after question time. Of
course Ms Pennicuik did not turn up for question time
today, so that is regrettable. Ms Pennicuik also talked
about the wills bill, and I note the glowing endorsement
by Nicola Roxon, the former Labor federal
Attorney-General, who endorsed the work of the
committee in relation to the wills bill.
To build on the point made by Ms Mikakos, there has
been a degree of community debate and discussion
about this legislation since it was introduced into the
Parliament. There has been a great deal of dialogue
between relevant stakeholders and a number of sensible
amendments have been agreed between the opposition
and the government. I reject Ms Pennicuik’s assertion
that this is not a good way to legislate. In fact this
demonstrates the Parliament working cooperatively and
constructively to improve legislation to reach
appropriate compromise and change, and for those
reasons the government will be opposing the motion
moved by Ms Pennicuik.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Of
course I am disappointed that the opposition will not be
supporting the referral motion in principle. Ms Mikakos
made some very unkind remarks suggesting that
somehow, in pursuing the referral of the legislation to
the committee, I had ulterior motives that were nothing
to do with the legislation. I assure Ms Mikakos the only
reason I have moved the motion is that I am concerned
that only the amendments of the Greens and the
government are left standing, as she has withdrawn her
amendments. My view is that the government’s
amendments do not go far enough.
I have looked at the bill in detail. I understand what the
amendments do. Whether or not there have been lots of
negotiations and discussions between the other parties,
the fact remains that they have not arrived at an
agreement to amend certain parts of the bill, which I
feel and have been advised needs to be done.
Mr O’Donohue went with the old chestnut that the
Victorian Law Reform Commission had looked at this
issue in detail. Indeed it has, but the commission and
others made the point very clearly that the bill did not
follow its recommendations.
I am not moving a motion to refer the issue; I am
moving a motion to refer the bill. This referral is about
the provisions in the bill that make amendments to the
acts with regard to succession laws. I acknowledge that
the Victorian Law Reform Commission did a report on
the issues, but the bill did not follow that report so that
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is not what this referral motion is about. I commend my
motion to the house.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms (Teller)
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D. (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Motion negatived.
Committed.
Committee
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I seek leave for Mr David
O’Brien to join me at the table.
Leave granted.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr O’Donohue and Ms Pennicuik have
proposed separate sets of amendments to this bill, some
of which are identical or relate to the same parts of the
bill. It is the committee’s practice that when there are
identical amendments or when there are competing
amendments to the same part of a bill, a minister’s
amendments take precedence over those of a member
of another party. Therefore I will call the minister first
in those cases.
Clauses 1 and 2 agreed to.
Clause 3
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I call Ms Pennicuik to move her amendment 1,
which is a test for her amendment 2.
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Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
1.

Clause 3, lines 10 to 31, omit all words and expressions
on these lines.

It is often the case that amendments are consequential.
This amendment, which is to remove the definition of
‘disability’ from clause 3(2), is actually consequential
to further amendments. My substantial amendments are
not contained in this amendment. My amendment 2
makes another consequential change, and that
foreshadows amendments 4 to 12. Those amendments
take out the qualifying statements with regard to
eligible persons. In any case, I have moved my
amendment 1, which foreshadows amendments to the
definition of ‘eligible person’ under clause 3.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I
indicate to the committee that Labor will be opposing
this amendment and all of Ms Pennicuik’s amendments
to the bill. As I indicated to the house earlier, we have
undertaken an exercise in goodwill in trying to
negotiate with the government a better outcome for this
bill. As I understand it, the Law Institute of Victoria has
also been involved in consultations and is supportive of
the government’s amendments.
However, as we have heard from the Acting President,
we now have the absurd situation of the Greens
proceeding with amendments — not with this
amendment but with other amendments — that
duplicate amendments put forward by the government.
The Greens should have at least withdrawn those
amendments. They should have reflected on the much
better outcome we have achieved on behalf of the
Victorian public in terms of the legislation going
forward than would have been the case if we had not
had those discussions.
We are appreciative of the government’s willingness to
negotiate with us. I take this opportunity to congratulate
Martin Pakula, the shadow Attorney-General and
member for Lyndhurst in the Assembly, on getting a
good outcome for Victorians. He will be a tremendous
Attorney-General in the future.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — The government will oppose
the amendment moved by Ms Pennicuik, which is part
of a series of amendments proposed to allow automatic
eligibility to make a family provision claim by children.
The government’s amendments will allow children to
make these claims.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I still
wish to proceed with this amendment, which amends
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clause 3 and the definition of eligible persons. I take the
point of Ms Mikakos that the ALP is well within its
rights to support or not support my amendments. I
understand that some amendments to clause 5 are
identical to the government’s amendments. I have
marked those up on the bill and will support them.
However, I do not believe those amendments go far
enough because they do not make the amendments to
clause 3 that my amendments make to clause 3 with
regard to the definition of eligible persons. Therefore I
will proceed with the amendment.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 3
Barber, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Noes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J. (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms (Teller)

Amendment negatived.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Ms Pennicuik will move her amendment 3 to
clause 3, which is a test for her amendments 4 to 12
and 14.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
3.

Clause 3, page 4, lines 6 to 7, omit “deceased who, at the
time of the deceased’s death, was — “ and insert
“deceased;”.

This amends clause 3 in that it removes the phrase in
clause 3(b):
… deceased who, at the time of the deceased’s death …

In terms of the child of the deceased, including a child
adopted by the deceased at the time of the deceased’s
death, the amendment removes the qualification that at
the time of the deceased’s death there had to be some
qualifying criteria with regard to a child, a stepchild or
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a person who was treated as a natural child under the
act. Because amendment 3 is also a test for
amendments 4 to 12 and amendment 14, which is a
consequential amendment renumbering clauses, it also
removes the qualifying phrases on the child, the
stepchild or the person who was treated as a natural
child from being under 18 years of age, a full-time
student between 18 years and 25 years or a child with a
disability. The amendment removes those qualifying
phrases from those eligible persons as described in
clause 3.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — The government does not
support Ms Pennicuik’s amendment, which is a test for
multiple other amendments. In relation to clause 3,
those categories of child are defined by their age, status
as a student or disability. At the time of death their age
and status must be linked to a point in time. Therefore,
the amendment is not supported.
In relation to amendment 9, under the government’s
proposed amendments adult children who are not
full-time students up to the age of 25 and do not have a
disability would have different considerations applied at
the making of an order. The distinctions in clause 3(f)
and (g) of the definition of an eligible person are
necessary, and therefore this amendment is not
supported.
The other amendments that are tested by
Ms Pennicuik’s amendment 3 are unnecessary in light
of the government’s position and the support of the
opposition. Therefore, the amendment, which tests a
number of other amendments, is not supported.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 35
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Amendment negatived.

Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms (Teller)
Ramsay, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tierney, Ms
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Is Ms Pennicuik proceeding with her
amendments 13 and 15 to clause 3?
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Could I ask a question about this clause in the bill?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
You may.
Ms PENNICUIK — Paragraph (j) in this clause, on
page 5 of the bill, says that the meaning of ‘eligible
person’ includes:
a spouse or domestic partner of a child of the deceased
(including a stepchild or a person referred to in paragraph (d)
or (g)) if the child of the deceased dies within one year of the
deceased’s death …

What is the rationale for that period of 1 year, as
opposed to 6 months or 10 years?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I am advised that that time
frame was arrived at to remedy a problem raised by the
case law.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Acting President, I am not sure whether you thought
that was a proper answer. What is the problem raised by
the case law?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — It fixes the situation where a
child dies before he or she can bring a claim.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Just
before the dinner break the minister mentioned a
problem with the case law and I asked him to clarify
what that problem was.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order!
Ms PENNICUIK — Yes, it is difficult to speak
while there are conversations going on. The minister
provided an answer but I indicated to him after we
broke for dinner that I had not quite heard it. I wonder if
he could repeat the answer he gave regarding
paragraph (j) of clause 3.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — Just to clarify the question and
my answer, the one-year time limit is intended to
provide a narrow window during which a son-in-law or
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daughter-in-law, whether a spouse or de facto of a
child, can bring a family provision claim in place of
their partner in the unusual circumstance where their
partner dies before they themselves can bring the claim
they are entitled to bring. This time limit is not intended
to create a right for sons or daughters-in-law to
challenge their parents-in-law’s estate in every case. If a
person wishes to leave part of their estate to their son or
daughter-in-law, they are free to do so in their will. This
criterion was included in the bill to address a
circumstance where this fact scenario arose before the
Supreme Court of Victoria and eligibility was
questioned.
Honourable members interjecting.
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15. Clause 3, page 5, lines 32 to 34, omit “and would have
been likely in the near future, had the deceased not died,
to again become”.

My amendment is to paragraph (k) of clause 3(2) which
defines an eligible person as:
a person who, at the time of the deceased’s death, is (or had
been in the past and would have been likely in the near future,
had the deceased not died, to again become) a member of the
household of which the deceased was also a member …

My amendment would remove the phrase ‘and would
have been likely in the near future, had the deceased not
died, to again become’. The clause would then read:
a person who, at the time of the deceased’s death, is (or had
been in the past) a member of the household of which the
deceased was also a member …

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Again I am finding it difficult to hear the minister due
to the conversations taking place nearby. It is important
that I can hear what the minister is saying so that we do
not have a protracted committee stage.

I propose to remove from this clause the qualification
which refers to what may or may not have been going
to happen in the future.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I agree. I ask those members to come to order. I
think you have all got the message, thank you very
much. Would Ms Pennicuik like to move her
amendment or does she have further questions?

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — The government does not
support Ms Pennicuik’s amendment. As suggested by
Ms Pennicuik, this phrase allows a person who would
likely rejoin a household to bring a family provision
claim, and the government does not support that
position.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Again, I did not catch the whole answer. Could I just
ask for further clarification? I suppose the question is
about the time period of one year as opposed to two
years or a shorter or slightly longer time. I would like to
know why that time period is stipulated, because it
impacts on my amendments.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I will repeat the last part of my
answer in case Ms Pennicuik did not hear it. This
criterion was included in the bill to address a
circumstance where this fact scenario arose before the
Supreme Court of Victoria and eligibility was
questioned.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I take
the minister’s response in good faith. I am not entirely
convinced about this clause at all in terms of the
one-year period but I accept what the minister says,
although I find it a little confusing. I will therefore not
proceed with my amendment 13.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Would Ms Pennicuik like to move her
amendment 15 to clause 3?
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:

Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr (Teller)
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr (Teller)
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clause 4 agreed to.
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Clause 5
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr O’Donohue’s amendment 1 is a test for his
amendment 8 involving the omission of clause 10.
These proposed amendments are identical to
Ms Pennicuik’s amendments 16 and 26.
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I move:
3.

Clause 5, page 7, lines 6 to 7, omit “at the time of the
deceased’s death”.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — This
amendment is a test for my amendments 16 and 26, so I
will support it because Mr O’Donohue’s amendments 1
and 8 are identical to my amendments.

For the information of the committee, the intent of the
amendment is as follows. Under the current clause 5
some categories of eligible person — for example, a
grandchild of the deceased — are subject to a
requirement that they show dependency on the
deceased at the time of the deceased’s death.
Amendment 3 changes the dependency requirement to
remove the requirement that the applicant was
dependent at the time of the deceased’s death. This
change means that where the deceased was in hospital
or care for the last days of their life, the applicant can
still make an application.

Amendment agreed to.

Amendment agreed to.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I call Mr O’Donohue to move his amendment 2,
which is a test for his amendments 6 and 7.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I call Mr O’Donohue to move his amendment 4,
which is a test for his amendment 5.

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I move:

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — By leave, I move amendment 4
with the minor addition of ‘c’ in the empty bracket. It
now reads:

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I move:
1.

2.

Clause 5, lines 31 to 33, omit “and has not entered into a
release of rights agreement under section 99B”.

Clause 5, page 7, line 2, omit “(f)” and insert “(h)”.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think it would be helpful for the committee if the
minister described what the amendment does.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — Currently clause 5 contains a
requirement that certain applicants, including an adult
child of the deceased, must show that they were
dependent on the deceased in order for the court to
make a family provision order in the person’s favour.
Amendment 2 amends the threshold requirement in the
new section 91(2) for some categories of applicant to
show dependency on the deceased. It removes the
categories in paragraphs (f) and (g) of the new
definition of ‘eligible person’ which essentially refer to
an adult child of the deceased and an adult who thought
they were the child of the deceased. The dependency
requirement in new section 91(2) will apply only to a
registered caring partner, a grandchild, a
daughter-in-law or son-in-law or a dependent
household member of the deceased. This means that a
child of the deceased is always eligible to apply for
family provision as of right without the need to show
dependency.
Amendment agreed to.

4.

Clause 5, page 8, after line 5 insert —
“(c) in the case of an eligible person referred to in
paragraph (f) or (g) of the definition of
eligible person, the degree to which the
eligible person is not capable, by reasonable
means, of providing adequately for the
eligible person’s proper maintenance and
support; and”.

Under the current clause 5, an adult child must show
dependency on the deceased in order to make an
application for family provision. This amendment
exempts an adult child from the dependency
requirement. Amendment 4 inserts a new requirement
that, when considering whether to make a family
provision order or the quantum of that order for an adult
child of the deceased, the court must consider the
degree to which the adult child is not capable, by
reasonable means, of providing adequately for their
own proper maintenance and support. This additional
requirement will apply only to a child of the deceased
who is not under the age of 18 nor a full-time student
between the age of 18 and 25 nor suffering from a
disability. This requirement is intended to signal to the
community that where adult children of the deceased
are able to adequately provide for themselves it may not
be appropriate to disturb the distribution of the
deceased’s estate.
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Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 6 to 9 agreed to.
Clause 10

Clause negatived.
Clauses 11 to 26 agreed to.
Clause 27
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Crime
Prevention) — I move:
Clause 27, lines 26 to 33, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert —
“The amendments made to Part IV of this Act by Part 2
of the Justice Legislation Amendment (Succession
and Surrogacy) Act 2014 apply in respect of the estate
of any person who dies on or after the commencement
of Part 2 of that Act.”.

Clause 27 of the bill contains the transitional
provisions. At present the bill states that the new family
provision regime will not affect any application filed
before the commencement of the bill. This means that
where a person dies before the commencement of the
bill but no application is filed before the
commencement date, the new family provision regime
will apply to that person’s estate. Amendment 9
changes the transitional provision so that the new
family provision arrangements will only apply to the
estate of a person who dies after the commencement of
this bill.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 28 to 52 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

TRANSFER OF LAND AMENDMENT BILL
2014
Second reading

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr O’Donohue and Ms Pennicuik each
proposed the omission of this clause. The omission was
tested by Mr O’Donohue in his amendment 1.

9.
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Debate resumed from 21 August; motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to make a contribution to the debate on the
Transfer of Land Amendment Bill 2014, which I think
is reasonably uncontroversial in its scope. It provides
for the phasing out of paper certificates of title and the
transition to electronic conveyancing. The paper
certificates are of course very important, because they
are evidence of home ownership and of any mortgages
or caveats or other dealings in relation to property. But
they are at one level costly to maintain and to store, and
there are issues in terms of when they are lost, damaged
or destroyed and need to be replaced. It is appropriate
that we start the process of moving from paper
certificates. The opposition does not have any concerns
with that, save for those that people have raised with it
in relation to consultation. There is a wish by industry
that these changes be implemented in a manner which
is not hasty so that everyone has an opportunity to
change their practices and their support systems in
order to make these changes.
The second issue the bill addresses is trying to align
paper conveyancing with electronic conveyancing. At
the moment transfer of land can occur electronically or
through the exchange of documents. There is, however,
an inconsistency in terms of the way these two systems
operate — there are differences in terms of certification
or identification — and this creates a degree of
complexity. This bill seeks to address this. It is worth
noting too that electronic conveyancing was introduced
by the former government in 2007, and this state really
became a national leader at that stage. Nationally
electronic commencing did not occur for another five or
so years, until 2013. Again, paper conveyancing will be
phased out as electronic conveyancing becomes the
norm. The issues stakeholders have raised with the
opposition go to speed and making sure that people
have enough opportunity to correct their systems so
they do not fall behind.
The third aspect of the bill that I will briefly touch on is
in relation to mortgagees and in particular mortgage
fraud. What happens at the moment is that if an
institution — usually a bank — is defrauded in relation
to a mortgage, then the bank is able to claim against a
state fund. This bill does two things in relation to that,
and the opposition does not have any concerns with
those two changes.
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Firstly, the bill requires that the bank act in a way that is
reasonable or take some reasonable steps to protect
against being defrauded. I think that is entirely
appropriate. Secondly, as well as taking reasonable
steps to verify the authority and identity of the
mortgagor, if at the end of the day the financial
institution is defrauded, then there is a limit on the
compensation that can be claimed. Notwithstanding the
fact that the bank has taken reasonable steps to verify
the authority and identity of the mortgagor, if the bank
is defrauded, it can still claim against the state fund but
it is limited as to how much it can claim. That limit is
the value of the principal plus the interest at the
bank-accepted bills rate. That seems to be a
common-sense way forward.
I want to conclude by again emphasising the issue in
relation to stakeholders. When the opposition
approached stakeholders they identified concerns about
the way in which the bill was developed. The
second-reading speech addresses the issue of
consultation and says that a number of implementation
issues were raised and that the registrar of titles will
work with stakeholders to address these implementation
issues and ensure that appropriate lead times are
provided as the changes to the Transfer of Land Act
1958 are implemented. Certainly that concern has been
echoed widely by the industry.
This government has a terrible track record when it
comes to engagement and consultation. It is a
government that operates behind closed doors. I hope it
will heed the advice on this occasion. I am comforted
by the fact that it has set out its aspirations in the
second-reading speech, and I only hope that on this
occasion it will deliver on those aspirations. However,
it is a reasonably simple bill, and the opposition will not
oppose it.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — There are
now several dozen bills on the notice paper in addition
to two very important ones that have been added today.
In the interests of getting on and dealing with that
legislation, I do not propose to spend any amount of
time going over the provisions of this bill, the Transfer
of Land Amendment Bill 2014. I think they are
adequately described in the materials that accompany
the bill.
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for a more efficient and accurate planning system, with
electronic conveyancing meaning that people do not
have to worry about the old-school conveyancing
systems. Electronic conveyancing is a great example of
the power of the market to come up with novel
solutions to problems. As a government we need to
foster innovations and update our laws to reflect
efficient business strategies.
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr ONDARCHIE — I am hopeful that through
Mr Barber’s interjections he will be learning about
efficiency in government.
It also makes a lot of sense that this bill moves to stop
abuses to liability claims where a fraudulent mortgage
is registered through no fault of the mortgagee. I could
go through the elements of the bill again, but I concur
with both Mr Tee and Mr Barber tonight in terms of
getting this through efficiently. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — In the spirit
of my colleagues I am pleased to make a very brief
contribution in relation to the Transfer of Land
Amendment Bill 2014, a bill which introduces a
number of small but significant changes to the
conveyancing process in Victoria. Purchasing a house
is generally the largest transaction most Victorians will
enter into during the course of their lifetime, and each
year many Victorians take the step of becoming
landowners. Hopefully with this week’s introduction of
further reductions in stamp duty for first home owners
even more Victorians will be enabled to become
landowners in this state in the coming year.
I am very pleased to speak in support of this bill, which
makes a number of significant changes to ensure that
conveyancing will be simpler. It is yet another bill
which is cutting red tape and ensuring that Victoria is
open for business. I am pleased to commend this bill to
the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading

Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak on the Transfer of Land Amendment Bill
2014. For the first time in a long time, it is a pleasure to
follow Mr Barber’s contribution. This bill typifies the
government’s approach to sensible policy reform that
helps people go about their lives without unreasonable
burden from the government. These changes all allow

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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SENTENCING AMENDMENT
(EMERGENCY WORKERS) BILL 2014
Second reading
Debate resumed from 21 August; motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It is great that
this bill has come before the house as speedily as it has.
The opposition does not oppose the Sentencing
Amendment (Emergency Workers) Bill 2014. It is our
view that the bill will not achieve an enormous amount,
and it is not without some concerns and trepidation that
we approach it. This is again an opportunity to highlight
the work that is done by our emergency workers. In the
government’s usual kind of clunky, clumsy way, the
bill attempts to show solidarity with or support for the
community by supporting our emergency workers, who
are indeed well regarded by the community. But the
truth is that, as with most things the government does,
this clumsy attempt would be reasonably ineffectual.
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien interjected.
Mr TEE — I pick up that objection. If you want to
look at the disaster this government has had when it
comes to issues of violence and of crime, you only have
to look at the track record of this government when it
comes to crime.
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien — Are you serious about that?
Mr TEE — Absolutely. Members of this
government should hang their heads in shame. Under
this government crimes against the person are up by
32 per cent — 32 per cent, imagine that.
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien interjected.
Mr TEE — I take up that interjection, the
suggestion being that somehow this is a good thing —
as those opposite yell out — and it is a sign of success
that crimes against the person have gone up by 32 per
cent. If that is how they measure success, I point out
that that is not the measure out there in the community.
It is not a measure of success when crime against
property, crime against the person, drug offences, other
crime and total crime are all going up under your
watch. That is this government’s record, that is its
legacy, and that is what it is taking to the people. After
nearly four years Victoria is less safe than it was when
this government was elected. In Victoria it is more
dangerous to be on the streets now than when those
opposite were elected. They have a Victoria where,
instead of catching criminals, police are guarding our
prisoners.
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Mr D. R. J. O’Brien interjected.
Mr TEE — No. What I am saying is if you had
police on the beat, where they should be, you would
have less crime because you would have a greater
deterrence. Instead, there is no police presence because
the police are all at police lockups babysitting, feeding
and looking after prisoners.
Ms Crozier interjected.
Mr TEE — Ms Crozier says that is not true, that
that is not the evidence. The evidence given by the
Chief Commissioner of Police to the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee (PAEC) hearing was that
police are spending their time looking after prisoners in
police cells. That is the evidence of the police force
itself; that is not coming from the opposition. Those
opposite can criticise it all they like. That is what
members of the police force are saying. If members
opposite do not accept the evidence of the police at the
PAEC hearing, they should go and have a talk to them.
But that is what they are telling the public; that is what
the public is hearing. Let me tell members opposite that
it would not resonate particularly well out there in the
community if the public heard them criticising and
talking down what the police are saying.
The community has a fair degree of respect for our
emergency service workers. They have a fair degree of
respect for our ambulance paramedics, and they see the
way that this government has treated the people we rely
on when we are at our most vulnerable, whether it is
nurses, ambulance paramedics, firefighters or police.
When our house is under threat, when there is a fire
next door, we rely — —
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr TEE — They are there for us, Mr Finn, but this
government is not there for them. This government is
not there for our emergency service workers.
The bill is a clunky, terrible attempt by the government
to pretend to be doing something. It knows that its
complete disregard of our emergency workers is
coming back to roost, because it has no credibility
when it comes to the community.
Ms Crozier — You are just so out of touch.
Mr TEE — Ms Crozier talks about being out of
touch. I remind her that for crime against the person
there is a 32 per cent increase, and for crimes against
property, it is 6.2 per cent.
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Ms Crozier — Emergency workers are seeing this
as action.
Mr TEE — Our emergency workers are the ones
who have to deal with these realities. The emergency
workers are the ones who have to manage the
escalating crime that has come under this government’s
watch. Our streets are not safe, and our police officers
are sitting in police cells instead of being out on the
beat. We do not oppose this bill, nor do we do what I
am sure those opposite will do — that is, romanticise
what they are doing, putting some kind of gloss over
what they are doing and putting on the soft lens in
terms of what this bill will achieve. This bill will not
achieve the kinds of glossy things they are going to talk
about. This bill will not make our streets safer, this bill
will not make sure that our ambulance paramedics get a
fair return or are safer when they go to a hospital
emergency department.
Mr Finn — On a point of order, Acting President,
whilst Mr Tee has made the odd reference to some
provisions of the bill, he seems to be straying into areas
that are not related to this bill in any way, shape or
form. On the grounds of relevance, I ask you to bring
him back to the bill.
Mr TEE — On the point of order, Acting President,
the second-reading speech of the bill is very clear. It
talks about the bill providing statutory sentences, or
sentences for offences against emergency workers on
duty.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Eideh) —
Order! As Mr Tee is the lead speaker, and this is
important legislation, he should stick to the bill.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr TEE — You do not want to hear what is
happening out in the real world. Do not try to quieten
me down. Do not try to stop me from putting on the
record exactly what your government is doing out
there — whether it is to emergency workers or to
Victorian families.
Mr Finn — How about talking about the bill?
Mr TEE — I am talking about the bill. Because of
this government’s inaction, the bill requires special
measures to try to keep our emergency service workers
safe. It is about ambulance paramedics not getting
beaten up when they go to a hospital due to the level of
crime that is being generated because of this
government’s inaction. This government has
ripped over $100 million from the police force. This
government has failed — after how many years
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now? — to resolve the pay dispute with ambulance
officers, and it has overseen an 18 per cent increase in
crime across the state. It has introduced this bill as some
sort of a pretence that it is actually tough on crime or
that it actually cares about our emergency service
workers.
Frankly, it just does not wash. It does not pass any test
of credibility or logic, and it is not going to wash out
there. It is not going to make any difference because
people out there know the government does not care
about nurses. It does not care about the police force. It
does not care about ambulance paramedics, otherwise it
would have sorted out the issue with the ambulance
paramedics years ago. It would have made sure that
they had a decent wage to take home so that they could
feed, clothe and look after their families.
Mr Finn — On a point of order, Acting President,
once again on the grounds of relevance. You may care
to point out to me and perhaps to the house how Mr Tee
is being relevant by referring to a wages dispute which
has absolutely nothing at all to do with the bill we are
discussing tonight.
Mr TEE — On the point of order, Acting President,
the bill is quite broad in terms of emergency workers,
the role that they play and the protections that are given
to them. Quite clearly part of the bill goes to the
entitlements of emergency workers.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Eideh) —
Order! Mr Tee to continue on the bill.
Mr TEE — Our concern with the bill is that we are
not convinced it is going to make an enormous
difference to the crime wave that has beset the
community as a result of this government’s inaction.
We are not convinced there will be more arrests, as
many of the assaults directed towards our ambulance
paramedics, in particular, are from people who are
affected by drugs, alcohol or mental illness. We are not
convinced that the provisions of this bill are going to
make any difference to our emergency service workers
on the ground.
As I said, we do not oppose the bill because, unlike
those opposite, we support our emergency workers. We
hear regularly of assaults on our police officers. We
hear regularly of assaults against our emergency
workers in hospitals, against nurses and doctors and
against paramedics. It is very clear that violence in
emergency departments is under-reported. It is
unconscionable. It is very difficult for police to make an
arrest when they are guarding prisoners in cells,
prisoners who should not be there. It is very difficult to
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have anything implemented when police are not on the
beat, stopping crime. Instead they have one hand tied
behind their backs because the government ripped
$100 million out of their budget. It is very difficult for
the government to have any credibility in this space
when it has acted the way it has in relation to our
emergency service workers.
We do not oppose the bill, but I point to the appalling
record of the government and the devastation that it has
caused in Victorian streets.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — It is a
pleasure to make a contribution to the debate on the
Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Workers) Bill
2014. It is important to remind the house of the actual
bill that we are speaking on tonight because one would
not be able to glean that from the contribution we just
heard. Mr Tee seemed to want to bring in all sorts of
rhetoric related to policy which was in fact wrong. I
cannot let his comments stand on the record without
saying they are wrong in almost every respect. He did
not direct any of his comments to the provisions of the
bill, except when he belatedly conceded that it was
important to protect our emergency workers. It is
important that I briefly remind Mr Tee and other
members of the house what the bill actually does.
Mr Finn — I don’t think he’d actually read it.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN — I do not think he had
either. It would not be the first time that Mr Tee made a
clumsy and clunky contribution. I want to do what
Mr Elasmar advised me to do — and what Mr Tee
ought to have done — which is to remind the house of
the purpose of the bill. The second-reading speech sets
it out very clearly. The reforms introduced by this bill
are designed to improve sentencing processes and
outcomes in Victoria.
The philosophical difference between our government
and the previous government is very clear. We are
prepared to have the courage of our convictions and to
stand up and introduce stronger penalties for violent
offences across the community. I am proud to say that
the key reform introduced by this bill is stronger
penalties for people convicted of violent offences
against emergency workers who are in the course of
performing their duties.
The purpose of the bill, as stated in the second-reading
speech, is to recognise the very special role played by
Victoria’s emergency workers and the need to ensure
that they receive the full protection of the law when
treating, caring for and protecting Victorians in times of
emergency.
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Mr Finn — Hear, hear!
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN — From his encouraging
remarks I take it that that is something Mr Finn and
other members of the house seek to recognise.
It is important to focus on the nature of the work of
emergency services workers in Victoria. Firstly, there
are a large number of emergency services workers and
they come from all walks of life. They provide services
that largely are unseen by many Victorians when things
are going well or are being cared for. But when there is
a fire in this state, emergency services workers will not
run away from it; instead they run towards the fire.
These workers include people from the Country Fire
Authority (CFA), the Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB)
and the Department of Environment and Primary
Industries (DEPI), together with other volunteer and
career firefighters. The emergency workers exercise
their courage and put their lives at risk, as they have
done time and again.
One is reminded of the dedication of all emergency
services workers but particularly those involved in
firefighting when, as a member of Parliament, you have
the honour and privilege of handing over fire trucks or
opening new stations. It is certainly the greatest honour
and privilege I have experienced as a member of
Parliament. The coalition government has made a
significant commitment in western Victoria alone by
investing in fire stations. I will be opening three stations
in my local community this weekend — at Gazette,
Burn Brae and the important training facility at
Penshurst. Over past weekends the member for Lowan
in the Assembly, Mr Delahunty, has opened stations at
Werrap, Pimpinio, Antwerp, Woorak and Yanac. He
was joined by The Nationals candidate for Lowan,
Ms Kealy. The government has committed
$125 million over the past three years to fulfil its
commitment to build and upgrade 250 fire stations
across the state by November. I am sure all members of
Parliament, including Mr Ondarchie and The Nationals
candidate for the Assembly electorate of Ripon, Scott
Turner, will contribute in that regard.
I now turn to the bill, having put those matters raised by
Mr Tee to rest. I am sure members on all sides of
Parliament respect and honour the role that emergency
services workers play in our community. That is why
when they are threatened or assaulted while they are
performing their duties it is an outrageous offence
which is repugnant to the values that we all hold and to
the notions of volunteerism, mateship or, if you like, the
Australian values of caring for those in times of need.
This government has shown the courage to implement
reforms, but they are not just being implemented in this
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bill. This bill builds on other reforms which have
created some controversy and debate in the legal
community and even in this house.
The bill introduces a baseline sentence for the murder
of an emergency worker on duty, a most egregious
crime but a crime witnessed throughout the history of
this state. The coalition government has brought in a
regime of baseline sentences, which has been opposed
or criticised by some but which can now be adapted to
cover the important offence set out in part 3 of the bill.
Mr Tee almost conceded that this will or ought to make
things better, but in his clunky and somewhat churlish
contribution he did not do so.
A baseline sentence is not a minimum or a mandatory
sentence. Rather, it is the expected median sentence for
the baseline offence taking into account sentences
imposed under the baseline sentencing framework.
Judges are not required to impose a baseline sentence.
However, they must act compatibly with Parliament’s
intention that the baseline sentence become the median
sentence for the relevant offence. While this is a regime
that provides for careful consideration of the
Parliament’s intention, there are issues of the separation
of powers and the notion of judicial discretion. It is not
an easy area in which to legislate because we must
respect the independence of the judiciary. Nevertheless,
I stand proudly by the careful process followed by the
Attorney-General in crafting the policies in relation to
baseline sentencing which led to the drafting of the
legislation. Through that process the Attorney-General
and the government have led the debate on respect for
law and order, which will make our community safer.
Yes, there is sometimes going to be increased reporting
of some offences. Yes, there is an ice scourge in our
community that is manifesting itself in violence and
aggression towards emergency workers, particularly in
hospitals, but also towards police and emergency
services in general. This has not been seen to the same
degree with other drugs, egregious as they may be to
the individual. We saw that in the report recently tabled
by my colleague Mr Ramsay and parliamentary
colleagues from all sides of the chamber. I commend
them on undertaking such an important piece of work. I
also confirm that the government has been quick to
respond to that report.
With the scourge of assaults on emergency workers
there is a need for a legislative response. The bill sets a
baseline sentence of 30 years imprisonment for the
murder of an emergency worker on duty. That is the
expected median sentence that ought to be imposed
over time for such an egregious crime — I will say it
again, the murder of an emergency worker on duty.
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That is the intentional killing of an emergency worker
on duty as murder is defined. I am very proud to stand
behind that reform. If it is possible to put a thought into
the mind of an aggressive person, I hope this sentence
will engender a greater respect for the law when that
person is contemplating such an egregious murder so as
to prevent even one of these egregious murders.
New assault offences are set out in part 4 of the bill,
which introduces a range of assault offences against
emergency workers and extends a number of existing
offences. The bill extends the existing assault offence in
the Crimes Act 1958 to cover assaults or threats to
assault an emergency worker on duty or a person
lawfully assisting an emergency worker on duty. The
offence also deals with persons who resist or
intentionally obstruct an emergency worker on duty or
a person lawfully assisting an emergency work on duty.
This offence will carry a maximum penalty of five
years imprisonment. The bill also creates the new
summary offence of assaulting, resisting, obstructing,
hindering or delaying an emergency worker on duty or
a person lawfully assisting an emergency worker on
duty, and this offence is punishable by 60 penalty units
or imprisonment for a period of up to six months.
Again a range of regimes is being introduced to deal
with a range of conduct that goes across this absolutely
unacceptable behaviour.
In relation to the statutory minimum for violent
offences against an emergency worker under part 2 of
the bill, it is important to note some of the penalties for
those offences, which include intentionally causing
serious injury in circumstances of gross violence —
another reform this government has been keen to
target — alcohol-fuelled violence or any violence be it
in the home or be it on the street. It is unacceptable, and
a maximum penalty of 20 years imprisonment will
apply for these offences, with a statutory minimum of a
5-year non-parole period. For recklessly causing serious
injury in circumstances of gross violence, as defined in
section 15B of the Sentencing Act 1991, the penalty is
15 years with a 5-year non-parole period. For
intentionally causing serious injury, as defined in
section 16 of the principal act, the penalty is 20 years
with a 3-year non-parole period. For recklessly causing
serious injury, as defined in section 17, the penalty is
15 years with a 2-year non-parole period. For
intentionally causing injury, as defined in section 18,
the penalty is 10 years with 6 months imprisonment;
and for recklessly causing injury, also as defined in
section 18, the penalty is 5 years or 6 months
imprisonment. This is the suite of minimum sentences
in relation to violent offences against emergency
workers.
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I mentioned the role that CFA volunteers and MFB
volunteers and career officers play, but we also need to
remember that the definition of ‘emergency worker’ is
wide enough to cover the whole range of emergency
services workers who provide such a valuable service
to this community one that ought not be the domain of
party politics in a petty way. Obviously there will be
serious issues of debate, but something we all agree on
is the role they fulfil; and this bill helps to protect that.
The range that is defined — and I should put it on
record because its breadth demonstrates the breadth of
the work — includes police and protective services
officers (PSOs). We have seen the role the 940 PSOs
have played in relation to our police. Once the
assurance that you can be safe on public transport again
is provided to a greater degree — and it will not always
be perfect but there is that consciousness that PSOs
provide safety — there can be greater utilisation of our
public transport and greater safety in numbers for
law-abiding communities.
Paramedics are also engaged to provide emergency
treatment of people at a hospital. I have mentioned that
in relation to ice, but the dedication of all our
paramedics and hospital workers is something that
ought not be the subject of assaults. I have also
mentioned the DEPI and emergency responses in
relation to their employee duties. The definition
includes employees of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade,
the CFA, the Victoria State Emergency Service and
volunteer emergency workers — for example,
lifesavers acting at the request of Life Saving Victoria
or a volunteer auxiliary worker appointed by the CFA.
The definition also includes persons who, although not
members or employees of a particular organisation,
may be required to respond to an emergency. This
includes persons who are engaged by a government
agency to perform work in relation to a particular
emergency.
It is with some comments about the important breadth
of the bill that I wish to complete my contribution.
There are also amendments in part 5 relating to
community correction orders. They have been set out
and well covered in the second-reading speech. I wish
to place on record again my gratitude to emergency
workers on a personal note. I have had to use the
services of some emergency workers for my own
family in recent months for various emergencies, and I
am eternally grateful for their dedication and
professionalism. They can certainly put party politics
aside when they have to deal with what they have to
deal with, and I urge all members of this house to do
the same. I commend the department and the minister
for their work, and I commend the bill to the house.
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Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Workers) Bill
2014 is one of a suite of bills the government has
introduced into this Parliament that bring the concepts
of baseline sentencing, minimum sentencing or
mandatory sentencing into the sentencing regime in
Victoria. This bill will amend the Sentencing Act 1991
and the Crimes Act 1958 to provide for statutory
minimum custodial sentences for certain offences
committed against emergency workers, including
intentionally or recklessly causing injury, gross
violence, intentionally causing serious injury, or
recklessly causing serious injury, or intentionally or
recklessly causing injury, in which case the court must
not impose a term of imprisonment of less than six
months. All of these statutory minimums will apply
unless a special reason exists under section 10A of the
Sentencing Act.
This bill will apply to a wide range of emergency
workers, including police and protective services
officers, staff of Ambulance Victoria, and persons
engaged in hospitals, such as nurses, doctors and other
hospital staff who are supporting the provision of
emergency treatment to patients in a hospital. That is an
interesting definition, because I am not sure if that
means it only covers staff in the emergency section of a
hospital.
This bill will also cover members of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade, the Country Fire Authority (CFA), casual
firefighters within the meaning of the CFA act,
voluntary auxiliary workers, persons employed by the
Department of Environment and Primary Industries,
particularly when engaged in assisting with fighting
fires, and volunteer emergency workers within the
meaning of the Emergency Management Act 2013. The
bill covers a wide range of emergency workers or
people who are engaged in or are called to respond to
emergencies.
At the outset, people who respond to emergencies, or
emergency services workers as defined in the bill, often
have an extremely difficult job and are faced at times
with aggressive and violent behaviour and very difficult
and traumatic circumstances if they are being called to
an accident, fire, natural disaster of some sort or an
altercation involving violent behaviour. Sometimes an
incident may be drug or alcohol fuelled, and the Greens
fully agree that emergency services workers should be
safe. There are also issues around depression and even
post-traumatic stress disorder that emergency services
workers might have to deal with given the nature of
their work. Of course their service is to be commended.
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Any of the offences I read out before that are
committed against emergency services workers are of
course appalling. However, in acknowledging that, the
important work that emergency workers do, the risks
they often face and our belief that they should not be
subject to any abuse, assaults or hindering of their
work, I believe this legislation is not the answer. The
Greens do not support mandatory sentencing and have
not supported it in any of the other legislation that has
been brought to this Parliament.
Even the Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee’s
report on its 2011 inquiry into violence and security
arrangements in Victorian hospitals, and in particular
emergency departments, only made one legislative
recommendation. Recommendation 5 at page x of the
report states:
The committee recommends that a specific offence of
assaulting, obstructing, hindering or delaying a hospital or
health worker or a licensed security guard or emergency
worker in the execution or performance of their duties be
considered in Victoria.

While this bill introduces such an offence, it goes far
beyond that with the introduction of statutory minimum
sentencing for certain offences against emergency
workers and a baseline sentence for the murder of an
emergency worker.
The Attorney-General has not shown that there is a
problem with penalties for offences against emergency
workers. If there is, it is best handled — as I have
mentioned previously in Parliament with regard to other
baseline sentencing bills — by pursuing options that
exist, such as increasing judicial expertise in the
criminal matters, sentencing and offences against
emergency workers. Judicial education through the
Judicial College of Victoria is an important means of
increasing judicial expertise and thus promoting
consistency in sentencing.
As I have also mentioned before, the Court of Appeal
provides a role in allowing a sentence which is deemed
to be inadequate to be appealed, and that often happens.
It sets a new precedent for sentencing of the particular
offence that was appealed, which has happened on
many occasions. It is worth going back to the purposes
outlined in part 1 of the Sentencing Act, which are to
promote consistency of approach in the sentencing of
offenders, to provide fair procedures for imposing
sentences, to prevent crime and promote respect for the
law by:
(i)

providing for sentences that are intended to deter the
offender or other persons from committing offences of
the same or a similar character; and
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(ii) providing for sentences that facilitate the rehabilitation
of offenders; and
(iii) providing for sentences that allow the court to denounce
the type of conduct in which the offender engaged; and
(iv) ensuring that offenders are only punished to the extent
justified by —
(A) the nature and gravity of their offences; and
(B) their culpability and degree of responsibility for
their offences; and
(C) the presence of any aggravating or mitigating
factor concerning the offender and of any other
relevant circumstances …

Other purposes of the act include to promote public
understanding of sentencing practices and procedures;
to provide sentencing principles to be applied by courts
in sentencing offenders and for special categories of
offender; to set out the objectives of various sentencing
and other orders to ensure that victims of crime receive
adequate compensation and restitution; to provide a
framework for the setting of maximum penalties; to
vary the penalties and to generally reform the
sentencing laws of Victoria.
The Sentencing Act is broad, comprehensive and
all-encompassing in its purposes. Given that we have
had a suite of bills — we have this bill and another one
to come later this week — introducing mandatory
minimum or baseline sentencing into the Sentencing
Act, we now have a situation where it is difficult for the
courts to reconcile the purposes of the act with the
changes that have been made to sentencing regimes by
these bills.
I draw the attention of members again to
section 1(d)(iv) of the Sentencing Act, which says that
one of the purposes of that act is to ensure that
offenders are only punished to the extent justified by
the nature and gravity of their offences, their culpability
and degree of responsibility for their offences, and the
presence of any aggravating or mitigating factors
concerning the offender and any other relevant
circumstances. Any court that is presented with gross
violence, reckless behaviour or intentionally violent
behaviour against an emergency worker would take that
into account as an aggravating factor. The court would
already do that, and no evidence has been shown by the
government that the courts are not doing that. Of course
the court would take into account if an ambulance
officer was assaulted during the course of their work,
and I am sure it would count that as an aggravating
factor against the defendant.
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There is support amongst emergency workers for this
legislation because they want to feel safe, and I agree
that they need to feel safe, but this is not the way to
make emergency workers safe. When we look at the
many recommendations made by the committee in its
inquiry into violence and security arrangements in
Victorian hospitals they include, for example, ensuring
that there are specialist, trained security staff in all
hospitals, CCTV cameras, purpose-built rooms for
isolating or assessing violent or potentially violent
persons and effective duress alarms. I note that the
Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation has just
recently been calling for these types of measures. That
is the way to keep emergency workers safe in hospitals
because we want to prevent assaults against emergency
workers, be they workers in a hospital, ambulance
paramedics, police and protective services officers,
firefighters from the Metropolitan Fire Brigade or the
CFA, or the other emergency workers covered by the
bill.
It would also seem that the government should be doing
more to tackle drug and alcohol-fuelled violence; more
to assist with the increasing incidence of mental illness
in the community; properly resourcing the courts’
support services and programs; investing more in
justice reinvestment initiatives; and managing
behaviour change programs. All that would prevent
violence in the community and violence that, because
of their work, emergency workers may come into
contact with in those circumstances.
There is no evidence that mandatory sentencing works,
and in fact there is a lot of work coming out to suggest
that it does not work. Even as early as August 2008 the
Sentencing Advisory Council said in the conclusion of
its research on mandatory sentencing:
There is, in any case, ample evidence that suggests that
mandatory sentencing can and will be circumvented by
lawyers, judges and juries both by accepted mechanisms
(such as plea bargaining) and by less visible means. The
outcome of this avoidance is to jeopardise seriously another
central aim of mandatory sentencing; that is, to ensure that
proportionate and consistent sentences are imposed. Even if
this circumvention, both formal and informal, could be
addressed, imposing a prescribed sanction or range of
sanctions for offences (which invariably encompass a broad
range of behaviours) guarantees only a very superficial,
artificial consistency and one that trades its subtlety for
simplicity.

These are the sorts of points I have made before with
regard to mandatory sentencing. It does not allow the
courts to take into account the full range of
circumstances that are before them, and while there
may be an average sentence imposed and an average
non-parole period imposed for some offences that some
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people may not agree with, the fact is that the range of
sentences could be quite a bit lower than the average,
and of course where there is egregious behaviour and
aggravating circumstances there will be a range that is
way above the average. I looked at some of the
sentences with regard to the types of offences the
government has been targeting with this suite of
legislation. You will find that that range does go above
the mandatory minimum sentence the government is
wanting to put in place.
We know that the Law Institute of Victoria, the
Victorian Bar Council and Liberty Victoria — august
bodies which deal with the criminal justice system
every day and are involved in the criminal justice
system all the time — do not support mandatory
sentencing, or baseline sentencing either, for the
reasons I have outlined. It is not that they do not have
compassion for people who have been assaulted and
their families, nor that they are not outraged by that sort
of behaviour, but the courts already have enough tools
to deal with the circumstances before them and to
impose the right sentence. If a mistake is made, the
Court of Appeal is there to deal with that.
The bill also makes some changes to community
correction orders (CCOs) by amending section 44 of
the Sentencing Act 1991. We have had some concerns
regarding those proposed amendments whereby
changes will be made such that community correction
orders can be imposed with longer sentences. At the
moment the maximum is a three-month sentence, and
that is being increased to two years.
We have had some feedback from the Federation of
Community Legal Centres with regard to those
changes. The federation is concerned that the courts
may opt for an offender to go straight from jail to a
CCO. It believes that it would be better to restore parole
and ensure that parole is properly assessed, supervised
and managed rather than having offenders put on CCOs
on direct release from jail. Of course we are not talking
about serious, violent offenders here, which is evident
just by way of the types of sentences that differ between
three months and two years. We are not dealing with
high-end offenders here; we are dealing with offenders
that the Sentencing Act in its purpose section wants to
see rehabilitated.
The bill before us makes these changes to community
correction orders, which the federation has concerns
with, and it introduces baseline, minimum sentencing,
for which we do not feel there is any need,
notwithstanding that we, along with the rest of the
community, abhor any violent or abusive behaviour or
assault towards emergency workers. The answer to that
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is to bring in preventive measures, not only in hospitals
where ambulance workers and health workers may be
affected by such behaviour but also across the
community.
We are not doing enough in terms of restricting the
availability of alcohol and the clustering of licensed
venues, which was identified as an issue by a Victorian
parliamentary committee a long time ago. All we have
seen since then is an explosion of the availability of
alcohol, both in the time it is available and in the places
it is available. We have an issue with alcohol. Mr David
O’Brien was talking about ice before, but I note that the
Law Reform, Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee
itself said that the problem of ice was dwarfed by the
problem of alcohol. These are the sorts of preventive
measures that are best employed.
It is best to maintain the separation of powers between
the executive and the judiciary and to trust the courts to
take into account all the circumstances of the cases
before them. The Greens will not be supporting this
bill.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak about the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency
Workers) Bill 2014. The essential element of this bill is
the introduction of provisions into the Sentencing Act
1991 that require sentencing courts to impose a
statutory term of imprisonment for adult offenders who
are convicted of particular offences against emergency
services workers.
Police, firefighters, State Emergency Service workers,
ambulance personnel and nurses and doctors who work
in our hospital emergency departments are amongst the
bravest and, in my view, the most heroic people,
placing their own safety at risk each time they perform
their duties. It is unconscionable to any normal thinking
person that emergency services workers can expect to
be assaulted for protecting, defending or medically
treating members of the community. They are attacked
for trying to help alcohol-affected or drug-affected
people and, in the case of police, for protecting our
lives and our properties from increasingly violent thefts.
Home invasions and drive-by shootings are becoming
more commonplace. Young people are becoming
substantially more aggressive, and we see this every
week on the news. The Melbourne nightclub scene is a
horrific battleground of mainly male adolescents who
take out their mindless anger and hostility on each
other. Parents are fearful for their sons and daughters,
who start out their evenings having a good time but end
up in hospital casualty wards alongside police who are
also injured in the melee.
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The bill introduces stronger penalties for violent
offences against on-duty emergency workers. As
previously stated by my colleague Mr Tee, we do not
oppose the bill. While I understand the complexities of
putting legislation together and the consultative process
with the legal fraternity and other stakeholders, it is a
pity the bill could not have been introduced as a priority
three years ago. There are some who say the bill does
not go far enough in relation to minimum sentences,
which are five years for intentionally or recklessly
causing serious injury in circumstances of gross
violence, three years for intentionally causing serious
injury, two years for recklessly causing serious injury
and six months for intentionally or recklessly causing
injury.
The bill also introduces a 30-year baseline sentence for
the murder of an emergency services worker on duty.
The bill, however, provides flexibility in its ‘special
reasons’ provision for offenders aged between 18 and
21 found guilty of causing serious injury to an
emergency worker. A court may impose a sentence
other than the prescribed minimum if it believes there is
a reasonable prospect of rehabilitation of the young
offender.
The community expects our emergency services
personnel to protect us in dangerous circumstances, so
it is right and proper that they are afforded justice when
they have been injured in the performance of their
duties.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to be able to rise this evening and speak on the
Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Workers) Bill
2014. I note that the Greens do not support this bill, but
members of the Labor opposition do, and I am pleased
that they do because it is an important piece of
legislation that has been, I would suggest, quite a long
time coming. At the outset I commend those involved
in its formulation.
The bill delivers on the coalition government’s
commitment to introduce higher sentences for offenders
who injure or seriously injure emergency workers on
duty. We have just heard from Mr David O’Brien, who
went through various elements of the bill and
highlighted an array of emergency workers to whom
this bill will apply. I concur with the comments he
made on behalf of the government in relation to what
this bill will do to protect those workers.
The bill amends the Sentencing Act 1991, the Crimes
Act 1958 and the Children, Youth and Families Act
2005. As I said, it delivers on the government’s
commitment to introduce stronger sentences for
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offences against emergency workers. This is in line
with community expectation, and for some time
community expectation has been that emergency
workers in the course of their duties should be protected
from aggression and acts of violence. When I worked in
the health system there were times when I was attacked.
I have had various pieces of equipment thrown at me,
and I have been scratched and spat at. In the course of
one’s duty that can happen on occasion, but when we
are talking about increased rates of — —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms CROZIER — It did happen when going
through various demonstration lines, Mr Finn.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Ms CROZIER — On demonstration lines we have
been abused verbally too. However, I will get back to
this important bill because I do not want to digress
further. We are talking about serious crimes against
emergency workers. I note that Mr Lenders and
Mrs Coote, also members of the Southern Metropolitan
Region which I represent, are in the house tonight. I
point this out because the Victoria Police memorial is
sited in Kings Domain gardens, which is in our
electorate. The memorial was opened in 2002 and
stands as a dedication to and constant reminder of the
service provided by those brave men and women who
have been killed in the line of duty.
That is at the extreme end of what we are talking about
tonight — those dreadful circumstances where
policemen and women are killed in the line of duty.
Clearly those offenders need to be punished for those
murders, and this bill puts in place steps to ensure that
people who commit such acts are rightfully convicted
and receive the maximum sentence. As I said, the bill
provides for the imposition of increased sentences for
offenders who injure, seriously injure or murder an
emergency worker on duty. These reforms will bring
sentences for offences against emergency workers on
duty in line with community expectations. That is
exactly what the government is attempting to do, and
this bill addresses those concerns.
A news article published a few days ago outlined the
story of a patient at the Monash Medical Centre who
was believed to have been affected by the drug ice. He
was so violent that four security guards could not
control him, and police were called to attend that
incident. We know there are increasing episodes of very
violent crime due to drugs and alcohol, and ice in
particular. I commend the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee on its report into methamphetamine use.
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The report was recently tabled in Parliament, and it
highlights the effects of this drug.
We know the numbers of those using ice are increasing.
Mr Tee, in his contribution, said that this government
has done nothing and the crime statistics have gone up.
I thought his contribution was absolutely ridiculous
because it did not take into account those situations we
are talking about tonight — the very violent acts that
happen on our streets. We know that ice is a significant
problem, and I commend in particular
Minister Wooldridge and others who are looking at and
dealing with this issue and who are looking at measures
to support the community to combat the growing
epidemic of ice.
Returning to the bill and the comments I made at the
outset of my contribution to the debate, these reforms
are necessary to improve sentencing processes. I note
that the Australian Medical Association wrote to the
former Attorney-General in 2007 requesting a review
of the penalties applicable under a number of
provisions of the Crimes Act 1958, with a view to
increasing their severity, where the relevant offence is
committed against a health professional. A letter from
the then Attorney-General, Mr Hulls, talked about the
violence against health professionals as:
… something that the Victorian government takes very
seriously as it harms not only the individuals involved, but the
health system as a whole, and consequently the community
and all Victorians

I absolutely concur with that. His letter did not go on to
say that yes, he would act on this issue. It says:
The government has decided that there is some scope to
clarify the existing law relating to acts of violence against the
person.

The former government did not do very much. That is
in direct contrast with what our government is doing.
We are acting on this issue. Health workers know we
are acting on this and they are very pleased with the
actions of the government. In terms of what we have
done, again I would like to commend those who put
this bill together.
In conclusion, this legislation sends a strong message to
the community that violence and aggression against
health workers is not acceptable. This legislation
reinforces the government’s commitment to ensuring
the safety and security of health workers. I commend
the bill to the house.
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency
Workers) Bill 2014, which Labor will not be opposing.
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I am certain that everyone in this house and Victorians
across the state would all agree that emergency services
workers play an invaluable role in our communities,
and I acknowledge them all for their self-sacrificing
work. They include police officers, the Melbourne Fire
Brigade, the Country Fire Authority, ambulance
officers, healthcare workers, including but not exclusive
to doctors and nurses, Victoria State Emergency
Service members and all contractors and volunteers as
defined within the Emergency Management Act 1986
who selflessly volunteer during emergencies.
This bill introduces statutory minimum sentences for
offenders who are convicted of violent offences against
emergency workers who are on duty. It provides a
baseline statutory minimum sentence of 30 years for the
murder of an emergency worker. The bill also enacts
new summary assault offences against emergency
workers on duty. This summary assault offence will
empower Victorian courts to impose a sentence of
imprisonment of up to two years and a community
correction order as the sentence. We on this this side of
the house believe this bill is very important, as every
Victorian is entitled to feel safe and protected at work,
and emergency service workers are certainly no
different.
Each year Victorians across the state proudly wear a
blue ribbon to remember and honour police officers
who have been killed in the line of duty. The objective
of the Blue Ribbon Foundation is:
… to encourage the public of Victoria to remember the
sacrifice of officers who have fallen in the line of duty and to
show all serving members of Victoria Police that their work
and commitment is valued by a caring community.

This bill not only gives justice to the 157 honourable
officers who have tragically lost their lives while on
duty but to their families whose lives changed forever
at the hands of those who committed such horrendous
offences.
On another point, there is a continuing problem faced
by the state’s nurses, doctors, paramedics and other
allied health workers in emergency departments across
the state. This issue was referred to by the shadow
minister for emergency services, the member for
Williamstown in the Assembly, when he was quoted by
Henrietta Cook in the Age of 8 August in an article
headed ‘One in three mental health workers attacked:
report’. The article outlines that in the past 12 months
one in three Victorian mental health workers were
physically assaulted. A total of 83 per cent of mental
health workers were victims of violence or abuse in
their workplace, with 81 per cent verbally assaulted,
34 per cent physically attacked, 14 per cent racially
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attacked, and 7 per cent being victims of sexual
harassment. This is an extremely disconcerting issue
and it is inexcusable. These workers, like all others,
must feel safe in their workplace, and factors such as an
increase in demand for mental health services being
met with inadequate staffing levels and cuts to services
is leaving these workers facing volatile conditions.
While this bill seeks to penalise those who commit such
offences, the government must ensure that it is doing all
it can to offer the necessary funding and support to
these workers to reduce the violence happening in the
first place. The opposition does not oppose the bill.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I conclude the second-reading
debate by responding to some of the matters raised, and
I thank the opposition for supporting this legislation. I
want to correct some of the factual errors made by
Mr Tee. In his contribution he talked about police
babysitting prisoners, and he cited some material that
was produced many months ago. I want to update the
house and advise Mr Tee and other members that as a
result of the government’s investment in the corrections
system the number of prisoners in police cells has been
trending down for a considerable period. Indeed tonight
I understand that the number of people in police cells is
somewhere in the mid-100s. We have seen a significant
reduction, from over 300 people in police cells in
November last year to now the mid-100s, and, as I said,
that number is trending down.
That number is also reflected by the capacity in the
corrections system. It is true that there were some real
capacity challenges following the parole reforms
instituted by this government, which were prompted by
tragedies that we are aware of. But again as a result of
the investment this government has made in the
corrections system, we have seen hundreds of new beds
being added to the prison system. What that also means
now is that the prison system is operating at well below
the 95 per cent capacity level that is recommended and
is generally adopted around jurisdictions in Australia.
We have significantly fewer prisoners in police cells —
the number is trending down — and we have greater
capacity in the prison system, which is now operating at
a level significantly below the 95 per cent generally
accepted threshold.
I wanted to correct those factual errors made by
Mr Tee. He is big on rhetoric, but short on knowledge.
That is probably not surprising when Mr Tee has shown
little interest in the corrections system, as indeed has the
shadow Minister for Corrections, the member for
Lyndhurst in the other place. He has been the shadow
minister for the best part of nine months and he has
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visited just two correctional facilities, two prisons, in
Victoria. I encourage Mr Tee to get out and have a look
at some of the investments that have been made in our
corrections system and to take Mr Pakula with him. I
think they would find it most interesting and most
enlightening in relation to the reforms that have been
implemented by this government.
I want to touch briefly on the comments made by
Ms Pennicuik. It is regrettable that the Greens are
opposed to this legislation, which is an important
community safety initiative for emergency service
workers. It is regrettable that we cannot have the full
support of all members of the chamber for this
important legislation. It says much about the priorities
of the Greens.
Ms Pennicuik said that more needs to be invested in
behavioural change programs. Ms Pennicuik may not
have read the detail, but a significant proportion of the
government’s $84.1 million four-year parole reform
package, which was delivered in this year’s budget, is
for programs for prisoners so that they do the necessary
programs while in prison. Importantly, now they will
not be considered for parole until they have done the
appropriate behavioural change programs.
Ms Pennicuik made a reference to restoring parole.
That is exactly what this government has done. We
have legislated that community safety be the top
priority of the Adult Parole Board of Victoria in making
decisions about parole, we have toughened parole
significantly, and we have put into the adult parole
board the investment that Labor should have put in
years ago. We have significantly enhanced,
strengthened and toughened the parole system. When
Ms Pennicuik says that we need to restore parole, I am
not quite sure what she is talking about. Is she talking
about weakening the parole system or going back to the
parole system we had before these reforms were
instituted by the government?
Ms Pennicuik was contradictory in her remarks. On the
one hand she said that the Greens are opposed to the
baseline sentences that are introduced by this legislation
because they do not give the courts the flexibility they
should have. She then went on to criticise the reforms
to the community correction order that are being
implemented by the bill. Those reforms increase the
flexibility of the courts when determining the
appropriate sentence and the appropriate form of
penalty for a convicted criminal. Ms Pennicuik was
absolutely contradictory in her arguments.
To conclude, it is most regrettable that the Greens will
vote against this legislation and, as the lead speaker for
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the opposition, Mr Tee has demonstrated just how little
Labor Party members understand the corrections
system, how little they understand community safety
and how out of touch they are with community
sentiment on these issues.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs (Teller)
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms (Teller)

Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms

Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr (Teller)
Tierney, Ms
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Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms
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Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Section 13(a) of the charter act provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with. The clauses of the bill which allow for the
removal and reinterment of cremated remains may be
considered relevant to this right. For the reasons that follow,
these clauses do not allow for any unlawful or arbitrary
interference with privacy.

Question agreed to.
Read third time.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(CONFISCATION AND OTHER MATTERS)
BILL 2014

Received from Assembly.

Cemetery trusts may only remove and reinter cremated
remains in accordance with the act, an objective of which is to
ensure that human remains are treated with dignity and
respect 1. A cemetery trust will be required to take reasonable
steps to notify the holder of a limited tenure right of interment
that the right is due to expire before cremated remains can be
removed and reinterred.

Read first time for Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE
(Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation) on
motion of Hon. D. M. Davis.

Cremated remains will only be removed and reinterred if it is
appropriate in the circumstances to do so. The bill also allows
for interred cremated remains to be left undisturbed in
perpetuity.

Introduction and first reading

Protection of families and children

CEMETERIES AND CREMATORIA
AMENDMENT BILL 2014

Section 17(1) of the charter act provides that families are the
fundamental group unit of society and are entitled to be
protected by society and the state. The bill promotes and
enhances this right by allowing for the cremated remains of
deceased veterans to be reinterred with the remains of their
deceased family members.

Statement of compatibility
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Cemeteries and
Crematoria Amendment Bill 2014 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.

Hon. David Davis, MP
Minister for Health

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health).
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:

Overview of bill
The bill amends the Cemeteries and Crematoria Act 2003 (the
act) to provide cemetery trusts with new powers to manage
the cremated human remains of deceased veterans and their
family members. Specifically, where a veteran’s cremated
remains are interred at a cemetery pursuant to a limited
(25 year) tenure right of interment, the cemetery trust
responsible for managing that cemetery will be empowered,
upon the expiry of 25 years, to convert the right of interment
to a perpetual right and either leave the veteran’s cremated
remains undisturbed in perpetuity or reinter the remains at a
location suitable for perpetual interment. Where a veteran’s
cremated remains are interred together with or in the vicinity
of members of their family, the cemetery trust may also
reinter the remains of the veteran’s family members at a
location which is suitable for perpetual interment.

That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The proposed changes to the Cemeteries and Crematoria Act
2003 are relatively small; however, they represent a
significant change in the way we as a community recognise,
honour and manage the limited tenure cremated remains of
our deceased veterans and their families.
These changes will provide cemetery trusts with the power to
convert these limited tenure rights of interment to permanent
tenure where no one can be found to take responsibility for
their ongoing care. It will also give cemetery trusts the power
to put in place a memorial for the veteran.
I have proposed these changes because the Victorian
government recognises the contribution of our veterans and
their families. These changes will remove any doubt about
how limited tenure cremated remains of veterans and their
families will be treated in the future in Victoria. I believe it is

Human rights issues
For the avoidance of doubt, the following rights are examined
for their relevance to the bill.
1

Section 2A(a) of the act.
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particularly fitting to pay tribute to our veterans both past and
present at this time as our nation pauses to consider the
momentous and terrible events of the First World War, and in
some small way honour and commemorate the memories of
those who have put themselves in harm’s way to protect our
way of life.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr JENNINGS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 30 September.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Ann Nichol House
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The matter I
wish to raise on the adjournment this evening is for the
attention of the Minister for Health. The action I seek
from the minister is for him to work with the Minister
for Environment and Climate Change to review the
legal issues involved in the proposed sale of Ann
Nichol House. This is something that will be of interest
to both ministers, no doubt, given that it is situated on
Crown land located in Portarlington.
Residents across the Bellarine Peninsula have been
concerned by the proposed sale by Bellarine
Community Health of Ann Nichol House to a private
provider. Ann Nichol House is the last of the non-profit
aged-care facilities in the area, and indeed has a history
that includes a great financial contribution raised by the
local community. In 1993 the Crown land was
temporarily reserved for health and social welfare
purposes. The state government effectively gave the use
of the land to the North Bellarine Hostel for the Aged
Inc. to enable the building of Ann Nichol House on the
site. It has a long and significant history in the
community. Ann Nichol House has provided
affordable, high-quality care for people in the area for
many years now. People are rightly concerned —
indeed shocked — at the proposed sale of this
important community asset.
There are some issues around the legal status of the sale
in relation to the Crown land, which my colleague Lisa
Neville, the member for Bellarine in another place, has
raised with the Minister for Environment and Climate
Change. The order made in July 2014 removed the
health and social welfare purposes in relation to the use
of the land, which it would appear would enable the
asset to be sold to the highest bidder, or to anyone
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seeking to develop the land for any purpose. There are
many questions that need to be addressed in relation to
this. It is essential that the Minister for Health urgently
reviews the legal issues around the proposed sale, and
does so in the context of the Crown land site on which
it has been built. Obviously the Minister for
Environment and Climate Change has a different
responsibility and a different interest, but the Minister
for Health’s responsibility in this matter is around the
ongoing provision of aged-care services for people in
this community.

Early childhood facilities
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for my friend and
colleague the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development, Wendy Lovell. I am aware
that the minister is highly committed to the children of
this state, and in particular to the ability of preschool
children to learn, develop their potential and thrive —
given the opportunity to so do — with input and
investment in their preschool education. I was with the
minister on the day the federal government announced
its decision to support the additional 5 hours of
kindergarten education. I know that no-one worked
harder for that outcome nor advocated more effectively
for the preschool children of Victoria and for
communities right around Australia than Minister
Lovell, and the outcome is in no small measure due to
her advocacy and work.
I invite the minister to visit Gisborne to view the
growth of that town, which has led to calls from both
the community and Macedon Ranges Shire Council for
a new early learning centre incorporating not only
kindergarten but also maternal and child health
services. Many in the local community are aware that
the council initially proposed building a new early
childhood centre on UL Daly Reserve — a small but
precious parkland in Gisborne valued by locals. Like
many in the community, I was deeply troubled by this
proposal, and have called on the Minister for Planning,
Mr Guy, recently in relation to planning protection for
the Macedon Ranges, including the important site at
UL Daly Reserve. The council has now suggested an
alternative site for the early learning centre in
Robertson Road, Gisborne. I call on Minister Lovell to
view this alternative site in terms of its suitability and
potential for the location of a new centre.
Together with the Liberal candidate for Macedon,
Donna Petrovich, I am aware that Gisborne’s early
childhood education needs are increasing and that a
further commitment is needed to work towards meeting
these needs. Minister Lovell visited the Macedon
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Ranges last week, announcing very welcome additional
funds of $38 000 for four Macedon Ranges
kindergartens and a further $20 000 for three
kindergartens in Daylesford. I invite Minister Lovell to
visit Gisborne and see for herself what may be needed
to meet that very family-focused town’s needs into the
future.

Country Fire Authority Warrnambool brigade
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services. It is in relation to the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) Warrnambool brigade.
A little over four years ago the Brumby government
allocated a firefighting pumper to the specially
customised Warrnambool fire station to assist in
firefighting in the south-west region. This type of
pumper is essential for fighting high-rise fires, and
more than $100 000 was spent upgrading the
Warrnambool fire station to accommodate the pumper.
However, there has been talk around Warrnambool for
some time now that the pumper spends very little time
located there. I believe it is currently sitting in the
Cranbourne fire station. As I said, four years ago Labor
funded the pumper to be stationed in Warrnambool, and
the member for South-West Coast — now the
Premier — said that the aerial pumper was long
overdue for the south-west.
With this in mind, it is hard to understand why the
aerial pumper spends most of its time in stations outside
the south-west. The action I seek is for the minister to
provide me with information on the stations where this
pumper has been located for significant periods, and
indeed whether the reason the pumper is not located at
Warrnambool is the cuts this government has made to
the CFA and other emergency services. I ask the
minister to also provide a time line as to the proper
allocation of the aerial pumper at the Warrnambool
CFA station.

Moreland security cameras
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for Edward
O’Donohue in his capacity as Minister for Crime
Prevention. It is associated with the inaction of
Moreland City Council in terms of installing the CCTV
cameras for which it was awarded funding by this
government. I am dismayed to see the inaction of the
Moreland council. In early 2013 — February, I think —
a grant of $250 000 was awarded for the installation of
nine CCTV cameras on Sydney Road, Brunswick. That
was on the recommendation of Victoria Police, which
identified it as a black spot. This is the road, we all
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remember, where tragically Jill Meagher was abducted
and killed in late 2012. The CCTV vision in this case
provided crucial evidence to help police find Adrian
Bayley, a man with an extensive history of sexual abuse
of women. He was taken off the street because of this
very technology, which was installed in a retail outlet.
The people marched. They called for safety for women
in that area — and I support their cause. But as it
stands, the Moreland council has fully installed only
two of the nine CCTV cameras, and even those
cameras are not connected to a power source and so are
not in use. The government acted quickly and provided
the funding.
My history teacher taught me that those who do not
learn the lessons of history are doomed to repeat it. It
seems that the leadership of the Moreland City Council
is willing to run the increased risk that these types of
attacks will occur again, and that the perpetrators will
not be answerable to the law if they do. The ratepayers
at Moreland City Council deserve better value for
money than this, and they need to have a good look at
the leadership of the council under Moreland mayor,
Cr Lambros Tapinos. He should either get fair dinkum
or get out. This is a man who is wasting thousands of
dollars of ratepayers money taking the government to
court over the east–west link, yet he is unwilling to
spend money that has been freely given to the council
by the Napthine government. This is about Labor Party
politics over people.
Cr Oscar Yildiz, who is a Labor member, has opposed
his own council spending this money on the east–west
link case and has said time and again that the council
should be getting back to the fundamentals of what it is
paid to do. Because he went to visit Jill Meagher’s
husband, Tom, in Ireland, I know that Cr Yildiz
supports the installation of the cameras.
Where are they, Moreland? The Moreland City Council
must act on installing the CCTV cameras promised
under the grant in order to restore community faith in
the council and to make Moreland a much safer place.
The coalition is going about building a safer Victoria.
Why will Moreland not get its act together? What
disappoints me more than anything is that other
members in the northern metropolitan area, such as
Ms Mikakos, have been silent on this. I ask the minister
to investigate why the Moreland council will not get its
act together and install these cameras.

Merbein P–10 College
Ms LEWIS (Northern Victoria) — The matter I
address is for the Minister for Education and relates to
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the Merbein P–10 College. In 2009 a process was
commenced to create the Merbein P–10 school from
the four existing Merbein schools, on the site of the
former Merbein Secondary College. In conjunction
with this amalgamation, a two-stage process to
redevelop the buildings on the site was established.
A master plan was developed and stage 1 of the
building works was completed in mid-2012. This gave
the school three new learning centres — for P–4, 5–8
and 9–10 — but left in place a 1960s-era block, the
gym, some Mod 5 portables and an ancient technology
block. Stage 2 required the demolition of the 1960s
block and the technology block and the construction of
a new administration and resource centre and
technology, science and canteen blocks. Unfortunately
stage 2 has not eventuated and the school is operating
some classes in the old buildings and portables. Two of
the Mod 5 portables are central to the operation of the
school — one is the school library and the other is used
for the school’s highly successful flexible learning
options program for students in danger of disengaging
from school.
The importance of the school library resource centre
should not need to be emphasised. It is a core
component of the school’s operation and a vital
resource for all staff and students. The flexible learning
options, or FLO, centre provides a safe haven for
students with a range of problems and difficulties.
Students are able to spend varying periods of time away
from mainstream classes, working in very small groups
or individually on programs tailored to meet their
specific learning needs. Approximately 20 students
have been participants in the FLO program, which is
being widely recognised as highly successful.
The most outstanding and telling piece of data
indicating the success of the program relates to school
attendance. On average the students attending the FLO
centre in 2014 have increased their attendance by
169 per cent. Four students have transitioned to TAFE
programs and three students have transitioned back into
full-time mainstream classes and are on track to
successfully complete year 10 at the end of this year.
The program is clearly directly benefiting the students
who participate and is also providing benefits to other
students throughout the school. This is most noticeable
in the calmer classrooms for teachers and students to
work in. The Mod 5 portables being used for the FLO
program and the library have required considerable
expenditure by the school to fit them out for these
special purpose uses.
Unfortunately there has been no progress with stage 2
of the school master plan. However, earlier this year the
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school was given a heads-up that its Mod 5 portables
would be removed from the school early in term 4. This
means that two significant school activities, the library
resource centre and the FLO program, will have to be
relocated into the 1960s-era building — a building that
was designated for demolition in 2009, has been
infested with white ants and is well and truly past its
use-by date.
The situation is not satisfactory, nor is it in the best
interests of the students at Merbein P–10. I therefore
request the Minister for Education to provide me with
an assurance that these crucial Mod 5 portables remain
in place at Merbein P–10 school until stage 2 of the
master plan is completed and they become redundant to
the school’s needs.

Local government councillor conduct
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government. It is not different — it is actually quite
similar — to some of the matters that were raised by
Mr Ondarchie in relation to the conduct of some local
councils, especially as we approach a state election.
What has been raised with me about a broad range of
councils is the manner in which ratepayer resources are
hijacked, often to mount a case, very much a state
campaign, on issues that do not reflect the views of the
ratepayers or the electorate.
It is often highly politicised. I must say that I have often
been asked the question, ‘When have we allowed local
governments to become the outposts of Trades Hall or
the Labor Party?’. I am thinking of those who have
banded together to oppose the east–west link and spend
a lot of ratepayer money on court challenges, but there
are other examples. One is of where a mayor recently
sent out a letter to a part of the municipality attributing
a particular initiative to his council colleague who just
happens to be a Labor candidate. I know the Local
Government Act 1989 provides, under section 3E, for
councils to advocate on behalf of the best interests of
their local community. But at the same time, under
section 76B, which is headed ‘Primary principle of
councillor conduct’, there is a requirement for
councillors to act with integrity and in particular to
impartially exercise his or her responsibilities in the
interests of the local community.
Back under the Labor government a couple of
documents were produced to provide guidance and
advice to councillors, on the one hand, about being
aware of conflicts of interest, and on the other hand, to
inform them about the dangers of showing apprehended
bias when dealing with planning matters. It is now time
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for the Minister for Local Government to work with his
office as well as the peak bodies, such as the Municipal
Association of Victoria, and other relevant stakeholders
in a very narrow time frame to produce a document that
provides some guidance to councillors about what their
responsibilities are and to make sure that there is a more
appropriate balance between their role of advocating for
a community and at the same time impartially
exercising the role that they have been elected to, to
make sure that they are not hijacking ratepayer
resources in order to back a political campaign on
views or issues that may not be shared by the broader
electorate.
It is long overdue. A lot of money is being wasted and
many people in Victoria can point to many examples of
where the right balance is not being struck. I would
urge the Minister for Local Government to bring
forward a document of that nature to local government
at the earliest possible opportunity before things
descend even further and more ratepayers money is
wasted.

Disability services
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
matter this evening is for the Minister for Community
Services. The matter I raise relates to the inconsistent
advice received by Epping resident Laurie Walton on
behalf of his daughter, Tamara, who requires assistance
through the department’s statewide equipment program
(SWEP) in order to afford a new wheelchair.
Tamara, who has cerebral palsy, is cared for around the
clock by her parents, Laurie and Gwenda. I am advised
that Tamara’s current wheelchair has been assessed as
unsafe by Chemtronics, which is the company
responsible for servicing any equipment delivered
through the SWEP program, and it has advised that it
should be replaced as soon as possible for safety
reasons. I am advised by Tamara’s father, Laurie, that a
new wheelchair costs in the vicinity of $20 000. I
understand that an application was made to the SWEP
program on 9 November 2013 via Tamara’s
occupational therapist at Plenty Valley Community
Health. They were advised by SWEP that it would
contribute almost $8000 towards Tamara’s new
wheelchair.
Laurie and Gwenda then submitted an application for
gap funding for the rest of the funds through the request
for additional support program, otherwise known as the
RAS program. Tamara’s occupational therapist at
Plenty Valley Community Health was advised by the
department in March 2014 to call back at the start of the
next financial year as there was no funding available
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under this program for the rest of 2013–14. I
understand Tamara’s occupational therapist rang the
department on 1 July, only to be advised that no
decision had been made for additional supports and to
call again in a few weeks. Again, this advice was
followed up, and when Tamara’s occupational therapist
rang the department again, she was advised that there
was no funding available.
The last piece of advice Laurie and Gwenda received
from the Department of Human Services was an email
on 29 August advising them that the RAS program for
2014–15 had yet to be commenced — that is, two
months into the financial year the program had yet to
commence.
All this time Tamara has been left using an unsafe
wheelchair. The minister would be well aware that even
if funding is confirmed, it will take a further period of
time for a wheelchair to be built to Tamara’s
specifications. This uncertainty is causing Tamara and
her parents a great deal of stress and anxiety. I call on
the minister to provide Laurie and Gwenda Walton and
their daughter, Tamara, with some certainty about the
availability of funds via the RAS program to ensure that
Tamara receives the wheelchair she so desperately
needs.

Manufacturing employment
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Manufacturing, David Hodgett, and it concerns
DENSO Automotive Systems Australia, a car parts
manufacturer in Croydon which has flagged that it may
be winding down its operations to only 10 per cent of
its workforce as early as next March. The DENSO
factory has operated in this part of town since, I believe,
1989 and the average length of service of its employees
is 12 years. Unfortunately, with Holden, Ford and
Toyota ceasing manufacturing in Australia, DENSO
will be a victim of their demise.
The manufacturing minister has been publicly quoted
as having said that it sounds disappointing and his
thoughts go to the workers. I would suggest that these
workers do not particularly want the manufacturing
minister’s sympathy. These workers want to be able to
work in their industry in their part of town and not be
forced to leave their families and move either interstate
or to another part of the state to chase their type of
specialised work. The action I seek from the minister is
that he save his sympathy and do something to attract
manufacturing to this part of town so these workers will
have ongoing jobs to go to into the future.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! I will allow that
adjournment matter to stand because we are, frankly,
near the end of the session, but under normal
circumstances the proposition Mr Leane put as to what
the minister should do is not a sufficient action in
response to the matter he raised. It was a bit too close to
a setpiece speech in that sense. I also thought
Mr Ondarchie’s contribution was a setpiece speech in
part, notwithstanding that the subject matter was quite
important.
Mr Leane — So was mine.
The PRESIDENT — Indeed the matter was
important, but I thought the request to the minister was
too broad for what we expect in the adjournment debate
as a rule.

Responses
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I have written responses to
adjournment matters raised by Ms Tierney on 7 May
2013, Ms Mikakos on 13 November 2013, Ms Hartland
on 4 February this year, Mr Lenders on 6 May and
7 August, Mr David O’Brien on 8 May and 26 June,
Mr Ronalds on 25 June and 20 August, Mrs Coote on
5 August and 19 August, Mr Leane on 6 August and
Ms Tierney again on 21 August.
Ms Pulford raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Health, Mr Davis, seeking that he work
with the Minister for Environment and Climate Change
regarding Ann Nichol House. I am advised that
Mr Davis has previously met with Ann Nichol House
and is continuing to work with the facility, but I will
refer that matter to the minister.

equipment program and a request for additional
support, and I will refer that matter to Ms Wooldridge.
Mr Leane raised a matter for the Minister for
Manufacturing, David Hodgett, and, noting the
comments of the President regarding the broad action
sought, I will refer that matter to Mr Hodgett.
Mr Ondarchie raised a matter for me in my capacity as
Minister for Crime Prevention. I can confirm for
Mr Ondarchie that the government offered Moreland
City Council $250 000 to install CCTV cameras along
Sydney Road, Brunswick, in May 2013, on advice from
Victoria Police. The council agreed at its 12 June 2013
council meeting that it would accept the funding.
However, it took council until 6 February 2014 to
submit a project proposal to the Department of Justice.
Council initially committed to have the CCTV
infrastructure installed by 30 June. Regrettably, the
project remains incomplete.
I can advise Mr Ondarchie that the mayor, Cr Lambros
Tapinos, wrote to me on 16 July and stated that the first
camera would be installed within a week. Yet here we
are in mid-September with a number of cameras still to
be installed and none as yet activated. I have previously
expressed my disappointment to the council at its
continued delays. This is a very important community
safety matter and, as Mr Ondarchie outlined in his
contribution, the background to this is one of great
tragedy. I call on Moreland City Council to act quickly
to see this important community safety infrastructure
installed and operational as soon as possible.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house stands
adjourned.
House adjourned at 10.29 p.m.

Mrs Millar raised a matter for the Minister for Children
and Early Childhood Development, and I will refer that
matter to Ms Lovell.
Ms Tierney raised a matter for the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, Mr Wells, regarding the
location of a Country Fire Authority pumper around
Warrnambool, and I will refer that matter to the
minister.
Ms Lewis raised a matter for the Minister for Education
regarding Merbein P–10 College, and I will refer that
matter to Mr Dixon.
Mrs Peulich raised a matter for the Minister for Local
Government, and I will refer that matter to Mr Bull.
Ms Mikakos raised a matter for the Minister for
Community Services regarding access to the statewide
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.35 a.m. and read the prayer.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I inform the house that
the Legal and Social Issues Legislation Committee will
be meeting this day following the conclusion of the
sitting of the Council.

PARLIAMENTARY DEPARTMENTS
Reports 2013–14
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan), by leave,
presented reports of Department of the Legislative
Council and Department of Parliamentary Services.
Laid on table.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I extend my
appreciation to the staff for providing these reports on
the operations of both the Department of the Legislative
Council and the Department of Parliamentary Services.

POLICE REGISTRATION AND SERVICES
BOARD
Report 2013–14
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning), by leave,
presented report.
Laid on table.

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Social inclusion and Victorians with disability
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) presented
report, including appendices, together with
transcripts of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be printed.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I move:
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to make certain that a valuable report is presented to
this chamber.
I commend Ms Dee Ryall, the chair of the committee
and member for Mitcham in the Assembly;
Ms Bronwyn Halfpenny, the deputy chair and member
for Thomastown in the Assembly; Mr Justin Madden,
the member for Essendon in the Assembly; Mr David
O’Brien, a member of the committee until 27 March
2014; and Mrs Jeannette Powell, the member for
Shepparton in the Assembly and a member of the
committee from 27 March 2014. Most especially I
commend the secretariat — Dr Janine Bush, Ms Vicky
Finn and Ms Natalie Tyler — who had just finished
working on an extraordinary inquiry, which culminated
in the Betrayal of Trust report, and were able to re-gear,
recalibrate and produce this report, which is
extraordinary.
With the national disability insurance scheme we have
seen a significant change in the dialogue and debate
about disability in this country. All of us as legislators
should feel particularly proud that we are among
governments across the country that are giving
disability an important focus. Under the coalition
government all the institutions of the past have been or
are in the process of being closed. One of the highlights
of the coalition government is that the Sandhurst Centre
in Bendigo, the Oakleigh Centre and the Colanda
Centre in Colac will all be closed. This means the end
of an extraordinary era. This has involved a process of
bipartisanship from all sides of the political spectrum,
and that is really pleasing to see.
However, social inclusion is something people may not
understand. Social inclusion is not about going to the
bowling club, and it is not about turning up and seeing
the bowling club. Social inclusion is about being part of
the team at the bowling club, being one of the many
who are there and having your abilities recognised, not
your disabilities.
One of the biggest issues we came across in this inquiry
was deciding what in fact social inclusion means. I will
read one of our recommendations from page 1-3 of the
report:
That the Victorian government adopt the following definition
of social inclusion throughout government:

That the Council take note of the report.
Social inclusion for people with disability means:

I have been involved with many inquiries during my
15 years in Parliament, but I feel particularly proud
about this report. It talks about an issue that many of us
are probably not even aware of. These types of reports
do not just happen; they happen because a dedicated
committee and secretariat work constructively together

experiencing respect for their differences, their
aspirations, and their right to have control over
their own lives
having opportunities to contribute and participate
in society in a meaningful way and feel valued
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experiencing significant and reciprocal
relationships
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having appropriate supports, where necessary.

Budget estimates 2014–15 (part 2)
Recommendation 1.2 states:
That the Victorian government review the range of
mechanisms for measuring the social inclusion of people with
disability — including local, national and international
tools — and identify an appropriate method for determining
levels of social inclusion experienced by people with
disability in Victoria.

There are not a lot of recommendations, but they are all
very apt.
One of the things that was very pleasing was the
presentation that Changing Places made to the
committee. It was about locating changing tables, hoists
and proper disability toilet facilities to enable people
with a disability to go to the zoo, go to the MCG, go to
Melbourne Park — o go and join in with everybody
else. Maroondah City Council has done an
extraordinary job with its Marveloos. A Marveloo is a
portable loo that enables people with a disability to go
to all of the events that we take for granted, so people
with a disability can be participants as well. A coalition
government gave $750 000 to enable this to happen,
and I was very pleased to be with Minister Wooldridge,
the Minister for Disability Services and Reform, when
the announcement was made at the MCG — and
Melbourne Park and the zoo are all on board.
I will finish with a quote. This is titled A Great Life:
I’m part of this world and I have a disability
But I don’t want it to rule my life
I want to find out what I’m good at and do it really well
I want to do stuff with my brothers and sisters
and I want to be happy at school
and I want people to feel OK around me
I want to hang out with friends and do cool stuff
I love my parents but I don’t want to live with them
forever so … I’ll need to get a job
I want to fall in love and maybe have kids
And when it’s all over, I want to be able to say that I
didn’t just have a life
— I had a great life.

That is our challenge.
Motion agreed to.

Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) presented
report, including appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be printed.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I
present another report of this very important committee,
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC),
which I have heard Mr Davis say is a very diligent and
hardworking committee that provides important
accountability and oversight to the Parliament.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the member to
move that we take note of the report.
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

This committee is a very important accountability
committee that provides oversight on public
expenditure.
This is part 2 of the committee’s report on the budget
estimates for 2014–15. In moving that we take note of
the report it is incumbent on me firstly to thank the
chair of the committee, David Morris, the member for
Mornington in the Assembly, for the way he has
chaired this committee since he became its chair. He
was also a member of the committee for at least the two
years of this Parliament prior to that. Certainly he has
had the support of the deputy chair, Mr Martin Pakula,
the member for Lyndhurst in the Assembly, who we
would say openly within PAEC has at all times
provided that support, except during perhaps the most
contested elements of the public estimates process,
which is a semi-adversarial process where ministers are
questioned and public accounts can be put to the test —
and that process occurs in a public light.
However, since that period in May the committee has
again continued its work in a bipartisan manner. To
provide a bipartisan report on recommendations for
public accounts and estimates this close to the election
demonstrates the spirit of bipartisanship and is a credit
to both the chair and the deputy chair. Indeed it is a
tribute to all members of the committee: from the
Legislative Assembly, the member for Forest Hill, Neil
Angus, the member for Brunswick, Jane Garrett, and
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the member for Preston, Robin Scott; and in the
Legislative Council, my colleague Craig Ondarchie.

$2.3 billion to $7.5 billion for 2014–15 and then to
reduce over the forward estimates to $6.4 million.

I also express my appreciation to the committee’s
executive officer, Valerie Cheong; senior research
officer, Christopher Gribbin; research officer, Simon
Kennedy, who is on secondment from the IBAC
committee secretariat; Alejandro Navarrete; Bill Stent;
Melanie Hondros; and Justin Ong.

The committee made a series of recommendations in
relation to the calculation of the government’s
infrastructure investment figure, which are important to
go through. The committee recognised that the
government infrastructure investment indicator was
first included by the government in the 2013–14 budget
papers. The three components of the indicator have
been considered, and the report provides detailed
information on the components of the capital
infrastructure in the state government’s budget
program. However, there are questions about whether
or not there should be further publication, particularly
in relation to the public-private partnerships under
construction. The committee made a recommendation
that in estimating, publishing and discussing
government infrastructure investments, the Department
of Treasury and Finance should build on existing
disclosure by quantifying — to the extent compatible
with protecting all components of the infrastructure
investment for each year — the forward estimates for
the budget year.

Significant matters have been considered in part 2 of
the series of budget estimates reports, which looks at
key aspects of the 2014–15 budget, including revenues,
debts and borrowings, output expenditure and asset
investment. Among the key recommendations that will
be of interest to all members are the recommendations
in relation to the timing of the delivery of the budget in
relation to commonwealth announcements. At page 49
there is a helpful table that refers to Victoria as being
the first of the states to table its budget before the
commonwealth, the second being Western Australia.
The other states — ACT, New South Wales, South
Australia and Tasmania — table budgets after the
commonwealth budget.
The committee noted during the hearings that prior to
the commonwealth budget, the Minister for Health
noted the impact of the uncertainties surrounding
specific purpose grants on the framing of the state
budget. Similarly, the Premier noted that he anticipated
that a number of the national partnerships may be at
risk and was therefore not prepared to put them into the
budget until they were locked in. The committee noted
that the Victorian budget is tabled before the
commonwealth budget and therefore does not include
some of the announcements of decisions made by the
commonwealth, and the committee recommended that
the government should investigate the potential benefits
of tabling the Victorian budget after the commonwealth
budget.
The committee also reviewed the government’s
strategy. It is noted at page 34 that revenue is expected
to increase over the forward estimates period, and
overall growth, coupled with a planned lower rate of
output expenditure, is expected to contribute to the
government’s medium-term fiscal strategy of a net
operating surplus of $100 million, consistent with
infrastructure and debt parameters.
Turning to the important sections on infrastructure
that this report considers, one can see the importance
of that strategy. At page 98 the government
infrastructure investment section is considered by the
committee, with the finding that government
infrastructure investment is expected to rise by

It is an excellent report, and I commend the committee
on its bipartisanship. I commend the report to the
house.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
join with my colleague David O’Brien, who presented
part 2 of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee’s report on the 2014–15 budget estimates. I
commend the work of the committee because over the
course of the 57th Parliament the budget estimates
inquiries have produced a total of
231 recommendations, primarily related to disclosure in
the budget papers. Many of these have been
implemented, and I am proud, as a member of the
committee along with my colleagues, to have
contributed to improving the budget papers in that way.
Part 2 of the report presents the committee’s considered
view on the presentation and process of the budget
estimates and includes recommendations where the
committee considers that improvements could be made.
Some broad themes to these recommendations include
providing further details about underlying assumptions,
preventing ambiguity and promoting comparability
with previous years.
The committee is grateful for the time put into
responding to questionnaires, attending public hearings
and answering questions on notice. In particular I
would like to recognise the work of the Presiding
Officers, the Premier, the Deputy Premier, the
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Treasurer, the Assistant Treasurer, the AttorneyGeneral, ministers, departmental secretaries and heads
of agencies. Thanks should also go to their many staff,
who support them in their role in providing evidence to
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee.
At the conclusion of this Parliament we also thank our
secretariat under Valerie Cheong’s leadership. To our
colleagues on the secretariat, I say thank you so much
for the work you have put into supporting this very
important process in assisting good governance in the
state of Victoria. I join with my colleague Mr David
O’Brien in thanking the other members of the
committee, particularly the chair, David Morris, the
member for Mornington in the Assembly, and the
deputy chair, Martin Pakula, the member for Lyndhurst
in the Assembly. It is a very important second part of
the report, and it goes to good governance in this great
state of Victoria.
Motion agreed to.

ASSISTANT CLERK — COMMITTEES
The PRESIDENT — Order! I advise the house that
Richard Willis has been appointed to the position of
Assistant Clerk — Committees. This is his second day
in that role; I was remiss yesterday in not recording that
for the sake of the house. We congratulate Richard.
With some disappointment I indicate, for those of you
who know him, that Vaughn Koops also has been
appointed to a position as Assistant Clerk Committees,
but unfortunately his appointment is to the dark side.
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but are clearly not on the scale that has been perhaps
suggested we should be wary of going forward.
Obviously the balance for us is to try to keep the
building as accessible as possible, as it is the people’s
house, and to maintain access for members of the
public within reason. However, at the same time we
obviously have a duty of care to members of Parliament
and staff. Whilst not to diminish that responsibility, we
must also ensure that the building itself is afforded
protection. The Speaker and I are working on that at
this point in time.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Acting Clerk:
Agriculture Victoria Services Pty Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
Auditor-General’s reports on —
Effectiveness of Catchment Management Authorities,
September 2014.
Management and Oversight of the Caulfield Racecourse
Reserve, September 2014.
Australian Grand Prix Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Ballaarat General Cemeteries Trust — Minister’s report of
receipt of 2013–14 report.
Bendigo Cemeteries Trust — Minister’s report of receipt of
2013–14 report.
Casterton Memorial Hospital — Report, 2013–14.
Dairy Food Safety Victoria — Minister’s report of receipt of
2013–14 report.
Emerald Tourist Railway Board — Report, 2013–14.

PARLIAMENT HOUSE SECURITY
The PRESIDENT — Order! Perhaps more
importantly at this time, I have been talking to
Ms Pennicuik, who puts in my mind that there is
another thing I should be reporting to members. The
Speaker and I are meeting today with some advisers
from Victoria Police in respect of the security of the
building. We note the higher alert that has been
conveyed to the public by the federal government in the
last week. Whilst we are always vigilant here in our
security, we obviously felt it was prudent that we have
another review of our security and ensure that
members, staff and members of the public are all secure
in the building and indeed that the iconic building itself
is afforded the protection it is due.
We are undertaking a further review of our security,
notwithstanding that we are always on alert and have
been very vigilant. We have detected a number of lowscale incidents that certainly represented some concern

Emergency Services Superannuation Board — Report, 2013–14.
Environment Protection Authority — Report, 2013–14.
Greater Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust — Report, 2013–14.
Health Services Commissioner, Office of — Report, 2013–14.
Linking Melbourne Authority — Report, 2013–14.
Lorne Community Hospital — Report, 2013–14.
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Trust — Report,
2013–14.
Mildura Cemetery Trust — Minister’s report of receipt of
2013–14 report.
Murray Valley Citrus Board — Minister’s report of receipt of
2013–14 report.
Northern Victorian Fresh Tomato Industry Development
Committee — Minister’s report of receipt of 2013–14 report.
Otway Health and Community Services — Report, 2013–14.
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Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 — Government
Response to the Electoral Matters Committee’s Report on the
Future of Victoria’s Electoral Administration.
Phytogene Pty Ltd — Minister’s report of receipt of 2013–14
report.
PrimeSafe — Minister’s report of receipt of 2013–14 report.
Public Transport Development Authority — Report, 2013–14.
Queen Victoria Women’s Centre Trust — Minister’s report
of receipt of 2013–14 report.
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comments by Holden chairman and managing director,
Gerry Dorizas, which indicated that without the
financial aid promised under the previous Labor
government, some auto component suppliers may not
make it to the end of automotive manufacturing. If the
automotive component makers exit ahead of time, this
would clearly be a disaster for automotive industry
workers and their families.

Australian Arab Chamber of
Commerce & Industry

South Gippsland Hospital — Report, 2013–14.
Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust — Report, 2013–14.
Taxi Services Commission — Report, 2013–14.
Timboon and District Healthcare Service — Report, 2013–14.
Transport Accident Commission — Report, 2013–14.
V/Line Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
V/Line Pty Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
VicForests — Report, 2013–14.
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council Act 2001 —
Terms of Reference for a Statewide Assessment of Public
Land in Victoria.
Victorian Government Purchasing Board — Report, 2013–14.
Victorian Rail Track — Report, 2013–14.
Victorian Strawberry Industry Development Committee —
Minister’s report of receipt of 2013–14 report.
Yea and District Memorial Hospital — Report, 2013–14.

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
The Acting Clerk — I have received a letter dated
15 September 2014 from the Minister for Health
headed ‘Legislative Council order for documents —
ambulance response times’.
Letter at page 3104.
Ordered to be considered next day for
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) on
motion of Mr Leane.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Automotive industry
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I rise to condemn the Abbott government for failing to
reconsider its pre-election commitment to axe
$500 million in funding support to the automotive
manufacturing industry. I was concerned to read recent

Mr SOMYUREK — Last month I had the pleasure
of joining the member for Thomastown in the
Legislative Assembly, Bronwyn Halfpenny, and Khalil
Eideh at the Business and Investment Opportunities in
Egypt seminar, hosted by the Australian Arab Chamber
of Commerce & Industry. The goal of the seminar was
to provide attendees with an insight into the current
political and economic climate in Egypt and the
business opportunities there. The seminar was
insightful on matters of how the state of Victoria can
engage with Egypt. I thank the Australian Arab
Chamber of Commerce & Industry for the invitation.

Ishmael Baqaie
Mr SOMYUREK — It is with a heavy heart that I
offer my condolences to the family of Ishmael Baqaie,
a three-year-old boy who drowned in Dandenong Creek
after falling into the fast-moving water last Wednesday.
It is my understanding that Ishmael and his family
arrived in Australia from Afghanistan less than a month
ago. His parents had no doubt migrated to Australia to
have a chance at a better life. We know the devastation
that Afghanistan has suffered in recent times, and
Australia is a paradise by comparison.
As a parent, I cannot comprehend this awful tragedy.
More so, it happened at Rotary Park, a place not far
from my office and where so many parents take their
children to play. None of us could have conceived that
last week’s heavy storms could cause such a tragedy. In
offering my deepest condolences to Ishmael’s family, I
also offer my praise to the police and emergency
personnel who braved difficult conditions to provide
assistance.

Early childhood intervention services
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — Last week, together
with my colleague the member for Mordialloc in the
Assembly, Lorraine Wreford, I was pleased to
announce $570 000 in funding for early childhood
intervention practitioners. This will allow early
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childhood intervention services to build the capacity of
their workforce by providing professional development
in the latest evidence-based practices.
This builds on the Napthine government’s
$34.3 million investment in the 2013–14 state budget to
significantly increase support for children with
disabilities or developmental delay by providing an
additional 1150 places in early childhood intervention
services.

Student scholarship program
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — I was also thrilled to
award, at the Victorian certificate of education student
scholarship awards, 230 scholarships of $1100 to
students who were at risk of not completing their
secondary education. The scholarships, delivered in
partnership with Kids Under Cover, can be used to buy
textbooks, pay school fees or cover transportation costs.
Removing this extra pressure allows students to instead
focus on completing their education. This is one of the
many Victorian coalition government programs
supporting vulnerable students to ensure that they
achieve their full potential.

Rathdowne Place
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — It was wonderful to
celebrate the recent completion of the first stage of a
new aged-care precinct in Carlton with the Minister for
Health, David Davis. It is the first of three buildings to
be built at Rathdowne Place which will be owned and
operated by Australian Unity and includes 162 agedcare beds and a wellbeing centre with a gymnasium,
hydrotherapy pool, day respite facilities, cafe and
community room. It is part of the Napthine
government’s $80 million investment in the Carlton
housing redevelopment project, which aims to provide
better quality public housing.

Western suburbs
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak about the members statements made yesterday by
two members from the other side, Mr Elsbury and
Mr Finn. They talked about what this government has
done for the western suburbs, particularly in relation to
the western section of the east–west project, which may
or may not happen, and if it does happen, it will
probably be in 10, 15 or 20 years time.
In the last four years this government has developed a
very good reputation as the gunna-do government. An
Andrews Labor government should be given the
honour of governing Victoria in November, and it will
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be the can-do government, particularly in the west
where the West Gate distributor will be built
straightaway. A minimum of seven level crossings will
be removed, over $70 million is already in the pipeline
to be invested in school capital funding and more
investments will be announced in relation to health and
so forth. While I am talking about the crisis in our
hospitals, I will not talk about the ambulance bypass
that happened last night.

Royal Commission into Trade Union
Governance and Corruption
Mr MELHEM — In relation to the matter the
Minister for Health was going to raise yesterday in his
government business, notice of motion 843, I have no
intention of making any statement in relation to the
Royal Commission into Trade Union Governance and
Corruption. I have fully cooperated with the royal
commission, and I have done nothing wrong. I am
actually happy with what I have done, and I was more
than pleased to assist the commission’s inquiry.
Members on the other side should let the commission
do its work.

Eastern Victoria Region kindergartens
Mr RONALDS (Eastern Victoria) — Over the past
few weeks I have had the pleasure of visiting a number
of kindergartens across Eastern Victoria Region. I also
had the privilege of presenting some very well-received
grants. One was for the Goodstart Early Learning centre
in Montrose. The government gave it $10 000 to be
spent on an outdoor pergola that will allow the children
to play outside for more of the year. There was also a
$1500 grant for an IT upgrade which will enable
students and teachers to use new technology. This is
part of the government’s $2.9 million program to help
upgrade facilities and IT in kinders. So far it has
enabled the purchase of 200 desktop computers,
80 laptops and 25 printers, as well as improving
disability access, building better playgrounds and many
other small but important projects.
I also visited the Oak Street Kindergarten in Drouin, the
Sale North Kindergarten in Sale, the Tecoma Preschool
in Tecoma and the Sherbrooke Family and Children’s
Centre. Some of these facilities have received state
government funding, but importantly all of these
kindergartens received new funding for 15 hours of
kindergarten a week for four-year-old children. This is
a major announcement from the Napthine government.
The state government had previously committed to its
share of 10 hours, but following firm negotiations with
the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development, the Honourable Wendy Lovell, the
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federal government has now agreed to continue its
funding of the remaining 5 hours. This provides
certainty for families that their children will be
provided with quality early childhood education, giving
them the best preparation for school.

Private members bills
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Later
today I will be introducing a private members bill, the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Amendment
(Domestic Fowl and Pigs) and Food Amendment
(Free-range Eggs) Bill 2014. This will be the second
private members bill I will have introduced in this term
of Parliament, the other being the Marriage Equality
Bill 2012. My colleagues Greg Barber and Colleen
Hartland have also introduced private members bills in
this session of Parliament, as we all did in the previous
Parliament. As was pointed out last night in the
Australasian Study of Parliament Group forum, while
private members bills can be introduced to the
Legislative Council, it is not clear how they would
proceed through to the Assembly if passed in the
Council. This is an issue, as Parliament should not just
be about the legislative agenda of the government of the
day.
I take the opportunity this morning to thank the staff of
the Office of the Chief Parliamentary Counsel who
assisted me in the drafting of my private members bills
for their excellent work. Not everyone would be aware
that in order to have a private members bill prepared a
member has to write to the Premier seeking permission,
and if during the process the member wishes to make
changes to the bill, they must write again seeking
permission. This process can take many weeks. It is not
a process that is followed in other parliaments, where
members do not need to seek the permission of the
Premier in order to have bills drafted.
During this term of Parliament, and in the last, my
Greens colleagues and I have also moved amendments
to a number of bills. Yesterday a member of the
opposition made the comment that I should not bother
with amendments that are doomed to fail. I disagree. I
believe that it is our job to attempt to improve
legislation as we see it, whether or not those attempts
are successful. Again, I would like to thank the staff of
the Office of the Chief Parliamentary Counsel who
prepare amendments for us. They work very much
behind the scenes, are highly skilled and are always
very helpful to us in our work.
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Wattle Glen Primary School
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — Last Friday I
had the privilege of experiencing a very remarkable
school. Walking into Wattle Glen Primary School to
announce an additional $56 000 in school maintenance
funding to support site preparation for the $1.5 million
redevelopment provided to this school in this year’s
state budget, together with Liberal candidate for the
Assembly seat of Yan Yean, Sam Ozturk, I met a
wonderful group of teachers and students.
Why did this school leave such a mark? It was not the
buildings, because this school is in fact notably run
down, with a school population that has grown more
than threefold since 2010, from just 30 students to more
than 100. But shabby buildings have by no means
dented the vitality of this school. Rather we were
instantly impressed by the leadership of the students,
including school captain Harrison Bowkett and school
vice-captain Imogen Dixon. Wattle Glen Primary
School is truly embedded in its community. It values
the input of its students, and this has produced a whole
school of bright, thoughtful and engaged students. All
the students have had input into the design of the new
redevelopment, and they have embraced this autonomy
with creativity and passion.
I thank Wattle Glen Primary School for the beautiful
card signed by every student. Thank you for your
thoughtfulness, which marks you as the community you
are. I have your card here with me today. Thank you to
all the special teachers. I especially note deputy
principal Allison Birkett, who welcomed us on that day,
as well as principal Gerard Fay, with whom I spoke the
next day at the Diamond Creek town fair.
Congratulations to all the teachers, students and the
school community at Wattle Glen for all that you have
achieved and are achieving.

Flora and Lloyd Hollonds
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — On
Saturday, 13 September, and Sunday, 14 September,
we saw an amazing series of gatherings of the
pioneering Burgess and Hollonds families and their
descendants in Sale, Gippsland. We assembled to mark
the 70th wedding anniversary of Flora, nee Burgess,
and Lloyd Hollonds, who married in Sale on
16 September 1944. Flora and Lloyd have provided
inspiration for their extended family as the wonderful
parents of David, Shirley, Alan, Barry, Gordon and
Graeme, grandparents and great-grandparents to so
many and as aunt and uncle to yours truly.
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As a couple they set up home in Sale and then farmed
in Briagolong, from where Lloyd took cattle up to
summer pasture in the high country and back down for
the winters. They later ran a sizeable dairy herd at
Montgomery, which is situated between Sale and
Stratford. Since moving back into Sale for their
retirement, both Flora and Lloyd have excelled in
competition bowls and have continued to give back to
the community in many ways. As a mark of the respect
and affection with which they are regarded in Sale and
surrounding districts, a commemorative service was
held at the Anglican St Paul’s Cathedral in Sale.
As most would agree, celebrating a 70th wedding
anniversary is a rare occasion indeed. The couple still
run their own household and garden. Clearly they have
found the elixir of long life and happiness. My
congratulations are extended as the daughter of the late
Eileen Burgess, one of their bridesmaids.

Labor Party
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) —
While looking on the Net I found a site about the top
10 greatest monarchs: Suleiman I of the Ottoman
Empire; James I of England; John III of Poland and
Lithuania; Meiji of Japan; Gustav II Adolf of Sweden;
Caesar Augustus of Rome — I will talk more about
Caesar in a moment; Cyrus II of Persia; Frederick II of
Prussia; Victoria of the United Kingdom; and
Louis XIV of France. It seems that in Victoria we have
a new king called the Slush Fund King, but apparently
he is not one of the great kings.
I should start this second part of the contribution by
saying ‘Hail Caesar’, because Daniel Andrews, the
Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly, has been hit
by a cash-for-mates storm involving a key Labor MP
who has been accused of running a slush fund.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Ondarchie would
know that allegations against a member must be made
by a substantive motion, not by a 90-second statement.
I ask the member to either redirect his statement or
perhaps at a later stage give notice of a substantive
motion.
Mr ONDARCHIE — On that point, President, I
indicate that I had not yet named any member.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I take ‘Hail Caesar’ as
a fairly direct indication of who the member was
talking about. Mr Ondarchie should not be pedantic. He
knows the rules. It is a substantive motion if it is an
allegation, or it is not on.
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Geelong and Bellarine Peninsula infrastructure
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — Congratulations
to Premier Napthine and his team on their ongoing
commitment to Geelong and the Bellarine Peninsula.
Last Wednesday, while on the Bellarine Peninsula, the
Premier announced $7 million in funding for stage 1 of
a new sports precinct for the growing communities of
Drysdale and Clifton Springs. Stage 1 of the
development will see a new pavilion, a new football
and cricket oval and a multipurpose sports field that
will cater for soccer and other sports.
In Geelong the Premier announced $3 million in
funding towards a $7.52 million central Geelong
revitalisation project designed to better link key
precincts. Enhancing the pedestrian environment and
beautifying streets while improving CBD connections
with the train station and the civic and hospital
precincts will create jobs and stimulate investment in
Geelong. These announcements follow other
investments facilitated by the coalition government that
include securing the national headquarters of the
National Disability Insurance Agency and opening
EnergyAustralia’s national call centre. Relocating the
WorkCover Authority to Geelong along with providing
funding for Deakin University to build new student
apartments in the iconic T & G building will deliver
more than 1200 jobs to the region.
School building programs, including $3.5 million to
upgrade Ocean Grove Primary School, $5.7 million for
Portarlington Primary School, $1.1 million for Clifton
Springs Primary School and $6.3 million for Belmont
High School, have also been announced. The Geelong
and Bellarine communities welcome these
announcements after over a decade of Labor failing the
Geelong region in terms of investment in infrastructure
and jobs.

Changing Places
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I wish to
congratulate all those involved in something called
Changing Places. I would like to remind members of
this chamber that if you have a disability in this state
and you want to go out, you often have to plan your
entire day around where you can get to an available
toilet. At the moment we have disability toilets, but
they are not set up for people who need hoists and
proper places to change with dignity. There are very
few of these.
The Maroondah City Council and the council’s
MetroAccess officer Jack Mulholland in particular have
worked assiduously to make certain that these
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Changing Places, which are really respectful places, are
established right across the state. It was therefore very
pleasing for me to be with Mary Wooldridge, the
Minister for Disability Services and Reform, when
$750 000 from the Napthine government was given to
the Changing Places organisation so that people with a
disability do not have to be changed on the floor of a
public toilet — how degrading that is.
Now, with the funding for Changing Places, we are
able to put in several new, highly appropriate changing
places across Victoria. There are some already, notably
in Ringwood, and now with Melbourne Zoo,
Melbourne Park and the MCG coming on board there
will be more. It is just so pleasing to see that people can
go and watch their footy team, go to the cricket and go
to the zoo knowing they do not have to make a trip
home in the interim. I congratulate Mary Wooldridge
and the Napthine government.

Ruth Brain
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — Last
Monday night I attended the Mininera and District
Football League’s annual WJ Lewis Medal vote count
and presentation dinner. Whilst it was a wonderful
evening, unfortunately it turned to tragedy the next
morning with news that the president of that league and
one of the Western District’s finest, Ruth Brain, had
tragically passed away overnight.
Ruth had been the president of the Mininera and
District Football League since 2012, and I understand
she was only the second female president of a country
football league in Australia. She also spent significant
time prior to that as president of the Moyston Willaura
Football Club, and oversaw its growth during her
presidency. It was without doubt a struggling club in
the early 2000s, both in terms of performance on the
field and numbers, but on Saturday it achieved success
in taking out the Mininera and District Football League
senior premiership, and I congratulate her and her
community on that.
The sudden passing of Ruth Brain at the age of 52 is a
very tragic loss, especially considering her involvement
in and passion for her community. She was passionate
about the role of her town, Moyston, in the Australian
Rules football story. She worked with Martin Flanagan
to try to get official recognition of Moyston’s 150 years
of football. Martin spoke at an inspirational tribute to
her before the game on Saturday, as did league
secretary David Wade and Hugh Delahunty, the former
Minister for Sport and Recreation and member for
Lowan in the Assembly. It is a tragic loss. I offer my
condolences to her husband, Lloyd, her children, James,
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Nick, Alex and Kaitlan, and also her brother, Peter
McIntyre, who stood for The Nationals in 2006 and
whom I know well. Vale Ruth Brain.

Leader of the Parliamentary Labor Party
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — Daniel
Andrews, the Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly, keeps telling Victorians that no-one is above
the law, yet he continues to stay silent on the standover
tactics, bullying and intimidation by members of the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(CFMEU) — a union that he allowed back into the fold
of the left faction of the ALP. Yet more allegations
were outlined in the Age newspaper on Friday,
12 September, of bullying and coercion perpetrated
against subcontractors working on the Melbourne City
Council’s redevelopment of the Kathleen Syme Library
and Community Centre in Carlton.
According to the Age article, in the case filed with the
Federal Court by Fair Work Building and Construction,
CFMEU enforcer Theo Theodorou is detailed as having
said to a subcontractor working on the site that because
it was:
… working in the city, it needs to obtain an enterprise
agreement with the CFMEU …

The article further states:
When later told by the subcontractor that it could not afford to
enter into such an agreement, Mr Theodorou allegedly told
the firm that he was ‘going to make everything very difficult
and not let the boys work on the site’.

These reports come on top of evidence already heard by
the royal commission into trade union governance and
corruption about CFMEU secretary John Setka and
assistant secretary Shaun Reardon, and their allegedly
illegal efforts to force concrete giant Boral to back the
union boycott of developer Grocon or be forced off
construction sites. The allegations keep mounting, yet
Mr Andrews continues to say nothing about the
behaviour of the CFMEU, or of any other union. These
allegations once again show the cost of having Daniel
Andrews as the next Premier. Daniel Andrews is
becoming our very own Mark Latham. He and Labor
are an intolerable risk for Victoria.

Leopold Football Netball Club
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Last Thursday I had the pleasure of
announcing that the Leopold Football Netball Club had
been successful with a $100 000 grant under our minor
facilities funding program. This funding announcement
is going to be matched by significant contributions
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from the City of Greater Geelong and from a local
developer, which is putting up $500 000 for the next
stage of development. The club plans to build new
female changing rooms and umpires’ changing rooms,
and to replace some ageing facilities at the football
netball club. This week the Leopold Lions football team
will play in its first Geelong Football League grand
final. Leopold footy club does not have the successful
record over the years that many other clubs in the area
may brag about; at numerous times there have been
calls for Leopold to go down a level and play in either
the Bellarine Football League or the Geelong and
District Football League.
Club president Brendan Thompson was kind enough to
show me around the current facilities, which were built
some 40 or 50 years ago using the club’s own labour
and building materials, with a little bit of help from the
council. He was also kind enough to give me a Leopold
Lions tie, which I promised him I would wear into the
Victorian Parliament as a show of support for Leopold
in this week’s grand final against Colac. Bad luck to
Mr Mulder, the member for Polwarth in the Assembly,
because the upper house is certainly supporting
Leopold. It is an amazingly friendly community club,
and we hope that it gets its first premiership in the
Geelong Football League this year.

TAFE FUNDING
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — I move:
That this house notes that —
(1) in 2013, 18 300 less students completed a TAFE course
than in 2012;
(2) in 2014, there are 45 000 less students enrolled in
government-subsidised training than in 2012;
(3) unemployment in Victoria has now reached 7 per cent,
its highest level for 13 years;
(4) the number of students enrolled in government
subsidised training has fallen in every region of the state
from 2012 to 2014, including by —
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4 per cent in northern metropolitan;

(5) unemployment rates have reached heights not seen for
many years across the state, including —
(a) 7.3 per cent in greater Melbourne in February
2014, the highest peak since January 2002;
(b) 6.9 per cent in the rest of Victoria in July 2014, the
highest peak in over five years; and
(c) 10.5 per cent in Geelong in July 2014, the highest
peak since August 1999;
(6) the number of students aged 15 to 19 years in
government subsidised training dropped by 27 per cent
from 2012 to 2014;
(7) youth unemployment among 15 to 24-year-olds in
Victoria peaked at 16 per cent in February 2014, higher
than at any period under the Bracks or Brumby
governments; and
(8) the federal government plans to remove 457 visa
workers protections, such as the English language test,
to increase the number of foreign workers filling skilled
jobs.

I rise to my feet without any joy in moving this motion,
which is a motion to take note of a series of statistics
that deal with TAFE, youth unemployment,
unemployment, students and the coalition response to
the issues before us. The context of this is I am seeking
the house to take note of this matter.
Moving the motion gives me an opportunity to put into
perspective the debate in this place for not the last three
and three-quarter years but for about the last two and a
half years on TAFE. I will get onto that because the
debate on TAFE has radically changed in that time. The
motion also puts in front of us some statistics the house
is being asked to take note of to put into context why
the failed policies of the Baillieu and Napthine
governments are reflected in the figures before the
house. That is why I have moved a motion of such
length with so many figures — it provides the context
to a failed policy and the consequences of that failed
policy for the students of Victoria, the employers of
Victoria and Victoria itself.

(a) 25 per cent in Barwon south-west;
(b) 15 per cent in Grampians;
(c) 26 per cent in Loddon Mallee;
(d) 12 per cent in Hume;
(e) 22 per cent in Gippsland;
(f)

21 per cent in eastern metropolitan;

(g) 2 per cent in western metropolitan;
(h) 12 per cent in southern metropolitan; and

I turn to TAFE and go to the absolute basics of what
TAFE is about. Technical and further education is an
evolved system that is designed to do two things. The
first thing is to give opportunities to citizens to improve
their education, not just with a general arts degree or
other generalist degree but through a qualification with
a particular emphasis on skills as we would know them.
Probably the most typical example — and without
wishing to embarrass my colleague Mr Leane here —
would be Mr Leane doing an apprenticeship in his time
post school and learning particular skills to be an
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electrician and the things that go around that. That may
be the completion of a basic apprenticeship or it may be
the uplifting of various skills as one goes through the
years as an apprentice, completes the apprenticeship
and then wants to become self-employed and develop
the various other skills that go with it.
That is an example of what TAFE has sought to do —
give a young person an opportunity to participate in the
workforce and all the positive things that come from
that: self-esteem, the ability to participate in the
community, the ability to own a home, the ability to
give back to the community and in a small number of
cases a safety net so they do not fall through the cracks.
TAFE is, firstly, about opportunity.
The second, probably equal, thing TAFE is about is
what it does for the skills level of our society and the
ability of our economy to be more competitive because
people have skills. I could go through multiple reasons.
If there is one thing I have found in my 1 day short of
15 years in this place, it is that if you engage business at
almost any level, the conversation ultimately comes
back to a lack of skilled personnel. That is probably the
biggest challenge that businesses face. There are
multiple issues that people have, but ultimately most
conversations come back to the need to have those
skills. The TAFE system is not the only thing that does
that, but that is why it has evolved to where it is. They
are the core parameters: to give citizens opportunities
and to give businesses skills.
If that is the starting point of TAFE, we can then look at
what this government has done to TAFE since being
elected. What this government has done to TAFE is
reflected in the series of statistics this house is being
asked to take note of. That is where I start from. The
whole TAFE system has been an evolving thing. We
can go back to some of the earlier projects of the
Whitlam government or the Hamer government or to
various places — the various iterations over time — to
see where the TAFE system has gone. But there is a
value proposition to this: that TAFE is a good thing. I
think that is where part of the political divide starts in
this debate. I would say that the change has come quite
of late.
Far be it from me to be charitable and say nice things
about John Howard, but the Howard federal Liberal
government, for example, saw the economic and
political benefit of these sorts of projects. We saw John
Howard — former Prime Minister Howard, referring to
him in a courteous term — being seen with apprentices
and making a botched effort, I might say, to get in
federal technical schools and a range of things. But the
policy motive of it was correct — that is, this was a
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space we needed to go into, firstly, for the opportunities
it provides these predominantly but not always young
people and, secondly, the skills level it provides for
society.
Victoria had a change of government in 2010. We had
an education system in transition with a core TAFE
sector which was strong and growing, and there was an
effort to broaden some of the skills into the private
market around and beyond the TAFE sector. There is
no question that in some of those areas beyond the core
TAFE sector things were growing at an unsustainable
rate and whoever was in government would need to
deal with that. That is a given; it is not a political
statement. Outside the TAFE sector a new contestable
system was growing rapidly. There were references to a
range of things like whether skilled people from around
the world were coming into the system in an effort to
dodge visas, and they were legitimate parts of the
debate that needed to be addressed.
However, fundamentally the core TAFE system was
dealing with the opportunities and the skills and there
was an add-on sector that was growing fast. The
government in its first budget said how wonderful it all
was. The former Minister for Higher Education and
Skills, Mr Hall, the member for Hawthorn in the
Assembly and then Premier, Mr Baillieu, the then
Treasurer, Mr Wells, and most of the government
members in this house — other than Mr Ronalds and
Mrs Millar, who were not members of the house at the
time — at some stage or other in response to that first
budget said TAFE was fantastic and claimed credit for
every single part of the TAFE system. Yet that very
first budget introduced the first of the values
propositions. The Victorian certificate of applied
learning (VCAL) operates in our secondary schools.
There is a strong interconnection with TAFE and
placement in industry and the like, but in that first
budget we had the value proposition that VCAL was
not good. There was a savage attack on VCAL in that
first budget and suddenly VCAL coordinators were
being cut out of the system.
I am sure members opposite will contest that with
vigour, but in the end you can go to Mrs Peulich’s
electorate, for instance, and visit Narre Warren South
P–12 College, which I visited when I was Minister for
Education. The school has about 1400 to 1500 students
and operates one of the largest VCAL programs in the
state. I return to that core idea of opportunities and
skills. There are a lot of young men, as well as women,
in the area who are falling through the cracks. That is
the reality. They are not finding the academic stream at
the school particularly attractive to them. They are
drifting.
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Part of the VCAL project and its great strength has
been its coordinators. These are not just cardiganwearing pen-pushers who have nothing to do. Let us
reflect on that because the government portrays
coordinators as being some bureaucratic function that is
not necessary. As a general rule coordinators are senior
teachers. They find job opportunities for students like a
young Mr Leane of 20 years ago. Actually Mr Leane is
a bad example because he was probably quite driven
and motivated as a young man and most likely found an
apprenticeship himself. Coordinators say to the young
person, ‘There is opportunity for you to do something
you are good at and something the community needs’.
The coordinator then finds the student a placement with
the local sparky or the brickie or the hairdressing salon
in Narre Warren South, and that is a start. It is an
opportunity. There are all these positive things about
the program.
The first budget of the coalition government cut the
VCAL coordinators and told schools to find the
savings. Obviously there would be the odd school that
could find the savings but if my recollection of Narre
Warren South P–12 College is correct, there were about
90 students in the VCAL program. Finding placements
for students is time-consuming. It involves spending
time with the students and the employers. Coordinators
need to fit them together and mould a program around a
student’s academic workload and what particular TAFE
courses they might be attending. They mould a program
around VCAL, TAFE and the student’s vocational
education and training. They ensure that the employer,
the student and the student’s family all fit — and
anyone who thinks that is easy is kidding themselves.
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into government speak, as is their wont. It is never
about people, it is about $4.1 million over four years for
a program. Just yesterday the Minister for Health talked
about bunkers and about who had the biggest bunkers,
rather than talking about people or patients.
The first budget was just dandy; it was fantastic. The
TAFE system was so good, the VCAL system was so
good — and it was all because of the hard work of the
Baillieu government at that stage. A year later it was a
completely new story. Suddenly the system was a
disaster. It was all Labor’s fault, and the government
had to make cuts to funding. Suddenly the narrative had
changed. Let us just put aside that change; let us put
aside the fact that the former minister, who is no longer
in this house, wrote a letter from the heart to the TAFE
institutes saying how disappointing it was and how
terrible it was et cetera. The rest is history, and I will
not go into that again. Let us say in this place that it is
not just me making the observation that the cuts were
brutal and callous and that they would change the world
of TAFEs as they knew it; it was the former minister
saying that in his letter to the directors of the TAFE
institutes.

The first ideological statement the coalition government
made, which John Howard would not have made, was
that VCAL does not matter. The government said,
‘Let’s just put it in a mix with everything else and let
schools sort it out’. In the end a school like Narre
Warren South P–12 College or any other school that
has a lot of VCAL students suddenly has a problem.

The government then made cuts to TAFE funding. The
system had grown, but there was no particular effort put
into saying where it had grown. The growth had been in
the non-TAFE contestable private sector courses, some
of which were being abused, but there was no
discussion about dealing with that growth. No, the
government just took an ideological axe to TAFE.
Because of that libraries in TAFEs were suddenly
closing. Because of that all the core community service
obligations functions were suddenly slashed, and that
includes libraries if we want to speak about real
people — the places where students go to study. Yet
there was no effort to forensically go through this. A
very dodgy task force was set up that reported to a
minister, with all sorts of dodgy mates and a stench
around it, but there was no forensic analysis of the
growth. Everything that was good was suddenly bad.

The first thing I want to focus on in this debate is
government priorities. They are wrong, and because
they are wrong we are starting to see the dreadful
figures set out in the motion. But let us put that into
context. At the time of the debate on the government’s
first budget I remember sitting here with all those
present — not wishing to verbal those opposite, but
perhaps it was not all those present — listening to the
government boast about the wonderful TAFE system.
Somehow or other, because there was a LiberalNationals government, everything in TAFE was
fantastic and good. Government members were
spruiking the numbers, as they tend to do. They went

I am not sure if this term is unparliamentary, but
George W. Bush used it so it must not be, and that is
the ‘turd blossom’ approach, where something is
horrible and stinks but suddenly it is claimed to be
good. A member opposite looks puzzled, but the
President of the United States used the term so
presumably it is a parliamentary term. One describes
the indescribable but pretends it is good. That is the
approach the government suddenly took; everything
Labor did was terrible and therefore it had to make
drastic cuts to funding. That is how the government
justified the $1.2 billion cuts to TAFE funding — it was
all Labor’s fault.
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But on the other side, using the George W. Bush
approach and a term I have used once and probably will
not use again, suddenly all was good. The government
was spending more than anyone ever has in the history
of the inner solar system. It was the saviour of TAFE. It
was spending more money than anyone else has on
TAFE. That is why I have put the statistics on the
notice paper. If it is all so good — and I will not quote
George W. Bush again; I have probably crossed the line
there — how come the raw, brutal statistics across the
state show that the number of students who go into and
come out of the TAFE system is less than in 2012. How
is it that youth unemployment is up? What is the federal
government’s solution to dealing with the shortage of
skills? Basically it is to issue more 457 visas with the
risks that attend that.
There is no policy. The policy is that government takes
no responsibility for this. The market will fix it.
However, that is not the exclusive answer to this. The
market of course has to have a role, but if it is left to the
market to fix, a whole generation will fall through the
cracks. Governments have an obligation to be involved
in this space, as was the case under previous Liberal
administrations and under previous Labor
administrations. We are left with the undisputed fact
that 18 000 fewer students are completing a TAFE
course now than in 2012 and 45 000 fewer students are
enrolled in government-subsidised training now than in
2012. Unemployment has reached 7 per cent, the
highest level for 13 years. If we go through all the
regions, we can see that even the least poorly
performing regions have experienced a 2 per cent drop
when the population is growing by 1.8 per cent a year.
The population has increased by 1.8 per cent a year
over a two-year period — that is 3.6 per cent or 3.7 per
cent, depending on how you measure it — yet the
number has gone down. That is 1 in 20 fewer, even in
the least poorly performing regions. If ever there was a
need for TAFE it is now.
I have used Narre Warren South as an example. Let us
now look at Geelong. In the Barwon south-west region,
which is more than Geelong, there is a 25 per cent
reduction — or 1 in 4 — in the number of students
enrolled in government-subsidised training. The reason
I am focusing on this region is not just because it is the
first in the list of the nine regions but because of what
has happened in the Geelong region in the last little
while. Firstly, Ford announced it was closing.
Secondly, Alcoa announced it was closing. Thirdly, a
large number of retailers and companies across the
board have downsized in Geelong.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
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Mr LENDERS — Mr Ramsay may wish to
interject about this, but it is a fact. In the Barwon southwest region large companies are closing or are
announcing that they are closing and are laying off
people. That is the reality. Let us put aside the question
of whether we want to refer to federal Treasurer Joe
Hockey daring companies to leave the country. The
reality is that these companies are closing down and
thousands of citizens in the area will be out of a job.
There are things that the government can and cannot
do, and we could have a separate debate over federal
treasurers daring auto companies to leave the country
and being surprised when they leave. The reality is that
regardless of why these companies are leaving, they are
closing down.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Come in spinner! If Mr Ramsay
reflects on what he is saying, he will see that the issue is
what to do about trying to manage what is a real issue
for thousands of citizens. Regardless of the reason,
thousands of citizens are losing their jobs. I would be
happy to have a debate about the role of Mr Hockey
and the snoozing Baillieu and Napthine governments,
but let us leave that alone. Regardless of the reason,
people are losing their jobs, and surely if there is ever a
time when there is a requirement for retraining, that is
the time for any government that has even the vaguest
concern about the employment opportunities for its
citizens to be investing more in TAFE.
All of us know that TAFE is about more than the
example I gave of a young male apprentice. All of us
bump into people who are in their 40s or 50s and have
spent their lives in a clerical, retail or professional job,
or whatever it may be, and suddenly decide they want
to change vocation. Recently, for example, I met a 50year-old former accountant who wants to go into aged
care. They will do a certificate III, certificate IV or
whatever they need to do to get the skills for a new job
in aged care. That is just one of dozens of examples of
citizens making choices. It goes to the core themes of
TAFE — that is, opportunities for citizens and the
requirement for skills in the community.
If you decide you want to gain new skills in a growth
area of the economy — pick any of the industries,
whether it be hospitality, aged care or one of the areas
that are growing most quickly, like some of the allied
health professions — the option of getting a statefunded training place in Barwon south-west has been
reduced by 25 per cent, and that is in an area that is
growing. The point of this take-note motion is that it
starkly outlines policy failure when it comes to TAFE
renovation, if renovation includes a wrecking ball going
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through the whole building, and shows how the
government has got its priorities so wrong.
Throughout 2012 and 2013 government members were
feebly putting inane, bureaucracy-driven, bureauspeak
ads in the paper about, on the one hand, trying to blame
Labor for everything while, on the other hand, saying
the government was spending record amounts. It was
person after person, which you will see if you go
through the budget speeches made in this house during
2012 and 2013. The chamber should provide members
with vomit bags. If I hear a member get up one more
time and say — —
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I am happy to provide
Mr Ramsay with a vomit bag, but let me assure
members that I would need a vomit bag if I were to
hear one more government member ineptly regurgitate
the spin they get from the Premier’s private office about
how much money the government is spending on
TAFE. They use lovely language about $3.2 million
over four years, but they forget there are citizens
involved — a young person with an aspiration, a young
person falling through a crack. Sometimes I do need a
vomit bag in this place; it is a bubble of unreality of
government members just going through spin, spin,
spin.
If you go to my electorate, you will see what happened
to Swinburne TAFE in Prahran. If you go to the
electorate of Mr Ondarchie, the great hero of the north,
you will see Greensborough TAFE being shut down.
Mr Ronalds is in the chamber; what about TAFE in
Lilydale? What about Mr O’Donohue’s electorate of
Eastern Victoria Region? You can go to electorate after
electorate, and members come into the chamber and
say, ‘We’re spending more on TAFE than anyone ever
in the history of the inner solar system’, yet the figures
show the numbers are down. We see Greensborough,
Swinburne and all these places closing, but members
opposite still come in here, spruik the spin, chant the
narrative and say all is well.
If government members are saying they had to cut
because cuts were necessary, I would have hoped they
would at least try to be consistent. They said cuts
happened because of Labor, but then they said, ‘Look at
this. We’re spending a record squillions of dollars on
TAFE and doing more than anyone else’. I would have
hoped they would be consistent in their argument. It is
one or the other.
Regardless of the spin from those opposite, if people
are coming from the outer suburbs, whether it be Yan
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Yean, Monbulk or any of the other areas that seem to
engage those opposite as opposed to areas that do not,
to attend a TAFE course in Greensborough or at
Swinburne in Lilydale, to use just two examples, then it
is a pretty big ask to spend 2 or 3 hours on public
transport to get to the inner city or somewhere across
town. It is a pretty big ask if, to use the social work
term, you are disempowered and feel pretty fragile and
marginalised. If that is the case, it is a lot of effort to go
and do these courses, and we want people to get these
skills. I do not want to extend the debate, but if they
have to fight their way through an under-resourced
public transport system to go to an institute a great
distance away and pay more fees for the privilege of
doing so, it is little wonder that the number of people
taking up those courses is starting to diminish.
We can go through a series of policy misadventures —
to be charitable — that end up with opportunities being
lost virtually on a daily basis. In this chamber there
have probably been more questions on TAFE than
anything else. There may have been more questions on
health, but we certainly had a lot of questions on TAFE
when the former Minister for Higher Education and
Skills was in this place. There have been many debates
on skills and opportunities, yet we keep seeing spin,
spin, spin. This motion presents a stark set of figures
that show young Victorians are losing opportunities.
Going back to Geelong and Barwon south-west, we see
a 25 per cent cut in the number of students enrolled in
government-subsidised training. Without being too
pedantic about that, if we are talking about a change in
the system, government-subsidised training — those
words probably give the horrors to a number of
members opposite who think there should be no role for
government whatsoever — is no different as a concept
from government-subsidised education, for which we
provide a core amount. We provide it right through our
school system. We have made it compulsory for
students to be at school since the first education act
came into effect in 1873, so governments have always
been in the space of training. Governments have always
been in the space of subsidised training, and over the
last number of years governments have also tried to
broaden the scope so that beyond governmentsubsidised training there can be private sector providers
that industry gets involved in.
The core thing here is we are seeing the number of
government-subsidised places being reduced. On top of
that the subsidy is being reduced, particularly through
the community service obligation which, to put it into
clear, stark language that means something to people
rather than pollie speak, means libraries at TAFEs are
being shut and a lot of core services that are an essential
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corollary of what happens in the classroom, training
room or training space are being cut out of TAFEs.
These things are all happening.
We have a picture here in the state of Victoria where
after three and three-quarter years of this government
and two and a half years of failed policy
experimentation, which followed the wrong choice
being made on Victorian certificate of applied learning
coordination a year earlier, we are seeing the numbers
of people who are being skilled and trained drop, which
industry is lamenting. The opportunities for young
Victorians, for all Victorians — I caution myself that I
should not be saying ‘young Victorians’ because if you
are a 55-year-old Alcoa worker in Geelong, a Ford
worker in Geelong, or a Target administrator in
Geelong, this reduction means the retraining capacity to
reskill yourself and be competitive in the workforce is
suddenly reduced.
The cruellest thing of all is a policy solution of the
federal government. I do not have a problem with
457 visas. You have 457 visas to plug gaps that happen
in a growing economy. Where I have a problem with
457 visas is when governments abrogate their
responsibility, reduce the training available in
somewhere like Geelong by a quarter, and then say,
‘My gosh, there’s a skills shortage. We will go overseas
for it’. That is where the problem comes in here — that
is, it is a deliberately incurred remedy for a skills
shortage. I use the phrase ‘deliberately incurred
remedy’ because if your solution in the end is the
market will fix everything, that is the market. The
market is part of it. You cannot cut 25 per cent of statesubsidised training places in Geelong and not expect a
consequence.
I am conscious that a number of people wish to speak
on this motion, so I will conclude my remarks and urge
the house to note these dreadful statistics.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — It
is my very great pleasure to speak on this opposition
motion, which the coalition will oppose for a range of
reasons. The opposition is trying to wash its hands of
evolutionary reforms or bungles, and Mr Lenders, the
lead speaker, mentioned that they were evolutionary
reforms. I will oppose this motion not only given the
context and the failed policies of a succession of Labor
governments but also because the opposition is getting
the facts wrong in relation to the specifics of the current
vocational education and training (VET) system. I will
quickly rebut.
First and foremost, the Labor Party shamefully uses the
terms TAFE and VET interchangeably. It does so
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because it has a lot to cover up. What it has to cover up
is the fact that the so-called ‘evolutionary system’
instigated by Lynne Kosky and introduced by the
Brumby Labor government in 2009 to open up the
TAFE system to contestability and competition with
registered training organisations (RTOs) was
undoubtedly going to change the context and
parameters under which TAFE operates.
Labor is under pressure when it comes to polling,
public sentiment and the big gaffe, the big failed
strategic position of the Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly, Daniel Andrews, who has declared that he is
going to tear up any signed east–west link contract.
That is a big blow to him and his credibility as a leader.
When Labor finds itself in that sort of position, it
invariably reverts to what it considers to be its safe
territory — that is, it just talks about health and
education. I would like to underscore the term ‘talk’,
because educators in Victoria should not just listen to
senseless talk that does not measure up to any level of
scrutiny; they should actually assess what is being said
and judge the Labor Party on its record of failed
education policies.
Mr Lenders conceded in his opening comments that
when he is out there in the community a very common
theme raised by stakeholders, in particular business, is
that there is a shortage of skills. In his opening
comments he also spoke about how there are young
men and women who are falling through the cracks. I
guess that was probably always going to be the case,
but it certainly grew in its incidence when Joan Kirner
abolished technical schools in the 1980s. That left
decades of young men and women adrift, the symptoms
of which Mr Lenders now tries to pin on changes to the
vocational education and training system which his
government initiated and instigated in 2009. There are a
couple of very substantial failed policies for which the
Labor Party is responsible. Labor Party members
should hang their heads in shame. They have sold out
those very people who need government support the
most, the sort of students Mr Lenders referred to as
perhaps going to a P–12 school in Narre Warren South.
It is those young men and women who are falling
through the cracks; they represent the symptoms of a
succession of failed Labor policies. Not only are they
failed policies, but Labor failed in implementing the
policies that it adopted. Mr Lenders talks about it being
an evolution of the system, but basically Labor stuffs up
and the Liberal government is elected to fix it up.
Unfortunately we cannot always turn the clock back
because when Labor dismantled technical schools, it
was never going to be possible to reinstate them.
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We need to evolve, and what we have now is an
evolved system where we have vocational education
and training, Victorian certificate of applied learning
(VCAL) and other variations being offered by a range
of schools across the system. Unfortunately schools can
sometimes be challenged by the need to provide the sort
of breadth of opportunities and choices that perhaps test
their resources and skills. Technical schools in the
1980s had a concentrated commitment and skill set
under their roofs providing for the very sort of young
men and women that Mr Lenders now says are falling
through the cracks.
Hon. E. J. O’Donohue interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Absolutely, Joan Kirner and the
Labor Party closed those. The other question that must
be asked is: if Labor wishes to cover itself in glory and
pledge itself as the defender of the TAFE system,
which is what it would like us to think, and is the way
that it is campaigning everywhere, why did it open up
the TAFE system to competition from the private
sector? Did Labor do that in order to provide some sort
of favour or even-handed treatment to RTOs? No siree.
I suggest people should look long and hard into the
reasons for and the motivations behind why the Labor
Party did that.
In the past I have postulated a reason, and one day
someone will actually do some good investigative
research into finding out. I would imagine that some of
the big unions have also got registered training
organisations affiliated with them, and those RTOs are
probably calling on a substantial amount of funds that
otherwise would have been in the TAFE sector for
delivering services to heavily unionised workplaces. I
am not saying that is all bad, I am merely questioning
the motives for Labor ditching the TAFE system in
order to give the private sector and RTOs even-handed
treatment. Labor’s motive deserves long and deep
investigation. I encourage anyone who has the
opportunity to do so to find out how many of the big
unions actually have registered training organisations
affiliated with them. There may be some interesting
dynamics that would benefit from having light shed
upon that.
Mr Lenders spoke about what this government has
done to the TAFE system. Clearly what is important is
what his own party when in government did to the
TAFE system. I will refresh the memories of members.
In 2008 former Premier John Brumby and the then
Minister for Skills and Workforce Participation, the
member for Bendigo East in the other place, Jacinta
Allan, released a skills policy document entitled
Securing Jobs for Your Future — Skills for Victoria. It
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called for TAFE skills training to be opened up to the
private sector. John Brumby and Jacinta Allan, who
bleats about the TAFE system more than any other
member, in 2008 said:
It is clear that change must be far reaching and it must begin
now.

What did the Australian Education Union say about
these bungled Labor reforms? In 2008 Pat Forward, the
union’s federal TAFE secretary, said:
A shift to complete contestability and the implementation of
competitive neutrality principles amount to the dismantling of
the public TAFE system …

Former Premier Kirner and Labor dismantled the
technical schools. Former Premier Brumby and Labor
continued the job by undermining the future of TAFEs.
It is no wonder that Mr Lenders was Minister for
Education for only nine months — hardly enough time
to generate or birth any new ideas. He was moved on
pretty swiftly because he was floundering.
Mr D. D. O’Brien interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Yes, exactly. Mr Lenders then
talked about the savage attack on VCAL. Again, we
should put that into the context of technical schools and
the TAFE reforms that Labor instigated, and once more
there is a hefty dose of misrepresentation. VCAL
coordinators were funded in order to establish the
VCAL program in schools. Once that was established,
that funding was no longer available.
That is not to say that there is no resource needed for
the ongoing coordination of the program. Just like any
other area of educational activity, whether it is
coordinators for year levels at years 7 to 12,
coordinators in a particular curriculum area or
coordinators for a particular initiative or responsibility,
technical education and skills need coordination at the
school level and it is up to the school administrators to
make sure that they marshal the resources that are
necessary in order to achieve that objective. The larger
the number of students the school has, the more vested
interest it has in making sure that it delivers those
efficiently. I imagine a school where the VCAL
program was significant in size would give that
responsibility to someone who was really high up in the
hierarchy. I am not talking about the principals because
they need to be the educational leaders, but I would
imagine one of the associate principals may take charge
of such an important program.
Mr Lenders then claimed that members of this
government have been espousing the wonderful track
record of the TAFE system. No, what we have been
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doing — given Labor’s reforms of the TAFE system
and its dismantling of it by opening it up to competition
in the private sector — is talking about the vocational
education and training system because now we are
talking about a broader system. Indeed the story is a
very good one and the funding has significantly
increased from what it was under Labor. Labor when in
government established a system that Mr Lenders says
was not sustainable, and that is true because it was
growing at a rate that certainly was not sustainable. It
was underfunded by Labor and it was uncapped, and
that was as a result of a contestable system. We have
had to clean up the mess and provide additional
funding.
Mr Lenders dismissively talks about how hearing about
the increased funding for the vocational education and
training system evokes in him the need to vomit. That is
a sad reflection of his partisan view, because this
funding should be applauded, although I would be the
first to say that all does not rest with funding alone. In
actual fact you need to have a good system. You need
to have an effective system. It needs to be efficiently
delivered, and most importantly it needs to be
effectively delivered. We are talking about high-quality
programs, and this government, in inheriting a fairly
unregulated private sector that was opened up as a
result of Labor’s reforms, had to clean up the act and
get rid of some fairly dodgy providers, which it has
done. A succession of legislation has been introduced in
the Parliament which gives us a greater armoury of
actions to get rid of shonky providers and enable us to
make them more accountable and more responsible to
their clients — our students.
Mr Lenders went on to talk about jobs and
manufacturing. Again, they retreat to their territory,
talking about health and education, thinking that people
just do not listen. They yakety-yak about health,
education and TAFE, and they do not think people will
put the dots together. It is a bit like listening to Kevin
Rudd speak on television. It does not make sense, but
people walking in and out of the room might have
heard the right words thrown in here and there and
think he is talking about things that are important to
them. I invite people, especially educators, to listen to
what Labor has said, to look at what Labor has done
and to see through the bulldust.
Mr Lenders went on to talk about manufacturing.
Manufacturing is important, and it has been in
transition for a very long time. Mr Lenders spoke about
some of the unfortunate changes in manufacturing
affecting the car industry. My brother had been in
clothing manufacturing for all his life. Regrettably, he
passed away two years ago. His business was basically
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undermined, as a lot of clothing manufacturing
businesses were, because even those who used
pieceworkers and paid them above award rates were
crucified by the unions, which basically wanted to shut
down anyone who was outside a large, industrialised
workplace because they wanted unionised labour
forces. They did not want people who did not belong to
unions. Labor has crucified the clothing and footwear
industry through its industrial reforms and thrown
many people out of business. Manufacturing has been
and will continue to be in transition, and Victoria has a
bright future in the area of advanced manufacturing.
What Mr Lenders did not talk about was the jobs that
have been generated through the huge investment in
infrastructure this government has made over
successive budgets and the jobs that are going to
eventuate through that investment in infrastructure.
That includes the east–west link, which Labor is
shamefully opposing, when indeed some of the large
unions associated with the construction industry
welcome it. That is the reason we see such division in
the Labor ranks on the east–west tunnel. Mr Lenders
also does not mention the jobs that result from
investment in services, the national disability insurance
scheme being amongst a range of other services. Nor
does he talk about other industry areas. I am sure the
time for today’s debate is much too short to give ample
coverage of this issue, but I look forward to the
opportunity of doing so on another occasion.
I will now apply myself to the specifics of the motion.
Before doing that I will give Mr Lenders a bit of a
grammar lesson. When we are talking about people, as
in paragraphs (1) and (2) of his motion, the correct
grammar is that we talk about ‘fewer’ students, not
‘less’ students, unless we are measuring their weight as
opposed to the number. As a former Minister for
Education he should make sure he gets his grammar
right, and if he cannot get it right, he should have
someone who can actually correct his work before it is
submitted.
Let me go back to some of the terms of the motion.
First and foremost, the coalition government is
providing funding of $1.2 billion per year for TAFEs
and training providers throughout Victoria. This is a
huge increase — a 50 per cent increase on Labor’s
$800 million in 2010, uncapped and unfocused. What
we saw was RTOs delivering programs in areas where
there was an oversupply and where the prospect of
actually finding a job was much diminished. What we
have done — unashamedly, because that is what young
people deserve — is shift the subsidies. We have
reduced the subsidies in those areas of oversupply and
increased the subsidies to training providers in those
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areas where there are national skills shortages and
where people can actually get a job as a result of the
training.
That is something that needed to be done. If we are not
going to sell our young people short, this needed to be
done. It can be defended; it should be defended. It
should have been done, and it is absolutely appalling
that Labor continues to criticise this particular policy
shift. As a result of that shift we have seen enrolments
skyrocket, because people are actually happy to
undertake a course if it means they can get a job at the
end of it. There are now more subsidised training
enrolments under the coalition government than there
were under Labor. In 2010 under Labor there were
426 900 enrolments, and in 2013 we had
645 000 enrolments. That is an increase of student
enrolments in our vocational education system of
51 per cent statewide. What sort of indicator is that?
We have more funding, we have more students and we
have courses being supported with high levels of
subsidies that will result in jobs for young people.
Mr D. D. O’Brien — Labor does not like that.
Mrs PEULICH — Labor does not like that, no. It
just bleats and hopes the great unwashed masses who
faithfully gave them their vote will not actually analyse
or assess the arguments. I am sorry; coming from a
working-class background, as I do, for me the priority
is to make sure that every kid, no matter which suburb
he or she is born in and no matter where he or she
comes from, has the opportunities to get ahead in life,
and that means getting a decent education. I for one will
continue to defend and advocate for the reforms that are
needed in order to achieve those results. It is not about
pandering to union mates and doing something which
will benefit certain unions which obviously have close
affiliations with certain RTOs.
Labor has cherrypicked the figures cited in this motion
to misconstrue the situation and conveniently ignore the
fact that under the coalition government training has
gone up across the state. Under the coalition
government there has been a 33 per cent increase in
overall training enrolments in regional areas. The figure
in 2010 was 126 200. This increased to 167 800 in
2013. It has gone up across the state and it has gone up
by 33 per cent in regional Victoria.
As a gesture of necessary support the coalition
government has doubled the loading on training
subsidies in our regional areas from 5 per cent to 10 per
cent to make them more sustainable. We are committed
to supporting TAFEs and training delivery in regional
areas, and I will come back to that later. Structural
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adjustment has been required and we have put
$200 million into assisting with those structural
adjustments, something Labor would never have done.
One of the reasons Labor does not provide the funding
that is needed and has not been able to match the
coalition is it wastes so much of it. Money has been
wasted and mismanaged on things like the desalination
plant and a range of other bungled projects which have
cost Victorians probably 30 per cent more than they
should have so there is less money to spend on the
things that people need such as health, education,
improved infrastructure, investment and improved
services.
The figures on total enrolments in TAFE and training
by region are very illuminating. In Barwon south-west
enrolments in 2010 were 35 800 and in 2013 they were
51 965. In the Grampians in 2010 enrolments were
15 005 and in 2013 they were 17 883. In the Loddon
Mallee region enrolments in 2010 were 28 320 and in
2013 they were 33 209, again a very substantial
increase. In Hume the growth has been phenomenal. In
2010 enrolments under Labor were 24 673. Under the
coalition government the 2013 figure was 47 021
students, a massive increase. In Eastern Metropolitan
Region, under Labor there were 60 140 enrolments in
2010 and in 2013 the figure was 68 110. In Western
Metropolitan Region, under Labor in 2010 there were
88 628 enrolments and in 2013 the figure was
183 679 — a huge increase. In Southern Metropolitan
Region enrolments increased from 81 765 in 2010 to
134 548 in 2013. In Northern Metropolitan Region they
increased from 56 429 in 2010 to 83 256 in 2013.
One region has not seen growth in TAFE enrolments,
and that is Gippsland. However, we also know that one
in three young people will leave the Gippsland region
to pursue further education and employment. We have
invested a further $40 million in Federation Training to
ensure that more people in Gippsland have access to
training.
In summary, under the coalition government there is
more training aligned to demands and therefore people
have better prospects of securing jobs; training is now
being delivered in areas of industry need and national
skill shortage; 72 per cent of students are now training
in priority areas of industry need; and there are 47 per
cent more enrolments in regional Victoria in trades and
other high-skill occupations. The story in education,
considering the mess this government has had to fix up,
is a very good one. Mr Lenders should not be looking
for a brown paper bag or a bucket to vomit in, he
should be applauding this government if he really cares
about the working-class kids he purports to represent.
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The coalition government is getting on with building a
better training system for Victorians and supporting
TAFEs to adjust to the modern market by providing
funding for training, improving governance
arrangements and providing funding for TAFEs to
innovate and collaborate. Those reforms were, as I
mentioned earlier, instigated by Labor in 2009 by
opening up TAFEs to contestability.

clear example is the Northern Melbourne Institute of
TAFE, which was the principal provider of training in
Melbourne’s north. It now has 187 competitors. This
was Labor’s vision. That is why we have provided the
structural adjustment fund to assist TAFEs to respond
to competitive and commercial pressures imposed by
Labor’s bungled reforms of 2008, and it is for those
reasons that we are opposing this motion.

The most up-to-date full-year data shows that under the
coalition government more young people in Victoria
aged 15 to 19 years are now participating in training. In
2010 there were 88 300 young people from 15 to
19 years of age participating in training. There are now
105 600. As a result of the investment by the coalition
government in Victoria’s TAFE and training system
Victoria now has the highest participation rate in
Australia with 16.1 per cent of working-age Victorians
in training compared to the national average of 11.9 per
cent.

I make the following observations on the last paragraph
of the motion which refers to the federal government’s
plan in relation to 457 visa workers’ protections. The
457 visa program is a commonwealth government
program designed to enable skilled overseas workers to
fill domestic vacancies when skilled local workers are
not available. The 457 visa program is wholly
administered by the commonwealth government, and
the Victorian government has no formal role in its
operation. Victorian government agencies have and will
continue to investigate and pursue allegations of
breaches of Victorian laws and regulations, such as
occupational health and safety and WorkCover
breaches, including breaches that may involve
exploitation of 457 visa holders falling within the
state’s roles and responsibilities.

In closing, we have fixed the bungled attempt by the
former government to introduce reforms that were illconceived and underfunded. Labor sold out TAFEs and
people should ask why. The coalition does not talk
down TAFEs, the Labor Party does. As a result, people
vote with their feet — they look at alternatives. Labor is
further undermining a system it reformed and
underfunded and is now trying to pin that on others. We
have supported TAFEs to adjust to the new market.
Compare that to the comments of the member for
Eltham in the Assembly, Steve Herbert, on radio
recently when he referred to TAFE as the rump of
training provision. Unfortunately Labor created the
rump and now it is talking it down. We believe the
TAFE system can work well and with improved
governance, refocusing of subsidies and increased
funding can deliver a high-quality education system in
the area of skills training for our young people. Steve
Herbert went on to say that Federation Training would
be nothing more than a rump on the end of a university.
While the opposition has been talking down TAFEs
and the Victorian training system, the coalition
government is fixing it, supporting it with record
investment and delivering high-quality training that
meets the needs of individuals and employers. Yes, the
system will need to continue to evolve because markets
and people’s needs evolve. As I said before, it was the
coalition government that set up a $200 million TAFE
Structural Adjustment Fund to help TAFEs respond to
the shambolic attempt by Labor to introduce reforms.
In closing, I point out that Labor did not provide any
support when it introduced those reforms in 2008, and a

With those few words, I encourage this debate in the
community. I encourage people to assess what Labor
has done and what it says about the issue now. They
should not just assess what Labor has done during its
time in opposition when it is all care and no
responsibility but what it has done over its successive
terms of government, which saw the steady dismantling
and undermining of the vocational education and
training system, the technical system that our young
people depend on.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — In May 2012
the then Minister for Higher Education and Skills, Peter
Hall, was overridden by his Baillieu government
cabinet colleagues and by the then Treasurer, Kim
Wells. He was forced to accept and then implement the
most savage and damaging budget cuts to the TAFE
sector that Victoria has seen. Members of this chamber
know that Peter Hall is fundamentally a good man who
tried to do the right thing when he was a minister, but
the sad reality is that he lost control of his portfolio.
Events overtook him, his colleagues stood over him,
and he buckled and never recovered.
The Baillieu government’s 2012 May austerity budget
delivered massive budget cuts across the public sector,
and TAFE boards and administrations were apoplectic
that the coalition government was cutting $1.2 billion
from their sector. In May 2012 the details were yet to
come — the course closures, the job losses, the campus
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closures or mergers, the human pain and stress and the
outcry that would reverberate across the state — and it
was Peter Hall’s job to sign off on campus allocations
and deliver the news, TAFE by TAFE, board by board,
family by family and student by student. But at that
moment he did an extraordinary thing; he told the truth
and delivered himself a fatal blow. He wrote a letter to
TAFE leaders that he shared their pain, read their
feelings, that he and his department had anguished over
the budget cuts and that he had thought about
resigning — I think the term he used was throwing in
the towel. Coalition members were furious over the
betrayal and horrified that yet again serious cracks were
appearing in the parliamentary party.
Peter Hall tried to recover his position and the position
of the coalition government, telling the media that his
counsel of despair to TAFE leaders was a sign of his
passion for the job and that his anguish was personal.
He said he could have expressed himself better. He said
he supported the tough budget. But it was all too late;
the cat was out of the bag, the minister was exposed,
and the issue revealed to one and all that coalition MPs
knew the $1.2 billion cut to TAFE was a disaster that
would haunt them all the way to the 2014 election,
which of course is now imminent.
There have been many debates in this place on what the
coalition has exacted on the TAFE system in this state,
and on previous occasions I have placed on the record
that the $1.2 billion TAFE budget cut is the single
biggest issue in Eastern Victoria Region by a mile. No
other matter has been raised with me more often than
this issue, and the reason is obvious. The cuts affect just
about every family in the state directly and personally.
Just about every family has had a member benefit from
TAFE, so its value is understood and the meaning of
the cuts is understood.
Even at a political level you have to ask yourself why
the coalition would have chosen the TAFE system to
attack. It makes as much sense as the federal coalition
attacking access to health services with a $7 Medicare
co-payment. It affects every family. Everyone
understands it and hardly anyone supports it. People
understand what it means to cut 80 per cent of
vocational courses. They understand what it means to
reduce the salary allocations of TAFE budgets. They
understand what it means to reduce budgets for
maintenance and equipment. They understand what it
means to reduce childcare services, library services,
counsellors, support for students with a disability and
concession places. Highly experienced TAFE leaders
spoke out with unprecedented passion and directness,
expressing their concern over the coalition
government’s refusal to fund the community service
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obligation and what this would mean on the ground for
a whole range of services that make a real difference,
especially to vulnerable TAFE students.
But what happened next was breathtaking. Peter Hall,
this time with no handwringing, sacked seven of the
chairs of Victoria’s 14 TAFEs on the pretext of their
possessing insufficient business expertise. One of those
Mr Hall sacked was the chair of GippsTAFE in Eastern
Victoria Region, David Gittins. He is the managing
director of one of the biggest car dealerships in the
Latrobe Valley — Valley Motor Group — and a man
who possesses a blend of high-level business
experience and community service with the Rotary
Club of Morwell and Life Education in Gippsland, just
to name a couple of areas in which he is active.
The Victorian government is busily talking up its socalled TAFE reforms. Recently the Minister for Higher
Education and Skills, Nick Wakeling, told a conference
of TAFE CEOs that a negative and misinformed media
is shackling TAFEs in the competitive marketplace.
Others commented that this was nonsense and ran
counter to the evidence that suggests the public TAFE
network is tottering, with a declining share of
enrolments and mounting financial losses.
The statistics in Mr Lenders’s motion provide evidence
of the declining enrolments, and we know that the
sector is in deep financial trouble. GippsTAFE and
Advance TAFE, which operate in Gippsland, are in
deep financial trouble, with Advance TAFE posting a
loss of $9.2 million for 2013 and GippsTAFE a loss of
$5 million. The losses are partially blamed on
government funding cuts. Earlier this year the AuditorGeneral reported that half the state’s TAFEs are
running at a loss, but once again Minister Wakeling is
putting a brave face on the position. He asserts that the
merger of GippsTAFE and Advance TAFE in
Gippsland will strengthen the financial position, lead to
more courses being run and provide greater incentives
for students to study in Gippsland. Everybody in
Gippsland knows that the $40.2 million support
package the government is providing to facilitate the
merger is not nearly enough to stem the losses. It is a
disaster for the TAFE sector in Gippsland.
Mr Lenders’s motion asks the house to note the effects
of this monumental attack on Victorians’ access to
education and skill development, on the capacity of
Victorians to improve their earning capacity, on jobs
and on the Victorian economy. Everything that was
said back in 2012 in criticism of the folly of that budget
has come to pass. By every measure this has been a
disaster, with 18 300 fewer TAFE students in 2013 than
in 2012 and 45 000 fewer enrolled in state-subsidised
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training in 2013 than in 2012. Of course behind these
figures are tens of thousands of human beings — young
people deprived of the start they need and men and
women wanting to improve their skills, better their
incomes and contribute more to their communities and
families. Is it any wonder that especially throughout
2012 and 2013 the electorate offices of members have
been swamped with emails and phone calls and our
communities have held any number of meetings to
express concern over the impact of these devastating
cuts?
Mr Lenders’s motion lists by region the percentage fall
in enrolment in state-subsidised training. The
remarkable thing is that there has been a fall in every
region. Not a single region anywhere in the state
registered an increase in enrolments in state-subsidised
training, despite all the claims that more, not less,
money is being invested in the TAFE sector. In
Gippsland the fall between 2012 and 2014 is 22 per
cent, a collapse of more than one-fifth, an astonishing
and shameful fall that must be understood not as a
statistic but as a tragedy for very many individuals.
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Education is a very big employer and overseas students
contribute enormously to national and state income, but
recent research from HSBC shows that Australia is the
most expensive country for overseas students and that
their costs average something like $38 000 per year.
Since 2009 the number of overseas students coming to
Australia has been in decline. As the education export
industry is a huge source of revenue, the decline matters
because it impacts on, for example, the accommodation
construction industry, the hospitality industry and the
tourism industry. These pressures on our national and
state income are serious, and under current federal
policy settings they are, regrettably, unlikely to
improve, which will make it much harder for Victorians
to find jobs in key industries. Taking $1.2 billion out of
the TAFE sector was a major blunder and Victorians
are paying the price. I commend Mr Lenders on his
motion.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN (Eastern Victoria) — ‘Lies,
damned lies and statistics’ I think is the saying that best
summarises the motion Mr Lenders has moved this
morning. Some of the numbers produced by the Labor
Party and contained in this motion are simply
staggering in their gall and in their, I guess, amateurish
nature. Mrs Peulich has outlined some of that.

Mr Lenders’s motion draws our attention to
unemployment in Victoria. His motion points out that
the massive TAFE budget cuts are a consequence of the
soaring unemployment that the state is experiencing,
having now reached 7 per cent — its highest level in
13 years. In case those opposite want once again to
dispute the unemployment figure of 6.8 per cent, these
are the figures provided by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics. That 6.8 per cent is 1.9 per cent higher than
when the Liberals took office in 2010, and this is the
11th month in a row that unemployment in Victoria has
been above 6 per cent, the highest on the mainland.
This means that 67 000 people lost their jobs over the
last four years, and one of the reasons for that is the
$1.2 billion taken out of the TAFE system.
Mr Lenders’s motion draws our attention to the high
number of unemployed young people. That figure hit
16 per cent in February, and during the first seven
months of this year youth unemployment in Victoria
averaged 14.7 per cent, compared to 12.5 per cent in
2013.

Ms Pulford — Because that is the year in which you
guys destroyed TAFE.

The results of four years of coalition government for
the lives of Victorian workers are now clear, but the
real effects of the Abbott federal government’s
disastrous decisions are yet to be felt. The latest
unemployment figures do not take into account the loss
of national income and the rise of real expenditure
resulting from the repeal of the carbon price or the
impact of the shutdown of the automotive industry,
which will of course have a major negative effect on
employment in Victoria.

Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — Because that is the year in
which the figures look the best. That is it, is it not,
Ms Pulford? That is where the figures suit the
opposition’s argument, because when you look at the
actual results over the three and a half years of this
coalition government, you find that the comments
Mr Lenders has made simply do not bear scrutiny.
TAFE in Victoria, and vocational education and
training and skills training more generally, is quite
complex. I will go through it a little bit. It goes back to

Looking at the motion, I can see the work that has gone
into it, and I appreciate where it is coming from.
Having been a young staffer in opposition, I know that
it is hard sometimes to come up with things, including
statistics. You look at the annual reports and various
other statistics around the place and pick out the things
that you think are going to be useful for your argument.
That is exactly what Mr Lenders and his staff have
done here today.
The fourth paragraph of the motion asserts that the
number of students enrolled in government subsidised
training has fallen in every region of the state from
2012 to 2014. Why on earth has Mr Lenders picked
2012?
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2008 when of course the previous government made a
bungled attempt at reform. The reform itself was not a
bad thing; opening the TAFE sector up to contestability
certainly makes sense. I believe the coalition at the time
supported the idea.
As with all these things, when it comes to money or any
type of reform, the Labor Party tends to muck it up. In
this case that is exactly what happened. We saw the
then Brumby government come forward and make the
changes that it said were necessary. I can quote the
policy document from the time:
The Victorian government recognises the clear need for
structural changes in the way the training system works, the
way in which government funding flows to providers and the
training products and services that individuals and businesses
can access with government support. It is clear that change
must be far reaching and it must begin now.

They were noble intentions from the government at the
time. The problem was that they introduced
contestability and allowed non-government providers
and non-TAFE providers — the registered training
organisations (RTOs) — to come in and compete for
the dollars, but they had no plan to manage the
transition. They had no plan whatsoever. They threw
the TAFE sector to the wolves, and now we hear them
crying crocodile tears over the TAFE system, saying it
is all about TAFE and forgetting what they did in
government. They opened up the system without any
thought for what the impacts would be on TAFE. That
has caused many problems.
Another mistake the previous government made was to
open the system up to increased contestability while
taking no account whatsoever of the budgetary impact
that would have. We saw a training sector that was
funded to about $800 million in 2010. The coalition
came to government and saw that the subsidies were
soaring. They were soaring because Labor had not
considered that that would happen. Of course there was
an increase in RTOs and a massive increase in the
hours being claimed by the various organisations,
including TAFEs, yet Labor had made no contingency
for that. The coalition government is trying to fix up the
mess that Labor made. We are now putting $1.2 billion
into the training sector, which is 50 per cent more than
the Labor Party did in 2010.
I refer to some factual statistics. Under the coalition
government there were 645 000 enrolments in 2013,
compared with 426 900 in 2010. That represents a
51 per cent increase statewide. As I said, Labor has
cherrypicked the figures to make sure that they look
good for the Labor Party when in fact the figures do not
bear scrutiny. Under the coalition government there has
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been a 33 per cent increase in overall training
enrolments in regional areas — the figure was 167 800
in 2013, up from 126 000 in 2010.
As a member who represents regional areas, I am very
pleased that the coalition government has also doubled
the loading on training subsidies in regional areas from
5 per cent to 10 per cent. We did not hear that from
Mr Scheffer, and we did not hear it from Mr Lenders.
We have increased the loading for the regional TAFEs
to ensure that the additional costs that are suffered by
country students are acknowledged and compensated
for in the subsidy that is provided.
I will go through some of the figures. Mr Lenders
quotes various statistics, including claiming that there
has been a 25 per cent reduction in students enrolled in
the Barwon south-west region. In 2010 there were
35 800 students enrolled in Barwon south-west; in 2013
there were 51 965. I do not know how that is a 25 per
cent reduction, other than that Mr Lenders has
selectively chosen a year, and then used it to suit his
argument. In fact it is more like a 25 per cent increase,
although we should not rely on my maths for that.
Roughly speaking, 35 000 up to 51 000 suggests there
has been an increase in Barwon south-west.
Mr Lenders talked about a reduction in the Grampians
region. In the Grampians enrolments have gone from
15 005 in 2010 to nearly 18 000 in 2013. In the Loddon
Mallee region the figure has jumped from 28 320 up to
33 209. In Hume the numbers have changed from
24 000 up to 47 000 in 2013. Gippsland is the one area
where we have some work to do, I grant that, and I
agree with some of the things that Mr Scheffer said on
that. There has been a reduction in the number of
students, and we are working to address that. I will
come back to that issue shortly.
The information set out in the motion highlights that
statistics can be very misleading. Let us also look at
how the market has changed, how the enrolments have
changed and highlight why some of this discussion
about TAFE and the Labor Party’s focus is misleading.
The Labor Party focuses on TAFE in particular, when
TAFE is in fact only a proportion of the training
market. I refer to some of the percentages, though I
hope not to bore people with numbers.
In 2008 Learn Local organisations — they are
neighbourhood houses and community colleges —
made up about 19 per cent of the training market. In
2013 that figure had dropped considerably; it was down
to 11 per cent. There is no doubt that those community
colleges — for example, Community College
Gippsland — have struggled in the new environment.
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They have found it difficult to adjust, and they are
having to get leaner and meaner in trying new ways of
attracting students. TAFEs made up 47 per cent of
enrolments in 2008, but have now fallen to 32 per cent.
Universities were 19 per cent and have now fallen to
8 per cent. The private sector, in particular the RTOs
that have come into the market since the Labor Party’s
reforms in 2008, went from 14 per cent of the market to
48 per cent of the market.
Whilst the Labor Party is crying crocodile tears over
TAFE, the reality is we have seen a shift. Mr Scheffer
talked about the role Mr Hall played in getting rid of
TAFE chairs, but it was the case that the TAFEs
themselves were not prepared for the reforms, and the
Labor Party did nothing to assist them to prepare for
those reforms. We have worked closely with the TAFE
sector to assist it to meet the challenges of a marketbased system. TAFEs were thrown to the wolves; they
had little understanding and little experience of a
competitive, market-based system. The coalition
government is working to assist them to adjust.
We have done that through the $200 million TAFE
Structural Adjustment Fund, which is designed to
support innovation and structural transformation so
TAFEs can better position themselves to embrace the
opportunities and deal with the challenges competition
brings. This has helped with board composition and
ensuring that the people on the boards and the staff of
the TAFE sector — administration and management —
have a better understanding of business ideas and
marketing, and can compete more generally with the
private sector. This is another way the coalition is
fixing up the Labor Party’s mess.
There are some other statistics it is important to
highlight here. There is a lot of rhetoric coming from
the other side about readiness for employment, levels of
training and the types of training that our young people
are getting. The fact is that we are now better skilling
people for the jobs that are out there and the jobs that
Victoria will have in the future. When we came to
government 49 per cent of students in TAFE were
enrolled in courses in an area of industry need. That has
now risen to 72 per cent. Not only are we training more
students but we are actually training them in areas of
need. We are removing them from the basket-weaving
and personal training courses — where there were
something like 4000 students training for about
500 jobs every year — and getting them into areas of
need. That is making sure that our young people are
trained for the jobs of the future and in the skills that
our industries and businesses across the state need and
demand.
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Equally, the coalition government is getting more
young people into that sort of training. According to the
raw figures for 2010, in the age group 15 to 19 there
were 80 300 young people involved in training. That
was up to 104 600 on the last figures for 2013. As a
result of that, Victoria has the highest participation rate
of working-age Victorians in training — 16.1 per cent
compared with the national average of 11.9 per cent. It
is clear that we are starting to get the mess cleaned up.
We are getting young people into the training they need
and we are giving them the opportunity to find the jobs
that they will need in the future.
I will go back to Gippsland. We certainly have some
issues in Gippsland, as I said earlier. The government
has recognised that. We have seen some problems for
various reasons, one of the main ones being that one in
three young Gippslanders were leaving the region to
seek further education and employment. We needed to
address that. We chose not to force a merger of the two
TAFEs; we did not think the government should be
telling the TAFEs how to run their operations. But we
were very pleased to support the merger of GippsTAFE
and Advance TAFE earlier this year and for them to
come together under the banner of Federation Training
and to hopefully work with Federation University
Australia at the end of next year. We have invested
$40 million in Federation Training to help ensure its
success. That is a critical thing for the future of
Gippsland.
We need to make sure that we improve the outcomes in
Gippsland, and Federation Training and Federation
University will hopefully do that by providing technical
and further education, the skills training that is needed
for apprentices and young people coming out of the
school system into the workforce, and a direct pathway
into university for those who want to go on to further
study. It will provide an important link between
industry, the training sector and the university based at
Churchill. We are confident that in the future we will
see more opportunities for Gippslanders to study not
only vocational employment training but also university
training through Federation University. Perhaps
synergies will be provided with various TAFE
campuses aligned with the university, which will enable
them to offer university courses in local regions and
reverse that trend of one in three young people from the
region leaving Gippsland.
I stand here as a representative of eastern Victoria and
of Gippsland, and I acknowledge that we have had
problems and that we are working to fix them. No-one
is saying that there have not been problems with the
training sector in Gippsland, but that $40 million is very
important in terms of making the Federation Training
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merger work. We look forward to that bedding down
over the next year or so and becoming a successful
organisation and delivering the training that Gippsland
students and young people need to find the jobs of the
future.
I am going to look at a couple of the other aspects of the
motion now, in particular unemployment. When this
motion was written it was true that the unemployment
rate in Victoria was 7 per cent. What Mr Lenders failed
to mention is that in the next month it dropped to
6.8 per cent. Of course monthly figures jump around,
but the reality is that 26 000 jobs were created in
Victoria in the month of August, and 108 900 more
Victorians have jobs than when we came to power.
Now, 108 900 — —
Mr Leane interjected.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — Mr Leane can have a laugh
about it, but that is 108 000 more people who have jobs
than when the Labor Party lost government. I note from
a regional Victorian perspective that we have 6.8 per
cent unemployment across the state, but the regional
rate is the lowest of the non-mining states in the
country.
There are challenges, and Mr Lenders and Mr Scheffer
have outlined the challenges that apply to the motor
industry. As for Mr Lenders standing there saying that
the federal Treasurer’s comments goaded car
manufacturers to leave, it is unbelievable that he would
suggest that that actually had something to do with their
decision. There are those challenges.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
We have a speaker who has the call. It would be helpful
if Mr Leane and Mr Elsbury would conduct their
conversation outside the chamber — preferably — or,
if they insist on staying in the chamber, cease and desist
from their current discussion.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — Thank you for your
intervention, Acting President, but it is just fuzz that I
hear from the other side. It is bubble and froth and
noise. I do not understand anything of what they are
saying because it is generally the case that it does not
make any sense. I was talking about employment. We
are talking about employment and unemployment.
Mr Tee — Talk about unemployment.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — If Mr Tee wants to talk
about unemployment, I am more than happy to do so
because the east–west link project will create 6200 jobs.
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Despite the fact that members on Mr Tee’s side — the
member for Lyndhurst in the Assembly, Mr Pakula,
Mr Melhem and various others — have supported it in
the past, now Dictaphone Dan has made his comment,
‘We are going to rip it up; we’re not going to do it’. We
heard Mr Melhem talking this morning and saying this
is a — what was the term?
Mr Elsbury interjected.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — He called us a ‘gunna-do
government’. Thank you, Mr Elsbury, I am going to
steal your line. He called us a gunna-do government.
Well, the opposition is the opposition that is never
gunna do anything! They are the not-gunna-do
opposition. They are not gunna do the east–west link.
Mr Leane interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I ask Mr Leane to calm down just a tad.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — Thank you, Acting
President. Again I say to Mr Leane that if we are the
gunna-do government, the opposition would be the notgunna-do government because it is not gunna do
anything. This government brought down a budget with
$27 billion worth of investment.
Mr Leane interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I ask Mr Leane to restrain himself.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — Thank you, Acting
President. I think I might restrain myself from goading
the interjections. It is just a little bit too tempting.
Hon. D. K. Drum — Too easy.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — A little bit too easy,
Mr Drum; that is right. We had a state budget this year
with $27 billion worth of investment, including
significant job-creating investment — job creating not
just in building but in the infrastructure it will create
that will also support jobs and support our industries in
the future. What did we hear from the Labor Party on
the budget? We heard nothing. The budget passed
without comment because Labor members had nothing
to attack it on.
Now as we head towards an election, under the threat of
the Greens and with the worry about what the Greens
will do in the inner city Assembly electorates of
Melbourne, Northcote, Brunswick and Richmond, they
do an enormous backflip. There has been an enormous
backflip by the Leader of the Opposition in the
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Assembly, Mr Andrews. Labor is really saying,
‘Actually we don’t really care about those jobs; we just
care about the jobs of the four MPs in the inner-city
seats’. They are the jobs they are really interested in.
They are worried about losing them to the Greens.
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TAFE cuts. Mr O’Brien said that Labor Party members
were crying crocodile tears, but that is not true. We cry
genuine, real, heartfelt tears for the lost opportunities
for young people because of the TAFE cuts this
government has presided over and brought to bear. This
is particularly true in regional Victoria.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — There is an amazing amount
of chutzpah coming from those on the other side.
Mr Leane interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I advise Mr Leane that that is, to say the very least,
borderline unparliamentary. I ask him yet again — —
Mr Leane interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Yes, you are borderline. I ask, yet again, for Mr Leane
to restrain himself as we try to keep some order in the
house.
Mr Leane — I will not say a word.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — It is funny that I can speak
for about 18 minutes in almost complete silence in the
chamber, but the minute I mention the east–west link,
suddenly there is uproar from members on the other
side. They are embarrassed about their position on that.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — There they go again. I am
sorry, Acting President; perhaps I should move away
from it, if it would assist the house. They are
embarrassed over there, and they are very concerned
about the position their leader has taken.
I will conclude. The upshot is that once again, as I said
at the start, Mr Lenders has used lies, damned lies and
statistics. He is wrong on the counts he has shown. The
coalition government inherited a mess in the vocational
education and training sector. It has increased the
funding to that sector, which Labor failed to do. It is
assisting the TAFE sector to adapt to the new
environment that was introduced, and it is ensuring that
it cleans up the mess and gets young people into the
training they need so they can do useful things in the
jobs of the future. That is why we will not be
supporting this motion.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — He is no
Peter Hall, is he, Acting President? At least the former
Minister for Higher Education and Skills, Peter Hall,
had the decency to feel bad about what this government
has done to regional education access as a result of its

Mr O’Brien said the government has provided a
loading to help compensate regional TAFEs, but the
numbers clearly show that this has not worked.
Mr O’Brien tried to paint a rosy picture that everything
is tickety-boo and employers are getting what they
need. This is not true. This is not something you could
say with a straight face to the small and medium-sized
manufacturers in Ararat and Stawell who cannot get
their staff trained locally, and it is not what you would
say to people in the tourism and hospitality industry in
and around Daylesford, where suddenly the price of
training a beauty therapist is completely beyond the
reach of those businesses and the subsidy rates have
been so dramatically cut for hospitality that it is
crippling employment across regional tourism
communities. As we know, TAFEs are being forced
into mergers out of financial desperation. Campuses
have been closed, courses have been cut, fees have
skyrocketed and many people have lost their jobs —
people with training expertise in their own profession.
These people have been lost as a result of these TAFE
cuts. The TAFE share of training delivery in Victoria
has dropped by 27 per cent. Mr O’Brien need not
believe the opposition — Victoria’s Auditor-General
says that five of Victoria’s TAFEs are at high financial
risk. Enrolments across Victoria are down by 5 per cent
since 2013 and regional enrolments have dropped by
12 per cent over that same period.
You cannot look at these statistics and come to any
conclusion other than that this government’s TAFE
reforms have had devastating consequences for kids in
regional Victoria. We have seen the closure of
Swinburne’s Lilydale campus, Northern Melbourne
Institute of TAFE’s Greensborough campus and South
West TAFE’s Glenormiston campus as well as eight
Advance TAFE campuses and outreach centres in East
Gippsland. Labor has committed to reopening
Swinburne’s Lilydale campus and will restore the
community service obligation funding to ensure that
TAFEs have the capacity to deliver what Victoria
needs.
The government has failed to address the youth
unemployment crisis in this state. Victoria now has the
third highest average rate of youth unemployment in
Australia behind South Australia and Tasmania. Since
last year the youth unemployment rate has been up to
13.8 per cent, which is a 1.5 per cent increase from this
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time last year. Victorian youth unemployment is above
the national average and the worst regions exceed the
national average by up to 6.5 per cent. The parts of my
electorate that are most acutely impacted by this include
the region in and around Warrnambool in the Premier’s
electorate and Geelong, where the challenge to find
new jobs is ongoing and urgent.
Of course this problem extends well beyond the
boundaries of my electorate of Western Victoria
Region, as 12 out of 17 regions in Victoria have higher
youth unemployment rates than they did last year. The
government’s failure to address this issue is inextricably
linked to its failure to properly support our TAFE
institutions. Our economy is undergoing a transition, in
no small part due to the Liberal-Nationals’ best mate in
Canberra, federal Treasurer Joe Hockey, daring the
automotive industry to leave, but also for many other
reasons.
Mr D. D. O’Brien — Yeah, that’s why they left.
Ms PULFORD — No, I think it is fair to say that
automotive manufacturers are ceasing to manufacture
in Australia as a direct consequence of the federal
government’s failure to continue to support them.
Government members all know this is true. They all
know Joe Hockey dared them to leave.
The best way to address the enormous challenge of
youth unemployment is to ensure that our workforce is
skilled, educated and able to respond to changes
occurring in the employment market. The Victorian
government needs to support people who are looking
for work by giving them an opportunity to gain skills.
The Napthine government has done the exact opposite
of what is needed by gutting TAFEs across Victoria,
and it has been particularly callous in the way it has cut
funding to regional communities.
Between 2012 and 2014 the number of students in
government-subsidised training in the Barwon southwest, Grampians, Loddon Mallee, Hume and Gippsland
regions has decreased by an average of 20 per cent.
This represents a reduction of 7600 students in Barwon
south-west and 5600 students in Gippsland. One thing I
can agree with Mr O’Brien on is in passing on my very
good wishes to Federation University on its entry into
the Gippsland training market. I certainly wish it well in
its endeavours to fill the very large gaps that exist in the
market.
This government is letting Victorians down on TAFE,
particularly in regional areas. This was highlighted in a
recent report by the Victorian Auditor-General, who
found that:
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… there is a persistent gap in achievement and outcomes
between rural and metropolitan students.

He stated that the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development:
… has not developed a targeted and comprehensive strategy
to overcome commonly understood barriers to rural students
participating and achieving in education.

It is clear that this government has no strategy to assist
young Victorians into work and is going to continue its
current approach to TAFE.
The government needs to be utterly condemned for its
failure to address the problem of youth unemployment
and its casual abandonment of young Victorians.
Government members have demonstrated in this debate
that they do not acknowledge there is a problem. They
either do not get it or they do not care. If Victorians
want to see a change in policy direction, they will need
a change in government. Mr O’Brien said that the
Liberal Party’s approach to the funding of TAFE and
vocational training across Victoria is a result of the
situation they inherited from the Labor Party. I say to
Mr O’Brien that whatever problems he thinks are being
fixed are going to be infinitely worse as a result of these
botched reforms by this heartless and uncaring
government. The government is caught up in defending
the appalling series of cuts to TAFE as the endless
changing of funding rates for courses have caused
TAFEs to lurch from one survival plan to another.
Government speakers have signalled that there is no
new approach coming from their side of politics in
Victoria. Victorians who care about opportunities for
young people in communities like Maryborough, and
Portland in the Premier’s electorate, will need to vote
for a change of government in November. That is the
only thing that is going to repair the devastating cuts
and damage that has been wrought to the fabric of our
fine TAFE institutions across Victoria. I commend
Mr Lenders’s motion to the house.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Ambulance response times
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Health. Today, a day
when ambulances have not been able to deliver patients
to metropolitan hospitals because they have been on
bypass, the minister has failed to comply with a request
from the Parliament to furnish us with ambulance
response times by 12 o’clock. How can he possibly
account for his responsibility to Victorian patients or to
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the Parliament of Victoria? Why is he running away
from delivering on his responsibilities?

it was challenging for our major hospital emergency
departments.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I am
not quite sure whether Mr Jennings was serious about
this question; he did not seem to have his heart in it.
The government is delivering on its responsibilities on
ambulance outcomes — —

There is no question but that our emergency
departments are managing more demand than ever
before. They have more funding than ever before, a
$14.9 billion budget this financial year, the most in the
state’s history, and significant support for our
emergency departments. We are rebuilding our
emergency departments around the state, whether it be
the emergency department rebuild at Frankston
Hospital that is proceeding, the emergency department
rebuild that is finished at Northern Hospital, the shortstay unit that is being added at the Austin Hospital, the
additional capacity that is being built at Box Hill — —

Mr Jennings — In what way?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — If you look at transfer times,
you will see they have improved significantly. If you
look at ambulance bypass, you will see it has improved
significantly — —
Mr Jennings — How do we know this?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — For ambulance bypass, you
only need to go onto the web now and you can see
which hospitals are on bypass and which are on the
hospital early warning system (HEWS) — all of that
information is there. That is the fact of the matter. In the
most recent published figures with respect to
ambulance bypass, it was 1.6 per cent of the time —
well under the benchmark of 3 per cent. That was
openly declared by the government, unlike the former
government. There are real-time indications on the
performance website of which health services — —
Mr Jennings — How is it going today?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — When I looked about
2 hours ago there was only one hospital on bypass,
which was Western Hospital, and Sunshine Hospital
was on the hospital early warning system. That was
2 hours ago when I looked. I have not looked since
then.
Mr Jennings — It’s not the case now.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I would be very happy to see
what is there now, but 2 hours ago when I looked that
was the case. I make the point about Sunshine being on
HEWS — the previous government never declared
HEWS information; it never provided HEWS
information. We provide hospital early warning system
information. We provide the bypass information. That
is important.
What I can say about yesterday is that late yesterday
and during the evening was a very difficult time for
many hospitals. It was extremely busy. I know the
Alfred had a number of serious trauma cases, and that
impacts on the system. The Royal Melbourne Hospital
also had a challenging period, so there were times when

Mr Jennings — Where is the response time
information?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — The real-time information is
on the department’s performance website. You can
click on it now.
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is very straightforward.
When you go onto the website you will see a map of
metropolitan Melbourne, and you can go and find it. If
someone can give me an iPad, I will show the member
and point out to him exactly where it is. It provides
HEWS information as well, so you can see which
hospitals are on early warning. It is very useful
information for patients who may wish to go to an
emergency department. They can look directly at that
website.
In the last reported period the time on bypass by our
hospitals was 1.1 per cent of the time for the Alfred; the
Angliss, 1 per cent; the Austin, 2 per cent; Box Hill
Hospital, 1.2 per cent; Dandenong Hospital, 1.1 per
cent; Frankston Hospital, 2 per cent; Maroondah
Hospital, 0.7 per cent; Monash Medical Centre, 2.2 per
cent; Northern Hospital 2.5 per cent; and 1.6 per cent
around the metropolitan area.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
The minister may be prepared to talk about some data if
and when it suits him, but the Parliament requested
information on ambulance response times by locality. It
is information that was recommended by and was
available to the Auditor-General in 2010. It is
information that the minister wholeheartedly, as part of
an incoming government, supported releasing. The
minister has fought its release in the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal for two years, and now that the
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Parliament has requested it of him, he has not delivered
it to us. Will the minister account for ambulance
response times by locality during his tenure as Minister
for Health?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — Let us
be very clear here. The government has responded to
the information request of the chamber. In fact I believe
a letter went out today. The government will respond to
that request. The government is providing more
information about ambulance performance than ever
before in the history of the state. We have just talked
about emergency departments, and that is relevant to
ambulances. If you look at the transfer times that have
been achieved — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is information that
Mr Jennings’s government over 11 years refused to
release. It would not release the transfer time
information that is now routinely released by this
government. The transfer times are getting
progressively better all the time. The last information
had transfer times reaching very close to the 90 per cent
benchmark, and I pay tribute to the work of our
hospitals around the state, our clinicians — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I say to Mr Jennings that
many of them do.

Moreland security cameras
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question today is to the Honourable Edward
O’Donohue in his capacity as Minister for Crime
Prevention, and I ask: can the minister update the house
about CCTV infrastructure projects the coalition
government is delivering to support safer communities?
I also ask him if he is aware of any delays.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Crime
Prevention) — I welcome the question from
Mr Ondarchie and thank him for his longstanding
interest in matters of community safety, particularly
matters within the crime prevention portfolio. The
rollout of CCTV camera infrastructure has been
warmly welcomed by communities across Victoria. I
can advise the house that 175 cameras have been
deployed and are now in operation across communities
throughout Victoria as a result of the investment by this
government since coming to office. Approximately
240 cameras have been funded and are being
progressively rolled out. I have personally seen the
networks in operation in places such as Hastings,
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Shepparton, Geelong and Ballarat. They have been
rolled out in Dandenong and in a range of other
communities.
This is not just about catching offenders after the event
or using footage after the event, it is about enabling
police to efficiently and expeditiously deploy their
resources to stop crime or stop things getting out of
control. The Lord Mayor of Melbourne made that point
very clearly when he and I in recent times announced
the operation of additional cameras in the Melbourne
CBD. At that time the Lord Mayor said that Victoria
Police accesses information from the CCTV camera
network in the Melbourne CBD on average twice a day.
The rollout of CCTV cameras has been a very
important crime prevention community safety
investment by this government in partnership with local
councils. By and large local councils and local
communities have overwhelmingly embraced this
technology. They have embraced this investment and
embraced the opportunity to partner with the state
government in the interests of community safety. We
all have a role to play when it comes to community
safety, whether that is the state government, local
government or the federal government.
Regrettably, not all councils have been delivering this
important infrastructure. I can advise the house that in
February 2013 the government offered $250 000 to the
Moreland City Council for the deployment of CCTV
cameras along Sydney Road. It absolutely beggars
belief and is a disgrace that today there is not one
camera in operation as a result of the money that has
been put on the table by the coalition government.
We have heard every excuse under the sun from the
mayor of Moreland as to why there is not yet a single
camera in operation. I acknowledge the strong
advocacy of Mr Ondarchie on this matter. It is time the
Moreland City Council had a good hard look at itself
and its priorities and delivered this important
community safety project. The local community wants
it, and the Victorian government expects the investment
it has put on the table to be delivered, as it has been by
many other councils right across Victoria. It is not good
enough, and I call on the council to get its act together
and get this project completed.

Hospital ambulance bypass
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Health. When I
checked the website just before question time the
Footscray and Werribee Mercy hospitals were on
bypass, but in the last 24 hours they were joined by the
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Angliss Hospital, the Alfred, the Royal Melbourne
Hospital, St Vincent’s Hospital, the Austin Hospital, the
Northern Hospital and Sunshine Hospital. Can the
minister name what hospital in metropolitan Melbourne
was not on bypass in the last 24 hours?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I think
the member has some trouble understanding exactly
what bypass is. It is a process where a hospital at a
particularly stressful point goes on bypass and signals
that unless a case is the most acute it would be better to
move to the next hospital. I make the point — and the
member has construed this in a certain way to claim
they were on bypass at the same time — that the
hospitals on that list were not on bypass at the same
time.
Mr Jennings — How many were?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — When I looked in the middle
of the morning, at about 10 o’clock, there was only one
hospital on bypass — the member has announced there
were two on bypass just now.
What I can indicate is that from time to time hospitals
go on bypass. That is normal. I can also indicate that the
last published figures had 1.6 per cent across the system
as the period of time on bypass, with the benchmark
being 3 per cent. The benchmark was met through that
period, which does not mean there were not periods
when individual hospitals were on bypass. We have a
benchmark statewide and hospitals seeks to meet that
benchmark at the local level. All of the hospitals I read
out before, and indeed all of the major hospitals, in the
last reporting period met the benchmark of 3 per cent.
They were all under 3 per cent, and statewide the
number was 1.6 per cent.
What I am saying is that from time to time as hospitals
face significant demand they go on bypass or indeed on
the hospital early warning system (HEWS) — —
Mr Jennings — Every day under your watch.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, not every day, but at
times of peak activity. The Alfred, for example, was on
bypass for a period due to high volume and acuity and a
number of helicopters coming in with very acute cases.
That required the Alfred to focus on its main trauma
responsibility, and therefore it went on bypass for that
period. I do not think the member should be surprised.
The Northern Hospital went on prearranged bypass due
to the fact that it was having some infrastructure
improvements. That was a planned bypass. The hospital
needed to replace an auto-electrical power grid switch,
which required about 6 hours of work, so for that period
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of time it was dealing with some infrastructure issues in
a prearranged manner.
I am trying to give the member some understanding of
what occurs. Sometimes there will be a large number of
people who come to a particular emergency department
and the best way to manage that is to go on bypass.
That is done in coordination across the system so that
hospitals are able to get the best outcome. As I say,
transfer times have improved, and the benchmark of
90 per cent within 40 minutes is very close to being
met. The last data, from March 2014, had it at 86.7 per
cent. HEWS, bypass and transfer times are all
improving under this government, compared to the
previous government, and that is all information that is
in the public domain.
As the member has discovered — just recently
apparently — you can go online to see which hospitals
are on bypass at any particular time. I encourage
Victorians to have a look at the performance website.
All of the major hospitals and major emergency
departments are there. Obviously in regional areas it is
a bit different because bypass is a little more difficult in
Bendigo, Ballarat or Geelong where there are no other
major hospitals and the load is much more difficult to
share, but in metropolitan Melbourne bypass is a
mechanism of sharing some of the load when there are
periods of peak activity.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
President, I am sure you noted that the minister was not
able to identify what major metropolitan public hospital
was not on bypass within the last 24 hours. I am
interested in any advice the minister can give to
paramedics driving ambulances or to patients when
they are making decisions about which hospital to go to
across metropolitan Melbourne. If there is a high
incidence of hospitals being on bypass simultaneously,
is the best advice the minister can give patients in
Victoria to go to private hospitals?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — We
have magnificent public hospitals in Victoria that are
available to all Victorians, and all sick Victorians are
able to access our public hospital emergency
departments. We are building new emergency
departments. Very soon the new emergency department
at Box Hill Hospital — the $448 million rebuild — will
be open. The rebuild at Northern Hospital is functional,
and I have been through that on a number of occasions
and seen the enormous difference it is making. We are
rebuilding Frankston Hospital; it will be a magnificent
hospital at Frankston.
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It is true that there are private emergency departments
that some people may wish to use as well, and that is a
choice we have in our system. People who have private
arrangements may wish to go to Cabrini Health,
Epworth HealthCare or St John of God Health Care,
which recently opened an emergency department in
Geelong. That is a choice people can make, but the
choice to go to a public hospital is there and is
respected.

Amy’s Gran Fondo
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Sport and Recreation, the
Honourable Damian Drum, and I ask: could the
minister advise the house of what recent opportunities
he has had to help promote safer cycling on our roads?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — The most recent opportunity I had to
promote cycling on the roads was on the weekend when
I was able to take part in Amy’s Gran Fondo, which
was a ride along the Great Ocean Road from Lorne to
Apollo Bay. The serious riders were able to take a
right-hand turn at Skenes Creek, head off up towards
the Barrabool Hills and then find their way back into
Lorne. It was an amazing ride of 110 kilometres for the
serious riders, headed by an elite women’s event. It was
an amazing, high-quality event. Some 5000 people took
part in Sunday’s racing, and most of those people were
part of the participation event. It certainly was an
amazing sight to see 5000 people all lined up in the
main street of Lorne waiting to get underway.
The Amy Gillett Foundation was set up by Amy’s
husband, Simon, who is a major patron of the Amy
Gillett Foundation. Tracey Gaudry is the CEO and also
a vice-president of the Union Cycliste Internationale.
The race and the participation event are amazingly well
run. The Victorian government contributed $40 000 to
the event, and as of late on Sunday around $76 000 to
$80 000 had been raised. The money that is raised will
go into further promotion of cycling safety.
As a sports minister I must say that this discussion,
debate or argument around the idea of one group of
road users owning or having more right to the roads
than someone else is one of the most disappointing and
disgraceful arguments I have ever been caught up in.
We need truck drivers, motorists, cyclists, motorcyclists
and joggers to use our road networks in harmony.
We were delighted on the weekend to share in the
action and ride the 40 kilometres down to Apollo Bay,
taking advantage of some good leadership from the
local councils that decided to close the road to cars. I
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also thank the residents down that way who put up with
the inconvenience of not being able to access their
properties or the road network for 2, 3 or 4 hours on the
Sunday while the race went past them. It was an
incredible experience.
Five thousand people got the opportunity to ride on the
Great Ocean Road and take in the beauty of one of the
most picturesque and scenic rides they will ever
experience anywhere in the world. We all have the
responsibility to spread the word so that next year many
more thousands of people will be down there taking in
some of the most scenic routes anywhere in the world
while being able to enjoy the ride at their own pace and
without the worry of vehicles coming round the corner.
The Amy Gillett Foundation does an amazing job in
memory of Amy Gillett, an elite Australian cyclist who
was killed while training in Italy in 2005. It is
something we are doing not only to honour her life but
also to increase cycling safety and promote the concept
that we all have to use the roads in a harmonious
fashion.

Ambulance Victoria
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Health. Not only
has the minister failed to provide the Parliament with
the ambulance response times requested of him but he
has not released a statement of priorities for
Ambulance Victoria since he has been the Minister
for Health despite releasing them for all other health
services and despite his obligation to do so. When the
minister was asked at a Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearing last year about whether
he would release the document he said that they
would be making a statement of priorities available
this year. For the Parliament today, I ask the minister
again: what has he got to hide and when will he
release a statement of priorities for Ambulance
Victoria for 2011–12, 2012–13 and 2013–14?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — Not
long before we came to government there was a
$56 million deficit at Ambulance Victoria. There has
had to be a major reconstruction of what is required at
Ambulance Victoria. There has had to be major work
done to put Ambulance Victoria in a stronger position.
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, I am telling Mr Jennings
that there was a $56 million deficit under his
government. What I am trying to get through to the
member over there is that the government will be
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releasing a statement of priorities. Ambulance Victoria
is on track. Ambulance Victoria is performing
successively better and better, with a focus on patient
outcomes, a focus on clinical results and a focus on
better transfer times; and the transfer times task force
performed very well. We will be releasing a statement
of priorities shortly, along with all the other health
services.
Ambulance Victoria was in a sorry state when we came
to government after the botched and unplanned merger
by the previous health minister, and that meant
significant work had to occur. That significant work has
been occurring steadily, rebuilding our ambulance
service from the base.
There are 539 more paramedics and tens of millions of
dollars have been spent on new ambulance stations,
new ambulances, new systems and new approaches. I
pay tribute to the Stripp group for the report it released
and the work that has been done to improve transfer
times, which has had a major and helpful impact on
outcomes for our patients and the ambulance service
more broadly. All of this is significant work. Every
region of the state has got more ambulance officers and
more paramedics. We promised 310, plus 30 patient
transfer officers, and in fact more than 539 paramedics
are now on the road compared to during Labor’s time.
That is a huge difference.
There are 10 mobile intensive care ambulance (MICA)
single-responder units in country Victoria. On the
subject of MICA single-responder units, Mr Jennings is
now going down the same track as Wade Noonan, the
member for Williamstown in the Legislative Assembly,
did when he had this responsibility in the shadow
ministry. Mr Jennings wants to strip out those MICA
officers and dismantle those 10 MICA single-responder
rosters in key country towns and key regional cities.
People in Warrnambool, Mildura, Shepparton,
Wangaratta, Wodonga, Sale and Bairnsdale can all
watch, and if Labor gets elected, they will see Labor
strip those MICA paramedics out of those rosters and
pull down the MICA single-responder units in those
cities.
Labor is committed to doing the union’s bidding in this
case, and the union wants dispersed MICA paramedics.
It wants to give MICA paramedics the opportunity to
go wherever they want. The government has said, along
with Ambulance Victoria, that it needs to make sure
there are rosters in those cities so the community can
rely on MICA single-responder units. Mr Jennings
would strip them out of Wonthaggi as well and make
sure that there was no MICA single-responder roster
there, because he would prefer to disperse the MICA
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officers around the state at random and not in a
systematic way that would see the continuation of the
MICA single-responder rosters.
That is what Mr Jennings’s role is. That is his plan. I
read the local newspapers from just north of the city,
and I can see where he is heading. He is in the union’s
pay.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
President, as you would remember, in my substantive
question I reminded the Minister for Health of the
promise he made at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearings last year that he would release the
statement of priorities soon. I will create the
opportunity for the minister to stand up again, make eye
contact with his backbench and give them confidence
that the statement of priorities will be released under his
watch by telling them when it will be released.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I have
already answered the question by indicating that it will
be released soon, so Mr Jennings will just have to wait
a little patiently. The fact is that the Leader of the
Opposition in the Assembly, Daniel Andrews — the
$56 million deficit man, Dan Deficit, Daniel Deficit —
left a $56 million deficit at Ambulance Victoria as his
legacy. He ran Ambulance Victoria into the ground. It
was a botched merger with no planning, and he tried to
bring different units together — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Mr Jennings is just going to
have to wait, but what I can tell him is that Ambulance
Victoria is doing far better now than it was previously,
far better than it was under the government in which
Mr Jennings was a minister and far better in terms of
outcomes for the community. There are far more
resources. There has been a massive increase in
resources. There are far more resources than there were
under Mr Jennings’s government. Daniel Andrews has
still never apologised for the botched merger, which is
his legacy.

Health funding
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My question
without notice is to the hardworking Minister for
Health, the Honourable David Davis. Can the minister
update the house on how the coalition government is
supporting maternity services in Victoria’s west and
any other rural support projects?
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I am
pleased to answer the question from Mr Koch, who is a
hardworking member for Western Victoria Region. I
had the pleasure of joining him and his colleague
Mr Ramsay, another hardworking member for Western
Victoria Region, at the Bacchus Marsh hospital, where
we made a clear commitment of $3.28 million from the
important Rural Capital Support Fund. I was pleased to
be joined there by Ben Taylor, the Liberal candidate for
the Assembly seat of Buninyong, and Josh Morris, a
Liberal candidate for Western Victoria Region — —
Mr Leane interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I am not sure if they were at
that particular outing, but they were at many others. If
Mr Leane waits patiently, he will hear about that
candidate too.
It is a fantastic step, and $740 000 is to be spent on
expanding the maternity services with new capacity at
Bacchus Marsh, which is a fast-growing area. This will
make a significant difference. There will also be
$2.5 million provided towards relocating the central
sterile supply unit next to the main operating theatre
and procedure room.
Djerriwarrh Health Services is doing a very good job,
and this $3.28 million of additional capital will mean
better sterilising services and more maternity beds. In
Bacchus March, with many babies being born, there is
a lot of growth out there. It is booming, and it needs the
additional capacity that Labor left out when it did not
put capacity into the western side of the city. As
Mr Finn will tell you, Sunshine Hospital did not even
have an intensive care facility, nor did it have a cardiac
facility. This is an important addition to the Bacchus
Marsh hospital.
I was also pleased to be in Bendigo on that same day to
make an announcement of $2.6 million for Bendigo
Community Health Services for its Kidzspace
children’s precinct. This is an important precinct based
at Kangaroo Flat, and it will make a significant
difference. Michael Langdon, the Liberal candidate for
the Assembly electorate of Bendigo West, and Greg
Bickley, the Liberal candidate for the Assembly
electorate of Bendigo East, were there.
Mr Leane interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Leane is
dominating the interjections today and should give
someone else a go.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Amanda Millar was also
there. She is a very hardworking member for Northern
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Victoria Region. This is an important announcement for
Bendigo community health and Bendigo’s children. It
is an integrated service centre that will provide great
support for Bendigo.
I was also pleased to be at Romsey to announce a
commitment of $733 000 from the Rural Capital
Support Fund for Cobaw Community Health Services
to provide a new primary care service and facility in
that important town. Mrs Millar was also there, and she
was very keen on the important announcements that
were made. A former member of this chamber, Donna
Petrovich, was also there; she is now a Liberal
candidate in that area. She was very supportive and has
fought for Romsey for a number of years. I was pleased
to respond to her work and her encouragement of the
need for better primary care in that area.
I should mention another former member of this
chamber, Licia Kokocinski, a former member for
Melbourne West Province. She was not in this chamber
at the same time as me. I think she left in 1996, when I
came into the chamber, and Sang Nguyen replaced her,
for those who have some memory of the Labor Party in
this house. Licia does a very good job as chair of
Cobaw Community Health Services. Cobaw
community health has been very supportive of this
important announcement of $733 000.

East–west link
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question is to
the Minister for Planning. I refer to the cabinet
consideration of the east–west business case, and I ask:
did the minister attend cabinet meetings when the east–
west business case was being considered?
The PRESIDENT — Order! Did Mr Tee want to
say something else?
Mr TEE — President, I understand your hesitation.
It is public knowledge that the business case has gone
to cabinet. I am not asking the minister to tell us what
deliberations were made in cabinet, and I am not asking
him to discuss what occurred in cabinet. I am simply
asking the minister to indicate whether he was there
when the business case was being considered.
The PRESIDENT — Order! That was the point the
Acting Clerk just put to me, that the question is in order
in the sense that it only asks the minister whether or not
he was there. Mr Tee is right; I was hesitant in the
context that cabinet matters are in confidence, and
therefore I would not expect the minister to elucidate on
what happened at that cabinet meeting. The question is
in order.
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Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I have
no intention of making any passing comment or having
any discussion about cabinet agendas or any other
matters that are cabinet in confidence.
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President, I
know you cannot direct the minister to answer — I am
not seeking that — but I asked Mr Hall a question,
probably in 2012 but certainly during this Parliament,
about whether the Premier left the cabinet room when a
VicForests board appointment of a relative was made.
Mr Hall answered the question, and it was taken in this
house on the basis that he was not going to comment
because it was an issue for the Premier to comment on.
The point I am raising in the context of commenting on
cabinet or not is that we had a question on this
particular issue. That was how Mr Hall dealt with the
question — as minister representing the Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security he could not answer. I
raise it as a point of order. It has been raised in the
house before in that context, and there was certainly no
finding at that time that a minister could not answer; in
fact the minister invited me to get a colleague to ask the
Premier in the Assembly.
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in clarifying for me his question, indicated that the fact
that the business case had gone to cabinet was a matter
of public knowledge. From my point of view I am not
sure if that is the case or not, to tell you the truth; I have
not actually read anywhere that it has gone in that form
to cabinet.
Hon. D. M. Davis — You don’t know.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I probably assume that
it would have, but I do not know — cabinet does not let
me in. I indicate that I am not in a position to direct a
minister. The minister has advised the house that in his
view, supported by Mrs Peulich’s contribution to the
point of order, the agenda is also a matter of cabinet in
confidence as a document. Therefore I must accept the
minister’s answer on this occasion.
Mr Lenders — On another point of order,
President, it is an unusual one, but can I take note of the
Minister for Health’s interjection? When you said it had
or had not gone to cabinet he interjected, ‘No’. I would
like to take note of his interjection.
Hon. D. M. Davis — I said, ‘You don’t know’.

Hon. D. M. Davis — On the point of order,
President, it is in no way inconsistent. My friend and
former colleague was probably more generous in his
response on some matters than others would be — that
is certainly true — but let me be clear on this point: in
no way is there an inconsistency here. Mr Guy is quite
correct in saying that the longstanding practice is that
cabinet matters are not divulged or commented on in
the chamber or indeed elsewhere. On Mr Hall directing
to the Premier a matter that concerned the Premier, if
the Premier wanted to take a different approach to the
longstanding protocols, that would be a matter for the
Premier.

The PRESIDENT — Order! One of the problems
with interjections is that they run across and people do
not necessarily have the right context for them. It is
possible that what the minister was saying was not
exactly what some members of the house might have
picked up, but the more substantive point is this:
interjections are unparliamentary and really should not
be made at all. From that point of view I would be
derelict in my responsibility if I were to allow a takenote motion for a comment that has been made as an
interjection, which I really am bound to ignore. From
that point of view I would not allow the motion on this
occasion.

Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President,
obviously even cabinet agenda matters are marked
cabinet in confidence. As Mr Davis pointed out, any
question pertaining to an individual member’s interests
is a matter for the member of Parliament, and I do not
see that the two are parallels at all.

Supplementary question

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Lenders’s point of
order was a little oblique for me, and I had some
difficulty marrying the circumstances today with
Mr Hall’s response on a previous occasion, which was
the nub of the point of order. In allowing the question I
had no problem with the minister answering whether or
not he was in attendance when a particular matter went
there, but the minister has chosen to indicate that he
believes that the agendas of cabinet meetings are also
an in-confidence matter. Mr Tee, in his point to me and

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — By way of
supplementary, in the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) proceedings
Donnellan v. Linking Melbourne Authority the
government evidence was that the business case went to
two cabinet subcommittees. In that public statement
provided to VCAT, and I have the decision here, the
evidence was that the agenda for the two
subcommittees in March and April 2013 included
consideration of the business case. My question to the
minister is not whether or not he wants to disclose that
agenda. My question really is: did the minister attend
either of the subcommittee meetings?
Mrs Peulich — Same question!
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Mr TEE — No, it is not.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is not the same
question because it is now about subcommittees, not
about cabinet, and it appears apposite to the original
question.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Mr Tee
asks me about freeway contracts or freeway business
cases. I think it is important to go back to Hansard and
look at what people saying, and let me quote:
… what you might term sovereign risk promises, such as the
promise to rip up the ConnectEast contract and expose
Victorians and the Victorian budget to some $7 billion worth
of liabilities …

Or this:
There is significant discord and disquiet within the ranks
about the fundamental vandalism that is this promise to rip up
the $7 billion contract …

Who said that? Daniel Andrews, the Leader of the
Opposition in the Assembly, said that. That is what he
said about contracts, and that is why it would be
fundamental vandalism to rip up the contract to build
the biggest road project in the country’s history.

Information and communications technology
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips in
his capacity as the Minister for Technology. Can the
Minister for Technology update the house on how the
Victorian coalition government is delivering high-value
technology jobs and investment for Victoria?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister for
Technology) — I thank Mrs Coote for her question and
her ongoing interest in the technology sector in Victoria
and the great opportunities and achievements for
technology companies in Victoria. The last month has
been a great month for technology here in Victoria. At
the beginning of this month I was pleased to join my
friend and colleague Mr Ondarchie at the opening of
the new offices of Web Marketing Experts, a
Melbourne CBD-based company which undertakes
search engine optimisation for a range of clients
throughout Victoria and around the world. As part of
that expanded office in the CBD the company has
announced the associated creation of 115 new jobs.
In late August a French company, Capgemini,
announced that it would establish its social, mobile,
analytics and cloud laboratory here in Victoria and also
expand its global delivery centre, with the creation of
75 new technology jobs here in Melbourne.
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Also in August, IBM, which has been a longstanding
investor in Victoria, announced the launch of its
SoftLayer data centre. This is a $100 million
investment by IBM which further expands data centre
capacity in Victoria. Data centres have been a huge
growth opportunity in this state over the last three to
four years. As companies have moved to cloud-based
applications, the demand for data centres has grown
exponentially and IBM, with its latest investment in
SoftLayer, is building on that investment and building
on its substantial existing investment in Victoria. Also,
in mid-August I was pleased to join the Indian online
learning company, Dexler, in announcing its expansion
into the Melbourne market with the establishment of an
Asia-Pacific hub in Melbourne.
This, in the space of a month, represents a major
investment by the ICT sector in Victoria. Importantly,
in regard to many of the jobs associated with these
investments, these companies are footloose — that is,
they did not have to be here in Victoria. It was the
strength of the Victorian economy, it was confidence in
the Victorian economy and it was the strong skills base
we have in Victoria which attracted those companies to
invest in our state and grow their businesses in the
Asia-Pacific area from Victoria. It is a great testament
to the economic and skills base we have to offer that we
have attracted these jobs to Victoria.
More than 5000 new technology jobs have been created
across ICT, biotechnology and small tech since the
beginning of 2011. They represent more than
$1.1 billion worth of capital investment. That is a great
indication of the strength of the technology sector in
Victoria, a great endorsement of the Victorian economy
and a great endorsement of the skilled workforce we
have in Victoria that is ready to seize the opportunities
in technology.

East–west link
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question is
to the Minister for Planning, and it again relates to the
east–west link business case which is meant to deal
with the economic justification for the east–west link. I
ask the minister whether he has read the east–west link
business case.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
the Minister for Planning; I am not the Minister for
Roads, I am not the Treasurer. I am the Minister for
Planning, and my role around major projects in this
state is to analyse the planning matters in relation to
those projects. I say again for members opposite, for
those in the business community and indeed for all of
us in Victoria that there is significant discord and
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disquiet within the ranks about the fundamental
vandalism that is the promise to rip up a $7 billion
contract and find the savings to pay that contract out
from basic services. That is what Daniel Andrews, the
Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly, said about
ripping up a business case for ConnectEast in 2005.
I ask: why is Labor going to pass the casino bill in this
Parliament, saying that it will pass it because if it did
not it would cost jobs, yet it will rip up a $10 billionplus contract and cost Victorians thousands of jobs —
construction jobs, investment jobs, jobs for the lowest
paid people in our economy and jobs for people who
need them the most. We get this from a reckless,
irresponsible opposition that has nothing else on its
mind but rank economic vandalism.
Supplementary question
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I appreciate the
minister’s answer in terms of his role and his planning
responsibilities as against that of the Minister for
Roads. Can I conclude from that distinction that in the
minister’s view it is not his role and that he did not
consider the economic justification for the project when
he granted approval for the proposal?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — It is not
a court case, President. If Mr Tee wants to advocate the
City of Moreland and the City of Yarra’s court case in
the Parliament of Victoria, then that is a matter for you.
I just say on those matters that I think might be
sub judice and on which Mr Tee is actually trying to
request information, let us put things into perspective in
relation to ripping up this contract.
This kind of economic vandalism comes with history.
There was myki, the north–south pipeline, the MCG
lights blowout, the Southern Cross railway station
blowout, the regional rail blowout. Need I go on? These
are the sons and daughters of the Victorian Economic
Development Corporation, of the State Bank disaster,
of the loss of our AAA rating and of the Tricontinental
disaster. These people opposite have form, and they
will repeat it if they are given the chance to destroy the
finances of our state.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Dare I say the minister
is debating. It would be better if he were to direct his
remarks through the Chair than to the cheer squad.
Does the minister wish to continue?
Hon. M. J. GUY — Why not, President? I will not
waste the next 13 seconds because, as this side of the
house knows, all those 13 seconds show that Daniel
Andrews and Labor are bad for Victoria and this side of
the house is building a better Victoria.
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Early childhood facilities
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question without notice is directed to the Minister
for Children and Early Childhood Development,
Ms Lovell, and I ask: can the minister update the house
on recent announcements or openings from the
children’s facilities capital program?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I thank the member
for her question and her ongoing interest in early
childhood education in Victoria and what we can do to
improve facilities at early childhood centres. On
Tuesday, 9 September, together with Mrs Peulich and
the Liberal candidate for the Assembly seat of
Frankston, Sean Armistead, I visited a kindergarten in
Frankston to announce that six kindergartens in
Frankston will receive grants totalling $45 549. I note
the delightful photograph in a Frankston newspaper this
week of Mrs Peulich in the cubbyhouse at that
kindergarten.
Also on Tuesday, 9 September, together with the
Liberal candidate for the Assembly seat of Narre
Warren North, Amanda Stapleton, and the Liberal
candidate for the Assembly seat of Dandenong, Joanna
Palatsides, I visited a kindergarten to announce $33 345
in grants for six kindergartens in those electorates.
On 11 September I visited the Sunbury kindergarten
with Jo Hagen and Andrew Elsbury to announce a
further five grants for kindergartens in that electorate.
On 12 September, together with Donna Petrovich, the
Liberal candidate for the Assembly seat of Macedon, I
visited three kindergartens in Hepburn shire to
announce $19 293 in grants. I also visited four
kindergartens in Macedon Ranges shire to announce
$38 266 in grants. On that same day, together with
Michael Langdon, the Liberal candidate for the
Assembly seat of Bendigo West, I visited the
Castlemaine Childcare Co-operative to announce that it
and the Harcourt Preschool Play Centre would share
$20 455.
It is always delightful to visit one of our kindergartens
in Victoria, but it is even more delightful when you are
going with money and you can see how that is being
invested to deliver better programs. I have to say that
when we were at Daylesford it was absolutely
delightful that one of the little boys just kept on getting
up and hugging me as I was talking to the children,
which was really lovely. Our four-year-old children in
kindergarten programs are learning so much from their
teachers and from the high-quality programs that we are
delivering for them.
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Over the last few weeks there have been seven
openings of major capital projects. Together with
Donna Bauer, the member for Carrum in the Assembly,
I opened the Banyan Fields Child and Family Centre in
Carrum Downs, a $1.2 million investment for
99 additional places. On 13 August, together with
Bernie Finn and Jo Hagan, I opened the Sunningdale
Avenue Children’s Centre in Sunbury. On 14 August,
Gladys Liu and I visited and opened the upgrade at the
Malcolm Creek Preschool in Craigieburn. On
28 August Gary Blackwood, the member for Narracan
in the Assembly, opened the Warragul Community
Kindergarten upgrade. On 10 September Craig
Ondarchie, together with Anthony D’Angelo, the
Liberal candidate for the Assembly seat of Northcote,
opened the Westgarth Kindergarten — —
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — Kinder King? Absolutely
fantastic. I would rather be the Kinder King than the
Slush Fund King. That is what you told me last night.
On Thursday, 11 September, Gladys Liu and I opened
the Bethal Primary School Kindergarten, which is a
new kindergarten in Meadow Heights. Also on
Thursday, 11 September, together with Gladys Liu, I
opened the Brunswick Montessori Children’s House,
which is a fantastic development. We have invested
$600 000 in Brunswick. There was a real community
push for that particular kindergarten, and it was
absolutely delightful to be there to officiate at the
opening.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I have
answers to the following answers to questions on
notice: 9561, 10117–19, 10123, 10131, 10132, 10479
and 10480.
I indicate for Mr Jennings’s benefit that currently
Western Health’s Werribee Mercy Hospital is on
bypass and St Vincent’s is on a hospital early warning
system, but the rest of the system is clear.
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) —
Following up on questions on notice, I reiterate my
question to Mr Drum from the last sitting Wednesday
about how my questions about the Office of Living
Victoria are going. I further ask Mr Rich-Phillips how
my question to the Treasurer on the Office of Living
Victoria is going.
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Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I have passed on the concerns of
Mr Lenders to Mr Walsh, and the minister has assured
me that he is working on this issue as we speak.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — Likewise I advise Mr Lenders that we
have pursued that matter with the Treasurer. A number
of answers have been provided today. If that answer is
not among the ones Mr Lenders is seeking, then I will
follow it up again with the Treasurer.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In the last sitting
week the Minister for Planning undertook that he would
get me a written response to my question in relation to
the number of audits that had been done for Casey
Inspection Services. I am wondering if I can get any
update in terms of the progress of that response.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I will
check that with the Victorian Building Authority.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Members communications budget
The PRESIDENT — Order! This is an appropriate
time to break for lunch, but before we do I indicate that
yesterday Mr Ramsay as Acting President referred a
matter to me with regard to a 90-second statement that
was made by Mrs Peulich which referred to a
publication that had been distributed by Ms Graley, the
member for Narre Warren South in the Assembly. His
concern was whether that matter should have been
pursued by way of a substantive motion. I do not think
members would be surprised to understand that
Ms Graley was distributing a matter which had some
political comment in it. I do not think anybody would
be shocked that members of Parliament might do that,
and in that context I do not think that it was a matter
that required a substantive allegation. It was something
that was fair enough in the context of the discussion.
However, I advise members that the Speaker and I have
met already with the Liberal Party and we have sought
a meeting with the Labor Party, and we will talk to the
Greens as well, in respect of the use of the
communications budget at this time of heightened
excitement.
Hon. D. K. Drum interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I would be delighted
to talk to Mr Drum. The context of that discussion is to
make sure that members abide by the guidelines of the
communications budget. It is understood that there will
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be some judgement calls associated with material that is
sometimes produced and distributed by members.
Essentially what I would convey to members as the
bottom line is that at the end of the day the Speaker and
I have to have regard to what view the Auditor-General
would form of those pieces of material that are sent out
by members of Parliament. In other words, the
communications budget is all about information being
provided to constituents; it is not a source of campaign
funds for elections. It is important for us to ensure that
all candidates going to an election, whether they are
incumbent members or candidates seeking seats, have a
fair and proper opportunity to contest that election
without members using for campaigning funds that
ought to be expended for providing information to their
constituents.
That is the bottom line and most members, in assessing
the material that they might choose to put out from time
to time, need to have regard to the fact that the material
needs to be informative, it needs to relate to their local
electorate and it needs to include information on issues,
initiatives, projects or such like that are relevant to their
local electorate. It certainly ought to feature the
member, so that people can understand who it is
coming from and who is actually making the statements
set out in that material. As I said, it also needs not to
have political logos and so forth in it.
In the case of Ms Graley’s material, that was passed
after an objective assessment. Whilst there was a little
bit of concern about the fact that it did not mention the
local council — and there was another element that I
will touch on in a second — essentially it was a fair
enough issue, which was whether or not rates should be
capped. It was quite within Ms Graley’s opportunity to
convey that and to seek feedback from her community,
or constituents, in the form of a petition on what they
thought of rate capping and the expenditure of the local
council.
What did concern me, and one of the areas that I would
certainly caution members about going forward, was
that Tony Abbott is not a member of the state
Parliament; he is not even a Victorian. With material
that features Tony Abbott and talks about him as Prime
Minister and about the decisions he might make,
members need to tread very carefully because the
chances are that it will breach communications
guidelines. Given that he is not responsible for
Victorian policy, it would need to be an issue on a
matter that very clearly affects the Victorian Parliament
and the Victorian government. To include the Prime
Minister in such material as a tactical device is just not
on.
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One of the things that we have added to the guidelines
after some discussions is based on my belief that it is
out of court to have material that ridicules other
members or that overtly attacks other members, rather
than discussing issues or projects. My view — and I
think it is the view of the electorate, and I am certain it
will be the Auditor-General’s view — is that at the end
of the day the material will be assessed on the basis of
whether that is a fair use of parliamentary or public
funds to actually communicate an issue or was simply
an attack on a person. I do not think the AuditorGeneral would uphold that under any circumstances. It
is important to look very carefully at that material
where members are looking at using communications
funds.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, thank
you very much for your comments. I certainly
appreciate them. I did note that on that particular flyer
there was mention of Tony Abbott, so I ask that you
review whether that flyer does comply with the
guidelines. It is not limited to Ms Graley. It has been
used by other members, including the members for
Narre Warren North and Cranbourne in the Assembly.
The PRESIDENT — The other members have not
made any claim on their budgets. In Ms Graley’s case,
it was lineball, in my view. The judgement is that I
draw a line in the sand now.
Sitting suspended 1.05 p.m. until 2.07 p.m.

TAFE FUNDING
Debate resumed.
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — I rise
just slightly perplexed by this rant of a motion that has
been put forward by Mr Lenders. The information that
is provided in the motion is wrong, to say the least.
Mr Lenders chooses to persevere with the ‘lies, damned
lies and statistics’ style of putting forward his argument.
I know he was not good with numbers when he was the
Treasurer, but when you look at how much investment
is actually going into the sector, you can easily see that
there is more money going into the training and TAFE
sectors than ever before.
In 2010, back when Labor was in power, the pool of
funding that was available was $800 million. Today it
is $1.2 billion. You could almost buy a ticketing system
for that much under Labor — almost; you might need
another $200 million to buy a ticketing system under
Labor. There is now $1.2 billion of annual spending
going into the TAFE and vocational training sectors. As
a result of this spending and as a result of changing the
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way training works in Victoria, there are now more
enrolments than ever before in TAFE and in vocational
training.
In 2010, 426 900 individuals were undertaking a
training course in Victoria. We had 645 000 enrolments
in the year 2013. Last time I checked, that was clearly
an increase. I did mathematical methods at school, and
while that involved algorithms and other such areas of
mathematics, I am pretty sure that most people could
understand that 645 000 in the year 2013 is a larger
number than 426 900, which was the figure when
Labor was in power in 2010.
The opposition has chosen to be very selective in the
information it has provided to this house in this motion.
We are committed to supporting TAFE and training in
all areas of Victoria. I have seen great training
opportunities being developed in Western Metropolitan
Region, including in warehousing. I give the example
of a group called Foresite Training and Licensing in
Laverton. Not only does the group provide training, but
the training itself serves a practical purpose. The group
is not just getting people to move 44-gallon drums full
of rocks from one end of a warehouse to another to
teach them forklift driving, but they actually assist
charity organisations in the storage of their materials,
which can then be deployed from that warehouse out
into the community.
It is not just about being in a classroom and
theoretically knowing how a forklift works. It is getting
the experience of being behind the wheel while doing
something practical, rather than hauling chunks of
concrete around, as I have seen happen in the past, or
even barrels full of rocks or water.
There has also been an emphasis on assistance with
training in regional areas so that people have more
incentive to get out there and learn a trade that will
enable them to get into the workforce across regional
areas. The coalition government has doubled the
loading on training subsidies for regional areas, from
5 per cent to 10 per cent. This has increased the loading
and the amount of money that is available for people to
receive training.
Again I go back to Western Metropolitan Region. I am
a little bit fixated on that part of the world, being a
representative of the region. We have a lot going for us
when it comes to industry in the western suburbs. I am
sure that the Acting President would agree with me on
that. There is a huge amount of potential in the western
suburbs when it comes to manufacturing. In particular
we have got an advantage in food manufacturing; that is
one of our big-ticket items. Whether it be an abattoir, a
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commercial butcher, a bakery or even milk processor,
those are things we do well in the western suburbs.
We also have the logistical infrastructure that is
required — the warehousing, cold stores and trucking
companies — to be able to move these items around in
an orderly fashion and then to market. This of course
creates job opportunities. Certainly Coles has seen that
advantage; it has set up its major coolroom distribution
centre at Truganina. Safeway has a major logistics hub
there as well. VersaCold Logistics has had its facilities
at Laverton North for many years. We have got a huge
number of logistical operations coming out of the
western suburbs of Melbourne. The report entitled
Vocational Training — Victoria’s Regions 2013 states
that over $1 billion of inter-regional exports come in
and out of the western suburbs every year. That is a
huge amount of money being generated from this part
of the world.
We also have enormous population growth, and this
presents even more opportunity for people to receive
training in the jobs they need to be trained in, as well as
opportunities to work. You have service industries, like
construction, where we need a bigger workforce. The
healthcare and social assistance areas, and even retail
trade, are becoming significant industries for the
western metropolitan area. Over the past decade
construction, health care and retail have contributed
35 per cent to the gross value-added growth in the
western suburbs of Melbourne. This is a huge boon for
the people of the west, and it creates great
opportunities.
The TAFE and training sector needs to move with the
times. It needs to keep up with what is wanted by
employers in the western suburbs. Statistics from the
National Institute of Economic and Industry Research,
the Australian Bureau of Statistics and the federal
Department of Employment say that employment
growth in the western metropolitan area has increased
by 3.2 per cent. The actual population growth has
increased by 3.1 per cent. They are trending quite well,
almost in line with each other — in fact there is a little
more growth in employment than in population. The
state is growing by 2.3 per cent in employment, but the
western metropolitan area is growing by 3.2 per cent, so
we are trending well above the state average. The
population is growing statewide by 1.6 per cent, but
population growth in the west is at 3.1 per cent. Again,
we are above the curve for the state.
One thing we do have an issue with is unemployment,
which is at 7.3 per cent. This is up from Victoria’s
average of 5.5 per cent. But, as I said, while the
population is increasing, employment is increasing at
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an incrementally higher rate. That is a good thing to
have. Workforce participation is also a highlight. The
workforce participation rate in 2011 was 66.1 per cent
of the population, compared with the state average of
64.8 per cent. Again, we are above the trend in
workforce participation in the state of Victoria. That is
the western suburbs of Melbourne showing the rest of
the state how it should be done.
When we look at vocational training delivery, from
government-subsidised enrolments, between — —
Mr Finn — Wait until the east–west link happens.
Mr ELSBURY — I will get to that, Mr Finn; I
certainly will.
This is an interesting figure. Those opposite are
bemoaning training in Victoria. They say it is on the
edge of collapse, that no-one is getting any training
anymore and that this government has somehow told
everyone, ‘Pack up, go home and don’t worry about
training’. In 2008, when Labor was in power — and I
am sure we all shudder when I say that — there were
33 700 people undertaking training in the western
metropolitan area. In 2013, according to the latest
figures available, there were 71 800 people undertaking
training. Unfortunately in the period between 2008 and
2013 there was a dip. The figure fell from 33 700 to
29 500, and that happened in 2009. So it was not under
this government that there was a dip in educational
training in the western metropolitan area; it was under
those opposite when they were on this side of the
chamber and Victoria was being inflicted with a
government that just did not know what it was doing
from day to day and was giving us projects that
provided minimal outcomes for the outlays that were
being made.
Earlier we heard those opposite talk about the
children’s hospital. They interjected saying, ‘We
delivered the children’s hospital’ — but it was a
children’s hospital without any ICT network. It is a
little difficult to plug computers into thin air. It is a little
difficult to plug heart monitoring machines and
respiration monitoring machines into thin air. If my
child were at that hospital, I would much prefer they
had the security of cables in a wall to carry the
information about what is happening to them.
Mr Leane — It’s rubbish!
Mr ELSBURY — I would have thought,
Mr Leane — —
Mr Leane interjected.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! Mr Leane! I ask Mr Elsbury to address his
comments to me, not to Mr Leane.
Mr ELSBURY — I would have thought, Acting
President, that Mr Leane would have been all for wires
in walls, having been a sparky in a previous life. Being
able to put those cables into the walls and provide the
services our children need so much for their health care
and for the certainty of those parents was very much
needed.
I return to Western Metropolitan Region. In 2011
manufacturing, retail trade, health care, education and
transport were the top five employing industries in the
region. The largest occupation group in Western
Metropolitan Region comprised chiefly education and
healthcare professionals, comprising 18 per cent of
employment. We have a changing demographic in the
western suburbs. In the past we have had a very strong
manufacturing base. We still have a very strong
manufacturing base in the west — we still have a place
and a role to play in that field — but we are seeing an
increase in the number of other professionals in the
region as our community grows and we move into the
next century.
When it comes to education, the western metropolitan
area is light years ahead in most areas. In terms of
school leaver destinations, 54 per cent of school leavers
in a 2012 survey were enrolling for a bachelor’s degree,
whereas the state average was only 52 per cent.
Five per cent were going down the path of enrolling for
certificates I to III, compared to the state average of
4 per cent. Eighteen per cent of people in Western
Metropolitan Region were pushing to get a qualification
of certificate IV or higher, while the state average was
only 13 per cent. As for apprenticeships, this is where
we had a slight lapse. The state average was 8 per cent,
but Western Metropolitan Region was hot on its tail at
7 per cent.
In Western Metropolitan Region we have a thirst for
knowledge, and that is reflected by the number of
people who are taking up TAFE courses right across
the region. The number is well and truly up on the 2009
figures. There were 29 500 people who were able to put
themselves forward for a TAFE course in 2009, under
the previous government, compared to 71 800 last year.
That we have achieved this in Western Metropolitan
Region is certainly something to be proud of.
Those opposite have bemoaned the changes that are
occurring in the automotive industry. In fact Mr Leane
was very vocal, if I remember correctly, about the
automotive industry and the changes that are occurring
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there. This needs to be recognised. Retraining will be
required, and the facilities to deliver that retraining will
be required. I remind the house, however, that the
western suburbs lost the Newport TAFE site — it was
closed — and that process was started by those
opposite. They closed that TAFE. The silence is
deafening.
Mr Leane interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — They went and closed Newport
TAFE.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — They also closed the one in
Sunbury, as Mr Finn points out. Those opposite closed
TAFE sites in the western suburbs, the area they claim
to be their heartland. When in government, Labor —
thankfully now in opposition — decided to abandon a
boatbuilding course that Victoria University was going
to run at Seaworks in Williamstown. This is a
boatbuilding course — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — The Labor Party did. The Labor
Party withdrew its support for the Victoria University
boatbuilding course at Seaworks. It has now — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — Suddenly those opposite arc up!
Suddenly they are interested. They were the ones who
said, ‘We don’t need boatbuilding to occur at
Williamstown. We don’t need it’.
Hon. W. A. Lovell — No, you don’t build boats
near water!
Mr ELSBURY — You don’t build boats near
water; you build them where the economy needs them,
just like ports!
In any case, we are talking about the issues with regard
to the car industry. Those opposite blame federal
Treasurer Joe Hockey, but it was their federal
colleagues who inflicted a carbon tax on the industry.
They inflicted on it a carbon tax which, since its
inception, caused far greater damage to the industry
than anything else before it could ever have done. We
also have to recognise that there has been a downturn in
car sales. New car sales fell by 2.3 per cent in May this
year compared to May 2013. This is according to the
Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries. Business
sales were down 9.1 per cent, government sales were
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up 5.9 per cent and private sales were up only 1.6 per
cent.
As we can see, there has been a fair bit of jittery
movement where cars are being bought and sold.
Businesses are not feeling confident at the moment, and
who can blame them? They have just had to deal with
seven years of a Labor government in Canberra, and
they had to deal with that mob opposite for 11 years, so
who can blame them? Businesses are a bit jittery still,
and it will take time for them to rebuild their
confidence. We also have to look at the types of cars
we were producing.
An honourable member — Australian made.
Mr ELSBURY — We have to look at the
Australian-made cars we were producing. If I look at
the top-selling cars in May this year, I see that at the top
was the Toyota Corolla, at 3871 units; next was the
Toyota Hilux, at 3313 units; next was the Mazda3, at
3291 units; next was the first of the Australian-built
cars, the Holden Commodore, at 2648 units; and last in
the top five was the Hyundai i30 at 2553 units.
Looking at that list tells you something about what the
desires of the market are. Only two vehicles on that list
have a higher engine capacity than 2 litres and more
than four cylinders — the Hilux and the Commodore.
There is demand for four-cylinder, 1.6 to 2-litre engine
vehicles. That is where consumers want to spend their
money, because they want fuel efficiency. They want a
good car but they want fuel efficiency. If we compare
the sales of two classes of cars, we see that fourcylinder cars outsold the six to eight-cylinder cars over
2 litres — 9715 units to 5866 units.
Ms Tierney interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — Ms Tierney is making inane
comments. Furthermore, by and large the Toyota HiLux is considered a commercial vehicle. Therefore we
only really have one Australian-made passenger vehicle
in the top five in the over 2-litre engine capacity class
that is being sold. This shows a lack of attention to the
market.
Previously the Vectra was built in South Australia. That
was the right move because the Vectra was built as a
four-cylinder or a six-cylinder vehicle — whichever
you wanted. If we had continued to build the fourcylinder, 2-litre engine, it would have done us a lot
more good than continuing to build the Commodore. I
admit that I am a Commodore driver and I enjoy
driving the Commodore, but most people want a
smaller vehicle. It makes sense to keep up with what
the market wants. Unfortunately the industry did not
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keep up with local market demand in Australia, and we
ended up with car sales dropping away.
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will build this project because we support it. Those
opposite would leave the western suburbs completely
bereft.

Ms Tierney interjected.
Mr Leane interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — Apparently economics mean
nothing at all to those people opposite. If you do not
sell the vehicle, you do not make the money and you do
not keep your business open. That is how it works,
Ms Tierney.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! I remind members that if they wish to make
contributions, they can put their name on the speakers
list.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! I have addressed Mrs Peulich’s request, so I
expect members to be quiet while Mr Elsbury is
making his contribution.
Mr ELSBURY — Certainly the car industry had to
constantly suckle from the government’s teat to keep its
head above water. That was completely unsustainable.
We entered an era where even government assistance
was not going to assist the car manufacturers, and
unfortunately they made the decision that they could no
longer produce in this country.
We now have to deal with the retraining of the
workforce. That will occur across the western suburbs
because a large number of people work for Toyota,
quite a large number of people work for Ford and some
are still working at the Holden plant at Fishermans
Bend. We have the challenge of resolving how those
workers will fit into the new paradigms of employment
in Melbourne’s west, and that leads me to talk about the
projects we support.
I remind those in the house of the government’s
position on the biggest road project this state has seen,
the east–west link. It is the most important project not
only in terms of the construction jobs it will create
when it is under construction but also the jobs that it
will create in the western suburbs and right across
Victoria because of the economic capacity that this road
will support. With direct access to the port of
Melbourne we will be able to get our produce to market
and we will be able to build bigger factories in Laverton
North, Deer Park, Truganina and Melton. The transport
and logistics services currently available in the western
suburbs will be expanded even further, spreading the
economic benefits of this project. Mark my words, we

Mr ELSBURY — If one truck breaks down on the
West Gate Freeway, Mr Leane, the entire western
suburbs goes into paralysis. It is a joke that in this day
and age Melbourne is completely reliant on one river
crossing. It is a joke and it needs to be remedied. We
need to build this tunnel. It is a tunnel that Mr Leane
and the whole Labor side supported when they were in
government. Labor was even doing preliminary work
on it.
Hon. W. A. Lovell — Mr Melhem!
Mr ELSBURY — Indeed Mr Melhem supported it,
as did the former Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, and the
current federal opposition leader, Mr Shorten. They
wrote letters in support of the project. They wanted it
built because they understand. Unfortunately political
pressure came down on those opposite and they
suddenly wilted in the heat. They could not handle it
anymore and said, ‘Oh well, I’ll let the Labor Party
machine roll over me’. What a joke! When I rose in my
place and said we needed to build the western section
of the east–west link, those opposite lampooned me and
said that I was a joke and that I could not get it done. I
am getting it done. I have the support of the
government.
We also have employment projects at East Werribee,
Essendon Fields and Airport West, and yesterday an
announcement was made about the Ravenhall prison —
1000 beds at a cost of $600 million. Far from walking
away from training in this state and withdrawing our
support, we have increased our support, from
$800 million to $1.2 billion. We have increased the
number of people in the western suburbs who are
getting vocational training from a low in 2009 of
29 500 to last year’s figure of 71 800. We are delivering
better training for Victoria. That is why this motion has
no basis and that is why we will not be supporting it.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on Mr Lenders’s motion. I compliment him on
the motion and congratulate him on bringing this
important topic to the chamber. However, I have to
correct something Mr Lenders said about me — that is,
that it is only 20 years ago that I was training as an
apprentice. It is actually a bit longer than that. I wonder
whether Mr Lenders’s bringing me forward as an
example of the TAFE system will encourage those
opposite to vote for the motion.
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We have heard the comments made by government
members in this debate. We would love one of them to
explain to us why it was that the former Minister for
Higher Education and Skills, Peter Hall, a person we all
agreed had a lot of integrity, whose company we
enjoyed and whose efforts we appreciated, made a
public statement to a number of TAFE CEOs that he
was seriously considering resigning from his ministerial
position because of the Victorian coalition
government’s cuts to TAFE. That is what happened, yet
we have never had an explanation from those opposite
of why he did that. They spruik about the reforms they
have brought in. They make up stuff about the amount
of money they have put into the system, but they have
never explained why one of their highly regarded
ministers threatened to resign his post because of the
actions of his government. We challenge them to
explain that to us.
If one of the government speakers wants to get up and
explain to us why that happened, it would be fantastic,
but we are more than happy to make our own
assumptions. Our assumption is that Peter Hall was
appalled by his government in the same way that all
Victorians were appalled by this government’s total
disregard of the way it treated the TAFE community.
The results of the TAFE cuts are there for all to see. All
anyone has to do is drive to Lilydale and look at the
gates to the TAFE institute, a TAFE that was active and
an essential part of the community. The gates have a
padlock on them and have had a padlock on them for a
long time. The chancellor of that TAFE institute stated
clearly and publicly a number of times that the campus
in Lilydale was closed because of the Victorian
coalition government’s cuts to TAFE. Government
members might also like to take a drive to
Greensborough to see that exactly the same thing has
occurred there. It was stated that the Greensborough
TAFE institute was closed because of the Victorian
coalition government’s cuts to TAFE.
I want to touch on a few of the comments made by
speakers on the other side. Apparently when it comes to
TAFE and to youth unemployment there is a silver
bullet, and that is a tolled tunnel. Despite government
members continually saying that the tolled tunnel
project is a construction job, hopefully they are smart
enough to realise that it is not a construction job, it is a
road job. They keep saying it is. I do not know if they
are saying it to deceive people, but hopefully they are
smart enough to realise that the tolled tunnel project is
not a construction job, it is a road job. It is a tunnel.
Perhaps a government member might like to get up and
tell us the amount of apprentices that will be on the
job — —
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Mrs Peulich — How about the number of
apprentices?
Mr LEANE — Tell me, Mrs Peulich, how many
carpentry apprentices will be on the job? How many
shopfitting apprentices will be on the job? How many
plastering apprentices will be on the job? How many?
There will be none. The other thing to consider is that
any companies that want to encourage the employment
of apprentices and enter into agreements on the number
of apprentices it employs cannot do so because of this
government’s code. I say to those on the other side: you
do not even encourage apprentices on the jobs; you
discourage them. Trust me, there will not be one
plastering apprentice, there will not be one glazier,
there will not be one carpenter on the job; there will be
no construction jobs.
It is such a furphy that the contracts have to be signed
and the government cannot wait a couple of weeks
because of jobs. The only people working on that
project for months and months starting from now will
be international tunnelling crews, because there is no
equipment in Australia; it has to be sourced from
overseas. We can talk about it forever but what the
government is saying is not true.
Last night during the adjournment debate I mentioned
DENSO Automotive Systems Australia, which has a
factory in Croydon. Because of what the federal
government has done and the lack of support from the
state government, that company will be a victim of the
auto industry leaving this state and this country. The
coalition can say whatever it wants, but we all saw it
with our own eyes and we all heard it with our own
ears. The federal Treasurer, Joe Hockey, dared the auto
industry to leave Australia.
Mr Somyurek — He played chicken.
Mr LEANE — He did, and he lost. He played
chicken and he lost.
Mr Somyurek — We all lost.
Mr LEANE — We all lost. That is a good point,
Mr Somyurek. Joe Hockey dared them to leave, they
took him up on it and we all lost because of the training
and employment that that sector provided.
As far as the unemployment rate is concerned, I
seriously bemoan what is happening in the outer east of
Melbourne. The youth unemployment rate is higher
there than in most other areas, and young people do not
even have a TAFE institute to go to anymore. To do a
TAFE course to improve their skills and their chances
of getting a job, if they are reliant on public transport,
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will take them between 3 hours and 31⁄2 hours travelling
on public transport to access a course that was
previously offered at their campus at Lilydale — a
campus that was closed down by this government.
It has been amazing to see that campus being closed
down, to hear the spin and the rubbish and see the
collusion between the government and the Yarra
Ranges Shire Council managers who wanted to move
into that empty facility. One of the remedies was to
give the council $100 000 for a study to see who could
move into that facility. It was bizarre, particularly given
the council had flagged that it wanted to move into the
facility. The TAFE was empty, the council said it
wanted to move in and it was facilitated by a $100 000
grant from the government to look into what was going
to be the best use of that empty facility. It is absolutely
outrageous.
I fully support Mr Lenders’s motion. If government
members think this is not a huge issue and that they can
get up and channel The Lego Movie and sing
Everything is Awesome in TAFE, then they are not
going out and speaking to people. They are not
listening to people. The reality is that everywhere you
go this is at the forefront of people’s minds. It will be a
shameful anchor for the government when it goes to the
polls in a couple of months time.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — It is a
pleasure to speak on Mr Lenders’s motion, which is
basically about the fall in student enrolments in
government-subsidised training, as outlined in
paragraph (4) of the motion. The motion says that
18 300 fewer students completed TAFE courses in
2013 than in 2012 and 45 000 fewer students are
enrolled in government-subsidised training in 2014 than
in 2012. It also refers to unemployment rates, youth
unemployment and even 457 visa workers, which I did
not hear Mr Lenders mention in his speech when he
moved the motion.
However, I did hear Mr Lenders make several
references to policy misadventures. Both the ALP and
the current government are guilty of policy
misadventures when it comes to the technical and
further education, and vocational education and training
(VET) sectors. The ALP introduced market
contestability into the VET system, and it has been
continued by this government and exacerbated to a
large degree by funding cuts to TAFE. Both the former
government and this government are responsible for the
devastation that has occurred in the TAFE sector over
the last five years.
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That is easily demonstrated by referring to the AuditorGeneral’s report entitled Technical and Further
Education Institutes — Results of the 2013 Audits,
released in August, in which the Auditor-General
found:
The 14 TAFEs generated a net deficit of $16.2 million, a
decrease of $74.8 million from the $58.6 million surplus in
2012. The results were affected by a decrease of
$116.3 million (15 per cent) in government operating and
capital grants.

The Auditor-General says:
These results suggest that many TAFEs have yet to
effectively adapt to changes to the funding model announced
in May 2012.

I do not entirely agree with the Auditor-General on that,
because what has happened is that TAFEs have not
adapted to the market contestability framework put in
place by the ALP and continued by this government.
TAFEs are not able to adapt because the structures that
were put in place by the ALP and continued by this
government have wreaked havoc on the TAFE system.
On page 32 of the report the Auditor-General says:
TAFE self-financing results have deteriorated since 2009,
particularly over the past three years. The average result for
the sector decreased from 10.6 per cent in 2012 to negative
0.8 per cent in 2013.

The pivotal year is 2009 — the market contestability
model was introduced in July 2009 under the previous
government.
The report includes a five-year trend analysis of
underlying result indicators, and the Auditor-General
says:
The average underlying result for TAFEs has declined over
the five-year period, with 12 of the 14 TAFEs recording a
lower result in 2013 than in 2009. The decline highlights the
difficulties faced by the sector during a period of reduced
enrolments following changes to the funding model.

A graph headed ‘Underlying result risk assessment’
shows that in 2009 and 2010 all TAFEs were
considered low risk. By 2011, when market
contestability was starting to kick in, nearly 30 per cent
of TAFEs were identified as medium risk, and it was
the same in 2012. By 2013 only 14 per cent were
medium risk but 36 per cent were regarded as high risk.
Even more alarmingly, as the Auditor-General notes:
The majority of TAFEs (11 of 14) now have a self-financing
risk of high, with just one TAFE in the low-risk category.

A graph headed ‘Self-financing risk assessment’ shows
that 79 per cent of TAFEs are now at high risk of not
being able to self-finance. They are the stark figures of
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what has happened to the financial capacity of TAFEs
over the last five years.
Up until five years ago Victoria had a well-established,
high-quality, affordable and highly regarded public
TAFE system. In July I spoke at the Victorian TAFE
Association annual general meeting, as did the Minister
for Higher Education and Skills, Mr Wakeling, and the
Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly,
Mr Andrews, and I will come back to what they had to
say in a little while. We also heard from several
interstate speakers, one of whom was Mr Jeff
Gunningham, a former head of TAFE SA, who made
the comment that the Australian TAFE system has
traditionally been regarded as one of the best in the
world and that many Australians do not realise that.
Mr Gunningham also said that in Australia TAFE is at
risk due to the entitlement model and contestability,
which are not working. He said there has been ad hoc
implementation across Australia that has involved
massive change. While there has been some increase in
enrolment across VET, there has been continual
tinkering with TAFE and non-stop measures to rein in
costs by capping courses et cetera, and the main driver
in VET is now about reducing costs for private
registered training organisations (RTOs). He questioned
whether this is best for students and for the economy
and whether it is sustainable.
Mr Gunningham said we can expect more funding cuts
but questioned whether we should allow so much talent
and experience to walk out the door, particularly in
regional centres. What about community service
obligations? What about disadvantaged people? The
whole system is too complex. It took 100 years to
evolve into a world-class system, but, to quote Bruce
Mackenzie, a former head of Holmesglen TAFE, it
could be gone in less than a decade. I share that worry.
It is arguable whether we will still have a robust, highquality, affordable and highly regarded TAFE system
five years from now. If we do not, it will be
unforgivable because it will be the result of deliberate
policies of Labor and coalition governments.
At the Victorian TAFE Association meeting I listened
to what Daniel Andrews had to say. He spoke about
how TAFE is well regarded and gave lots of examples
of people who have been to TAFE, of how their lives
have changed et cetera. He made some comments about
what would be done to assist in keeping the TAFE
system afloat. Mr Andrews talked about restoring full
service provider funding and some capital funding, and
he also talked about a new TAFE director within the
department. That was basically all he had to say, and
when he was asked from the floor — and we are talking
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about a room full of senior people who work in the
TAFE sector — whether the opposition would commit
to rolling back market contestability, he said it would
not. I find that a problem, because market contestability
in the VET system has led to the demise of TAFE.
Like many people across the community, members of
the Greens have been dismayed to witness the demise
of our once great public TAFE system as a result of the
introduction into VET of a contestable funding model
by the Brumby Labor government and its continuation
and expansion by this government, accompanied by
sudden and savage funding cuts to TAFE every year
since 2012. Across Victoria the community has been
appalled by the havoc that has been wreaked on the
public providers and the serious impacts this has had on
the affordability and accessibility of vocational
education and training in Victoria. Yet Labor, the
Liberals and The Nationals continue to claim market
contestability is working very well. The rhetoric that
was used by the Labor government to justify the
demand-driven contestability model in 2008 has not
been borne out by the results. It never made any sense
then, and it still does not.
The Securing Jobs for Your Future plan released in
2008 by the then Minister for Skills and Workforce
Participation, Ms Jacinta Allan, the member for
Bendigo East in the Assembly, outlined goals of
encouraging and supporting thousands of Victorians to
either take up training for the first time or upgrade their
existing skills. These are worthy goals, but it seemed so
obvious to so many people at the time that the model
being put in place by the associated legislation was
going to lead to the opposite outcomes, and it has done.
I remember at the time speaking to so many people
who were closely involved in TAFE about the changes.
It seemed to everyone except the then government and
invisible people within the bureaucracy that the
disastrous outcome would be just what we see before us
now. It remains somewhat of a mystery to me that a
Labor government which claimed education was its
no. 1 priority and talked about fairness, equity and
access could introduce contestability into the VET
system and that Labor apparently continues to support
it in face of evidence that it is not working.
What was introduced by Labor was made worse by the
current Liberal-Nationals coalition government.
Everyone knows that the blowout in VET funding
following the introduction of market contestability in
2009 occurred not in TAFE but in the explosion in the
number of private providers. Spending in TAFE grew
by 4 per cent, while it grew by more than 300 per cent
in private registered training organisations. It appeared
that people just set up training businesses, were
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registered with little or no quality control, and
commenced to siphon off millions of public training
dollars. There were widespread reports of rorting and
tick-and-flick training, and they continue to this day.
In 2011 I tried to establish an inquiry into the reportedly
widespread rorting amongst the ballooning numbers of
private training providers. That was supported by the
ALP but not by the government. We still hear daily
reports of private RTOs offering incentives like iPads to
enrol students in courses that are not run over the time
they are meant to be, so there is truncated time involved
in training and people being trained to drive forklifts,
for example, without actually driving a forklift. The
tragedy of all this is students use their one-off eligibility
for government-subsidised training for a training course
that does not deliver them any training, does not have
any credibility in industry and leaves them in the lurch.
Instead of reigning in the funding of the private sector
back then, the coalition cut funding from TAFEs. This
was breathtakingly unfair and an irresponsible thing for
a government to do.
The impacts of the last five years of market
contestability and savage funding cuts from TAFE are
being felt across the community in both metropolitan
and regional areas, by current and potential students,
and by current and former staff. As many as
2500 people may have lost their jobs. Hundreds of
courses and millions of training hours have been lost,
and campuses have closed or been forced to merge.
Students have been hit by having to travel to campuses
further away for courses they wish to study if they can
afford the rising fees and charges at all or if the course
even still exists.
Communities in which the local TAFE has been a key
institution have been profoundly affected by the
impacts on their local TAFEs as a result of the VET
policies being pursued by Labor and the LiberalNationals coalition. Ordinary Victorians cannot
understand why this has been done, and they cannot
understand why it is being continued. In Victoria TAFE
has fallen from providing nearly 70 per cent of
vocational education and training to around 42 per cent
or even less now. In a fully contestable model with no
community service obligation funding, this leaves the
public TAFE system vulnerable to collapse. Where will
it be in another five years if governments do not
provide support and resources?
The Greens would like to see this trend reversed. At the
Victorian TAFE Association annual general meeting,
which I mentioned before, it was surprising to hear the
comments of Minister Wakeling. He talked up what has
happened in VET, talked about $1.2 billion worth of
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subsidies going into VET and $5 billion over the
forward estimates. He said things like, ‘There is
increased funding for training’. There is increased
funding going into the vocational education and
training sector, but the worrying part of that is if you
look at the difference between 2008 and 2012, in 2008
the amount in Victorian subsidies going to non-TAFE
providers in the VET sector was $131 million and by
2012 it was up to $804 million.
That is public money that in most cases is going to forprofit private providers and not to the not-for-profit
providers. It is taxpayers money going into the hands of
for-profit providers, which is unacceptable, especially
given what I have said about the lack of proper
oversight with regard to the quality of training that is
provided by a large number of those trainers. We have
always had some private RTOs in the system, and some
of those have good reputations, but over the last five
years we have had a ballooning number, many of which
have just popped up like mushrooms all over the place.
Some are engaged in less than credible activities in
terms of training or the way they market themselves.
The minister talked about the choice of training
provider and how the government is cracking down and
weeding out low-quality providers. I looked at the
figures in the quarterly report in that regard and found
that the number of private RTOs that have been taken
out of the system is very small. The number of
organisations that are inspected over any period of time
is a very small percentage of the number in existence. I
would not describe that as a crackdown.
Interestingly, the minister said it is not about smoke and
mirrors and that he is not trying to gild the lily. In fact I
think he was trying to gild the lily and that it does
involve smoke and mirrors, because during the term of
this Parliament, and since the government inflicted such
savage funding cuts on TAFE, we have heard coalition
members consistently speak on TAFE and about more
money going into VET. I make it clear that the funding
contestability and the removal of funding from the
TAFE system have caused the problem, but market
contestability is really at the core of the problem. As I
said, a lot more of the money is going into the hands of
private providers, and it is taxpayers money.
Over the last couple of months I have received reports
on and I have had people contacting me about what I
call concerning developments in the arrangements
between people who in the past have been involved in
setting up the system and who are now closely involved
with some of those registered training organisations that
are receiving vast amounts of public funds. That is
something I will be looking into further because it is a
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matter of some interest to the public. There have also
been reports on many of the issues I have just referred
to, such as inadequate and completely substandard
training being offered by those RTOs.
About three years ago in this chamber I said that the
system was a mess, and it really is a mess. It is such a
mess that the Greens believe there should be a public
inquiry, headed by eminent persons, into what has
happened to VET over the last five years. We need to
get to the bottom of the changes and their impact on the
TAFE sector, the impact on students and the quality
and reputation of training in Victoria.
On several occasions the minister made the amazing
comment that people should stop talking down TAFE
and that the media should not report what is going on in
relation to TAFE because it is destroying the TAFE
brand. In fact he said that TAFE institutes need to be
the custodians of the TAFE brand. I would say to the
minister that TAFEs are publicly owned and therefore
he and the government are the custodians of TAFE.
They should be talking up the TAFE brand, and they
should be supporting TAFE rather than undermining it
with harsh funding cuts, as they have been doing.
The TAFE sector is very important and it cannot be
replicated or replaced by the private sector. We need
the public TAFE sector because it is government
owned, it is not for profit and it is the critical link that
governments have to achieving objectives of access and
equity in skills development and workforce
development. TAFEs in their communities have
traditionally been involved in strategic planning,
helping to shape and influence training and
employment in their communities.
In conjunction with local and state governments,
TAFEs play a role in building the skills of communities
to attract investment to areas. TAFEs have been major
employers in their communities, contributing to the
wellbeing of those communities. They understand the
social dynamics of those communities and provide
advice and strategies to increase participation, in
particular from lower socioeconomic groups in those
communities. They provide lifelong learning, and they
have established facilities. All the facilities across
Victoria are publicly owned and built, and they need to
be preserved because they cannot simply be replaced.
None of those things can be provided by the private
registered training organisations. We need to keep a
core TAFE system, and we would like to see the
proportion of training provided by TAFEs go back to
where it was.
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Recently the Senate inquiry into TAFE released its
report. Some of the trends or themes that came out of
that report were that the whole VET system is complex
and is getting more so, that the market is not efficient in
allocating training resources, that there is a need for
caps and not a demand-driven system, and that quality
is a recurring issue. There need to be higher hurdles for
becoming an RTO. That is a very important issue that
was identified. If you read through the submissions,
you will find that many of the submitters identified that
RTOs tend to cherrypick the most popular, easy-todeliver and less costly courses, leaving TAFE with the
more costly, more practical-type courses that are not
getting support and funding from government. The
whole system is ad hoc. Where is fairness and equity in
the public interest? Where is affordability for students,
and where is value for taxpayers?
The Greens say that both the current and former
governments need to admit that market contestability
has failed. We should abandon the market contestability
model and reinstate TAFE as the primary provider of
vocational education and training in Victoria, including
with regard to ongoing funding for capital works,
facilities, equipment, student services and the heavy
lifting that the public sector does for disadvantaged
students. We need to enforce requirements for all VET
providers, including minimum teaching qualifications,
minimum supervised hours of delivery and appropriate
practical experience components for all courses that
receive government subsidies, because at the moment
we have a lot of courses receiving government
subsidies but no quality assurance for the content they
are delivering.
As I said, we need an inquiry led by eminent persons
that looks into the impacts of the market contestability
funding model, the fee increases, the limits to eligibility
for subsidised training, the viability of TAFE institutes,
the access and affordability of education for current and
potential students, the range and availability of courses,
the quality of education and training, our current and
future education and training needs and the reputation
of VET in Victoria so as to provide a way forward. One
of the main points I am making is that if we continue
down this road, we will not have TAFE as we have
recognised it in Victoria.
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I intend to talk more about the jobs component of this
motion. As I get up to do that I have just received the
news that 300 Holden workers have been laid off in
Victoria. That is well and truly before time. Just this
morning I made a members statement calling on the
government to go back on its commitment not to fund
the $500 million for the car industry which was
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negotiated by the previous federal Labor government.
The Victorian government wears its not paying that
$500 million to the auto sector as a badge of honour. I
expressed my concerns this morning in a members
statement that jobs may go well ahead of time. That is
the worst thing that could happen to the auto workers,
because those people need the time to be reskilled and
retrained and to find alternative employment.

surplus labour, as the neoclassical economic types
within the coalition like to call it — is functional for an
economy, as it puts downward pressure on wages. On
the other hand, we on the Labor side believe that a job
provides dignity and a sense of purpose for individuals
so they can make a productive contribution to the
community in which they live and generate income to
support their families.

The government is taking a hard line. It will not fund
the $500 million, and we are seeing the result of that
well and truly now. Unfortunately I expect to see a lot
more job losses before the 2016–17 time line that was
set by the automakers. I expect to see the auto industry
supply chain go south. That will trigger the departure of
the auto industry well ahead of time, and that would be
very sad for the thousands of people employed in that
sector.

Unfortunately, scarcely a day has gone by since the
coalition government was elected in November 2010
without an iconic Victorian business announcing either
a major review of its Victorian operations or closing
and shutting up shop altogether. We have been through
Ford, Viridian, Toyota, Alcoa, Bosch, ANZ, Heinz,
Target — the list goes on. This is a sign that those
companies lost confidence in the leadership of the
Victorian coalition government. That is why they are
leaving; they have lost confidence in the leadership of
this government.

Here we go again with another set of employment data
released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS),
and again there is another motion from the opposition
condemning the government for its poor performance
in maintaining and generating jobs for Victorians. I
note that for the duration of this debate the government
speakers have been ducking and weaving, deflecting
and engaging in subterfuge to downplay the jobs crisis
in our state. No amount of ducking, weaving, deflecting
or subterfuge can hide the fact that there is a jobs crisis
in this state. The fact is that under the Napthine
government 70 000 Victorians have lost their jobs. As a
result the Victorian unemployment rate is now 7 per
cent, and that is the highest it has been for 14 years.
It must be noted that when the coalition assumed office
back on 27 November 2010, the unemployment rate
was a paltry 4.9 per cent. Compare 4.9 per cent to 7 per
cent. That is a lot of damage in the space of four years.
This comes on top of the data the ABS released
recently about the manufacturing sector, showing that it
can last 12 months. The Victorian manufacturing sector
lost 24 000 full-time manufacturing jobs, and that
equates to 9.7 per cent of manufacturing jobs. Compare
that massive loss of full-time manufacturing jobs with
the manufacturing sectors in Queensland and South
Australia, which have actually grown. Queensland fulltime manufacturing jobs have grown by 2.7 per cent
and South Australian full-time manufacturing jobs have
grown by 28 per cent. Look at the difference — we
have gone backwards by 9.7 per cent.
The indifference and apathy demonstrated by the
government with respect to the crisis in employment in
Victoria is really a dividing line between the coalition
and the Australian Labor Party. The government
believes that the higher rate of unemployment — or

Despite having relatively few natural resources for
export compared to other states, in the last couple of
decades — and I will include the years of the coalition
government prior to the Labor government, being the
years under the Kennett government — Victoria has
performed very well in terms of job creation.
However, that is certainly not the story with the Baillieu
and Napthine governments, under which employment
has gone very badly. Since the coalition government
assumed office our manufacturing sector has shrunk
dramatically, our exports have contracted and entire
industries have been on the verge of collapse. Any job
loss is a tragedy for workers and their families, and
unfortunately since this government was elected almost
four years ago Victorians have had to live with the
news that they, their neighbours, their loved ones or
people they associate with have lost their jobs. While
other jurisdictions have been muscling in on traditional
Victorian industries, the coalition government has been
dithering and causing the state to stagnate.
When we try to understand the looming jobs crisis, let
us not forget that when this government took over the
Australian dollar was worth about US$0.93. Within
seven months it had reached US$1.11, so it was clear
that a lot of jobs would be lost, especially in the
manufacturing sector, if the government did not get on
with the job, get active and do something about it. As
we watched from opposition we consistently called on
the government to put together a jobs plan because we
knew that with the dollar at US$1.11 something terrible
was going to happen to employment in this state, and
four years down the track it has happened. Terrible
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things have happened in terms of Victorians losing their
jobs.
As at that time the Baillieu government was obstinately
ignoring our pleas to put together a jobs plan, we
decided to do it ourselves, and in 2012 we released a
jobs plan. We thought that maybe the coalition
government might be shamed into formulating its own
jobs plan but the government proved to be beyond
shame and did not take up any of the policy
prescriptions suggested in our document.
The employment crunch that this state now faces is
largely the coalition government’s doing. Yes, there
have been externalities such as the high rate of the
Australian dollar, which has made locally produced
goods less competitive in both the domestic and
international marketplace, and at times sluggish
demand in the international marketplace has also
adversely impacted our exporters.
We on the Labor side believe that when things are
going well it is fine for the government to simply get
out of the way and let the market reign supreme, which
is what the coalition is doing at the moment. However,
when things are tough, when there are temporary
externalities which are distorting the market, such as the
global financial crisis in 2008, such as the Australian
dollar trading at US$1.11 — a historical high — and
perhaps such as the looming energy crisis that will hit
pretty soon, we believe the government has a role to
play. Under those circumstances we believe that an
interventionist government is required to help cushion
the negative impact on local industry. We believe that
because we believe the stakes are very high indeed. We
believe that the loss of thousands of jobs means that
you need to throw ideology to one side and make sure
you retain jobs.
However, what we have seen from the coalition
government so far has been a non-interventionist,
hands-off-the-wheel and, if you will, defeatist
approach. The response of Victorian coalition
government members to the rapid decline in our
manufacturing sector has been simply to shrug their
shoulders and say, ‘There is nothing we can do about
that. It is about the externalities’, which I mentioned
earlier, and then to run a bit of a commentary on how
bad things are, as if Mr Baillieu, the member for
Hawthorn in the Assembly, and Dr Napthine did not
have any levers at their disposal at all. The fact is that
Dr Napthine, and Mr Baillieu before him, has
significant policy levers at his disposal to influence
outcomes. What I, what industry and what the Victorian
public expects from the Premier, as I said, is for him to
use the levers he has at his disposal to drive the
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Victorian manufacturing sector. The levers that drive
the manufacturing sector are also the ones that drive the
economy and, by and large, drive productivity as well.
In this globalised and independent world where capital
is mobile and crosses national borders with ease,
governments need to be nimble and alert at all times.
The difference between attracting investment and
losing investment or gaining jobs and losing jobs in any
modern economy is quite often dependent on the policy
vigour of incumbent governments. In other words, the
difference between creating jobs and losing jobs comes
down to whether the government is willing to engage,
create and formulate policy and then implement that
policy. Therefore governments that are proactive and
utilise these levers offer enormous advantages to their
local industries.
What we are seeing here is that the Napthine
government, and the Baillieu government before it, did
not use any of these levers. As a consequence,
corporate head offices around the world have been
monitoring what we have been doing in Victoria and
have either scaled down their operations or shut up
shop and moved to other states or other parts of the
world. Based on the massive job losses that I have just
identified, the coalition government has been marked
very poorly by both the international business
community and the local business community.
The Victorian government must be proactive if the
state’s manufacturing sector and other sectors of the
Victorian economy are to recover and indeed create
jobs. The government needs to wake up to the fact that
Victorian manufacturing competitiveness must be
driven by a whole-of-government approach that
includes favourable tax policies, substantial research
and development (R and D) incentives, high-quality
infrastructure, strong intellectual property protection
laws, an investment-friendly environment driven by
efficient and transparent government, access to a highly
educated workforce, government procurement
decisions that allow local small to medium-sized
enterprises to win government contracts, and industry
innovation clusters to drive R and D and innovation.
In order to remedy the jobs crisis in Victoria, we need a
government that formulates policies and strategies that
build capacity and innovation to help our industries to
be one step ahead of their competitors both
domestically and as dynamic participants
internationally. Sadly for the past almost four years the
people of Victoria have had to endure a government
that has been asleep at the wheel, while we have lost
entire industries such as the auto industry and
70 000 Victorian jobs with it.
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Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak about Mr Lenders’s motion. There has been a lot
of discussion about this subject matter, but the fact
remains that over the last few years cuts to TAFE at
both state and federal levels have had a major impact. It
does not matter how you put it, it does not matter how
you package it, the fact remains that as a result of the
federal budget, but more importantly at the state level,
there have been massive cuts amounting to some
$300 million.
If we look at enrolment figures in the TAFE system, we
see that there is no question that the number of
enrolments has dropped. There are 18 300 less students
who completed TAFE courses compared to the
numbers in 2012, and in 2014 there were 45 000 — that
is, fewer — students enrolled in government-subsidised
training courses.
Government members have talked about how a lot of
money has been spent on registered training
organisations which provide training options other than
those provided by the TAFE system. It is fine to
encourage private providers to provide training; there is
nothing wrong with that. What is wrong is that as a
state and as a country we cannot afford to weaken the
public TAFE system, because that is the cornerstone of
our education system for people who want to enter the
workforce or for the young kids who want to go and
learn a trade but who are not fortunate enough for one
reason or another to be able to go to university. As a
country we do not need everyone to be university
educated because there has to be a mix. Some people
would like to go to university and that should be
encouraged; they should be given every single
opportunity. I will come back to that later.
The importance of the TAFE system is in making sure
we are able give the opportunity to our kids to learn a
trade — to go in and get a diploma, whether it is in
electronics or something else. Earlier Mr Lenders
talked about Mr Leane and his apprenticeship that he
did some years ago. It is a classic example of where
TAFE was the only institution that could provide that
sort of course, because TAFE is not based on a profitmaking exercise. All I am referring to is that a private
provider is only driven by one thing: it offers a product
from which it can make money. If a particular course
does not generate enough profit, it does not run that
course. What happens? It drops it.
That is exactly what has happened over the years when
cuts have been made to the TAFE system. Private
providers have looked at providing training for the most
popular courses, thereby taking students out of the
TAFE system, which had been able to provide a range
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of training options and certificate courses in a variety of
industries and occupations. One particular occupation
or certificate could have been subsidising another
occupation, because previously the whole thing
balanced itself out.
TAFEs should not make decisions based on the idea
that they will only offer a certificate IV or a trade in a
particular occupation because of the likelihood that a lot
of participants will enrol in that course and they will
make money out of it. TAFEs should not make a
decision that the one course they cannot make money
out of will be dropped. That is what the private sector
does. As part of their constitution — the way they are
set up — TAFEs are meant to offer courses that make
sure industry requirements are met.
If we squeeze the TAFE sector hard, those providing
TAFE courses will have no choice. They have budgets
to run and if the squeeze is put on them, they will have
to drop certain courses. For example, Victoria
University in my electorate was hit really hard in the
2012–13 financial year when $29 million was taken out
of its budget. There was a 25 per cent drop in
vocational education and training by July 2013. That
was a direct outcome of taking money out of the
budget, because if you take money out of a TAFE, the
people there will have to make decisions and they will
drop certain courses.
It is important that members consider the figures. I refer
to the Auditor-General’s report on the impact of
Victorian TAFE budget cuts. It shows that enrolments
in an advanced diploma course were 2043 in 2011, by
2012 they had dropped to 1519, and in 2013 they were
908. That is a huge reduction. There were similar
numbers for enrolments in a diploma course, with 8571
in 2011, a drop to 7091 in 2012, and a major drop to
4357 in 2013. The list goes on.
The workforce stream and employment categories are
changing as a result of the decline in the manufacturing
sector. I heard Mr Elsbury, when talking about the
decline in the car industry, blaming the car companies
for the collapse of the industry. Maybe the car
companies should have done a bit more to remain
competitive. The biggest single factor in the decision
for at least two companies, Holden and Toyota, to exit
manufacturing in this country by 2016–17 was that Joe
Hockey and Tony Abbott basically said, ‘You’re not
going to have your $250 million as promised by the
former government so that you can manufacture your
next model in this country’. The companies had agreed
and were ready to manufacture their next models here.
It would at least have given them 10 years of
manufacturing in Australia, until 2022–23. But the
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friends and colleagues of those opposite — members of
the same parties as make up this government — said,
‘No. We’re not going to do that. We’re going to take
the money away and jeopardise the employment of
50 000 people in the next few years’.
I talked about the impact of the TAFE cuts on young
kids who now will not have the same range of options
to go to TAFE and learn trades. I want to talk about
older workers who are currently in the workforce. I
refer to people aged between 25 and 50 or 60 who have
between 5 and 40 years in the workforce. If they are
auto workers or manufacturing workers generally and
that is the only job they have had, what are their
chances if there is no strong TAFE system in place so
they can get training? It could be in warehousing or any
other job. Mr Elsbury said they could go to a company
in the western suburbs and pay the people there a lot of
money and they would train them and that would be it.
That is not the answer. The answer is that they should
be able to go to a proper TAFE institution so they can
get recognised certificates and then find alternative
employment.
Another issue is the 457 visas, which Ms Pennicuik
talked about. That is another good example of
something on which members of this government have
been silent. While it is a federal issue, it impacts on a
lot of Victorians. The federal government has now
opened things up for lower skilled workers. It has
lowered the threshold of the minimum wage that should
be paid to those people. They come to Australia and get
jobs in industries such as hospitality or catering, jobs
which Australian kids coming out of university or
school could fill while we have 7 per cent
unemployment. It is an absolute disgrace that we have
people on 457 visas filling those jobs.
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unemployment rate, whether we like it or not and
whether or not some new jobs have been created. The
government can argue that there are new jobs but the
fact remains that 7 per cent of the people in this state
are out of work. While they cannot find a job, the least
we can do is offer them a decent system under which
they can train and equip themselves for when new jobs
are created. Those new jobs could be in the retail
industry, the IT industry, the service industry and
hopefully the manufacturing industry, where things
might pick up. If there were opportunities, people
would at least be trained for those new jobs.
Mr Leane referred to the east–west link. Mr Elsbury
also referred to it and said that it will create jobs. That is
great, but I ask: do we have a plan to actually talk to the
companies involved and to ask them, as part of their
contracts, to put some money and resources into
employing apprentices and providing training for
people? Members of my union and others in the union
movement tried to include in construction agreements
the employment of a minimum number of apprentices.
That is now outlawed by the Victorian building
industry code; we cannot do that on major civil
construction projects.
I am not talking about union rights, organising rights or
other things. I am talking about a simple thing. We
were asking and encouraging companies and seeking to
mandate something, and I make no apology for that.
We were saying that a major company running a major
project that is being paid for by Victorian taxpayers has
an obligation to employ X number of apprentices and
people in traineeships as part of the project. There is
nothing wrong with that. It is something we should not
be apologetic or scared about. We should actually be
proud of it and we should be encouraging more and
more of that. Guess what? Even if the employer and the
union agree, it cannot be included in the enterprise
agreement because the Victorian government outlawed
that in its building and construction industry code.

Another issue is the funding for the local learning and
employment networks (LLENs). The LLENs are a very
good conduit between our schools and industry. They
link schools with industry to provide training
opportunities so that young kids can learn a trade or get
vocational training. The government has given a
commitment to the LLENs. That came only after some
pressure from stakeholders and the Labor Party and
after the Labor Party committed to funding the LLENs
for four years should it win government in November.
The answer from the government was, ‘We’ll give you
an extension for a lousy 12 months’. That is another
example of the commitment of this government to
some long-term thinking on vocational training going
forward.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to make some remarks on this motion,
which has a number of dot points. When you look at
them individually, they make for stark — indeed
alarming — reading. In 2013, 18 300 fewer students
completed a TAFE course than in 2012, so as our
population grows, the number of students who are
completing a TAFE course falls.

It is time that this government recognised that we have
some problems in Victoria. We have a 7 per cent

The third point in the motion says unemployment in
Victoria has now reached 7 per cent, its highest level

I will leave the debate with those remarks. I endorse
Mr Lenders’s motion and commend it to the house.
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for 13 years. This is the highest level since 2001, the
highest level since the Ansett collapse, and worse than
during the global financial crisis. We now have the
highest level of unemployment in Australia apart from
Tasmania. If you have a look at paragraph (6) of the
motion, you see that the number of students aged 15 to
19 years in government-subsidised training has dropped
by 27 per cent from 2012 to 2014. In two short years
we have had a 27 per cent decline in that 15 to 19 years
bracket. I wish to come back to that. Paragraph (7)
discusses youth unemployment, stating that it peaked at
16 per cent in the 15 to 24 years group in February
2014. Again, that is an appalling record and something
that we have not seen for more than a decade.
If we look at all of those individual statistics, what we
know is a couple of things: there are human lives
behind all of it, and the failure of this government to see
the connection between unemployment and the ripping
of funding out of TAFE is very clear. We also see the
failure of this government to understand how incredibly
important it is to make sure that we give our children
the best opportunities possible to reach their full
potential. Alarmingly, that is a connection that this
government has failed to make and failed to appreciate.
It is a values issue. This government does not care
about children and the importance of giving them an
opportunity in life. This is not a priority. The greatest
indication of that is the way that time and again
government members have come into this chamber and
gloated about the number of prison beds, cells and jails
they are building.
Hon. D. K. Drum — That you didn’t build!
Mr TEE — This government holds that up as its
greatest achievement. But what it is doing is taking — —
Hon. D. K. Drum — So you just let them walk?
Mr TEE — There is a connection, and I will come
back to this. There is a connection between taking
money out of TAFE and building prisons with that
money. That is what this government has done, and the
victims of that policy are particularly in regional
Victoria. Mr Drum ought to hang his head in shame.
The victims of this are our young people, who are
denied an opportunity because what this government
does is take money out of TAFE and put it into building
jails. It takes money away from the opportunity of
young people to reach their full potential and puts it
into prisons.
What happens then is people fall through the cracks.
We know that if you want to make sure kids have the
best opportunity in life, that they do not come into
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contact with our criminal justice system and they do not
end up in jail, you need to spend money on their
education. We know — and statistics, reality and
common sense show this — —
Hon. D. K. Drum — How much would you spend
every year?
Mr TEE — What I would say to Mr Drum is that
we would be a lot better off if we could keep the youth
in education.
Hon. D. K. Drum — You don’t have an answer.
Mr TEE — Let me tell you my answer. I would like
some of the statistics that this government has
generated to be turned around. Let us try to imagine a
Victoria in which the coalition is not in government and
we have 27 per cent more kids in governmentsubsidised training. Imagine if we did not have 16 per
cent youth unemployment, as we do under Mr Drum’s
government. Mr Drum should try to imagine what it
would be like if we gave kids a chance, particularly the
most vulnerable. We know that if we can keep kids in
school, if we can get them into TAFE courses and if we
can get them jobs, then we will not need all of those
jails the coalition has built.
What we know on every measure — and can tell from
common sense, which is lacking on the part of those
opposite — and from reality and all our statistics is that
if we want to give our kids a chance, we have to give
them an education and we have to get them jobs. That
is how you keep kids out of the prison system. That is
how you keep them out of the criminal justice system.
That is how you keep them away from the police. But
what this government does is exactly the opposite.
Mr Koch — Look at the statistics!
Mr TEE — I am looking at the statistics! They
show that the government is ripping the guts out of the
TAFE system.
Hon. D. K. Drum — Who did that, Mr Tee? Who
set up contestability?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! Mr Drum should speak through the Chair.
Mr TEE — Who has reduced by 27 per cent the
number of kids participating? Mr Drum needs to go out
to regional Victoria where those kids are hurting, and
he should look them in the eye and come back without
that empty rhetoric of his. The fact is that there are
27 per cent fewer kids participating. Those kids are
lining up in the queues in Mr Drum’s electorate.
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Hon. D. K. Drum — Did Jacinta Allan muck it up?
Mr TEE — Let me tell you what the former
government did: it had 27 per cent more kids in
government-subsidised training. Never did the former
government have 16 per cent youth unemployment.
Hon. D. K. Drum — What were they studying?
Mr TEE — They were in jobs, Mr Drum. Youth
unemployment has peaked at 16 per cent. In some
regions there is 30 per cent youth unemployment. That
is nothing to be proud of and nothing to be gloating
about.
Hon. D. K. Drum — You are being deceptive!
Mr TEE — No, I am not. Those are the statistics.
Those are the cold, hard, core statistics, behind which
are families in your electorate, Mr Drum, who you have
let down. It is the next generation which is the victim of
the government ripping the guts out of the TAFE
system.
The figures are here. They are stark, but they are not as
stark as the lives of those kids who should be in TAFE
and who should be in those government programs.
I caught up just yesterday with engineers who told me
about the skills shortages and about their desperate need
for skilled workers. On the one hand you have got high
unemployment — high youth unemployment — and on
the other you have got business telling us that it is
desperate for skills. There is a massive gap, and the
only solution the government has got, the only thing
government members say when they come in here, is,
‘Look at us, we’re building prisons. We’re putting these
kids in prisons. We’re cutting them out of the TAFE
system’.
Mr Koch — We’re not putting children in prison.

Mr TEE — There is no doubt that the record of this
government is stark when it comes to the impact it has
had on the TAFE system through its cuts. There is no
doubt that if we want a better Victoria, we need to give
our kids a better chance. We need to give them the
chance to reach their full potential. That is what the
business community is telling us it wants.
Mr Koch — We’re doing that every day.
Mr TEE — Those opposite say they are doing that
every day. That is not what these figures show. What
these figures show is that the government is ripping the
guts out of the TAFE system. We have got tens of
thousands fewer kids getting a break. What I am saying,
and what business is saying, is that TAFE needs to be
funded properly. That is what a Labor government will
do. It will fund it properly.
Hon. D. K. Drum — What are you going to take the
money from?
Mr TEE — Mr Drum, what we will not do is take
money out of TAFE and put it into prisons. What we
will not do is take money from the futures of kids and
use it to build prisons, which is what the government
has done. We are looking at the numbers of enrolments
in TAFE, and what we have found is that they are stark
statistics.
I am very supportive of this motion. I urge those
opposite to have a good, hard look at themselves. After
this sitting week we have a three-week break. Members
opposite should go out into their communities and talk
to their constituents about the impact. They should have
a look at the real people behind these terrible statistics,
have a look at the devastation and come back next time
with a better point of view, because the current one is
just not working.
House divided on motion:

Mr TEE — Yes, you are.
Hon. D. K. Drum — What about the regional rail
link?
Mr TEE — Our project.
Hon. D. K. Drum — You didn’t fund it; you didn’t
build it.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I ask Mr Tee to provide his contribution through
the Chair. That might stop Mr Drum from interjecting
all the time. Otherwise you two might as well have the
debate outside the chamber. Mr Tee, through the Chair.
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It also amends the Food Act 1984 to require that eggs for sale
can only be labelled as free range if produced by domestic
fowl that are kept in accordance with certain requirements.
A range of penalties apply for both individuals and
corporations in the form of fines or imprisonment.
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Motion negatived.

PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
AMENDMENT (DOMESTIC FOWL AND
PIGS) AND FOOD AMENDMENT
(FREE-RANGE EGGS) BILL 2014
Introduction and first reading
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan)
introduced a bill for an act to amend the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 to insert offences
relating to domestic fowl and pigs and to amend the
Food Act 1984 to require that eggs for sale can only
be labelled as free range if produced by domestic
fowl that are kept in accordance with certain
requirements and for other purposes.
Read first time; by leave, ordered to be read second
time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (‘the charter act’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Amendment (Domestic Fowl and Pigs)
and Food Amendment (Free-range Eggs) Bill 2014 (the
‘bill’).
In my opinion, the bill as introduced to the Legislative
Council is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The bill makes amendments to the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1986 by inserting offences relating to domestic
fowl and pigs. It prohibits the keeping in battery cages of
domestic fowl for the purposes of the production of eggs or
meat for sale; prohibits the keeping in inappropriate
accommodation of pigs for the purposes of the production of
meat for sale; and creates the offence of removing or
trimming the beaks of domestic fowl.

Given the nature and purpose of this bill, which is to prevent
animal cruelty and to ensure truth in labelling, and that the
range of penalties are commensurate with penalties for similar
offences under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act
1986 and the Food Act 1984, it does not engage any of the
rights under the charter act.
Ms Sue Pennicuik, MLC
Southern Metropolitan Region

Second reading
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Introduction
The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Amendment
(Domestic Fowl and Pigs) and Food Amendment (Freerange Eggs) Bill 2014 introduces reforms that will
improve animal welfare in Victoria. The reforms
recognise how the present animal protection laws are
failing the welfare of animals which are still subject to
cruel treatment by industry.
The bill introduces a prohibition on battery cages and
sow stalls with a transition period for industry so that
existing cages and stalls must be phased out by
1 January 2017. The bill also prohibits the de-beaking
of hens, and provides for truth in labelling whereby it
will be false to describe eggs as free range unless the
number of the domestic fowl kept or housed per hectare
does not exceed 1500. The penalties applicable to the
offences in this bill are commensurate with the
penalties for similar offences under the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 and the Food Act 1984.
Ban on battery cages for domestic fowl
The bill amends the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act 1986 to prohibit the keeping in battery cages of
domestic fowl for the purposes of the production of
eggs or meat for sale. It defines the term battery cage as
a cage for housing of domestic fowl that does not allow
the fowl to do all of the following whether because of
the cage itself (including dimensions) or things in the
cage (including other domestic fowl) —
(a) fully stretch;
(b) perch;
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(c) access litter;
(d) lay eggs in a nest.

It provides for a maximum penalty of 240 penalty units
or imprisonment of two years in the case of a natural
person, and 1200 penalty units in the case of a body
corporate.
According to the RSPCA, cage eggs come from hens
housed in small wire cages containing three to five hens
and there are many thousands of cages stacked in sheds
containing up to 100 000 birds. The space allocation for
each bird may be less than the size of an A4 sheet of
paper and cages may be only 40 centimetres high.
These are known as battery cages and the birds housed
in them as battery hens.
Such small cages mean hens are unable to stretch out,
flap their wings or exercise properly. Scientific studies
indicate that battery hens suffer intensely and
continuously for the entire time they are confined in
cages. Restricted movement, constant exposure to a
wire floor and lack of perches lead to serious bone and
muscle weakness. According to Animals Australia,
chickens have cognitive abilities similar to cats and
dogs. They are sensitive, inquisitive and highly
intelligent birds that experience great distress in battery
cages.
Battery hens cannot express normal behaviours such as
wing flapping, scratching, dust bathing, perching and
foraging. Caged hens cannot have a normal ‘personal
space’ so they cannot escape aggression from other
hens. Cages have no nesting area — nesting before and
during egg laying is a priority for hens and this
deficiency greatly frustrates them.
According to Voiceless, the number of battery hens in
Australia is approximately 11 million despite the fact
that consumer research shows that 83 per cent of
Australians support or strongly support laws to ensure
that animals bred for human consumption have access
to the outdoors, companions, natural materials and
enough space to carry out their instinctive behaviour.
Battery cages are already outlawed in the European
Union and some American states. New Zealand is
phasing out battery cages over the next decade.
Significantly for Australia, on 25 February this year the
ACT government supported legislation introduced by
Greens MLA Shane Rattenbury that bans battery cages
and sow stalls.
The momentum in the community for a ban on battery
cages throughout Australia is becoming so strong that
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even large retailers are stepping up on this important
animal welfare issue. Woolworths has committed to
phasing out all cage eggs being on sale and the use of
cage eggs in their own brand products by December
2018. It has also removed all cage eggs from its stores
throughout the ACT. This amounts to 19 supermarkets:
four years ahead of its national commitment. In
addition, Coles has stated that all Coles brand eggs are
cage free.
On 21 August this year the Warrandyte IGA became
the first supermarket in Australia to remove all factory
farmed eggs (cage and barn) from sale. The IGA owner
has been flooded by support from across the country
and she is hopeful that other IGAs will follow her lead.
Prohibition on de-beaking of domestic fowl
The bill prohibits the removal or trimming of the beaks
of domestic fowl. A maximum penalty of 240 penalty
units or imprisonment for two years applies for a
natural person, and 1200 penalty units in the case of a
body corporate. An exemption applies for a veterinary
practitioner who removes or trims the beak of a
domestic fowl for a therapeutic purpose.
This prohibition is in line with the ACT legislation
passed in February this year, which also bans debeaking. According to Animals Australia hens kept in
factory-farmed conditions often suffer from severe
stress, which can lead to cannibalism. The obvious
solution to this problem would be to give these
sensitive birds more space, but instead factory-farmed
hens often have the tips of their beaks cut off. Given
that birds’ beaks are filled with nerves, Animals
Australia has likened it to slicing off your fingertips. It
is extremely painful.
Ban on sow stalls
The bill prohibits the inappropriate accommodation of
pigs for the purposes of the production of meat for sale.
The offence has a maximum penalty of 240 penalty
units or imprisonment for two years for a natural
person, and 1200 penalty units in the case of a body
corporate.
Like the ACT legislation, appropriate accommodation
is defined as accommodation that allows the pig to turn
around, stand up and lie down without difficulty; and
have a clean, comfortable and adequately drained place
in which it can lie down; and maintain a comfortable
temperature; and have outdoor access.
Research by Voiceless shows that sow stalls are usually
made of steel bars, with concrete floors and dimensions
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just larger than the body of an adult sow. They are also
used on factory farms to maximise the number of pigs
kept in a given area and to decrease the labour expenses
of managing the animals.
Voiceless says a comprehensive review of the available
science reveals that sows suffer greatly in these stalls,
which prevent the sow from turning around, can inflict
skin abrasions when sows press up against the metal
bars, and often lead to serious health problems,
including reduced bone strength and muscle weight,
impaired locomotion and severe lameness.
Currently 67 per cent of Australian sows spend between
one and four weeks of each pregnancy this way, while
20 per cent are confined for more than six weeks of
their pregnancy.
Sows are social and intelligent animals that naturally
live in family groups and are arguably smarter than
dogs. Yet on factory farms they are treated as nothing
more than automated breeding machines on a
production line.
Dr Charlie Teo, a leading neurosurgeon and Voiceless
council member, has said, ‘Any compassionate
observer can see the cruelty of caging a pregnant pig.
Now we have all the scientific evidence to prove that
sow stalls inflict suffering on these sentient animals’.
Recognising that pigs in sow stalls suffer pain and
distress much like dogs and other animals, sow stalls
are already banned in the United Kingdom and Sweden,
and New Zealand will follow from 2015. Switzerland,
the Netherlands and Finland have implemented partial
bans and the European Directive restricted the use of
sow stalls to the first four weeks of any pregnancy from
2013.
The American states of Arizona, California, Colorado,
Florida, Maine, Michigan and Oregon have also passed
legislation to at least partially ban sow stalls. Prominent
Australians are also calling for a prohibition. The
Honourable Michael Kirby, former High Court justice
and a Voiceless patron, has stated there is an urgent
need for a national ban on sow stalls.
Large retailers are also getting behind this important
animal welfare issue. Coles say that all their Coles
brand fresh pork is now sow stall free. Coles states on
its website that this animal welfare initiative is in
response to demand from their customers for more
responsibly sourced products and will see
approximately 34 000 mother pigs no longer kept in
small, single stalls for long periods of their lives. In
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addition, their local and imported Coles brand ham and
bacon are now sow stall free.
Whilst Woolworths have not gone as far as Coles, they
are aware that Australian consumers are increasingly
becoming concerned about animal welfare and the
cruelty of sow stalls. Woolworths has stated that all of
their fresh pork is sourced from farms that only use
stalls for less than 10 per cent of the sow’s gestation
period.
Truth in labelling
The bill amends the Food Act 1984 to provide for truth
in labelling whereby it will be false to describe eggs as
free range unless the number of the domestic fowl kept
or housed per hectare does not exceed 1500 and any
other prescribed requirements for the keeping or
housing of domestic fowl are complied with. The
penalties applicable to this offence are $40 000 in the
case of an individual and $200 000 in the case of a
corporation.
There is no legally binding definition for the term free
range in Australia so it is difficult to define exactly
what constitutes free-range eggs. Government
guidelines exist for free-range egg production in the
Model Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals —
Domestic Poultry 4th ed., however, these guidelines are
not legally enforceable. Adherence by producers is
voluntary and therefore consumers are now faced with
eggs being labelled as free range for any system that is
not a cage system and that provides some access, no
matter how limited, to an outdoor area. Free range
varies from the Coles standard of 10 000 hens per
hectare (which the ACCC has said is not consistent
with consumers’ understanding of free range), to 1500
as required under the model code, while the Australian
Egg Corporation has been pushing for the model code
of practice to allow an increase in stocking densities to
20 000 hens per hectare.
The ambiguity over free range has been described as a
government failure. The bill addresses this problem by
defining free range as no more than 1500 hens per
hectare and that any other prescribed requirements for
the keeping or housing of domestic fowl are also
complied with.
According to the Retail World Grocery Guide 2012 the
free-range business is booming. It has 39 per cent of the
egg market value, and free-range eggs experienced the
most growth in that category in the year 2012. Industry
knows that the free-range egg market is increasing and
whilst it is important to protect consumers, it is also
important to protect the small businesses and small
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farmers who are the genuine free-range egg producers
who are committed to animal welfare.
Conclusion
Like the ACT legislation this bill aims to ensure that
production of eggs and pork in Victoria must be done in
a way that is humane. The bill is consistent with
approaches in other jurisdictions to ban sow stalls,
battery cages, de-beaking, and to provide for truth in
labelling for free-range eggs.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr RAMSAY
(Western Victoria).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 1 October.

FIREFIGHTER COMPENSATION
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I
move:
That this house:
(1) acknowledges —
(a) the Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria brief to
members, dated 12 June 2014, which outlines how
the firefighters assessment panel and the firefighter
advisory service have failed firefighters, and the
issues that need to be addressed;
(b) the firefighters assessment panel has failed to
increase the number of successful WorkCover
claims by firefighters for work-related cancer;
(c) the creation of the firefighters assessment panel
only serves to add another administrative layer to
the application process and is procedurally unfair,
rather than facilitating prompt, compassionate and
fair assessments, as were the government’s stated
intentions at the time it was announced;
(d) that the firefighter advisory service does not help
firefighters understand the claims process and has
in some cases been a hindrance; and
(e) that the need remains to reverse the onus of proof
in the determination of cancer-related
compensation claims by firefighters, as has been
done for federal firefighters, to increase the number
of successful claims for those who have contracted
cancer scientifically linked to firefighting; and
(2) condemns the coalition government for blocking
progress on legislation to address this issue;
and calls on all parties to commit to introducing legislation
within the first six months of the 58th Parliament to reverse
the onus of proof for firefighters’ cancer-related WorkCover
compensation claims, should they be elected to government at
the November election.
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It is deeply disappointing to be standing here at the end
of the 57th Parliament and to have these issues still
unresolved. I remind members that when this was done
in the federal setting by the member for Melbourne,
Adam Bandt, it was done across all parties, the
agreements were quite clear and people cooperated. I
have not seen that cooperation in this Parliament on this
issue. I would also like to take a moment to remind
members that firefighters have 5 to 10 times the risk of
getting certain cancers than we do and they are 2 to
3 times more likely to get lung cancer than a smoker, all
because of their work protecting our community. Yet
firefighters and their families are not protected.
If a firefighter develops a cancer because of their work,
it is almost impossible for them to access the
WorkCover protections that other workers would have.
Given that it has been one year since the government
announced the firefighters assessment panel and the socalled firefighter advisory service, I feel confident in
saying that the government’s claimed solutions to this
issue have been a farce. The Volunteer Fire Brigades
Victoria brief to its members that is referred to in the
motion provides evidence that the process set up by the
Napthine government has, if anything, made things
more difficult for firefighters. It has not provided any
support to firefighters, and it does not show any
compassion for firefighters in their time of need.
Having engaged with many firefighters over the last
two years, I am at the stage of being extremely tired at
having to look into the eyes of firefighters who I know
are battling cancer and who are not getting support
from their employer, the state government. They are
still having to figure out how they can work, pay their
medical bills and support their families, when their
cancer is clearly directly related to their work.
I have received a letter from Volunteer Fire Brigades
Victoria which outlines a number of issues with the
panel and the advisory service, and I will go through
those now. The letter highlights the points that the
firefighter advisory service is ineffective and that
volunteer firefighters have no confidence in it. Far from
providing interactive information on issues relating to
potential cancer-based claims, the call service only
takes the inquirer’s name, postal address and number. A
cancer compensation application pack is then supposed
to be mailed to them. They are simply told to put in a
claim which will be sent to the firefighters assessment
panel for assessment. Even this process is not always
successful, and it has apparently taken several phone
calls before an application pack has been sent to some
people.
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The cancer compensation application pack is no more
than a restatement of the old process, with an additional
assessment panel step. The hotline has no meaningful
advisory process. There is no interactive advice
provided which is related to preparing a claim, and
there is no hands-on help with researching and
preparing a claim. That is all left to the unassisted
firefighter. The application form still requires that the
applicant identify the days or specific incidents that
gave rise to the firefighter’s claimed condition. If one
were to read what firefighters do on a daily basis, which
car fire, which house fire, which bushfire, which
chemical fire or which bin fire could a firefighter
pinpoint as where they were exposed to dangerous
elements? That is the whole point of presumptive
legislation — that we accept that their work is
dangerous and that they have been exposed to such
elements.
Firefighters are still required to establish a causal link
between their exposure to environmental elements and
their cancer, but there are no further resources available
to them. I believe that no firefighter could accurately
prepare such a case. Firefighters, and volunteer
firefighters in particular, are often not even registered as
having attended events. The Volunteer Fire Brigades
Victoria brief also outlines in point 31 a case study that
shows just how unfair the process can be. This case
highlights procedural unfairness, and I believe it is
appalling. I am quite happy to hand out copies of the
brief to members.
It is for all these reasons that I have included in this
motion my absolute dismay and my condemnation of
the Liberal government. Given the government’s
behaviour in relation to firefighters, I was not surprised
to read in the Age this week that the Police Association
Victoria is concerned that the Napthine government is
raiding the WorkCover compensation fund in a bid to
boost its own bottom line ahead of the state election.
The union for Victoria’s 14 000 police and protective
services officers claims the Victorian WorkCover
Authority and its agents have become more aggressive
in delaying and denying claims, particularly for
psychological injuries, driving down the true cost of the
program.
I suggest that any member who has not already watched
the interview on the Age online with firefighter Danny
Ward should do so. Mr Ward explains the
psychological stresses that firefighters go through,
especially when they have to confront very difficult
family situations. Unfortunately this situation is
consistent with this government’s careless attitude
towards firefighters and emergency workers in general.
It does not appear that the government actually cares
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about workers. It is all about the government’s bottom
line, and I think government members should be
ashamed of themselves.
In the last part of this motion I call on all parties to
commit to introducing presumptive legislation within
the first six months of the next Parliament, and I think
that is quite achievable. I understand that the bill I have
brought forward might not be the chosen bill for an
incoming government. However, I believe we have the
basis in that bill and in the federal bill for legislation to
be brought forward within that time frame. That is
certainly the Greens’ commitment. Throughout this
whole process the ALP has given in-principle support
to presumptive legislation. Unfortunately I have not had
that support from the Liberal Party.
In voting on this motion I urge members of The
Nationals to think about the volunteer firefighters in
their areas who are being exposed on a daily basis to
cancer-causing chemicals. I also urge members of the
government to not filibuster on this motion this
afternoon as it has done on several other occasions and
to bring it to a vote so that in the upcoming election
process people know whether this government will or
will not support presumptive legislation.
Finally, I have no intention of giving up on this
particular issue. That is not in my nature, nor do I
believe it is in the nature of the United Firefighters
Union, for which I have a high regard in terms of this
issue because I think it has valiantly battled for its
members and for the volunteer brigades. I want to make
it absolutely clear that if the Greens find themselves
with the balance of power and we have members in the
lower house, we will be bringing this legislation back.
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on Ms Hartland’s motion. The difficulty
Ms Hartland presents us with is that in her motion she
condemns the coalition government. She has brought a
political element to this debate, which unfortunately
means we must oppose the motion. That does not mean
we are not sympathetic to its cause, but bringing in that
political element and trying to embarrass the
government in that way is disingenuous with the goals
of the motion.
We value our firefighters. There would not be a person
in this room who does not think the great work of
firefighters, whether they be professional or volunteer
firefighters, does not deserve the highest level of
protection. Respect for firefighters is well justified
because while everyone else is running away from
danger, firefighters are running into it. They head into
danger, going against every natural instinct. They run
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towards the flames or the car crash and towards
imminent danger in some instances. Of course we have
great respect for our firefighters.
As with any other worker, firefighters who are injured
in the line of duty are entitled to compensation. This
applies whether the injury is physical, mental or the
development of cancer as a result of one’s work. For
volunteer firefighters engaged under the auspices of the
Country Fire Authority (CFA), claims can be made via
the CFA, and the entitlements are parallel to those
available under the WorkCover scheme. For career
firefighters, who are typically employed by the CFA,
the Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) or the
Department of Environment and Primary Industries
(DEPI), claims can be made via the WorkCover
scheme.
The government encourages firefighters who believe
they have developed cancer as a result of their work to
lodge claims for compensation. The government has
established the firefighters assessment panel (FAP) to
ensure that a firefighter’s cancer claim is lodged and
dealt with consistently by medical experts who have a
background in and knowledge of cancers and
firefighting. Contrary to Ms Hartland’s claim, the FAP
is not an additional hurdle or step in a compensation
claim. It simply ensures that the standard claim
assessment process that applies to all claims is
undertaken by medical experts who have specialised
knowledge of firefighting-related cancers and can treat
those claims consistently from a position of
understanding and clear information. Under the FAP
model each claim is considered individually on its
merits to determine whether the cancer was a result of
firefighting. This is an individual, case-by-case
approach that is consistent with the approach taken with
other WorkCover claims.
Ms Hartland’s motion calls for the introduction of
presumptive legislation for firefighter cancer claims,
which would mean that where a firefighter develops
cancer it would be deemed to have been caused by
firefighting. The coalition is not ruling out the
introduction of presumptive legislation. It is already in
place in other jurisdictions. The bill put forward by the
Greens in the federal Parliament did not include
presumptive legislation for volunteers, which I would
say was an oversight, but at the federal level
presumptive legislation is in place for 12 cancers.
Western Australia also has presumptive legislation for
12 cancers but not yet for volunteers. South Australia
has presumptive legislation for 12 cancers, and it is also
in place for volunteer firefighters. Tasmania has
presumptive legislation in place for 12 cancers for
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professional and volunteer firefighters, which is
probably the most generous of the presumptive
legislation regimes. Queensland does not have
presumptive legislation in place for either volunteer or
professional firefighters, nor does New South Wales.
These various jurisdictions present us with different
options of how to deal with cancers that are developed
by firefighters. We have a system in place that attempts
to remove much of the heartache and get a result for the
firefighter as quickly as possible. The challenge with
presumptive legislation is in ascertaining whether the
cancers are caused by firefighting or whether they are
developed at a rate similar to that within the broader
community.
I, like many others, have several family members
currently fighting cancer. One of them is a volunteer
firefighter. He gave some 30 years to the Heathcote
CFA. He was a captain and fought many fires across
the state, and he is currently fighting cancer. In his case
the cancer was not developed as a result of firefighting.
Unfortunately it is a congenital defect that seems to
travel down my family line, so it is something I have to
watch out for as well. Considering that some
30 000 Victorians will this year alone be diagnosed
with cancer, we have to be clear about how the cancers
develop, whether it is in the line of duty or whether it is
just part of the unfortunate nature of the disease.
We should be giving as much support to firefighters
who come face to face with this insidious disease,
because, as I said, they are running into the danger. We
are all running away from it; they are running into it.
They are facing God knows what when that is
happening. They have to deal with toxic chemicals,
smoke and whatever vapours are released at any given
moment. They deal with some of the most horrendous
issues you could think of, including in some cases
accidents involving trucks carrying prescribed waste. It
is left to firefighters to clean up those things that we do
not want out in the community. It is always our hope
that, with proper use, the breathing apparatus and
equipment that we provide to emergency services
personnel are enough protection, but if that system fails
and does not provide the protection those people
deserve, compensation is due and should definitely be
considered.
It is estimated that 1 in 10 men will be diagnosed with
prostate cancer by the age of 70, which is sadly very
common in our society. We do not have any conclusive
proof to say that firefighting does cause cancers, but
when firefighters are exposed to certain chemicals,
when they are exposed to smoke inhalation on a regular
basis, we have to make the call as to whether or not it
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was in the line of duty that they received those
particular injuries.
I lost my father to that particular disease; it is a horrible
thing to watch. I have a close friend whose father is
currently fighting that battle right now. He is in hospital
at the moment, and I wish him all the very best.
Of course we should provide assistance where a cancer
is contracted. It is for this reason that we encourage
firefighters who believe their cancer is contracted as a
result of their work to lodge a claim through
WorkCover. Volunteers should lodge a claim through
the CFA. This is to ensure that they can be assessed on
an individual basis.
The evidence around cancers in firefighters develops
and continues to develop over time, because there are
different schools of thought on this matter. A Cancer
Council Victoria report in response to Professor Joy’s
2012 report on Fiskville was brought to our attention.
The CFA board commissioned Cancer Council Victoria
to conduct a health impact study to examine linkages
between the risks of exposure to hazardous materials
and health effects. The study is specific to the Fiskville
training facility and the materials that were used at that
site. Overall this cohort of firefighters did not have an
increased incidence of cancer.
The excess risks obtained using the principal analysis
based on using the entire population of Victoria as the
reference population meant that statistically the increase
in the incidence of cancer within this cohort was not
significant when the reference population was restricted
to the Australian-born component of the Victorian
population. The report found that the added risk from
that training facility was no greater than the risk for the
rest of the Victorian population. However, we need to
make every effort to make sure that any training facility
used by firefighters, in fact any facility used by
emergency workers, is safe. We need to ensure that
there is no added risk to firefighters who are dealing
with those chemicals in a training scenario, even if it is
a simulation scenario.
As the evidence grows around cancers in firefighters,
we will continue to consider presumptive legislation. I
note that the Labor Party in its policy document entitled
Victorian Labor Platform 2014 is also committed to
undertaking additional research on the link between
occupations and diseases, rather than moving at this
point to presumptive legislation. That is what I
understand from Victorian Labor Platform 2014.
As I mentioned earlier on, Ms Hartland seeks to
condemn the government and condemn the coalition. I
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do not think Ms Hartland is going to get support from
this side of the chamber. However, last night we
provided our firefighters and in fact all emergency
services workers with greater protection, because we
passed laws to protect our emergency workers through
the Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Workers) Bill
2014. During the debate last night Ms Hartland began
with the words, ‘Before I start my contribution’.
Ms Hartland — I did not speak on the bill last
night.
Mr ELSBURY — That was an earlier debate, I am
sorry. Ms Hartland did not speak. Ms Hartland does get
rather snipey at times, but I remind her I was over on
this side of the chamber when we voted last night. She
was over there.
Ms Hartland — I did not speak on the bill last
night.
Mr ELSBURY — Ms Hartland voted against the
bill, though. Ms Hartland voted against further
protections for firefighters, police, State Emergency
Service and ambulance personnel. She voted against
providing further protection, because what we called
for last night was tougher sentences for attacks on
emergency workers. If you attack an emergency
worker, that is very serious. Some people in our society
do not respect the lives of the people who are in danger
and are willing to put themselves between the incident
which is causing havoc and the very people who can
render assistance. Whether that happens to an
ambulance officer or a firefighter, it is disgraceful. In
the event an emergency worker is killed by those
actions or by the actions of an individual who wishes to
prevent firefighters or any other emergency worker
from doing their job, it is justified that that person
receive a 30-year baseline sentence for murder. In
stopping a firefighter or any other emergency worker
from carrying out their duty, adding further danger to
an already dangerous job, that person, in performing
that heinous act, deserves a 30-year sentence if they kill
an emergency worker.
However, the Greens opposed the legislation. Greens
members sat on the other side of the chamber. They
failed to grasp the very idea of the message we are
sending to the community about the safety of our
emergency workers. We value them, and that is why we
provide them with this added protection. That is why
we were on this side — voting with the Labor Party,
mind you. It is a very odd feeling when it happens, but
it does happen. The Labor Party got it. Members of the
Greens, at the bottom of the garden or wherever they
may be sometimes, just do not get it at all. Instead of
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making a proactive change to legislation, something
which is real, the Greens have brought forward this
politically motivated motion today.
I return to the substance of this motion. The
government will continue to consider presumptive
legislation as our knowledge builds around the linkages
between the job and the disease. If it can be proven that
a type of cancer is prevalent among firefighters, then
certainly using examples from our neighbouring states,
South Australia and Tasmania, we can make an
informed decision rather than a knee-jerk one, which is
what the Greens are asking us to do today. I understand
that is also the position of the Labor Party through its
policy document and its platform for 2014.
We are committed to continuing our support of the fire
services and all our emergency services personnel for
many years to come. With those few words, it is
disappointing that Ms Hartland could not support us
last night in debating a bill which was not politically
charged but aimed at providing genuine and real
support to our emergency services workers. Today she
brings this flotsam into the Parliament, based on a
political lie, and she expects us on this side to support
it. I strongly recommend my colleagues vote against the
motion.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The Labor
Party will not oppose Ms Hartland’s motion, because
we believe the substantive issue is important and needs
to be addressed, although I note that there are some
aspects of this motion that present some difficulties —
asking a government to condemn itself is always a
tricky thing, but that is not my main concern. My main
concern relates to the timeline Ms Hartland has
indicated in her motion for a government to introduce
legislation in the 58th Parliament. I seek to move an
amendment to further outline the opposition’s position.
I move:
In the line following paragraph (2), omit “six months” and
insert “18 months”.

The amendment is short and to the point. It seeks to
change the sentence in the motion which states:
… and calls on all parties to commit to introducing legislation
within the first six months of the 58th Parliament …

The amendment would change the period of 6 months
to 18 months, so that the sentence would read:
… and calls on all parties to commit to introducing legislation
within the first 18 months of the 58th Parliament …

Prior to entering this place I spent many years
supporting and assisting injured workers to navigate a
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very complex workers compensation system. For
anyone who has ever encountered the system casually,
rather than day in and day out professionally, it is an
incredibly complicated maze requiring endless medical
appointments and strange tests to establish cause and
relationship to work, and it often flies contrary to
people’s expectations or understanding about what is
fair and right. I have incredible sympathy for any
worker trying to navigate workers compensation
claims, but particularly for career firefighters — or in
the mirror image compensation provisions that exist in
the Country Fire Authority Act 1951 for volunteers —
who are trying to navigate the workers compensation
arrangements because they are suffering from cancer.
In my experience with workers compensation claims
there were a number of illnesses that I encountered over
the years that were suffered as a consequence of
repeated exposure, and those were difficult claims to
establish. The union I worked for, and of which I am
still proud to be a member, represents people who work
with rubber and tea — as in tea leaves and teabags and
not Brian Tee. I dealt with people who were trying to
establish workers compensation claims for illnesses that
arose as a result of repeated exposure to rubber, latex in
particular, or from repeated exposure to tea.
For members who understand the test between
employment or work, or in the case of volunteer
firefighters between the volunteer work they do, and the
successful establishment of a workers compensation
claim, a satisfying and significant contributing factor
test can be quite a difficult thing. Similarly with
psychological injuries, workers compensation laws
frequently change and the goalposts shift. During the
period I was working in this area the goalposts shifted
most dramatically when the Kennett government chose
to abolish common-law rights for injured workers and
seriously limit other types of compensation claims.
The issue of access by firefighters to compensation for
cancers that result from exposure experienced during
the course of their work is a very difficult and highly
emotive issue, and all Victorians would want us to get
this right. All Victorians would want us to resolve this
quickly because we all know that it is only a matter of
time or luck until we find ourselves in a situation where
we need Victorian firefighters to look after us. The least
we can do is to look after them.
We have had debates on this very question many times
in this house. We have had committee considerations of
a bill Ms Hartland introduced, which then turned into
long procedural arguments about the powers of the
upper house versus the powers of the lower house. The
Labor Party is committed to dealing with this issue of
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presumptive rights for firefighters who are affected by
cancers and exposed to them in their work. We believe
that quicker access to compensation is important.
I know the government says that if the relationship
between a firefighter’s work and cancer is established,
then a claim will ultimately always proceed.
Technically that is true, but when you are talking about
treatment for cancer you do not have a lot of time to
dillydally around. On too many occasions over the
years — not so much with occupational cancer but with
different types of injuries — we have seen that early
treatment and early intervention could have made for a
small and modest workers compensation claim but
delayed intervention and delayed acceptance caused
what might have been an otherwise quite modest claim
to become a really big, complex and difficult health and
workplace issue to manage.
It is important that firefighters are not lumbered with an
overly bureaucratic process. I note the words
Ms Hartland has chosen for her motion around the
firefighters assessment panel and the firefighters
advisory service. She says that these mechanisms,
which the government told us would seek to expedite
consideration of these claims, have not really worked in
the way the government said they were intended to
work. They have not resulted in quicker consideration
of claims, and they have not resulted in people, who
otherwise were going to be denied access to
compensation, being able to make successful claims.
They have not done what the government had said they
would.
I note Mr Elsbury’s comments. I am perhaps
paraphrasing him a little, but he said the government is
favourably disposed to the motion but wants to wait for
a little bit more science and a little bit more
information. I think that has been the essence of the
government’s position on this the whole way along. We
accept that the science has been established. We think
the Victorian Parliament should approach this issue in
the way the commonwealth Parliament did — with an
all-party committee consideration of the science and an
all-party approach to resolving this question. We hope
the Liberal Party and The Nationals will reconsider
their position on this.
On the question of my amendment and the question of
the time frame, I want followers of this debate to be
absolutely clear that the Labor Party is very committed
to doing this, and if it is successful in November it will
expedite this issue. We will do it quickly, but we want
to do it properly. We want to do it in a way that will be
robust and that will withstand the inevitable court
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challenges that happen at the edges of any workers
compensation arrangements.
Ms Hartland’s requirement in this motion that all
parties commit to legislation within the first six months
of the 58th Parliament is ambitious. I suggest that
18 months is perhaps a little more realistic. I note that
every time the house has debated this issue we have had
many people in the gallery who have a great interest in
its outcome. I want those people to know that we are
very serious about doing this properly, but I am
concerned about being held to a deadline of six months
as suggested in the motion. I propose to amend it to
18 months because we believe that is a more achievable
timetable. It is important that we introduce legislation
quickly, but it is also important that we do it right.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to speak
on this motion with, I have to say, some degree of
confusion in my mind about the intention of the Greens
on a couple of points. Certainly I agree with the Greens
when they say that our firefighting services are
comprised of men and women who should be
respected. They are comprised of men and women who
are doing an extraordinarily important job for our
community, and I salute those men and women.
However, last night the Greens did not seem to think
that the firefighters were worth the sort of protection the
government was bestowing upon them via other
legislation.
The Greens cannot come into this place today and talk
about the importance of the firefighters, about how
much they love the firefighters and about what they
want to do for the firefighters when last night they
voted twice against a bill — they called a division on
the second and third readings — which was aimed at
stiffening sentences for those who would injure or
indeed kill firefighters and other emergency services
workers in the course of their duties. I have been in this
place for almost eight years now, and in the other place
for seven, and in that time I have seen a fair bit, but I
was generally shocked last night when Ms Pennicuik
made the statement that the Greens would in fact
oppose that bill. It confuses me even more when the
Greens bring forward this motion today, which seems
to be in conflict with the position they had last night.
They do not know which way is up; that is very clear.
I refer to paragraph (2) of the motion, which reads:
condemns the coalition government for blocking progress on
legislation to address this issue …

The word ‘condemn’ is a very interesting one.
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Mrs Peulich — The Greens don’t like us using that
word.
Mr FINN — The Greens do not like to use that
word. I refer to comments Ms Hartland made in this
house as reported in Hansard of 29 June 2011:
Before I start my contribution I note that in the previous
Parliament the Greens would not support motions from the
Liberal-Nationals that had the word ‘condemn’ in them. We
will continue that process, and we have discussed this with
the Labor Party. In the future we will not be supporting
motions that have the word ‘condemn’ in them.

On the one hand Ms Hartland gets up in the house and
says she will not support motions that have the word
‘condemn’ in them, and on the other hand she herself
puts up a motion that has the word ‘condemn’ in it. I
have to say that I am perplexed as to exactly what the
position of the Greens is with regard to a number of
things, but there is a contradiction between their
position today and their position last night and a
contradiction on this issue of the condemnation of
government. Perhaps Ms Hartland just could not bring
herself to agree with the coalition back then; perhaps
that was the case.
However, it is interesting to note that she made it very
clear back in June 2011 that the Greens will not be
supporting motions that have the word ‘condemn’ in
them, yet here we have Ms Hartland moving her
motion, paragraph 2 of which says, ‘condemns the
Coalition government for blocking progress’ et cetera. I
do not know. It is very hard to know what the Greens
are going to do and what they are going to say from one
day to the next. Consistency is not something they can
be accused of with any justification — none
whatsoever — and here we have a clear case of that
inconsistency yet again.
I wanted to point that out because I think it is important
that it be placed on the record. To condemn or not to
condemn — perhaps that is the question — but whether
the Greens will do it might even be a bigger question.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I will
be quite brief. I found the contributions from
Mr Elsbury and Mr Finn quite interesting. They clearly
do not understand what presumptive legislation is
about. I would have thought that after two years of
debating this issue — two years of bringing forth
legislation, taking it to a committee and hearing
evidence from firefighters around the country and from
Canada — the science is clearly in. If this government
cannot accept that the science is in, it should say
whether or not it is going to go forward with
presumptive legislation. It should not keep saying, ‘We
are open to it’, when it has made absolutely no move to
work towards it.
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I do not normally put forward motions that condemn,
but after two years of trying to prosecute this legislation
and having to deal with firefighters who are extremely
sick and go to the funerals of firefighters who have died
because of their work-related cancer, I think I have the
right to say ‘condemn’. This science has been accepted
by a number of other states around the country. It has
been accepted by this government’s federal
counterparts, who took a bipartisan approach when
similar legislation for career firefighters went through
the federal Parliament.
I have never understood why this government is not
prepared to sit down in a room and talk about the issue
of presumptive legislation. The ALP has always been
prepared to do that, but members of this government
have never once sat down in a room and talked about
presumptive legislation with either me or members of
the ALP to see how we could do this in a bipartisan
fashion. If the government is committed to protecting
firefighters, it would at least have done that. It is clearly
not prepared to protect firefighters, it is not prepared to
protect ambulance officers and it is not prepared to
protect police officers, as we have seen in the last week
with the government raiding WorkCover.
The government either wants to help firefighters or it
does not. It would be very simple for this government
to say it supports presumptive legislation. That is the
issue it should be taking to this election: yes or no. It is
fairly easy.
House divided on amendment:
Ayes, 35
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms
Lovell, Ms

Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr (Teller)
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Amendment agreed to.

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)
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House divided on amended motion:
Ayes, 17
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms (Teller)
Melhem, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 19
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr (Teller)
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Guy, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs

Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr (Teller)
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pairs
Darveniza, Ms
Viney, Mr

Finn, Mr
Ronalds, Mr

Amended motion negatived.

JUMPS RACING
Debate resumed from 3 September; motion of
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan):
That this house takes note of the petition bearing
532 signatures from certain citizens of Victoria requesting
that the Legislative Council of Victoria call on the Minister
for Racing to intervene and end steeplechase and hurdle
racing in Victoria tabled in the house on 5 August 2014.

Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — This
is an opportunity near the conclusion of the business
day before the statements on reports and papers debate
begins to talk about a sport that I like, and that is racing.
I am addressing Ms Pennicuik’s motion in relation to
the petition she tabled that bears 532 signatures.
I thought I would start by reminding members about
how important the racing industry is to the people of
this state. I know that the government fully understands
the very important role that racing has played and will
continue to play in the economic, social and cultural
lives of many Victorian communities. Members know
that for racing to grow and flourish we must ensure that
our industry structures are appropriate for 21st century
racing. The government has made a number of
commitments to the racing industry, including that
licensing arrangements under new wagering and betting
licences be no less favourable in the full term of a
licence — that is, from 2012 to 2024. The government
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has also committed to returning to the industry 100 per
cent of unclaimed dividends and wagering taxes
derived from oncourse tote betting — that is, 100 per of
unclaimed racing dividends are going back to the
industry.
Levels of unclaimed dividends or oncourse wagering
taxes vary and often are hard to predict. However,
based on levels in the past, if we look at the history, it is
expected that over the next four years in excess of
$76 million will be returned to the racing industry. All
the stakeholders in racing in Victoria, including the
government, are working very hard to ensure that
Victorians are getting the best value they can out of
racing and that Victoria retains its position as the leader
in the national racing industry. This is the only state in
Australia where the Premier is also the racing minister.
In that case it makes Victoria the premier state for
racing. For many years Victorian racing has been
lengths ahead of the opposition, well down the straight
ahead of the other states. I can assure members that
with this government Victoria will continue to be well
down the straight ahead of the opposition.
The racing industry contributes more than $2.1 billion
to the economy of the state. More than 50 per cent of
that is generated in regional Victoria. I know from
talking to my colleague Mrs Millar about this that she is
a strong and absolutely passionate advocate for racing
in the regions. Of the money that is contributed to the
Victorian economy, $1.631 million comes from the
thoroughbred racing industry, $257 million from the
harness racing industry and $195 million from the
greyhounds — racing, pacing and chasing. The
combined racing codes in metropolitan Melbourne
contribute about $943 million; outer Melbourne, about
$410 million; central and northern Victoria — which
Mrs Millar talks about a lot to me — $324 million;
Barwon and Gippsland, $170 million; western Victoria,
$157 million; and eastern Victoria, $78 million.
We have some updated data as well, but looking back
to a study done in 2006, 48 500 people were employed
by the Victorian racing industry. They were employed
on a full-time, part-time and casual basis. About 55 per
cent of full-time positions generated by the racing
industry were in regional Victoria. In addition, nearly
49 000 people were involved in the industry as
volunteers and hobby participants. There are 121 racing
clubs in Victoria, including 72 thoroughbred racing
clubs — 57 professional and 15 amateur; 36 harness
racing clubs — 26 professional and 10 graduation; and
13 greyhound racing clubs. There are 103 racetracks,
68 for thoroughbreds, 22 for harness and 13 for
greyhounds.
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The government has committed more than
$79.4 million over four years to the Victorian racing
industry for initiatives to improve racing and training
venues and for selected programs to further stimulate
industry growth and development. As part of its plan
for racing, the government has established the Victorian
Racing Industry Fund (VRIF). That ensures that, as I
have indicated, unclaimed wagering dividends and
oncourse wagering taxes will be returned to the
industry. In addition to the existing government funding
commitments to racing, the following key priorities
have been identified and will be funded through VRIF:
at least $30 million for improving racetracks and
facilities, $4 million for drug research, $2 million for
jumps racing, and $1 million for the greyhound
adoption program (GAP), which ensures that
greyhounds can have some opportunities to be with
families post their racing lives.
Mr Koch interjected.
Mr ONDARCHIE — I know that Mr Koch has
been a very strong and loyal advocate in western
Victoria for GAP. He has often been heard
championing the qualities and outputs of that program.
VRIF will fund $1 million for Living Legends, a venue
just outside Melbourne Airport. I encourage Victorians,
Australians and overseas visitors to visit that fantastic
venue and see the living legends, the retired racehorses,
there. It is a really good venue where we get to
celebrate the beautiful sport of racing.
There will be $200 000 for picnic races, which are very
important for local economies and townships. They
bring together the people to enjoy the races. When I
refer to picnic races, I do not mean that many people
with cane baskets run down a field. I have been to the
Healesville picnic races, which bring out the people of
the town to celebrate great racing.
Since VRIF commenced operation, the three racing
controlling bodies and their racing clubs have been
supported with more than $7.7 million already invested
in 69 infrastructure projects at racing and training
venues throughout the state. This long overdue
initiative has provided our racing industry with new
funds to support growth and the maintenance of
Victoria’s position as the leader in the national racing
industry. In 2011 I was pleased to celebrate with the
Premier the establishment of VRIF. It is doing a range
of things, including committing $18.2 million to racing
infrastructure, public facilities and support projects
aimed at attracting more patrons to racing events.
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Through the fund the government is providing critical
support to racing clubs, both big and small, right across
Victoria. As I outlined, there is $4 million for drug
research, $2 million for animal welfare programs and
$10 million over four years to support and promote
Victoria’s breeding and sales industry.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Pursuant to sessional orders it is incumbent on me to
advise that the house will now proceed to statements on
reports and papers.
Mr ONDARCHIE — I am looking forward to
continuing at another time, Acting President.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! I am sure the member will mention the
Penshurst Boxing Day races on 26 December.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Law Reform, Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee: supply and use of
methamphetamines, particularly ‘ice’, in
Victoria
Ms LEWIS (Northern Victoria) — I would like to
speak tonight on the report of the inquiry into the
supply and use of methamphetamines, particularly
‘ice’, in Victoria. Firstly I would like to congratulate the
members of the Law Reform, Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee for their work on this report. In
particular I wish to commend the committee’s chair,
Mr Ramsay, and the deputy chair, Mr Scheffer.
I have been very disappointed with the reception and
analysis of this report through the various media
outlets. Indeed I have wondered if some of those
reporters have read the same report that I have been
working my way through. The misinterpretation of
some important aspects of this report concerns me. The
overemphasis on the so-called ‘ice epidemic’ leaves the
community open to overallocating resources to ice to
the detriment of other more prevalent forms of illicit
and licit drug supply and use.
There is no doubt that ice can and is having significant
social impacts, including criminal activity; loss of
employment, income and productivity; loss of
accommodation; increased reliance on health treatment
and welfare support; and impaired family and
community relationships. However, the report provides
statistics to show that the prevalence of
methamphetamine use in Victoria has remained
relatively stable since 2001. The report goes on to state
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that what has changed is there has been a shift from the
powdered form to the more potent crystallised form of
the drug. The report also notes that while use in the
general population has not increased, those who are
regular users are using on a more frequent basis. It is
also noted in the report that most methamphetamine
users are poly-drug users, using other drugs at different
times as well as concurrently with methamphetamine.
Common drugs used in conjunction with
methamphetamine are alcohol, tobacco and cannabis.
The so-called ice epidemic has also featured regularly
in rural and regional media reports, yet the report has no
specific data to record this epidemic. Anecdotal
evidence does support an increase in use, however, and
the report also notes the different nature of rural and
regional communities: they are smaller, so problems are
more noticeable, and resources are frequently more
limited and spread over a wider area, making access to
services more difficult for users. In rural and regional
areas it is very likely that a core group of regular users
are creating greater problems for front-line workers.
The change to the crystallised form of
methamphetamine and the increase in frequency of use
by regular users appears to apply in both metropolitan
and regional Victoria. Other factors influencing use in
regional and rural Victoria include isolation, lack of
opportunities, limited peer group choice and fewer
educational opportunities. The report details two
programs that have been developed in rural and
regional communities, and both use a multifaceted
approach. The multifaceted approach recommended by
the report can and needs to be part of our greater overall
response to the harmful use of all illicit and licit drugs,
such as alcohol and tobacco.
Alcohol remains one of the most harmful drugs when
abused. The report of an inquiry into harmful alcohol
use undertaken by the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee in 2006 noted five key points: policies do
not succeed in isolation; behavioural change is a longterm process; behavioural change is incremental unless
heavily enforced; early identification and treatment of
problems saves longer term health expenditure; and
doing what is achievable and foreseeing the unintended
consequences is important.
Actions taken by various governments and
organisations have proved these statements over several
years, and actions flowing from the report have over the
long term made inroads into the problems relating to
harmful alcohol and tobacco use. But as we have also
seen, cultural change required to reduce access to
harmful levels of alcohol and tobacco has not yet
happened. In many areas we have seen positive
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changes, but in areas of poverty, where people have
reduced educational and job opportunities, the changes
to harmful alcohol and tobacco use have been less
noticeable.
Whilst we would all like a magic wand or a quick fix
for the increased impact of methamphetamine use, we
know we face a long and complex journey to achieve
our desired outcomes. The responses to
methamphetamine use from political parties and
organisations will have an impact. However, I believe
we must all work together to address the underlying
reasons for all harmful drug use. We must work
towards cultural change by ensuring that everyone has a
rewarding job, educational opportunities and
opportunities to build healthy relationships in both the
family environment and the community.
We need more than a drugs policy or an ice strategy.
We need excellent education, health and economic
policies to ensure that all Victorians have the
opportunity to live healthy and fulfilling lifestyles.

Regional and Rural Committee: opportunities
for increasing exports of goods and services
from regional Victoria
Mr RONALDS (Eastern Victoria) — I rise to speak
on the report of the Rural and Regional Committee’s
inquiry into the opportunities for increasing exports of
goods and services from regional Victoria. A total of
$35.9 billion worth of goods and services was exported
from Victoria in the 2012–13 year. The major
categories of export were: manufacturing goods, to the
value of $8 billion; food, at $7.9 billion; education, at
$4.3 billion; and other travel, at $3.4 billion. The
Victorian government has further estimated that
approximately one-third of Victoria’s exports came
from regional Victoria, although there is not a lot of
detailed information on this.
Approximately 10 per cent of onshore, higher education
international students study at regional campuses; 4 per
cent of onshore vocational educational and training
international students are enrolled in regional institutes;
and just over 10 per cent of the gross value added by
international tourists to Victoria’s economy comes from
international tourists in regional Victoria.
Major export markets are China, New Zealand, India,
South-East Asia and North America. By value 65 per
cent of Victoria’s export goods left via the port of
Melbourne last year, and 15.5 per cent left from
Victorian airports. The coming decades are expected to
see significant growth in global demand for goods and
services. The increasing population of Asia and its
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growing middle class are major driving forces of this
increased demand. This provides a great opportunity for
Victoria to grow its exports, particularly in bulk
commodities, high-quality food and fibre, health and
medical research. This is a very significant report, from
a committee chaired by Mr David O’Brien from this
house — a very good man.
My electorate of Eastern Victoria Region contains one
of the biggest exporters in Victoria, and that is
Gippsland. In Gippsland we have around 23 per cent of
the nation’s milk output, about 26 per cent of Victoria’s
beef production and about 800 years supply of brown
coal. We also have a vibrant manufacturing sector, with
companies such as Safetech Tieman Solutions — in
which the government recently invested $150 000,
helping to create more jobs in the Gippsland area — or
GippsAero in Traralgon, exporting aircraft around the
world.
We have major infrastructure projects such as east–west
link, which will make a massive difference by lowering
the cost of getting products to the airport or to the sea.
We have investments like the South Gippsland
Highway upgrade, the duplication of the road between
Sale and Traralgon and the recently announced Sand
Road interchange. This is very important infrastructure
that the Napthine government is delivering. In the
longer term there are things like the port of Hastings,
which will provide a great opportunity for exporters
from the east of the state.
There are other great success stories in Gippsland, like
Burra Foods, which employs 130 staff and processes
around 260 million litres of milk a year, and big dairy
factories like Lion, Murray Goulburn and Fonterra.
Lactalis also has a large factory in Gippsland. The local
dairy industry has set an impressive target of doubling
milk production in just 10 years. The Napthine
government is committed to helping these businesses
by co-investing, providing better infrastructure and
building a better Victoria.

Auditor-General: Managing the Environmental
Impacts of Transport
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak to the Victorian Auditor-General’s report
Managing the Environmental Impacts of Transport,
tabled on 20 August. I read with disappointment the
Auditor-General’s findings in relation to the lack of
overall leadership from the Department of Transport,
Planning and Local Infrastructure (DTPLI) and its
inability to establish a proper framework or mechanism
to actually tackle the problems of transport pollution.
The minimisation of the impact of greenhouse gases,
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other air pollution and traffic noise has been a legislated
objective since the Transport Integration Act 2010 was
introduced in July of that year.
The Victorian transport system produces significant
amounts of pollution; there is no doubt it poses a
significant and growing threat to our environment and
our health. According to the report:
The act requires DTPLI to establish the overarching planning
framework within which other transport bodies are to operate.
It also requires Public Transport Victoria … and VicRoads to
minimise adverse environmental impacts from the road and
public transport systems, respectively, within the context of
this framework.

My disappointment relates to the lack of understanding
of the importance of our environment for future
generations. Apparently DTPLI finalised the statewide
strategic framework, consisting of Plan Melbourne,
Victoria — The Freight State and the state’s eight
regional growth plans, in July, but forgot to inform the
government about how it would meet its obligations as
set out not only in the act but in the plan itself.
There is no quantifiable departmental method of
reducing pollution, or any efficient framework by
which we can measure any effective projected
outcomes. The government adopted a framework that
did not demonstrate in its methodology or strategies
how it would address the environmental impacts of
transport, and nor did the framework propose any
statewide objectives or targets for reducing transportrelated greenhouse gases, other emissions and noise. It
appears highly unlikely, given the complete lack of
strategic and forward planning, that the department will
ever improve its environmental pollution record.
The Auditor-General has made 11 recommendations,
and they mainly relate to a functional, integrated
statewide approach with all relevant authorities and
stakeholders. I would like to see in the near future a
targeted performance measurement tool that will see the
implementation of a systematic approach to identifiable
targets for improvements to our transport environment.
I commend the Auditor-General’s office for its
forthright report.

Department of Health: report 2012–13
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I have a
great deal of pleasure in speaking on the Department of
Health’s annual report for 2012–13, with particular
reference to the ageing sector in this report. This is very
timely, as we had Seniors Week not so long ago. One
of the aims of the department is:
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Promoting healthy ageing and the participation of older
people in social and economic activity in the community …

It is particularly interesting to have a very close look at
the Seniors Card. A booklet for people wanting
information about the card was given to all members of
Parliament to distribute from their electorate offices
recently. In the introduction the minister, the
Honourable David Davis, says:
The Victorian Seniors Card program recognises the important
contribution that older people make to our community.
The Seniors Card program encourages older Victorians to get
the most out of their retirement and transition from full-time
work.

It was particularly interesting to read this document. All
members will have it in their offices, and I encourage
them to encourage their senior citizens to have a closer
look at it. There are a number of really interesting tips
in it — not just for seniors but for all of us. For
example, there are some tips for shopping online. It
says:
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Remember to carry your Victorian Seniors Card with you at
all times

The booklet provides information about opportunities
for learning new skills, shopping issues and going to the
market, and healthy eating. I would like to talk about
concessions, because that is an important aspect of what
the coalition government has done. Both Minister
David Davis and the Minister for Community Services,
Ms Wooldridge, are to be congratulated, as is the
Treasurer, on the concessions that are provided. The
Seniors Card does not give complete access to all
concessions, but seniors in Victoria are the beneficiaries
of concessions that have been provided under this
coalition government, as described in the booklet:
The Victorian government provides concessions to make
essential services more affordable for low-income households
in Victoria.
These concessions apply to your water, gas, electricity,
municipal rates and motor vehicle registration, as well as
education costs.
…

Shopping online can save time and money, but it’s useful to
take a few common-sense precautions.
Unless you’re sure you are in a secure payment environment,
avoid revealing your date of birth, your name, your address or
your phone number.

It also says:
Financial institutions do not send emails to customers asking
for passwords or other personal information. Ignore these
emails. Don’t open them. Delete them right away.

Another thing it says is:
Minimise the use of your credit or debit card on the internet.
If you are making an online purchase, look to see if PayPal —
a safer option — is offered.

There are all sorts of handy tips in this little booklet. It
is a very good publication which shows what the
Minister for Health and his department do in relation to
ageing, particularly healthy ageing, in our community.
One thing that is interesting to see and should be
spoken about far more frequently is the cheaper public
transport for seniors. The booklet says:
Your seniors myki is your ticket to ride —

and that it gives —
Free weekend travel in one or two consecutive zones in
Victoria
Concession travel at all other times in Victoria and across
Australia

It also says:

You may also be eligible for discount dental, eye and
hearing care, and free ambulance travel.

It is important to know that these are out there, and it is
extremely important information for us as members of
Parliament to get across to our senior constituents.
In the 1 minute I have left I would like to talk about the
Living Victoria Water Rebate program. This is
extremely important because older people get very
concerned about water, particularly when they are
stressed in summertime. The booklet says:
The Victorian government’s Living Victoria Water Rebate
program provides rebates on a range of water-efficient
products and appliances.

The program includes:
rainwater tank rebates of up to $1500, depending on the
size of the tank …
$500 for tank-to-toilet and/or laundry connections
tank rebates for existing homes that received building
permits between 1 July 2005 and 1 May 2011
washing machine rebates for appliances that have a 5star water rating and at least a 4-star energy rating.

This is a very important document, and I encourage
everyone to have a closer look at it. Remember: if we
have healthy seniors in our community, we will have a
healthy community.
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Auditor-General: Access to Legal Aid
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Victorian Auditor-General’s report
entitled Access to Legal Aid of August 2014. Legal aid
provides fair and equitable access to publicly funded
legal services to those who are the most disadvantaged
in the state. Legal aid services stretch far beyond
providing assistance to someone appearing before the
courts; they also assist in other services, including civil,
criminal, family, youth and children’s law matters.
I was disappointed to have read in this report that
Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) is providing services based
on a priority system, separating the needy from the
needier and the vulnerable from the most vulnerable
due to a ‘sound understanding of demand drivers and
funding risks’. The report states:
It is providing its services in a challenging environment of
increased demand — influenced by policy decisions beyond
its control … VLA’s current funding is largely based on
demand levels from 2008.
The extent to which VLA is providing services effectively,
efficiently and economically is constrained …

In June I raised my concerns over the neglect and
significant constraints of Victoria Legal Aid under this
government. I brought an extremely disconcerting case
to the attention of this Parliament in regard to the carers
of three abused children who were unable to access
legal aid while the accused abuser was given access to
the service. The couple are offering the children a very
loving and supportive home, and perhaps the most
important consideration is that they are doing their very
best to ensure that the children stay together to grow
and develop with a firm understanding of what it means
to have a family. But they do not fit the criteria to
access VLA.
Essentially this family, which I am sure is like many
other Australian families, does not have large sums of
money readily available to pay for adequate legal
representation. The couple now faces losing the
children they have come to see as their own, with them
slipping through their fingers and into the hands of the
person who caused them anguish and torment. How is
this fair? How is this acting in the best interests of the
children? I refer to this case because it was personally
very distressing to learn about, but I am absolutely
certain there would be hundreds of cases across the
state just like it.
What the report highlights and what was brought to my
attention recently by some of my constituents is quite
obvious: this government has neglected the very
valuable service of Victoria Legal Aid and has left it
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completely out of the reach of those who need it most
and are deserving of it. This government needs to
understand that the increasing demands and pressures
faced by Victoria Legal Aid will not simply go away. I
commend the report to the house.

Rural and Regional Committee: opportunities
for increasing exports of goods and services
from regional Victoria
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I would like to
speak to a report that is close to your heart, Acting
President, as you were the chair of the committee that
inquired into the opportunities for increasing exports of
goods and services from regional Victoria, the Rural
and Regional Committee. I offer my congratulations to
you and your committee on the good work you have
done in identifying and acknowledging the importance
of rural exports out of regional Victoria.
It gives me great pleasure to speak about a report that
investigates further opportunities for agriculture in this
state and makes recommendations to enhance the
potential for increasing exports of goods and services
from regional Victoria, where I live. Whilst many
would say that Australia no longer rides on the sheep’s
back, even more would say that modern technology and
innovation in new industries has replaced traditional
agriculture. They would happily quote the success of
companies like Carbon Revolution in Geelong, which,
ironically, is housed in the International Fibre Centre at
the Deakin University Waurn Ponds campus and, again
ironically, was set up for the wool-processing industry
by past Premier Jeff Kennett to train international
process workers. A house of sheep’s fibre has now been
replaced by a house of carbon fibre. Carbon Revolution
and Carbon Nexus are great success stories for
Geelong, but so is agriculture for Victoria. It is still the
primary economic and social driver for the fabric we
know as regional Victoria.
The committee’s task was to investigate how to
maximise the opportunities to export goods and
services — not strictly food and fibre, but I
acknowledge those industries as having significant
value as both present and future wealth generators. The
committee rightly pointed out that growing towns in
regional Victoria is a priority, and I believe we should
not waver from a strong decentralising policy that shifts
population and industry into regional Victoria. The
Napthine government is leading the way with
commitments to move the WorkCover headquarters to
Geelong to sit alongside the Transport Accident
Commission and the national disability insurance
scheme headquarters. It has made the same
commitment in relation to VicRoads, with 400 jobs
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moving to Ballarat if it is re-elected at the forthcoming
election. We need to do more in this space, and this
report demonstrates the competitive advantages we
have in Victoria with our major ports, our road and rail
infrastructure, and in particular the strength of our
regional universities.
The revenue from Victorian exported goods and
services totalled $35.9 billion for the year 2012–13, but
it is most interesting to note that over a third of our
exports come from regional Victoria. The report
indicates that our farmers exported $7.9 billion worth of
food exports — nearly 28 per cent of the total exports,
similar to manufactured goods — with education
coming a close second at $4.3 billion and being a very
strong performer. Exports in 2012–13 accounted for
10.6 per cent of Victoria’s gross state product.
The potential for increasing exports is directly related to
population growth in Asia and the increase in the
standard of living there. The super trade missions to
Asia, first implemented by former Premier Ted Baillieu
and continued by Premier Denis Napthine, have
underwritten a huge number of export contracts.
I note the committee has identified the role of the
Export Finance and Insurance Corporation in providing
finance and insurance products to assist exporters to
expand. It also recommends greater assistance be
provided by all tiers of government to help leverage
greater exports into overseas markets.
It is somewhat surprising that the committee skirted the
issue of foreign investment in Victoria. While Australia
grapples with issues around the role and leadership of
the Foreign Investment Review Board and its
guidelines, the committee took a more pragmatic
approach. It did not comment on foreign ownership
rules but focused more on the efforts of Victorian
companies to scale up their export volumes with valueadded product, particularly in food processing and
advanced manufacturing. Work skills and education
have huge export potential, and we are blessed to have
two great universities in my region. Federation
University and Deakin University are leading the
cultural change in these regional cities as they transition
from traditional industries that have finite lives.
I commend the committee for identifying Victoria’s
strengths in creating opportunities in our export markets
for goods and services and for recognising the
competitive advantages we have in Victoria, including
our high environmental standards, our infrastructure
connections, our ports and airports — including Avalon
Airport, which is begging for opportunity and use —
our cheap power, renewables aside, our skilled
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workforce and federal and state governments
committed to the decentralisation of population growth,
which will draw goods and services to regional
Victoria.
There is no doubt that the cost of labour is affecting the
competitiveness of our export industries. The lack of
real industrial reform and bastardry by the unions will
make it much more of a challenge for our exporters to
gain a competitive edge — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
The member’s time has expired!

Auditor-General: Prisoner Transportation
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
a contribution on the Auditor-General’s report into
prisoner transportation, which was tabled on 11 June.
Each year in Victoria a minimum of 58 000 prisoners
are moved. The reasons for their transportation include
to accommodate changes in a prisoner’s risk profile, to
maximise prison capacity, to attend health and welfare
programs and to attend court. The Auditor-General
assessed whether the transportation of prisoners in
Victoria is effective, efficient and economical. His
conclusion was:
There is no overarching and coordinated oversight of prisoner
transportation across the justice system.

Corrections Victoria and Victoria Police do not collect
information about the total number and cost of prisoner
movements, so no constructive analysis could be
undertaken of cost efficiency. However, it is clear that
the transportation of prisoners is yet another aspect of
the adverse effects of the government’s narrow-minded
approach to crime and the criminal justice system.
Prisoner numbers have been directly affected by this
government. There are now more prisoners and
therefore greater demand for prisoner movement.
The report details that on 20 February 2014 there were
5892 prisoners in custody, compared with
5200 prisoners in custody on the same day in 2013. The
government’s changes to the parole process, the
abolition of some suspended sentences and the
increases in average sentence lengths are all factors
identified by the Auditor-General as contributing to the
increase in the prisoner population. The report notes
that ‘significant pressure from a large growth in prison
numbers’ has increased the number of remanded and
convicted prisoners being detained in police cells. The
Department of Justice committed to keeping these
numbers below 100; however, on 20 February 2014
there were 261 prisoners being held in police cells,
compared with 128 prisoners held on the same day in
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2013, an increase of 104 per cent. The number of
prisoners being held in police cells reached an all-time
high on 18 November 2013 with 372 prisoners.
The report states that between September and
December 2013, 824 movements of prisoners to court
were cancelled due to capacity in police cells being
reached — that is, just under seven prisoners a day
were refused access to court. In addition, Victoria
Police has admitted that each day up to 500 police
officers are taken off the beat to manage overcrowding
in police cells. While police are being sent to manage
overcrowding in cells they are not on the street
protecting the community. In my electorate police
numbers on the street are down by 19 per cent in
Geelong.
The Victorian Ombudsman has also expressed concern
about the current state of affairs in prisons. In a report
entitled Investigation into Deaths and Harm in
Custody, which was tabled on 26 March 2014, the
Ombudsman warned that:
the likelihood of prisoners being physically or sexually
assaulted or self-harming leading to deaths is greater now
than at any time in recent years

The Auditor-General’s findings on prisoner
transportation explain that the governance, planning,
risk management and monitoring processes focus on
each area separately rather than the transport system as
a whole and that the cost of transportation per prisoner
has increased by 106 per cent. Corrections Victoria paid
$822 000 in performance-linked payments over four
years even though the incentives did not always
enhance transport performance. Given that each
prisoner costs taxpayers $100 000 per year on average,
the increase in travel costs has put additional financial
strain on the system.
In conclusion, the Auditor-General’s report highlights
another example of the significant negative effects this
government has had on the criminal justice system. The
government’s narrow-minded, simplistic approach to
crime takes no account of the flow-on effects within
courts, prisons and agencies.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
The member’s time has expired!

Department of Transport, Planning and Local
Infrastructure: report 2012–13
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Last night in my adjournment matter I called on the
Minister for Local Government to work with his
department to develop guidelines or advice for
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councillors who find themselves in the position of
wanting to advocate for the community while being
obligated under the Local Government Act 1989 to act
impartially. I stopped short of calling for change to
legislation because I could not do that under the
standing orders that apply to the adjournment debate. I
am using the opportunity of speaking on the 2012–13
annual report of the Department of Transport, Planning
and Local Infrastructure to develop this theme a little
further.
I would like to take the opportunity to present a case
study. That case study is of one Cr Geoff Lake, mayor
of the City of Monash. Many members would know
him, perhaps as the disendorsed or sacked federal
candidate for Hotham. He was removed by Kevin
Rudd.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, Acting
President, I think the member is ostensibly using
statements on reports and papers to attack a member of
the public who does not have the opportunity to
respond at this point in time. I cannot see the relevance
it has to the annual report that the member is purporting
to speak on.
Mrs PEULICH — On the point of order, Acting
President, I did set the theme last night, but I could not
speak about the necessary legislative changes. If one
looks at the organisational structure in this report, the
Minister for Local Government forms part of that. At
page 143 there is a description of the Local
Government Act 1989 which states that the act provides
for matters to do with the structure, administration and
operation of local government in Victoria. I believe it is
entirely relevant as I am providing a case study of a
person who, on the one hand, is purportedly advocating
for his community, but, on the other hand, is very much
using the resources of council and ratepayers in a very
partial way. I think it is entirely in order.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! I have taken some advice from the Acting Clerk.
In a sense Ms Mikakos had two elements to her point of
order, the first being a reference to an attack on
someone who is not before the Parliament. I do not
uphold that point of order from what I heard of
Mrs Peulich’s contribution.
The second part was essentially about relevance and
whether or not the comments made could be said to be
relevant to the report on which Mrs Peulich is reporting.
Mrs Peulich has, in response to that, identified the role
of the Local Government Act regime. Nevertheless, the
advice of the Acting Clerk, with which I concur, is that
whilst Mrs Peulich was not straying too far beyond the
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scope of matters that can be referred to in statements on
reports, if she were to spend her entire contribution on
the matter she is presently canvassing that would be too
long a bow for her to draw, and I would have to call on
her to refer back to the report.
Mrs PEULICH — I did indicate that in order to
understand the interface of advocacy and partiality it is
necessary to look at some examples. The examples that
I want to give have been of concern to the ratepayers of
the City of Monash. I will not refer to commonly
known information about Cr Lake, his relationship with
Cr Solity, a former councillor, and Jenny McGee or the
late Cr Tom Morrissey and me as well, all of whom
have been at the receiving end of Cr Lake’s campaign
of intimidation. More recent tactics, however, are of
concern.
Recently Cr Lake wrote to every resident in Mount
Waverley — —
Ms Tierney — On a point of order, Acting
President, I believe the member is overtly making
political points against a member of the public. I do not
believe that is the proper process for statements on
reports in this house.
Mrs PEULICH — On the point of order, Acting
President, Cr Geoff Lake has made a number of rights
of reply to this chamber. He knows what the form is. If
he feels there is a case to answer, he has the opportunity
of submitting a right of reply, as he has done in the past.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! There are forums and rights of reply, as
Mrs Peulich said. The naming of people outside the
chamber by any MP is something we all have to be
very careful about. There have been issues in relation to
this matter, but they have been canvassed in the
appropriate forms of rights of reply et cetera. As I have
ruled, the raising of this matter is not necessarily
irrelevant to the point of order, although I note the time
remaining to Mrs Peulich when I last ruled was
3 minutes and 48 seconds and it is now 3 minutes and
11 seconds, and it is a matter of extent. I call on
Mrs Peulich to continue her contribution but to perhaps
look to winding up on this particular subject matter
within a reasonable period of time.
Mrs PEULICH — I notice that my time has been
gobbled up, so I may need to do another iteration in the
next sitting week.
Cr Lake has written to every resident in the Mount
Waverley area on the issue of the manning of the
Mount Waverley police station, a matter of state
government responsibility, at a cost to ratepayers of
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$4000. Cr Lake has also written to all residents within a
1-kilometre radius of five schools closed by Labor,
attempting to get maximum political mileage but failing
to do so. Furthermore, he has authorised the material,
clearly accepting that this is material of a political
nature.
In more recent times Cr Lake has also written to
residents on the issue of the Huntingdale station and
shopping precinct. In that letter he also spruiks the
contributions of Monash deputy mayor, Cr Stephen
Dimopoulos, who is a Labor candidate, attributing to
him a project which was equally supported by Cr Bill
Pontikis and Cr Theo Zographos, who were not given
credit in the letter. To me that is quite clearly a partisan
misuse of council resources in order to do a political
favour for a political debate. The Leader of the
Opposition is a local member, so one may question the
relationship, given the existence of municipal caucus
rules, which I have called on the Labor Party to ditch.
They require agreement on motions. Therefore I can
only conclude that the member for Mulgrave is fully
aware of that, complicit in it, agrees to it and ticks it off.
I call on him to stop Cr Lake from misusing council
resources in the future.
More recently Cr Lake convened a council meeting on
the issue of the Clayton grade separation, attempting to
throw a spanner in the works on a project that we have
committed to but Labor failed — —
Mr Leane — On a point of order, Acting President,
again on the issue of relevance. I am not sure there is a
report for 2012–13 on Cr Lake so I am not sure how the
last 9 or 10 minutes of Mrs Peulich’s contribution has
any relevance to the report she is speaking on. Actually
there is one on Cr Lake. Mrs Peulich is holding up a
copy of one.
Hon. M. J. Guy — On the point of order, Acting
President, I would have thought it is entirely in order
for a member of this chamber to be making comments
about the actions of a councillor, a council’s resources
and the expenditure of those resources, whether it is by
a mayor or a councillor or whoever.
Mr Leane interjected.
Hon. M. J. Guy — If it is commenting on a report
that is directly related to — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! Points of order will be taken in silence.
Mr Leane!
Hon. M. J. Guy — Thank you, Acting President. I
would have thought Mr Leane would realise that, given
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the position he holds. It is entirely in order for a
member to be making comments on a matter that is
entirely and directly related to the report to which she is
referring and in relation to whoever in that local
government authority is part of the action or has been
responsible for the moneys being expended. I would
have thought that everything the member has said was
entirely in relation to the statement she is making on the
report and is simply a commentary on the report she is
referring to.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! This is the third point of order that has been
taken on this matter. In relation to Mr Leane’s point of
order, which is essentially that Mrs Peulich has
laboured too long on this matter, she has in fact raised a
couple of additional matters. For that reason I have not
pulled her up.
I accept what Minister Guy said in relation to relevance,
which is why statements on reports and papers allow
members to raise matters on the reports and debate
matters around the reports. However, noting that
Mrs Peulich has 1 minute and 5 seconds left and that I
made a ruling that this is not to be over-indulged as a
general matter and that there are separate matters, I call
on Mrs Peulich in the continuation of her contribution
to demonstrate to the house aspects of the report that
also lend upon the matters she is raising in relation to
the councillor.
Mrs PEULICH — The letter in relation to
Huntingdale station and shopping precinct was not
endorsed by council resolution, so there appears to be
nothing in the legislation that would constrain or hold
accountable this particular person from expending
taxpayers money and using it in such a partisan fashion.
Cr Lake recently convened another meeting to try to
derail the Clayton grade separation. On the same night,
when that backfired, he called on the local community
to support a 24-hour police complex, without having
any recourse to an actual need in the situation.
Ratepayers in the city of Monash do not want to see
their council become the Waverley branch of the ALP.
If Cr Lake wants to campaign, he is free to do so, as are
his Labor colleagues, but they need to pay for it with
their own money. I am calling, first of all, on the Leader
of the Opposition in the Assembly, Daniel Andrews, to
ditch the municipal caucus rules, and secondly, on the
minister to provide some speedy advice in relation to
the difference between advocacy and campaigning, or
lobbying and campaigning, in order to secure political
favour or a political outcome at the upcoming state
election.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! I will take some guidance and refer what went
on to the President. As I understand it, what
Mrs Peulich did was not outside the standing orders for
statements on reports and papers in that she made
reference to a report. She did not conclude, as I invited
her to, by bringing her discussions about Cr Lake back
to the report. I am not sure whether under the standing
orders she is required to do so, which is why I am
referring this to the President. I do not see that in
statements on reports and papers, in my reading of the
standing orders, there is any requirement to call for
action or refer to anything, provided that link is made.
Given the somewhat contentious nature of this matter, it
is appropriate, to the extent that I or the house requires
guidance, that the President consider those matters.

Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development: report 2012–13
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development annual report of 2012–13,
which my colleague Mr Leane kindly listed for debate
today. This gives me an opportunity to reflect on the
state of the education system in Victoria. I am very
concerned about many aspects of the state of Victoria’s
education system. One only needs to look at the cuts
and the neglect that the Baillieu and Napthine
governments have put in place to understand that they
have been wreckers when it comes to education.
Education should be the no. 1 priority of any
government; it was the no. 1 priority of the former
Labor government. Labor understands that education is
a ladder of opportunity that provides children of all
backgrounds with opportunities to get ahead in life, to
get a quality education and to make a contribution to
society.
That is why Labor is concerned about the neglect of our
schools. Whilst the coalition has been in office it has
cut hundreds of millions of dollars from Reading
Recovery, literacy and numeracy coaches, the
education maintenance allowance, Koori support, the
School Start bonus and the Victorian certificate of
applied learning. It has abandoned the Gonski reforms,
which would have delivered a fairer system and a
higher quality education for students. There have been
massive cuts to TAFE and the apprentice trade bonus
program, which provide alternative pathways to higher
education, vocational education and employment for
young people. This is at a time when Prime Minister
Tony Abbott in his first federal budget is cutting
$5.8 billion from higher education, deregulating
university fees and making a tertiary education more
inaccessible for many young people.
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We have seen the Napthine government abandon
Labor’s plan to renovate, rebuild or modernise every
Victorian government school. The Napthine
government has spent an average of only $278 million
a year on education capital works, compared to an
average spend of $467 million by Labor in its last term
of government. This is why I am proud that Labor has
made a number of commitments to rebuild or refurbish
many schools in my electorate. Brunswick Secondary
College, Carlton Primary School, Greensborough
College, Mill Park Heights Primary School, Northcote
High School and William Ruthven Secondary College
will all benefit from the commitments Labor has
already made. Labor has also made a commitment to
support the first stage of a new high school in
Richmond.
We have also seen neglect in the area of early
childhood education. The education department’s
annual report shows that in 2012–13 zero dollars were
allocated in the coalition government’s second budget
for kindergarten infrastructure. What did we see in this
year’s state budget? Again, zero dollars were allocated
for kindergarten infrastructure in 2014–15 and beyond.
We see the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development, Ms Lovell, waltzing around the state,
including coming into the Parliament, claiming credit
for capital works in kindergartens without
acknowledging that in large part those works were
funded by the federal government, particularly the
former federal Labor government, which provided
funding through national partnership arrangements to
extend universal access and also provide the necessary
infrastructure to enable that access.
We have seen the minister come into the chamber and
claim credit for a 12-month extension of access to
15 hours of kindergarten. We know it is a political fix
designed just to get her through the state election. The
uncertainty around 15 hours of access will continue into
the future. Kindergarten committees and parents are
saying to me that they are still anxious and worried
about what will happen in 12 months time. We know
that behind closed doors a secret deal has been done
with the coalition in Canberra to fix a political problem
for the coalition in Spring Street, which will then roll
over if re-elected. Only an Andrews Labor government
will stand up to Tony Abbott.
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inquiry into the approaches to homework in Victorian
schools. Later in my contribution I will focus on
finding 2 and recommendation 6, but there is still a lot
of discussion out there about this report, which I
imagine arises because everybody has experience of
homework. People are setting homework, doing
homework or supervising homework, so it is something
that is very much of interest to everybody.
The case for homework has been presented, so it is
important to put on the record the case against
homework. I want to say parenthetically that the
emphasis of the report — that there is little benefit of
homework to student learning in the early years of
primary school — is not necessarily reflected in the
secondary school years. The case against homework
pivots on the fact that, whilst there is a body of opinion
that homework is generally beneficial to student
learning — and this is reflected in most education
systems to a greater or lesser extent — there is also a
strongly held view by educators and parents that
homework is of either limited value or, in some cases,
can have negative effects on students.
The case against homework in the first instance is not
based on evidence of its negative effects; rather — and
some people might see this as perverse — it is based on
the perceived absence of evidence that it actually aids
learning. By this argument, if there are no clear
benefits, the potential damage it can do — by adding to
pressure on young people already under developmental
stress, by taking young people away from family and
other relationships, by impinging on time for
extracurricular activities that have health and social
benefits and by widening the gap between advantaged
and disadvantaged students — makes homework not
worth doing.
There is a very erudite contributor, Mr Alfie Kohn, who
is regarded as one of the most vociferous and widely
cited critics of homework in the United States. He said:
… the burden of proof here doesn’t rest with critics to
demonstrate that homework doesn’t help. It rests with
supporters to show that it does, and specifically to show that
its advantages are sufficiently powerful and pervasive to
justify taking up children’s (and parents and teachers) time,
and to compensate for the distinct disadvantages …

It is against that background that I now move to focus
on why we arrived at finding 2:

Education and Training Committee:
approaches to homework in Victorian schools

New teachers in Victorian schools may currently lack support
to identify and set quality homework.

Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to make a contribution on the Education and
Training Committee report of August 2014 on the

That resulted in the committee’s recommendation 6:
That the department investigate offering professional
development to teachers to explain current research in
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homework and assist them to identify and set quality
homework.

It is important to make the point that this is by no
means a criticism of teachers and teaching practice. I
will focus on the point of teacher training. We all
understand that homework, particularly in this state
because of the independence of schools to set
homework, is usually set in accordance with a school’s
own homework policy. Apart from those policies, if
there is such a policy or policy framework available, a
teacher may have very little guidance on how to set
effective homework, this being particularly acute for
teachers new to the teaching service.
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Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development: report 2012–13
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I also wish
to make a contribution on the Department of Education
and Early Childhood Development report for 2012–13.
I take into account that there are three ministers
responsible for this department: Martin Dixon, the
Minister for Education; Nick Wakeling, the Minister
for Higher Education and Skills; and Wendy Lovell, the
Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development. It has to be said that these three
particular ministers must represent the most
incompetent and lazy ministers in this state ever to have
had charge of this important area of educating young
people.

The committee sought from each of the universities in
Victoria information on homework elements of the
preservice teacher training courses, but it received
limited response on this issue. However, in the hearings
the committee received evidence suggesting that a
number of Victorian universities do not provide training
to teachers specifically in relation to setting homework.
Some universities may include a lecture on this issue or
perhaps offer an elective, but, while the teacher training
curriculum is reported to be large, the committee
considers this issue does not currently receive the
attention it deserves. The focus for educational studies
has been on student-oriented teaching and learning. It
was agreed that homework practices still reflect social
and cultural practices of the past and that a discussion
of how homework could be used to reflect this new
focus is due.

Martin Dixon is a man who has stood by in recent
months and just copped and said nothing about the plan
of his federal colleague, Prime Minister Tony Abbott,
to take $1 billion more out of the education portfolio in
Victoria. Mr Dixon has said nothing. This is a minister
who from day one has only presided over cuts to the
education system. This is a man who has presided over
a capital works program that is less than half the
previous government’s capital works program. He has
shown amazing indifference and incompetence. He is a
hopeless minister.

The issue of teacher training is not one that is exclusive
to Victoria or Australia. Research from the United
States suggests that teachers there are not adequately
trained as to how to set homework before they
graduate. The gap in teacher training courses could
result in focusing on other issues deemed more
important or, provocatively, interesting. This means
teachers are unaware of the research in relation to
homework, and it requires them to do this on the job.

To analyse Nick Wakeling, you only have to look at the
fact that he was prepared to take over the TAFE
portfolio when former Minister Peter Hall, a man with a
bit of integrity, decided he had had enough because this
government has done a disgraceful job in TAFE.
Victorians hate what this government has done to
TAFE. Then there is Nick Wakeling prepared to take
on the portfolio, so that only reinforces what a moron
he must be.

Statements interrupted.

Mr Ramsay — On a point of order, Acting
President — —

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! I acknowledge the presence of Ms Glenyys
Romanes, Deputy President of this chamber in the
55th Parliament and a former member for Melbourne
Province.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! I have got it myself, Mr Ramsay. I ask
Mr Leane to withdraw the word ‘moron’.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! I asked Mr Leane to withdraw.
Mr LEANE — Out of respect to you, Acting
President, I withdraw.
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Then we move on to Ms Lovell. Ms Lovell is a minister
whose only activity in four years has been to open
federally funded kindergartens and kindergartens that
were funded by the previous state government. Another
lazy, incompetent, sad — —
Mr Ramsay — On a point of order, Acting
President, I have sat here for 2 minutes listening to
Mr Leane’s tirade and character assassination of
members in this chamber. Enough is enough.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Ramsay — I am sorry, but it is unparliamentary
and not within the standing orders, and I ask him to
withdraw those derogatory remarks against ministers
and members of this house.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr D. R. J. O’Brien) —
Order! We find ourselves in a similar position to the
one we were in with the points of order that were raised
earlier in response to the contribution by Mrs Peulich in
relation to the extent to which Mr Leane is straying
from the contents of the report and moving into other
matters. In a similar manner to that which I attempted
to do with Mrs Peulich, I advise him that he ought to
return to the report. There is a link into his report from
TAFE, as Ms Mikakos made in her contribution, but
the extent to which this report can be used to move into
other issues is a matter of degree.
My advice from the Acting Clerk, similarly, is that the
member should return to the content of the report. I do
not uphold the point of order on the language because
at that stage, whilst adjectives were used, Mr Leane had
not demonstrated they were about a member, as
opposed to more colourful language about a
government, which is not unparliamentary under our
standing orders.
The time for debate on statements on reports and papers
has expired.

DRUGS, POISONS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES FURTHER AMENDMENT
BILL 2014
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. D. M. DAVIS
(Minister for Health); by leave, ordered to be read
second time forthwith.
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Statement of compatibility
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Drugs, Poisons
and Controlled Substances Further Amendment Bill 2014 (the
bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The purpose of the bill is to provide for a licence to be issued
under division 4 of part II of the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act 1981 in respect of a mobile facility
in certain circumstances and to further provide for the terms
and conditions that apply to licences, permits or warrants
issued under division 4 of part II and to replace the definition
of commonwealth standard with the new definition of
Poisons Standard and to make other minor and consequential
amendments.
Human rights issues
A charter right that is relevant to the bill is the right to privacy
which is contained in section 13 of the charter act.
Clause 5(4) inserts new sections 19(6) and 19(7) into the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act (principal act).
These provisions authorise the secretary to issue a new type
of licence for a mobile facility and provide for the
characteristics of the mobile facility licence, which include a
condition that the permanent fixed address where the mobile
facility is parked when it is not travelling to or from a mobile
facility location, is specified on the licence. The purpose of
collecting this information is so that the mobile facility can be
located in the event that the secretary requires it to be
inspected under section 22B of the principal act. The mobile
facility licence scheme is voluntary; applicants for a mobile
facility licence may also be required under section 19 of the
principal act to provide personal information to the secretary.
The purpose of collecting this information is for the secretary
to determine whether the applicant is a fit and proper person
to hold a mobile facility licence.
Clause 7 amends section 22B of the principal act to extend
the power of the secretary to require that a mobile facility to
which a mobile facility licence relates be inspected.
The right to privacy is relevant to the amendment to
section 22B. The purpose of extending the secretary’s power
to inspect a mobile facility is to monitor compliance with the
principal act and the conditions on which the mobile facility
licence is proposed to be issued, renewed or amended.
The power of the secretary to require the inspection of a
mobile facility is limited to circumstances where the secretary
is issuing, renewing or amending a licence for a mobile
facility. In addition, inspection of a mobile facility by an
authorised officer can only occur with the consent of the
applicant or holder of the licence for the mobile facility.
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Accordingly the right to privacy is not limited, and the
proposed amendments are compatible with the charter.
Hon. David Davis, MP
Minister for Health

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health).
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill amends the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances Act 1981 by adding two key elements and making
some technical and administrative adjustments.
The bill introduces a new provision to enable a person to
obtain a licence to manufacture perishable pest animal bait
that is a schedule 7 poison used to bait wild dogs, foxes or
rabbits, from a mobile facility located in the field.
Ten-eighty (1080) perishable pest animal bait is a schedule 7
poison. Use of 1080 perishable pest animal bait is an
important tool to control wild dogs, foxes and rabbits in
Victoria.
The bill seeks to improve access to good-quality 1080
perishable pest animal bait closer to the land on which the bait
is to be laid. It will particularly improve access to 1080
perishable pest animal bait for Victorian landholders located
in remote areas such as north-eastern Victoria.
Local community groups and Landcare groups will be
especially advantaged by mobile manufacture of 1080
perishable pest animal bait. They will be able to arrange ready
access to bait and treat a group of local properties on the same
day to produce more efficient baiting over a wide area.
The bill requires the mobile manufacturer to have a registered
trailer or other vehicle specially fitted out to securely transport
the schedule 7 poison, such as 1080, and the equipment
needed to the manufacturing site, and once at the site, to
safely carry out the task of preparing and supplying the
poison baits to local landholders.
The standards that will apply to mobile manufacture and
requirements for the sites where mobile manufacture will
occur are to be contained in the document of the Department
of Environment and Primary Industries 1080 Victorian Code
of Practice for the Manufacture of Perishable 1080 Pest
Animal Bait Products (Using 1080 Aqueous Solution).
It will be a condition of the licence that the mobile
manufacturer already holds a licence to manufacture and sell
or supply 1080 perishable pest animal bait from a fixed
premises and complies with the manufacturing code of
practice. This will ensure that only experienced 1080
perishable pest animal bait manufacturers can manufacture
baits in the field.
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Manufacture of 1080 pest animal bait and supply in Victoria
is a commercial operation. The extent to which the option for
mobile manufacture of 1080 perishable pest animal bait is
taken up by the manufacturers and bait users will be a matter
for the marketplace to determine.
This bill also introduces a new provision that allows, for
compliance with codes or other documents to be made a
condition of a licence, permit or warrant issued under the act.
At present there is no express authorising power in the act to
mandate compliance with codes or other documents as a
licence, permit or warrant condition. This contrasts with other
Victorian legislation where such authorising power is clearly
expressed. The bill provides clarity that compliance with
codes or other documents can be mandated.
The bill puts beyond doubt that mobile manufacturers of
perishable pest animal bait that is a schedule 7 poison can be
required to comply with the manufacturing code as a
condition of their licence.
The bill enables other relevant codes also to be mandated.
These include the National Coordinating Committee on
Therapeutic Goods’ Australian Code of Good Wholesaling
Practice for Medicines in Schedules 2, 3, 4 and 8 and
Medicines Australia’s Code of Conduct with respect to the
supply of prescription medicine samples to medical
practitioners.
The bill also puts beyond doubt that where relevant, licences,
permits and warrants may only be held by those whose need
for poisons and controlled substances is underpinned by any
other licence, permit or warrant from Victoria or the
commonwealth. The amendment clearly allows for example,
that a licence under the act to manufacture and supply certain
medicines would not be valid unless the licence-holder also
held a manufacturing licence for medicines with the
commonwealth Therapeutic Goods Administration.
Finally this bill will make several amendments that are
administrative or technical in nature.
The most notable of these is the change in reference from the
commonwealth standard to the Poisons Standard. The
Poisons Standard is a commonwealth legislative instrument
and is adopted by states and territories nationally to determine
the classification or scheduling of medicine and poisons.
By substituting the reference to the commonwealth standard
with the Poisons Standard, the bill will remove confusion
resulting from the use of two separate titles in Victoria for the
one document.
The bill also provides for two technical amendments
concerning registered health professionals. Both amendments
rectify omissions made in previous amendments concerning
those registered health professionals.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr JENNINGS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 24 September.
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DRUGS, POISONS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES AMENDMENT (CLINICAL
TRIALS) BILL 2014
Introduction and first reading
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) introduced
a bill for an act to amend the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act 1981 in relation to
clinical trials, to make other miscellaneous and
consequential amendments and for other purposes.
Read first time; by leave, ordered to be read second
time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Drugs, Poisons
and Controlled Substances Amendment (Clinical Trials) Bill
2014 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The purpose of the bill is to amend the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act 1981 (the act) to enable a clinical
trial permit for approved clinical trials to be issued in relation
to schedule 8 and schedule 9 poisons. Approved clinical trials
means a clinical trial conducted pursuant to the Therapeutic
Goods Act 1989 of the commonwealth.
A registered medical practitioner who is involved in an
approved clinical trial will be required to apply to the
secretary for a clinical trial permit before administering,
supplying or prescribing a schedule 9 poison to a clinical trial
participant taking part in a trial. Similarly, a registered
medical practitioner or a nurse practitioner will be required to
apply to the secretary for a clinical trial permit before
administering, supplying or prescribing a schedule 8 poison to
a clinical trial participant taking part in a trial. If a registered
medical practitioner or a nurse practitioner has not been
issued with a clinical trial permit, or other authorisation under
the act (for example, individual treatment permits for each
clinical trial participant), the practitioner commits an offence
if the practitioner administers, supplies or prescribes a
schedule 8 or schedule 9 poison to a clinical trial participant.
A clinical trial permit will remain in force for the duration of
the approved clinical trial to which the permit relates and will
be subject to any terms or conditions the secretary thinks fit
and which are specified in the permit.
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Human rights issues
1.

Human rights protected by the charter act that are
relevant to the bill

The bill does not engage any human rights protected by the
charter act.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section
7(2)

As the bill does not engage any of the human rights protected
by the charter act it is unnecessary to consider the application
of section 7(2) of the charter act.
Conclusion
I consider the bill is compatible with the charter act because it
does not raise any human rights issues.
Hon. David Davis, MP
Minister for Health

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health)
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill amends the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances Act 1981 (the act) to make it easier for registered
practitioners to conduct clinical trials involving cannabis or
other highly regulated substances. The change will enable
registered practitioners to apply for a single authorisation
enabling treatment of multiple patients with schedule 8 or
schedule 9 poisons such as cannabis, as part of a clinical trial.
The current regulatory framework poses certain barriers to the
conduct of clinical trials involving scheduled poisons such as
cannabis and cannabis extracts, including the requirement for
a registered medical practitioner to apply for a separate permit
from the secretary of my department for each and every
patient to be engaged in the clinical trial. Also, researchers
and other people involved in the trials would presently be
committing possession and use offences through their
involvement in the trial and risk penalties under the act. This
bill will ensure that these barriers are removed and that those
involved in future clinical trials can be clearly authorised
under the act.
This bill is of immediate currency because of known
instances in Victoria and elsewhere in Australia, where
parents of severely ill children have resorted to treating their
children with unregulated cannabis products, with purportedly
positive results, because conventional medicine has failed
them. Some of these children experience chronic pain that
conventional medicines have failed to alleviate, or have been
able to control to an extent, but sometimes with serious
physical or behavioural side-effects.
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This bill ensures that only bona fide cannabis-based products
of known and standardised quality from recognised
pharmaceutical companies that are already approved for
medical use overseas or in Australia, or that are currently
undergoing that process, can be considered for clinical trials.
Products from suppliers that do not meet those standards
would not be considered for these Victorian clinical trials.
The Victorian government will establish an expert advisory
group consisting of clinical and regulatory experts to work
through the complex clinical and ethical issues and to
encourage appropriately governed trials.
These amendments do not interfere with the current
regulatory processes involved in establishing and conducting
clinical trials. This means that researchers will still need to
meet all the requirements for establishing and conducting
such trials that are set by the National Health and Medical
Research Council and the Therapeutic Goods Administration
in order to be considered an ‘approved clinical trial’ for the
purposes of the act.
The bill supports the Victorian government’s harmminimisation strategy. By facilitating access to regulated and
legal medicinal products through properly governed clinical
trials, the government will remove the necessity felt by some
families for their present ‘option of last resort’: that of having
to access illegal substances to manage their medical
conditions, with all the attendant risks involved in such an
exercise.
The participation of patients, including children, in bona fide
clinical trials for new cannabis-based medical products has
potential to provide positive benefits beyond the immediate
future. If the trials bear positive outcomes, then greater
availability of those proven medical products may have
benefits for a larger number of patients in the future.
The consequences of not supporting a bill to facilitate bona
fide medical trials on cannabis-based medicinal products is to
risk being seen to be prolonging the invidious situation of the
families in question and to be maintaining barriers to properly
conducted research to develop the medicines that may
comprise a more effective range of therapeutic tools for the
treatment of such conditions into the future.
The amendments in this bill to enable clinical trial
authorisations to be issued by the Secretary to the Department
of Health will help to alleviate the current distress felt by
those families and is likely to attract support as a reasonable
position to protect the health and safety of patients in the
longer term.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr JENNINGS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 24 September.
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SENTENCING AMENDMENT
(HISTORICAL HOMOSEXUAL
CONVICTIONS EXPUNGEMENT) BILL
2014
Introduction and first reading
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) introduced
a bill for an act to amend the Sentencing Act 1991 to
establish a scheme under which convictions for
certain offences related to conduct engaged in for
the purposes of, or in connection with, sexual
activity of a homosexual nature may be expunged,
to make consequential amendments to the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 and for
other purposes.
Read first time; by leave, ordered to be read second
time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter act’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Sentencing
Amendment (Historical Homosexual Convictions
Expungement) Bill 2014.
In my opinion, the Sentencing Amendment (Historical
Homosexual Convictions Expungement) Bill 2014 as
introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with
human rights as set out in the charter act. I base my opinion
on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The bill makes amendments to the Sentencing Act 1991 with
the objective of creating a scheme for people convicted or
found guilty of offences constituted by conduct in connection
with homosexual sexual activity to apply to have that record
expunged as long as that conduct would not be an offence
under today’s law.
Expungement will require that the record of a conviction or
finding of guilt be disregarded and not disclosed. In so doing,
it will remove the stigma of a criminal record and the
practical impediments created by a criminal record in relation
to travel and employment.
Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter act that are relevant
to the bill
Section 8 — recognition and equality before the law
Section 8(3) of the charter act provides that every person has
the right to equal and effective protection against
discrimination. For the purposes of the charter act,
discrimination is defined to mean discrimination on the basis
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of an attribute set out in section 6 of the Equal Opportunity
Act and relevantly includes sexual orientation.
Whilst the laws that criminalised homosexual sexual activity
have been repealed, the effects of these laws and of
discriminatory enforcement of general sexual offences
continue if a conviction or finding of guilt remains on a
person’s record.
Section 8(2) of the charter act is promoted in relation to
persons of homosexual sexual orientation because the bill
provides for the expungement of criminal records that relate
to homosexual sexual activity that would be lawful today and
will remove the stigma associated with such criminal records.
The bill does not apply to convictions which involved
heterosexual sexual conduct. Although this may be
discriminatory on its face against persons with certain
historical convictions based on heterosexual conduct, charter
act s.8(4) provides that measures taken for the purpose of
assisting groups disadvantaged because of discrimination do
not constitute discrimination.
Section 13 — right to privacy and reputation
Section 13 of the charter act provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with and not to have his or her reputation
unlawfully attacked.
Section 13 rights not to have reputation unlawfully attacked
are enhanced by the bill. Findings of guilt and convictions in
relation to sexual offending and public morality offences
carry stigma. The existence of such records might also restrict
certain employment opportunities and volunteering. The
person will not be obliged to disclose an expunged record and
the expunged record of a person will not be a proper ground
for refusing the person any appointment, post, status or
privilege.
Section 13 privacy rights are also relevant because the
application process requires applicants to provide personal
information to the secretary including, for example, name,
date of birth, address etc.
The applicant will give written authority to the secretary to
access relevant government records that include the
applicant’s personal information. If official records are not
clear or contain insufficient information, the applicant will be
obliged to provide further evidence which could involve
seeking corroborating evidence about the consensual nature
of the homosexual conduct from other parties, but such
statements can only be provided with the cooperation and
consent of the third parties. The requirements for and powers
to obtain this information is not arbitrary, are set out in
legislation and necessary to assess the application and so do
not interfere with the s. 13 privacy right.
To further protect the applicant’s privacy, the bill makes it an
offence to disclose information handled as part of the
application process or about an expunged conviction. (see
new sections 105J (5) and 105O(1)). If an applicant seeks a
review of the secretary’s decision Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) must not identify the
applicant unless it is in the public interest to do so. The
tribunal file will not be open to third parties.
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Section 15 — freedom of expression
Section 15(2) of the charter act provides that every person has
the right to freedom of expression, which includes the
freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of
all kinds.
The bill does place limitations on the ability of people to
report on proceedings in VCAT. The bill also makes it an
offence for a person who has any access to official records to
disclose the fact that a person with an expunged conviction
had been charged with or convicted of that offence, and
makes it an offence to make a record of, disclose or
communicate any information obtained during the course of
the application where the information was obtained in
performing a function or exercising a power under these
provisions. However, the bill does not restrict the right set out
in section 15(2) of the charter act because these limitations are
lawful and protect the rights of the applicant to privacy and
their reputation. VCAT retains the power to identify parties to
an application if it is in the public interest to do so, and the
confidentiality provisions are in place to protect the privacy of
the applicant for an expunged conviction. In this way, a
careful balance has been struck between freedom of
expression and the rights of privacy and reputation.
Section 24 — right to a fair hearing
Section 24(1) of the charter act provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding, has
the right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing.
In my view, the application to and determination by the
secretary is not a civil proceeding to which s.24(1) applies.
If the secretary refuses the application, he or she is obliged
under new section 105G(4) to provide the applicant with
reasons for that decision and the applicant can seek a review
of that decision by VCAT on the merits of the case. Review
proceedings in VCAT are a civil proceeding to which s.24
applies and which satisfy s.24.
Section 24(3) of the charter act also provides that a
proceeding should be public unless an act other than this
charter permits. The proposed amendments to schedule 1 of
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act provide
that the VCAT proceedings cannot be reported on unless
VCAT orders that it is in the public interest to do so.
Hon. David Davis, MLC
Minister for Health
Minister for Ageing

[Second-reading speech expunged by order of the
house on 18 September.]
Debate adjourned for Ms PULFORD (Western
Victoria) on motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 1 October.
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JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(CONFISCATION AND OTHER MATTERS)
BILL 2014
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor
and Gaming Regulation), Hon. D. M. Davis tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter act’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Confiscation and Other Matters)
Bill 2014.
In my opinion, the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Confiscation and Other Matters) Bill 2014, as introduced to
the Legislative Council, is compatible with human rights as
set out in the charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
Overview
The bill amends the Confiscation Act 1997 to introduce an
unexplained wealth scheme. Persons reasonably suspected of
engaging in or profiting from serious criminal activity will
have assets forfeited if they cannot satisfy the court that those
assets were lawfully acquired. The proposed regime targets
the orchestrators of serious criminality and their professional
advisors or associates who have minimal involvement in dayto-day criminal activities, as well as the individual criminal
entrepreneur.
The scheme will involve two alternative tests for the restraint
of property. The first will require that the applicant for an
unexplained wealth restraining order demonstrate to the court
that they hold a reasonable suspicion that the subject of the
order has engaged in ‘serious criminal activity’; where serious
criminal activity is conduct that constitutes one or more of a
range of serious offences. The second test will be that the
applicant for the order holds a suspicion, based on reasonable
grounds, that the property sought to be restrained was not
lawfully acquired.
Once the property is restrained, the onus will be on the owner
of the property to prove that the property was lawfully
acquired. If this cannot be proven, the property will be
forfeited to the state.
There will be no requirement to prove a specific nexus
between the property and serious criminal activity.
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protected by society and the state’. Subsection 17(2) provides
that ‘every child has the right, without discrimination, to such
protection as is in his or her best interests and is needed by
him or her by reason of being a child’. This right protects
families from unnecessary separation, and also acknowledges
the need of children to protection due to their vulnerable
status.
In my opinion, the bill does not limit the right to protection of
families and children. The bill does provide for the restraint
and potential confiscation of property, on the suspicion based
on reasonable grounds that the subject of the order has
engaged in serious criminal activity; or that the property
sought to be restrained was not lawfully acquired. The
imposition of an unexplained wealth restraining order may
affect families, particularly where the family’s principal
residence or source of income becomes restrained.
However, the bill contains safeguards to protect those who
may be affected by the operation of the restraining orders, or
the subsequent orders for forfeiture. The bill provides that a
person affected by an unexplained wealth restraining order
may apply for reasonable living and reasonable business
expenses to be paid from the restrained property. This ensures
that a person affected by the restraining order is able to
provide or maintain a reasonable standard of living for his or
her dependants.
Before any property is forfeited under the unexplained wealth
scheme, any person (including a family member) claiming an
interest in the property can apply for the property to be
excluded from forfeiture, on the basis that their interest in the
property was acquired lawfully. This means that property will
only be forfeited where its owner, or other person with an
interest in the property, is unable to show that it was lawfully
acquired.
Even if the right in section 17 of the charter act protects a
family home (which is unclear) it does not protect the family
home from forfeiture where there is a reasonable suspicion
that the home was unlawfully acquired or the owner was
engaged in serious criminal activity and the owner cannot
satisfy the court that the home was not lawfully acquired. On
this basis I do not consider that this right is limited by
provisions in the bill that allow forfeiture of property the
lawful origins of which cannot be explained.
In circumstances where forfeiture does occur, there is
provision for the court to grant relief to persons adversely
affected. Section 45B states that the court may order that a
person is entitled to be paid a specified amount from forfeited
property in order to prevent undue hardship to the person. For
example, a family member or dependant of a person whose
house has been forfeited, may seek a payment to prevent
undue hardship that would be caused by that forfeiture.

The bill also includes amendments to the Sentencing Act
1991, the Personal Safety Intervention Orders Act 2010 and
the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958 and the Crimes
Act 1958 to which charter act rights may be relevant.

In light of these safeguards, I consider that the right of
families and children to protection is not limited by the bill.

Human rights issues

Section 20 of the charter act provides that a person has the
right not to be deprived of property other than in accordance
with the law.

Amendments to the Confiscation Act 1997
Protection of families and children
Subsection 17(1) of the charter act provides that ‘families are
the fundamental group unit of society and are entitled to be

The rights to privacy and property

Section 13(a) of the charter act provides that a person has the
right not to have one’s home unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with.
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For the reasons outlined below, I consider that the forfeiture
provisions in the bill are set out sufficiently clearly so that any
deprivation occurs in accordance with law. For these same
reasons and the reasons set out in relation to the section 17
right, I consider that any interference with the home of a
person subject to an unexplained wealth order or any other
persons residing in an affected property will occur in a
manner that is neither unlawful nor arbitrary.

incentive to engage in criminal activity justifies imposing the
burden on the applicant for exclusion to demonstrate that the
property was lawfully acquired.

The forfeiture of property under the bill may only occur in
accordance with the procedures outlined in the bill. First, an
unexplained wealth restraining order must be made by the
courts. This order can only be made if the tests outlined in
sections 40I(1) and (3) are satisfied.

Section 25 of the charter act sets out rights applicable to a
person charged with a criminal offence about the conduct of
the hearing of that charge. I do not consider that these rights
are relevant to the amendments contained in this bill as
unexplained wealth proceedings do not in themselves amount
to a criminal charge or involve the imposition of a criminal
penalty.

Once the unexplained wealth restraining order has been
made, any party with an interest in the restrained property
may apply for that property to be excluded from the
restraining order. The applicant bears the burden of satisfying
the court that the property was lawfully acquired. If the
applicant is able to satisfy the court that the property was
lawfully acquired, that property will be returned to the
applicant.
At the end of this process, any property that remains subject
to the restraining order is eligible for forfeiture. The
safeguards in the bill regarding the forfeiture of property were
discussed above. As mentioned a person claiming an interest
in property may seek an order excluding the property from
forfeiture (including, in certain circumstances, after forfeiture
has occurred). In light of these safeguards, I also consider that
any forfeiture allowed by the bill will not occur in an arbitrary
manner.
Right to a fair hearing
Section 24 of the charter act provides that a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have the proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing. This right to a fair hearing means a
party to a proceeding must have a reasonable opportunity of
presenting his or her case to the court under conditions that do
not place him or her at a substantial disadvantage to his or her
opponent.
This right may be relevant to the amendments in the bill that
require a person seeking exclusion from an unexplained
wealth restraining order to establish that his or her property
was lawfully acquired (rather than requiring the applicant to
establish that the property was unlawfully acquired).
Before an unexplained wealth restraining order can be made,
the applicant for the order must establish either that there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that the owner of the property
has engaged in serious criminal activity or that there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that the property was not
lawfully acquired. These are not insignificant thresholds that
must be met by the prosecution before a person is required to
establish lawful acquisition of his or her property.
Furthermore, the information necessary to establish the
acquisition of property is often information that is peculiarly
within the knowledge of the owner of that property. A person
who has lawfully acquired property ought to be able to readily
point to information that supports that acquisition, whilst such
information would often be difficult for the prosecution to
establish. The importance of depriving criminals and their
associates of unlawfully acquired wealth and removing the

For these reasons the bill is compatible with the right to a fair
hearing contained in section 24 of the charter act.
Rights in criminal proceedings

Unlike criminal proceedings, unexplained wealth proceedings
are not concerned with establishing the guilt of an individual;
instead, the proceedings are concerned with the lawfulness of
the acquisition of property. It is not necessary to establish that
any offence has been committed to allow for the forfeiture of
property.
Furthermore, the purposes of the scheme are remedial and
preventative, rather than punitive. The unexplained wealth
scheme is aimed at confiscating unlawfully acquired property
that is likely to be derived from the profits of crime rather
than imposing criminal punishment. Finally, the sanctions
involved in the unexplained wealth scheme are also not so
serious as to render the scheme criminal or punitive. While
money and valuable property may be restrained and forfeited,
there is no conviction or imprisonment or fine.
Retrospective punishment
Section 27(2) of the charter act provides that a penalty must
not be imposed on any person for a criminal offence that is
greater than the penalty that applied to the offence when it
was committed.
The bill will allow unexplained wealth proceedings to be
taken against a person suspected to have engaged in serious
criminal activity regardless of when that serious criminal
activity took place. As such, the scheme will operate
retrospectively. However, I do not consider the right in
section 27(2) of the charter act to be relevant to this scheme,
as unexplained wealth proceedings do not involve the
imposition of a penalty for a criminal offence.
Unexplained wealth proceedings are civil, not criminal
proceedings. While a suspicion of criminal activity can form
the basis of an unexplained wealth restraining order,
unexplained wealth proceedings do not result in any finding
of criminal guilt. As discussed above, unexplained wealth
proceedings also do not expose a person to criminal sanctions.
While they can result in forfeiture of unlawfully acquired
property, they cannot result in conviction or imprisonment.
Sentencing Act 1991 amendments
The bill amends the Sentencing Act 1991 to permit the
Magistrates Court to impose a single aggregate community
correction order (CCO) or multiple CCOs in respect of
multiple offences with a total period of up to five years. The
bill also clarifies that the total sentence imposed by the
Magistrates Court in any case must not exceed five years.
This is relevant if the court imposes a sentence of
imprisonment and a CCO in respect of one or more offences
under section 44 of the Sentencing Act 1991.
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The amendments will apply immediately upon
commencement and can be used by courts when sentencing
an offender found guilty of an offence committed prior to the
commencement date. The bill does not limit the right not to
be subject to retrospective penalties in section 27(2) because
it does not increase the maximum penalty that applied to the
offence when it was committed.
Instead, it creates flexibility for the Magistrates Court to
impose a single aggregate CCO or multiple CCOs in respect
of multiple offences with a total period of up to five years. A
CCO can only be imposed with the consent of the offender.
The amendments facilitate the use of CCOs by clarifying how
they may be used in combination with a sentence of
imprisonment, and by allowing the Magistrates Court greater
flexibility when dealing with complex cases with a number of
offences.
Amendments to the Personal Safety Intervention Orders Act
2010
The right to privacy under section 13(a) of the charter act is
relevant in respect of these amendments as the bill permits the
Magistrates Court to disclose personal information in relation
to personal safety intervention order applications to the
Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria (DSCV).
While the right to privacy is relevant in respect of the
provision, the disclosures are neither unlawful nor arbitrary.
The information is disclosed to the DSCV for the specific and
legitimate purpose of assessing the suitability of matters for
mediation. There are proper processes through which the
information is divulged and personal information is handled
appropriately and securely. The DSCV is the authorised
provider of mediation services under the PSIO act.
Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958 amendments
The bill amends section 4 of the Judicial Proceedings Reports
Act 1958 to clarify that courts and other agencies can share
information with the Sentencing Advisory Council (SAC) and
the Judicial College of Victoria (JCV). This includes
information likely to lead to identification of a victim of a
sexual offence.
The right to privacy under section 13(a) of the charter act may
be relevant to this amendment. The amendment does not
infringe that right, however, as it does not provide for
arbitrary disclosure of information. Rather, it permits
information sharing with statutory entities with a legitimate
need to access the relevant information to support their
statutory functions. Further, it does not affect the existing
prohibition on public disclosure of information likely to lead
to identification of a victim of a sexual offence.
Crimes Act 1958 amendments
The bill will amend the Crimes Act 1958 to provide that a
court may make an order directing a person with knowledge
of a computer or a computer system to assist an officer
executing a search warrant to access a computer or other data
storage device. Section 25(2)(k) of the charter act provides
that a person is entitled ‘not to be compelled to testify against
himself or herself or to confess guilt’. The bill’s provision for
a court order directing a person with knowledge of a
computer or computer system to assist police in gaining
access to a computer or other data storage device is relevant
to this section and arguably limits this right insofar as such
assistance could in some cases lead police to evidence that
incriminates the person assisting police.
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This limitation is necessary and reasonable to respect the
rights and reputation of other persons and to protect public
order. This limitation is justified under section 7(2) of the
charter act because of the serious nature of the crimes being
investigated (such as child exploitation material). The
changes are subject to appropriate safeguards (such
applications for an order having to be made by a police officer
of or above the rank of senior sergeant, and the court having
to be satisfied of a number of matters, including that the
person has relevant knowledge of the computer or device).
The oversight of the court will ensure the orders are issued
appropriately.
Edward O’Donohue, MP
Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation
Minister for Corrections
Minister for Crime Prevention

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health).
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Justice Legislation Amendment (Confiscation and Other
Matters) Bill 2014 contains a number of important reforms to
Victorian justice legislation.
Amendments to the Confiscation Act 1997
This bill amends the Confiscation Act 1997 to establish an
unexplained wealth confiscation scheme in Victoria. The
scheme will require people reasonably suspected of criminal
activity, and people reasonably suspected of owning property
that they did not lawfully acquire, to come before a court and
explain the lawful origin of their wealth. If they are unable to
do so, they may face the forfeiture of their property to the
state.
Unexplained wealth laws are a powerful tool to target and
disrupt serious and organised crime. Those who engage in
organised crime do so out of a motivation to maximise profits
to fund their lifestyles, with little regard to the adverse
impacts of their crimes. Organised criminals are also
particularly capable of distancing their criminal profits from
the crimes that generated these profits. Often this is because
those who profit from crime do so by employing others to
commit these crimes, or they employ sophisticated money
laundering techniques. While existing asset confiscations
schemes have achieved a degree of success in depriving those
in organised crime of their profits, there is more that can be
done in this area.
These unexplained wealth laws will place the burden of proof
of explaining the lawful origin of property directly on those
who hold the property, once they come under reasonable
suspicion. This is appropriate, as owners of property are the
ones best placed to explain how they came to own the
property. Existing confiscation laws currently require the
prosecution to trace property through a multitude of
transactions to establish that it is the proceeds of crime. This
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requirement provides those in organised crime many
opportunities to frustrate the operation of the laws by hiding
the origin of their wealth.
The bill includes safeguards to ensure that innocent parties are
not targeted by these new laws. Before unexplained wealth
action can commence, the court must be satisfied that the
property belongs to a person reasonably suspected of serious
criminal activity, or is property reasonably suspected of being
unlawfully acquired. If the court is so satisfied, it will put in
place an unexplained wealth restraining order over the
property, which will prohibit the owner in dealing with the
property in any way, without approval of the court. This will
ensure the assets are not disposed of before the court can
consider whether they were lawfully acquired.
The serious criminal activity that can form the basis of
unexplained wealth action will be limited to a range of
offences, which are generally punishable by five years
imprisonment or more, and are offences that involve the
generation or concealment of criminal wealth. Minor
offending will not lead to unexplained wealth confiscation
action. Unexplained wealth restraining orders sought on the
basis of serious criminal activity will be limited to property
valued at $50 000 or more. This ensures the laws are targeted
at those making significant profits from crime.
Upon the making of an unexplained wealth order the court
may order that an allowance be made from the restrained
assets for the reasonable living and business expenses of the
person. This will ensure a person can continue to support
themselves and their family, and any business they may be
operating, until the lawful origin of their property can be
confirmed.
A person whose property has been restrained by an
unexplained wealth restraining order must satisfy the court,
on the balance of probabilities, that the property was lawfully
acquired. The bill includes safeguards to ensure fraudulent
transactions cannot be relied upon to claim lawful acquisition
of property. It will not be sufficient for a person to claim he or
she received property as a gift. If such a claim is made, the
person must show that the person who gave the gift lawfully
acquired the property. If a person claims he purchased an item
of property, he or she must show the lawful origin of the
funds used to make that purchase. This will ensure, for
example, that a house purchased from the profits of crime is
not considered to be a house that was lawfully acquired.
If a person is unable to establish the lawful acquisition of
property, that property will be forfeited to the state. This will
not occur until a period of at least six months after the
restraining order is made, to ensure there is sufficient time for
parties to establish the lawful acquisition of their property.
The bill includes mechanisms to ensure that persons, such as
family members, are not subjected to undue hardship through
the operation of the unexplained wealth scheme. Once
property has been forfeited, a person unduly affected by the
forfeiture may apply to the court for a payment from the
forfeited assets as relief from hardship caused by the
forfeiture.
Unexplained wealth laws, similar to those included in this
bill, currently exist in all other Australian jurisdictions other
than the Australian Capital Territory. This bill, and the
amendments to the Confiscation Act included in the Criminal
Organisations Control and Other Acts Amendment Bill 2014,
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will ensure Victoria has a criminal asset confiscation scheme
consistent with those operating across Australia. Improving
consistency in confiscation laws between jurisdictions in this
way is important to ensure organised crime groups cannot
exploit gaps in a jurisdiction’s legislation.
Increasing national cooperation in the area of unexplained
wealth and criminal asset confiscation was discussed recently
by Australian police ministers and attorneys-general at the
Law, Crime and Community Safety Council. It was agreed at
the meeting in early July that jurisdictions would take steps to
improve the equitable sharing of the proceeds of confiscation
action between jurisdictions. A number of Australian
jurisdictions currently participate in arrangements where the
proceeds of confiscation action by one jurisdiction can be
shared with another jurisdiction whose police force has made
a significant contribution to the recovery of the proceeds.
Provisions in the Confiscation Act currently prevent Victoria
from participating in these arrangements. So while Victoria
Police routinely assists the commonwealth in investigations
which lead to the recovery of significant criminal assets, it is
not possible for the commonwealth to share these proceeds
with Victoria. This bill will make the appropriate
amendments to the Confiscation Act that will allow Victoria
to participate in these equitable sharing arrangements.
Further discussions are being progressed nationally in respect
of asset confiscation laws and equitable sharing arrangements.
These amendments therefore represent a first step in that
process and further amendments to equitable sharing
arrangements may follow.
In addition to these significant changes to Victoria’s asset
confiscation laws, the bill makes a range of amendments to
other pieces of legislation.
Amendments to the Sentencing Act 1991
The bill clarifies the Magistrates Court jurisdiction relating to
community correction orders and provides the court with
greater flexibility when it deals with complex cases with
multiple offences that may require a sentence of greater than
two years.
Currently, under the Sentencing Act 1991, the maximum
period of a CCO that may be imposed by the Magistrates
Court is two years for a single offence or offences founded on
the same facts.
The bill amends the Sentencing Act to permit the Magistrates
Court to impose a single aggregate CCO or multiple CCOs in
respect of multiple offences with a total period of up to five
years.
The bill also clarifies that the total sentence imposed by the
Magistrates Court in any case must not exceed five years.
These amendments together with the government’s other
CCO reforms will facilitate the use of CCOs as a suitable
sentencing option for the courts when dealing with a wide
range of cases.
Amendments to the Summary Offences Act 1966
The bill will amend the Summary Offences Act 1966 to
create an offence of assaulting a registered health practitioner
in the course of providing care or treatment. Those
practitioners covered include general practitioners, nurses,
midwives, dentists, pharmacists, physiotherapists and
psychologists.
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The Victorian government is committed to ensuring the safety
and security of our health practitioners. This legislation sends
a strong message to the community that violence and
aggression against health practitioners is not acceptable.
This amendment builds on the recent Sentencing Amendment
(Assaults on Emergency Workers) Bill 2014 which focuses
on sentences for assaults against emergency workers
providing emergency care.
The new offence will not be limited to a hospital or health
service setting, which will mean that all registered health
practitioners will be covered by the offence, regardless of
where they are conducting their professional duties.
For those health practitioners who work in a hospital the
offence will also cover any incident that occurs in hospital
premises including car parks, foyers and forecourts. Given the
recent attack at the Western Hospital the government will
ensure the safety of our dedicated healthcare professionals
working in hospitals.
The offence will be punishable by six months imprisonment.
Amendments to the Personal Safety Intervention Orders
Act 2010
The Personal Safety Intervention Orders Act 2010 (the PSIO
act) aims to increase protection for victims of stalking and
serious prohibited behaviour by providing for court-issued
intervention orders between people who are not family
members. Importantly, the PSIO system also aims to divert
appropriate lower-level interpersonal disputes to mediation.
The court and the Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria
(DSCV) operate cooperatively to identify matters that may be
suitable for mediation. To support this important
arrangement, this bill will amend the PSIO act to provide that,
on request, the DSCV may be given access to records or
documents held by the court about a PSIO application. This
access is for the purpose of the DSCV assessing whether the
matter is suitable for mediation.
Clarifying that the court can share information with the
DSCV at the earliest stage in the process for applying for a
PSIO will facilitate early referral of matters to the agency best
suited to resolve the particular issues. This will promote
sustainable outcomes for the parties and the efficient use of
court resources.
Amendments to the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act
1958
The bill will amend the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act
1958 to make clear that the act does not prevent a disclosure
of information made for the purpose of enabling the
Sentencing Advisory Council and the Judicial College of
Victoria to carry out their statutory functions. The existing
prohibition on publicly distributing information that is likely
to lead to the identification of a victim of a sexual offence will
remain in force.
The amendment will ensure that the Sentencing Advisory
Council and the Judicial College of Victoria continue to
receive sufficient information about sentences in sexual
offence cases to enable them to assist the courts by providing
relevant statistics and other information.
Juries Act 2000 amendments
The bill will also amend the Juries Act 2000 to provide that a
potential juror who has been required to stand aside by the
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Crown must not be empanelled on the jury in that trial; and
must return to the jury pool and may be selected or allocated
to a panel in another trial.
This amendment will address current inconsistencies of
practice, clarify the appropriate procedure and improve the
potential juror’s experience.
Amendments to the Road Safety Camera Commissioner
Act 2011
The bill amends the Road Safety Camera Commissioner Act
to clarify that the commissioner may respond to requests for
information from members of the public about the road safety
camera system.
Amendments to the Professional Boxing and Combat
Sports Act 1985
This bill contains a technical amendment to the Professional
Boxing and Combat Sports Act to make clear that a person
convicted of an offence and sentenced to a term of
imprisonment of 10 years or more is prohibited from holding
a licence under that act regardless of whether that offence is
against the law of Victoria, another state, or the
commonwealth.
Amendments to Crimes Act 1958 — access to computers
and data storage devices
The bill will also amend the Crimes Act 1958 to provide that
a court may make an order directing a person with knowledge
of a computer or a computer system to assist an officer
executing a search warrant to access a computer or other data
storage device. This new power is based on a similar power
that exists in the commonwealth Crimes Act 1914.
This new power will assist police in circumstances where a
person refuses to supply passwords or grant access to
encrypted material on computers and other devices. It will
also allow access to ‘off-site’ data that is not on the warrant
premises but is accessible from a computer or other data
storage device that is on the warrant premises. This access is
particularly important for police efforts to address child
exploitation.
Consequential amendments arising from reforms to
complicity
Finally, the bill makes a number of minor consequential
amendments necessary following the changes to the law of
complicity contained within the Crimes Amendment
(Abolition of Defensive Homicide) Bill 2014.
The measures contained in this bill are important measures to
improve the effectiveness of Victoria’s justice system and to
deter serious criminal activity, consistent with the
government’s commitment to the protection of community
safety.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MIKAKOS
(Northern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 24 September.
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ADJOURNMENT
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

TAFE funding
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Higher
Education and Skills. On many occasions I, along with
my parliamentary colleagues on this side of the house,
have raised our concerns and disappointment over the
blatant lack of support and disregard shown by this
government in relation to ensuring that Victorians have
access to TAFE education. After consecutive years of
neglect Victoria’s TAFE system is spiralling out of
control. In 2013, 18 300 fewer students completed a
TAFE course than in 2012, and in 2014 there are
45 000 fewer students enrolled in governmentsubsidised training than in 2012. I ask the minister
where this carnage will end.
This government has failed Victorians, young and old,
who are seeking to educate themselves in the skills they
need to become employable. In my electorate there has
been a 2 per cent fall in the total number of students
enrolled in government-subsidised training from 2012
to 2014, and I am afraid that my electorate is not an
isolated occurrence; in fact there have been drops of as
much as 26 per cent in Loddon Mallee and 25 per cent
in Barwon south-western region.
Despite these figures, which have been significant for
quite some time now, this government has proved to
Victoria that TAFE is not its priority. In fact it has done
everything in its power to take away resources and
funding from TAFE and redirect them elsewhere, such
as a tunnel that Victoria does not need. As a result
unemployment rates in Victoria have reached heights
which have not been seen in this state for years. In
addition, unemployment among 15 to 24-year-olds in
Victoria peaked at 16 per cent in February 2014, higher
than at any period under the Bracks or Brumby
governments. I ask the minister: how will this
government rectify these problems, which have been
created by the government’s hands, and make TAFE
available to all in Victoria once again, and what plans
does the government have to get young people back
into the workforce?

Avoca Shire Turf Club
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Racing and Premier, the Honourable Denis
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Napthine. A passionate advocate for country racing, the
Premier has taken an active interest in regional racing
and is often seen trackside, enjoying being among the
crowds that support local racing clubs. With the
economic value of country racing realising over
$940 million and with over 43 000 participants, country
racing is a big employer and wealth generator for
regional Victoria.
My matter concerns the Avoca Shire Turf Club, which
is seeking support for stage 2 of its race day safety
project. The mounting yard and viewing area are under
construction, but further funding is required to complete
the project. Over 6000 racegoers from all over Victoria
attend the Pyrenees Winemakers Avoca Cup, with over
150 volunteers from local communities. The Natte
Bealiba Football Netball Club, the local Country Fire
Authority and Landcare groups all contribute to the
day. The club is founded on the support of the
community, its volunteers and the 14 dedicated
committee persons, who all help to showcase the race
events. I congratulate the Pyrenees winemakers as the
naming rights sponsors and the 11 wineries that will
showcase their wines. The economic value of racing
events like the Avoca Cup is critical to the retailers of
towns like Avoca, with accommodation booked out in
the Pyrenees region and also in Ballarat and
Maryborough. The bus lines are doing a roaring trade,
heeding the Transport Accident Commission message
of responsible driving.
The real issue is about the Avoca Cup on Sunday,
18 October, an important regional racing fixture for the
Pyrenees region. Whilst I have had the pleasure of
announcing upgrades on stage 1 of the racecourse with
club CEO Kate Kirkpatrick, stage 2 of the upgrade of
the turf club is critical to the success of the cup and the
Christmas races on 6 December. I ask the Minister for
Racing, the Premier, to seek support from Country
Racing Victoria for completion of stage 2 of the project
at the Avoca Shire Turf Club in time for the cup and
Christmas races on 6 December.

Kindergarten funding
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) —
President, I seek clarification whether it will be the
Minister for Planning who will be responding to my
adjournment matter, given that the Minister for Health,
Mr Davis, and the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development, Ms Lovell, are both in the
house at the moment and that I could choose to direct
my adjournment matter to either of those ministers.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! As I understand it,
Mr Guy is responding to matters raised on the
adjournment this evening.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you very much,
President. I am disappointed, as my matter this evening
is for the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development. I hope the minister avails herself of the
opportunity to respond.
I wish to express my deep concern about the secret deal
the Napthine government has done with the Abbott
federal government with regard to the 12 months of
further funding for 15 hours of kindergarten, because
there are a lot of questions that remain about this issue.
When the Abbott government announced recently that
it would extend funding for 15 hours of kindergarten in
2015 Minister Lovell’s first response was to pat herself
on the back for a job well done. Her response was
utterly premature. The uncertainty remains about what
will happen in 12 months time.
A secret deal has been done between the Premier and
the Prime Minister on this issue. We expect that a reelected Napthine government — hopefully that will
never happen — will quietly roll over on this when the
state election is out of the way. Only Labor will stand
up to Tony Abbott and fight for a new national
partnership agreement to ensure that the federal
government continues to contribute funding towards
15 hours of kindergarten.
We had the absurd situation where Sussan Ley, the
federal Assistant Minister for Education, used the
excuse of the Productivity Commission’s inquiry into
child care and early childhood learning to avoid resigning a new national partnership agreement. Given
that the federal minister would have known of the
timing of the Productivity Commission’s final report at
the time that the federal budget was handed down, it is
totally beyond comprehension why she put
kindergartens all around Australia through five months
of uncertainty and anxiety and did not announce this in
the first place. It looks to me that the federal
government was preparing to pull out of kindergarten
funding altogether, particularly when one considers
Sussan Ley’s comments in the past where she said that
funding kindergartens is not a commonwealth
responsibility.
Labor was a strong supporter of the community
campaign undertaken by Early Learning Association
Australia, as well as kindergarten committees, parents
and volunteers, calling on the Abbott government to
retain funding for 15 hours of kindergarten. It was these
combined efforts that directly influenced the extension
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announcement. However, the 12-month funding
extension is nothing more than a cynical ploy to take
the heat out of this issue at the upcoming Victorian,
New South Wales and Queensland state elections.
Minister Lovell had the opportunity earlier this week to
shed some light on the details of this announcement but
could not do so. It has been almost two weeks since the
federal government’s announcement, but Minister
Lovell still does not appear to know any of the detail.
The questions are: what will be the allocation of
funding to Victoria, and will it be at the same level as in
2013–14?
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien — On a point of order,
President, I query whether this matter is not breaching
your rulings on setpiece speeches rather than raising a
genuine matter for the adjournment.
Ms MIKAKOS — On the point of order, President,
the matter is an issue that is of significant concern to
kindergartens around Victoria. I am seeking to ask the
minister to provide further advice about the funding
allocation to Victoria in response to the federal
government’s announcement. That announcement
directly impacts on the ability of Victorian
kindergartens to provide 15 hours beyond 2015.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank Mr O’Brien
for raising his point of order. I must say that I was
going to make some comments along that line myself
when the member had finished. Last evening on the
adjournment I suggested that Mr Ondarchie had
provided what I regard as a setpiece speech.
In relation to tonight’s contribution — not the issue
itself, because clearly the issue is a relevant issue, and it
is most appropriate that Ms Mikakos seeks the further
information she wishes to have from the minister —
there is little doubt in my mind that in the way the
matter has been presented, including some editorial
commentary that has been in it, I must concur with
Mr O’Brien that this has all the hallmarks of a setpiece
speech as distinct from what the adjournment is
supposed to be about in terms of simply providing
some context to the question or action that is sought. As
I said, I made those remarks about Mr Ondarchie’s
contribution last night. I make the same remarks
tonight. I am happy for that adjournment item to be
completed tonight. I think Mr O’Brien has probably
picked up on that item because I suggested on another
occasion that he had also made a speech which
resembled a set piece, so he is obviously attentive to
that issue.
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Members should recognise that the adjournment debate
is an opportunity to provide context to their question or
request for action and not another opportunity to deliver
a speech that might well be a press release.
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien — I am attempting to reform
my wicked ways.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am very pleased to
hear it that. It has only taken four years.
Ms MIKAKOS — I am setting out context because
it is important that people understand the context. I am
seeking from the minister some clarification around the
allocation of funding to Victoria. Will it be at the same
level as 2013–14? Will it include funds for kindergarten
infrastructure, particularly in light of the minister’s
failure to provide any money in the 2014–15 state
budget for capital infrastructure?
I call on the minister to advise what the funding
allocation to Victoria will be for this 12-month
extension of funding.

Sunbury municipality
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government. It follows his recent visit to Sunbury,
where he met with locals as well as Mr Elsbury and me,
Mrs Millar and the Liberal candidate for the seat of
Sunbury — and, we hope, the first Liberal member for
Sunbury — Jo Hagan. The minister announced in that
meeting that he would be going ahead with a new
municipality — the city of Sunbury. This is an issue
that has been ongoing for some 20 years and an issue I
was involved in back in the 1990s when I represented
that area in the lower house.
The minister, Mr Bull, announced that the city of
Sunbury would be given the go-ahead by this
government, and those who have followed this issue for
a long time will know that back in 1999 the Labor Party
first promised the people of Sunbury a vote on this
issue. It has recycled that promise a couple of times
since then, but it was this government that allowed the
people of Sunbury to have their say when it ordered a
vote on the issue last year. The vote was overwhelming,
not just in Sunbury but right throughout the city of
Hume, that Sunbury should be allowed to leave Hume
and set up its own municipality.
It seems that there is now a campaign by the Hume
council and by a number of Labor MPs, including the
outgoing member for Yuroke and the member for
Broadmeadows in the Assembly, to attempt to subvert
the wishes of the people of Sunbury and those of the
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city of Hume, as expressed in a democratic vote. That is
of deep concern to a lot of people. There is deep
concern that if there is a change of government on
29 November, the new government will dump the
concept of the city of Sunbury and deny the people of
Sunbury their democratic wish.
Therefore I ask the minister as a matter of urgency to
gazette the new city of Sunbury so that the wishes and
long-held desires of the people of Sunbury are
respected and they can have their own municipality. I
should also say that as a resident of the township of
Bulla my home will also be in that new municipality. I
ask the minister to ensure that he gazettes the new city
of Sunbury before the Labor Party has a chance to
knock it on the head.

Responses
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I have
four matters to respond to. One is from Mr Eideh, and it
is for the Minister for Higher Education and Skills. It
concerns TAFEs, and I will have a response prepared
for him.
There is a matter for the Premier and Minister for
Racing from Mr Ramsay, and it relates to the sport of
country racing, which is a terrific adjournment matter. I
will have a written response prepared for him.
There is also a matter for the Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development from Ms Mikakos in
relation to 15 hours of kindergarten. As a father whose
middle son is going to kindergarten at the moment I
know that will continue next year, and I put on the
record my thanks to Ms Lovell for the work she has
done to ensure that my son will be able to maintain his
15 hours of kinder. I thank Minister Lovell for the work
she has done. It is fantastic, and I am very appreciative.
However, in response to Ms Mikakos’s adjournment
matter, I will have a written response prepared for her.
I thank Mr Finn for raising a matter for the Minister for
Local Government, Tim Bull, in relation to the Sunbury
Out of Hume campaign, which will result in the new
city of Sunbury, something Mr Finn as a former
member for Tullamarine in the Assembly and now as a
member for the Western Metropolitan Region has been
championing. This will be a very good outcome for the
people of Sunbury. I will have a written response
prepared for him on the matter he has raised because it
is a very important matter and one on which he has
done a massive amount of work to achieve a great
result for people in Sunbury and Bulla. I congratulate
Mr Finn and, as I said, I will have a written response
prepared for him.
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I have written responses for adjournment matters raised
by Ms Pulford on 26 June, Mr Leane on 5 August and
Ms Lewis on 19 August.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The Minister for
Children and Early Childhood Development has
indicated that she is prepared to dispatch the matter that
was raised in respect of her portfolio in the adjournment
debate tonight.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I respond to the
alarming and scaremongering adjournment matter
raised tonight by the shadow minister for children,
Ms Mikakos. One thing that has been said to me by the
sector — and this is by people who are probably more
on the shadow minister’s side of Parliament than on this
side — is, ‘We hope you win the election because we
want you to stay as our minister’. They are not
impressed with the scaremongering by the opposition
that goes on when it comes to early childhood issues.
They are impressed by our commitment to quality and
our commitment to standing up to federal governments
of both persuasions and delivering for early childhood
services in Victoria.
I was delighted when the federal minister rang to tell
me she had allocated $406 million for next year.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — I know it disappointed
Ms Mikakos, but I was delighted because children in
Victoria will get their 15 hours of kindergarten.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — You tweeted and gave me
the credit for it. You said I had secured a deal ahead of
the state election. You were the one that gave me the
credit for it, and I am happy to take that credit.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the minister to
direct her remarks through the Chair.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — The sharing arrangements
for that $406 million will be exactly the same as they
were under the national partnership put in place by the
Labor government, which is on a share of the
population base of four-year-olds, so we will get our
fair share of that $406 million based on the number of
four-year-olds in Victoria.
Let me go through the history of these agreements. A
national partnership was put in place covering five
years and it expired in July 2013. In that first national
partnership the then federal Labor government signed
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up, with all the states and territories, to a commitment
that said when that agreement expired there would be
an ongoing national agreement for the funding of
additional hours of kindergarten. The Gillard federal
government reneged on that when the agreement
expired in July last year. The states were not offered an
ongoing national agreement for payment of that
funding, and an 18-month extension with decreased
funding was put in place. The Labor federal budget at
the time allocated $460 million per year for ongoing
payment of the national partnership, but that figure was
cut back to $406 million — the same amount the
current federal government is now offering.
In response to the shadow minister’s accusations about
the investment in kindergartens, I am proud to say that I
have put on the table more than $120 million in grants
for kindergartens. These have been well received
around the state. I stand here tonight with a piece of
paper in my hand which details 643 grants for
kindergartens in this grants round alone. Around 90 of
those grants went into the electorate of Ms Mikakos,
but she is so disconnected from her local kindergartens
that she does not realise how grateful they are for these
grants and for all the capital funding we have put into
her electorate.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, the
minister is now engaging in a set speech and is
editorialising. She has not responded to the specific
questions that I put to her. I specifically asked how
much money Victoria will get and whether it will cover
infrastructure. If the minister wants to dispatch the
matter, she should address the questions that were put
to her.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I dare say that if the
funding operates the way it does with primary schools,
there will be a census day, probably in February, at
which time they will decide how many students fall into
the category and that will determine the funding. Until
that census day the amount of funding will not be
known. I am not sure the minister is in a position to
respond directly on the quantum of money for Victoria
because that is an unknown factor until that census day.
As far as it being a set speech goes, the minister has
done pretty well because she has obviously created a set
speech on her feet. The trap that members fall into with
set speeches is when they come in with a written speech
and it reads like a set speech. The difference is someone
like Mr Finn who has notes and makes a speech but it
does not come across as a set speech because he refers
to his notes rather than reads them. There is a difference
in terms of the impression that the house gets on set
speeches. I do not accept that the minister is delivering
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a set speech. I accept that she may well be debating the
matter, but in the sense of a minister’s response the
rules on adjournment responses from ministers are not
as strict as they are in question time. I referred to the
minister’s dilemma in meeting both the specific
question and the interjections from Ms Mikakos.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — I have given the answer
on the sharing arrangements — that is, it will be on the
basis of the population share of four-year-olds. I
consider this matter now discharged.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, the
minister is asserting that the matter is discharged. She
has not responded to my question. If, as you have
suggested, President, it is the case that she cannot
specify the quantum of money, then she should say so,
but she has not asserted that. If she has not asserted that,
then the matter has not been responded to.
The PRESIDENT — Order! As far as I am
concerned, and in accordance with standing orders and
the expectations of the house, the minister discharged
the matter in her response this evening. If Ms Mikakos
wants to pursue it further, she should put a question on
notice to the minister.
The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 7.00 p.m.
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Thursday, 18 September 2014
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

CRIMES AMENDMENT (SEXUAL
OFFENCES AND OTHER MATTERS) BILL
2014
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation); by leave, ordered to be read
second time later this day.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Flagstaff railway station
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the fact that an
important public transport access point to the city of
Melbourne is inaccessible to commuters. residents and
visitors on weekends. Flagstaff station is a key part of the city
loop rail infrastructure. It is the closest rail link to the Victoria
markets and provides direct access to Flagstaff Gardens
which is a much-loved and well-used green open space. Both
these iconic city of Melbourne destinations attract large
numbers of weekend visitors but the public transport access
that could easily be provided through Flagstaff train station is
not available. In addition to these benefits for residents and
visitors, the failure to open Flagstaff station on weekends has
the effect of depressing retail trade in the business precinct
surrounding the station. The vibrant local retail traders’
community will benefit greatly from the increased weekend
foot traffic that accessible public transport will create.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
ensure that Flagstaff train station opening hours are extended
to include weekend operations.

By Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan)
(189 signatures).
Laid on table.

Retirement village differential rate
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of Victoria draws to the
attention of the Legislative Council that in Victoria there are
approximately 38 000 residents living in approximately
400 retirement villages. Currently, residents pay totally to
repair and maintain their own facilities within their villages
by fees paid to the managers or owners of the villages. These
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facilities include several kilometres of roads, footpaths, kerbs,
drainage and street lighting. A number of villages also
manage their own rubbish removal and include that cost in
their fees to residents. Many villages also provide a number of
services such as library, swimming pools, suitable sporting
facilities, medical support, et cetera, thus reducing the
pressure on the community use of these facilities normally
provided by council. Last year, despite amendments made to
section 161 of the Local Government Act (dealing with
differential rates), only 5 councils out of 79 in Victoria
introduced a differential rate for their retirement villages. So
far as is known most councils appeared to have given no real
consideration to those legislative amendments and no
indication has been given that any real consideration will be
given to them in the 2014–15 year.
The petitioners therefore request of the Legislative Council
that they:
(a) introduce legislation amending section 161 of the Local
Government Act that will make it obligatory for
councils to consider and decide upon any request by the
owner of retirement village land (as defined in the
Retirement Village Act), that a fair differential rate be
applied in relation to the village or land;
(b) introduce into the guidelines by the minister under
section 161(2A) of the Local Government Act,
guidelines to be applied specifically in relation to
retirement village land with reference to facilities and
services such as referred to in this petition, and any other
relevant matters;
(c) introduce into section 161 a right of appeal to VCAT if
any request as referred to in paragraph (a) is refused or
not decided upon within 60 days of such request, and in
relation to any amount of differential rate decided upon.

By Mr RONALDS (Eastern Victoria)
(30 signatures).
Laid on table.

Motor vehicle registration
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
This petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the Napthine
government’s plan to further increase car registration fees and
stamp duty.
This is despite the state government cutting costs by
abolishing registration stickers and a previous increase in car
registration fees in 2012.
Petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
condemns the Napthine government for its decision to further
increase car registration fees.

By Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria)
(175 signatures).
Laid on table.
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TAFE funding

2.

the government is now playing catch-up to maintain
regional roads that have deteriorated thanks to its own
neglect, but still fails to provide enough funding for
roads maintenance;

3.

the $445.7 million announced this year is still below
previous years in 2011–12 of $493 million and 2010–11
of $480 million;

4.

nearly 80 per cent of new roads funding in 2014 from
the Napthine government is being spent in Melbourne,
and regional road resurfacing targets remain lower than
previous years, with only 7.1 million square metres
targeted this year, a drop from 11 million square metres
in 2011–12;

5.

the proportion of distressed regional roads has increased
from 7.4 per cent in 2012–13 to 8.3 per cent in 2014–15.

To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the house the Napthine Liberal/National
state government’s savage cuts to TAFE and the ongoing
impact these cuts are having on TAFEs and students around
Victoria. In particular, we note:
1.

course fees have skyrocketed putting skills training out
of reach for many hardworking Victorians;

2.

many courses have been dropped or scaled back, and
several TAFE campuses have closed;

3.

the $466 million announced this year is still below
previous years in 2011–12 of $493 million and 2010–11
of $480 million;

4.

with Victoria in recession, manufacturing industries in
crisis and jobs being lost every day, skills training has
never been more important for Victorians.

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
urges the coalition government restore TAFE funding,
including fully funding TAFE institutes’ community services
obligations.

By Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria)
(66 signatures).
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The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
urges the coalition government to immediately reinstate all
funding and resources cut from roads maintenance in rural
and regional Victoria and guarantee that no further cuts will
be made.

By Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria)
(103 signatures).
Laid on table.

VICTORIA LAW FOUNDATION

Laid on table.

Emergency services funding
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:

Report 2013–14
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation), by leave, presented report of
Victoria Law Foundation 2013–14.

The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
the attention of the Legislative Council to the underfunding of
our state’s emergency services, including a $41 million cut in
funding to the CFA.

Laid on table.

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
take urgent steps to improve funding of our emergency
services and to provide better pay and conditions to
emergency services personnel.

Laid on table by Acting Clerk:

By Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria)
(94 signatures).
Laid on table.

Regional and rural roads

PAPERS

Accident Compensation Conciliation Service — Report,
2013–14.
Adult, Community and Further Education Board — Report,
2013–14.
Alpine Health — Report, 2013–14.
Australian Centre for the Moving Image — Report, 2013–14.

To the Legislative Council of Victoria:

Barwon Region Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.

The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the house the Napthine Liberal/National
state government’s severe lack of funding and resources to
maintain regional roads in Victoria. In particular, we note:

Beaufort and Skipton Health Service — Report, 2013–14.

1.

roads across Victoria have been left to deteriorate since
the Liberal/National coalition came to government, with
$100 million being cut from roads management in 2012,
and 450 staff cut from VicRoads, including many
experienced engineers;

Calvary Health Care Bethlehem Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
CenITex — Report, 2013–14.
Central Gippsland Region Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.

PAPERS
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Central Highlands Region Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.
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Mansfield District Hospital — Report, 2013–14.
Melbourne Market Authority — Report, 2013–14.

City West Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Melbourne Recital Centre Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
Cobram District Hospital — Report, 2013–14.
Melbourne Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Coliban Region Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Metropolitan Waste Management Group — Report, 2013–14.
Commission for Children and Young People — Report,
2013–14.

Murray Valley Wine Grape Industry Development
Committee — Minister’s report of receipt of 2013–14 report.

Community Visitors — Report, 2013–14.
Museums Board of Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Dental Health Services Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Dunmunkle Health Services — Report, 2013–14.

National Gallery of Victoria, Council of Trustees — Report,
2013–14.

East Gippsland Region Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.

National Parks Act 1975 — Report on the working of the
Act, 2013–14.

Edenhope and District Memorial Hospital — Report,
2013–14.

North Central Catchment Management Authority — Report,
2013–14.

Emergency Services Telecommunications Authority —
Report, 2013–14.

North East Catchment Management Authority — Report,
2013–14.

Environment and Primary Industries Department — Report,
2013–14.

North East Region Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Numurkah District Health Service — Report, 2013–14.

Geelong Cemeteries Trust — Report, 2013–14.
Omeo District Health — Report, 2013–14.
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust — Report, 2013–14.
Orbost Regional Health — Report, 2013–14.
Geoffrey Gardiner Dairy Foundation Ltd — Report,
2013–14.
Gippsland and Southern Rural Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.
Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Management Authority —
Report, 2013–14.

Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 — Government
Response to Public Accounts and Estimates Committee’s
Review of the Performance Measurement and Reporting
System.
Port of Hastings Development Authority — Report, 2013–14.
Port of Melbourne Corporation — Report, 2013–14.

Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority —
Report, 2013–14.
Goulburn Murray Rural Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.
Goulburn Valley Region Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.
Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.
Hesse Rural Health Service — Report, 2013–14.
Human Services Department — Report, 2013–14.
Inglewood and Districts Health Service — Report, 2013–14.
Judicial College of Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Library Board of Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Lower Murray Urban and Rural Water Corporation —
Report, 2013–14.
Maldon Hospital — Minister’s report of receipt of 2013–14
report.

Premier and Cabinet Department — Report, 2013–14.
Public Record Office Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Regional Development Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Rochester and Elmore District Health Service — Report,
2013–14.
Rolling Stock Holdings (Victoria) Pty Ltd — Report,
2013–14.
Rolling Stock (Victoria–VL) Pty Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
Rolling Stock (VL–1) Pty Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
Rolling Stock (VL–2) Pty Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
Rolling Stock (VL–3) Pty Ltd — Report, 2013–14.
Rural Finance Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Rural Northwest Health — Report, 2013–14.
Sentencing Advisory Council — Report, 2013–14.
Seymour District Memorial Hospital — Report, 2013–14.
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South East Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.

West Wimmera Health Service — Report, 2013–14.

South Gippsland Region Water Corporation — Report,
2013–14.

Western Region Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Westernport Region Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.

State Electricity Commission of Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
Yarra Valley Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.
Statutory Rule under the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 —
No. 121.

Yarrawonga District Health Service — Report, 2013–14.

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —

Young Farmers’ Finance Council — Report, 2013–14.

Documents under section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule
No. 122.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Legislative Instruments and related documents under
section 16B in respect of —

Standing and sessional orders

Minister’s Order of 12 September 2014 under the
Food Act 1984.
Order exempting small egg producers from
requirement for marking of eggs under the Food
Standards Code under the Food Act 1984.
Order for the exemption for retail sale or
catering — eggs from small producers under the
Food Act 1984.
Tallangatta Health Service — Report, 2013–14.
Terang and Mortlake Health Service — Report, 2013–14.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — By
leave, I move:
That so much of standing and sessional orders be suspended
to the extent necessary to enable —
(1) the sitting of the Council on Tuesday, 14 October 2014,
to commence at 12.00 p.m. and that the order of
business on that day will be —
(a) messages;
(b) formal business;
(c) members statements (up to 15 members);

Tourism Victoria — Report, 2013–14.
(d) government business;
Veterinary Practitioners Registration Board of Victoria —
Minister’s report of receipt of 2013–14 report.

(e) at 2.00 p.m. questions;

Victoria Legal Aid — Report, 2013–14.

(f)

Victorian Arts Centre Trust — Report, 2013–14.

(g) government business (continues); and

Victorian Broiler Industry Negotiation Committee — Report,
2013–14.

(h) adjournment (up to 20 members).

Victorian Catchment Management Council — Report,
2013–14.
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal — Report,
2013–14.
Victorian Funds Management Corporation — Report,
2013–14.
Victorian Institute of Forensic Mental Health — Report,
2013–14.
Victorian Law Reform Commission — Report, 2013–14.

answers to questions on notice;

(2) the order of business for the sitting of the Council on
Wednesday, 15 October 2014, will be —
(a) at 6.30 p.m. dinner suspension;
(b) at 8.00 p.m. government business to take
precedence; and
(c) adjournment (up to 20 members).
(3) in the absence of a report of the Procedure Committee
under standing order 5.08, precedence be given to
debate on a motion to vary or adopt standing orders on
Thursday, 16 October 2014.

Victorian Managed Insurance Authority — Report, 2013–14.
Victorian Privacy Commissioner, Office of — Report,
2013–14.
Victorian Public Sector Commission — Report, 2013–14.
Victorian Regional Channels Authority — Report, 2013–14.
Victorian WorkCover Authority — Report, 2013–14.
Wannon Region Water Corporation — Report, 2013–14.

Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — Just
briefly, there are two things I would say. Firstly, in
support of the motion the Labor Party will support this,
on the basis that it is a sensible way of managing the
last week of Parliament. In doing so we would expect
the government to prioritise urgent government
business and not indulge in motions and the like. I just
make that statement; we cannot compel the government
to do that. But we are supporting this as an orderly end-
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of-session transaction, and we would expect our
goodwill to be reciprocated. I congratulate the
government on moving a motion to codify this at the
start, so we all know what is happening before we go
into the week.
The second comment I would make is on point (3).
While I have no issue with precedence being given to a
motion to amend the standing orders — and there has
been a productive discussion at the Procedure
Committee on this — I would ask the government that
any such motion be presented to the house at least the
day before so members have adequate time to analyse
and digest it and that it not be a vehicle for lobbing
something at us. I am not saying the government is
going to do this. I am just making it clear that we are
supporting it, and that we think it is a good idea, but I
ask that the government do those two things to facilitate
an orderly final week in Parliament.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Greens will support this motion. However, we are
aware that there are a large number of bills on the
notice papers of both houses. It is not our intention to
block by delay any of the government’s bills. We do
not agree with all the government’s bills, but we are
quite willing to debate them. It would be of great
assistance if the government could work out an order by
which those bills are to be debated so that we can
prepare adequately and give some feedback about
which ones we think are going to take large amounts of
scrutiny and which could move through relatively
quickly, and so that the government itself can make
some choices about which of the bills it wants to
prioritise. We are perfectly happy to stay here
throughout the next sitting week until all legislation is
finished, but if the government is not going to put all of
its bills through, then we would like to know which
ones it is prioritising and in what order.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I take
the comments of the leaders of the other parties on
board. The government is seeking to get an orderly
process through this set of steps; that is precisely what
we are seeking to do. I will make a couple of points.
There are obviously standing orders amendments, and
the government will seek to work through the Standing
Orders Committee, or the Procedure Committee as it is
now, to get an agreed set of matters. There may also be
some non-agreed matters for which we would bring in a
separate motion. I do not indicate that we will not do
that; we are looking at all those options. We would of
course give members sufficient time on those matters
too.
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The Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Further
Amendment Bill 2014, the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Amendment (Clinical Trials)
Bill 2014, the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Confiscation and Other Matters) Bill 2014, the
Cemeteries and Crematoria Amendment Bill 2014 and
the Sentencing Amendment (Historical Homosexual
Convictions Expungement) Bill 2014 are already on the
notice paper and another one has been flagged from the
Assembly. Obviously I will endeavour to take on board
Mr Barber’s point about wanting the process to be as
orderly as possible.
It is true that I cannot control the processes in the
Assembly. This is obviously a bicameral Parliament,
and we deal with the matters that are brought to us in
the form they are brought to us by the Assembly and at
the time they are brought to us by the Assembly. We
have mechanisms here whereby we can shuffle the
order and seek to smooth things in that way, and the
government has sought to do that. I should also note
that people will wish to make a number of valedictory
statements. Mr Lenders and I have talked about a
number of individuals who may wish to speak. We will
seek to accommodate those to the extent that we
possibly can.
Motion agreed to.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
14 October 2014, at 12 noon.

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Submarine manufacture
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I rise to urge the federal government to keep its preelection commitment and build Australia’s next fleet of
submarines in Australia. The federal government
claims that it has made no decision yet as to where the
submarines will be built, but strategic leaks and off-therecord briefings to journalists make it clear that the
Abbott government intends to renege on its pre-election
commitment and purchase these submarines from
Japan.
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Australia’s ship and submarine-building industry is
now at a crossroads. Unless the 48 vessels Australia
needs over the next 20 years are built in Australia, this
valuable, high-end industry is at risk of collapsing,
forcing thousands of valuable manufacturing jobs
offshore. It seems the Abbott government is determined
to wipe another important and strategic industry from
Australia.

Automotive industry
Mr SOMYUREK — On another matter, in a
members statement yesterday I warned about the dire
consequences of the Abbott government’s axing of the
$500 million fund provided to the automotive
manufacturing industry by the previous federal
government. Yesterday I warned that should the auto
makers exit our shores ahead of time it would be
disastrous for the workers and their families.
Unfortunately within 4 hours of my making that
members statement the media began to report that
Holden was planning on cutting 300 jobs by the end of
the year, well before originally expected. It is time that
the Abbott government put the jobs of Australian
workers ahead of ideology.

Public transport
Mr SOMYUREK — On a further matter, I
condemn the Napthine government for the increase in
acute overcrowding on Melbourne’s trains and trams,
with data showing that nearly one in two commuters
travel on overcrowded trains and trams during peak
times. The Dandenong line, which runs through my
electorate, was identified as one of the worst affected.

Sunbury municipality
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — The creation
of a new municipality, the City of Sunbury, from 1 July
2015 is a momentous announcement. It follows two
decades of calls from the community, two expert
reports from KPMG, a report by the local government
panel of experts, a vote conducted right across the city
of Hume with 61 per cent of residents voting in favour
of the new municipality and a community consultation
process conducted across the city of Hume and attended
by more than 500 people.
This week we see the members for Yuroke and
Broadmeadows in the other place seeking to stifle the
democratic voices of the people by opposing this
decision. Residents of Sunbury should read Hansard
and be quite clear on what Labor is saying. What this
means is that Labor will tear up the contract if elected.
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As chair of the Sunbury Out of Hume community
consultation committee, I have been to Craigieburn,
Broadmeadows and Tullamarine and listened to
hundreds of residents on this issue. Their message is
clear. They want Sunbury out, but they want to keep the
airport, and that is what they are getting.
On the 10-year-long Melbourne Airport rate split with
the new Sunbury City Council, let us be perfectly clear
that this is based on the percentage of residents leaving
the city of Hume. Is Sunbury not entitled to its
proportionate share? Let us be clear that before Hume
was created, the old Shire of Bulla, which included
Sunbury, was one of three councils that shared the
airport rates. All Sunbury is getting, for a capped 10year period only, is the proportionate share of
something it always had — no more, no less.
I congratulate the current Minister for Local
Government, Tim Bull, and the former minister, the
member for Shepparton in the Assembly, Jeanette
Powell, on their significant work on this. I also note the
advocacy of the Liberal candidate for the Assembly
seat of Sunbury, Jo Hagan. Only the Napthine
government has listened and delivered — —
The PRESIDENT — Time!

Wanganui Park Secondary College
Ms LEWIS (Northern Victoria) — Last week I
joined students, staff, parents and community members
at Wanganui Park Secondary College in Shepparton for
the launch of a student-produced DVD titled Your
Move. While this film is essentially about graffiti
vandalism, it demonstrates to young people the possible
outcomes of their personal actions. It highlights the fact
that everyone has choices to make and that at times the
consequences can be good but at other times the
consequences can be bad, either for the individual or
the community.
The DVD is part of a package being distributed to local
schools to be used as a conversation starter about the
issue of graffiti vandalism as well as about choices and
decision-making. My congratulations to all those
involved in the production, particularly the local
Shepparton police, the students and the coordinating
staff.

Mooroopna Secondary College
Ms LEWIS — Mooroopna Secondary College
caters for years 7–12 students and is a major part of the
local community. The loss of manufacturing jobs at
SPC Ardmona has seen a decline in student numbers,
and this has had an effect on the school budget and
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created a problem in regard to maintaining and
upgrading facilities to meet the needs of students and
the expectations of the community. The school has
entered into community partnerships to refurbish its
science facilities and establish a Victorian Certificate of
Education centre, while major facilities such as the
Westside Performing Arts Centre are located on the
school site and co-owned and managed by the school
and the City of Greater Shepparton.
Mooroopna Secondary College like other schools
across rural and regional Victoria needs a guaranteed
long-term building renewal program to support its
students’ needs.

Morwell schools
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN (Eastern Victoria) — The
Napthine coalition government — The Nationals in
particular — is delivering for the community in
Morwell. Last week I was pleased to join the Minister
for Energy and Resources, Russell Northe, the member
for Morwell in the other place, to announce the
$13 million commitment to the Morwell schools
regeneration project. This project has been a long time
coming but it is great to announce it now. The
$9 million project will bring together Commercial Road
Primary School and Morwell Primary School, formerly
known as Crittenden Road and Tobruk Street primary
school, so that around 450 Morwell students can share
their learning experiences and benefit from the
advantages of a world class education.
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firefighters and around 80 volunteer firefighters who do
and have done a great amount of work, particularly
over a trying last 12 months or so. This is a fantastic
announcement that will set up a new station with better
facilities for the fantastic firefighters in Morwell.

Public transport
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — All of us
here would understand that political parties are driven
by political movements, and political movements are
driven by ideas. This government ran out of ideas
within about a month of being elected and spent years
drifting until it found itself in so much trouble that it
latched on to a particular idea, an idea that has been
tried by many cities around the world but an idea that
has failed and been rejected — the idea of the mega
road project as the key to personal mobility, freedom
and all wonderful things.
Unfortunately that idea has been comprehensively
rejected by the people who were supposed to love it.
Labor, after taking a series of opinion polls and getting
a bunch of legal opinions, has belatedly decided that its
big idea for this election will be public transport. It is
the Greens who have consistently, at election after
election after election after election, worked on the idea
of public transport as the way to meet the needs of a
busy, increasingly crowded but ultimately still livable
city, and it is that idea that will be tussled over in the
72 days until the election.

Boral Western Landfill
In addition, a further $4 million will go to support the
further modernisation of Morwell Park Primary School,
meaning all of Morwell’s primary school students will
benefit.
I note that on the same day the ALP also committed to
the project. That is a good outcome for the community
of Morwell as it ensures that it will be built. We look
forward to that project going ahead and note that the
2014–15 budget commits funding to complete the
planning of this new school. It is a great outcome for
students in Morwell.

Country Fire Authority Morwell station
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — Also last week the Deputy
Premier, Peter Ryan, and the member for the Morwell
in the Assembly announced $5 million to build a new
Country Fire Authority station in Morwell. This is not
an election commitment; these funds have been
allocated and will help fund land acquisition and the
construction of a new station. The Morwell Country
Fire Authority is an integrated station with 17 career

Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak briefly on an issue that has been plaguing
residents in my electorate for months. In May the
Melton City Council rejected Boral’s application to
expand its landfill site, which would have increased the
site by 179 million cubic metres of garbage, asbestos
and other contaminates. I am still regularly receiving
letters from and being contacted on a daily basis by my
constituents. In those contacts they stress their
opposition to any plan to make the west Melbourne’s
dumping ground.
I congratulate all those who have actively campaigned
against this proposal. However, I remind them that this
fight is not over as Boral has indicated that it will
reapply for the expansion at the end of this year. If this
expansion goes ahead in the future, my constituents will
be faced with living under a cloud of debris during
periods of westerly winds. In addition to this, the
immediate surrounding suburbs, such as Burnside,
Caroline Springs, Deer Park and Albanvale, will have
their amenity destroyed and residents will see their
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property values decrease significantly. I encourage all
of my constituents to continue to fight hard against this
proposed expansion to ensure that we can stop the tip.

East–west link
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — Today I want
to use my members statement to say how disgusted I
am with the Labor Party. Through its leader, Daniel
Andrews, the member for Mulgrave in the Assembly,
who sweated through a press conference looking
uncomfortable, and understandably so, on realising that
this was a doomsday policy, Labor has stated that if
elected to government at the election, it will tear up the
east–west link contracts. This decision by the Labor
Party signals a number of facts. One is that Labor
cannot be trusted. The second is that Labor has climbed
into bed with the Greens to save inner city seats and is
prepared to become an economic vandal to gain
political office at any expense. It has sold its soul to the
Greens. It has sold out western Victoria. It has
condemned communities in western Victoria to years of
traffic congestion confinement. It is prepared to forego
6200 new jobs and thousands of others and the
$3 billion in commonwealth funding committed for one
of the most important infrastructure road projects in the
west.
It is unbelievable, even to Labor voters, but particularly
to communities in western Victoria, that Labor would
knowingly enslave the west to one river crossing, being
the West Gate Bridge, and have those who live in
regional Victoria subjected to long travel delays, traffic
congestion and a loss of productivity for years to come.
Even LeadWest has said that Labor’s diversion option
is a dog of a policy. It defies belief that any person with
any ethical or moral fibre in their body would make
such a decision, break the trust of the people they
purport to represent and purposely inflict more traffic
congestion misery on their people.
Industry groups like the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Victorian
Farmers Federation, the RACV and the Australian
Industry Group, to name but a few, are outraged. But
as we have seen from the Royal Commission into
Trade Union Governance and Corruption, the
parliamentary Labor Party has a serious problem with
its union-dominated MPs and their morals and ethics.
The cancer in the union-riddled party is seriously
affecting its ability to exercise good judgement and
provide good policy — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you,
Mr Ramsay.
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Local learning and employment networks
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I am
disappointed that the Liberal-Nationals state
government refuses to continue funding for local
learning and employment networks (LLENs) beyond
the end of 2015. LLENs were created in 2001 as part of
a strategy to improve school retention rates, lower
youth unemployment and provide jobs to those most in
need. A few months ago I spoke at a Building a New
Generation Youth Leadership program event and I
heard from participants just how vital LLENs are in
keeping young people engaged with education and
training. LLENs provide valuable support to young
people in creating partnerships and brokering initiatives
with education providers, industry and the community.
They require ongoing funding to effectively plan
programs and resources.
The fact that the Liberal-Nationals state government
has only committed to one more year’s funding shows a
lack of understanding by the coalition of how important
LLENs are in regional and rural communities.
Thankfully Labor does have a vision when it comes to
educating and providing jobs for our young people and
will reinstate funding for local learning and
employment networks for the next four years if reelected.

Labor Party election candidates
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to voice
my concerns about the possibility of a looming breach
of trust between certain elected politicians and the
community. That potential breach comes closer every
day as Victorians prepare to vote on 29 November.
Sadly for the newly appointed Labor member for
Northern Victoria Region, Margaret Lewis, her short
period in office will end with the expiry of this
Parliament, and we will miss her. In her place Labor is
fielding another candidate, the current member for
Eltham in the Assembly. The member for Eltham tells
us that he is moving houses because he cannot cope
with the workload involved in holding a marginal seat
and his workload as a shadow minister. That is an
interesting explanation, but could it be that after the
election, as has been speculated, he in turn will give up
his seat in the Legislative Council for Emma Walters, a
former Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy
Union (CFMEU) official and the partner of CFMEU
Victorian secretary and convicted criminal John Setka?
Is this part of a cosy Labor deal to bypass the
democratic process and do the bidding of a rogue
union, and has the Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly given his blessing to such a dirty deal? After
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letting the CFMEU back into the party last year and
accepting more than $10 million from it over the last
decade, the ALP has shown itself to be the puppet of a
rogue union. The Leader of the Opposition has been
revealed to be a frontman for the CFMEU. Victoria
deserves better than a frontman. It needs a real leader
for the next four years in the form of Premier Denis
Napthine.

TAFE funding
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — For more than
three years Victorians have watched the Napthine
coalition government systematically destroy Victoria’s
TAFE system. Victorians have seen valuable teachers
and staff sacked, campuses closed, courses cut and fees
go through the roof. We have seen educational
opportunities to get ahead in life or make a new start for
both young and older Victorians ripped away from their
fingertips, and as a consequence we have seen youth
unemployment skyrocket to the point that Victoria now
has a youth unemployment crisis,
Last Thursday evening I attended a crowded TAFE
forum in Geelong which addressed the issues that our
TAFE system now has to deal with as a consequence of
the Napthine government’s systematic destruction of
the TAFE system. Almost $23 million has been slashed
from Gordon TAFE in Geelong, which has hurt the
city’s most vulnerable. There were 136 job losses
between 2012 and 2013. One teacher described the
ongoing battle with the funding cuts in the following
way:
Staff have lost their enthusiasm … our hearts are sore
knowing we can’t give our students the future they
deserve …. When we lost staff, we lost people with expertise
that we might never get back.

Victorians want a future, not a government that locks
them out of TAFE, locks them out of training
opportunities and locks them out of jobs. People in
Victoria know what this government has done to them
and their children, and they will vote for their futures on
29 November.

Medical cannabis
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Recently the Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly,
Daniel Andrews, announced that a Labor government
will seek advice from the Victorian Law Reform
Commission on how the use of medical cannabis could
be permitted in exceptional circumstances — for
example, where a person is terminally ill, receiving
palliative care or has a life-threatening condition.
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We take a step forward on this issue knowing that the
use of medical cannabis can indeed assist people
suffering acute pain. A number of cases have come to
light recently where concerned parents have found
themselves on the wrong side of the law trying to treat
their chronically ill children when other medicines have
failed. Residents in my electorate who are suffering
from debilitating illnesses, such as cancer, multiple
sclerosis, glaucoma, Parkinson’s disease and
HIV/AIDS, have bravely shared their own personal
stories with me and many of my colleagues about how
pain management using legal synthetic
pharmacotherapies have left them with barely mitigated
pain and difficult side effects that they have had to
endure on top of their illnesses. Many Victorians with
terminal illnesses or life-threatening conditions want to
use medical cannabis to relieve their pain and treat their
conditions, but they cannot do so legally. Cannabis oil
can have a powerful effect treating very sick children
and adults by reducing symptoms with life-changing
results. It is a substance that can change the life of a
person suffering a debilitating illness.
To be clear, this is not about recreational drug use; it is
about helping sick people live a better life. I appreciate
concerns some may have. However, with this
announcement society is being presented with a
different perspective on the use of cannabis. It is in this
regard that I commend the opposition leader’s call to
review this issue and seek recommendations through
the Victorian Law Reform Commission. It
demonstrates an ability to listen to the community, and
it demonstrates a capacity for great leadership on an
issue many find difficult.

INQUIRIES BILL 2014
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 September; motion of
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning).
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — The
opposition supports the Inquiries Bill 2014. I will begin
my contribution today with the report on the 2009
Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission and the words
contained in volume III, 2009 Victorian Bushfires
Royal Commission — Final Report — Establishment
and Operation of the Commission, part 5, ‘Reflections’,
in which the commissioners have something to say
about the way they worked together and where they
recommend that legislation be introduced that would
guide future royal commissions.
Reading the report on the bushfires royal
commission — and all members have done so on many
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occasions since its release in 2010 — one is struck by
the humanity, the dignified and respectful tone that
infuses the whole of this very lengthy and solemn
document. It is powerful evidence that the
commissioners, the Honourable Bernard Teague,
Ronald McLeod and Susan Pascoe, were deeply
sensitive to the enormous impact of the fires on the
lives of so many Victorians, and of how well they
listened to their stories and noted their needs. But the
commissioners also found time to consider how they
were discharging the task the Governor had set them,
and in part 5, ‘Reflections’, at the end of volume III,
they make the point that the 2009 Victorian Bushfires
Royal Commission operated without a legislative
framework and that they were largely left to determine
their own way of conducting the commission.
The commissioners point to the Australian Law Reform
Commission’s 2009 report entitled Making Inquiries —
A New Statutory Framework, as an example of the
work underway to provide inquiries such as royal
commissions with a sound administrative process and
methodological footing. The Australian Law Reform
Commission’s inquiry was the first since the Royal
Commissions Act 1902, which was 107 years previous,
and it covers an enormous number of issues. They
include the best form or forms of inquiries; the
protection of privacy and disclosure of restriction; the
national security implications of inquiries; questions of
openness, transparency and public engagement; the
structure of the types of inquiries; the statutory
framework; the need for a handbook that maintains
institutional knowledge; how reports should be tabled;
issues relating to the implementation of
recommendations; cost; inquiry powers; and matters
relating to inquiries that may affect Indigenous
Australians.
The Australian Law Reform Commission’s report was
clearly a document that had considerable value for the
commissioners as they conducted the bushfires royal
commission, and volume III of their report represents
their contribution to this important discussion that
includes recommendation 67 — that is, that the state
develop and introduce legislation for the conduct of
inquiries in Victoria, in particular for royal
commissions.
The commissioners of the bushfires royal commission
said their first priority was to ensure that the
community was engaged in the process of the
commission’s work to the maximum extent and to
produce a substantial report within budget. The
commissioners noted that the key challenges were that
they embarked on their task in the wake of a major
catastrophe that involved the deaths of 173 people, that
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their time was limited and that they needed to maximise
the benefits of working within a legal model that had
advantages but also disadvantages.
The commissioners decided to innovate within the
parameters that had been set and conducted community
consultations, live streaming of the hearings and the use
of expert panels, but in the end they felt that future
royal commissions and inquiries should not be left to
grapple with these issues and that more enduring
arrangements should be determined. That brings us to
the bill — which the opposition supports, as I said
earlier — to establish Victoria’s first dedicated
legislation for royal commissions and other ad hoc
executive inquiries, such as boards of inquiry and
formal reviews.
The second-reading speech and the explanatory
memorandum for the bill set out the features of the
legislation, namely, that the bill confirms the current
practice that the Governor in Council can establish a
royal commission, nominate the commissioners and set
out the terms of reference. Royal commissions will
have wideranging coercive powers to enable them to
obtain documents they require and to compel witnesses
to appear to give evidence under oath, and they can
enter and search premises if they have a warrant. Under
the legislation royal commissions will have greater
flexibility than courts. Royal commissions will not be
bound by the rules of evidence and can abrogate legal
professional privilege and partially abrogate the
privilege against self-incrimination, and they can
prevent self-incriminating evidence from being
admissible against a person in subsequent proceedings.
Under the provisions in the bill the Governor in Council
can establish boards of inquiry and set out their terms of
reference, but a key difference between a board of
inquiry and a royal commission is that a board of
inquiry has a narrower range of coercive powers and
cannot abrogate privileges nor enter and search
premises. In addition, boards of inquiry are to be less
formal than royal commissions, but the bill indicates
that where the issues being investigated by a board of
inquiry warrant greater power, there is a capacity to
convert the board of inquiry into a royal commission.
The bill provides that the Premier or a minister, with the
consent of the Premier, may establish a formal review
to inquire into and report on specified matters set out in
certain terms of reference. A formal review will have
no coercive powers, and the evidence the board is after
can only be given voluntarily. There is no requirement
for a report to be tabled in Parliament.
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Aside from establishing these three types of inquiries,
the bill also gives a general flexibility to inquiries once
they are underway in recognition of the fact that every
inquiry is unique and must be permitted to function as
the chair and commissioners see fit within the
framework set by the legislation and the terms of
reference for the inquiry. Those constraints go to
protecting witnesses and include procedural fairness,
the right to legal representation and the opportunity to
respond to proposed adverse findings, as well as
ensuring that any answer or information or document
that is produced by a person in the course of an inquiry
cannot be admitted against that person in any other
proceeding.
Another important provision that should be mentioned
in this debate is that the provisions of the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 do not apply to any document in
the possession of an inquiry, but persons who conduct
and support an inquiry will be subject to the jurisdiction
of IBAC. The exemption of royal commissions, boards
of inquiry and formal reviews from the provisions of
the freedom of information legislation gives the
relevant inquiry control over its documents during the
operation of the inquiry, and the explanatory
memorandum states that this means that where the
inquiry provides an agency with a draft report, that
report cannot be obtained under the freedom of
information regime. Such documents will be available
after the conclusion of the inquiry.
In 2011 the research service in the parliamentary library
published a paper entitled Royal Commissions in
Victoria — 1854 to 2009, and I am indebted to the
library and the writer, Adam Delacorn. At the time the
research was conducted, which was prior to the
introduction of this bill, it was difficult to define a royal
commission in Victoria. However, the key features of a
royal commission are that it is initiated by the executive
and established by letters patent, it is independent, open
to the public and it provides an inquisitorial or policy
advice function. The paper traces the history of royal
commissions, from 1854, when the first royal
commission was conducted, to 2009, and the changes
that have occurred over time, such as how up until 1928
MPs were appointed as commissioners, an action that
today would be seen to compromise the independence
of a royal commission.
That is an interesting point, because members of
Parliament do in fact exercise independence in the
performance of their roles. By way of example I refer to
the role of the President of this place, where an ordinary
member, once elevated to the adjudicating role of
President, is perfectly capable of being independent.
Another example is the role that MPs play in
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parliamentary committees, whereby they are required to
rely on evidence gathered through formal hearings and
on authoritative research. They act independently.
Every day, in relation to constituent issues, members of
Parliament are required to assess requests for
representation. They are required to act independently
in the best interests of their constituents, within the
context of the law and the procedures available to them.
Of course there have been examples in recent times
where MPs have been appointed by the executive to
conduct inquiries or consultations, and they have been
meritorious and very often of considerable value;
however, I accept that this independence that MPs
exercise every day is not widely understood, and it is
unlikely that an executive would appoint an MP as a
commissioner or member of an inquiry today. It seems
to me that the question is not only about who is
appointed as a commissioner or a member but also
about the framework in which they are required to
conduct the inquiry, and the provisions of the
legislation before us today make a significant and
positive contribution to strengthening inquiries.
Mostly, former members of the judiciary are appointed
as commissioners and members of inquiries, especially
in the case of royal commissions. That is because they
clearly have a profound understanding of the law, they
have experience in assessing and making
determinations on complex matters on the basis of
evidence, and they are highly respected across the
community. While former members of the judiciary are
certainly suitable persons to conduct royal commissions
and other inquiries, there are others who might also be
drawn upon — ethicists, philosophers and scientists, for
example — and it is a good thing that the bill leaves the
question of who is appointed to conduct inquiries to the
executive of the government of the day.
Referring again to the parliamentary library’s research
paper, the paper states that royal commissions fall into
two types: inquisitorial and policy. The earliest of them
were commissioned to consider policy matters —
interesting issues, such as the best method to remove
sludge from the goldfields, the defence of the colony,
internal communications and the conditions and
prospects of the goldfields. The first inquisitorial royal
commission was in 1862, and it inquired into the
circumstances connected with the sufferings and death
of Robert O’Hara Burke and William John Wills, the
Victorian explorers.
It was not until 1877 — 23 years after the first royal
commission — that there was a commission appointed
to inquire into what was called the ‘present condition of
the Aborigines’, the report of which is now available in
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full on the Parliament website. The commission’s
report stands as shocking testimony of the brutal
treatment of Victorian Aboriginal people at the hands
of the European invaders and the incapacity, in my
view, of the men who conducted the commission to see,
much less understand, the preventable harm perpetrated
against Aboriginal people. It is worth noting that it was
not until 1923 that the first woman was appointed to a
royal commission. Eleanor Glencross, who was
described as a ‘feminist and housewives’ advocate’ in
the Australian Dictionary of Biography, was a
commissioner on the Royal Commission on the High
Cost of Living.
While royal commissions and executive-instigated
inquiries appear to be widely respected by the
community, they do not always warrant this respect.
Executive government needs to be very considered in
its use of inquiries, as they always operate in political
contexts that can be highly charged. The difficulty for
executive government is that royal commissions, once
they commence, have a life of their own and cannot be
controlled by government; so it is folly for governments
to think that a royal commission is a way of setting up
an arena or a media circus that will unleash damaging
stories to harm political opponents.
It is fair to say that in recent times most royal
commissions and inquiries have greatly benefited the
community. The royal commissions into the Victorian
bushfires, the metropolitan ambulance services and the
Esso Longford gas plant accident, as well as the recent
board of inquiry into the Morwell coalmine fire, have
all been important and have made valuable
observations. They have documented events and
experiences for posterity, formulated clear
recommendations to prevent or minimise future harm
and proposed improvements to current practice.
The Labor opposition’s commitment to establishing a
royal commission into domestic violence is another
example of an issue that is of an appropriate scale for a
royal commission, and I hope a royal commission into
this matter will be instigated, whichever party wins
government in November.
In conclusion, the Inquiries Bill 2014 is a good piece of
legislation, and the opposition will not be opposing its
passage.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak to the Inquiries Bill 2014. This bill
demonstrates the government’s commitment to having
an open, transparent system of review in Victoria.
Politics and government are being studied in our
secondary colleges this year, and people are very
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interested in how systems of government work.
Ivanhoe Grammar School is an example of a school
that teaches politics, and it is always interested to know
how we as a government ensure that we maintain
transparency and keep the ball rolling on great
initiatives like IBAC. Students, teachers and other
citizens are always interested in making sure that they
can have faith in their government.
This bill provides for the establishment and conduct of
executed inquiries in Victoria. It creates three forms of
inquiry that can be established by government to
inquire into any matter. The first is a royal commission,
which will remain at the apex of the hierarchy and will
be able to exercise extensive coercive and investigative
powers. The second is a board of inquiry, which is a
mid-tier inquiry option. These inquiries will be able to
exercise a more limited range of coercive and
investigative powers. The third is a formal review,
which is the lowest tier of inquiry. The latter types of
inquiry will not be able to exercise coercive powers but
will receive information voluntarily.
The bill creates a framework for these three types of
inquiry with the differing levels of power I have
outlined. The government will choose the type of
inquiry that best suits the nature and importance of the
subject matter. In particular the government will
consider what powers are necessary to effectively
conduct an inquiry when determining which type of
inquiry to establish. The bill provides the executive
government with the option of converting a lower level
inquiry into a higher level inquiry if it subsequently
becomes necessary for an inquiry to have further
powers.
I will touch on the differences between the three types
of inquiry. A royal commission can require individuals
to give information and produce documents, and it can
enter and seize material from premises under a court
warrant. It can override certain privileges and statutory
secrecy obligations. A board of inquiry is able to
require individuals to give information and produce
documents. It cannot enter premises or override
privileges but can override certain statutory secrecy
obligations. A formal review, the lowest level of
inquiry, cannot exercise any of these coercive powers.
However, it can request and seek information that is
provided voluntarily.
Victoria is one of the few Australian jurisdictions
without specific legislation for executive inquiries. The
existing legislation is both dated and unwieldy, and as a
consequence has been strongly criticised by previous
royal commissions.
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The government has left royal commissions at the top
of the pedestal when it comes to inquiries. Royal
commissions have the broadest ranging powers and are
reserved for only the most serious of matters. We have
seen crucially important royal commissions and
inquiries, such as the royal commission into the 2009
Black Saturday bushfires and the inquiry which
produced the Betrayal of Trust report. I commend the
members of that parliamentary committee, in particular
my friend and colleague Ms Crozier, who chaired that
inquiry, on their work.
Interestingly enough, the member for Melbourne in the
Assembly mentioned the Labor Party’s commitment to
establishing a royal commission into family violence.
While no-one could oppose such a measure on
principle, that would simply be effectively a lawyers’
picnic for $50 million that could otherwise be put into
programs to help women avoid violence. Establishing a
royal commission simply does not add up.
When it comes to violence against women and
protecting our vulnerable people — our elderly, our
women and others — on the streets, there is no greater
example of silence from the Australian Labor Party
than that on the issue associated with the Moreland City
Council that has come up this week. In response to the
tragedy associated with Jill Meagher, 19 months ago
this government pledged $250 000 for Moreland City
Council to put up closed-circuit TV cameras to add to
security and deter crime on Sydney Road, Brunswick.
Here we are 19 months later and those cameras are
partially in but none of them is working. All we are
getting from the mayor, Lambros Tapinos, and his
supporter group in Moreland are excuses, excuses,
excuses. They have de-prioritised the safety of people
in the city of Moreland. It cannot be said that it is
purely about councillors and Labor, because Cr Oscar
Yildiz, who is a member of the Labor Party, has been
critical of the fact that Moreland City Council has not
put in the cameras. He has been critical of Moreland
City Council members prioritising other political
endeavours ahead of safety for their community.
What has been disappointing is that my colleagues
across the chamber who represent Northern
Metropolitan Region, where Moreland is, have been
silent. In particular, Ms Mikakos has been silent about
Moreland’s inaction. I wonder why she is not joining
the government in condemning Moreland City Council
for not putting up the cameras and getting them
operating. It is now nearly two years since the tragic
death of Jill Meagher, and Ms Mikakos has been silent.
This is a classic example of politics over people.
Ms Mikakos is happy to support Labor mayor Lambros
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Tapinos, and not be critical of his excuses and inaction
on putting cameras in place.
By way of conclusion, I refer to the independence of
inquiries. The independence of executive government is
a fundamental feature of the three forms of inquiry.
That independence reflects the important public
purpose the inquiries serve and is necessary if they are
to be effective. The bill allows the executive
government to establish an inquiry, set its parameters,
such as the terms of reference and reporting date, and
appoint its key personnel. They are appropriate roles for
government. However, once an inquiry is established,
the government has no further role in directing the
conduct of the inquiry — for example, an inquiry and
its personnel are not subject to ministerial direction or
control. Further, inquiries have autonomy to determine
how to manage the inquiry’s operations, including the
employment and engagement of staff and the conduct
of the inquiry.
The Inquiries Bill 2014 is an outstanding step forward
and another example of the Napthine coalition
government building a better Victoria. I commend the
bill to the house.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Inquiries Bill 2014 establishes dedicated legislation for
setting up royal commissions and other executive
inquiries. Victoria is one of the few jurisdictions in
Australia without specific legislation for establishing
inquiries that can be set up by the executive to varying
degrees. In his contribution, Mr Scheffer mentioned the
excellent research paper written by Adam Delacorn, a
research officer in the parliamentary library. The paper
states that following a review as long ago as 2006 the
then Victorian Law Reform Committee recommended
the enactment of a Victorian royal commissions act.
Almost a decade on, we have such legislation before us.
The bill retains the inquiry models, such as they are.
The bill will apparently modernise and build on the
existing legislative provisions in the Constitution Act
1975 and the Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1958. The provisions in those two acts relating to
inquiries are fairly brief. The Constitution Act really
just provides the power for the establishment of
inquiries and oversight of the conduct of those inquiries
by the Supreme Court, which oversight I am assuming
is maintained by this bill. I put that question to the
Leader of the Government.
The bill creates a framework for the establishment and
conduct of three types of inquiry that may be
established by the executive government at any time to
inquire into any matter. Those three types of inquiry
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will, firstly, be royal commissions, which will remain at
the apex of the hierarchy, if people want to describe
them that way, of inquiries. They will be able to
exercise extensive coercive and investigative powers, as
they already do. The second tier of inquiry will be
boards of inquiry, which are described as a mid-tier
option. They will be able to exercise a more limited
range of coercive and investigative powers and will not
be able to abrogate privileges. What are described as
formal reviews will be the lowest tier of inquiry. They
will not be able to exercise coercive powers but will be
able to receive information voluntarily. Examples of
that are the Protecting Victoria’s Vulnerable Children
Inquiry and the parliamentary inquiry chaired by
Ms Crozier, who is in the chamber at the moment.
The Premier mentioned the Hazelwood inquiry in his
second-reading speech for the bill in the Assembly, and
I will turn to that a bit later. At the moment these
inquiries are established by executive government
without any legislative basis or recognition in any act of
Parliament. The bill sets up the three types of inquiries
under the act. Interestingly, there are other ways of
doing it. For example, the Australian Law Reform
Commission has recommended a two-tier system. At
any rate, we have this bill setting up the three-tier
system.
The bill provides for a number of matters in relation to
the establishment and conduct of these inquiries,
including a process for establishing an inquiry; the
administrative arrangements for an inquiry, including
the employment of staff and consultants; the manner of
conducting an inquiry; the powers and protections of
inquiry members; the rights and protections of
participants in an inquiry, which I will return to based
on one of the issues raised by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee; and the process for reporting
inquiries to Parliament. The bill does not go to the
purposes of setting up such inquiries, which once again
I will return to a little later in my contribution.
Royal commissions will have the broadest range of
coercive powers, and are likely to be conducted with
the greatest level of formality. They will be engaged to
conduct inquiries involving the most significant and
serious matters. The bill gives no guidance as to what
types of matters should be referred to what types of
inquiry, although it does provide that if a matter is
being inquired into at the lowest tier — that is, by
formal review — and it appears from the evidence
being given to the inquiry that it needs to become a
more serious inquiry, such as being scrutinised by a
board of inquiry, it can be upgraded. A board would
then have a limited range of coercive and investigative
powers. If a board finds that its investigations are
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leading to the conclusion that the inquiry needs to be
upgraded to a royal commission, the bill does also
allow for that to happen based on the evidence coming
forth to the inquiry.
A royal commission would be established by the
Governor, on the advice of the Premier, under letters
patent published in the Government Gazette, as is
currently the case, but it may also be established other
than under the proposed act. The bill says that a royal
commission may be established otherwise but it does
not give any details as to how that may come about or
by whom it could be established. The letters patent
must specify the persons undertaking the inquiry, where
there is more than one person the chair of the
commission and the terms of reference of the
commission.
A commission is not bound by the rules of evidence
and may inform itself in any matter it sees fit. A
commission must comply with the requirements of
procedural fairness, however, under clause 12 of the
bill. A person may be allowed legal representation
under clause 15 and must be given an opportunity to
respond to any personal adverse findings under
clause 36. Similar provisions apply to a board of
inquiry and a formal review. A royal commission may
take evidence on oath or affirmation, may by notice
summons a person to attend and may compel the
production of documents or things. The Supreme Court
may compel compliance with a notice served under
these provisions and a commission may apply to the
Magistrates Court for a search warrant.
A commission or a board of inquiry does not have
powers over certain public entities, including the courts,
IBAC, the Ombudsman and the Director of Public
Prosecutions. The Premier outlined this in the secondreading speech. A commission’s proceedings or part of
its proceedings may, where necessary, be closed to the
public if the nature and subject matter are sensitive, or
prejudice or hardship might be caused to a person.
Persons who disrupt proceedings may be expelled.
Similar provisions exist in relation to boards of inquiry
and formal reviews. A commission may prohibit or
restrict publication of its proceedings; factors for this
include prejudice or hardship that may be caused to any
person through the publication due to the nature and
sensitivity of the information, or potential prejudice to
the legal proceedings. Similar provisions apply to the
proceedings of a board of inquiry and a formal review.
Legal professional privilege does not apply in respect of
evidence or documents required to be given or
produced before a commission. The abrogation is
consistent with current provisions in the Evidence Act
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2008. However, the act makes the proviso that privilege
does not cease to attach to the evidence merely because
it is being given to the commission. This privilege is
not abrogated in respect of a board of inquiry or a
formal review. Public interest, immunity and
parliamentary privilege are not abrogated.
A person must comply with a requirement to give
evidence to a commission even if that evidence may
incriminate the person and make the person liable to a
penalty other than where the privilege is claimed in
relation to proceedings which have been commenced
against the person but not yet finally disposed of. This
is not uncommon in royal commissions but is not the
case with official inquiries. The commission should
have the power to require a person to answer a question
or produce a document notwithstanding that such an
answer or production may incriminate the person or
expose that person to a penalty. A use immunity is
provided by the bill and the statement of compatibility
says that the abrogation of this privilege is balanced by
a use immunity which ensures that material given to a
commission by a person is inadmissible in any
subsequent proceedings against that person.
The immunity extends to information, answers,
documents and things. It applies directly to all materials
obtained by the commission, whether by compulsion or
voluntarily. In cases of self-incriminating material, the
Supreme Court has held that similar immunity
provisions extend to other evidence obtained as a direct
result of such materials, and it applies in all subsequent
criminal, civil and administrative hearings before a
court or tribunal in any disciplinary proceeding.
There are limited exceptions to this immunity which
allow materials to be used in proceedings for an offence
under the act, or for perjury or destruction of evidence
under the Crimes Act 1958. Documents may also be
used where they are or could have been obtained
independently of their production to the commission,
either before or after that production. This ensures that
authorities are not prevented from making use of
documents they have obtained or could have obtained
independently of the royal commission inquiry.
Statutory secrecy and confidentiality do not apply in
respect of royal commissions and boards of inquiry to
government departments and agencies, other than the
bodies specified by the bill. A department cannot argue
that a person is unable to comply with a requirement to
give information because other enactments prohibit
them from doing so. The bill makes provisions for
offences concerning confidentiality of information
obtained by the commission, failure to comply with
notices to attend and produce documents or things,
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failure to take an oath or affirmation, failure to answer
questions and other offences concerning the integrity
and security of a commission’s proceedings.
The bill also provides that a person who is given
information by a commission or board of review or an
officer of those bodies in the course of the inquiry must
not take advantage of the information to benefit
themselves or any other person, unless the information
is lawfully in the public domain. This attracts a penalty
of 12 months in prison or 120 penalty units. This
applies to a commission or a board of review. This is
the issue that was raised by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee (SARC) with regard to
clauses 45, 85 and 117. The committee noted that:
… these provisions may apply to honest or innocuous
behaviour. The committee will write to the Premier seeking
further information.

The committee observed that:
… offences of this type usually only apply to statutory
officers and, in that context, are designed to prevent the
misuse of public office. Such officers typically have the
knowledge and resources to identify relevant ethical
constraints on their behaviour. By contrast, clauses 45, 85 and
117 apply to any people, including witnesses before an
inquiry.
The committee notes that the terms of clauses 45, 85 and 117
may apply to honest or innocuous behaviour, such as a person
altering his or her testimony in response to the information,
seeking legal advice concerning the information he or she
received or adjusting his or her work practices to avoid a
potential hazard suggested by the information.

The Premier responded to a letter from SARC,
defending the aforementioned clauses. Amongst other
things, the Premier said:
Given the wide subject matters that inquiries can investigate,
it is appropriate that these clauses do not apply only to public
officers. The effect of the clauses is intended to be similar to
the ‘implied undertakings’ that apply to all parties in respect
of discovered documents in civil litigation.
These clauses are not intended to apply to ‘honest or
innocuous’ behaviour. It is intended that these clauses will be
interpreted in the context of the bill as a whole, which
contemplates that inquiries involve persons considering,
responding to, and obtaining legal advice on information
before inquiries.

That may be all well and good, and it is useful to have
the Premier’s response to the query raised by SARC.
But the response assumes that all persons who may be
participants in an inquiry, in particular witnesses, will
have access to and obtain legal advice on information
before the inquiry. That may not be the reality.
The Premier went on to say:
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Further, taking advantage of information is intended to
capture behaviour that involves profiting or gaining from that
information for a purpose other than the inquiry. For example,
using the information to obtain a commercial advantage.

Of course nobody would want to see that happening, so
that should be an offence. The Premier has gone some
way to explaining or clarifying that provision, but, as I
mentioned, the assumption that everyone has access to
or has obtained legal advice may not be borne out.
The bill provides that within 30 days of the Governor
receiving a royal commission report the Premier must
cause the report to be laid before each house of
Parliament or, if neither house is sitting, be given to the
Clerk of each house. The publication of any report so
tabled is absolutely privileged within the meaning of
sections 73 and 74 of the Constitution Act 1975. The
same applies to boards of inquiry. A formal review
must be delivered to the Premier and, where necessary,
to the minister. The bill goes on to provide similar
establishment provisions regarding boards of inquiry
and formal reviews, with the differences in the powers
attributed to those types of inquiries that I mentioned
earlier.
Royal commissions and other executive inquiries serve
an important role in examining issues of public interest
independently. It is important to provide some
legislative basis for their establishment. One issue that I
mentioned earlier is that this bill does not go to the
issue of the purposes of inquiries. Prior to the United
Kingdom’s Inquiries Act 2005, a lot of inquiries had
been set up in an ad hoc way, which is in fact the
situation in Victoria at the moment. In 2009 a House of
Lords select committee conducted its post-legislative
scrutiny of the Inquiries Act 2005, which looked into
how it was proceeding four years after the
establishment of the act. That would probably be a
good thing for a future Parliament to consider, once this
act has been in operation for a number of years.
Interestingly the report mentions the purposes of
inquiries, which include establishing the facts,
especially where they are disputed or the chain of
causation is unclear; determining accountability;
learning lessons and making recommendations to
prevent recurrence, often by improving the constitution
and powers of regulatory bodies; allaying public
disquiet and restoring public confidence; catharsis, an
opportunity for reconciliation between those affected
by an event and those whose actions caused it or whose
inaction failed to prevent it; developing public policy;
and discharging the obligations of the state to satisfy
international conventions.
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The second-reading speech of the Premier says that
they are also a catalyst for change, with the reports and
recommendations of previous inquiries delivering farreaching benefits for the Victorian community.
Interestingly the two inquiries mentioned by the
Premier in his second-reading speech were the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse and the inquiry into the Hazelwood
coalmine fire, which it is acknowledged had no
legislative basis. He was implying that that inquiry was
exemplary. The Greens would beg to differ on that. In
fact that inquiry highlights how inquiries may fall short,
even in part, of the ideals of what an inquiry should be
achieving, as I said when referring to the House of
Lords inquiry into legislation and conduct of inquiries
in the UK.
My colleague Greg Barber has made comments on the
Hazelwood inquiry, including that apart from an
emergency response, the Hazelwood inquiry report
recommends no particular measures to make the mine
itself safe to avoid a repeat of the disaster that we saw
earlier this year. The response notes that rehabilitation
is complex, costly and time consuming, and simply
suggests that the mine owner should go away and study
the problem. That recommendation is not good enough,
and the state government needs to step in. The
rehabilitation bond is not enough, and the current work
is inadequate. Rehabilitation will not come cheap, and it
is the power company that should be paying. Also of
concern is that Morwell residents and others have said
that the report should have made stronger
recommendations on the current and future health of
residents. The recommendations as far as the health
department is concerned were really weak.
The Greens have raised this issue in Parliament. There
is nothing to really push the health department to do
anything now for the immediate impacts. In fact it
could be said that the report of the inquiry into the
Hazelwood coalmine fire should have been an interim
report because of the ongoing issues with regard to no
recommendations about prevention, actions for
prevention of a similar incident either at that mine or at
similar mines around Victoria, and indeed around
Australia, and about the ongoing health issues that are
continuing to be raised, seen and observed in residents
affected by the fire.
Another issue is that, given the important purpose of
executive inquiries, before introducing this legislation
ideally the government should have established a
committee to inquire into the establishment of this
legislation that could consult with all relevant
stakeholders as to how to legislate for inquiries in the
best interests of this state. Such a consultation could be
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similar to the House of Lords select committee
conducting its own inquiry, which took evidence from
the Ministry of Justice, special academics and legal
experts, and Liberty, and visited another inquiry to hear
it take evidence. Likewise, the Australian Law Reform
Commission (ALRC) in its report Making Inquiries —
A New Statutory Framework, report 111, undertook a
comprehensive review of the Royal Commissions Act
1902 and related issues, which involved ensuring that
all stakeholders and interested members of the public
had an opportunity to participate in the inquiry. The
commission produced an issues paper and discussion
paper before producing its final report, and it also used
a website to facilitate community education and
participation in the inquiry. Nothing of the sort has
happened in Victoria in the lead-up to this bill.
The terms of reference for the Australian Law Reform
Commission report included whether there is a need to
develop an alternative form or forms of commonwealth
executive inquiry with statutory functions to provide
more flexibility and less formality, whether there is a
need to develop special arrangements of powers for
inquiries involving matters of national security, the
appropriate balances between powers of persons
undertaking inquiries and the protections of the rights
and liberties of persons interested in or potentially
affected by inquiries, and the appropriateness of
restrictions on the disclosure of information to and use
of information by royal commissions and other
inquiries, which is an issue I have talked about in my
contribution to this debate. Interestingly the ALRC
report recommended that the commonwealth Royal
Commissions Act 1902 should be amended to provide
for the establishment of two tiers of public inquiry —
royal commissions and official inquiries.
The House of Lords Select Committee on the Inquiries
Act 2005 welcomed views on a number of issues that
included the following. What is the function of public
inquiries? What principles should underlie their use?
Are inquiries generally set up when they are needed and
not when they are not? Are there examples of cases of
where an inquiry would have been useful but was not
set up? Are there cases of where an inquiry has
unnecessarily been set up to deflect or defer criticism?
Is there a danger that the role of ministers will prevent
the setting up of inquiries into their conduct or restrict
the roles of inquiries looking into the conduct of
ministers? Hopefully under this bill that will not be the
case. Other issues referred to include whether the
recommendations of inquiries were adequately
implemented, whether there should be a procedure for
an inquiry to reconvene to consider this and whether
lawyers or counsel acting for an inquiry or representing
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those complaining or complained against make an
appropriate contribution.
Nothing like that occurred in Victoria before
introducing this legislation, important legislation as it
is. The need for it is clear, but we do not know whether
this particular piece of legislation is perfect and
perfectly adapted to the needs of Victoria, because there
has not been any public inquiry into it. Government
members may have referred to the Australian Law
Reform Commission report and the very good
parliamentary library brief, but there have been no
public hearings in regard to this legislation. There could
be an opportunity for former royal commissioners and
others to give their views on the matter.
For these reasons I will attempt to refer the bill to the
Legal and Social Issues Legislation Committee for
inquiry and report by the first Tuesday of the next
sitting week, which would allow time for the bill to
pass through this Parliament.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Referral to committee
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That the Inquiries Bill 2014 be referred to the Legal and
Social Issues Legislation Committee for inquiry,
consideration and report by 14 October 2014.

This bill sets up a framework for the establishment of
royal commissions, boards of inquiry and formal
reviews. It is an important issue of public interest, but
the public has had no opportunity to consider this
legislation in an open and transparent way. There has
been no public inquiry. My motion for referral seeks to
give at least a couple of weeks for interested members
of the public and people who have been intimately
involved in past inquiries to present to the committee
their views during a hearing or by written submission.
The committee can then report back to the Parliament
about the bill.
I do not foresee any great problems with the legislation,
but some problems may be identified through the
inquiry, and it is always best to identify problems prior
to the legislation being passed rather than afterwards.
During the establishment, via a number of bills that
came through the Parliament, of the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission, the
Victorian Inspectorate and the Public Interest Monitor,
we certainly know that from the outset many people,
including me, identified flaws with the legislation.
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I attempted to refer that legislation to the Legal and
Social Issues Legislation Committee, which could have
called for submissions, held hearings and heard from
the horse’s mouth, so to speak — for example, from
people from other states around Australia who are
involved in these issues — as to the problems with
IBAC. Those problems were outlined over several
years, but the government refused to have the bill
referred; it refused to listen to the criticisms. Now we
have a bill — which I looked at yesterday — arriving in
the Parliament at 5 minutes to midnight which is
supposed to fix up the problems. The matter could have
been dealt with earlier if the bill had been considered by
the legislation committee that is set up to do that job.
The bill before us could be sent to the committee,
which could spend a good couple of weeks looking at it
and report back to the Parliament before it is passed,
thereby preventing any of the issues that we have seen
arise with the establishment of IBAC, for example. The
establishment of royal commissions, boards of inquiries
and formal reviews in the Victorian statute is as
important an issue as the establishment of IBAC.
The 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission was
of course not the first royal commission into bushfires;
there have been several. The royal commission that
looked at the 1939 bushfires made recommendations in
regard to such things as where people should build
houses, but those recommendations were ignored. That
goes to the issue raised by the House of Lords select
committee about the implementation of
recommendations made by inquiries, which is
sometimes less than perfect.
This is an important piece of legislation and therefore
deserves scrutiny by the Legal and Social Issues
Legislation Committee.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — Whilst
I appreciate the points Ms Pennicuik made and the
spirit in which she has moved this motion, in this
particular circumstance I am conscious of the limited
time we have to get this bill through the chamber. I am
also conscious of the fact that part of the genesis of this
bill came from the royal commission itself. In that
circumstance I believe the bill should now proceed. A
number of useful points have been made throughout the
debate, but notwithstanding that, on this occasion the
government will not support a referral.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — As I
said in my motion to refer the bill, it is not that I am
expecting it to have major problems, but all pieces of
legislation can cause issues. It is quite a large bill and
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has a lot of technical amendments and some important
principles that could be investigated by the committee.
Notwithstanding that, the minister made two points I
would like to respond to. Firstly, this bill comes out of
the 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission. I do
not need to be constrained by the fact that the bill has
arrived in the second-last week of Parliament, when it
has been several years since the handing down of the
bushfires royal commission report and the arrival of this
bill.
It is very quaint of Mr Davis to say that on this
particular occasion the government will not be agreeing
to the referral of the bill. For the information of
members, this is the 47th bill for which a referral
motion has been moved in this chamber, only four of
which have been agreed to. We know that of those four
motions, three were for private members bills
introduced by the Greens and one was for the Wills
Amendment (International Wills) Bill 2011. Every
other attempt to refer legislation to the Legal and Social
Issues Legislation Committee or the other legislation
committees set up by the Legislative Council to look at
legislation has been rejected by the government.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 18
Barber, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 20
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs

Lovell, Ms (Teller)
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr (Teller)
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr

Pairs
Viney, Mr

Motion negatived.

Atkinson, Mr
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Third reading
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — By
leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

In doing so, I thank all parties for their support for this
bill and all members who made a contribution to the
debate. In discussions, Ms Pennicuik raised a matter
with me. She asked: does the bill in any way alter the
arrangements with respect to the Supreme Court? I
inform her that I sought advice on that matter and
confirm both her understanding and mine that the bill
does not in any way alter the Supreme Court’s inherent
jurisdiction. I hope that assists her with that matter.
I also say that the bill completes a further step in the
government’s work in ensuring that the
recommendations of the bushfires royal commission
are implemented. This bill is a further step in that
process. I thank all members who have contributed to
its passage.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

RESOURCES LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT (BTEX PROHIBITION AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2014
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 September; motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — On the
matter of energy Victoria is quite literally standing at a
crossroads. There are two energy futures in front of us
and one behind us, and not only do the parties around
this Parliament need to make a choice on this bill but
the whole of the Victorian public will be making a
choice between those two energy futures, which will
start to roll out very quickly. The choice is between a
future based on natural gas, which is getting more
expensive and is highly polluting with a large impact
across the landscape, and a future based on renewables,
which are getting cheaper all the time and whose
environmental footprint is minimal.
The past that is rapidly receding behind us is based on
coal, and there will be no future development of coal or
coal generation in Victoria. As Bloomberg said
yesterday, the window for major coal development has
now closed. The two major markets of China and India
are setting a new course which will see lowered coal
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demand. Here in Australia, with an excess of coal-fired
generation but huge exit costs in rehabilitation and so
forth required, there will not be another coal-fired
power station ever built.
Ms Pennicuik — Hear, hear!
Mr BARBER — It is worth not only understanding
it but celebrating it. We have some of the most
polluting coal-fired plants in the world. The
environmental impact of those at both the local and
global level is more than any Victorian citizen is willing
to bear. It comes back to those two choices: gas, which
is getting more expensive, and renewables, which are
getting cheaper. That is exactly what is in front of us
here today with the Resources Legislation Amendment
(BTEX Prohibition and Other Matters) Bill 2014. Make
no mistake, the government’s bill is not about banning
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes (BTEX); it
is about regulating BTEX in the future rollout of an
unconventional gas drilling industry, which is right
round the corner.
The government’s policy is to have a moratorium on
this issue until July next year, and Labor’s policy was
to have a moratorium while it did further study, but it is
very clear that both parties are committed to the
development of some sort of gas drilling industry
onshore in Victoria; it is just that they want to have an
argument about how it should be regulated, and this bill
is part of that argument.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr BARBER — I know what the bill says,
Mr Ramsay, but it is the mechanics of the bill itself that
we will need to get into in order to understand if that is
the case.
Mr Ramsay — Scaremongering again.
Mr BARBER — Mr Ramsay says I am
scaremongering. On a Sunday night just a few weeks
ago residents in the south-western Sydney suburb of
Camden were woken up by a loud hissing noise. There
are 144 coal seam gas wells in the Camden area. The
hissing noise was one of the wells suddenly releasing
methane gas under high pressure close to houses.
Mr Tee — It does not sound good.
Mr BARBER — It does not sound good, Mr Tee.
Fire and Rescue NSW cordoned off the area.
Frightened residents came out into the street in the
middle of the night. AGL described the leak as being
something the gas release valves were designed to do;
they were operating, in the words of AGL, ‘exactly as
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is designed’, which pretty well summarises the
arguments against fracking and my response to this bill.
The chemicals that go into a fracking operation are
toxic, but they are nothing compared to what comes
out — what comes out is a nightmare. Even when a
fracking operation is working exactly as designed, it
releases explosive gas and toxic chemicals. But it never
works as designed. Once you fracture rock, there is no
way of telling where the fractures will form and what
will flow through the fractures. It is impossible to
prevent cross-contamination of freshwater aquifers and
gas leaks coming up through dams or soil to the
surface. Even when they do not use fracking, the
process of extracting unconventional gas creates
uncontrollable emissions, which brings me to one of the
central themes of this bill, the value to Victoria of a
farm compared to the value of mining.
Victorian farms and communities are under threat from
new coalmines and unconventional gas, which may
also involve fracking. This bill goes to the issue of
comparing the value of a farm against the minerals
beneath it. There should be no contest, especially when
mining and drilling have the potential to damage the
soil, poison the groundwater or cover everything in
toxic coal dust, including an entire town. Farming is the
long-term good, our prosperity is based on farming and
our future survival depends on it. The areas most
threatened by mining and drilling are the food bowl
areas of Victoria. Food production depends on fresh
water from dams, streams and sometimes from
aquifers. Water is food, and any risk to our water is an
unacceptable risk.
Gippsland is blanketed in exploration licences for coal
and gas — 18 exploration licences for coal seam gas
and 4 for tight gas and shale gas.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr BARBER — I will take up the interjection.
Mr Ramsay is absolutely correct: most of those licences
were issued under a Labor government.
Mr Ramsay — Shame!
Mr BARBER — ‘Shame!’, he says, and I agree.
What we need here is a permanent ban on the issue of
these licences, not Mr Ramsay’s temporary moratorium
while more study is done. Whichever party is the next
government will have a very real decision to make on
whether to continue or reissue any new licences and in
particular licences for the extraction of coal, such as out
at Bacchus Marsh, which I may return to if I have time.
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Lakes Oil conducted 11 fracking operations in
Gippsland before the 2012 moratorium, and the
company now known as Ignite Energy Resources
conducted 12 fracking operations. Gippsland produces
30 per cent of Victoria’s milk, 23 per cent of Australia’s
dairy, 25 per cent of our beef and $82 million worth of
vegetables, based on conservative figures. Yesterday I
received an invitation from the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF) to visit some of its members’ farms.
Mr Ramsay — Chook farms, anyway.
Mr BARBER — I have visited a lot of farms in the
last little while, and I make it a habit to ask those
farmers whether they are members of the VFF. The
answers I get would not be suitable for incorporation
into Hansard. The group of farmers I am working with
have long ago left behind the kind of lowest common
denominator approach of the VFF. They are striking
their own path, seeking out and in many cases creating
their own market. They do not see how being lumped in
with every other farmer necessarily helps them do that.
In fact on these big questions — on the question we are
here dealing with of gas extraction, on the question of
the renewable energy target (RET) and on the question
of how best to take advantage of these new markets
where one of the key market drivers is the public’s
increasing demand for high standards of animal
welfare — the VFF is hopelessly split. It cannot find a
position.
This morning in one of the Horsham newspapers I read
about a couple of superfine Merino producers who have
just resigned from the VFF as a result of the VFF’s call
a week ago to scrap the RET. The VFF on that Friday
called for the scrapping of the RET, and on the Monday
the federal industry minister came out and said, ‘Listen,
everybody, there is no way we are scrapping the RET’.
It is not really clear what you are actually getting for
your VFF membership, except that the organisation will
call for something on Friday and the government will
come out and commit to the opposite on Monday. On
this particular question in front of us I really cannot get
any sense out of the VFF, so it is really only from my
experience in talking to farmers, including a beef
producer, a dairy operator and a piggery operator, who
are under threat from these operations in Gippsland,
that I can form a view on this bill.
Some Gippsland farmers produce organically. In fact
80 per cent of Australia’s certified organic milk is
processed in a West Gippsland cooperative. I have also
visited the organic producers in the Camperdown area
who have been involved in the revival of part of the
Camperdown dairy processing facility that was closed
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for so many years, along with Aussie Farmers Direct, of
which I should say I am a customer.
Bacchus Marsh is famous for its apples and local farm
produce like vegetables and fruit, including you-pick
orchards. Bacchus Marsh residents are fighting a giant
coalmine, and when they look at the experience of
Morwell there is no doubt in my mind that voters in that
area will be virtually 100 per cent in opposition to the
idea of a giant coalmine in the middle of a vibrant and
verdant food bowl. There are a number of gas
exploration licences across that area. The south-west
coast and hinterland are rich in farming and grazing, as
well as spectacular tourism areas. The entire landscape
there really is a wonder, and there are 10 exploration
licences for gas, including tight gas, shale gas and some
conventional onshore gas and oil drilling.
In this bill we also see a further erosion, in spite of the
calls by the VFF, of a farmer’s ability to control their
land. This is such a big issue that a whole campaign has
been named after it, Lock the Gate. Having travelled
across the back roads of some of these areas, I know
you can drive an entire country lane and see ‘Lock the
gate’ signs on every single gate.
Hon. D. K. Drum — Especially if you put them up
there.
Mr BARBER — If a farmer can lock the gate, that
is. Mr Drum, the minister who will shortly be at the
table, has had some personal experience in this matter,
because he has visited Queensland, where, as he told
us, he never met anybody who was against it.
Hon. D. K. Drum — No, that’s not true. I went out
and sought them.
Mr BARBER — I thank the minister for that
clarification. When we are at the table I will be able to
ask him not only about the mechanics of the bill but
about his own very direct experience as to how
regulation plays out in practice.
The state might own the minerals and gas, but the
farmers own the really important bit, which is the
topsoil. They should have a right of veto over who
touches that, but as it stands mining companies are
negotiating with a trump card. At any stage mining
companies could call off the negotiations and go to the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT).
One landowner approached my office about the
pressure she was under from a well-known mining
company. Basically the company bullied the landowner
about an access agreement, telling her, ‘Say yes now or
we will drag you through VCAT and get what we want,
and your compensation will be determined by the court.
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You will lose control of the process’. Mining
companies do not even need to have the farmer’s
consent for the proposed rehabilitation plan. The
company has to consult, but there is no requirement for
the plan to meet a farmer’s expectations for future land
use.
This bill contains a new erosion of anyone’s right to
lock their gates. When a mining company that does not
have an exploration licence wants to enter someone’s
land to survey the boundaries, it has to ask permission.
If the landowner refuses permission — that is, locks the
gate — the department head can now grant an authority
for the company to enter the property anyhow. That
means when the mining company contacts the owner to
ask permission to enter the property, it will be a
meaningless exercise.
The bill deals with unconventional gas, and there is
some confusion about what that means. Depending on
the geology, we could be talking about coal seam gas
(CSG), shale gas or tight gas. It is all basically the same
gas, but it is at different depths below ground and in
different types of rock. There are even a few areas
where they overlap, with CSG being closer to the
surface above a tight gas or shale gas deposit, but
mostly they are separate, even if they are in the same
region. Currently people are fighting against having
coal seam gas exploration in Gippsland because Lakes
Oils also wants to exploit the tight gas it has found in
Gippsland.
It is common ground between the Greens and gas
companies that, until the price of gas goes up
dramatically, the economics of drilling for it are not
going to be there, but we all know that is just around
the corner. Any member who comes in here and says
we have to do this to keep the price of gas down is
kidding themselves. It is the rising price of gas — the
fact that a wholesale level could double or triple fairly
soon — that is the driver for the economics, and that in
itself is now attached to the world export price. You do
not drill for this stuff because it is cheap; you drill for it
because it gets very expensive, and that is the energy
future we should be avoiding. We should be relying
more heavily on cheaper renewables.
CSG is found in pores and cracks in the coal seam
under high pressure held in place by water. It is deeper
underground in the Otway Ranges than in Gippsland.
We understand that it also has a higher carbon dioxide
content in the Otways, which means you get two potent
greenhouse gas emissions every time there is a leak,
planned or otherwise. Drilling for CSG produces a lot
of toxic water by-product as the mining company
pumps out the water that was holding the gas in place.
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Once the water is pumped out, all bets are off. Where is
that water going to go? Generally, it will go into some
sort of small holding dam right beside the drill head,
and I have seen what some of those look like. The
options at that point would be to leave it there to
evaporate, to accidentally release it in some kind of
flood or to pump it back down into the ground, and that
is very pertinent to the provisions in the bill that purport
to ban the use of BTEX.
Not all CSG mines use fracking; it depends on the
geology. Therefore a moratorium on fracking itself
does not necessarily protect our farms. Mining for shale
gas and tight gas, which can be found down in the less
porous rock, often uses fracking to crack open the rock
and get the gas, hence the name ‘tight gas’. Sometimes
miners use horizontal drilling to access deposits that are
not even under the particular land that the mine is
located on. In all cases it involves drilling down
through numerous levels and layers, and that is where
the interaction with aquifers arises as a potential
problem.
Here we are, with this threat to our farms bearing down
on us, with short-term profits leading to possible longterm damage, and niggling away in my left ear I have a
former VFF president, Mr Ramsay, who has made it his
life’s work to oppose wind turbines.
We want the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990 and the Petroleum Act 1998 to
be made consistent, just like the consistent approach of
the Greens in this matter. All farmers should be treated
equally, regardless of which particular type of gas is
being drilled under the provisions of any particular
piece of legislation. Later I will be asking questions
about why different farmers are still being treated
differently in this bill, which is supposedly all about
harmonising the legislation. It certainly harmonises a
number of aspects, but it does not harmonise that
particular aspect.
The VFF has found its voice in saying it wants the
fracking moratorium to be extended to the next full
term of government, which would be the end of 2018. I
will support it on that policy because four years might
give everyone enough time to come to their senses and
impose a permanent ban. It also gives us time to roll out
the alternatives. There are many households in Victoria
that use gas because it has always been cheap in the
past, but there are now cheaper and better alternatives,
including all-electric options, such as solar panels
connected to efficient electric air heating and of course
heat pumps for heating hot water as well. In fact using
solar energy during the day to heat up hot water using a
heat pump is a form of energy storage. It is a good way
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to use electricity in the middle of the day when it is
plentiful and much cheaper. It can then be stored for the
evening when the sun goes down. People ask how they
are going to deal with intermittent renewables because
there is not enough storage, but in fact doing certain
things with them, such as cooling your house in the
middle of the day so that it is pleasant when you get
home or heating up water in the middle of the day, is in
fact a form of energy storage, and it is very efficient.
There are also a lot of industries, including food
processors, for example, which use low-grade heat of
various sorts, including hot water. Many case studies
have been rolled out, some of them with money
provided from the Clean Energy Future package
negotiated between Labor and the Greens at the federal
level. They have helped these enterprises deliver really
high levels of efficiency in the way they use low-grade
heat.
There is a further and more complicated challenge for
those who use gas as a chemical feedstock or use very
high-grade heat based on gas, but in any case the
solution is to wean households and light industry off
gas as quickly as we possibly can so as to save our
reserves for those more tricky applications. As it stands,
the moratorium is only on new CSG exploration
licences and on fracking. It does not affect the existing
exploration licences because they are all being given
extensions throughout the period of the moratorium.
The new government will face some very pressing
decisions on those licences.
The BTEX prohibition in this bill is meant to have
something to do with protecting water resources, so I
will say a few words about that. Unconventional gas
drilling causes a number of problems with water. The
first is the water produced, especially from CSG. It is
generally saline and it might also be toxic from
chemicals that naturally occur in the coal seam as well
as the chemicals used in drilling and fracking. In
Queensland each CSG well produces 20 000 litres of
water and about 100 kilograms of salt per day. Disposal
is a huge issue because reinjecting it underground is
even more likely to cause problems.
The second issue is aquifer contamination, because the
whole purpose of fracking is to crack open new links
between freshwater aquifers and other formations. Any
loss of integrity in the drill holes that pump through
those different layers could connect the freshwater
aquifers with the toxic ones. How are we going to
maintain the integrity of these drill holes for hundreds
of years after they have hoovered up the resource and
fracked off?
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The third issue is the use of fresh water. Fracking uses a
lot of water. The fresh water is mixed with chemicals
and sand and pumped out at high pressure to cause
fractures in the rock, then the liquid is pumped back up
again to get gas out. The water has to be stored
somewhere and has to be disposed of because it is
contaminated.
The fourth issue is the depletion of aquifers and the
drawing down of the water table. I am sure many
country members would know how big an issue that
can be just in regular consumptive use of groundwater,
and we have seen instances where farmers have found
their bores and dams drying up when a new
consumptive user comes into the area.
The fifth issue is the risk of water being contaminated
by methane bubbling up because there is not
necessarily a way to control where the rock will
fracture and release the gas. You cannot make food
without water and water will be contaminated and
depleted from mining or fracking whether or not you
use BTEX — that is, add it.
The BTEX ban is a decoy which is designed for us of
all to focus on. The title of the bill is meant to drag our
attention away from the actual content. We do not
know if anyone intends to use BTEX in fracking. Some
sources say that nobody has used it for years and we
might as well be debating the use of wooden teeth in
dentistry, so I think this bill is something of a cynical
move to create the false impression of doing something
to prevent contamination, because prohibiting the
addition of BTEX will not stop aquifers and soil being
poisoned.
By the way, the fugitive emissions from unconventional
gas are so great and until recently so poorly measured
that by some estimates the ultimate energy provided
from the use of gas when it reaches its final destination,
when added together with fugitive emissions during the
drilling process, can make gas almost as polluting as
coal. Certainly, banning BTEX will not stop Lakes Oil
putting concrete drilling pads in 750-metre grids all
over your farm — even closer together in some other
types — —
Mr Ramsay — You would know all about concrete
pads.
Mr BARBER — That is my very point. Mr Ramsay
wants to draw a comparison with concrete pads for
wind turbines. Landholders have the right to let wind
turbines be constructed on their land.
Mr Tee — Not under this government.
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Mr BARBER — In this case they will not be.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BARBER — You are completely jammed.
There is no way for you to reconcile — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BARBER — We could be here for 100 years
and you could not reconcile the position taken by this
government on wind farms with the position it is taking
here today with this very bill in regard to allowing
landholders to take some control over their land.
This bill does not prohibit BTEX; it gives some
government the power to restrict BTEX by regulation at
some time in the future. It relies on a minister — and
we are talking about a future minister because there will
be an election in 72 days — doing the work before the
moratorium ends. Even then a future minister gets to
choose the level of restriction on BTEX chemicals. A
good future minister might lead us to something that is
close to a ban. A bad one might set a very high
allowable amount of BTEX in the regulation that is to
be promulgated down the line somewhere, or a future
minister might not do the work at all. There is nothing
in the bill to compel the minister to do it. If the work is
not done before the moratorium is lifted next year,
fracking can start up without any restriction. There is a
lot of uncertainty, but one thing we know for sure is
that this bill does not prohibit BTEX.
Another thing we do not know about is enforcement. I
might have to address this when we get to the clause
itself, but seemingly the only place where one can
check that the chemical being added meets the standard
in the hypothetical future regulation is above ground at
the very moment when it is added to the other drilling
fluids. Good luck with enforcement under those
circumstances.
If I had more time, I could go into the whole statement
of economic significance matter to clause 31. We may
consider that during the committee stage of the bill.
There is the question of high-impact exploration and
what that now means. There is the confusing aspect that
with the statement of significance the rights under the
Petroleum Act will not be the same, but I may save
those matters for the committee stage.
In conclusion, exploration for new coalmines and
unconventional gas drilling is not just dangerous but
unnecessary at the point we are at. We have better,
cheaper, less risky, less impactful and certainly more
environmentally friendly options to meet our energy
needs. Just yesterday we got the latest statistics for the
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installation of solar panels. Another 10-megawatts
worth of solar panels were added to homes and
businesses in just the month of July.
Mr Elsbury interjected.
Mr BARBER — I thank the member opposite for
the interjection and reminder. The federal government
of course threatens all this. It has threatened to abolish
completely the renewable energy rebate for solar
panels. We have an interesting energy market in which
people are paid simply by the electrons they feed into
the grid. Other services, such as ensuring reliability,
voltage and the rest of it, are taken care of by
regulation. As it is now, the market allows people to
plug in and feed their energy into the grid, but that is
where the level playing field ends. It is for that reason
that we need a renewable energy target, never mind the
fact that we need a mechanism to rapidly increase our
clean energy component.
We do not yet have a mechanism to retire old and dirty
fossil fuel-powered power stations. In fact there are
barriers for those stations to exit. They include not just
the cost of rehabilitation but also the fact that those who
remain in the energy market will benefit. The various
schemes that have been put forward, including cash for
closure, have not worked. At the moment there is a
good incentive to put your expensive, polluting, coalfired power station into mothballs but not to take it
offline permanently. It is only when those power
stations are taken offline that new entrants, new
generators, can step in with confidence. We need to
protect the renewable energy target because under the
policy settings of both Labor and Liberal — including
the abolition of the carbon tax — the problem has not
actually been solved. We need a rational approach to an
energy market.
The world has moved on rapidly from the old
technologies. I suggest people ask the residents of
Camden whether they would not rather have solar
panels on their roofs than coal seam gas wells in their
suburb. Do members know what a major uncontrolled
spill at a solar farm is called? The answer is that it is
called a sunny day! Residents of Morwell would not
have spent weeks choking on toxic fumes if they lived
near a wind farm instead of a coalmine. Fossil fuels are
unreliable and dangerous, and they are literally
dinosaurs. The policy that will save the farm is the
same one that will save the planet — that is, moving
away from coalmines and unconventional gas quickly
and replacing them with renewable energy.
Ms LEWIS (Northern Victoria) — As members
have heard, the opposition will not be opposing the
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Resources Legislation Amendment (BTEX Prohibition
and Other Matters) Bill 2014. My colleague
Mr Scheffer has detailed the opposition’s position on
the bill. However, I will take the opportunity to make
some remarks on the legislation, particularly on the
prohibition of the use of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene
and xylenes in hydraulic fracturing, commonly referred
to as fracking.
Along with many Victorians, I have some grave
concerns about fracking, particularly its potential to
cause ongoing, irreparable problems in the long term
for the economy and the environment, including
damage to our precious groundwater systems. There are
many unknown factors relating to the use of fracking.
Most significantly we do not know enough about our
groundwater systems and their connectivity with the
surface water in our watercourses and wetlands to risk
the damage that could be done by the use of such
dangerous chemicals. The consequences of chemicals
entering our groundwater or surface water systems
could be disastrous for our environment, our economy
and our communities. Many communities in rural and
regional Victoria rely directly on groundwater for their
stock and domestic water supplies, while others have a
secondary connection via businesses which rely on
groundwater.
As I have already stated, the connectivity between
groundwater and surface water is generally poorly
understood across Victoria. Consequently the potential
effects on surface watercourses and wetlands could be
disastrous for the wildlife that is dependent on clean,
fresh water and the communities that rely on the surface
water supply, including the associated economic
activity such as tourism, horticulture and agriculture. I
am firmly of the view that the precautionary principle
must be applied to the introduction and use of hydraulic
fracturing processes in Victoria. As an early step in
protecting our precious groundwater supplies I am
pleased to see this bill before us today.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I have been
champing at the bit to say a few words on this bill, not
so much about its contents but in response to
Mr Barber’s contribution to the debate, in which he
made suggestions that I am not supportive of the wind
farm industry. As Mr Barber well knows, only a few
weeks ago we were both down at Portland at a
renewables forum where I stated very clearly that I see,
as does the Napthine government generally, the
renewable energy industry forming a very important
part of our energy needs in the future. I defy Mr Tee
and Mr Barber to find anything on the public record
that indicates that I do not support the wind industry.
What I do not support is the behaviour of some of the
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wind generators in coercing landholders to provide land
under some quasi-lease arrangement for turbines.
Certainly I support the wind industry, as I do the solar
industry and as I will support other new technologies
that might come before us over the next few years.
I again refute Mr Barber’s commentary around the
renewable energy target (RET). He took the
opportunity to again criticise the Napthine government
on its commitment to a RET. Representing the Premier
at the renewables forum in Portland, I stated very
clearly that the government does support a RET and has
provided to the review panel a submission to that effect.
Mr Barber has again used the opportunity to
scaremonger and tell mistruths — and even lies in
relation to my personal position on both those issues.
But we do have some things in common. I want to talk
about the issues of food security and water security that
Mr Barber raised. It is interesting to note that Mr Barber
was happy to use the Victorian Farmers Federation
(VFF) as a reference. In one sentence he complained
that it actually does not represent farmers, and in the
next sentence he said it is a representative body that has
certain concerns around rights to access farms et cetera.
It is interesting that he has used the VFF to suit his own
arguments. The fact is that the VFF is the largest farmer
organisation in Australia and the largest farmer
community representative body in Victoria. It is a
powerful agripolitical body that provides assistance to
all governments and all members of Parliament in
representing the views of the farming community.
This bill furthers the government’s commitment to
maintaining an effective and robust regulatory
framework for the earth resources sector. The earth
resources sector, which includes the mining and
extractive industries, plays an important role in our
economic growth. The bill furthers this commitment by
making a series of necessary facilitative amendments to
legislation within the earth resources portfolio.
The bill amends the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990, the Petroleum Act 1998, the
Geothermal Energy Resources Act 2005, the
Greenhouse Gas Geological Sequestration Act 2008,
the Pipelines Act 2005 and the Offshore Petroleum and
Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 2010 and makes some
minor other amendments. The amendments to these
acts reduce the administrative and regulatory burden
and given we made a pre-election commitment to
reduce red tape they are important. We are removing
some of the cost burdens on industry, while
maintaining an effective and robust regulatory
framework for the earth resources sector in Victoria.
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I would like to make some general comments about the
area of coal seam gas extraction, which Mr Barber also
spent a considerable amount of time on in his
contribution. It is true that I live in the Otway Basin.
There has been scrutiny of the possibilities of coal seam
gas extraction in that basin; Gippsland has also seen
significant scrutiny of those opportunities. Mr Barber is
right in saying that there is community concern about
the environmental impacts of extracting gas onshore. I,
like the community I represent, share those concerns.
My concerns and my response have more of a scientific
basis, rather than being based on an emotive or political
position. Certainly I wish to err on the side of caution
rather than expediency.
I would like to say that the Napthine government is not
going to allow coal seam gas extraction which would in
any way threaten the environment in which we live,
affect our groundwater or underground water aquifers
or compromise the food and fibre security of our
state — or indeed our livability in this state. In relation
to the Otway Basin, GeoScience Victoria is doing a
comprehensive assessment on the basin itself, which
will provide a great template, as we will have for
Gippsland, for further discussions around our earth
resources sector and how we may be able to advance
that.
As other speakers have said, the government has
instituted a moratorium on hydraulic fracking until July
2015. There is nothing to say that that might not be well
extended into the future. It gives us time for a full and
frank discussion with the communities of Victoria. I
congratulate the Minister for Energy and Resources,
Russell Northe, who has provided a number of
community forums across the state which allowed
communities to engage and express their concerns and
ideas about gas extraction onshore. I understand that
those forums have been collating information arising
from the communities in attendance.
Science and water studies are being done in relation to
potential impacts upon our quality of water. Again, I
share the same concerns as other members of the house.
I believe there needs to be significant scientific research
done into what impact coal seam gas extraction — and
it does not always have to be fracking — would have
upon the quality of our watertables. I can assure
Mr Barber and others in this chamber, and in the wider
community, that I would not support any mineral
extractions that would affect our environment, water or
capacity to provide clean, safe, good quality food.
It might well be that Victoria or parts of it are not suited
to coal seam gas extraction. We are different from other
states. We have high populations across the width and
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breadth of our state, and we want to protect the quality
of our agricultural and food and fibre industries. Those
industries have both wonderful productive capacity and
environmental standards that are second to none
anywhere in the country. That allows us to brand
Victorian food as being of extremely high quality and
also as being produced under extremely good
environmental and welfare conditions. I would fight
tooth and nail if I found that any legislation we brought
before this house compromised that wonderful
competitive advantage that we have in the primary
industry sector.
I want to talk briefly about the bill itself in relation to
BTEX, and I will leave some detail to my
parliamentary colleague Mr Danny O’Brien, a member
for Eastern Victoria Region. The major amendments to
be made by the bill include prohibiting BTEX
chemicals in hydraulic fracturing. I know it is very hard
for Mr Barber to admit, but in fact this bill is going to
ban the use of BTEX chemicals in any potential
fracturing that may happen in this state. I am not in any
way suggesting that that will happen. In fact I know in
my own communities in western Victoria there is very
strong resistance to hydraulic fracturing in the Otway
Basin and beyond.
BTEX refers to chemicals that are naturally occurring
compounds in petroleum products. The chemicals have
been known to have harmful effects on human health. I
am pleased to see that the government has taken a
proactive position in moving legislation which will
underpin the regulations to ban the use of those
chemicals. The bill will implement the government’s
commitment to enshrine legislation to ban the use of
BTEX chemicals in hydraulic fracturing fluids.
The point that Mr Barber missed was that, in order for
the legislative ban to take effect, substantial
amendments to associated regulations will be required.
Given the ongoing community consultations and
scientific studies associated with onshore natural gas,
the timing of the amendments to the regulations has not
been set and, accordingly, no default commencement
date has been inserted into the bill in relation to the
legislative ban. But the current administrative ban on
the use of BTEX chemicals in hydraulic fracturing
fluids will be maintained until the regulations are
amended. I point out to Mr Barber that that is the safety
net.
In November 2013 the gas market task force, headed by
Mr Peter Reith, released its final report into gas supply
in Victoria. As part of that report, it was recommended
that the government impose a permanent ban on the use
of BTEX chemicals in the hydraulic fracturing process.
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In response, the government publicly committed to
enshrine legislation to ban the use of BTEX chemicals
in hydraulic fracturing fluids. The bill implements this
commitment. It is not pre-empting the lifting of the
moratorium. The moratorium will continue to be
maintained until at least July 2015, and possibly after
that. This amendment will provide Victorians with the
confidence that strong protections have been applied to
the regulation of the earth resources sector, with a focus
on the continued protection of our environment and
agricultural industries. The government is committed to
maintaining the moratorium on hydraulic fracturing
until 2015 while a 12-month community consultation
process is undertaken, and this has been happening.
Mr Barber, through the Greens, has been publicly
commenting that this legislation will not actually ban
BTEX chemicals in fracking. The comments from the
Greens are incorrect and misleading, and that is no
surprise. The Greens have failed to understand that
regulations flowing from this legislation have to pass
through Parliament first. The bill implements our
commitment to enshrine in legislation the ban on the
use of BTEX chemicals in hydraulic fracturing fluids. It
is not — —
Mr Tee — What do you think about fracking? Give
us a view.
Mr RAMSAY — No fracking has ever occurred
under a Victorian coalition government, not like your
government, Mr Tee, which was flipping out licences
all over Victoria.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I was hoping the flow of interjections would cease.
Mr Ramsay is not helping the situation by directing his
comments directly across the chamber. If he would
speak through the Chair, that would be appreciated.
Mr RAMSAY — I was making the point that it was
only the Labor Party that issued permits for fracking in
Victoria. The coalition never has. We have put a hold
on all onshore gas exploration until the community has
had its say and the scientific facts are known. Labor did
not worry about science when it was putting out
licences for fracking, nor when it was putting out wind
farm permits.
The coalition will continue to take a considered
approach to gas development, once it has a full
understanding of the effects on community farmland,
the environment and the economy. Labor’s track record
speaks for itself. It supports unconventional gas and
fracking and has never listened to the community. That
is the same for renewables. The last time fracking
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occurred in Victoria was when it was approved by the
former government, supported by the poor judgement
of local members of Parliament, including Mr Tee.
When in government, Labor issued 73 licences for
unconventional gas exploration and approved
23 fracking operations without any public consultation,
and that is just a disgrace.

commitment to provide finances to bring St Kilda back
to the Junction Oval. I understand from meetings with
the Old Melburnians amateur football club that it is
very supportive of the possibility of bringing St Kilda
back to the Junction Oval. A range of other community
groups seem to be very supportive of bringing St Kilda
back to the Junction Oval.

At this very moment the South Australian Labor
government is actively encouraging unconventional gas
well drilling in that state. Here we go — Labor
government policy in all states, supporting fracking
without any consultation with their communities. Labor
cannot be trusted on this issue.

As we now have two of our major sporting bodies,
cricket and football, trying to redevelop the Junction
Oval into an elite training centre there is an opportunity
for us to really get involved in an amazing project here.
This is going to be very important for some of those
people who are using the outside ovals, such as Ian
Johnson Oval. We understand that the St Kilda Cricket
Club has had a long-term tenancy at the Junction Oval
itself. There is an amazing community feel about this
project. Another one of the AFL’s beneficiaries of this
will be other parkland in another area, which will also
be used as an elite training area for community clubs.

Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Junction Oval
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Sport and Recreation, Mr Drum. I
refer to media reports of a government-led plan for the
redevelopment of the Junction Oval and other grounds
and public open space at Albert Park Reserve, and I
ask: can the minister assure the house and the
community surrounding Albert Park Reserve that there
will be no loss of open space and that the community
will continue to have full access to Ian Johnson Oval?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank Ms Pulford for the question and
her interest in the goings-on around the Junction Oval.
As a state, can we develop a second first-class cricket
venue for the city of Melbourne and for the state of
Victoria? Is there an opportunity in amongst that to
develop an elite training venue — a centre of
excellence — for all our elite cricketers? If that can be a
part of that project as well, that would be another
outstanding coup for the state. Many other states
already have centres of excellence, which provides
them with the opportunity to take their cricketers to
another level with expert training. We would heavily
support that project. In fact we have already supported
it by committing $10 million to the project.
The future of the surrounding area has become an issue
due to the possibility of bringing the St Kilda Football
Club back to the Junction Oval. The AFL has been very
proactive in its conversations with a whole range of
stakeholders. The stakeholders include St Kilda
Primary School, which has given its blessing to any
proposal that may involve bringing St Kilda back to the
Junction Oval, and Port Phillip City Council, which has
given its blessing to this project and has made a

The more people who have been involved in this
process, the more people who have given their tick of
approval, because the benefits seem to just keep
washing through to more and more community groups.
This looks like a project, if it can be brought to the fore,
where you are going to see elite cricket, elite football,
high-level amateur football, primary school students,
Parks Victoria, local and district cricket, and a whole
range of community and elite programs all working
together for the betterment of the Albert Park region in
general.
Supplementary question
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I thank the
minister for his answer and note that he declined to
comment on the question around the potential loss of
open space and limiting of community access to Ian
Johnson Oval. By way of supplementary I give the
minister another opportunity to answer the question.
Can the minister advise the house what arrangements
have been put in place to protect the access rights to the
oval currently enjoyed by St Kilda Park Primary
School, including its recently installed community
garden and relocated playground?
Hon. D. K. Drum — Can I have the question again?
And I want it all — the whole preamble as well.
Ms PULFORD — I note that the minister declined
to specifically answer the substantive question around
assuring the community that there would be no loss of
open space and around the question of community
access to Ian Johnson Oval. By way of supplementary,
I ask: what arrangements are being put in place to
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protect the access rights to the oval that are currently
enjoyed by St Kilda Park Primary School, including its
recently installed community garden and relocated
playground?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I just wanted to make sure that I heard it
right — that I was being accused of not answering the
question openly and not dealing with the issue about
open space around Ian Johnson Oval — because I
thought I might have touched on that area just carefully.
I thought I mentioned in my initial answer the fact that
St Kilda Primary School has been consulted about this
potential upgrade to Ian Johnson Oval. It has been
reported to me that something like 60 or 70 per cent of
the children have been asked, and apparently they are
mad St Kilda supporters. The school is apparently
falling over itself to — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — — welcome St Kilda back.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister!
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mad St Kilda
supporters? Mad is right!

Ebola virus disease
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Health, Mr Davis, and I
ask: can the minister update the house on Victoria’s
preparedness against the Ebola virus disease?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for her question and note the importance of
the topic. We have all become very aware of the
significance of the Ebola virus and the impact it is
having, particularly in certain parts of Africa. That is
highlighted by the steps taken by the United States in
the last few days to ensure that there is greater support
for those people in Africa. The impact that Ebola is
having cannot be doubted given the significance of
what we have all seen. Equally, other nations, including
Australia, ought not imagine that we are immune from
Ebola cases and the risks they pose. For that reason
Victoria, along with other Australian jurisdictions, is
working hard to ensure that our preparations are done
and that we have put in place every possible reasonable
step to enable us as a community to manage a case, or
indeed a suspected case, or cases of Ebola virus disease.
The chief health officer, Dr Rosemary Lester, has today
updated an existing alert. The alert provides a link to
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the Victorian Ebola Virus Disease Response Plan. A
great deal of work has been put into this plan. It works
in synergy with the commonwealth plan, and chief
health officers and other officials have been working
over recent months to put in place a satisfactory
national response. The plan outlines the exact actions
that will be taken by the Department of Health,
commonwealth border agencies, Ambulance Victoria
and any health service, particularly the two hospitals
that will receive any suspected cases.
The Royal Melbourne Hospital has been designated as
the facility for assessment and management of patients
suspected of having a viral haemorrhagic fever such as
Ebola virus disease. In the case of children under 16 the
Royal Children’s Hospital will be the relevant hospital.
However, all of our health services around the state
have participated in the development of this plan, and I
pay tribute to the work done, particularly by a number
of our key infectious diseases specialists.
We have seen a suspected case in Queensland in recent
days. It turned out not to be a case; nonetheless, it
highlighted the need for this preparedness. Professor
Mike Richards, an infectious diseases specialist at the
Royal Melbourne, has played a significant role in
equipping the state in this area, and the viral
haemorrhagic fever plan is well placed to handle cases
that may come forward. Information under the plan will
be issued to major metropolitan, regional and other
services, and stakeholders, including general
practitioners.
As I say, this is an important set of work that has been
done by the chief health officer and her team. It outlines
simple steps for front-line clinicians and the steps they
should take if somebody presents with a suspected case.
There are border control measures that ensure that there
are questionnaires in place for people returning from
affected countries, and Melbourne Airport is prepared
to respond in such cases.
Obviously testing will be an important part of this, and
the new Peter Doherty Institute, opposite Melbourne
University and near the Royal Melbourne Hospital, is
taking a lead in that nationally. It is the first facility of
its kind as an infectious diseases institute for infection
and immunity and will play a very significant role into
the future.

South Stone Lodge
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question without notice is to the Minister for Ageing.
Staff at Melbourne Health’s South Stone Lodge
residential aged-care facility in Werribee — another 30-
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bed aged persons mental health facility — were
informed on Monday that their facility will close in
December. This is another closure that is happening
with no prior consultation with residents, staff and the
local community, and comes on top of the closure of a
30-bed aged-care facility in Flemington in June. What
steps will the minister take to ensure that this facility
stays open for the local Wyndham community?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — The
member will understand that our health services are
independent bodies that make decisions in the interests
of their communities. She will understand that from
time to time services do open and do close. It is very
clear that from time to time there are changes in this
regard. South Stone Lodge is a Melbourne Health
facility, I am informed, and there are currently
25 residents at South Stone Lodge. I understand that
Melbourne Health has made a decision to close South
Stone Lodge.
A number of changes that have occurred in
accreditation requirements in recent years have had an
effect. As I say, services do from time to time open and
new ones come forward — some private, some not for
profits — and importantly some do close from time to
time too where health services make those decisions.
Ms Mikakos will remember that in this chamber I have
pointed to closures that occurred under Labor, such as
at Peninsula Health, Ballarat Health Services’ Pleasant
Home Hostel, Alfred Health’s Caulfield facility,
Ballarat Health Services’ Midlands Hostel in Ballarat
North, Ballarat Health Services’ Queen Elizabeth
Village and a Frankston aged-care service at Peninsula
Health. A total of 197 beds were closed under Labor.
What is important to understand here is that from time
to time a decision is made by a health service in the
interests of its community to reconfigure and to provide
a different set of services. That is clearly what has
happened in this case, and Melbourne Health has made
that decision. I have been informed of that decision in
recent days, and I understand that Melbourne Health
will ensure that there are options for redeployment of
staff within Melbourne Health and, importantly, that
those residents are accommodated in other local
services.
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — This
will be the ninth closure of an aged-care facility under
the minister’s watch and during the term of this
government. I refer to the change impact statement that
Melbourne Health has issued in respect of this matter. It
states that the transition of residents will commence this
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month and, further, that residents could be moved to
mainstream facilities. I ask: will the minister provide a
guarantee that residents of this facility will be located at
other specialised mental health facilities for aged
persons?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — I am
informed that residents will be accommodated in
appropriate facilities and that staff will be offered
alternative employment arrangements.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — From time to time the
member makes wild assertions. The fact is that services
open and services close.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, the
minister is now debating the question. I have referred to
a document that has been issued by Melbourne Health
that categorically states that residents could be moved
to mainstream facilities. I have asked the minister to
provide a guarantee to very anxious and concerned
residents and their families about — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Mikakos is also
debating the point of order. A point of order is raised to
state the issue under which the point of order is raised,
which is debating by the minister. I cannot uphold the
point of order on this occasion because Ms Mikakos is
constantly interjecting and provoking the minister, and I
cannot stop him from responding to the interjections.
Either Ms Mikakos puts her question and lets it stand so
I have some ability to ask the minister to respond in an
apposite fashion to the question, or she can continue to
interject and assert other things from a document, in
which case the minister is of course going to respond or
go in a different direction, and I cannot stop him. The
minister, to finalise.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — As I have indicated, I have
been informed that residents will be appropriately
accommodated. I have been informed that there will be
alternative employment arrangements offered to the
staff as appropriate. I also understand that there will be
changes from time to time in the configuration of
services, as there were under Labor when 197 beds
were closed.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is my pleasure to
inform the house of some distinguished visitors in the
gallery. They are members of the 31st delegation to
Australia of the American Council of Young Political
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Leaders from the United States of America, led by, as I
understand, Amy Sinclair, who is a member of the Iowa
State Senate. We welcome all members of the
delegation. We trust that your visit is productive and
that you get to experience some of the world’s most
livable city in a way that is not constrained entirely by
your minders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Questions resumed.

VicSmart
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — Welcome
from our state senate. My question is to my friend and
colleague the Minister for Planning, and I ask: can the
minister inform the house what action the government
has taken to speed up planning application processes
across Victoria through a new codified model of
planning?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — What a
pleasure it is to take a question from my friend and
colleague State Senator Bernie Finn. Without the
cheekiness, can I thank Mr Finn for his question and
again say what a pleasure it is to talk about the
Victorian government’s reforms that are transforming
our planning system so that there is a reason for people
to come and do business in Victoria, as opposed to
using our planning system as a deterrent to people
coming to Victoria and wanting to be a part of our great
state.
I can inform the house that today the City of Greater
Geelong’s VicSmart codified planning system will be
gazetted. You will see some great reforms in the use of
VicSmart codified planning applications in the central
city area of Greater Geelong, covering buildings and
works with a value of up to $250 000 — above the state
standard of $50 000 — restaurant or cafe liquor licence
trading between 7.00 a.m. and 11.00 p.m., car parking
spaces and a whole range of applications that would
usually follow a normal planning system will now
come under what is called the VicSmart system for a
10-day permit turnaround, the fastest in Australia.
The introduction of VicSmart — a concept, a
development, a plan, from the Liberal-Nationals
coalition government — is one that we believe and
know will put Victoria and planning assessment in
Victoria — —
Mr Tee interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Through the Chair!
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Hon. M. J. GUY — We are hoping the fish jumps
on the hook.
Can I just say again how proud I am to be a part of a
government that has reformed our state’s planning
system to be the best and most efficient in Australia.
Can I say how proud I am that we have got the
VicSmart codified system in operation in Australia and
how pleased I am that the City of Greater Geelong and
its mayor, Darryn Lyons, have adopted VicSmart,
expanded VicSmart and are using VicSmart as a reason
to come and do business in central Geelong and to put
the city way ahead of competitor markets in, for
example, Hobart, Townsville, Cairns, Newcastle and
Darwin. That is the reason we put in VicSmart for
central city areas like Greater Geelong.
It is going to have a massive impact on the Geelong
CBD. I congratulate the mayor in particular on his
willingness and determination that his council
contemporise its planning systems and do business
differently, not just for the benefit of his council but for
the benefit of all people in Geelong, for the state
government and local members such as David O’Brien,
David Koch and Simon Ramsay, who represent
Western Victoria Region and who have been
champions of VicSmart for their local communities.
This is further evidence of how the coalition
government and the Liberal Party and The Nationals
are not just talking about building a better Victoria but
are building a better Victoria.

Mentone Gardens aged-care facility
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is again to the Minister for Ageing. I refer to
the minister’s letter to me dated 22 October 2013 in
response to a question I asked him in Parliament on
17 October 2013. In his letter the minister advises that
the first time the Department of Health became aware
of financial issues at Mentone Gardens was on
11 January 2013. On ABC TV last Sunday the minister
conceded that it is only now that he has learnt there
were financial issues at Mentone Gardens as early as
2011, and I ask: did the minister deliberately mislead
me and the house in his earlier advice, or is he just
incompetent?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — I
begin by saying that I do not accept the contentions of
Ms Mikakos. I have to be quite clear here. We need to
draw a clear distinction between the matters around
Mentone Gardens and the subsequent liquidation that
occurred. These reports became clear in January 2013.
Equally, there are many occasions where special
residential services in all of their different guises around
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the state are investigated or reports are received from
them from time to time.
I am informed that there were reports in 2011 regarding
Mentone Gardens. They were not of any systemic
nature, I am informed by the department. They were of
a more minor nature, and I am informed that they were
resolved. They were not of the nature that related to the
later matters at Mentone Gardens. To draw a parallel
between those matters is wrong. I am informed by the
department that in no way were they related to the later
matters. Unfortunately for Ms Mikakos, she has tried to
conflate two things, and she has got it wrong again.
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I note
the response from the minister, and I ask: did any of the
matters that the department was previously aware of
relate to security deposits paid by residents, which has
been the issue which led to the company going into
liquidation and significant losses being incurred by
residents?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — I am
informed they did and that they were matters that were
subsequently satisfactorily resolved.

Howmans Gap Alpine Centre
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question this afternoon is for Damian Drum, the
Minister for Sport and Recreation. Can the minister
inform the house about the recent announcement of
funding for Howmans Gap?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank Mrs Coote for her question. In
this job there are good days, there are bad days and
there are absolutely great days.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — Talk about jumping onto the
hook, Mr Lenders! When Ms Pulford asks me
questions about Lakeside Oval and the Junction Oval, it
is always a good day. But it is not as good a day as it
was last Tuesday when I had the opportunity to travel
to Howmans Gap and announce that this government is
going to be spending $2.5 million on an
accommodation centre which will be built to universal
design to accommodate up to 40 people, some of whom
may be in wheelchairs or have sight impairment issues,
together with their carers and support staff. This is one
of the great projects with which we are going to be able
to assist people who are battling through life with a
disability. We are going to open up the alpine ski
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resorts to them. We are going to support Disabled
Wintersport Australia. This is going to be a project that
will change people’s lives.
Two weeks ago I had an opportunity to get to Falls
Creek with Jim Blackburn, the president of Disabled
Wintersport Australia. I was strapped into a sit ski, and
down we went. We had a couple of goes at it. Luckily
Jim was standing behind me to assist me. You do not
need a great imagination to understand what it would be
like if you had been in a wheelchair all your life and an
organisation such as Disabled Wintersport Australia
gave you that feeling and that experience. You would
never know how to repay them. You would never know
how you could ever thank them enough for giving you
that experience.
While I was going down the mountain with Jim holding
onto me, taking me into the corners and helping me out
of the corners and making sure that I did not injure
myself, I was joined by a couple of Paralympians, who
were a little more accomplished than me. My vision of
them was a bit blurred because they were flying, barely
touching the snow, hooking in left, hooking in hard
through the trees and back onto the run. Their speed
was phenomenal. Not only that but they were able to
get themselves through the crowd and onto the ski lifts
with just a fraction of assistance from the ski lift
operators. They went back to the top of the mountain
and away they went again. At the top of the lifts we had
a bit of a conversation when one of them looked across
at me and said, ‘Mate, when I am in this thing here, I
leave my disability in the wheelchair. I am as ablebodied as anybody’. Sometimes in this job you get to
help people change their lives.
Two weeks later we went back to announce that we
were going to spend $2.5 million on an accommodation
centre at the YMCA camp at Howmans Gap. People
with a disability will now be able to drive themselves
into the accommodation centre, store their gear
underneath where they can access it, then drive
themselves to the mountain. They can get themselves
into special parking bays and then directly onto the
snow, straight down to the ski lift. Those people will be
totally independent. They will be able to develop their
skills and enjoy their sport and their passion. We are
very lucky to be able to help them do that.

Mentone Gardens aged-care facility
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is again to the Minister for Ageing. The
liquidator investigating the collapse of Mentone
Gardens has previously questioned whether the
minister’s department has been acting in good faith
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when he has failed to obtain documents relevant to his
investigation. I have raised this issue with the minister
previously. I understand from the liquidator that he still
has not received these documents, and I ask: why is the
minister engaging in a cover-up of this sorry saga and
refusing to provide the liquidator with the information
he needs to complete his investigation?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — Again
I do not accept any of the assertions of the member,
who is very excited by this issue and very excited by a
number of the people involved. This is a sad story of
financial loss by a number of people under the old
regime of regulation — Labor’s regime of
regulation — which was flawed. The government has
introduced stronger regulations in this area to protect
people. I note that in the Community Visitors report for
2013–14 tabled this morning recognition is given to the
strengthening of the regulations put in place by this
government.
This occurred under Labor’s regulations. It is clear the
regulations were too weak; I accept they were too
weak. However, let us be quite clear. In Ms Mikakos’s
case I have not heard her say that she is going to
financially compensate those people in some way,
because there is no easy mechanism to do that. An
arrangement occurred with a particular operator of a
supported residential service and that group went broke.
That is sad, and that is why we have strengthened the
regulations, so that this does not happen in this way
again.
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — For that principle — to
ensure that there is a stronger arrangement in place so
that this sort of thing does not happen again.
Mr Jennings — That is why you have done it.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — One of the things is the old
regulations did not give the department sufficient
capacity to regulate these areas, and that is why the
regulations have been strengthened. Let me be quite
clear. Ms Mikakos does not seem to understand how
freedom of information laws work — —
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, the
minister is again debating the question. I specifically
asked him about cooperating with the liquidator and
providing documents to the liquidator, and he has spent
the first 2 minutes of his response misleading the house
about an act that he knows Labor introduced in 2010.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I do not understand
the statement. Ms Mikakos said that Labor introduced
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the act in 2010 and yet she says the minister is
misleading the house in saying that that act was
introduced. I do not understand that, but at any rate, as I
understand it, the minister is about to address the
member’s specific question, and I will allow him to do
so. The minister knows my view on debating.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — What I will be quite clear
about is freedom of information laws are administered
by the department under the act and under the relevant
guidelines, and the department has complied with all of
those, as I understand it. It is not for me to make
decisions about that release of information; it is for the
departmental officials. What I will say is that the
department has had some difficulty with the liquidator,
who did not provide information to us in a timely way.
Ms Mikakos — It’s not actually the case.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is actually the case,
Ms Mikakos. The department has had some
considerable difficulty getting assistance from the
liquidator to seek what steps it could take.
What I am saying here is that this is a very sad
situation; the government is very aware of the sadness
of the situation. It is not being helped by Ms Mikakos
giving people false hope. That is what she has done in
this process, and that is very sad. The fact is Labor has
not said it will fund some compensation arrangement.
The government and the department were not in a
position to regulate in the way we would have liked
until the new regulations were in place. We were stuck
with Labor’s regulations and arrangements until the
new regulations came in. This occurred under the
regime that Labor left in place and the government has
sought to work its way through it the best it can. I
cannot be clearer than the fact that I have huge
sympathy for the people involved, but I am not able to
do things that are not available to the government in a
statutory sense.
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — The
minister knows full well that the act was changed in
2010 by Labor. In fact he spoke on that bill and
welcomed it. It put in place a new regulatory regime
with new powers. The community visitors report tabled
today says that the minister has not been exercising
those regulatory tools. I have now had to resort to
writing to the Victorian Ombudsman and asking him to
investigate the role of the minister’s department in the
lead-up to the collapse of the Mentone Gardens agedcare facility, so I ask: will the minister provide an
assurance that he and his department will fully
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cooperate with any Ombudsman investigation into this
matter?
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, the
first question was about cooperating with the liquidator.
Now we have another investigation that Ms Mikakos is
asking for cooperation with. I suggest that the
supplementary question does not deductively or
inductively lead from the main question.
Hon. D. M. Davis interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I know the minister is
always happy to answer every question. Nonetheless,
Mrs Peulich raised a point of order about something I
was actually considering before I called the minister,
which is why I had not called the minister to answer the
supplementary. I had the same concern as to whether
this really was a supplementary question considering it
went to quite a different subject matter. The only
common link is whether the minister cooperates with
these bodies, or in the case of the substantive question
with the liquidator. On balance, I will let it through on
this occasion, but I indicate that I have concerns about
supplementary questions that go to different matters.
Mrs Peulich is right; this one is tenuous.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — As
you would imagine, I and my department would
cooperate in any way with any proper investigation. If
the Ombudsman or other bodies sought to look at this
matter, that would be a matter for them. I can also tell
Ms Mikakos that I have written to the police because I
think this is potentially a criminal matter. The particular
matters around Mentone Gardens with the proprietors
and the steps that were taken by them may well fall into
that jurisdiction. It will be a matter for the police to
make their own decisions about that in the normal way.
Regulations that existed under Labor flowed through
until the new regulations were made, and that period is
when the matter with the proprietors and the residents
occurred. In that period it is most likely a matter for
police, and that will be their decision.

Valley Park redevelopment
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question this afternoon is to the Honourable Wendy
Lovell in her capacity as the Minister for Housing. I ask
the Minister for Housing if she could update the house
on any recent projects that will provide affordable
housing for vulnerable Victorians?
Mr Lenders interjected.
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Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) —
For Mr Lenders, who has been sucking on lemons once
again, I will tell him how I am going to get candidates
into that. Last week I was out at Westmeadows at the
site of the previous Mews housing estate. I was there
together with Gladys Liu, a candidate for Northern
Metropolitan Region, and Jo Hagan, the Liberal
candidate for the new seat of Sunbury in the Legislative
Assembly. We were there with Cr Casey Nunn, mayor
of the City of Hume, and with partners in the Valley
Park redevelopment.
The Valley Park redevelopment is a $160 million
project. It is a redevelopment of an 18-hectare site in
Westmeadows that was previously known as the Mews,
which contained 94 public housing homes. This site is
being redeveloped in a partnership between the
Victorian coalition government, which has committed
$56 million to the project; Australand, which was
selected to build 110 social housing units — that is an
increase in the number of social housing units in that
place — 210 private homes and 34 independent living
units for the elderly; and Baptcare, which will develop
and manage a 90-bed aged-care centre on the site.
Recently I was thrilled to celebrate the important land
transfer agreement between the Napthine government
and the City of Hume. That includes 39 hectares of the
Broadmeadows Valley Park and the western parts of
the former school sites being transferred to the City of
Hume, and the City of Hume transferring to the
government some parcels of land to enable this
redevelopment to go ahead. This is a very cooperative
arrangement between the state government and the City
of Hume, which is absolutely delighted with what the
Napthine government is doing in its municipality.
This is an area where under the former minister — the
hopeless Minister for Housing in the former
government, Richard Wynne, the member for
Richmond in the Assembly — the former government
could not get this project off the ground. We have
worked with the City of Hume. We have worked with
our partners in this redevelopment, and this is going
ahead and is delivering affordable options for
Victorians and good quality housing for those who need
social housing.
I was also delighted last week to open the impressive
Valley Park display centre. The first of four stages of
the redevelopment will deliver 30 private homes,
including the display centre, and 10 social housing
dwellings. Currently 40 homes are being built, with the
first social housing dwellings to be completed in
November, when residents will begin to move in and
have a fresh start in this wonderful community. Private
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residents are expected to begin moving into their new
homes this month.
The Valley Park redevelopment is just another way that
the Napthine government is building a better Victoria
and providing suitable, affordable accommodation for
our most vulnerable Victorians.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is too much
general hubbub.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — I know Mr Lenders is
upset at the amount of investment this government has
put in to helping those who are less fortunate than
himself. His wisecracks about ‘poor’ people are really
derogatory and should not be part of this chamber. He
is talking down people. We are about assisting people,
about giving them the opportunity to build a better life
for themselves, rather than being derogatory towards
them.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, I
wish to draw to your attention tweets coming from
Mr Lenders, the most recent being:
Libs trying to protect David Davis from answering a question
in LegCo of whether he will cooperate with the Ombudsman.

And that is with the Spring Street hashtag. My concern,
President, is that Mr Lenders may well be reflecting on
you as Chair in terms of your management of debate
and adjudication on standing orders and points of order
in this chamber. I ask that you take that on notice and
perhaps look at the manner in which Twitter is used by
members of Parliament during proceedings in the
chamber, especially given that tweets are not covered
by privilege.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Partly because of the
noise in the chamber, I did not hear what the member
said about the tweet, but from what I heard there did not
appear to be any reflection on the Chair in the tweet. I
have problems with people tweeting from the
Parliament during question time in the context that
these short, sharp comments sometimes say things that
might convey a very different interpretation to people
when compared with what is actually happening in the
chamber. They are obviously politically barbed at
times, and that makes it rather difficult because it can
reflect on members, and that is not necessarily helpful. I
do not believe there has been any reflection on the
Chair. I am not even sure that Mr Lenders sent the
tweet.
An honourable member interjected.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Lenders in this
case did tweet, and I know Ms Mikakos is a very active
tweeter. This is a matter that is being considered by the
other house. There have been concerns raised in the
other house about the use of social media when it has
been used during proceedings, particularly during
question time, and whether in some instances in that
house it constituted a reflection on the Chair.
I will inquire of the Legislative Assembly as to where it
is at with its views on the use of social media,
particularly in the chamber. No matter the
circumstances, I counsel members to be very mindful
of their responsibilities in terms of the information they
put out. Tweets are not covered by parliamentary
privilege. We all need to be mindful of the integrity of
this place as well. That is important in the context of
communications that people make. The problem with
tweets is that you can be encouraged to say something
very quickly, but then it is out there and maybe you, on
reflection, will regret that it is out there.
I have been provided with the tweet. I have not had a
chance to read it, but from what Mrs Peulich said to me,
I am not sure there was a reflection on the Chair in what
was said. I am not concerned about that.
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien — Further on the point of
order, President, I raise this because there is another
person it could reflect upon — and there is only one
other person if that is not you — and that is Mrs Peulich
herself, which is why I raise it now. The tweet said,
‘Libs trying to protect’ the minister. The only two
Liberal members who spoke on the issue were, possibly
yourself, President, which would clearly be a reflection
on your independence, or Mrs Peulich for raising a
point of order that you upheld. Members should not be
criticised for raising a point of order that you uphold.
That is not protection; it is supporting the standing
orders. This is unparliamentary, and Mr Lenders should
be cautioned.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have now had a
chance to read the tweet by Mr Lenders. It reminds me
of Shakespeare, not because it is a particularly great
tweet but simply because it is much ado about nothing.
The reality is that this tweet — let us put it on the
record for posterity — reads:
Libs trying to protect David Davis from answering a question
in LegCo of whether he will cooperate with the Ombudsman.

What a damning tweet! I am almost compelled to expel
Mr Lenders from the chamber.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! I know I would be
encouraged in that, but the fact is there is absolutely no
reflection on the Chair in this matter. There is
absolutely no reflection on any other member in this
matter. It is fair political comment. Whether it should
be made in the context of our proceedings is another
issue, and that is what I will talk to the Legislative
Assembly about, but the actual material that
Mr Lenders has put out is certainly milder than Keen’s
curry.

West Wimmera planning scheme
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Planning. Iluka
Resources operates a mineral sands mine at Douglas
near Horsham. Its previous method of operation has
been to return processing wastes and put them back into
the mine. It now proposes to take processing wastes
from a whole series of mines and dump them there, and
it is seeking a planning scheme amendment from the
local council in order to do so. The council is asking a
whole range of questions about health, transport,
groundwater and the low-level radioactivity itself.
Given that the planning scheme amendment process
would inevitably come to the minister, does he think it
would be better to require an environment effects
statement alongside the planning scheme amendment?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I thank
Mr Barber for that question. At the end of the day it
sounds as if there will be a planning scheme
amendment process that will be followed at Douglas,
which I believe is in the rural city of Horsham.
Mr Koch — West Wimmera.
Hon. M. J. GUY — The shire of West Wimmera,
says Mr Koch. I suspect that following a planning
scheme amendment process, assuming it is approved,
that would then be submitted by the council to me, and
at that stage there would be a discussion around an
environment effects statement (EES). Obviously, as
Mr Barber knows, the Environment Protection
Authority would be involved, and there would be a
statutory process if there was an EES.
Mr Barber interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Respecting the fact that it is a
hypothetical question, I would say it is probably wrong
of me to pre-empt the process, should it actually arise. I
will wait for any request that may come from West
Wimmera Shire Council.
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Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
reason I seek the minister’s assistance in giving some
guidance to the council is that it really has two choices.
One choice is to say to the applicant, ‘No planning
scheme amendment, and you’ll have to apply for a
planning permit’, or alternately the council could take it
out of its existing zoning and make a special use zone,
which is what the company is requesting.
The best way to handle this issue, including all the
complicated matters relating to health and the
Environment Protection Authority works approval,
would in fact be neither of those options but rather to
set up an environment effects statement with a set of
recommendations. Would the minister undertake to
have his department contact the council and discuss
with it the various possibilities?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That is
a pretty reasonable request, and I am happy to follow
up on what was put by Mr Barber.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The PRESIDENT — Order! I take this opportunity
to note that we have a former member in the gallery,
the Honourable Digby Crozier, a former minister, and
we welcome him and Mrs Crozier. I do not know if
there is anyone here of interest to you today.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Questions resumed.

Lethbridge Airpark
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My question is
for my good friend and aviator the Minister responsible
for the Aviation Industry, the Honourable Gordon RichPhillips. Can the minister update the house on how the
Victorian government is supporting local aviation,
particularly in the Geelong region?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister
responsible for the Aviation Industry) — I thank
Mr Koch for his question and his ongoing interest in
aviation infrastructure in the Geelong region. In 2010 I
was delighted to visit Geelong at the invitation of
Mr Koch to talk to some of the operators of general
aviation businesses at the then Grovedale Airport, south
of Geelong, about the future of that facility. The facility
at that time was to be subsumed by the Armstrong
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Creek residential development, and that has
subsequently occurred.
At that time the coalition, when in opposition,
committed to undertaking a feasibility study to look at
the infrastructure needs of general aviation businesses
in the Geelong region. After the coalition came to
government I was delighted to commission that
feasibility study in 2011, which recommended that a
number of things take place: firstly, to look at the longterm general aviation needs of Geelong and, secondly,
the setting aside of a greenfield site for the future
development of a local airport. One of the other things
the study recommended was the further development of
the Lethbridge Airpark facility, which is located
between Geelong and Ballarat.
Since the preparation of the feasibility study in 2011–12
I have been delighted, through my department, to work
with Golden Plains shire, Mr Koch and the operators of
Lethbridge Airpark to upgrade that facility in
recognition of the need for the Geelong community to
have an improved replacement general aviation facility.
Following that work with Golden Plains shire, Mr Koch
and the operators of the airport, in July 2013 I was
delighted to announce that through the Regional
Aviation Fund the Victorian government would
contribute a grant of a little over $1 million for the
upgrade of that facility to act as a replacement for the
Geelong-Grovedale facility. I am delighted to inform
the house that at the end of August Mr Koch
represented me at the opening of that upgraded facility
at Lethbridge.
This is a facility that has now delivered a realigned
main runway to take account of noise impacts on the
Lethbridge community. It has delivered an all-weather,
24-hour sealed runway and upgraded 24-hour pilotactivated lighting, as well as upgraded apron and
taxiway facilities. Importantly, this facility now meets
the needs of the Geelong community. It meets the needs
for emergency services. It is now capable of taking air
ambulance services into Lethbridge, which was
previously not possible. It provides new support
facilities for the Country Fire Authority, particularly
with respect to fire suppression activity in terms of
water supply for those activities, as well as delivering a
new helipad.
This is a project which was initiated four years ago
through the hard work of Mr Koch in representing his
constituents in Geelong. I am delighted that the
Victorian government, through the Regional Aviation
Fund, has been able to support and fund this project
through to its execution in July this year. This will meet
the needs of the general aviation industry in Geelong
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for years to come. It is a great testament to the hard
work of the local members in Geelong, particularly
Mr Koch, that this project has been delivered and is
benefiting the industry in Geelong.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Statements on reports and papers
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr David O’Brien, as
Acting President, last night referred a matter to me with
regard to a statement on reports and papers made by
Mrs Peulich. Mrs Peulich discussed the Department of
Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure annual
report 2012–13, and in the course of her remarks she
discussed the activities of the current mayor of Monash
in respect of a number of projects. Her contribution was
subject to a number of points of order, and on the basis
of some of those points of order Mr O’Brien suggested
that I should perhaps give some consideration to this
matter.
I indicate that perhaps the member was mistaken in
terms of the report that was chosen on which to make
those remarks, because I have read through the report
and I cannot find that the contribution that was made on
that report has any relevance to the report. The projects
that were mentioned, which included the Clayton and
Huntingdale railway stations and the Mount Waverley
police station, are not mentioned in the report. The
activities of local government are not mentioned in the
report. In fact it is not a local government report; it is a
transport, planning and infrastructure report. The
member seems to have relied on a structure on
page 143 for the relevance of her contribution.
In my view, had the Acting President understood the
report or had I been in the chair, the member would not
have been permitted to pursue that line of contribution
on the basis of relevance. When we consider reports it
is important that members actually attribute their
comments to matters that are raised or covered by the
report, and in this case that did not happen.
I understand that there are limited opportunities left for
members to make contributions to the Parliament on
matters of significance to them because the Parliament
is coming to an end, but it is important to preserve the
opportunities that we have in debate to make sure that
contributions are relevant to those mechanisms. This
report process is a significant opportunity for members
to consider both the substance of reports and issues that
are raised in those reports and perhaps to explore
matters that come under that department’s purview as
issues, but in this case I do not believe the matters
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canvassed last night, without comment on the matters
themselves, were relevant to this report.

CASINO AND GAMBLING LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL 2014
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation); by leave, ordered to be read
second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Casino and
Gambling Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Human rights issues
There are no human rights protected under the charter act that
are relevant to this bill. I therefore consider that this bill is
compatible with the charter act.
Hon. Edward O’Donohue, MLC
Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation).
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I draw to the attention of the
house that a clerical error has been identified on page 4
of the bill. I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
On 22 August 2014 the government announced that it had
reached an agreement with the Melbourne Casino operator,
Crown Melbourne Limited (Crown), an agreement that
supports continuing investment and jobs for Victoria in an
increasingly competitive environment while delivering
substantial financial benefits to the state.
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The Casino and Gambling Legislation Amendment Bill 2014
makes amendments to the Casino Control Act 1991, the
Casino (Management Agreement) Act 1993 and the
Gambling Regulation Act 2003 consistent with the
agreement.
The agreement provides significant financial benefits to the
state, as well as improved competitiveness and investment
certainty for Crown and the 8800 people who work there.
Crown will receive a licence extension, removal of the
supertax on commission-based gaming, a modest increase in
gaming product and enhanced regulatory certainty.
As part of this agreement, the state will receive payments of
up to $910 million from Crown. These payments will support
enhanced investment in services and infrastructure that will
directly benefit Victorians.
Since the Melbourne Casino was established there have been
nine variations to the casino management agreement,
reflecting the dynamic nature of both the industry and the
regulatory environment.
The tenth variation is proposed as the Melbourne Casino
faces sharply increased competition from casinos in Australia
and the region. In 2001 there was one casino operator in
Macau and now there are over 30 casinos operational in
Macau. Queensland is in the process of issuing three new
casino licences. A second casino in Sydney targeting VIP
players will be established on the Barangaroo site in 2019.
Interstate and overseas casino patrons make an important
contribution to the Victorian economy, particularly in the
hospitality and tourism sectors. It is in the state’s economic
and employment interests that the Melbourne Casino
continues to remain a competitive destination of choice for
such visitors.
This bill, consistent with the agreement between the state and
Crown, enhances the competitiveness of the Melbourne
Casino as a destination for interstate and overseas patrons and
encourages investment in Victoria, supporting employment.
Specifically, the bill extends the term of Crown’s licence to
operate the Melbourne Casino from 18 November 2033 to
18 November 2050.
The bill provides for the number of gaming tables to increase
from 400 to 440 and the number of fully automated table
game terminals to increase from 200 to 250.
The number of electronic gaming machines the Melbourne
Casino is able to operate will increase by 128 from 2500 to
2628. An explicit power to extinguish unallocated and
forfeited hotel and club gaming machine entitlements under
the Gambling Regulation Act 2003 will be introduced to
ensure compliance with the statewide cap of 30 000 gaming
machines.
That is to say, the modest increase in electronic gaming
machines at the Melbourne Casino will not result in an
increase in the maximum number of electronic gaming
machines permitted in Victoria.
To ensure the Melbourne Casino remains tax competitive
with other casinos in Australia and internationally, the
supertax on commission-based play for international and
interstate VIP players will be removed. The bill also ratifies
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the tenth deed of variation to the casino management
agreement.

being the scheduled date for the commencement of the new
statewide precommitment system.

Victoria’s gaming regulation features some of the strongest
responsible gambling measures in the world. Since 2010 the
government has implemented a ban on automatic teller
machines (ATMs) being located within 50 metres of the
gaming floor at the Melbourne Casino, created the Victorian
Responsible Gambling Foundation as an independent
provider of responsible gambling research, public
communications and help services and has done so with
significantly increased funding.

For the avoidance of doubt, this prohibition includes Crown’s
existing loss and time limit-setting system known as ‘Play
Safe’.

The government is determined to further strengthen these
measures through the introduction of a voluntary
precommitment regime across electronic gaming machines
operating in Victoria.
In acknowledging the case for enhanced regulatory certainty
in the context of an increasingly competitive environment
both within Australia and overseas, the government is
determined to ensure that the strong responsible gambling
regulatory requirements in operation are preserved.
Consistent with this intent, the agreement enhances regulatory
certainty for Crown by providing compensation if the state
makes certain specific changes to the regulatory environment
adverse to Crown. The compensation is calculated as
10.5 times the annualised negative impact on the earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA)
of Crown until 2030, after which the 10.5 multiplier will
decrease annually. However, compensation payable is capped
at $200 million, indexed at CPI, in a parliamentary term.
Subject to a number of exceptions, the compensation could be
triggered if the state were to:
amend Crown’s current limited smoking exemption;
restrict the current manner in which Crown’s loyalty
scheme is permitted to operate;
lower the maximum bet limits on table games and
electronic gaming machines;
impose further ATM restrictions, noting that these are
already prohibited on and within 50 metres of the
gaming floor;
introduce mandatory precommitment; or
alter the manner in which electronic gaming machines
are currently permitted to operate in unrestricted mode,
beyond the restrictions that already apply.
Other than the provision in relation to the operation of gaming
machines in unrestricted mode, the compensation provisions
will not be triggered if all other state and territory
governments have taken substantially the same actions or
series of actions.
The government is committed to implementing a system of
voluntary precommitment on electronic gaming machines
across Victoria. Consistent with this commitment,
implementation of the government’s voluntary statewide
precommitment scheme is also expressly excluded from the
regulatory certainty provisions, including the prohibition of
any alternative limit-setting system from 1 December 2015,

Ordinary principles of damages for breach of contract also
apply, if the state were to:
impose new or increased casino taxes without Crown’s
consent. Taxes exempt from the damages regime
include, for example, those of general application to
Victorian businesses, property owners or occupiers;
amend Crown’s licence conditions without its consent;
or
terminate Crown’s licence (other than as a result of
disciplinary action).
In addition to improving the competitiveness of the
Melbourne Casino and supporting greater investment and
employment, the agreement between the state and Crown also
delivers significant financial benefits to the state. Crown has
agreed to pay the state up to $910 million, comprising:
an up-front payment of $250 million in 2014 and a
payment of $250 million in 2033;
payment of $100 million in 2022 if the compound
annual growth rate of normalised gaming revenue at the
Melbourne Casino exceeds 4.0 per cent and an
additional $100 million if such growth exceeds 4.7 per
cent; and
guaranteed annual tax payments related to new gaming
product of at least $35 million per annum for six years
commencing in 2015–16, representing a total guarantee
of $210 million.
For the purposes of the contingent payments in 2022,
‘normalised gaming revenue’ means total gaming revenue
excluding revenue from commission-based play, plus
normalised revenue from commission-based play calculated
as the turnover on that play multiplied by a win rate of
1.35 per cent.
Amendments to the Casino Control Act 1991 are required to
extend Crown’s licence to operate the Melbourne Casino and
to increase the number of gaming machines Crown is entitled
to operate, noting that these will fall within the existing
statewide cap.
Amendment to the Casino (Management Agreement) Act
1993 is required to ratify and annex the tenth deed of
variation to the casino management agreement.
The Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor
Regulation is required to make the amendments to Crown’s
licence providing for the increased number of gaming
machines it will be entitled to operate once the bill receives
royal assent, as well as to provide for the increased number of
table games and fully automated table game terminals Crown
is entitled to operate as a result of the agreement.
In summary, the agreement between the state and Crown
delivers significant financial benefits for the state while
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preserving the significant responsible gambling provisions
currently operating in Victoria.
It also provides, through a period of licence extension, modest
additional product, tax reform and measures to support
regulatory certainty and enhanced capacity for the Melbourne
Casino to remain competitive in the market for interstate and
international customers.
This bill reflects an agreement that supports jobs, investment,
tourism and the state’s finances while reflecting the
government’s strong commitment to responsible gambling.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LENDERS
(Southern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 September.
Mr Finn — On a point of order, President, I wanted
to illuminate you as to the situation surrounding
Mrs Peulich’s contribution on the report that was listed.
On Tuesday afternoon I listed the Local Government
Victoria annual report as a report I wished to refer to.
On the advice of the clerks I changed it to the report
that was listed on the notice paper, and that was how
Mrs Peulich came to speak on that particular report and
not on local government as I had originally proposed.
Hon. D. M. Davis — On the point of order,
President, it sounds to me like there may have just been
some confusion about which report the local
government section was in. If local government is
covered in that report, Mrs Peulich is entirely in order,
but if she were misled in some way, there may be
mechanisms for us to deal with that.
The PRESIDENT — Order! As I understand it, the
report Mr Finn sought to consider had not actually been
tabled in the Parliament at the time he listed it, so
therefore it was not possible to proceed with that report.
It was changed to this alternate report, which was the
Department of Transport, Planning and Local
Infrastructure report. Unfortunately the transport,
planning and infrastructure report does not cover local
government and certainly does not cover the matters
that were raised by the member on that occasion.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President, it
was actually my request to Mr Finn to list that matter
for me as I was expecting not to be in the chamber. I
thank him for trying to shed some light on the matter. I
note that I did cite page 143, which states that as part of
the structure of the department there is responsibility
for the Local Government Act 1989, which provides for
matters to do with the structure, administration and
operations of local government. What I endeavoured to
do was to develop a case reflecting on the previous
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night’s adjournment debate, during which I called on
the minister to provide some guidance to local
government on the interface between legitimate
advocacy and political campaigning and the partial use
of resources. I note also that the clerks admitted to the
Acting President at the time, Mr O’Brien, that they
believed there was a tenuous link. I just place that on
the record.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The Acting President,
Mr O’Brien, thought no such thing. Mr O’Brien was in
a position where he had not read the report and he was
unable to establish whether or not the matters that were
raised were relevant to the report. That is the case with
anyone in the chair. A chairperson is obviously not in a
position to be familiar with every report and relies on
the member to provide information that is relevant to
that report. Mr O’Brien did not have such a position.
He basically took the view that he did not know what
was in the report. That was fair enough and quite
understandable, and he has my total support.
The fact is that this was not a local government report.
Page 143 refers only to local government and there is a
second mention of local government in the report.
However, in both cases it only refers to, if you like, the
state government department responsible for transport,
planning and infrastructure in liaison with local
government in the delivery of projects. As I said, the
projects and certainly the matters related to the conduct
of members of councils was not in any way relevant to
the report. I accept, as Mr Finn has put and Mrs Peulich
has amplified, that there was perhaps confusion about
which report was going on the notice paper, but, again,
members need to be conversant with which report they
are tabling for consideration.

PETITIONS
The PRESIDENT — Order! With the indulgence
of members, I seek leave of the Council to have two
petitions introduced. We normally do this earlier in the
day — and in fact we did — but Mr Koch had put a
petition into the office and it had been overlooked.
Because Mr Koch had done the right thing and fulfilled
all the requirements in terms of having that petition
considered, he has asked if he might be able to table it
this day. Ms Pulford also had a petition to table but was
not here when the earlier petitions were presented.
By leave, following petitions presented to house:
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Torquay–Lorne bus service
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council that there is a slack
bus timetable for the Great Ocean Road V/Line service on
Saturdays and Sundays throughout the year; excluding the
special summer timetable. The times are unsuitable, making it
difficult for the local teens, elders and other bus travellers to
get around on weekends.
The petitioners therefore request that a new bus service
should be introduced, travelling to and from Lorne and
Torquay on Saturdays and Sundays throughout the year.
Currently there are two V/Line coaches travelling to and from
Apollo Bay and Geelong on the weekend; however, the times
are inconvenient for bus travellers.

By Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) (99 signatures).
Laid on table.

Motor vehicle registration
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consultation process, including: putting a hold on
granting new exploration licences for all types of
onshore exploration whether it be tight, shale, coal
seam or conventional gas; putting a hold on approvals
for hydraulic fracturing; a hold on exploration drilling
activities; putting an administration ban on the use of
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene chemicals,
which is being enshrined in this legislation; and
initiating scientific studies to understand the possible
impact of a potential onshore natural gas industry on
Victoria’s surface water and groundwater. Unlike
Labor, we have engaged and are engaged in a
legitimate and extensive community consultation with
Victorians.
My fellow rural members of Parliament in both the
Liberal Party and The Nationals and I would not
support any legislation that would compromise food
and fibre security in this state. We would not support
any legislation or the granting of licences for any sort of
mineral exploration — —

To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
This petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the Napthine
government’s plan to further increase car registration fees and
stamp duty.
This is despite the state government cutting costs by
abolishing registration stickers and a previous increase in car
registration fees in 2012.
Petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
condemns the Napthine government for its decision to further
increase car registration fees.

By Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria)
(83 signatures).
Laid on table.
Sitting suspended 1.09 p.m. until 2.13 p.m.

RESOURCES LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT (BTEX PROHIBITION AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2014
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I want to
make some closing remarks on the bill. Prior to
question time I was saying that Labor cannot be trusted
given its history in issuing licences for fracking in
Victoria. I reconfirm our commitment to make sure that
this government fully canvasses community opinion in
relation to onshore gas exploration in Victoria. I
acknowledge the steps we have taken in relation to the

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I rise to speak on the Resources Legislation
Amendment (BTEX Prohibition and Other Matters)
Bill 2014 and note from the outset that, as my colleague
Mr Scheffer said, we will not be opposing the bill.
The bill amends the licensing system for mineral
exploration and in particular restricts the adding of
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTEX)
chemicals to hydraulic fracturing fluids. It does so
through amendments to the Geothermal Energy
Resources Act 2005, the Greenhouse Gas Geological
Sequestration Act 2008, the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Act 1990 and the Petroleum
Act 1998. The bill also amends the Offshore Petroleum
and Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 2010 and the
Pipelines Act 2005.
BTEX is an acronym for the chemicals benzene,
ethylbenzene, toluene and xylene. We note that while
they are naturally occurring compounds found in
petroleum products, they have harmful effects on
human health. This is partly where the controversy
regarding fracking originates. The issue of fracking is
well known, and there are certainly passionate
advocates on both sides of the debate. However, I will
not focus on that debate in my contribution today but
on the BTEX chemicals that the bill prohibits, and I
will explain the concerns about each of them. The
information I use is freely available on the federal
Department of Environment’s National Pollutant
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Inventory. The fact that these compounds are listed on
this database indicates that they should be used
extremely cautiously at the very least. When it comes to
mineral explanation the reasons for the prohibition will
become apparent.

prefer to err, as I always do, on the side of caution and
prohibit their use. Whilst Labor members will not
oppose the bill because we wish to see regulation in this
space, it is important to note that the use of BTEX
chemicals is not being banned completely by this bill.

Exposure to benzene can result in skin and eye
irritations, drowsiness, dizziness, headaches and
vomiting. More seriously, it is carcinogenic and can
cause leukaemia. Long-term exposure can affect
normal blood production and the immune system. I do
not wish to sound alarmist about all of this; I am merely
stating the information from the National Pollution
Inventory. To put the use of benzene into context, many
people are exposed to benzene through tobacco smoke
and car exhaust. We have extensively debated limiting
exposure to tobacco smoke and car exhaust in this
place, and it is quite apparent that the use of benzene
for mineral exploration needs to be restricted.

Mr D. D. O’BRIEN (Eastern Victoria) — I am
pleased to rise to speak on this bill, which in fact
honours one of the commitments the coalition
government has made in this space in relation to
onshore gas exploration, including fracking, coal seam
gas, tight gas and shale gas. This is a very big issue in
my electorate of Eastern Victoria Region, in particular
in the rural areas of Gippsland and especially in areas of
South Gippsland, where there is quite a high level of
very genuine concern. I say ‘genuine concern’ because
I do not doubt for one second that the concerns of
landholders and residents in my electorate are very
genuine.

Likewise exposure to ethylbenzene can cause eye, nose
and throat irritation. High levels can cause dizziness
and light-headedness or cause you to pass out. Very
high levels can cause paralysis, trouble breathing, liver
damage and death. Prolonged exposure can cause
drying, scaling and even blistering of the skin. Chronic
health effects due to ethylbenzene exposure can occur
for some time after exposure and last for years.

Many issues that are raised in this space are sometimes
a little misplaced. I fear that sometimes the debate has
run way ahead of the facts and reality. I say that in the
sense that there may not be gas in some of the areas, or
there may not be commercial quantities or
commercially accessible gas in the areas. In some
senses the debate has become a little overheated. I hope
what the coalition government is doing will go some
way towards addressing the genuine concerns that
people have.

Short-term exposure to high levels of toluene results
first in light-headedness and euphoria followed by
dizziness, sleepiness, unconsciousness and in some
cases death. Long-term exposure to high amounts of
toluene through intentional abuse have been linked to
permanent brain damage, problems with speech, vision
and hearing, loss of muscle control, loss of memory and
balance, and reduced scores on psychological tests.
Finally, the health impacts include ear, nose and throat
irritation; stomach problems; drowsiness; loss of
memory; poor concentration; nausea; vomiting;
abdominal pain; and incoordination. High levels of
exposure may cause dizziness, passing out and even
death. Repeated exposure may damage bone marrow,
and it can damage a developing foetus. For someone
listening to me, that list of things might sound a bit
alarmist. I have not made that up. That is on a credible
web page.
The bill may not prevent BTEX chemicals from being
used. Rather the regulations define a maximum amount
of BTEX chemicals that may be used, and the bill
provides that once the amount is reached, the
compounds become restricted hydraulic fracturing
substances. This is a large loophole, which I hope is not
exploited. Given the concerns I have raised about even
low-level or short-term exposure to these chemicals, I

From a starting point, it is important to highlight my
view and that of the government generally. I can echo
the Premier’s words on this whole debate on onshore
gas. On 4 August when the Premier was in Hamilton in
the Western District, of all places, he said:
… while I’m Premier of this state, we will do nothing that
will jeopardise our prime agricultural production, our prime
agricultural land, jeopardises our environment, or jeopardises
our underground water supplies.

That position is very clear. The government will not
jeopardise our future. Government members know that
in a place like Gippsland there will always be a strong
role for agriculture in our long-term future. It is one of
our strengths, and the government will ensure that we
do not harm that future. Sustainable production and
sustainable jobs are obviously important for feeding
and clothing people in not only Australia but the world.
I quote again from the Premier:
… but I said to the group this morning that they could be very
confident that under my premiership there will be no fracking,
no actions with respect to onshore gas, that jeopardises our
prime agricultural production, and jeopardises our
underground water supplies.
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I hope it would be fair to say that members of this
chamber are on a unity ticket on that — that is, that noone will do anything that will jeopardise our water
supplies and our prime agricultural land.
We need to understand that agriculture is fundamental
to many of our communities, certainly those in
Gippsland, and we need to make sure that we protect it.
As I have said in the past, Gippsland is an agricultural
powerhouse. It has some 20 per cent of Australia’s milk
production, and it is a great producer of beef, sheep
meat, vegetables and other horticultural products in
various forms.
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one of the things they struggled with most was how to
measure whether the industry has had an impact on the
groundwater if they did not know what the groundwater
was in the first place. It is important that we do this
work and we have that baseline understanding. I am
very pleased that the coalition government is doing that
work with the support of the commonwealth. That will
ensure that we have the debate in a factual and sound
scientific sphere, rather than with all the emotion. I do
not for a second belittle or seek to diminish the
concerns that people have, but we do need to look at the
best available facts and ensure that we have a rational
debate.

I have referred to some discussion in this debate that I
consider to be a little misplaced. There have been
various commentaries and videos online about
Gippsland being pristine. As beautiful as Gippsland is
and as wonderful as the produce from Gippsland is, to
say it is pristine would be stretching the truth a bit.
Unlike many other areas of the state, Gippsland has
long been able to manage a balance between agriculture
and quality of life and mining. We have coal, oil and
gas industries. Obviously we have a significant coal
industry in the Latrobe Valley, and we have oil and gas
on Bass Strait, with the onshore works at Longford.

I come to another aspect of the coalition government’s
action, and that is the very extensive consultation
sessions that the government is having. I was somewhat
frustrated to read some of the concerns about this raised
by members of Lock the Gate and various others. There
have been 16 sessions across the state. They have run
from 2 in the afternoon until 8 at night, so covering all
times of the day to allow people to get there before
work or after work. It has been a very open process.
People can simply walk in. They do not have to stand
up in front of a group but can approach people.

It is important to understand that it is simply not true to
say that the two cannot coexist. What will happen with
onshore gas is yet to be seen. I am pleased that the
government is taking a very cautious approach to this
matter. It would be very clear to anyone who looks at
what has happened in Queensland and New South
Wales that the Victorian government is taking a very
cautious approach. That is because the government
genuinely wants to ensure that we look after our
agricultural land and groundwater supplies.

I went to one of the sessions for a few hours just to
learn a little bit and to hear what people were saying.
People had the opportunity to have their say and to
listen and talk to other people. One of the claims made
was that no notice was given of the events. I had signed
up on the government website, and I certainly received
an email notifying me of the events that were
happening. I am concerned that people are saying, ‘The
government doesn’t really want to listen to us’. That is
what this process is all about. I encourage people to
take it seriously, to go along and have their say and
ensure that their voice is heard.

As Mr Ramsay said, the coalition government is doing
a number of things in addition to this legislation, which
bans the use of BTEX chemicals in fracking. There is
also a hold on the granting of new exploration licences
for all types of onshore gas, whether that be tight, shale,
coal seam or conventional gas. There is a hold on
approvals for fracking, a hold on exploration drilling
activities and at the moment an administrative ban on
the use of BTEX chemicals, which will be enshrined in
this legislation.
Most importantly, the government has begun a number
of scientific studies to better understand the base level
status of our groundwater. I understand that the federal
government’s Geoscience Australia is assisting in that
process. With the bit of background I had on this issue
in northern New South Wales and Queensland in my
previous role of working with irrigators, I learnt that

Government members are genuinely interested in what
people have to say, but we are also genuinely interested
in having a rational debate about this. I look forward to
that work coming to the government, and to future
decisions being made.
It will be interesting to see how this issue plays out at
the election. I unfortunately missed Mr Barber’s
contribution earlier, and I thank him, but I do not need
him to give it again: I am pretty sure I know where the
Greens stand on this one. When it comes to the Labor
Party, I am not so sure. Its members have not been
terribly clear as to their position on this issue, but I
welcome their support for this piece of legislation.
I have listed what the coalition is doing: it is taking a
very cautious approach to this. Labor, on the other
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hand, just went ahead with the industry holus-bolus.
Seventy-three licences were issued, 23 fracking
operations occurred and there was little or no public
consultation. I know all sorts of comments are made
about us on this side of politics to the effect that we are
in the pockets of the gas companies, but we on this side
are the ones who have put a halt to this until more
research is done. We are the ones who are listening to
people and letting them have their say. It is important
that that be recognised.
I look forward to further debate on this issue. This
legislation adds one piece of the puzzle that the
coalition is working through to deal with the onshore
gas issue. The government recognises this is a very
serious issue, as it is in my electorate. People have
genuine concerns. We need to be balanced and to
ensure that we consider things. As Mr Barber often
reminds us, we need to look at the science. That will be
important as this debate goes forward.
It is important to recognise that this bill meets one of
our important commitments, which is to implement the
ban on BTEX chemicals in fracking. I know my
colleague Mr David O’Brien, a member for Western
Victoria Region, has genuine concerns similar to mine
about the western part of the state.
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien — Longstanding concerns.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — They are longstanding
concerns, as he says.
Mr D. R. J. O’Brien — And support for our
aquifer!
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — He is strongly supportive of
aquifers and the use of water in the Western District,
where we have good groundwater supplies.
This bill meets one of our main commitments and
reinforces our determination to ensure that we protect
our communities, our farmland and our water supplies.
I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
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says that BTEX are naturally occurring compounds
found in petroleum products and that these chemicals
have been known to have harmful effects on human
health. Can the minister describe to me what the threat
to human health is that could occur if BTEX was
allowed in a gas drilling exploration or production
process?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — My understanding in relation to the
terms that Mr Barber is using has to do with the fact
that extremely small traces of BTEX chemicals are
found naturally in our waterways and streams. The
concept is that none of these elements would be
allowable at levels over and above what would
normally be found in drinking water.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) —
Groundwater is drinking water for a lot of people in this
area, so is the minister saying that if there are some
levels of BTEX detectable in groundwater at the
baseline, then the aim of this regulation, when it is
eventually brought in, is to ensure that there is no
increase to that baseline?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — That is certainly my understanding.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — How
does this bill ensure that?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I would imagine in the event that these
chemicals were found in levels greater than what will
be set in regulation, then there will be incredibly stiff
penalties applying to anybody who has been using these
chemicals.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — But
unless you catch them in the act of using these
chemicals, then they might use chemicals and insert
them into a drilling rig. Later you might find some
levels of BTEX in groundwater in the vicinity. What
option does the government then have? Unless you are
there at the very moment when the chemicals might
have been added to a bore in a drilling operation, you
would never be able to prove that the BTEX was at a
level due to that operation.

Committee
Clause 1

Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I will ask the support staff to help me in
relation to whether it is possible to find a way to catch
the perpetrators of a criminal act.

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My first
question for the minister on this clause, as it relates to
the whole bill, is as follows: the second-reading speech

I am advised that amendment to regulations will be
required to prescribe the amounts of BTEX needed for
a hydraulic fracturing substance to be considered
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restricted as well as the development of a compliance
and enforcement regime capable of effectively
regulating this activity. So the enforcement and
compliance regime will be developed along with the
prescribed amounts.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — A whole
range of chemicals can be used during drilling
operations. In some of the paperwork I have seen on a
couple of unconventional gas drilling operations vast
lists of chemicals are provided as to what they may be
used to do in a drilling operation. A lot of them simply
list trade names. Sometimes the recipes, if you like, for
these various chemicals are themselves trade secrets. It
is quite important that the government, in putting
forward this bill that purports to create a mechanism to
prohibit BTEX, explains how that will work. If a
company provides a list of chemicals that it is going to
use during a drilling operation, or even during a
fracking operation, and no-one knows what is in those
chemicals, then it will be basically impossible to
determine the level of BTEX that might occur in those
chemicals.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I understand what Mr Barber is saying.
However, I need to come back to the concept that we
have four chemicals here that are part of the prohibition
in relation to this bill. They are the four chemicals read
out by Mr Ramsay; most of the speakers in the secondreading debate mentioned the four chemicals that come
under the BTEX prohibition. It may very well be the
case that there may be others into the future — that
there may be cocktails of other chemicals coming
together to form other harmful compounds. I imagine,
as with similar legislation in relation to drugs and
poisons, we could very well be back here in 6 to
12 months time adding further chemicals to this list.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — There is
the further problem that some of these chemicals are
recognised as occurring naturally in coal seams. What
we are contemplating here is legislation that would
regulate coal seam gas fracking. I do not seem to be
getting an answer. The question that is still open is:
how do you successfully regulate BTEX chemicals in
fracking when they might be inserted during the drilling
process or they might be naturally occurring but only
released due to the fracking operation and may be
sucked back up the hole and put into a dam on the
surface and then possibly even reinjected using water
from that dam? These are very water-hungry
operations.
I will explore this a little bit more when we get the
definitions clause, because that is the thing — the act, if
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you like — that is being regulated. But I want to pursue
a little bit more about these chemicals and the safe
levels. As noted, they are naturally occurring in some
coal seams. Benzene, toluene and xylene are found in
motor vehicle exhaust, for example. In fact the air
quality measures that have been set up for the east–west
link and its vent stacks set levels of benzene, toluene
and xylene emissions at 53 micrograms per metre
cubed or 650 micrograms per metre cubed. It seems
these very dangerous chemicals that we have been
hearing about, which the Premier has told us he will
never let harm the land and water of his electorate, can
be spewed out of a road tunnel vent stack in
Collingwood. That brings us to the question: what does
the government believe would be safe levels of these
chemicals to be used in a gas drilling operation?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — This bill is all about prohibiting the use
of these chemicals in the process of fracking. Based
upon science, we will put together limits consistent
with, as I am led to believe, what we would find in
drinking water in a natural environment. We would be
setting our limits based on those levels, and there would
be a prohibition on injecting any of these chemicals in a
commercial fracking operation.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
minister just said two contradictory things. The first
was that he would prohibit their injection, and the
second was that they would set safe levels that were
drinking water levels. I could understand it if the
minister was saying that anything injected into a gas
well must have no more BTEX than drinking water
would. In other words, you could safely inject drinking
water into the well. But they are in fact two different
things. I am happy to come back to that when we deal
with the specific provision.
Picking up on another part of the minister’s answer,
about the monitoring, as noted by earlier speakers the
government has issued a document entitled
Specification for Baseline Monitoring of Groundwater
in the Gippsland and Otway Basins for Victorian Water
Science Studies. That is a tender that I believe has just
closed. I have obtained a copy of it, and it suggests that
the scope of the baseline monitoring would be 30 sites
in the Gippsland Basin and 30 sites in the Otway Basin,
to be monitored for, I guess, currently occurring or
naturally occurring levels of BTEX.
That might be a helpful exercise in getting some
samples, but 60 bores is hardly going to make much of
a baseline across the southern half of Victoria, which is
what we are talking about. Is it the minister’s advice
that the baseline samples that are taken of these bores
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now will be what is used to determine the safe or
naturally occurring level of BTEX in groundwater
across these two regions, or, alternately, that monitored
levels discovered now are what will be used later in an
attempt to detect whether there might be any illegal
injection or release of BTEX chemicals into
groundwater?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — The drilling program that is planned is
effectively to give us all a better understanding of the
structure beneath the surface; it is to give us an
understanding of a whole range of naturally occurring
phenomena beneath the surface and an idea of what is
down there. In amongst that will be the levels of the
four BTEX chemicals. That will be used to ensure that
in future we do not find any increase. Ultimately
extraction licences would be bound to ensure that they
adhere to the regulatory structure that is going to be put
around the licences themselves. That is about as much
as I can say in response to that particular question.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It is not
in fact a drilling program. It is a sampling program of
existing bores either from the state observation bore
network or by arrangement with private bores. The
intention of sampling those 60 bores from across
Gippsland and the Otways is to measure the existing
levels of BTEX in those 60 bores. So there are two
possibilities, are there not? One is that we take this
sample now, and later those baseline levels are used to
say, ‘Well, if water either inserted or extracted from an
unconventional gas well has the same amount of BTEX
in it, then the assumption is that that is the natural
baseline level’. Alternately, one would have to find
higher levels and presume, by reference to one of the
60 bores that, therefore, something must have
happened. That is one way of enforcing the so-called
prohibition. Actually it is not a prohibition; it is about
setting levels, as the minister said, somewhere around
drinking water guideline standards.
The second possibility can only be to actually be
standing there at the exact moment when a BTEX
chemical is either injected into a drilling operation or
added to the water that is to be used to be injected into
the operation. That is why it is very important for the
minister to explain the purpose of measuring now what
the BTEX levels are in the 60 bores. Is it because that
will be the baseline against which future standards will
be set for the purpose of monitoring gas extraction
operations, or is it simply that the intention is to
regulate the chemicals at the point where they might or
might not be added?
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Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — My understanding is that the primary
purpose of this inspection is not necessarily to gain a
baseline measurement of BTEX chemicals, although
that will be a peripheral piece of work that gets done.
What I am informed is that the primary purpose of the
inspection of these sites is to gain a better
understanding about what is down there in the first
place — that is, the profile of the soils beneath the
surface. That is the primary purpose of this inspection
regime.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Perhaps I
was confused by the title of the tender, which refers to
‘baseline monitoring of groundwater’ in the basins.
An honourable member — It does not say BTEX.
Mr BARBER — It does say BTEX. In fact there is
a background note, which says:
The Victorian government is undertaking a major program of
studies to examine the potential impacts of possible onshore
natural gas development on Victoria’s water resources.
…
The program will improve the understanding of Victoria’s
water resources and provide independently reviewed
scientific data and information …

And when we get down to what is to be monitored, the
scope, it says:
The water quality monitoring is expected to include the
following parameters:
field characterisation of the water, including salinity, pH,
temperature, and methane levels;
laboratory analysis of groundwaters to determine the
occurrence of methane and BTEX …

It goes to the exact thing that everybody is concerned
about. They find methane bubbling up out of one of
their dams and say, ‘That’s because the fracking has
released all of that methane. I can literally put a
cigarette lighter to it and set it on fire’, and the response
is, ‘No, no, that’s just naturally occurring methane’. I
would presume the government is sampling 60 bores to
see whether there is the occurrence of methane and
BTEX.
If I was a member of the community, I would be
concerned that the whole exercise of setting and
enforcing the safe levels will be driven by the
measurement of 60 bores out of thousands and
thousands of them, which indicates that we are dealing
with a very large landscape. The minister’s explanation
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is his explanation, but my view of it is still as I have just
stated.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I want to touch on what Mr Barber said.
I have witnessed on many occasions, across the
Western Downs in Queensland, the naturally occurring
phenomenon of people being able to put a cigarette
lighter to bare ground and light the methane or
whatever chemical is emanating from the surface. A
farmer who was doing this very thing told me that a
couple of years previously during the floods he was out
in his tinny and was able to see gas bubbling through
the floodwater. The land had not been flooded for many
years, but he was told by the older people that that is
what happens when the land floods — you can see the
bubbles emanating from the surface right across the
plains. That was his understanding, and that is what my
colleagues and I were told on that day — that this is a
naturally occurring phenomena where the coal seams
and the gas seams are close to the surface. I saw this in
person.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I thank
the minister for that old bushies tail. We were told this
was all about the science. I was told relentlessly this
morning that this was going to be all about science —
‘We have to put the facts in. We don’t want emotion;
bring the facts in’. The facts are the government is
going to monitor 60 bores and set those baselines. If
anyone comes along later and complains about the
quality of their groundwater, they will have to meet the
burden of proving, by reference to a bore that could be
tens of miles away, that their particular situation was
not already some naturally occurring variation that had
not been picked up by the monitoring program.
That is fine, provided we understand that this bill has
been brought in in preparation for the introduction of
unconventional gas drilling across Victoria. We have a
policy moratorium in place until July 2015, but the only
purpose for bringing in this bill is that the government
intends to start licensing unconventional gas
exploration and production in Victoria. Otherwise, what
would be the purpose of this bill, and what would be
the purpose of the tender for baseline monitoring of
groundwater — which is hidden away on the Tenders
VIC website for those who have a login but otherwise
is not generally circulating and has not to date been
brought forward as part of the discussion.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Again I take the opportunity to rebut
what Mr Barber is saying because it is simply not true. I
feel as if Mr Barber is wasting my time if he is going to
say things that are simply not true. The government has
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given no indication of its objectives, its aims or its
intentions for the future because the government is still
doing the work that is going to inform which direction
it is going to take. To say this does not matter because
the government is going to do it anyway or that the only
reason for the introduction of bans on these chemicals
is that we are going to commence unconventional gas
exploration is totally wrong.
Clause agreed to; clause 2 agreed to.
Clause 3
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Some of the
questions I wish to ask might run across what
Mr Barber has been speaking about, but I will follow
my own logic rather than the logic of the way the
questions have been pitched before. There might be
some repetition.
I refer to clause 3 of the bill, which inserts a new
section, in this instance, in the Geothermal Energy
Resources Act 2005. The minister will know this clause
is identical to clauses 6 and 69 of the bill that insert the
same amendment into the Greenhouse Gas Geological
Sequestration Act 2008 and the Petroleum Act 1998
respectively.
The clause states that ‘restricted hydraulic fracturing
substances’ mean fluids or gases used for the purposes
of hydraulic fracturing that contain petroleum
hydrocarbons containing benzene, ethylbenzene and
xylene in greater quantities than the maximum amount
prescribed by the regulations. I understand that the
regulations are not yet prepared, and I also understand
that in the fracking process water and sand as well as
the additives are inserted into a borehole.
I am laying this out for the minister in the hope that we
have the same view of what the process involves. I
understand that the additives represent a small
percentage of the inserted mixture, which is called the
proppant, and that the BTEX chemical compound plays
a part in the process in three ways.
The first way is as a component which is actively
mixed into the additives by the miner. The second way
is that a component already exists in small quantities in
the water and sand mixture, the proppant, and the third
way is in the underground environment, which has been
referred to previously, into which the borehole is
inserted. Members may recall that the second-reading
speech states that these chemicals are naturally
occurring compounds found in petroleum products.
Given that background, I have four questions. Can the
minister confirm that the regulations provided for in
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clause 3 will prohibit any BTEX chemical compound
from being mixed into the additive with the
proppant — that is, no BTEX chemical at all, no
compound, will be added to the proppant?

Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — To be
absolutely crystal clear, is it envisaged that in Victoria
the regulations will use the four quantums that I listed
previously?

Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — My understanding is yes.

Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Yes, providing they are considered to be
safe amounts of these chemicals in standard drinking
water.

Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Coming to
the second part of it, where a component already exists
in small quantities in the water and sand mixture that is
part of the additive, can the minister ensure that the
regulations will set a prescribed maximum occurrence
for each of those chemicals that is equal to or less than
the values prescribed under the Australian Drinking
Water Health Guidelines, which I think he referred to
earlier on.
Just before the minister stands, I note that New South
Wales has not passed legislation. That state has a policy
that prohibits the use of BTEX chemicals in fracking
and it lists the values for benzene as 0.001 milligrams
per litre; toluene, 0.8 milligrams per litre; ethylbenzene,
0.3 milligrams per litre; and xylene, 0.6 milligrams per
litre. Queensland has legislation and I have seen
another set of data in that legislation or in the
regulations to the legislation. Will the minister give a
commitment that the Victorian regulations will use the
Australian Drinking Water Health Guidelines? If I can
have his indulgence, I would also be interested to know
why the Queensland regulations appear to use different
values.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — The scenario that Mr Scheffer has put to
the chamber today accurately describes the intention of
what we are doing. As members know, the limits have
not been set in the regulations as we speak. The
regulations and the limits within those regulations will
be put in place between now and when the government
finishes its work midway through next year. That is the
time line the government has set to finalise its work.
However, I will just check with the advisers on the
question about the Queensland limits.
The regulatory impact statement process will look at
exactly these limits and will look at using drinking
water standards and limitations as the amounts to be
permitted within these regulatory limits.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — With
respect, I did ask the minister about Queensland. There
seem to be different sets.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I am unable to assist Mr Scheffer with
why Queensland has a different set of values.

Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — The third
area I refer to is the subterranean environment. Are the
provisions in clause 3 sufficient to ensure that the
fracking process will not release naturally occurring
petroleum hydrocarbons that contain benzene,
ethylbenzene, toluene and xylene in more than the
maximum amounts?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Coming back to the purpose of the bill,
this is about legislating and prohibiting what goes in.
What is down there is what is down there. The idea that
by opening up seams you are going to have certain
chemicals all of a sudden congregating in one particular
area is not the reality. What is down there is down
there. This bill is about prohibiting humans from
putting four chemicals into the subterranean profile.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — We are now
in a situation where we are clear about what is going to
go into the proppant and we are clear about the
quantities that already exist in that proppant, but now
the minister is saying that the fracking process could
release these very chemicals that could then go into the
groundwater and cause extremely dangerous situations
in the subterranean strata. Does the bill not in any way
address that, or is there no way of addressing that?
Does it just happen?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Mr Scheffer is talking about a totally
different issue. He is talking about the whole impact of
fracking. This bill does not go into that space. What we
are doing here is putting a prohibition on putting four
chemicals, known collectively as BTEX, into a fracking
process. We are putting that ban in place.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Finally, and
probably the minister has answered this but I will come
back to it again, the provision in section 206(4)(b) of
the Queensland Environmental Protection Act 1994
restricts the use of chemicals likely to produce BTEX
chemicals as they break down in the environment. That
is in the Queensland legislation. Coming back to the
answer he gave before, is the minister saying that this
legislation does not deal with that contingency?
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Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — It is a good question, Mr Scheffer. This
bill does not deal with those types of chemicals.
However, I am informed that that it is the type of work
that would be looked at through the regulatory impact
statement process. That is the sort of thing they will be
looking to do and to be across — those like chemicals
or substances that may break down into what resembles
a BTEX chemical into the future.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I want to
talk about the definitions and how they operate with the
prohibition clause as set out in clause 25. The definition
at clause 3 and elsewhere then operates at the actual
sections where BTEX chemicals are prohibited, so I
want to chop and change between the two sections to
get to the essence of how this definition works. We
have a definition of hydraulic fracturing in clause 3,
which says:
hydraulic fracturing means the injection of a substance or
substances into a bore under pressure for the purposes of
stimulating a geological formation;

We then have a definition of restricted hydraulic
fracturing substances, which says:
restricted hydraulic fracturing substances means fluids or
gases used for the purpose of hydraulic fracturing that contain
petroleum hydrocarbons containing benzene, ethylbenzene,
toluene or xylene in more than the maximum amount
prescribed by the regulations.”.

On prohibition, clause 25 says:
It is a condition of a licence that the use of restricted hydraulic
fracturing substances is prohibited in carrying out any
hydraulic fracturing permitted by the licence.

What I have been trying to find out, and I think
Mr Scheffer was trying to explore the same issue, is
what is the actual act that is going to be prohibited?
There is something of a circular definition in the bill. If
I were to read the prohibition clause, including the
words of the definitions, it would say:
It is a condition of a licence that the use of fluids or gases
used for the purpose of the injection of a substance or
substances into a bore under pressure for the purposes of
stimulating a geological formation that contain petroleum
hydrocarbons containing benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene or
xylene in more than the maximum amount prescribed by the
regulations is prohibited in carrying out any hydraulic
fracturing.

It means we would then have to go back to the
hydraulic fracturing definition and insert that. In actual
fact there are about four circles in this definition, and it
is absolutely unclear to me what specific act is being
prohibited.
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The whole fracturing operation could release a whole
range of BTEX chemicals in amounts and quantities
that even the operator would be completely unaware of
because for the time being it is all happening down
there in the ground, unless it escapes into another
aquifer and maybe rises to the surface somewhere or
comes out in the water which is then dewatered — that
is, water is pumped down to open up the fractures, then
that same water is sucked out to extract the gas. At what
actual point in all of that is someone considered to have
breached the provision? If I come along and find that
someone is sucking water out of a gas well —
dewatering it — and the BTEX quantity in that is
higher than the drinking water guidelines, at what point
have I broken the law? Or does the provision directly
operate only at the moment where I take some BTEX
chemicals up on the surface, mix them with water and
then start to inject them?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — It is the second scenario, Mr Barber.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — So unless
you catch someone in the act of injecting water
containing BTEX into a well, then they have done
nothing wrong. The fact that the entire fracturing
operation may have released BTEX, that BTEX may
have made it into the groundwater and that groundwater
may have made it into someone’s drinking water
supply is basically irrelevant. There are massive
amounts of surface water being used in the process of
injection, but as long as you only mix the right quantity
of BTEX into that water then it really does not matter
what happens afterwards.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Or you can prove that a miner has added
BTEX chemicals to their fracking process, but in this
bill we are not taking it further than prohibiting the use
of these chemicals in the fracking process.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It makes
me wonder then what the use of the groundwater
monitoring program is, because even if we
subsequently discover BTEX in groundwater adjacent
to a fracking operation, we will not be able to, or
seemingly even want to, pin that particular incidence of
contamination on the act. Unless we can catch them in
the moment of actually injecting it, then nobody has
done anything wrong.
I suppose a further issue arises when the water itself is
extracted from the gas well. It would then be prohibited
to use excessively contaminated water to reinject it into
another nearby well. This water would now be sucked
to the surface — it is in excess of drinking water
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guidelines for BTEX and has nothing to do with it —
and sit there as surface water. It would seem that there
is a big problem with disposing this water. Given that
these operations, including at the exploration level —
never mind the production level — are going to go
through this process, there will be a lot of contaminated
water, which Mr Drum says you cannot inject into the
groundwater. But large amounts of it will be sitting
around on the surface, presumably to be dealt with by
another process.
Clause agreed to; clauses 4 to 12 agreed to.
Clause 13
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This was
the definitions clause but I think I covered it in the
earlier clause, so we can move on to clause 30.
Clause agreed to; clauses 14 to 29 agreed to.
Clause 30
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am not
proposing to vote against the clause. It has some good
parts and some bad parts. It sets out the process for
surveying land that is proposed to be covered by a
mining, prospecting or retention licence. It is unclear
what the status of the mining company’s operation
would be at this stage. It includes the new ability for the
department head to grant authority to a person to enter
private land to survey it for mining or gas drilling after
the landowner has refused entry. The clause has some
good in that it sets up a process for requesting and
obtaining the farmer’s permission, and we would
support that. However, I do not see the point of setting
up such a process and then letting the government
overturn the decision. In the same situation on Crown
land the Crown actually has a right of veto. In other
words, it has more power over its land than a farmer
has over their own private property. Does the
government acknowledge that this clause gives the
mining company a greater power than the landholder in
the negotiation process?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — There is no change at all under this
legislation to powers over the land. The slight
difference that will be enacted as part of the surveying
of land is that previously you would receive your
licence and would go in and conduct your survey. What
we are doing in this bill is asking that the survey be
conducted prior to the granting of the licence. In
relation to the powers over Crown land and private
land, the landowner versus the mining company, none
of that changes. It is just that when you apply for your
licence, you will do your survey at that time. It will be
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either granted or knocked back before the licence is
permitted on the grounds of your surveying.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am sure
Mr Drum and other regional members have noticed
quite a few of these lock-the-gate signs as they have
been driving around, because this is the exact point.
The minister may say the same provision would apply
after the issue of the mining licence, but we are talking
about people who do not intend or wish to have these
licences on their land and therefore want to use their
powers of objection. There is no doubt that arrangement
is in fact being reversed here and that miners will be on
your land looking around, poking around, taking
measurements maybe with a GPS, before they have
been issued their mining licence, whereas previously
that might not have been the case.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Again, I disagree with that in relation to
the point that nothing under this legislation is going to
give mining companies greater power or less power,
landowners greater power or less power, or government
with Crown land greater power or less power. All of
those issues will be identical. It is just that as a process
the surveying will be done prior to the granting of a
licence.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 31
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The bill
makes changes to the statement of economic
significance under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990. Currently if a mining or
prospecting licence-holder wants to ‘carry out work’ on
‘agricultural land’ that they do not own, they must
prepare a statement of economic significance and give
it to the farmer. The statement has to set out the
economic and employment benefits to Victoria of the
work with the use of the farm and without it, and then
the farmer can apply to the minister to have the farm
excised from the licence. The farmer sets out the
economic benefit to Victoria of the farm and anything
the farmer disputes about the licence-holder’s
section 26A statement and gives it to both the minister
and the licence-holder. If the minister decides the farm
has a greater value to Victoria than the work, whatever
that work might be under the act, the minister must
excise the property from the licence, which is
section 26B. If there is a dispute process, that goes to
section 26C and a resolution process under section 26D.
The government says the amendments will have the
effect of clarifying the requirement, which does not
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apply at the exploratory stage, by changing ‘work’ to
‘mining’ and ‘proposed work’ to ‘proposed mining’
and so on, but I am not so sure. Under the current
legislation the statement of economic significance must
be given to the owner six months after the granting of
the mining licence or the date on which the licensee
lodges the work plan for any work — not limited to
mining — under MRSDA section 41(1), whichever is
the earlier. In case that is not clear, and it was not clear
to us when we first looked at it, I will read an excerpt
from the Victorian government’s Minerals Exploration
and Mining in Victoria — Landholder Information
Booklet, which says:
Where mining is proposed on agricultural land, the licensee
must prepare a statement of economic significance to
establish whether the value of the mineral resource is more or
less than its agricultural worth. This statement must be made
within six months of the granting of the licence (or lodging of
a work plan) and a copy must be provided to the landholder.

That is a work plan, not just a work plan for mining,
which is the commercial production stage of the
operation, but any work plan. Of course exploration
work can occur under a mining licence. The same
information booklet says:
A mining licence does not imply permission for mining to
take place, but is required to seek work approvals required to
establish a mining operation. Exploration is also permitted
under a mining licence, which may cover an area of up to
260 hectares (or larger with ministerial approval).

It is absolutely clear from the government’s own
material that exploration can occur under a mining
licence and therefore that is works. With coal seam gas
drilling, for example, the exploration looks very similar
to the production. It is a whole bunch of drilling and in
some cases even fracturing to test how much gas is
down there, how easy it will be to pump and all the
other exercises that go along with that, including the
concrete pads, dams and what have you.
The amendment shifts the statement of economic
significance and the farmer’s right to apply to have their
land excluded from the licence from pre-mining work
to the commercial production work, for the whole of
the mining licence, which means it delays the moment
at which the farmer can exercise his or her rights. The
government’s explanation of the amendment, in my
view, is inaccurate because the amendment does not
simply clarify the existing law, it changes the existing
law, and it does that to the detriment of farmers. There
is high-impact exploration, including drilling for gas
and fracking, drill pads, drill holes, access roads,
machines, dams for toxic water and flare pits to burn
off the gas. If there is remnant vegetation on the farm,
that could be cleared because, after all, the whole
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operation could be a fire risk. In the case of fracking it
can damage the groundwater and surface water forever,
including the neighbours’ water.
I can cite recent examples of high-impact exploration.
In Bacchus Marsh drilling for coal occurred on council
land near houses and farms under an exploration
licence, but in the Wombat Forest a goldmine was dug
as part of exploration. A great body of soil was
proposed to be shifted under what was called
exploration. The works involved in that work plan
included widening of the road access, clearing native
vegetation, cutting a slot to the depth of 9 metres,
further slots being cut deeply into the ground and even,
in stage 6, the actual rehabilitation of the site. That was
to take away the bulk sample — which was sampling,
not mining — which was supposed to reap in the order
of 5000 tonnes of gold ore from the land with a market
value in excess of $1 million. Under the amendments in
this bill that sort of work, that sort of operation on
agricultural land, would not trigger a statement of
economic significance, and therefore there would be no
opportunity for the farmer to argue for the excision of
their farm from the area of operations.
The government says the amendment is designed to
make it fair to the mining companies because it is hard
for them to quantify the value of the minerals before
they finish the exploration stage. It makes it pretty hard
for the farmer too. Farmers should retain the right to
argue for the value of their farm before the damage is
done, and for that reason we will oppose this clause.
Incidentally, farmers do not have the same rights under
the Petroleum Act 1998 as they have under the
MRSDA, and yet unconventional gas drilling,
depending on the geology, occurs under either type. I
am surprised that in so much of this bill — which was
said to be about harmonising the requirements of
similar procedures under the two pieces of
legislation — it seems to stick out like a sore thumb
that farmers actually have different rights depending on
what sort of rock formation the gas is in.
I did have a couple of questions on this clause.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — That is good.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Has any
licence-holder prepared a statement of economic
significance under the current act in relation to this
existing clause?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Could Mr Barber ask that again?
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Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — In the
past, using this existing provision, has any landholder
actually applied to have their farm excised from a
licence and in the process prepared a statement of
economic significance?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — An exploration licence?
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Under a
provision for this licence, which of course is a mining
licence.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — My understanding is that there was one
case between 10 and 20 years ago where someone had
their land excised under this provision.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — So the
outcome was that they had their land excised in that one
instance. I understand these provisions have been
substantially in place since 2001 at least, and the
question in my mind when looking at this provision in
the bill is the parameters for the economic benefit being
calculated. Since we do not have a great body of
examples to work from, perhaps because in the past the
nature of mining was different to the type of mining we
are about to get in the form of coal seam gas extraction,
the question would arise, if this provision were in place
and a farmer sought to take advantage of it, as to how to
compare the economic value of the minerals — in this
case gas — that is about to be in someone’s hand with
the economic benefit of the farmland, the water, the soil
carbon, the value to generations into the future, the
wider economic benefits of having a farmer on that land
keeping the local community alive and keeping the
school open, and of course the real difficulty that a
farmer would have in accessing the necessary skills to
mount such an economic argument.
After all, the skills of a farmer are in farming.
Quantifying the economic benefits to the state of
Victoria is going to be an onerous task for them.
Mining companies are in exactly that business. They
are already out there now telling us what great
economic benefits there are going to be from
unconventional gas, so I guess my question to the
minister, if he wants to reflect, is: can the minister see
that there is an unequal balance of power between the
mining company and the farmer in the exercise of this
particular provision?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I can only answer by saying that this is
the very reason we have the statement of economic
significance and we do an economic analysis in the first
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place. It is so that we can compare apples with apples.
Without doing that work we are guessing, hoping or
suggesting that there may be something under the
ground that is of greater value to the state than the dayto-day operations of the farm, complete with all the
additional benefits that Mr Barber mentioned. We have
to do this work so that we can have some decent and
strong data on which to make that judgement.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Or in this
case you are perhaps comparing apples with fossil
fuels. The minister said we are comparing ‘apples with
apples’. I am saying we will be comparing apples with
fossil fuels in this instance, and I do not think there is a
clear way to compare those things in economic terms.
My last question relates to the matter I raised earlier.
Why has the Petroleum Act 1998 not been amended to
harmonise the provisions in this instance? A number of
different acts are being harmonised in this bill, but in
this aspect the Petroleum Act is not being harmonised
with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development)
Amendment Act 2014.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I am not aware of the reason why;
however I suggest there is one area that needs to be
highlighted in this debate. When we travelled north we
saw firsthand literally hundreds of farmers on the
Western Downs who were incredibly happy and falling
over themselves to be a part of this industry. We saw
the cohesive way in which grazing, cropping, irrigation
and the unconventional gas industry work hand in hand
right through that area, which is bigger than the
Goulburn Valley. Therefore we need to be careful
about the language we use in debating that we do not
adopt an ‘us against them’ mentality. We do not want to
portray that kind of mentality, keeping in mind that it is
not standard practice within the Condamine region and
all of the Western Downs area.
In relation to why the Petroleum Act 1998 has not been
harmonised with this bill, I have some notes here that
say that there are a number of differences between the
two acts which are not the subject of this bill. These
include the statement of economic significance and the
community engagement plan, neither of which is a
requirement under the Petroleum Act. The government
may wish to consider these issues, subject to the
findings of the community consultation exercise which
is currently underway.
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Committee divided on clause:
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introducing the same thing only months before an
election. Nevertheless, we are not opposing the bill.

Ayes, 35
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr (Teller)
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tierney, Ms (Teller)

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Clause agreed to.
Clauses 32 to 102 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

SENTENCING AMENDMENT (COWARD’S
PUNCH MANSLAUGHTER AND OTHER
MATTERS) BILL 2014
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 September; motion of
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation).
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Sentencing Amendment (Coward’s Punch
Manslaughter and Other Matters) Bill 2014, and
indicate to the house that Labor will not be opposing it.
By way of background I remind members that back in
February the Labor opposition promised to introduce a
new offence of causing death by assault. Given the
considerable criticism by the government back then, it
is curious, to say the least, that the government is now

The bill amends the Crimes Act 1958 to specify that a
single punch or strike is a dangerous act for the
purposes of the law relating to manslaughter by an
unlawful and dangerous act. The bill also amends the
Sentencing Act 1991 to introduce a statutory minimum
sentence of 10 years imprisonment for manslaughter in
certain circumstances. It introduces new section 4A into
the Crimes Act so that a single punch or strike delivered
to a victim’s head or neck, which by itself causes injury
to the head or neck, is taken to be a dangerous act in the
context of manslaughter by an unlawful and dangerous
act.
One of the reasons Labor indicated it would introduce a
one-punch law is because police cannot always be sure
of a murder or manslaughter conviction in these cases.
In the past accused killers successfully claimed that
they did not realise that a single punch could kill. The
law needs to be changed so that one-punch killers are
left without an excuse. We want to send a very clear
message that one punch can kill and you will go to jail
for it.
A minimum non-parole period of 10 years will apply in
cases of manslaughter in circumstances of gross
violence and manslaughter by a single punch or strike.
However, what the government terms a statutory
minimum is not necessarily how it appears on paper.
The same exceptions to this statutory minimum apply
as those we have seen in the past with other legislation
that the government has brought to the Parliament when
it has claimed to be legislating a statutory minimum.
This includes a cover-all provision, which in effect
means that if in all the circumstances and in the
interests of justice a judge does not believe that the 10year minimum sentence should apply, they have the
discretion not to impose that sentence. The inclusion of
minimum sentences for these manslaughter offences is
more spin than substance given the special reasons
exemptions. The Director of Public Prosecutions must
give notice of its intention to seek the imposition of a
sentence carrying the 10-year minimum.
It is important to understand that the coward’s punch
provisions are not designed to catch circumstances
where two people are fighting and one throws a punch,
which might then lead to the death of the other. This is
about dealing with a single punch or strike to a victim’s
head or neck which is unexpected and where the
recipient of that punch or strike could not have
reasonably expected it to be coming. It is irrelevant
whether the punch or strike is one of a series of attacks.
The bill makes it clear that a death may be caused by a
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single punch or strike even if the death was as a result
of an injury from another impact caused by the punch
or strike. This would occur in circumstances where a
victim falls and hits their head on the ground after being
hit.
For manslaughter by a single punch or strike the
sentencing judge must be convinced beyond reasonable
doubt that the offender has punched or struck the victim
in a manner that constitutes a dangerous act, that the
offender intended to hit the victim’s head or neck, that
the victim was not expecting the punch or strike and
that the offender knew that the victim was not
expecting, or was probably not expecting, the punch or
strike.
These circumstances can occur even where there was a
confrontation prior to the punch or where the offender
warned the victim that they would punch or strike them.
The bill specifies only punches to the head and neck as
dangerous acts, omitting other punches that might kill
someone, for example, by rupturing their spleen. It also
allows for a manslaughter conviction only where the
punch was unexpected and the offender knew this.
The bill also contains provisions relating to
manslaughter in circumstances of gross violence. This
occurs where an offender in company or in a joint
criminal enterprise with two or more other persons
causes the death of a victim and the offender was armed
with an offensive weapon or firearm, planned to use it
and in fact did so, causing the victim’s death, or the
offender planned to and did in fact engage in conduct of
which the victim’s death was a reasonably foreseeable
result, or the offender caused two or more serious
injuries to the victim in a sustained and prolonged
attack on the victim.
The one concern the Labor opposition has about the
offence of manslaughter in circumstances of gross
violence is that it may be used in cases where murder is
more appropriate. It is difficult to imagine
circumstances where an assault takes place with an
offensive weapon or firearm or where multiple serious
injuries are inflicted in a prolonged attack not
constituting intentional or reckless murder. I would
welcome government speakers addressing why this
may not be the case.
In passing, I thank the staff of the parliamentary library.
It is important that we acknowledge the work they do in
providing members with research briefs. They provided
a very extensive and useful research note on the bill.
In conclusion, Labor members are pleased that the
government has decided to respond to coward’s punch
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or one-strike attacks. As I indicated at the outset, back
in February we announced that it was our intention to
bring in a new provision for assault causing death. We
do not want to see circumstances where people find
loopholes in the law and get off scot free. We want to
send a clear message to the community that one punch
kills and if you throw that punch and someone dies, you
will go to jail.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Sentencing Amendment (Coward’s Punch
Manslaughter and Other Matters) Bill 2014 amends the
Crimes Act 1958 to insert a new section 4A to provide
that a single punch or strike delivered to the head or
neck of a victim is taken to be a dangerous act for the
purposes of unlawful and dangerous act manslaughter.
The single punch or strike may be one of a series of
punches or strikes. The punch or strike may be the
cause of a person’s death even if the injury from which
the person dies is from an impact to the person’s body
caused by the punch or strike.
The bill amends the Sentencing Act 1991 to provide for
a statutory minimum non-parole period sentence of
10 years for manslaughter involving gross violence and
manslaughter by single punch or strike where the
Director of Public Prosecutions has given notice to the
court of an intention to seek the imposition of the
statutory minimum sentence if the accused is found
guilty and where special circumstances, as provided for
in the bill, do not exist.
The bill inserts new section 9B aimed at addressing
gang violence into the Sentencing Act. The court must
be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt of the following
factors. The person must be acting in the company of or
in joint criminal enterprise with two or more persons
and the offender must have planned in advance to have
and use a weapon and to have used it, or the offender
must have planned in advance the conduct and at the
time of planning foreseen that the conduct would be
likely to result in death, or the offender must have
caused two or more serious injuries to the victim during
a sustained or prolonged attack on the victim.
The bill inserts new section 9C for manslaughter
involving a single punch or strike. The factors of which
the court must be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt are
that the victim’s death was caused by a punch or strike
that under new section 4A of the Crimes Act is taken to
be a dangerous act for the purposes of the law relating
to manslaughter by an unlawful and dangerous act, that
the offender intended that the punch or strike be
delivered to the victim’s head or neck, that the victim
was not expecting the punch or strike, and that the
offender knew the victim was not expecting, or
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probably not expecting, the punch or strike. In his
second-reading speech the minister said:
This will ensure that the new statutory minimum sentence
will apply to an unprovoked and unexpected coward’s punch
that kills.
The bill also makes clear that the sentencing judge may be
satisfied that the aggravating factors apply even where there
was a prior confrontation between the offender and victim.
The intention is that the aggravating factors capture the
gravamen of the coward’s punch attack, which is that the
offender caught the victim unawares, completely off guard
and, in a sense, defenceless.

The bill provides special reasons. If the aggravating
factors are found to apply for manslaughter by gross
violence or manslaughter involving a single punch or
strike, the sentencing judge must apply the statutory
minimum sentence unless special reasons exist under
section l0A of the Sentencing Act.
Under new section 9A of the Sentencing Act, which is
inserted by clause 6, the Director of Public Prosecutions
may give notice either on committal or at trial of the
prosecution’s intention to seek the statutory minimum
sentence in murder or manslaughter trials. When
reading the second-reading speech one sees that one of
the statements made by the minister is that:
Many coward’s punch deaths are already successfully
prosecuted under Victoria’s existing manslaughter laws.

That applies also to murder laws. The Greens agree that
these types of violent crimes are abhorrent and, along
with all other members of the chamber, agree that any
type of violence should be accounted for in the courts.
The Greens maintain that such offences are already
accounted for in the courts as they are already
prosecuted successfully under Victoria’s existing laws,
including the Sentencing Act 1991.
The day before yesterday members debated the
Sentencing Amendment (Emergency Workers) Bill
2014, which also introduces minimum mandatory
sentences into the Sentencing Act. This comes after a
raft of other bills that do the same thing have been
passed. The effect of this has been to make the
sentencing regime under the Sentencing Act complex,
ambiguous and open to confusion, with an outcome of
unjust sentences being imposed by the courts. They
could be unjust for the victim or for the perpetrator of a
violent act.
The government has said that offenders who use
extreme violence and make unprovoked attacks on
unsuspecting victims must be held to account. The
Greens agree with that totally, and we believe the courts
already do this. The government has said that it has
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introduced a number of initiatives designed to address
alcohol-fuelled violence in this state.
I refer to the research note on this bill prepared by the
staff of the parliamentary library. I agree with
Ms Mikakos that it is an excellent brief. While the brief
contains just the facts, it would have to be said that on
reading it it can be seen that there is no need for the
laws the government has introduced and is introducing.
There are provisions already in place in the Sentencing
Act and the Crimes Act to deal with this type of
violence.
On the government’s claims about alcohol-fuelled
violence in this state, the statistics and graph on page 7
of the library brief are clear. Of the 90 incidents
identified by Jennifer Pilgrim of Monash University’s
department of forensic medicine in her review of the
so-called ‘king hit’ fatalities in Australia from 2000 to
2102, 24 were in Victoria. In that period there were
24 of these incidents in Victoria. Forty-nine of those
90 incidents occurred in either a public space or a hotel,
pub or bar. Another eight occurred in nightclubs.
Additionally, 16 of those 90 incidents occurred in
residences.
The government says it is addressing alcohol-fuelled
violence by introducing exclusion areas; powers for
licensees and police to bar patrons from entering or
remaining on premises if they are drunk, violent or
quarrelsome; and the new gross violence causing
serious injury offences brought in by this and other
bills. In fact the government is not addressing alcoholfuelled violence. These are not initiatives to prevent
alcohol-fuelled violence in this state. As was pointed
out in an article published in the Age just last month
regarding these laws, the government — and any
subsequent government — needs to look at preventing
this type of behaviour, described as ‘alcohol-fuelled
aggression’, which we see mostly, though not always,
in young men.
As I have mentioned before with regard to addressing
alcohol-fuelled violence, there are known ways of
achieving that in terms of reducing the availability and
clustering of alcohol outlets. None of that is being put
in place in any of the planning schemes or anywhere
else. In fact those measures are vigorously opposed by
the alcohol industry, and of course the alcohol industry
and the Australian Hotels Association are donors to
both of the major political parties.
Measures need to be looked at across the community
and there needs to be a whole-of-government approach
to dealing with alcohol-fuelled violence. This violence
may result in many altercations, not all them involving
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the so-called ‘coward’s punch’ or ‘one-punch’ attacks
that this bill is aimed at. Other types of violence occur
as a result of groups of young people drinking too
much.
I noticed an article by Shaun Carney on this issue in the
Herald Sun of 19 August. He was in favour of the laws
and is really one of the few commentators I have seen
actually writing in favour of these laws. Certainly the
Age editorials have been calling these laws a big
mistake. All of the other organisations that are involved
intimately with criminal law, such as the Criminal Bar
Association of Victoria, Liberty Victoria, the Law
Institute of Victoria and the Federation of Community
Legal Centres Victoria, are totally opposed to these
laws.
However, Shaun Carney made a point that I do agree
with: he asserted that there is actually nothing new
about these types of incidents if we are talking about
single-punch assaults on the person or gang violence.
He talked about growing up in the outer suburbs of
Melbourne, which is what I did. I grew up in the
western suburbs of Melbourne, and I remember these
things happening when I was growing up. They are a
social problem, and the way to deal with them is to deal
with the social issues that are behind them.
As the Attorney-General discussed in his secondreading speech for this bill, these deaths are already
successfully prosecuted under Victoria’s existing laws.
He makes the point that in some cases it may be
difficult to prove that a single punch or strike was
dangerous and that it involved an appreciable risk of
serious injury. This could have been overcome with a
single amendment or in fact by using judicial guidelines
to make sure the judiciary is aware of that. It could also
have been included in jury directions to make sure that
juries are aware of it.
The parliamentary research brief states that average
non-parole periods for manslaughter have ranged from
5.5 years to 4.83 years from 2008 to 2012. Of the
86 people who received a term of imprisonment for
manslaughter, the longest non-parole period was
10 years and the most common non-parole period was
between 6 and 7 years, received by 15 offenders. Those
convictions were for manslaughter and do not relate
solely to this particular offence.
I pointed out that 16 of the 90 incidents identified by
the Monash University research occurred in residences.
I would like to make the point that this bill, called the
Sentencing Amendment (Coward’s Punch
Manslaughter and Other Matters) Bill 2014, is focusing
on a very narrow series of actions — that is, a
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deliberate punch, hit or strike to the head or neck of
someone who is unaware that the attack is coming.
These issues are going to be difficult to establish in
court, which is one of the problems with this
legislation. It will not only be very difficult to establish
the facts but the mandatory sentences will only apply in
the narrow circumstances I have outlined.
The Greens do not agree with mandatory minimum
sentences because we support judicial discretion. We
argue that every case should be judged by the jury and
the judge on the circumstances before them. There are
many commentators out there who feel that sentences
are too low, but the Criminal Bar Association of
Victoria has made the point that in fact sentences in
Australia are relatively high compared to those in the
rest of the world for most offences and that the public
perception is not correct on that. I have made the point
before that when the public is taken through cases and
is made familiar with all of the evidence and
circumstances of a case, they tend to either agree with
the sentence imposed by the judge or they may come
out on the side of being more lenient than the judge,
according to studies that have looked at that issue over
the years.
Even if you did support these laws, what about the
example of someone deliberately kicking a person in
the knees. The victim falls to the pavement and hits
their head. That would not be covered by this bill, but it
would be covered by the existing sentencing regime
outlined in the Sentencing Act, which takes into
account the aggravating circumstances in every case. If
it were a deliberate attempt by somebody to topple and
disable another person, that would be just as egregious
as a one-punch hit. Somebody could headbutt a
person’s torso and knock them over and have the same
effect. Again, it would not be covered by this
legislation. This legislation is completely flawed:
firstly, because it narrows the offence to something that
is very difficult to establish; and secondly, because it
imposes mandatory sentencing. We believe judges and
the courts are best able to deal with the cases in front of
them and to establish for themselves the mitigating and
aggravating circumstances.
The Attorney-General points to Western Australia as
having introduced similar legislation. Of course
Western Australia is a different jurisdiction in terms of
its criminal code; New South Wales and Victoria are
common-law jurisdictions, and Western Australia is a
code jurisdiction. It was seen that there was a gap in
Western Australia, but that gap does not exist in
Victoria. But 5 of the 12 cases prosecuted under the
new offence in Western Australia have involved men
killing partners against a background of domestic
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violence, and have resulted in lesser sentences for those
offenders. There was an outcry about that.
This brings me to the title of the bill — the coward’s
punch. Unfortunately, the vast majority of coward’s
punches in any state or territory are thrown in the home,
usually by men targeting women and children. The
home is where coward’s punches are most often to be
found. Sometimes these are situations of ongoing
continual assaults, not covered by this legislation —
and nor should they be. All assaults should be dealt
with by the courts according to the sentencing regime
we already have although that has changed quite a lot in
the term of this government, to the detriment of the
sentencing regime in this state, as many have already
said.
The chairman of the Criminal Bar Association, Peter
Morrissey, SC, speaking on behalf of the association,
opposes these laws, which remove too much of the
judge’s discretion and undermine the public’s faith in
the courts and the justice system. He describes the laws
as:
… a short-term political move. It’s an election year auction,
having nothing to do with justice …

He also makes the comment that:
… the courts are not too soft at all; Australia is comparatively
a very heavy sentencing country compared to the rest of the
world.

The Law Institute of Victoria opposes the laws. An
institute media release, quoting its president Geoff
Bowyer, reads:
The government is increasingly telling the courts how to
sentence, leaving them little discretion to deal with individual
circumstances such as early guilty plea, potential for
rehabilitation, youth or remorse.
This one-size-fits-all approach will add to our already
stretched prison population but do nothing to address the
causes of crime. Alcohol and drug-fuelled violence is the
problem, and it is unlikely offenders will stop to consider the
mandatory prison term before they lash out …
… new laws were also more likely to lead to accused
pleading not guilty and taking their chances with a jury
verdict, which will result in longer trials and court delays.

The library brief mentions quite a few examples, and I
would like to go through some of them to illustrate that
the one-size approach does not fit all. Each case is
unique. In one case the victim tried to calm down an
offender after he got aggressive towards an exgirlfriend in the street. The offender punched the
victim, who fell to the ground and hit his head on the
concrete. That is almost an iconic example of the
coward’s punch. Another case is an altercation between
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friends after a day of drinking. As the victim was
walking away, he looked over his shoulder at the
offender, who struck him on the jaw. The victim
immediately passed out.
Two 17-year-olds were in a verbal fight at the end of a
house party. The offender grabbed the victim’s collar
and delivered one or two jabs to the head, causing the
victim to fall back and hit his head on the concrete
footpath. The victim died from a brain injury two days
later. That 17-year-old offender would not be covered
by these laws, because they do not apply to juveniles.
Two best friends, drinking together, fought when the
victim decided to leave. The offender approached the
victim from behind, and when the victim swung around
quickly, the offender thought the victim was going to
punch him and responded with a punch. The victim fell
and hit their head on the road. In a final case, a victim
was refused entry to a nightclub. The offender called to
the victim, who turned around and was struck.
These are all terrible and reprehensible actions, but they
are all different. They involve different circumstances,
different relationships between the offender and the
victim and different contexts. That is the sort of thing
that courts should be able to take into account in any of
the cases that come before them.
The intention of these laws with such specific
provisions may in fact mean that the offender is not
convicted because the court will have to establish that
the offender must have intended to deliver the punch to
the specific part of the victim’s body, which may be
contested by the offender and could rule out the chance
of a conviction.
I have received quite a lot of correspondence on this.
Liberty Victoria wrote to me expressing concerns about
this legislation and talking about the types of legislation
that has already been introduced. It says:
It is important to acknowledge that these bills all combine to
whittle away the power of the courts in a manner never before
seen in Victoria. Of course the courts honour the convention
not to criticise Parliament, but it is a significant shift in power
and an attack on judicial discretion.

Liberty Victoria believes the bill will prevent judicial
officers from exercising mercy or take into account
circumstances other than those that are:
within … the prescribed ‘special reasons’ (for example,
where an offender without a prior criminal history may have
acted out of character and/or when drug affected, and is
otherwise a law-abiding citizen in gainful employment and a
provider for his or her family …
… provide a disincentive for offenders to plead guilty (and
also provide an incentive for offenders to appeal), which will
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only put further pressure on courts which are stretched to
breaking point, and see witnesses and families of the deceased
having to be drawn into protracted court proceedings …

said that mandatory sentencing is a legislative hammer
used to satisfy political objectives.

… change the key decision-making from the judiciary to the
executive, whereby the decision will rest with prosecutors as
to whether to proceed with charges that have mandatory
sentences or proceed with (and/or resolve to) some lesser
alternative charge that does not result in mandatory jail (for
example not alleging that it was a ‘coward’s punch’ or that
the offence occurred in circumstances of gross violence). This
may well result in inconsistent, personality-driven decisionmaking.

The editorial states:

Also, the bill is ambiguous —

as I said —
Perhaps the worst example is cl 6(5) in relation to whether a
strike is ‘unexpected’ … where it provides:
‘the fact that the offender warned the victim of the
punch or strike immediately before delivering it does not
mean that the victim was expecting —

it. Liberty Victoria also says:
Simply put, the meaning of all this will need to be tested in
the superior courts at great public expense. Given the
ambiguity, that provides another disincentive for accused
persons to plead guilty …

It went on to say that the bill should not be rushed
through Parliament, as it is being, along with quite a
few others.
I noticed that in relation to another young person — in
fact a 16-year-old person — who was charged just a
couple of weeks ago after a similar incident, the police
said that these attacks are too frequent. They are, and
they should never occur, but these laws are not going to
stop them.
Paul McDonald from Anglicare Victoria has made the
comments publicly that these laws:
… could do more harm than good to the young men involved.
Much of the violent offending among men aged from 18 to 24
happens in the company of alcohol. Lashing out is
unfortunately commonplace in many licensed venues …
Often the act is fuelled by irrationality and then reflected on
with deep regret.

Of course that does not assist the victim and bring the
victim back, but we need to see the context of all
actions by young people and not leave them with no
hope.
An editorial in the Age of 20 August also suggested that
these laws are a mistake. It referred to former High
Court Chief Justice Sir Gerald Brennan having once

At risk are human rights and longstanding principles of
justice. The Age deplores violence in all its forms, whether it
is carried out with a single punch or multiple blows, with
weapons or a boot, in the street or at home. Men’s behaviour
must change. But this state is headed to certain injustice if it
persists in imposing mandatory sentences.

I agree with the editorial in that regard. Those who
work in the criminal justice system are not supporting
these laws. The Greens do not support mandatory
minimum sentencing, and consistent with that view, we
will not be supporting this bill.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased on behalf of the
government to make my contribution on the Sentencing
Amendment (Coward’s Punch Manslaughter and Other
Matters) Bill 2014. I am one of the very few people in
this chamber who has actually had to deal with the onepunch situation, having been a former police officer.
Fortunately the young man who was assaulted did not
die, although he was close to it. Having been punched
once, he hit his head and fell, and at that stage the
homicide squad and others were involved. Luckily the
young man recovered, and went on to become a police
officer, of all things, so there was a good outcome in the
end. However, having said that, the perpetrator did get
two years jail.
When listening to the comments made by Ms Pennicuik
in her contribution to the debate, I was quite surprised
that she said this is not something that occurs often. In
fact it was occurring when I was a policeman too many
years ago — 30 years ago.
Ms Pennicuik — That’s not what I said.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — They were
Ms Pennicuik’s words. She said, ‘This does not occur
that often’. I was interested in Ms Pennicuik’s
contribution because she mentioned alcohol-fuelled
violence and its cause, yet made reference to her earlier
years when this was occurring as well. At that time
there was not the same amount of alcohol available, but
she is now saying that because there is more alcohol
available now it is causing these types of offences. If
you listened to her contribution — and I did not
interject because I wanted to hear it in full — you
would have heard those sorts of arguments peppered
throughout the speech.
I will demonstrate why it was important to bring in this
piece of legislation. The reforms in this bill are about
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ensuring that existing manslaughter laws are brought
into line with community expectations. That is the
principal issue here: community expectations. This is
not about what one or two people think; this is about
what community expectations are.
As has been outlined by previous speakers, including
the speaker for the Greens, this has been going on for
too long. There is an expectation by the broader
community and the perpetrators that it is okay. I will
demonstrate why it is not okay for people to think that
they can continue to do this, without the ramifications
that it incurs in terms of not only the families who are
affected by deaths as a result of a coward’s punch but
also the fact that there seems to be no recognition by
others in the community that there are serious
consequences from undertaking this type of activity —
that that one punch can mean death. One punch: that is
all it takes. I think the community has had enough, the
Parliament has had enough and the government has had
enough, and the opposition agrees and is supporting the
bill. The only ones who do not agree seem to be the
Greens.
This is another situation where the Greens are very
selective. They were selective in their reporting. They
only referred to the Age; if they were fair they would
have referred to all types of media. In fact the Sunday
Herald Sun gave much praise in its editorial about
ensuring that community expectations would be dealt
with once and for all.
The editorial states:
The Sunday Herald Sun has been campaigning for this tough
stance … since 2007, following the death of Shannon
McCormack.

Again, there has been plenty of evidence. According to
the same editorial:
More than 90 Australians have died in single-punch assaults
since 2000.

You cannot call the deaths of 90 people since 2000 a
minor occasion. The community expects better from
government.
I note the concerns of some in the chamber regarding
the statutory minimum sentence of 10 years for the
offence of causing death by a coward’s punch or gross
violence. It fits the government’s agenda of addressing
alcohol-fuelled violence. The changes to the act will
take effect, subject to the Parliament, on 1 November
2014.
The bill clearly provides important things. It provides
that a punch or strike may cause a person’s death even
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if the injury from which the person dies is not from the
punch or strike itself but from the impact of the
person’s head, neck or body caused by the punch or
strike — for example, where a person falls down and
hits their head on the road. This will simplify the issue
of causation in manslaughter prosecutions. I was
interested in Ms Pennicuik’s assertions that if a person
grabs somebody by the knee or pushes them in the
chest, it can cause them to fall over. I think it is very
rare for someone to actually fall over as a result of
being pushed in the chest.
The coward’s punch is defined as a punch that a person
did not expect to their head or the neck, as defined in
the act, that caused them to die, either from the strike or
because they were severely incapacitated before they
hit the ground. The impact of a person’s head hitting
the ground is quite traumatic. Witnesses to these
incidents say it sounds like a coconut hitting the
ground. It is a severe fatal impact.
Some people say that we as a government should not be
dealing with this problem, but we have identified
something that is continuing to occur. Alcohol-fuelled
violence occurred in the era that Ms Pennicuik spoke
about and it was also occurring in the years that I was a
young police officer in the 1980s when nightclubs
closed at 1.00 a.m. It is fair to say that this has been
occurring for a long time, even before the term
‘alcohol-fuelled violence’ was used. That is why we
have legislation for it.
The bill makes it very clear that when defence counsel
say that causation or dangerousness is an issue in the
trial, the prosecution may request that the trial judge
gives direction on either of these issues to the jury.
When it is clear that the offender intended to strike the
victim’s head or neck, the victim was not expecting the
punch or strike and the offender knew that the victim
was not expecting or probably not expecting the punch
or strike, then the statutory minimum sentence of
10 years will apply to this offence.
I might stop there in terms of the statutory minimum
10-year sentence being applied. Ms Pennicuik and
others have referenced the same research. The excellent
research paper put together by the parliamentary library
is entitled Research Note on One-Punch Laws and the
Sentencing Amendment (Coward’s Punch
Manslaughter and Other Matters) Bill 2014, August
2014, No. 3. Ms Pennicuik referred to some of the
incidents that occurred. However, what she did not talk
about and what I intend to put on the record are the
offences that were received by the offenders, because
most of the offenders who are listed in the research note
are now free. They are out and about. That was the law
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as it was back then. Some of those offences were
committed by people who had a continued history of
violence against people in the community and clearly
had no intention of changing their behaviour. We as
legislators intend to make it clear to those types of
offenders that if they want to do it again they will go to
jail and they will serve a non-parole period. We are not
afraid of saying that. I will read some of the offences
and the sentences the offenders received:
Two groups of youths approached each other after drinking.
Offender delivered one punch to the victim’s jaw, who fell
back and hit head on road. Victim went home … and
subsequently died from brain injuries.

One of the offenders was sentenced to detention in a
youth justice centre for three years, while the other
offender was sentenced to six years in jail but received
a non-parole period of four years.
I refer to another example, which was mentioned
previously:
Altercation between friends after day of drinking. As victim
was walking away, he looked over shoulder at offender, who
struck him in the jaw —

clearly a coward’s punch —
Victim immediately passed out.

The offender received a non-parole period of
seven years in prison. The offender had an impressive
record — or ‘an unimpressive 20-year record of prior
convictions’, according to the judge — a significant
number of which were for violent crimes. He was on
parole at the time and had previously been convicted of
recklessly causing injury — and the list goes on.
I refer to another example:
Three friends attacked a patron leaving a pub … victim was
distracted by assault from another person, offender ran back
and struck offender to the side of the head, causing him to
become unconscious and hit his head on the kerb. Friend
proceeded to kick/stomp victim while on the ground.
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Another one:
After drinking all day, offender went to victim’s house at
2.00 a.m. to confront him over an argument … and punched
him. Victim later died in hospital …

The offender received a non-parole period of five years
and six months.
Two 17-year-olds in verbal fight —

the victim was punched —
… hit head on concrete footpath … died from brain injury
two days later.

The offender received three years detention in a youth
justice centre.
In another case:
After verbal exchange … offender punched victim … Jury
acquitted offender of manslaughter by unlawful and
dangerous act, and instead found him guilty of recklessly
causing serious injury.
Appeal dismissed.

That was R. v. Pota [2007]. The sentence was a nonparole period of four years.
In a further case:
Two … friends drinking together, fought when victim
decided to leave. Offender approached victim from behind,
and when victim swung around quickly offender thought
victim was going to punch him. Offender responded with a
punch to the head. Victim struck back of head on bitumen
road, and later died.

This is a good one. The offender received a non-parole
period of two years, which was suspended for three
years.
In the next case:
Victim refused entry to night club … Offender called to
victim who turned around and offender struck victim with
one punch to the chin. Victim fell and hit head on pavement.

The offender was sentenced to 10 years but received a
non-parole period of 7 years.

The offender received a non-parole period of three
years.

Another case was raised by Ms Pennicuik:

In two other cases the offenders received non-parole
periods of two years and seven years respectively.

Victim tried to calm offender down after he got aggressive
towards ex-girlfriend in the street. Offender punched victim,
who fell to the ground and hit head on concrete.

The offender was given a non-parole period of
seven years and six months.

Enough is enough. The government is not going to put
up with this anymore. The government is steadfast in
ensuring that this legislation proceeds. I do not wish to
say anything further other than that I think the
arguments put forward by Ms Pennicuik are wrong. We
are very clear about what we are doing. This legislation
makes it very clear to those who are considering
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delivering a coward’s punch that there will be severe
consequences unless special circumstances are outlined.
I say to them, ‘You will definitely be spending time in
jail’. Having had the experience of seeing victims
assaulted in circumstances like that, I believe offenders
are deserving of the 10-year minimum non-parole
period.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise today to speak in the debate on the Sentencing
Amendment (Coward’s Punch Manslaughter and Other
Matters) Bill 2014. I will pick up where Mr Dalla-Riva
left off. Enough is enough. This bill sends the clear
message that coward’s punches are to be abhorred not
celebrated. They are stupid and dangerous, and can ruin
the lives of both the attacker and the victim. They
exemplify the waste of human life that can occur in
these split-second drug and alcohol-affected decisions.
They will deliver a minimum non-parole period of
10 years for fatal coward’s punches and a minimum
non-parole period of 10 years for gang attacks resulting
in death. We are building a safer Victoria by being
tough on crime and this is in line with community
expectations.
I acknowledge the One Punch Can Kill campaign
which carries the slogan, ‘It takes grunt to throw it, it
takes guts to walk away’. Ten years on from 19 January
2004, I am reminded of the death of my friend David
Hookes. He was 48 years of age, a champion bloke and
a champion sportsperson. He had a lot more life to live.
He received one punch, fell to the road and never
recovered. Enough said. I commend the bill to the
house.
Bells rung.
Ms Hartland — On a point of order, President, as
Mr Ondarchie was counting he referred to the three of
us as cowards. I think that is inappropriate.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is a bit unusual to
have a point of order during a division, but it is apposite
to what happened. I will not require Mr Ondarchie for
the count. However, once the count is completed he
will leave the chamber for half an hour. That is
outrageous.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 33
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr (Teller)
Elasmar, Mr

Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D. (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
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Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lewis, Ms
Lovell, Ms

Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 35
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms
Lovell, Ms

Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr D. D.
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr (Teller)
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Question agreed to.
Read third time.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Mr Ondarchie
The PRESIDENT — Order! Under standing
order 13.02, I ask Mr Ondarchie to vacate the chamber
for 30 minutes.
Mr Ondarchie withdrew from chamber.
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PRIMARY INDUSTRIES LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL 2014
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 September; motion of
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning).
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — It is my
pleasure to outline the opposition’s position on the
Primary Industries Legislation Amendment Bill 2014.
The bill makes amendments to a number of acts. It is
the legislation that, amongst other things, is the
government’s response to the strong community
campaign for reform to deal with puppy farms. The
Labor Party will not be opposing the bill, but it will
seek to move amendments during the committee stage.
The bill seeks to amend the Livestock Disease Control
Act 1994 to include bison in the definition of cattle to
improve tracing and control, to create a separate
corporate penalty under the swill feeding offence and to
make changes to representation on the Apicultural
Industry Advisory Committee. The bill also seeks to
amend the Plant Biosecurity Act 2010 to make changes
to certification requirements that reflect current
practice, the capacity of inspectors to return produce
and notification requirements in the operation of
infringement notices. The bill will also amend the
Veterinary Practice Act 1997 to make a number of
minor changes to the operation of the Veterinary
Practitioners Registration Board of Victoria and the
registration of veterinarians. The bill also makes a
number of statute law revision amendments to the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986.
I now come to the part of the bill that is the
government’s response to the issue of puppy farms. I
suppose the government’s approach on this issue can be
characterised as being not a bad try but a demonstration
that its heart is not really in it when it comes to cracking
down on puppy farms. A number of important elements
are required to properly crack down on puppy farms,
which this bill in no way addresses.
The Victorian community is demanding that we put an
end to puppy farming in Victoria. The RSPCA
definition of a puppy farm is an intensive dog breeding
facility whose conditions fail to meet the dogs’ needs.
There are a number of other definitions, but in the
community I think the notion of an intense, for-profit
breeding facility is what people think of when they
think about puppy farms — a facility where conditions
are poor and dogs’ physical, psychological and
emotional wellbeing is damaged and, for the breeding
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dogs that spend a lifetime in these intensive facilities,
greatly diminished.
According to the government’s regulatory impact
statement that accompanies the new code of practice for
intensive breeding facilities, there are around
100 puppy farms with more than six breeding dogs
operating in Victoria. Another couple of hundred
smaller breeding operations are thought to exist. Online
sales have caused a proliferation of backyard breeders.
There are some very large organisations with hundreds
and hundreds of breeding dogs, and there are also many
much smaller organisations that fly under the radar —
small-time operations run from someone’s backyard to
earn a bit of additional income for the household.
Breeding dogs and puppies in puppy farms can suffer
great physical and psychological injury as a result of
being kept in inadequate conditions. The government
promised to crack down on puppy farms, but it has
comprehensively failed to deliver on its commitment to
do so. A review of the code of practice for intensive
breeding facilities earlier this year resulted in a number
of proposed changes that would have ensured greater
protections for breeding dogs.
The so-called final draft — the draft with the word
‘final’ branded on it that was circulated to some 10 000
or so people who had submitted to the consultation
process — was abandoned without explanation, and
some key safeguards like breeding limits and pre and
post-breeding checks were removed. The government
claims that the reviewed code is the toughest that
Victoria has ever had, with the harshest penalties. But it
is important to note that there is no additional funding
or resources to enforce it.
In response to the community’s demands that we crack
down on puppy farms, this bill basically does three
things. The first is to ban puppy farm operators
convicted of cruelty from operating a puppy farm for
10 years. The second is to fail to embrace the policy
that the Labor Party announced in May of this year,
which required pet stores to be able to demonstrate the
point of origin of their animals. Being able to trace a
puppy from the point of sale back to the point of origin
is an important and necessary step in throwing the
doors open and shining the bright light of scrutiny on
unscrupulous breeders. The third is to create new
arrangements for the registration of animals by breeders
who are members of an applicable organisation. What
that really means is a breeding club.
With this bill the government has missed the
opportunity to crack down on puppy farms in a number
of ways. The legislation bans owners of puppy farms
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from operating if they are convicted of animal cruelty.
This is a welcome step, but the government has failed
to back in its own plan. We have been unable to elicit
from the government how many puppy farmers are
expected to be put out of business by this legislation. I
note and acknowledge the assistance of the Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security, Mr Walsh, and the
people from his office and department in providing a
briefing on this bill. I thank them for that, but I have
been unable to ascertain from anyone in the
government exactly how many of the people currently
operating puppy farms have been found guilty of a
cruelty conviction.
There was a case in the last couple of weeks in
Gippsland where Poowong property owner James
Forbes pleaded guilty in the Wonthaggi Magistrates
Court to a number of charges relating to his dog
breeding business. I am referring to local media reports.
As it transpired, a guilty plea was made to number of
charges on the day, but none of them were animal
cruelty charges. Our concern is that whilst the
government’s intention is to stop those convicted of
cruelty from operating a puppy farm, there are very few
to whom that penalty will apply. I have heard reports
from people involved in animal welfare nongovernment organisations of there being maybe three or
so organisations. However, there is nothing in this
legislation to preclude a puppy farmer found guilty of
cruelty from transferring the operation of the business
to a family member or to a friend as the registrations
have a relationship to the property rather than to the
individual.
Our concern is that while this is an admirable thing to
be doing, the government is failing to provide the
resources required to give it proper effect. The
government is very much missing the mark and the
opportunity.
Puppy farm operators exist in the shadows, as we
know, but the bill does not address this. The
government has not committed an extra dollar to the
fight against puppy farming. Whilst the bill provides
powers to inspect a pet store owner’s records or to enter
a puppy farm operated by someone who has been
convicted of cruelty, the government has not provided
additional powers for inspectors to enter puppy farms
where there has been no conviction of cruelty. We
welcome the government’s adoption of parts of Labor’s
puppy farm policy, but, as I indicated at the outset, we
will seek to amend the bill to ensure that inspectors are
provided with the powers they need to effectively crack
down on puppy farms.
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The Labor Party has indicated that it has a
comprehensive plan to deal with this issue, but there are
a number of elements of that plan that the government
has declined to adopt. The Labor Party will limit the
number of litters for breeding bitches, introduce
mandatory vet checks for breeding dogs and provide an
additional $5 million to the RSPCA to support its
inspectorate. It is our intention to provide inspectors
with the right-of-entry powers they need and to
resource a flying squad of inspectors to audit puppy
farms to make sure they are compliant and to close
those that are not.
I note the comments of government speakers during the
debate on this bill in the Legislative Assembly,
particularly the comments of Dr Sykes, the member for
Benalla, who was a veterinarian before entering
Parliament. He said:
… the minister got it right … in relation to how many litters it
is appropriate for a bitch — that is, a female dog — to have.

Dr Sykes, as the government’s lead speaker, indicated:
The arbitrary ban or ceiling at five litters defies logic.

On that, we beg to differ. Mr Southwick, the member
for Caulfield in the Assembly, who also addressed the
question of the adequacy of resourcing to the RSPCA
inspectorate, seemed to indicate that there is no
problem with the powers to enter properties to inspect
puppy farms and also seemed to suggest that the current
level of government funding support for the RSPCA
inspectorate is adequate. Again, on that, we disagree.
The Labor Party is keen to work with retailers as well
as online sellers so that people can be confident that
their new family member has come from a compliant
facility or shelter. It is our intention to make the
standard much higher and, importantly, to provide the
resources to enforce that standard.
In some respects the government is missing the point
with this legislation. It is not providing the additional
resources required to make sure that organisations are
compliant. It is tinkering at the edges, and our concern
is that this bill, while it will do no additional harm, will
have quite a modest impact. The community expects
better from the Premier, as a vet. The Liberal Party and
The Nationals talked a good game on puppy farms in
the lead-up to the 2010 election, but this bill should be
seen as a missed opportunity to do proper work on this
issue. I invite government speakers to respond to some
of our concerns, particularly the question of resourcing
and entry powers. I look forward to speaking to my
amendment during the committee stage.
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Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — It gives me
pleasure to speak on the Primary Industries Legislation
Amendment Bill 2014, albeit it is getting very late in
the afternoon. I congratulate and thank the Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security, the Honourable Peter
Walsh, who, I might add, is an ex-president of the
Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF). I also thank his
staff, who provided briefing notes for my contribution
to the debate this afternoon, in particular Tanya Pittard,
who is also an ex-executive officer of the VFF. It is
great to see talent coming out of the VFF into the
realms of the Parliament and supporting our ministers.
Mr D. D. O’Brien interjected.
Mr RAMSAY — That is right, Mr O’Brien. I think
I said in a previous contribution that Mr Barber is a bit
one way or another about what to do with the VFF and
how he sees that organisation, but it is the largest and
most powerful lobby group for farmers in this country.
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr RAMSAY — If Mr Barber will allow me, I will
get back to the Primary Industries Legislation
Amendment Bill 2014 and refer to some commentary
and questions around enforcement and compliance that
Ms Pulford raised in her contribution. This bill is
another in the tranche of legislation introduced by the
Honourable Peter Walsh, who has worked diligently
over four years to put in place laws that protect the
integrity of our food production and animal welfare
standards, and protect our primary industries from the
threat of disease incursion into Australia. The bill
continues that important work by making amendments
to the Domestic Animals Act 1994 (DAA), the
Livestock Diseases Control Act 1994, the Plant
Biosecurity Act 2010, the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1986 (POCTA) and the Veterinary
Practices Act 1997.
It is pleasing to see that the Labor Party is not opposing
this bill. I note that Ms Pulford has foreshadowed an
amendment, and it will be interesting to see the content
of that. However, Labor does see the merit of having
legislation that provides strength in relation to
enhancing our food security and animal welfare
standards. As for the Greens members, who knows
what they will do, because protecting our food security,
our farmers’ livelihoods and our primary industries has
never been a priority for them.
I will deal with the smaller amendments first, starting
with those to the Livestock Diseases Control Act. The
inclusion of ‘bison’ in the definition of cattle in the act
is important. While they may be small in number in
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Victoria — approximately 180 — they are a ruminant
and have the potential to carry and spread disease,
particularly exotic or emergency animal diseases that
can be transferred to other ruminants. The bill will
require bison, like cattle, to have lifetime identification
and whole-of-life traceability. Whole-of-life animal
identification and traceability to respond to a disease
outbreak was never shown to me to be more critical
than when I travelled to the UK in 2000 to see how a
country responded to a foot and mouth disease (FMD)
outbreak without lifetime traceability of animals. That
outbreak crippled the agricultural industry, requiring the
slaughter of 10 million animals with a cost to the UK
Treasury of well over £1 billion.
A very important amendment to this act is the corporate
penalty for the swill-feeding offence. It will recognise
the liability of companies that operate food premises or
garbage disposals and which distribute swill as a form
of waste management. The feeding of swill may lead to
an exotic disease like FMD, which could cost the
Australian economy up to $50 billion. We see many
domestic pigs in backyards in our suburbs and that
poses significant disease risks to Australia if swill or
food waste that contains mammalian proteins is
misused and fed to those pigs. Australia has not had
FMD for 140 years, and we cannot let our guard down
now.
Another amendment will enable the VFF to nominate
an additional committee member who has certain
beekeeping knowledge and skills to join the agricultural
industry advisory committee. The amendment to the
Plant Biosecurity Act strengthens the compliance
nature at transfer of product whereby a person will be
required to receive a certificate for produce imported
into Victoria or an area within Victoria and verification
that the product meets the requirements of the act. The
bill will enable inspectors to direct a person to return
product to its source of origin if it does not meet the
requirements specified in the act. It also provides
financial penalties as an enforcement option for
inspectors for those persons who do not comply. The
bill strengthens the requirements for a person to notify
an inspector of the presence of an exotic or notifiable
plant, pest or disease in a plant or plant product to
include used equipment, used packaging or earth
material.
The changes to the POCTA act are minor statute
revisions which will further enhance the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act, but I say to the Greens that to
use this act in a motion, as Ms Pennicuik did yesterday,
to advocate for free-range eggs is a disgrace and a total
misuse of her position. As she well knows, the purpose
of the act is to prevent cruelty to animals and it is not to
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be used for populist commercial gain, whether by
supermarkets or by the Greens themselves. As the
Premier rightly points out, this is a consumer choice
issue and not an animal welfare issue. The VFF’s egg
group president, Brian Ahmed, has invited the Greens
to visit his farm to see it firsthand.
Mr RAMSAY — I think Mr Barber mentioned this
yesterday, even though he has not been gracious
enough to accept the invitation to see firsthand how
animals can be farmed in a caged environment with
high animal welfare standards. Go to the CSIRO and
hear some scientific experts talk about the welfare of
chooks, or chickens — whatever you want to call
them — in relation to their caged environment as
opposed to free range. However, I am straying from the
important points of this bill. It is important that we
recognise the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act for
what it is, and it should not be misused by any political
party.
The bill makes further amendments to the Veterinary
Practice Act 1997. It aligns the registration period to a
financial year rather than a calendar year, in line with
the New South Wales legislation. It also makes some
other minor amendments, including removing some
administrative requirements, allowing for
representation by current practising lawyers during
disciplinary proceedings and removing the prohibition
of testimonials in an advertisement of veterinary
practice, all of which, I am advised by the veterinarians
in the Parliament, such as Dr Denis Napthine and
Dr Bill Sykes, being the Premier and the member for
Benalla in the Assembly respectively, are supported by
the veterinary industry.
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breeding and rearing businesses. Councils will now be
prohibited from registering and renewing the
registration of a breeding domestic animal business if
the person registering the business, the proprietor or a
person who conducts a business has in the preceding
10 years been found guilty of cruelty or aggravated
cruelty, breeding or selling animals with heritable
diseases under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act or been subject to a banning order under that act.
Do I still have the attention of the chamber? This part of
the act is important.
Mr Melhem interjected.
Mr RAMSAY — Yes, Mr Melhem, you’re
listening. I know that because you are a strong animal
lover.
This bill further strengthens compliance in that pet
shops will be required to keep records for each cat and
dog that is offered for sale or sold at the pet shop, which
include names and addresses of the persons from whom
the proprietor obtained the animals. Shops are required
to keep and maintain copies of all records of
transactions. Maximum penalties for non-compliance
will be over $17 100.
Another important change is that councils will have the
ability to issue lifelong identification markers for cats
and dogs as an alternative to the annual issuing of
markers. Lifetime identification, whether it be by
microchip or some other technology, is strongly
supported by the animal industry and the RSPCA.

Much of the interest of the opposition and the Greens is
centred around the Domestic Animals Act 1994. While
they bemoan the fact that the amendment is not strong
enough to deter rogue puppy farm operators, it is only
this government that has brought forward legislation
that will improve the welfare of dogs and cats being
bred and the quality of dogs and cats available for sale.
This is another step made by this government, not the
Labor Party or the Greens, to close down illegal, cruel
and rogue puppy farms.

The draft details of the Primary Industries Legislation
Amendment Bill 2014 have been widely debated, and
there has been consultation with the community and
industry stakeholders, including the RSPCA. The bill
will improve animal welfare standards and weed out
rogue operators of puppy farms. It will also apply
significant penalties to those who do not comply with
the relevant acts and give more powers to animal
inspectors. I note that Ms Pulford asked a question
about powers, compliance, enforcement and penalty in
her contribution. I am going to go briefly into a couple
of those areas in my conclusion.

Changes to the definition of ‘domestic animal business’
mean that members of an applicable organisation are
only exempt from a requirement to register a domestic
animal business and compliance with the rearing code
if they have fewer than nine animals and no more than
two animals that are not registered with an applicable
organisation. This will ensure that the animals are cared
for within the organisation’s code of ethics or, for most
operators, the code of practice for the operation of

None of these changes gives animal right activists, who
are encouraged by the Greens and others, the right to
act illegally. I will use an example from personal
experience in my role as the Victorian Farmers
Federation president years ago. I remember Mr Ralph
Hahnheuser, an old foe of mine, who tried to stop the
live export sheep trade by contaminating a sheep
feedlot in Portland. He was then convicted of trespass
and other crimes, and he is now a declared bankrupt.
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That should be a warning sign and a lesson to those
who are encouraged to act illegally from an ideological
position rather than according to a law and order rule.
The community demanded tighter controls on puppy
farms and the government has responded with this
legislation, but it will not tolerate illegal activity by
ideologists, the Greens or animal rights activists who
act in an illegal manner.
I will respond to a couple of issues raised by
Ms Pulford in relation to inspectors and their powers.
As part of the revised mandatory code of practice, we
have introduced mandatory veterinary checks and a
limit of five litters. This is going around the size of the
litters. During 11 years of Labor in government there
were no mandatory vet checks or breeding limits. Labor
then impugned the reputation of Victoria’s highly
professional vets by claiming incorrectly that there are
no compulsory vet checks and that against the
requirements of our code vets would allow dogs to be
bred for an extra litter if it was not safe for them to do
so. Labor would have you believe that vets cannot be
trusted to decide if an individual dog or cat requires
more than one minimum compulsory vet check each
year.
We have ensured that all dogs and cats sold in Victoria
must be advertised, as I said before, with a microchip
number, which was not a requirement under Labor for
any traceability. We have given authorised officers the
power to enter an illegal puppy or kitten farm to seize
dogs or cats. Previously, under Labor, there were very
limited powers. We gave the RSPCA greater powers to
inspect pet shops and it will be able to apply to a
magistrate for a warrant to obtain records to collect
evidence of illegally bred puppies. Under Labor there
were very limited powers.
The RSPCA now has the power to inspect cat breeding
establishments; under Labor only dogs were counted.
The RSPCA now has the power to issue a notice to
comply whereas under Labor that was reserved for
council officers. The RSPCA now has the same powers
as council-authorised officers to file charges in relation
to non-compliance with the code of practice. The
RSPCA and council-authorised officers now have the
ability to inspect and shut down unregistered, illegal
businesses. Under Labor that was reserved just for
council officers. The RSPCA now has the power to
seize dogs and cats from unregistered and therefore
illegal businesses. Previously, under Labor, only
councils issued notices to comply with requests to
register businesses — how weak was that? The RSPCA
now has the power to issue infringement notices to
people selling dogs or cats without microchips. Any
animals seized from unregistered establishments under
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the DAA can automatically be desexed, which means it
will never be possible to exploit those animals again.
We do not rest on our laurels. We continue to improve
our hardline approach. There is never one solution to a
problem, so we have worked on the education,
regulation, legislation, enforcement and funding to
ensure that we have a comprehensive package of
actions to meet our commitment to stamp out illegal
puppy and kitten farming. We will not stop there. Next
year we plan to review the POCTA legislation, the pet
shop code of practice and to continue to work with the
RSPCA — which is a very willing partner in relation to
this legislation — and councils to make sure that they
continue to shut down illegal backyard breeders.
Given what we have already done, a coalition
government can be trusted to continue to get on with
what needs to be done to protect animals from those
who are unscrupulous and cruel. I commend this bill to
the house.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
delighted to be answering the call from Mr Ramsay and
supporting his government’s legislation today, because
Mr Ramsay now recognises, as has long been
recognised by the Greens, that animal welfare is a
significant concern for a large part of the community.
That debate continues to roll out even as we stand here.
Ms Pennicuik has raised some matters in the Parliament
this week. I have been out visiting farms and talking to
various people about this issue over the last little while.
In fact I noticed before I came in here that Subway has
now joined McDonald’s in flagging that it is moving
away from using eggs from caged hens towards eggs
from free-range hens and barn-laid forms of production.
Mr Ramsay — Shame!
Mr BARBER — Mr Ramsay said, ‘Shame’, in
relation to the decision made by Subway. I would have
thought he was a big fan of the free market. I noticed
earlier this week that the Victorian Farmers Federation
was calling for a price premium from McDonald’s if
farmers were to move towards production systems
involving free range methods. Many years ago those
who pioneered the free range industry may have
received a price premium, but now that it is rapidly
moving to the point where all consumers expect
cruelty-free products I do not think there is necessarily
going to be a price premium for that. McDonald’s has
hardly been a radical environmental organisation over
the years; it is simply listening to the demands of
consumers.
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In the same way I wonder why some people cannot
listen to the voting choices, where groups who
represent animal welfare, including the Greens and
others, are finding that there is an increasing level of
public support for these positions. But it is good that the
government is moving rapidly in this area. The Greens
have been consistent all along in their positions on
animal welfare, so every day that Mr Ramsay gets
further away from his previous position and closer to
my position, that is a good thing. That is progress.
Mr Ramsay — That will never happen.
Mr BARBER — He says it will never happen, but
we have seen some big changes in consumer demand
for animal welfare in farm production.
Elsewhere in the bill, in clauses that are uncontroversial
so I will not spend much time discussing them, further
powers are given to RSPCA officers, and that is
something we are all going to agree on here today —
Labor, Liberal, The Nationals and Greens. When I say
they are uncontroversial, I should say that there is one
political party that is extremely opposed to the new
powers in this bill, and that is the Country Alliance. It
has spoken out and said it does not believe the RSPCA
should have these powers or in fact any powers, if I
read its material correctly. The Country Alliance
believes this should be a matter for the Department of
Environment and Primary Industries. It is a great
moment of consensus here. I would hope no party in
this Parliament wants to preference a party like the
Country Alliance, which seems to have such extreme
and backward views on animal welfare, when the
parties in this Parliament, and I think all Victorians, are
in favour of the measures that we are discussing and
implementing today.
However, the part of the bill that is going to have the
most interest today contains the clauses in relation to
so-called puppy farms. The government had the
opportunity to close down puppy farms and did not do
it. Why? There was overwhelming pressure from the
public and animal welfare groups to ban puppy farms,
and therefore you would be wondering who was it that
was pushing back? Let us face it, we have a surplus of
domestic animals in this state. The pounds can barely
keep up. Many animals are destroyed in pounds while
other animals are being bred and purchased through
various aspects of the breeding industry. We do not
seem to be able to bring the matter back to a more
sensible group of settings.
In April, though, the government published a new code
of practice for the operation of breeding and rearing
establishments after a two-year process. It seemed like
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most people had agreed to the draft code, even though
those who participated in the process wanted stronger
laws, such as the banning of puppy farms. The
government quietly excised key provisions without
telling anyone and then published the final code. Why
was the upper limit of five litters removed? Why were
the compulsory pre-breeding and post-breeding vet
checks removed? Nobody stands to benefit except for
the puppy farms.
The government claims that this bill includes ‘good
character’ provisions and breeder information for every
pup sold, but those provisions are flawed in some quite
obvious ways. The Liberal pre-election promise was to
empower RSPCA inspectors with the same powers as
local government to enforce the code of practice for
breeding establishments to eliminate illegal and/or
poorly run puppy farms. That was partly done, but only
after a public flogging by the RSPCA. In April this year
the RSPCA wrote a furious letter to the Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security, Peter Walsh, in which it
said:
And Minister — we take great exception to statements that
continue to be made in your press releases which indicate that
the RSPCA has been given greater funding and powers.
Neither of these statements is true … to deliberately mislead
and deceive is just unacceptable.

This legislation will allow the RSPCA to support
councils, which the RSPCA is now pleased about.
Empowering the RSPCA does not just mean giving it
legal powers, it also means giving it funding for the
new job the government wants it to do. Councils and
the RSPCA are both hamstrung by a lack of right-ofentry powers in this bill. Good on it for welcoming the
extra powers anyway. This shows what a great group
the RSPCA is.
A further promise was to change the definition of a
domestic animal breeder — that is, a puppy farm —
from 10 breeding females to 3 and increase the
penalties for operators who have committed acts of
cruelty from $1195 to $30 000. Yes! Clause 12
provides for the reregistration of domestic animal
businesses with council or an applicable organisation,
which is quite important. The penalty for individual
non-compliance is now 246 penalty units or
600 penalty units for a body corporate. That changed in
2011.
The promise was to continue the current core funding
of the RSPCA with $1 million per year. The
government has honoured that promise, but it is a
pathetic promise. That amount is a decrease in real
terms and has not given the RSPCA extra money to use
its extra powers to enforce the new laws. In order for
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the RSPCA to operate, it needs $3 million per annum. It
is getting $1 million. Labor has pledged $1.5 million
per year for the next five years. It describes this as ‘an
additional $5 million’, meaning in fact $1.5 million per
year. The RSPCA’s additional responsibilities need
extended funding on top of the core funding. The
community expectation is clearly there.
The Greens policy is to ban puppy farms. As
Ms Pennicuik said, they are intrinsically cruel, yet the
government advocates that there should nevertheless be
puppy farms. The Greens position is consistent with
major stakeholders like the RSPCA. We do not believe
the code of practice is sufficient.
The problems with the new code are that the limit on
the number of litters was included in the draft code then
removed in favour of a veterinarian certificate after five
litters. As Ms Pennicuik said, thousands of people who
participated in good faith and made submissions are
now left feeling furious and betrayed by the process.
Dogs can be caged for 23 hours per day, with exercise
periods only increased by 10 minutes.
The RSPCA wants the complete banning of intensive
breeding establishments. It also opposes the sale of
animals in shops. Again, this is another of the Greens
policies that has been there for a very long time. We do
not want impulse buying of animals. This bill and some
proposals from the Labor Party are now trying to set up
a whole range of chains of custody and back checks
through the production chain. However, that is
complicated by cats and dogs being sold in pet shops
and shopping centres where someone on impulse,
maybe because of kids nagging or whatever, will buy a
pet with very little thought. There are so many different
places where you can buy pets that have been well
looked after and well prepared for domesticity that we
really do not need the sale of animals to be promoted in
that way.
The RSPCA said it was surprised and disappointed at
the code backflip. CEO Maria Mercurio wrote a
strongly worded letter to Peter Walsh about it, saying
that two years of consultation had been undone. In her
letter she said:
To remove the breeding limits undermines the whole intent of
the code. This was one of the key, central elements which
certainly led the RSPCA to publically support the code which
was a major improvement but hardly perfect. And why
remove the requirement for pre-mating and post-birthing vet
checks? Are we trying to cut costs to make the intensive
breeding industry viable?

In relation to clause 12(a), in the committee stage we
will have some conversation across the table about this
problem with the so-called ‘applicable organisation’
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provision. This aims to fix a loophole left open by the
2011 reforms in relation to small puppy farms
registered with DOGS Victoria instead of their local
council. This is better than nothing, but the Greens
cannot see a reason why any breeder should be exempt
from registering with their local council.
In 2011 a new definition of ‘domestic animal business’
was created to include an exemption for breeders with
between three and nine fertile female dogs or with
between three and nine fertile female cats. It gave them
the option of registering with an applicable organisation
instead of their local council. If a small breeder is
registered with an applicable organisation, they are not
considered to be running a domestic animal business.
The bill closes a loophole so that small breeders opting
to register with an applicable organisation, like DOGS
Victoria, instead of their local council will have to
register more animals with the organisation — a
maximum of two can remain unregistered. During the
committee stage we need to get a bit of clarity about
this loophole or escape route if the government believes
this is an unintended use of the provision. How many
breeders are using it, and what difficulties might that
cause for the enforcement of the aims of the legislation?
In relation to clause 14, on our reading it fails to
remove the ability for people with a history of animal
cruelty to run a puppy or kitten farm because
convictions are so rare, and in any case the proprietor
could continue to operate under the name of an
associate or even a family member. Oscar’s Law, the
campaign group, advised that:
This amendment if passed would directly affect two people in
Victoria who are currently operating a domestic animal
business … and have been charged with cruelty under
POCTAA —

the principal act —
in the last 10 years.
It is not that cruelty has not occurred on puppy factories, but
rather it is indicative of the weakness and ambiguity of the
POCTA act. The burden of proof remains very difficult and
therefore animals are not protected on puppy factories.
…
There is nothing in the amendment that would prevent the
partner/spouse/offspring of the ‘relevant person’ to become
the proprietor and apply for the transfer of the permit into
their name or applying for a new permit in their name. It will
still be business as usual for these two …

convicted individuals.
Oscar’s Law does support the amendment that would
disqualify anyone convicted of cruelty to operate a puppy
factory but the amendment needs to close the potential
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loophole that would allow relatives of the ‘relevant person’ to
simply make a few administrative changes to paperwork to
allow the puppy factory to continue. Hopefully in the future
the POCTAA can be reviewed and strengthened so as to
provide real protection for animals, and this amendment if
tightened would be effective.

Clause 15 is another good idea, but it is doubtful it will
work in practice. It inserts a new section to require a pet
shop owner to make and keep records in relation to
every cat or dog sold of the name and address of the
person from whom they obtained the animal and any
other prescribed information. Oscar’s Law, the group
that first brought this issue to wide attention, said:
We agree with this amendment in theory. However, many
puppy farmers prefer to sell litters of puppies to ‘brokers’ who
then sell to many pet shops; this effectively disguises where
the puppies originated from. The pet shop may well record
the name and address of the broker, but there is nothing in the
legislation that would make the ‘broker’ keep a record of
where they are purchasing the puppies from. There still
remains a high risk of not being able to trace exactly who and
where the puppy was bred. So this will still offer no
protection for the consumer …

The consumer might want to know that the puppy was
bred in humane conditions or might need the
information if they are trying to recover veterinary
expenses or for another reason. It continues:
It will also be of no value to the RSPCA or councils when
investigating a complaint and trying to establish where the pet shop
is getting puppies from. Brokers are not included in the DAA or in
the COP. They remain a huge but unregulated part of the trade …

and so on and so forth, really, with this legislation. It is
an increasing set of attempts to regulate something
which has many difficulties and in many ways, even
when operating as intended, sets a number of quite
unacceptable animal welfare outcomes.
There are good and bad examples in any industry,
including, no doubt, within the caged hen industry,
where there is a degree of variation between the worst
and the best operators. That is why I place no particular
weight on the invitation that came from the head of the
Victorian Farmers Federation’s (VFF) egg producer
division to visit his farm. I do not doubt that he will be
in compliance on the day I appear, but anytime animal
rights activists make an unannounced and illegal visit to
an establishment where they think cruelty is occurring,
it gets Mr Ramsay to his feet in double-quick time. I do
not need to take up the invitation from the VFF in
relation to battery hens.
The market is moving on very rapidly, and expectations
of standards are moving on very rapidly. In fact a
regulatory approach would provide some certainty and
an end date, at least, for the industry, as is now
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happening in a number of other states in relation to
other issues such as sow stalls. Groups like the VFF can
continue to resist even as the market moves rapidly
ahead, or they can seek some regulatory certainty
around best and acceptable practice. We are moving in
that direction very quickly anyway. A number of the
issues that have been debated for many decades are
now moving rapidly towards regulatory certainty, and if
the consumer wishes it to be that way, there really
should not be much more argument about it.
On the issue of puppy farms, which in some ways has
risen to a higher level of awareness only in recent years,
we are seeing something of the same approach. We are
seeing pushback from those who stand to make money
and some progressive incremental movements in terms
of standards but we are not moving smoothly towards
what should be a very clear and acceptable standard and
one that would find support amongst the vast majority
of the community.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN (Eastern Victoria) — One day
we will introduce a bill that the Greens can support. It
might need to be a bill about motherhood. Even then I
am not so sure that they would be on our side.
Mr Barber — Wind farms.
Mr D. D. O’BRIEN — You would support wind
farms? We will see what we can do.
I am pleased to rise to support the Primary Industries
Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. I will speak very
briefly, as Mr Ramsay has done a good job of outlining
what the bill does. There are some important things the
coalition government has done in this omnibus bill,
which has quite a number of aspects to it. It reduces red
tape, and with its amendments to the Domestic Animals
Act 1994 it allows councils to adopt lifelong
identification markers.
The bill reduces red tape for councils, pet owners and
dog owners and improves animal welfare, and we have
had quite a debate about that so far. It puts the onus
back onto pet shops in relation to keeping records. It
also outlaws a relevant person who has been found
guilty of a specified offence under the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 to be involved in a
domestic breeding business if they have had a
conviction in the previous 10 years. Bison will be
included under the definition of cattle in the Livestock
Disease Control Act 1994.
Something I want to focus on for a moment is that
penalties will be strengthened for the feeding of
swill — that is, food scraps containing animal products,
in particular meat, but animal products generally. There
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is a new offence introduced for businesses such as
restaurants or garbage disposal services found to be
supplying swill for feeding pigs. This is a small
amendment to the legislation, but it is critical in the
overall scheme of things for our agricultural industries.
We know that we have been foot and mouth diseasefree in this country for about 140 years, and may it ever
remain that way.
Members of the coalition’s rural and regional
backbench committee recently met our new chief
veterinarian, Professor Charles Milne, who has
extensive experience in the United Kingdom, including
with the foot and mouth disease outbreaks there in
2001. It was quite startling to hear some of the
experiences the United Kingdom went through. I am
reminded that it has been estimated that a foot and
mouth disease outbreak in Australia would cost the
national economy $50 billion, and the ongoing effects
that an outbreak would have on our agricultural
industries would be enormous. Everything we can do to
reduce the biosecurity risk is very important.
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I will not touch on all of them today, but there is a lot to
be proud of in this bill. We have talked about measures
for improving animal welfare, and this government is
certainly very proud of its record in stamping out illegal
puppy farms. We have implemented our election
commitments in relation to those puppy and kitten
farms which operate in an illegal manner. While it is
true that some disagree with the extent of this, illegal
puppy farms will no longer be able to hide from
councils, DEPI or the RSPCA. That is important. The
coalition government has more than doubled the
penalties for cruelty and aggravated cruelty to animals,
and given its record in introducing over 100 new
regulations for breeders to meet, this is a very
significant election commitment that has been met and
delivered by the government.
I wish to touch briefly on the issue of biosecurity. I note
that the coalition government has put a very significant
priority on delivering biosecurity to protect the value of
Victoria’s food and fibre industry. Victoria is
Australia’s largest food and fibre exporting state. In
2012–13 the sector was valued at close to $9.4 billion,
and that is increasing.

There are other aspects of the bill that have been
canvassed at length. I will not go into them in great
detail, but there are amendments to the Plant
Biosecurity Act 2010 and the Veterinary Practice
Act 1997, including some minor amendments allowing
a veterinary practitioner who does not reside in Victoria
to be registered here, and some other minor
amendments in relation to vets, all of which are good
changes to reduce red tape burden, to reduce
unnecessary regulation and to improve animal welfare.
I appreciate that others have different views as to
whether it goes far enough, but in addition to those two
issues its enhancement of biosecurity to protect our
agricultural industries is absolutely critical. I certainly
support the bill, and I commend it to the house.

Recently I had the privilege of meeting the newly
appointed chief veterinary officer, Dr Charles Milne. It
is a fabulous appointment for Victoria in securing an
expert of his calibre and experience. He led the teams
that responded to a number of significant outbreaks in
foot and mouth in the United Kingdom in 2001 and
other outbreaks. It is very important that we understand
that those outbreaks in the UK led to the decimation of
their agricultural sector — and I do not use that word
lightly. Having access to Dr Milne’s experience and
expertise is significant and further supports the high
priority that biosecurity in Victoria needs to have to
protect our agricultural sector.

Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — I am very
pleased to make a brief contribution today to the debate
on the Primary Industries Legislation Amendment Bill
2014. I would like to acknowledge the amazing work
undertaken by the Minister for Agriculture and Food
Security, Mr Peter Walsh; the departmental secretary,
Adam Fennessy; and the absolutely fabulous team of
the Department of the Environment and Primary
Industries (DEPI). I have often spoken about the work
of the staff of DEPI, and today I would like to
particularly focus on their vitally important work in
Victoria in relation to protecting our agricultural sector
and biosecurity.

While we have the benefit of Australia’s geographical
isolation, everything is for nothing if we do not also
have a strong quarantine system. On that matter, I point
out the significant investment this government has
made in improving quarantine, with a new quarantine
facility to be located at Whittlesea. It is most important
to have a state-of-the-art quarantine system. Only a
coalition government has prioritised biosecurity in this
way. We have the best people in place, we have new
state-of-the-art quarantine facilities coming on board,
and with this bill and other recent legislation we have
the legislative framework to prioritise and protect our
agricultural sector from biosecurity threats.

Mr Danny O’Brien has touched on this issue, but I feel
that this point is particularly important to emphasise.
The bill introduces a range of very important measures.

The bill provides for a number of other initiatives. As
colleagues have already addressed those, I will not
touch on them. I commend the very important
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protections provided for by the bill. This is one of the
most significant pieces of work delivered by Minister
Walsh’s Department of Environment and Primary
Industries. It is an absolute credit to those who have
worked on the bill, and I commend it most
wholeheartedly to the house.
Motion agreed to.
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(c) any Code of Practice made under this Act; or
(d) a notice to comply issued under this Act —
that relate to the conduct of domestic animal businesses
are being complied with.

(2) An authorised officer who is exercising a power under
subsection (1) may —
(a) at any reasonable time and by any reasonable
means and with any assistance which the
authorised officer requires enter any building not
occupied as a place of residence or any land or
vehicle; or

Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.
Clause 2

(b) search the whole or any part of any building, land
or vehicle entered under paragraph (a); or
(c) inspect animals, enclosures or other goods; or
(d) ask questions; or

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I call Ms Pulford to move her amendment 1,
which tests her amendments 2 and 3 to clause 2 and her
remaining amendments 4 to 6.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I move:
1.

Clause 2, line 6, omit “38” and insert “39”.

This amendment is a response to the concerns of people
who are at the forefront of the battle against puppy
farming. What I continually hear from organisations,
like Oscar’s Law, the RSPCA, Animals Australia and
other people involved in the rehabilitation of rescue
dogs, like the people who are patching animals up
every single week in places like Lort Smith Animal
Hospital in North Melbourne, is that there are real
limitations on the ability of inspectors to enter puppy
farms to see what is going on. We know some puppy
farms are very large businesses. We know others are
much more modest backyard operations. We also know
that the ability to sell things on the internet has caused
something of a proliferation of new puppy farming
operations all over the state.
This amendment provides for new powers for RSPCA
inspectors. This is modelled on the powers of other
authorised officers as set out in section 74 of the
Domestic Animals Act 1994. It includes the powers to
ask questions and to enter premises. My amendment 4
seeks to insert a new clause to follow clause 15 of the
bill to provide that:
(1) An authorised officer appointed under section 72A may
take any reasonable action that is necessary to find out
whether the provisions of —
(a) this Act; or
(b) the regulations; or

(e) seize, examine or take copies of, or extracts from
documents; or
(f)

seize and remove any animal in accordance with
Division 2 of Part 7A.

This is an essential power for an effective fight against
puppy farming practices. During the second-reading
debate I outlined what I believe are the limitations to
the government’s approach to this. Having a properly
resourced inspectorate with the ability to enter puppy
farms is essential. If the Labor Party is successful in
forming government in November, it intends to provide
additional resources to the RSPCA to support an audit
and inspection of all puppy farming businesses in
Victoria. This amendment creates the power for that to
occur.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Greens obviously support more powers to take action
against puppy farms. My question regarding this clause,
however, is to which type of authorised officer is it
directed? It appears to be restricted to those appointed
under section 72A, which refers to authorised officers
appointed by a council who are not employees of the
council. I would suggest they are not council-employed
domestic animal welfare employees but somebody else
appointed by the council. I hope Ms Pulford can
elucidate on that point.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My
understanding is that RSPCA authorised officers are
appointed under section 72A of the Domestic Animals
Act 1994, so in addition to local government inspectors,
it is a power the RSPCA inspectorate needs so it can
properly police illegal puppy farming practices.
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Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — It has
been my understanding that the RSPCA inspectors are
appointed by the minister under section 71. I wonder if
the minister at the table can clarify that — namely, who
the inspectors are appointed by and under which section
they are appointed.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I will have to seek advice on that. The
RSPCA inspectors will be appointed under section 71A
of the Domestic Animals Act 1994.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Could the minister clarify what type of person is
appointed under section 72A by a council? What would
be an example of that sort of authorised officer?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — These services are normally provided by
a contracted service; for example, a lost dogs pound. I
know in Bendigo this service could be contracted to an
animal emergency service organisation. As
Ms Pennicuik said, these services are not provided by
council workers; an organisation is contracted to do this
work for councils.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
wondering whether this amendment needs some further
consideration in terms of the type of persons. Is this the
actual class of persons to which Ms Pulford is aiming
her amendment?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My
amendment seeks to insert a new section 74AB after
section 74A, which I believe would provide the power
required for RSPCA authorised officers. My advice is
that the amendment I am moving would appear in the
appropriate place in the act under which powers can be
provided to RSPCA inspectors to enter domestic animal
businesses.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I have been informed that under
section 72A they are effectively not council workers.
As I have just said to Ms Pennicuik, the group covered
under section 72A of the act is effectively contractors
who would be contracted to do a service for council,
not the RSPCA. I think it may be the RSPCA at times,
but generally speaking we are talking about a specific
service that might be picking up a few dogs that have
been wandering around the street without tags and
without owners and taking them to a pound. That is the
sort of organisation that would come under sections 72
and 72A of the Domestic Animals Act 1994.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I ask the
minister to clarify or seek clarification that councils
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would be able to appoint an organisation such as the
RSPCA to do this, and if they were contracting that
inspectorate function out that the RSPCA would be the
kind of organisation that could be contracted.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I have been informed that they are one
of a range of different services that can be contracted to
do that work. So sometimes, yes, it is the RSPCA, but
many other times and in the majority of times, no, it is a
specific company, a specific contractor, that will come
out and pick your dog up if it has got out of your
backyard, and the contractor will take it to the pound
and you will have to pay the fee. That is a service that is
usually offered to the council by a contractor other than
the RSPCA, although there are examples of where the
RSPCA does this work.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I was
wondering if I could perhaps assist with the
amendment, which I have a lot of sympathy for, and
whether we could postpone this clause and perhaps I or
someone else can move an amendment to Ms Pulford’s
amendment to insert clause 71 instead of 72A. I think
that would make the amendment do what it is aiming to
do.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Let me clarify something. This amendment is a
test for amendments 2 and 3 to clause 2 and remaining
amendments 4 to 6; that is my understanding.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — If I am
correct, Ms Pennicuik might have some questions
under clause 12.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I am not going to allow a conversation. The
committee stage is for questions to the minister. I did
not mind the first one, which was for clarification about
Ms Pulford’s amendment.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
amendment I need to amend is amendment 6, or
perhaps somebody else could amend it.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I am happy to put Ms Pulford’s amendment if
she agrees to it and test amendments 2 and 3 on
clause 2 and remaining amendments 4 and 5. We might
have a break for a couple of minutes so Ms Pulford can
sort it out.
Sitting suspended 6.04 p.m. until 6.12 p.m.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — Chair, thank
you for the committee’s forbearance while we sorted
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out a numbering problem. I also thank the minister and
Ms Pennicuik. For the benefit of the house I clarify that
line 5 of my amendment 4 as circulated reads:
(1) An authorised officer appointed under section 72A —

but should read —
(1) An authorised officer appointed under section 71A …

I pass on my appreciation to members for agreeing to
my making that clarification. It is important to note that
new section 74AB(2), which this amendment seeks to
insert, concerns the key group of powers needed by
RSPCA inspectors to properly give effect to what I
think is our shared desire to crack down on puppy
farms.
Proposed new section 74AB provides that:
(2) An authorised officer who is exercising a power under
subsection (1) may —
(a) at any reasonable time and by any reasonable
means and with any assistance which the
authorised officer requires enter any building not
occupied as a place of residence or any land or
vehicle; or
(b) search the whole or any part of any building, land
or vehicle entered under paragraph (a); or
(c) inspect animals, enclosures or other goods; or
(d) ask questions; or
(e) seize, examine or take copies of, or extracts from
documents; or
(f)

seize and remove any animal in accordance with
Division 2 of Part 7A.”.’.

This amendment is required so that RSPCA inspectors
have the powers they need to enter puppy farms to
ensure that they are compliant with the code and, if they
are not, to take immediate action to remove the animals.
All members have indicated during the course of their
contributions a desire to crack down on puppy farms.
This is an essential measure, and I urge members in the
house to support this amendment.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — The government will not be supporting
this amendment. We understand there was a
typographical error with it, and there is no problem in
correcting it, but the government is of the opinion that
an authorised officer appointed under section 71A can
do the various things listed under Ms Pulford’s
proposed sections 74AB(1) and (2) in this amendment.
The government believes that if you look at the
Domestic Animals Act 1994, it is clear that the
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necessary powers to enable RSPCA officers to have
these search powers are well and truly covered in
sections 74(1A) and 74(2). Now that the minister has
triggered these powers in this bill, we believe the
amendment is no longer necessary, and the government
will be opposing the bill on those grounds.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think the minister will be supporting the bill but not
supporting the amendment!
Hon. D. K. Drum — Amendment. Did I say the
bill? You know what I mean!
Ms PENNICUIK — With regard to the
amendment, on my reading I think the minister is
correct that the first part is covered by the principal act,
but I have not seen the second part of the amendment in
the act. As the first part replicates what is already in the
act with regard to the powers of authorised officers, and
the second adds more powers, or outlines them in a
more specific way with regard to the exercise of those
powers and relates to a domestic animal business, the
Greens are inclined to support the amendment, as
amended.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Again I say to Ms Pennicuik that
section 74(2) of the principal act provides for the ability
to exercise those powers for any reasonable means and
with any assistance in any building. So effectively the
government is of the opinion that the issues that are
highlighted in the amendment are in fact covered
specifically by sections 74(1A) and 74(2), and the
government will not be supporting these amendments.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I will
respond to the minister’s comments. At the moment
RSPCA inspectors are required to have a reasonable
belief that cruel practices are occurring, rather than a
right to inspect without information that would lead
them to believe that cruel practices are occurring. The
second part, we believe, creates new powers. The
advice that the member for Bendigo East in the
Assembly, who is the shadow minister for agriculture,
and I received from the government in the briefing was
that the new powers of entry that were provided by the
government’s legislation were not broader than already
exist in circumstances where there has been a
conviction for cruelty. We were advised that that was
not the case, so I proceed with my amendment. We
believe it is an important gap in the government’s
response to this issue.
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Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 16
Barber, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lewis, Ms

Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr

Noes, 18
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs

Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr D. D. (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr D. R. J.
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Ramsay, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Ronalds, Mr

Pairs
Darveniza, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Atkinson, Mr
Elsbury, Ms
Peulich, Mrs
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The clause goes quite a long way to closing that
loophole but of course it will depend on enforcement. I
did not speak during the second-reading debate on this
bill but when the amendments to the Domestic Animals
Act 1994 were introduced in 2011 I said to the then
minister, Mr Hall, that the whole thing would succeed
or fail on the enforcement of it. It is good to have these
things in the act, but are they being enforced? Perhaps
this clause will make them easier to enforce. It certainly
makes it clear who has to be registered with a
municipal council — basically anyone with more than
three fertile animals. I am reasonably happy with that. It
is something I would like to keep an eye on. The
minister can continue consulting with the RSPCA,
Oscar’s Law and Animals Australia, as these
organisations have a keen interest in this issue.
A few issues have been raised with me. How many
organisations is the minister aware of that have been
avoiding registration with councils? Do we actually
know how many puppy farms are out there? I am
advised that we do not really know that. Does the
minister think this provision will assist in finding that
out?

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 3 to 11 agreed to.
Clause 12
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Clause 12 refers to the definitions in section 3(1) of the
Domestic Animals Act. I must say that many of us in
and outside the chamber spent a long time trying to get
to the bottom of the meaning of clause 12 and in fact
section 3. The minister has been very accommodating
in trying to help me out. He directed me to the advisers,
and I thank them for clarifying what is before us now.
We had an amendment to clause 12 because we did not
think this clause was going to necessarily close the
loophole by which many puppy farms are escaping
registration with councils, and that really is the crux of
the issue. As I understand it, the clause put forward by
the government will see organisations that are
registered with an applicable body — basically Dogs
Victoria — classified as a domestic animal business if
they have 10 or more fertile dogs or cats or if they have
between 3 and 9 fertile female dogs or cats and only 2
of those 3 to 9 animals are not registered, as in they
could be family pets and therefore not registered with
Dogs Victoria. In the case of organisations that are not
registered with Dogs Victoria, any organisation that has
more than three fertile dogs or cats will need to register
with their municipal council.

Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — We would not know how many are out
there; otherwise we would have our people hunting
them down. Sometimes the politics of puppy farms
override common sense. The fact is these illegal puppy
farms have been illegal for quite a few years. Our
problem has been in hunting them down and exposing
them. I will ask the advisers if they have any
information on the number of puppy farms that have
been exposed.
We do not have with us the number of puppy farms that
have been exposed recently. However, there is an
expectation that with these changes and pet shops
having to keep full details of the people who delivered
the dogs to the pet shops, with the microchipping of
animals at a young age, with the RSPCA as
enforcement officers and with the additional
information that will be available to councils and the
RSPCA, the compliance regime in this state will be
significantly strengthened.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think the minister was anticipating my next question,
which was on clause 15. I suppose we could prosecute
this for hours, but the issue with clause 12, which we
are discussing now, is that that clause is going to make
it very difficult for anyone to run a domestic animal
business if they are not registered with the council. But
then again the issue is how the council, the RSPCA or
whoever makes sure they are complying with the code,
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notwithstanding the limitations of the code, which are
numerous. We know the code is still allowing breeding
females to breed after five litters, and other aspects of
the code with regard to the housing of animals and the
exercise of animals are, in my view, still deficient.
In terms of clause 12, all I can say is that we will
support clause 12 as it is, with the clarification of what
it is intended to do. But we will be consulting with
groups on how that new provision and the closing of
the loophole actually works in terms of catching those
organisations that have been avoiding registration with
councils.
Clause agreed; clauses 13 and 14 agreed to.
Clause 15
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Clause 15 is about pet shop proprietors being required
to keep records of the names and addresses of persons
from whom dogs or cats have been obtained and of any
other prescribed information in a manner prescribed by
the regulations. I repeat that the Greens are opposed to
the sale of dogs and cats through pet shops and that this
requirement would go a long way towards getting rid of
puppy farms. The issue has been raised with us that the
proprietor of the puppy farm might not be the person
supplying the cats and dogs; in fact it may be a broker
who works for a number of puppy farms. Will the
regulations pick this up? If the person is a broker, will
the proprietor of the domestic animal business also be
listed?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Ms Pennicuik makes a good point. I can
assure her that the breeder’s details will be kept on
record, as will the vendor’s. Irrespective of who is
selling the animals, the breeder’s details will be kept on
record.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
thank the minister. That is certainly a step forward and
clarifies the meaning of the practical application of that
clause.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — Will the
government require that those records are provided to
the department as well as being kept by pet stores?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — As it turns out departmental officers are
authorised officers with the power to go in and access
that data; they have access to that data should they wish
to have it.
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Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — So it is not
the government’s intention that the data be collected
and provided to the department as a matter of course?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — In fact the data is available to
departmental officers whenever they wish to access it.
If the data is delivered to the department, someone has
to have the will to access it, but the information is there
for departmental officers to access whenever they want
to.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — That is my
concern. The department may lack the resources to
routinely inspect and ask every pet store in the state to
provide information about each and every puppy that
goes through their doors. I am just seeking to confirm
whether it is the government’s intention to require that
that information also be provided to the department.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — In a practical sense I say to Ms Pulford
that if the department was made aware of any
irregularity in relation to puppy farms, it would have
the information that Ms Pulford is talking about at its
fingertips; it could access that information. Whether
that information physically sits with the pet shop or
whether it is delivered to the department en masse, that
information is 100 per cent available to access
whenever the department has an inclination to do so.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — Would it be a
matter of departmental resourcing and prioritising to
obtain that information rather than that information just
making its way to the department? Victoria covers a
large area; there are a lot of pet stores selling puppies.
What does the government think is an appropriate
frequency for the department to visit pet stores to check
records?
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Without being flippant in response to
Ms Pulford, there are things called computers, and this
data would be electronically stored so that it could be
accessed.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — That is a little
different to what the minister said earlier about this
information being held by pet stores and not the
department.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — It can be accessed by the department
whenever it wants it.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — How?
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Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I failed to mention that details stored on
a microchip will be made available to the secretary of
the department. We can access this information on
computers. Should an issue arise anywhere in the state,
all the details and information will be available to the
secretary of the department.

Overview

Clause agreed to; clauses 16 to 48 agreed to.

Human rights protected by the charter act that are relevant
to the bill

Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

I thank all members who participated in the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
AMENDMENT (CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE RESILIENCE) BILL
2014
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for
Planning) on motion of Hon. D. K. Drum; by leave,
ordered to be read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning),
Hon. D. K. Drum tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter act’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Emergency
Management Amendment (Critical Infrastructure Resilience)
Bill 2014.
In my opinion, the Emergency Management Amendment
(Critical Infrastructure Resilience) Bill 2014, as introduced to
the Legislative Council, is compatible with human rights as
set out in the charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
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The purposes of the bill are to amend the Emergency
Management Act 2013 to provide for risk management
arrangements for critical infrastructure resilience and to
consequentially amend the Freedom of Information Act 1982
and the Terrorism (Community Protection) Act 2003.
Human rights issues

Right to freedom of expression
Section 15(2) of the charter act provides that every person has
the right to freedom of expression. This includes the right to
seek and receive information.
Clause 3 of the bill will insert a new section 74K into the
Emergency Management Act 2013. New section 74K
provides that Emergency Management Victoria must ensure
that information contained on the Victorian critical
infrastructure register is only accessed by certain persons,
such as the minister and the inspector-general for emergency
management. This new section will potentially limit the right
to receive information. However, section 15(3) of the charter
act provides that the right to freedom of expression may be
subject to lawful restrictions reasonably necessary for the
protection of national security and public order. The register
will contain information specifying which Victorian
infrastructure is major, significant, or vital infrastructure. It is
necessary for this information to remain undisclosed in order
to protect national security and to ensure public order.
Accordingly, new section 74K does not limit the right to
freedom of expression.
Clause 7 will amend section 29A of the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 to provide that a document is an
exempt document if it is a document held or created by
Victoria Police for the purpose of counterterrorism or a
purpose related to counterterrorism; or for the purpose of the
protection of critical infrastructure. A person does not have a
right to an exempt document under the Freedom of
Information Act 1982, and the ‘public interest override’ in
section 50(4) of that act will not apply to documents exempt
under new section 29A. A person may therefore be prevented
from receiving information contained in documents exempt
under new section 29A. However, for the same reasons as
outlined above, I consider that section 15(3) of the charter act
will apply and that, consequently, new section 29A will not
limit the right to freedom of expression.
Right to be presumed innocent
Section 25(1) of the charter act provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law. This right is relevant
where a statutory provision shifts the burden of proof onto an
accused in a criminal proceeding, so that the accused is
required to prove matters to establish, or raise evidence to
suggest, that he or she is not guilty of an offence.
Clause 3 of the bill will insert a new section 74V into the
Emergency Management Act 2013. New section 74V
contains various offences applying to ‘responsible entities’,
including several which provide that the relevant conduct
must not occur ‘without reasonable excuse’.
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In general, these offence provisions are likely to only apply to
bodies corporate rather than individuals. However, even if the
offences in new section 74V will apply to individuals, new
section 74V does not transfer the legal burden of proof to an
accused, because once an accused has adduced or pointed to
some evidence, the burden will be on the prosecution to prove
the absence of the exception raised. Courts in other
jurisdictions have generally taken the approach that an
evidential onus on a defendant to raise a defence does not
limit the presumption of innocence. The defences of
reasonable excuse provided in new section 74V relate to
matters within the knowledge of an accused and, if the onus
were placed on the prosecution, would involve the proof of a
negative which would be very difficult.
Consequently, even if this new provision was found to limit
the right to be presumed innocent in section 25(1) of the
charter act through imposing evidential onus on an accused,
the limitation would be reasonable and justifiable under
section 7(2) of the charter act.
For these reasons, I consider that it is appropriate for an
evidential burden to be placed on an accused in these
instances.
Matthew Guy, MLC
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Honourable members will be aware that the Victorian
Emergency Management Reform — White Paper (the white
paper) released in December 2012, details the government’s
overall reform program for emergency management.
Emergency management arrangements underwent
comprehensive review after the catastrophic bushfire events
of 2009 and the floods of 2010 to 2011 and 2012. A key
reform target was achieved when the new Emergency
Management Act 2013 came into effect on 1 July 2014. The
new act implements efficient governance arrangements that
better clarify the roles and responsibilities of agencies,
facilitate cooperation between agencies, and ensure the
coordination of emergency management reform across the
emergency management sector.
A fundamental commitment in the white paper is to replace
the existing terrorism-focused critical infrastructure protection
regime with an all-hazards approach to critical infrastructure
resilience. Since 2001, protecting critical infrastructure from a
terrorist attack has been a high priority for Australian
governments. While terrorism remains a top priority, the
changing and complex risk environment requires
consideration of other hazards that can also disrupt essential
services. As critical infrastructure becomes more
interdependent, demand for services increases and climate
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variability affects the frequency and severity of emergencies,
the challenge of ensuring continuity of supply in the face of
natural disasters becomes all the more important.
For this reason, the Victorian Critical Infrastructure
Resilience Interim Strategy, released in December 2013, and
this bill, will replace the existing terrorism-specific approach
to critical infrastructure protection with all-hazards
arrangements for critical infrastructure. In so doing, the bill
will repeal part 6 of the Terrorism (Community Protection)
Act 2003, which contains the existing critical infrastructure
protection provisions.
The coalition government understands the importance of
integrated risk management planning and assessment by
industry owners and operators. These new critical
infrastructure arrangements are a significant step in ensuring
owners and operators are adequately prepared to respond to
all hazards including fire, flood and storm, in addition to the
risks posed by terrorism.
Emergency management is built on community participation,
resilience and shared responsibility. While the primary
responsibility for critical infrastructure resilience rests with
infrastructure owners and operators, there is an expectation
that government will take appropriate measures to ensure that
owners and operators are managing their risks and that vital
service delivery is not interrupted. The bill balances flexible
risk-based arrangements with a strong oversight role for
government, and a renewed emphasis on performance
measurement and assurance.
I now turn to the substance of the bill.
The purpose of the bill is to amend the Emergency
Management Act 2013 to provide for risk management
arrangements for building critical infrastructure resilience.
The bill will also consequentially amend the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 and will repeal part 6 of the Terrorism
(Community Protection) Act 2003.
The bill introduces new definitions, and carries across certain
existing definitions from the Terrorism (Community
Protection) Act 2003. It is worth making note that the
definition for infrastructure also contemplates any
communication system used for the delivery of an essential
service, including any system used to generate, send, receive,
store or otherwise process any electronic communication for
the purpose of an essential service.
Accountability
The bill seeks to detail clear roles and responsibilities across
government and industry, including accountability for
assuring the new arrangements.
This includes under proposed section 74F, the designation of
a relevant minister for each critical infrastructure sector, and
the nomination of an industry accountable officer under
proposed section 74I, for each owner and operator of critical
infrastructure designated as vital. The industry accountable
officer is determined to be an officer within the meaning of
section 9 of the Corporations Act 2001 and accordingly,
occupies a position of accountability within the responsible
entity.
Under proposed section 74G, relevant ministers can delegate
their functions and powers to departmental employees, except
for the power to recommend designation of vital critical
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infrastructure and the power to require revision of a statement
of assurance.
The critical infrastructure resilience interim strategy
represents a watermark in all-hazards critical infrastructure
planning. An integral part of the critical infrastructure model,
contained in the interim strategy, is the process for assessing
the criticality of infrastructure. Using a standardised criticality
assessment methodology, owners and operators will be able
to determine the criticality of their infrastructure, and its
significance not just for commercial operations but also in
delivering the state’s essential services. Under the model,
critical infrastructure will be categorised as either ‘local’,
‘major’, ‘significant’ or the highest category of ‘vital’. The
assessments will be undertaken by critical infrastructure
owners and operators, but will not be done in isolation. The
relevant minister, with advice from the portfolio department,
is enabled to make a recommendation to the Governor in
Council to designate by order, infrastructure that is assessed
as ‘vital’.
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Under proposed section 74N, owners and operators of vital
critical infrastructure will be required to provide the statement
of assurance to the relevant minister at the end of each annual
resilience improvement cycle, creating an assurance process
designed to continually build resilience as industry sectors
mature. Regulations and guidelines will outline the details of
the statement of assurance and risk management planning.
The bill allows owners and operators to utilise risk
management documentation prepared as part of an
organisation’s enterprise risk management planning or under
other legislative obligations, provided entities comply with
the standards set out in the bill and associated regulations and
guidelines.
I want to stress that this aspect of the bill is important to
providing an environment for critical infrastructure owners
and operators that facilitates their cooperation in delivering
the state’s essential services without unnecessarily restrictive
regulation.

Victorian critical infrastructure register

Compliance

The next component of this bill deals with the creation and
maintenance of a critical infrastructure register that will
record all Victorian critical infrastructure designated as vital,
or assessed as major or significant. Under proposed
section 74J, the relevant minister will be required to advise
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services of the
infrastructure designated as vital, or assessed as major or
significant, and provide a copy of the order designating vital
critical infrastructure to Emergency Management Victoria
(EMV).

The objective of the offence provisions in the bill is to
provide for penalties that are greater than the cost of
compliance. The offence provisions, under proposed
section 74V, apply to the owner and operator as the
responsible entity, and will not attach to individuals in their
personal capacity. The inclusion of the ‘without reasonable
excuse’ clause allows the relevant minister to exercise
discretion in the application of penalties. Throughout
extensive consultation, industry owners and operators have
supported the inclusion of penalties to ensure compliance,
given the interdependent nature of essential service supply
chains.

EMV will establish and maintain the register, and be required
to review it under proposed section 74L on a three-yearly
basis or at the request of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. The role of relevant ministers and their
departments will be integral to ensuring the register contains
current and accurate information for their respective sectors.
It should be noted that under proposed section 74K the
register will be appropriately secured with access only
available to those in government who require it for the
function or exercise of their powers for the purposes of this
bill.
Resilience improvement cycle
Under the Emergency Management Act 2013, the inspectorgeneral for emergency management (IGEM) has wide
enough scope to provide a system-level assurance function
for critical infrastructure resilience; however, the bill aims to
clarify this intent. The bill makes it clear that the inspectorgeneral has the power to gather information from agencies in
providing system-level assurance for the critical infrastructure
arrangements, while relevant ministers and portfolio
departments will form an important component of the
assurance framework at a sectoral level.
The bill requires owners and operators of infrastructure
deemed vital critical infrastructure to complete a resilience
improvement cycle. This is the basis of how vital critical
infrastructure owners and operators are required to
demonstrate their application of risk management processes.
The cycle includes the development of a statement of
assurance, risk management planning and documentation, an
annual exercise and an audit.
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Consequential amendments
The bill makes consequential amendments to the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 to protect documents created under the
bill, or created for the purpose of counterterrorism or critical
infrastructure protection. This is consistent with current
provisions for protecting documents produced for the
purposes of part 6 of the Terrorism (Community Protection)
Act 2003 and is important for maintaining the security of the
state’s critical infrastructure.
Clause 8 of this bill repeals the current risk management
arrangements for declared essential service operators, which
exist under part 6 of the Terrorism (Community Protection)
Act 2003. The arrangements to be repealed require owners
and/or operators of declared essential services to prepare risk
management plans and conduct exercises in relation to their
preparedness to respond to terrorism-related risks only.
Transitional arrangements
I want to now refer to the savings and transitional provisions
in the bill.
The existing terrorism-specific risk management plans,
prepared under part 6 of the Terrorism (Community
Protection) Act 2003, remain in force for declared essential
services until they are designated as responsible entities
through order of the Governor in Council under proposed
section 74E, and until their respective industry accountable
officers attest to the first statements of assurance under
proposed section 74N.
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The responsible entity will have six months to submit a
statement of assurance to the relevant minister after receiving
a copy of an order designating the responsible entity as ‘vital’.
Any essential services previously declared under the
Terrorism (Community Protection) Act 2003, but not
designated as responsible entities when this bill commences,
will not be subject to the mandatory risk management
requirements in the bill, unless they are later designated as
responsible entities.
The bill contains a default commencement date of 1 July
2015. This commencement date will allow sufficient time to
transition the administration of the new arrangements to the
portfolio for police and emergency services and will allow
critical infrastructure owners and operators time to adjust to
the new arrangements.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr TEE (Eastern
Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 September.

IMPROVING CANCER OUTCOMES BILL
2014
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for
Health) on motion of Hon. D. K. Drum; by leave,
ordered to be read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health),
Hon. D. K. Drum tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Improving
Cancer Outcomes Bill 2014 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced into the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights set out in the
charter act. I base this opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of the bill
The bill provides for the repeal of the Cancer Act 1958 (the
act) and introduces modern cancer legislation, the principal
aim of which is to support Victoria’s efforts to reduce cancer
incidence, morbidity and mortality and to enhance the
wellbeing of those affected by cancer and the wellbeing of
Victorians generally. The bill articulates the functions of the
Secretary to the Department of Health (the secretary) with
respect to cancer, establishes a framework for the collection,
management, use and disclosure of information relating to
cancer, and provides a mechanism for setting Victoria’s
strategic policy framework for cancer.
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Human rights relevant to the bill
The rights relevant to the bill are the right to privacy and the
right to freedom of expression. Both of these rights are
examined below.
The right to privacy
Section 13(a) of the charter act provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with. The clauses relevant to this right are described
below.
Part 3 of the bill empowers the secretary to collect the health
information of individuals for the purpose of performing the
secretary’s functions with respect to cancer. Specifically, the
bill provides for the mandatory reporting of prescribed
information to the secretary about individuals who have been
screened for cancer and those who have been diagnosed with
cancer.
The act has provided for the reporting of cancer diagnosis and
screening information in Victoria since the 1980s. The bill
remedies a number of the limitations identified with the
current legislation by allowing for the secretary to direct that
further information is provided in order to ensure the accuracy
of reported information and empowering the secretary to
collect health information about Victorian residents from
other sources, including interstate cancer screening and
cancer registers.
Part 3 of the bill empowers the secretary to use and disclose
the health information of individuals for the purpose of
performing the secretary’s functions with respect to cancer.
These functions are articulated in part 2 of the bill and include
promoting participation in cancer screening and supporting
cancer research. For example, the secretary will be able to use
an individual’s health information to invite the individual to
undergo cancer screening. The secretary would also be able to
disclose an individual’s health information to a third party
undertaking cancer research.
The bill also articulates a number of circumstances in which
the secretary may lawfully disclose an individual’s health
information to a third party. These include where the purpose
of the disclosure is to enable the recipient of the information
to provide appropriate follow-up and clinical management to
an individual who has been screened for cancer.
For the reasons that follow, the limitations which the bill
imposes on an individual’s right to privacy are reasonable and
justifiable. The bill provides for health information about
individuals to be collected, used and disclosed in order to
deliver better health outcomes for those individuals. For
example, the bill will assist individuals in mitigating their risk
of developing cancer by providing the means for a
comprehensive record of their cancer screening history to be
held in their home jurisdiction.
More broadly, the bill allows for the information which is
collected by the secretary to be used to benefit the health of
the broader community. Cancer incidence in Victoria is
projected to increase over the coming years as the population
ages. The bill will better position Victoria to deal with the
challenges posed by this disease by empowering the secretary
to make well-informed decisions about the provision of health
services relating to cancer and the development of cancer
policies, programs and initiatives. Further, the bill will inform
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cancer research and promote continuous improvement in the
quality and safety of health services relating to cancer.
The bill also sets out a number of safeguards for the
protection of an individual’s privacy. For example, section 14
of the bill provides that if the secretary uses or discloses
health information for a purpose other than performing the
secretary’s functions, consent of the individual is required.
Further, the secretary is required to comply with the
protections and safeguards set out in the Health Records Act
2001 in collecting, using and disclosing health information.
The right to freedom of expression
Section 15 of the charter act articulates the right to freedom of
expression. The mandatory reporting obligations which are
contained in part 3 of the bill are relevant to this right as these
provisions compel prescribed persons or organisations to
report information about individuals screened for or
diagnosed with cancer to the secretary.
Section 15(3)(b) of the charter act recognises that the right to
freedom of expression may be subject to lawful restrictions
reasonably necessary for the protection of public health.
These provisions are considered reasonably necessary to
allow for the secretary to perform his or her functions with
respect to cancer. As stated with respect to the right to
privacy, the bill provides for information which has been
collected by the secretary to be used for public health
purposes.
Hon. David Davis, MP
Minister for Health

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Victoria has a strong and engaged cancer sector that has
driven significant improvements in cancer prevention,
treatment and research, supported by the legislative
framework of the Cancer Act 1958. As part of a 2012 review
of the Cancer Act 1958, stakeholders identified major
impediments to cancer research, programs and service
planning and called for reforms to enable the collection of a
broader range of data, improve access to collected data, and
allow data sharing and linkage. The Improving Cancer
Outcomes Bill 2014 represents the government’s response to
address the issues within the existing legislation that were
identified by the sector. This bill will meet the desired policy
objectives and achieve the modern, principles-based and
flexible legislative framework that is required, whilst setting
parameters for prescribing specific elements under regulation.
It will support improved service delivery and research, deliver
better outcomes for those with cancer, and help prevent
cancer in the first place. The bill I introduce today adopts an
approach that reflects the principles in our existing privacy
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legislation, which provides protections for health information
under the Health Records Act 2001. It continues to recognise
the importance of registers in underpinning an organised
approach to population cancer screening, and cancer control:
this is a long-established best practice approach both
nationally and internationally. This approach will consolidate
Victoria’s leadership in cancer control and strengthen
Victoria’s ability to respond to scientific, technological and
policy developments in cancer into the future.
History
Victoria has a long tradition of dedicated cancer legislation,
the nature and purpose of which have evolved over time.
In 1936, the Anti-Cancer Council Act provided for the
incorporation and governance of the Anti-Cancer
Council of Victoria, empowering the council to raise
funds for coordinating and funding cancer research.
In 1948 the Cancer Institute Act established the Cancer
Institute, subsequently renamed the Peter MacCallum
Cancer Institute. Peter Mac provided cancer treatment
services and undertook cancer research.
Then in 1958 these two pieces of legislation were
consolidated into the Cancer Act 1958, which is the
basis of the act that has been in operation to this day.
By 1980, the importance of information about the
incidence of various types of cancer, until that time
unknown, was recognised in a new part to the Cancer
Act: this part made it compulsory to report diagnoses of
cancer to the Anti-Cancer Council.
The passage of the Health Services Act in 1988 was a further
key change in legislation which brought Peter Mac under the
uniform public health service governance provisions of that
act.
And while cancer legislation continued to evolve, so too did
cancer research. In particular, it was found that early detection
could lead to cure in some types of cancer. In the case of
cervical cancer, it was considered mostly preventable and
completely curable if detected early enough. Cervical
screening — known more familiarly to most as pap tests —
was introduced, and with it the need to collect information
about its effectiveness. The establishment of a central cervical
screening register would allow laboratories with access to
previous results to be better placed to detect changes to
cervical cells, and enable reminders to be sent to women due
for their next screening test.
Hence, Parliament enacted the Cancer (Central Registers) Act
in 1989, which amended part III of the Cancer Act 1958 to
authorise the reporting of pap test information to a central
register. This act not only established the Victorian Cervical
Cytology Register (the cervical screening register), it also
allowed for additional cancer screening registers to be
established by regulation. Subsequently, Victoria’s breast
screening register was first established by the Cancer
(BreastScreen Register) Regulations 1994. More recently,
researchers established a link between the human papilloma
virus (HPV) and cervical cancer. With HPV being considered
a precursor to cervical cancer, the act was amended in 2008 to
allow for HPV test results to be recorded on the cervical
screening register. The inclusion of this information on the
cervical screening register facilitated improved clinical
management of women participating in the cervical screening
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program. Victoria currently has three registers: The Victorian
Cancer Registry managed by the Cancer Council of Victoria
which captures cancer diagnoses, the cervical screening
register maintained by the Victorian Cytology
(Gynaecological) Service and the BreastScreen Victoria
Registry maintained by BreastScreen Victoria.
Bringing governance into the modern era
It is clear that in the 78 years since the initial 1936 act was
passed the nature and purpose of Victoria’s cancer legislation
has evolved considerably. The Cancer Act 1958, which came
into operation on 1 April 1959, has provided the legislative
and regulatory framework for cancer prevention, research and
treatment, and regulated the governance of the Cancer
Council of Victoria, the Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute
and the reporting of cancer cases and screening tests to
registries. Parts I and II of the 1958 act, which deal with the
governance of the Cancer Council Victoria (CCV) and the
objectives of the Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, are
historical elements of the early and important efforts to reduce
the burden of cancer in Victoria by concentrating resources
and expertise in these specific entities. These two entities
continue to deliver exemplary contributions to cancer control,
however they are now joined by many others. Victoria’s
cancer sector now consists of multiple organisations,
including various peak bodies, research institutes, hospitals
and other service providers. Cancer programs and services
have been mainstreamed and expertise rests within many
different entities and individuals. The sector is funded by
multiple sources including government, industry, research
grants, philanthropy and public fundraising. Consequently,
the governance arrangements in parts I and II of the 1958 act
no longer reflect Victoria’s present day cancer sector, nor best
practice governance principles.
Up until 1980, the act focused solely on the work of the AntiCancer Council and the Peter Mac in coordinating, funding
and providing cancer research and treatment. Since 1980, the
focus of the act has shifted towards cancer information, more
specifically, information about persons screened for and
diagnosed with cancer. Part III, the heart of the act, deals with
cancer reporting and registers. The introduction of legislation
to allow for the collection and use of information about
persons screened for and diagnosed with cancer has delivered
enormous benefits to the Victorian community through
improvements to the clinical management of individuals, our
understanding of cancer and ability to respond to the
challenges posed by this disease. The collection and use of
cancer information is fundamental to Victoria’s response to
the challenges posed by cancer.
Notwithstanding the benefits brought about by amendments
to the 1958 act, the legislative framework does not capitalise
on some of the key developments which have since taken
place. Whilst the legislation has undergone many
amendments during this time, it has failed to keep pace with
advances in research, treatment and prevention, and requires
very significant change to support Victoria’s current and
future cancer information needs. The 1958 act has constituted
a major barrier to managing cancer data effectively in
Victoria; further amendments will not adequately address the
issues. Consequently, the government has chosen to repeal
the 1958 act and introduce a new principal act that can meet
the policy objectives for this legislation and achieve the
modern, principles-based and flexible legislative framework
that is required.
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New directions for cancer control in Victoria
Cancer continues to be a leading cause of illness and death in
Victoria with around 80 new diagnoses and 30 deaths every
day. Cancer imposes a significant social and economic cost
on the Victorian community, and the Victorian government
invests significantly in cancer services, research, and
infrastructure. This investment needs to be underpinned by
evidence-based policy and a legislative framework that
supports linkages and collaboration across the system and
promotes the coordinated use of information and knowledge.
This bill complements and supports other legislation to
promote and protect public health and wellbeing. These
include the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008, the
Radiation Act 2005 and the Tobacco Act 1987, which
together contribute to a more effective cancer control system.
The Tobacco Act 1987 specifically seeks to reduce the
burden of one of the major causes of cancer death in
Victoria — namely, smoking rates. However, cancer is one of
the leading causes of ill health and burden to Victorians and a
dedicated cancer act is required to focus public and political
attention on cancer awareness, prevention, treatment and
research, as well as providing a vehicle for a policy focus on
cancer by government, all of which will achieve better health
outcomes.
The key to driving even greater advances in cancer outcomes
in Victoria is the coordinated use of information and
knowledge; data linkage and sharing within a modern
legislative framework is central to achieving this.
Government, health administrators, service providers,
researchers, private industry and community members require
consolidated information on the characteristics of cancer and
its burden on the community. There is a need for intelligence
and analysis to enhance our understanding of how cancer and
its risk factors affect different populations; how it is being
treated and managed; the gaps that exist in service
availability; clinical and cost effectiveness; and the impact of
policy initiatives on both patient-centred and system-focused
outcomes. Data on all of these elements is fundamental for
effective planning and the efficient use of resources. There is
currently a range of disconnected datasets relevant to
understanding cancer control in Victoria and nationally. The
current act has been a barrier — for example, it prohibits
ongoing data linkage between Victorian cancer and screening
registries, and prohibits collecting and disclosing information
with the national HPV vaccination program registry. Hence, a
woman’s HPV vaccination status could not be recorded with
her cervical screening test results, and if she moved interstate
her screening results could not be provided to another
registry. The new bill will allow this. Effective strategies to
integrate and interrogate these datasets will deliver better
patient experiences, a more efficient care delivery system and
cost-effective outcomes. These strategies require an enabling
legislative environment as a matter of urgency.
A new Improving Cancer Outcomes Bill for Victoria
The principal aim of the new bill is to support Victoria’s
efforts to reduce cancer incidence, morbidity and mortality
and to enhance the wellbeing of those affected by cancer. In
order to achieve this aim, the objectives of the bill are to:
establish a modern, flexible and principles-based
legislative framework;
support the Victorian government’s overall strategy for
cancer control; and
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strengthen Victoria’s ability to respond to scientific,
technological and policy developments in cancer.
The new bill articulates functions of the Secretary to the
Department of Health across the spectrum of health services
and systems relating to cancer, and specifies the range of roles
that are to be performed by the secretary in fulfilling these
functions. The bill empowers the secretary to collect, use and
disclose information in order to perform the secretary’s
functions with respect to cancer.
The bill continues the mandatory reporting of cancer
diagnosis information. The bill also imposes a mandatory
reporting obligation to facilitate the collection of information
about cancer screening. Not only is this information useful to
mitigate an individual’s risks from cancer, it is also crucial to
support the planning and funding of cancer prevention
programs and services, as well as to inform cancer research.
The details of the reporting obligations, including who is
obliged to report and what information is to be reported, will
be prescribed by regulation.
Information that is collected under this bill will be protected
under health records legislation. Victorian privacy legislation
has evolved in line with consumers’ expectations that their
health and personal information will not only be protected
and used to support individual care, but also contribute to
population health benefits through research, monitoring,
evaluation, planning, quality and benchmarking activities.
The health privacy principles establish clear provisions for an
individual’s right to access their information and to be
informed of how it may be used. In addition, as part of
operational implementation patients may elect not to receive
reminders to undergo screening, and options for opting off
will also be further considered as part of subordinate
regulations. By clarifying the purposes for which cancer
information is collected, and making clear the parameters
surrounding its use and disclosure, the bill provides a clear
framework for managing data relating to cancer. Better
patient outcomes can now be achieved by facilitating
appropriate data linkage and integration as well as supporting
research.
A cancer plan for Victoria
A new act brings a new opportunity for government to set the
directions for driving cancer control improvements and
innovation for Victoria. As such, for the first time the bill
requires the preparation of a regular four-yearly cancer plan,
providing an essential strategic policy framework for cancer
in Victoria; this is appropriate given the significant burden of
cancer in our community. It is intended that the cancer plan
will draw upon the information collected by the secretary in
accordance with the new legislative scheme to:
report on the status and burden of cancer in Victoria;
establish Victoria’s objectives and policy priorities with
respect to cancer;
state how these objectives and policy priorities will be
achieved based on the available evidence; and
specify how the state will work together with the sector
and other stakeholders to achieve these objectives and
policy priorities.
This important feature provides us with the means to identify
and partner with key stakeholders across the cancer spectrum;
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engaging them in setting the agenda for reducing the cancer
burden on Victorians and ensuring their participation as
significant players in the implementation of the plan.
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I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr JENNINGS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 September.

CRIMES AMENDMENT (SEXUAL
OFFENCES AND OTHER MATTERS) BILL
2014
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor
and Gaming Regulation), Hon. D. K. Drum tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
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statement of compatibility with respect to the Crimes
Amendment (Sexual Offences and Other Matters) Bill 2014
(the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill will make Victoria’s sexual offence laws clearer,
simpler and fairer by making various amendments to the
definitions of key indictable sexual offences (including rape),
removing redundant marriage exceptions to sexual offences
against children, removing time limits on the prosecution of
certain former sexual offences against children, introducing
certain exceptions to child pornography offences for minors,
and creating two new summary offences concerning
distribution of intimate images. The bill will also provide for
a ‘course of conduct’ charge for multiple incidents of sexual
offending and other specified offences (e.g. fraud-related
offences).
Human rights issues
Privacy and reputation
Section 13 of the charter act provides that ‘[a] person has the
right — (a) not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with; and
(b) not to have his or her reputation unlawfully attacked’.
The two new offences of distributing, or threatening to
distribute, an intimate image, at clause 25 of the bill, promote
the protection of a person’s privacy and reputation while
protecting the right to freedom of expression where an adult
has consented to the distribution of their intimate image. The
consent exception does not apply to children due to their
greater vulnerability and need for protection.
Right to freedom of expression
Section 15 of the charter act provides that ‘[e]very person has
the right to freedom of expression’. Section 15(3) of the
charter act provides that the right to freedom of expression
may be subject to lawful restrictions reasonably necessary to
respect the rights and reputation of other persons or for the
protection of national security, public order, public health or
public morality.
Criminalising threats to commit sexual offences (at clause 4
of the bill) falls within the exception in section 15(3) for
lawful restrictions reasonably necessary for respecting the
rights of others. Accordingly, the offence is relevant to but
does not limit the right to freedom of expression.
Criminalising the distribution of an intimate image or the
threat to distribute an intimate image (at clause 25 of the bill)
also comes within section 15(3) because the offences are
restricted to conduct that is contrary to community standards
of acceptable conduct and do not apply to an image of an
adult who expressly or impliedly consented to that
distribution. The consent exception does not apply to minors
as they are more vulnerable and require additional protection.
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Right to protection of families and children
Section 17(2) of the charter act provides that ‘[e]very child
has the right, without discrimination, to such protection as is
in his or her best interests and is needed by him or her by
reason of being a child’.
Persons who engage in repeated sexual abuse of a child over a
period of time are among the worst abusers of the child’s right
to protection. The new ‘course of conduct charge’ (at
clause 13 of the bill) promotes the protection of children by
providing for a more effective mechanism for prosecuting this
kind of sexual abuse of children.
The bill also promotes the protection of children by removing
redundant but potentially misleading words concerning
supposed exceptions to sexual offences against children under
16 years where the accused is married to the child (see
clause 5 of the bill). These exceptions are redundant, since it
is no longer possible for a person to be legally married in
Australia under the age of 16.
The bill’s new exceptions to child pornography offences
enhance the protection of minors who engage in nonexploitative peer-to-peer sharing of images from unwarranted
prosecution for child pornography offences (see clause 8 and
clause 28 of the bill).
The new offence (at clause 25) of distributing an intimate
image will not apply if the image is of an adult who has given
express or implied consent to distribution, but this exception
does not apply to children, recognising their greater need for
protection. Further, the rights of children are protected by
providing that age and vulnerability are relevant factors in
determining whether the distribution is contrary to
community standards of acceptable conduct.
Rights in criminal proceedings
Section 25(2)(a) of the charter act provides that ‘[a] person
charged with a criminal offence is entitled without
discrimination to the following minimum guarantees — to be
informed promptly and in detail of the nature and reason for
the charge in a language or, if necessary, a type of
communication that he or she speaks or understands’.
The course of conduct charge allows the prosecution to
charge a person with engaging in a course of conduct
involving multiple incidents of a sexual offence or other
specified offences (e.g. theft and obtaining a financial
advantage by deception) without providing precise particulars
of the incidents. This does not limit the right to details of
charges under section 25 of the charter act. The accused’s
right to details of the charge is a right to know what the
prosecution case against him or her will be. It is not a right to
more details about the prosecution case than the prosecution
itself is able to provide. The course of conduct charge will
still disclose to the accused the nature of the charge, namely
that the accused engaged in a course of conduct of offending.
The prosecution will still need to prove that charge beyond
reasonable doubt, and will not be at a forensic advantage.
Where the course of conduct charge concerns repeated sexual
offending, it is unfair to victims of such sustained sexual
abuse to have their evidence systematically excluded because
of a lack of specificity that may be due to the repeated nature
of the offending itself.
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Right against retrospective criminal laws
Section 27(1) of the charter act provides that ‘[a] person must
not be found guilty of a criminal offence because of conduct
that was not a criminal offence when it was engaged in’. The
bill (at clause 10) retrospectively removes historical time
limits on the prosecution of certain sexual offences against
children committed prior to 1991. This repeal does not
retrospectively create any criminal offence, because the
conduct was (and remains) a criminal offence at the time the
conduct was engaged in. Removing the immunity from
prosecution that arose 12 months after the offending does not
limit section 27(1) of the charter act because such changes to
criminal procedure do not amount to the retrospective
creation of criminal liability.
The house amendment to the bill also ensures that the
removal of the time limits on prosecution does not apply
where the person’s conduct would not constitute an offence
under Victorian law applicable at the time of the
commencement of the bill. Further, where a person is charged
with an historic offence because of the removal of the time
limit on prosecution, that person may rely on the defences
applicable to equivalent offences under the current law. These
amendments ensure that the bill adopts the least restrictive
means of achieving the purpose of the repeal of prosecution
time limits.
Presumption of innocence
Section 25(1) of the charter act provides that ‘[a] person
charged with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law’. The bill
provides for exceptions to certain sexual offences (at clause 4)
and child pornography offences (at clause 8 and clause 28).
For example, a person does not commit the offence of sexual
assault if the touching was done in the course of a procedure
carried out in good faith for medical or hygienic purposes. In
accordance with section 72 of the Criminal Procedure Act
2009, an accused wishing to rely on such an exception will
have an evidential burden of presenting or pointing to
evidence that suggests a reasonable possibility of the
existence of facts that would establish the exception. This
does not limit the presumption of innocence, since it is an
exception that narrows the scope of the offence, and the
prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt that the
exception has not been met, as well as all the elements of the
offence.
The bill also provides, as does the current Crimes Act 1958, a
list of circumstances in which a person is defined not to have
consented to an act. This does not deem an element of the
relevant offence to have been proved without evidence. The
prosecution must still prove beyond reasonable doubt that the
consent-negating circumstance existed. Moreover, those
circumstances are not legal fictions concerning lack of
consent. Rather they are circumstances where the person does
not in fact consent.
The bill will also allow a trial judge to inform the jury that the
fact that a person did not say or do anything to indicate
consent is enough to show that they did not consent, and that
if an accused knew or believed that a consent-negating
circumstance existed, that knowledge or belief is enough to
show that the accused did not reasonably believe that the
other person consented. The provisions do not shift the
burden of proof but are essentially indicating the degree of
relevance and strength of such evidence. For these reasons,
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the bill is relevant to, but does not limit, the right to the
presumption of innocence.
Where an accused wishes to rely on an exception to a child
pornography offence by arguing that they believed on
reasonable grounds that they were not more than two years
older than the other minor depicted in the image, or that they
believed on reasonable grounds that the image did not depict
a criminal offence, then the accused (under new
section 70AAA(7) of the Crimes Act 1958 and new
subsection 57A(8) of the Classification (Publications, Films
and Computer Games) (Enforcement) Act 1995 will bear the
legal onus of proving that reasonable belief.
This does not limit the presumption of innocence because the
matter concerns an exception, what is to be proved lies
peculiarly within the knowledge of the accused, and the
prosecution must still prove all the elements of the offence
beyond reasonable doubt.
Edward O’Donohue, MP
Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation
Minister for Corrections
Minister for Crime Prevention

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Rape and sexual assault are among the most despicable
crimes, which can cause severe and devastating harm to
victims. The government is committed to better protecting the
community from these horrible crimes, holding perpetrators
to account and providing support to victims.
Existing sexual offence laws are highly complex and
confusing to apply. Uncertainty in the law has led to
numerous appeals and retrials, which is highly traumatic for
victims and their families, and contributes to unnecessary
court delays.
This bill introduces important reforms to Victoria’s sexual
offence laws to improve the effectiveness of the law and
ensure that perpetrators of sexual offences are held to account.
It will make sexual offence laws clearer and fairer, and
improve the way that the law deals with cases of repeated and
systematic sexual abuse.
These reforms are based on proposals by the Department of
Justice in its Review of Sexual Offences — Consultation
Paper released in October 2013.
The bill also addresses the phenomenon of ‘sexting’. It
implements recommendations made by the Victorian
Parliament Law Reform Committee in its report on the
inquiry into sexting. Sexting involves the sharing of sexually
explicit images through the internet, mobile phones and social
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media. It has become increasingly common, especially
between teenagers. It is important that this practice is
regulated to provide protection to both children and adults
against exploitative sharing of intimate images, while
ensuring that teenagers do not face unwarranted prosecution
for child pornography offences.
Improvements to key sexual offences
The bill will introduce clearer and simpler sexual offences
into the Crimes Act 1958 to cover:
rape;
rape by compelling sexual penetration;
sexual assault;
sexual assault by compelling sexual touching;
assault with intent to commit a sexual offence; and
threat to commit a sexual offence.
The bill will modernise outdated language in existing
offences and make it easier for juries to determine whether or
not an accused is guilty of these offences.
The bill will introduce a new fault element into these
offences, which will apply when ‘the accused does not
reasonably believe that the other person consents’ to the
sexual activity. This means that the accused will come within
the fault element if they did not believe that the complainant
was consenting or, if they did have such a belief, it was not a
reasonable one. This fault element is conceptually simpler
than the current law, which is complex and confusing. It will
be significantly easier for juries to understand and judges to
apply, which will reduce the number of appeals and retrials.
The new fault element is also consistent with laws in other
jurisdictions, including the United Kingdom, New Zealand
and New South Wales, where the fault element has worked
successfully for a number of years. It is also similar to the
approach in Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia. It
means that offenders will not escape liability for committing
sexual offences where their belief that the other person is
consenting is unreasonable.
The new fault element requires a person to have objectively
reasonable grounds for their belief that another person
consents to sexual activity with them. It will not be a matter
of what the accused thinks it is reasonable to believe. Instead,
the courts will apply a more objective standard that reflects
community standards of what is a reasonable belief. The bill
provides that whether or not an accused reasonably believes
that the other person is consenting to an act depends on the
circumstances. This includes any steps that the accused has
taken to find out whether the other person consents. The bill
expressly excludes the accused’s self-induced intoxication as
a circumstance to consider. Otherwise, it will be a matter for
the jury in each case to determine whether the accused’s
belief was reasonable in the circumstances.
The bill contains a list of circumstances in which a person is
taken not to have consented to a sexual act. This reflects the
current law and includes when a person is asleep or
unconscious, and when they submit to an act because of force
or fear of force. The bill provides that when an accused has
knowledge that one of these circumstances exists, this is
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enough to show that he or she did not have a reasonable belief
in consent.
The bill will also amend the Jury Directions Act 2013 to
simplify jury directions in sexual offence trials. Under the bill,
the parties may request that the trial judge direct the jury on
the meaning of consent, the circumstances in which a person
is taken not to have consented to a sexual act and reasonable
belief in consent. This will allow directions to be tailored to
the particular circumstances of the case. This will encourage
shorter jury directions and minimise unnecessary and
unhelpful directions.
Course of conduct charge
As the parliamentary Family and Community Development
Committee’s Betrayal of Trust report found, repeated and
systematic sexual abuse of children is all too common. The
government is committed to providing effective criminal law
responses to this insidious problem.
Regrettably, the criminal law has not responded effectively to
some of the most serious instances of repeated sexual abuse.
At common law, a high degree of specificity in charges laid
against an accused is traditionally required. This is difficult to
satisfy in cases of repeated sexual abuse, as it is common for
complainants to have trouble recalling precise details of each
act of abuse.
In order to address this issue, the offence of maintaining a
sexual relationship with a child under 16 years was
introduced in section 47A of the Crimes Act in 1991. This
offence is now called ‘persistent sexual abuse of child under
the age of 16’. This offence allows less specific evidence by a
complainant to be sufficient to identify and prove a charge.
However, the applicability of the section 47A offence remains
limited. Under section 47A, it is not sufficient for a
complainant to give evidence about what the accused would
typically or routinely do. Such evidence is admissible to
prove a course of conduct. Instead, section 47A requires proof
of three separate offences. This means that the complainant
must remember details to distinguish between different acts of
abuse. This requirement is difficult to satisfy where sexual
abuse is ongoing, as complainants commonly find it difficult
to remember precise details of each act of abuse.
The bill will address these limitations in the current law by
introducing a new way of charging repeated sexual abuse.
This reform is based on a similar approach used in the United
Kingdom. The bill will enable the prosecution to file a ‘course
of conduct’ charge alleging multiple incidents of sexual
offending against the same complainant. Under this new
approach, the prosecution will not need to prove particular
incidents of abuse or identify distinctive features
differentiating any of the incidents. Therefore the complainant
will not need to provide details about separate incidents of
abuse. This is a significant change, but the law remains fair
because the prosecution will need to prove the course of
conduct beyond reasonable doubt.
Where an accused has been found guilty of an offence in a
course of conduct charge, the court will be required to impose
a sentence reflecting the totality of the offending.
This important reform will ensure that the law responds
effectively to cases of repeated and systematic sexual abuse,
and that perpetrators of these horrible crimes can be brought
to justice.
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The course of conduct charge will also be available in relation
to other specified offences such as theft, money laundering
and obtaining a financial advantage by deception. While the
need for this new approach is most pressing in relation to
sexual offences, it will also have considerable value for
charging high-volume offences which typically involve an
element of dishonesty or deception, which can number in the
hundreds or thousands. Charging a course of conduct of
defrauding thousands of victims is more practical and better
reflects the criminal behaviour than filing thousands of
separate charges for each of the incidents.
Removing restrictions on prosecuting sexual offences
committed prior to 1991
The bill will remove inappropriate time limitations which
currently prevent the prosecution of certain sexual offences
alleged to have been committed against children prior to
1991.
Prior to 1991, criminal prosecutions for sexual offences
committed against children had to be commenced within
12 months from the alleged offence. Research shows that
more than half of child sexual abuse victims do not complain
to anyone for over 12 months. Although this time limit was
removed from legislation in 1991, the restriction on
commencing prosecution for offences committed before that
time still applies. This effectively gives perpetrators of these
heinous crimes immunity from prosecution, which is
completely inappropriate.
The bill ensures that perpetrators of sexual crimes against
children can be brought to justice by removing these
inappropriate time limits. The removal of the time limitations
has been drafted to ensure that a person whose past conduct
would not be an offence under the current law would not be
prosecuted. Further, defences available under the current law
(for example, consent where there is reasonable mistake as to
age) will also be available to persons charged because of the
removal of the time limitations.
Exceptions to sexual offences against children under 16
The bill will remove the exceptions to sexual offences against
children under 16 years, which purport to apply where the
accused is married to the child. These exceptions are
redundant, since it is no longer possible for a person to be
legally married in Australia under the age of 16.
Removing the exceptions will make the law clearer and end
unjustified community concern that these provisions create a
‘loophole’ through which children can be abused.
Exceptions to child pornography offences
In recent years, the growing phenomenon of ‘sexting’ has
prompted concerns that teenagers may be inappropriately
criminalised by existing child pornography laws. It is
important that the criminal law is updated to reflect changing
uses of technology, while providing protection against
harmful behaviour.
Currently, any sexually explicit depiction of a person under
18 years old is potentially child pornography. Teenagers who
create, possess or distribute explicit images of themselves or
their peers commit a child pornography offence.
Consequently, teenagers who engage in sexting risk a
criminal conviction and possible registration on the sex
offenders register. When non-exploitative, consensual sexting
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occurs between peers, these serious consequences are
unwarranted.
To address this concern, the bill introduces four exceptions to
the child pornography offences. The exceptions aim to
capture non-predatory and non-exploitative sexting. They do
so by focusing on age and the nature of the act depicted. In
relation to age, the exceptions only apply to sexting by
minors. Once a person turns 18, these exceptions will no
longer be available. Further, where explicit images of minors
are shared, the exceptions are limited to sharing between
peers — that is, the minor must not be more than two years
older than another minor depicted in the image (or reasonably
believe this to be so).
In relation to the nature of the act depicted, the exceptions
will not apply to an image that depicts a criminal offence
punishable by imprisonment, unless the minor involved in the
sexting is the victim of the offence depicted. It is important
that the exceptions do not protect minors who create, possess
or transmit child pornography that depicts a criminal activity.
The restrictions concerning age and the nature of the act
depicted will ensure that child pornography offences continue
to protect children against exploitative and predatory
behaviour.
The four new exceptions will also apply to the publication
and transmission of child pornography offences in the
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) Act 1995.
New summary offences
Currently, the law provides limited protection against nonconsensual distribution of intimate images. This behaviour
can cause considerable harm, particularly if an image ‘goes
viral’. This bill creates two summary offences designed to
protect individuals against such harm.
The first new offence prohibits intentional distribution of an
intimate image where that distribution is contrary to
community standards of acceptable conduct. This offence
does not apply if the person in the image is an adult and has
consented (expressly or impliedly) to the distribution. This
exception does not apply to consent by children, due to their
greater vulnerability and need for protection. The offence is
punishable by a maximum of two years imprisonment.
The second offence prohibits a person from threatening to
distribute an intimate image of another person depicted in the
image, and the distribution would be contrary to community
standards of acceptable conduct. The person who makes the
threat must intend that the other person will believe, or will
probably believe, that the person will carry out the threat. The
offence is punishable by a maximum of one year’s
imprisonment.
The bill provides guidance to courts to determine the
application of community standards of acceptable conduct in
a particular case. The court is directed to consider the context
in which the image was captured and distributed, the personal
circumstances of the person depicted, and the degree to which
their privacy is affected by the distribution. The purpose of
the community standards test is to ensure that the offences do
not unjustifiably interfere with individual privacy and
freedom of expression, while at the same time targeting
exploitative, harmful and non-consensual behaviour.
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Conclusion
This bill makes significant improvements to sexual offence
laws. It will hold offenders of horrible sexual crimes to
account but make sure that minors are not inappropriately
prosecuted for child pornography offences when they engage
in sexting with their peers.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MIKAKOS
(Northern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 25 September.

SENTENCING AMENDMENT
(HISTORICAL HOMOSEXUAL
CONVICTIONS EXPUNGEMENT) BILL
2014
Second reading
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
advise the house that in relation to the Sentencing
Amendment (Historical Homosexual Convictions
Expungement) Bill 2014 the incorrect second-reading
speech was incorporated into Hansard last night. I
therefore wish to circulate a correct copy of the secondreading speech for the benefit of the house. By leave, I
move:
That:
(1) the second-reading speech be incorporated into
Hansard; and
(2) the second-reading speech incorporated on
17 September 2014 be expunged from Hansard.

The PRESIDENT — Order! A second-reading
speech was incorporated into Hansard yesterday when
this bill was brought into this house. A similar bill was
subsequently brought into the Legislative Assembly,
and a very similar second-reading speech was provided
to the members of the Legislative Assembly. There
were, however, some differences in a key paragraph,
and the minister now seeks to correct the record so that
those second-reading speeches are the same.
Motion agreed to.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Earlier this year the government announced that it would
legislate to allow the criminal records of people who were
convicted of criminal offences because, and only because, of
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homosexual conduct to be expunged. Victoria decriminalised
homosexual conduct in 1981, but some Victorians continue to
carry convictions related to their homosexuality that have
hampered their opportunities to work, travel or volunteer.
It is now generally accepted that this consensual sex between
adults should never have been a crime. While we cannot turn
back the clock and undo what occurred in previous decades,
we can act to ensure that Victorians do not have to continue to
suffer from the legal consequences of what occurred.
This bill establishes a process that will allow people to apply
to have historical homosexual convictions expunged. Once
expunged, a conviction will be treated at law as if it were
never imposed. It will not be released as part of a criminal
history check and a person will be protected from ever having
to reveal that conviction.
Although allowing historical convictions to be expunged is
simple in concept, it presents a legally complex problem. The
offences that have over the years been used to charge those
engaged in consensual homosexual activities are often the
same offences that were used to charge cases of truly criminal
sexual assault.
We cannot tell from simply looking at a person’s criminal
record whether the convictions on that record relate to
consensual adult behaviour, or conduct that would still be
criminal today. It is very important that this scheme not
expunge the criminal records of those who have committed
serious criminal offences that remain crimes today.
Furthermore, many of the offences with which persons were
charged were offences that did not relate solely to
homosexual activity, even where those offences were used to
target homosexual activity.
Accordingly, the historical convictions expungement scheme
is built around two tests. Was the applicant charged with the
offence because of the homosexual nature of the conduct and,
if so, would that conduct be legal today? Where both these
tests are satisfied, the conviction will be expunged.
The scheme has been drafted broadly to allow those who
believe they have such a conviction on their record to apply to
have it expunged. A historical homosexual offence can be any
sexual offence, or any public morality offence, that was used
to punish homosexual behaviour.
The bill does not exhaustively list these eligible offences
because of the large number of relevant offences that have
applied over the years, and the varied range of offences that
have been used to target homosexual behaviour. But the
sexual offences will obviously include the old offences of
buggery and gross indecency with a male. The public
morality offences will capture loitering for homosexual
purposes and behaving in an indecent or offensive manner.
These offences have been defined broadly to ensure that the
scheme can consider convictions for behaviour ranging from
loitering at a known gay beat, to public displays of affection
between same-sex couples.
Regardless of the historical homosexual offence that an
applicant seeks to have expunged, the facts surrounding that
conviction will have to be considered, and a decision made.
The responsibility to make this decision will at first instance
be that of the Secretary of the Department of Justice.
An applicant will provide the secretary with those details
known to the applicant about the offence. This will allow the
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Once the contemporaneous records have been collected, the
secretary will apply the two tests referred to earlier. Was the
applicant charged with the offence because of the homosexual
nature of the conduct? Would that conduct be legal today?

In addition to creating these legal rights, the bill ensures that
the records themselves will be altered. This scheme will cover
official records held by a court, VCAT, Victoria Police or the
Office of Public Prosecutions. These are the documents that
are used to generate a criminal history and so are the
documents that must be addressed if a conviction is to be
expunged.

The first test is to ensure that the scheme only expunges
convictions that were the result of a person’s homosexual
conduct, and not convictions in circumstances where charges
would have been laid and a conviction would have resulted
regardless of whether the conduct was homosexual or
heterosexual.

The records will take many shapes — from electronic records
on the LEAP data base through to written records in
individual courts’ ledgers. The bill requires that, once an
application is approved, the secretary will inform those who
control the relevant records and they will then be required by
the legislation to expunge the entry relating to the conviction.

Offences can also, of course, only be expunged if the conduct
would be legal today. In some cases the secretary will need to
consider the age of those involved. In other cases, the
secretary may need to consider whether behaviour once
considered offensive because of its homosexual nature would
still be considered offensive today. The secretary will be able
to draw on the advice of legal experts, if necessary, to assist in
making this decision.

The records will be annotated with a statement to the effect
that they relate to an expunged conviction. Electronic records
that are not original records may be dealt with in a number of
ways. The entry relating to the conviction may be removed
completely; or may be altered so that it cannot be found; or
may be de-identified so that the record cannot be linked to the
individual in any search of that database.

Much will turn on the records of the original criminal
conviction. These records may, in many cases, be old,
incomplete or ambiguous. They may not be sufficient to
allow the secretary to be satisfied, on the balance of
probabilities, that the conduct would be legal today. The
secretary in such cases will be able to return to the applicant
to require further information, for example, information to
demonstrate that the conduct was consensual.
As I noted earlier, it is important that this scheme not
inadvertently expunge convictions for truly criminal
behaviour and that those who committed serious sexual
offences in the past cannot attempt to use this scheme to hide
their convictions.
If the secretary is not satisfied of either of the two tests, the
application will be refused and the conviction will stand.
However, there will be a right of review to VCAT if the
application is refused.
If the secretary is satisfied that the applicant was only charged
because of the homosexual nature of the conduct and that the
applicant’s conduct would be legal today, then the offence
will be expunged at a set time after the secretary’s
determination.
If an offence is expunged, then an applicant will in future be
treated for all purposes in law as if they had never committed
the offence.
The applicant is not required to answer any question in a legal
proceeding that requires them to disclose information about
the conviction, and may state, under oath, that they do not
have a conviction for the offence. An expunged conviction
can no longer be a bar to a person receiving any kind of
licence or permission.
The applicant will be further protected by obligations that are
placed on those within the police, the courts and the Office of
Public Prosecutions who hold the official records of the
conviction. These organisations may not disclose the fact that
the applicant was charged with or convicted of the expunged
conviction.

When the records are altered, the secretary will be notified
and will, in turn, notify the applicant. An applicant can be
assured that, as far as possible, their conviction will no longer
have any legal effect.
It is intended that this scheme will be established and ready to
accept applications by mid-2015.
The Liberal government of Sir Rupert Hamer decriminalised
homosexual conduct in the early 1980s. This government
now recognises the social and psychological impacts of
carrying old convictions for behaviour that has not been
considered to be criminal for over 30 years. Many people
have felt constrained from applying for jobs or from
volunteering, and some have been unable to travel overseas.
These convictions have been allowed to stand for far too long,
and we are acting to rectify this.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Ms PULFORD (Western
Victoria) on motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 1 October.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Indigenous employment programs
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to Louise Asher in her
capacity as Minister for Employment and Trade.
Approximately 12 Indigenous employment programs
operate across this state. They do wonderful work in
partnership with the Indigenous community,
government and industry.
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As we speak, the immediate future of these fantastic
programs is under threat because since approximately
the middle of this year there has been a real lack of
funding from the government and the department for
these particular programs. The people who are engaged
in and organise these programs are unsure why there
has been such a cut in their funding. There is a serious
and immediate threat of the closing of doors on some of
these fantastic programs, which were well supported by
the previous government and governments before that.
The action I seek is that the minister investigate why
there has been a reduction in funding for these
important projects and remedy the situation as soon as
possible.

Mortlake, Derrinallum and Lismore small
business
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Regional and
Rural Development, Mr Ryan, and it relates to efforts
being undertaken to support the Mortlake community
following the April bomb explosion that resulted in the
closure of the Hamilton Highway and traffic being
diverted around the towns of Mortlake, Derrinallum
and Lismore. Local businesses suffered significant
financial loss as a result. The Hamilton Highway, with
which I am all too familiar, brings significant income to
local small businesses that provide goods and services
to passing motorists. Following the explosion, the
highway was closed for three weeks. The road closure
occurred during the peak travel periods of school
holidays, Easter and the Anzac Day long weekend.
I have been contacted by the Mortlake Community
Development Committee, which has outlined its
frustrations and those experienced by the neighbouring
communities of Lismore and Derrinallum. When these
communities approached the government seeking some
compensation or assistance to deal with the significant
losses suffered by small businesses during this time,
they were advised that no funding and no support was
available, as the explosion was not a natural disaster.
The action I seek from the Minister for Regional and
Rural Development is that he provide advice to small
businesses in these three communities about
opportunities for support for their businesses through
the Regional Growth Fund.
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north-west of Bendigo. The total population of the
Loddon shire is approximately 7000 people, while
Wedderburn has a population of just over 700. The
town has a series of difficulties around health care and
ageing. The Wedderburn hospital closed some years
ago, and there is no longer a doctor in residence. The
town is serviced by a doctor who drives from
Inglewood several days a week. The nearest
ambulances are stationed at Charlton, 30 kilometres to
the north-west, and at Inglewood, 30 kilometres to the
south-east.
To try to overcome problems relating to the lack of a
local ambulance, a community emergency response
team (CERT) was established in 2005. Today the
CERT receives 200 call-outs per year. This remarkable
volunteer group is even more remarkable when we
consider the fact that 28 people each week are needed
to staff the volunteer roster. Two volunteers are rostered
on for each 12-hour period. Unfortunately, in a town of
around 700 people, maintaining the number of
volunteers required is frequently difficult.
The town has no aged-care facilities. If residents move
into a care facility in Inglewood, there is only one
return bus service per day that spouses and family
members can use for visits. Wedderburn has an ageing
population. In 2006, 40 per cent of the population was
over 55 years old, and by 2011 this figure had risen to
48 per cent of the population. For some time now the
community has been considering the potential
establishment of an aged-care facility in Wedderburn.
My request of the minister is that he meet with
representatives of the Wedderburn community and
provide them with advice and assistance to establish a
small aged-care facility in this small and very needy
community.

Ararat Rural City Council
Mr D. R. J. O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Local Government, the Honourable Tim Bull, and it
arises from a matter brought to my attention by
Cr Colin McKenzie of the Ararat Rural City Council in
my electorate. He has asked that I ask the minister to
investigate methods to encourage equity in regional
shires — particularly his shire, the rural city of
Ararat — in the election of rural and urban-based
councillors.

Wedderburn aged care
Ms LEWIS (Northern Victoria) — My adjournment
matter is for the attention of the Minister for Ageing.
Wedderburn is one of several small towns in the shire
of Loddon, a small rural shire about 70 kilometres

I am in receipt of a letter addressed to Minister Bull,
which I raise for the minister’s attention. It refers to the
Ararat Rural City Council at its ordinary meeting on
8 September 2014 discussing the electoral
representation review proposed for 2015, which is to be
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completed by 29 April 2016. The letter advises that the
council resolved to request that the Ararat rural city be
listed for the scheduled electoral representation review
in 2015.
Councillor representation of the rural areas of the
municipality has fallen from 12 representatives on the
Ararat Rural Shire Council prior to amalgamation to
just 1 councillor currently. There is concern that the
downward trend will lead to no rural representation on
the council. These issues of rural representation are
complex. There are obviously competing concerns, but
I request that the minister investigate the concerns
raised by the very diligent and hardworking councillor,
who I have known for some years in his capacity as a
councillor, Mr Colin McKenzie from Lake Bolac in the
rural city of Ararat.

Mentone Gardens aged-care facility
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
matter this evening is for the Minister for Ageing, and it
relates to Mentone Gardens aged-care facility, which I
asked the minister about earlier today in question time.
I asked him at the time to explain the discrepancy
between the advice he provided to me in a letter, where
he claimed the department first became aware of
financial issues at Mentone Gardens in January 2013,
and the information he provided to the ABC on
Sunday, that his department knew of financial issues at
Mentone Gardens as early as 2011.
The minister sought to explain or downplay this issue
by trying to claim these were minor issues, but he did
confirm that the issues related to security deposits. In
fact the issues around security deposits are why
Mentone Gardens went into liquidation in the first
place. Despite knowing about these problems
associated with security deposits, the minister’s
department subsequently renewed the registration of
Mentone Gardens in July 2012, which is when Labor’s
tougher legislation, the Supported Residential Services
(Private Proprietors) Act 2010, came into effect,
providing stronger financial protections for residents in
supported residential services (SRSs). The minister
must have forgotten this earlier today, despite having
spoken on the bill in 2010 welcoming Labor’s changes.
It is a requirement under the new act that all residents’
security deposits be transferred into trust accounts for
the protection of the residents. It appears that did not
occur in this case, which is why the company went into
liquidation and people are facing losses of up to
$400 000 each from their security deposits.
These are quite serious issues, and I note that the Office
of the Public Advocate’s community visitors report,
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tabled in the Parliament today, expresses concerns
about the issues associated with SRSs and the
department’s failure to fully utilise its powers under
that legislation. Under the new act, Labor’s act, powers
are given to authorised officers in the minister’s
department to investigate possible contraventions of the
act or regulations via what are called targeted
compliance reviews. I ask the minister to advise
whether his department undertook a targeted
compliance review at Mentone Gardens at any point
between July 2012 and September 2013, when the
company went into liquidation, to ensure that residents’
security deposits were being placed into trust accounts.

Responses
Hon. D. K. DRUM (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Tonight we had five adjournment
matters raised. Mr Leane raised an issue for the
Minister for Employment and Trade, Ms Asher, in
relation to Indigenous employment programs, and I will
pass that on to her.
Ms Pulford raised an issue for the Minister for Regional
and Rural Development, Peter Ryan, following the
Mortlake explosion, the three-week closure of the
highway going to that property and businesses in the
three surrounding regions looking for compensation. I
will pass that on to the minister.
Ms Lewis raised a matter for the Minister for Ageing,
David Davis, in relation to a call for a Wedderburn
aged-care facility. I will pass that on to the minister.
Mr David O’Brien raised a matter for the Minister for
Local Government, Tim Bull, in relation to Ararat
Rural City Council and commentary from a councillor
about the disproportionate representation of councillors
in the urban versus rural areas of the rural city of
Ararat.
Ms Mikakos raised a matter for the Minister for
Ageing, David Davis, in relation to Mentone Gardens
and issues surrounding its liquidation. I will pass that
on to the minister.
I have three written responses to adjournment matters:
one for Ms Crozier from 6 August, one for
Mr Somyurek from 7 August and one for Ms Pennicuik
from 21 August.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 7.04 p.m. until Tuesday,
14 October, at 12 noon.
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Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Tuesday, 16 September 2014
Shire of Surf Coast: bushfire management overlay
Raised with:

Minister for Planning

Raised by:

Ms Tierney

Raised on:

7 May 2013

REPLY:
Ms Tierney has requested information from the Hon. Terry Mulder, MP, Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and State member for Polwarth, on the implementation of the Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO) in
Surf Coast shire and the Polwarth electorate. As the matter falls within my portfolio, I am responding on Minister
Mulder’s behalf.
As Ms Tierney may be aware, on 28 May 2014 I announced proposed changes to Victoria’s bushfire planning
provisions to:
–

allow homes to be built on ‘infill’ lots surrounded by other dwellings

–

allow private bushfire bunkers as an alternative safety measure

–

allow vegetation clearance to achieve defendable space

–

ensure the assessment of bushfire risk is consistent with the Australian Standard

–

allow more sensible bushfire safety measures in new master-planned estates.

These changes are expected to come into effect shortly.
To help implement the changes, the Victorian State government will create a new $700 000 assistance fund to help
landowners and councils affected by the BMO to streamline planning processes.
The fund will be available for a number of purposes, including:
–

direct assistance to help affected landholders make planning permit applications

–

assisting the Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure’s ‘Rural Planning Flying Squad’ to
deal with any backlog of relevant planning permit applications for local rural and regional councils

–

grants for councils to develop localised schedules to the BMO, to streamline planning permit requirements
locally.

Once the proposed changes are implemented, I will consider updating BMO maps across Victoria, including the
Western District and the Polwarth electorate.
In reference to the ‘Spring Creek’ development, I can advise that the BMO does not affect this area. The vegetation
assessment (including scattered trees and grassland) indicates that there is no risk of extreme to significant bushfire
from the surrounding landscape. However, the area has been designated as a bushfire prone area under
regulation 810 of the Building Regulations 2006 due to the surrounding grassland hazard. As a result of this
designation, minimum bushfire construction requirements apply.
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East–west link
Raised with:

Minister for Roads

Raised by:

Ms Mikakos

Raised on:

13 November 2013

REPLY:
The East West Link tunnel under Royal Park would not directly impact Urban camp. Linking Melbourne Authority
and the project’s contractors would work closely with Urban camp during East West Link’s design and
construction to mitigate any impacts on the camp’s operations.
The East West Link project includes one of the longest road tunnels in Australia to help reduce impact to
communities and parklands.
Linking Melbourne Authority expects there would be construction in the vicinity of Urban camp, and East West
Link’s contractors would provide for continuous access to Urban camp at all times during the construction period.
Linking Melbourne Authority has met with Urban camp and its Board on a number of occasions and will continue
to do so throughout the life of the project. Linking Melbourne Authority would also look for opportunities to
provide enhancements to Royal Park following East West Link’s completion, in consultation with park users
including Urban camp.
With regard to property damage, a property condition survey would be offered to Urban camp prior to tunnelling
works commencing. The survey would provide a reference for Urban camp in the event they feel that their property
has experienced any adverse effects from East West Link construction works.
In addition to this, vibration would be monitored throughout the construction period to ensure it remains below
acceptable limits.
Enhancements to the reference design, such as the exit ramp at Ormond Road, are normal for projects of this nature
(for example EastLink and Peninsula Link), and part of our ongoing approach to improving the design as the
project is developed.
The tender documents for the shortlisted bidders ensure that the successful bidder follows all conditions arising
from the East West Link Comprehensive Impact Statement. Linking Melbourne Authority has allowed time in the
bidding phase to accommodate anything that arises from the panel process and public consultation.
Linking Melbourne Authority looks forward to the many opportunities for Urban camp to partner with the East
West Link project to provide a great experience for the children visiting.
Linking Melbourne Authority will continue to meet with Urban camp and keep them updated and informed to
make sure that they have the best and timeliest information possible.
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Somerville Road, Yarraville
Raised with:

Minister for Roads

Raised by:

Ms Hartland

Raised on:

4 February 2014

REPLY:
Somerville Road in Yarraville, between Geelong Road and Whitehall Street, is a local road managed by the
Maribyrnong City Council.
In August 2013, the council made an application to VicRoads for the approval and funding of electronic
40 kilometres per hour school speed limit signs on Somerville Road at the Kingsville Primary School. The
intention of installing electronic speed signs was to improve the conspicuity of the existing school speed zone at
this location, which has standard static signs.
Electronic school speed limit signs are generally installed at schools located on high speed and high traffic roads,
which present the greatest risk to school children. Somerville Road does not meet the warrants for the installation
of electronic school speed limit signs. As such, VicRoads did not support the council’s application to install these
signs on Somerville Road, near the Kingsville Primary School.
However, I am pleased to advise that VicRoads will, in the coming months, be installing electronic school speed
limit signs on Francis Street, at Wembley Avenue, to address safety concerns near Wembley Primary School,
noting that Francis Street is an arterial road subject to relatively high traffic speeds and volumes.

City of Stonnington planning
Raised with:

Minister for Planning

Raised by:

Mr Lenders

Raised on:

6 May 2014

REPLY:
I thank the member for the Southern Metropolitan Region, Mr John Lenders, for the invitation to tour the Coonil
Estate in Malvern and talk to the residents living near the Cabrini Hospital. As an important health facility in the
south-east of Melbourne, I appreciate the concerns of nearby residents regarding any potential for unfettered
growth of this hospital. There is always a balance to be struck between the protection of neighbourhood amenity
and supporting the operations of facilities that benefit the broader community.
I have recently approved Stonnington City Council’s (council) request to apply the reformed residential zones
across its municipality. In line with council’s request, the existing Residential 1 zone applying to land in the Coonil
Estate, Malvern, was replaced with either a General Residential Zone or Neighbourhood Residential Zone. Council
is responsible for the consideration of any development applications made by Cabrini Hospital and its assessment
of new proposals will need to take into account the purposes of the particular residential zone that applies.
I am not aware of any proposals to rezone the Cabrini Hospital to a non-residential zone. This will be a matter for
council to consider if a request of this nature is sought by the hospital.
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Regional and rural pedestrian safety
Raised with:

Assistant Treasurer

Raised by:

Mr D. D. O’Brien

Raised on:

8 May 2014

REPLY:
I refer to the issue of rural and regional pedestrian road safety you raised in the adjournment debate.
You may be aware that in 2013, the Victorian government launched the Victorian Road Safety Strategy 2013–
2022, outlining an approach to deliver major improvements in safety on our roads, based on the Safe System
Principles and focusing on pedestrian safety and country road users. In 2013 Victoria had the lowest road toll on
record. However, pedestrian fatalities and serious injuries continue to be a concern. Over the last five years from
2009 to 2013, 209 pedestrians were killed on Victoria’s roads. Of these 50 were killed in regional Victoria and 159
in metropolitan Victoria, and the Victorian government takes this issue very seriously.
In 2013, pedestrians accounted for 15 per cent (36) of the road toll (242). In regional Victoria pedestrians accounted
for less than 4 per cent (5) of the regional road toll (149).
The Victorian Road Safety Strategy 2013–2022 has identified 16 priority areas. The first action plan of this strategy
identified the following activities, amongst a range of other activities, to reduce the risk of serious injury or fatality
to pedestrians and country road users:
–

Using 40-kilometres-per-hour speed zones in areas of high pedestrian activity.

–

Expanding the $1 billion Safe System Road Infrastructure Program, funded by the TAC, to implement
roadside barriers and improve intersections, as well as addressing pedestrian safety in ‘black areas’.

–

Providing safer infrastructure for pedestrians on local roads through a new TAC grants program for local
government.

–

Encouraging sharing of the road between drivers and pedestrians through a communications campaign being
developed by VicRoads.

–

Improving driveway safety through a TAC and Kidsafe partnership.

–

Continuing the ‘Talk the Toll Down’ campaign in local newspapers through a TAC partnership with regional
newspapers.

In 2013, the TAC launched a new campaign focusing on distractions. Whilst the television commercial focused on
a distracted driver, other media (online and outdoor) included messages targeting pedestrians. The TAC is now
developing the second phase of this campaign, which will include a greater focus on distracted pedestrians.
The TAC also conducts the Community Road Safety Grants Program, running since 2008. This program provides
opportunities for community groups to identify a local road safety issue and request funding to implement a
solution. Since 2008, the TAC has funded more than 20 projects targeting pedestrian safety in regional Victoria
totalling more than $450 000 in grants.
Road safety education in Victoria commences in early childhood settings and primary schools with key messages
relating to safe walking targeted at children and their parents and carers. VicRoads provides information on
strategies to be a visible pedestrian and reduce the risk of being involved in a crash, including on rural roads.
I trust this information is of assistance to you.
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Hazelwood mine fire
Raised with:

Minister for Corrections

Raised by:

Mr Ronalds

Raised on:

25 June 2014

REPLY:
In the Legislative Council sitting of 25 June 2014 I undertook to provide you with a written response with regard to
details of how offenders serving community correctional orders have assisted the Morwell community with clean
up and recovery efforts after the devastating fires earlier this year.
As you are aware, the Morwell fire started in February 2014 and burned for 45 days causing widespread damage
across the communities of Morwell, Hernes Oak and the Hazelwood Mine. The Latrobe City Council (the council)
coordinated the bushfire recovery program and Gippsland Community Correctional Services (CCS) worked with
them to provide assistance where required.
Toners Lane Bushfire Clean-Up
The fire burnt through parts of Toners Lane in Morwell, damaging fencing, bushland and property of the Morwell
Pony Club, ‘Us and Them’ Tourers, The Historical Automobile Club Incorporated and the Twin City Archers.
The Morwell CCS work team assisted each of these organisations by undertaking tasks such as removing burnt
fencing, damaged tin and rubbish from each of these sites.
Twin City Archers
The Morwell CCS work team has also further assisted the Twin City Archers by repairing damaged archery targets,
making new archery targets, covering tracks and paths with mulch, removing burnt branches and shrubs, and
providing a general clean-up of the site. The Archery Club has continued as an ongoing community work
partnership site.
Morwell Golf Driving Range
The Morwell Golf Driving Range has also recently signed a partnership with Morwell CCS, and the work team has
completed clean up tasks involving trees which were burnt and lost in the fires.
Gippsland CCS was also involved in bushfire prevention prior to the February fires. Through an ongoing
partnership with the Traralgon CFA, Gippsland CCS undertakes bushfire prevention activities one day each week.
Morwell CCS continues to have a proactive approach to disaster preparedness, and CCS is currently developing a
Disaster Response pack for Corrections. This pack will provide direction for both CCS and prisons, in terms of
how to engage with the community in a disaster situation and quickly assist in recovery activities, using safe
Occupational Health and Safety practices.
Through projects such as these, offenders learn new skills and trades to increase the likelihood of gaining
employment while giving back to the community and making reparation for their crimes. Putting offenders to work
on fire recovery projects is just one way offenders on community corrections orders make a real difference in
Gippsland.
Thank you for your ongoing interest and support of the valuable work offenders on community corrections orders
undertake in Gippsland communities.
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Western Victoria Region planning strategies
Raised with:

Minister for Planning

Raised by:

Mr D. R. J. O’Brien

Raised on:

26 June 2014

REPLY:
Mr O’Brien has requested that I visit the Western Victoria Region and asked that I encourage population growth
and plan for higher densities in settlements across this region, particularly in the towns of Hamilton, Horsham and
Penshurst.
I visited Hamilton and Horsham on 2 July 2014 to launch the Great South Coast Regional Growth Plan and the
Wimmera Southern Mallee Regional Growth Plan. The regional growth plans provide the direction sought by
Mr O’Brien, through establishing a 30–40-year vision and broad direction for land use and development. Together
with Plan Melbourne, the eight regional growth plans will help create a ‘state of cities’ and unlock the potential of
regional Victoria to accommodate a greater share of Victoria’s population growth.
The regional growth plans support a ‘network of towns’ approach to planning, development, infrastructure,
transport and service provision, and establish a regional settlement strategy where towns and settlements are
considered collectively instead of in isolation. The plans direct growth to those settlements with the capacity,
infrastructure and services to support growth. The regional centres of Hamilton and Horsham are identified as the
settlements with such capacity. Detailed planning frameworks allow increased densities to be provided for through
infill and medium density development, as well as providing targeted greenfield development.
Penshurst is identified as a small town which, while experiencing low population growth, has an important role in
providing jobs, services and a community focus to rural areas. Incremental population growth, improved
community resilience and the ability to respond to economic and population challenges are supported for
Penshurst. The Great South Coast Regional Growth Plan encourages the sustainable development of the tourism
sector including investment in infrastructure to improve access to regional tourism assets such as the Penshurst
Volcanoes Discovery Centre, and linkages with surrounding regions to develop integrated tourism experiences.
Agriculture is one of the cornerstones of the economy of Western Victoria. Land use planning plays an important
role in ensuring that agricultural activities and farmers’ ‘right to farm’ are safeguarded. The regional growth plans
acknowledge the important role of rural production and its value to regional economies. They identify and protect
key agricultural assets and support food production for domestic and export markets. The plans encourage housing
to be directed to towns, to support sustainable rural communities and protect the long-term growth of agriculture
from conflicting development.
I am confident that the regional growth plans and their implementation will support opportunities to attract people
and investment to regional centres, build communities as well as identifying agricultural areas for protection.

Australian Formula One Grand Prix
Raised with:

Minister for Tourism and Major Events

Raised by:

Mrs Coote

Raised on:

5 August 2014

REPLY:
I refer to the matter raised by Ms Andrea Coote, the member for Southern Metropolitan on the Formula 1
Australian Grand Prix.
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Victoria’s major events strategy contributes $1.8 billion to the Victorian economy annually. The Formula 1
Australian Grand Prix alone generates between 351 and 411 full-time equivalent jobs and up to $39 million in
economic benefits as well as up to $36 million in media or advertising equivalent.
On Sunday, 3 August 2014, I was delighted to join the Premier of Victoria in announcing that the Victorian
coalition government had secured the Formula 1 Australian Grand Prix in Melbourne for a further five years —
2016–2020.
The Australian Grand Prix Corporation (AGPC) confirms that reparations to the park for the period 2016–2020 will
continue to be performed in the same timely manner as they have been performed under the current contract.
AGPC will continue to work closely with Parks Victoria.

Ringwood railway station precinct
Raised with:

Minister for Public Transport

Raised by:

Mr Leane

Raised on:

6 August 2014

REPLY:
The Ringwood station upgrade will deliver improvements to the surrounding area, as well as to the station. Major
works will begin by the end of this year.
Improvements will be made to the road environment in central Ringwood, to establish the Ringwood Bypass as the
preferred through-route for vehicle traffic. A new, wider, signalised pedestrian crossing of Maroondah Highway,
with more frequent crossing opportunities, will be developed, along with vastly improved pedestrian and cycling
facilities along the Maroondah Highway. These works will transform the Maroondah Highway between Ringwood
Street and Warrandyte Road into a traffic-calmed boulevard with a new, high standard pedestrian crossing, and
integrate the station precinct with Eastland Shopping Centre. The pedestrian crossing will directly connect with the
community facilities proposed for the Eastland Shopping Centre redevelopment.
The station upgrade will provide full accessibility, and improve amenity and shelter for customers. Both
platforms 1 & 2 will be upgraded to comply with the Disability Discrimination Act 1992. This legislation covers
both the horizontal and vertical gap between trains and the platform. The platforms will be resurfaced and tactile
ground surface indicators will be installed to assist the visually impaired.
An additional 42 car parking spaces are being created in the vicinity of Ringwood Station at Thanet Court.
The Ringwood station upgrade is expected to be completed in early 2016 and lifts are expected to be operational at
the time of practical completion.

Ormond level crossing
Raised with:

Minister for Roads

Raised by:

Mr Lenders

Raised on:

7 August 2014

REPLY:
I am pleased to confirm that the Victorian government announced in the 2014 State budget, funding to undertake
the Level Crossing Removal Project at North Road in Ormond and for three other Level Crossing Removal
Projects, including that at Burke Road, Glen Iris.
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VicRoads advises me that it will complete the Level Crossing Removal Project at North Road, Ormond by
mid-2017, in accordance with the announced completion dates for the projects funded as part of the Metro Level
Crossing Removal Blitz Program.
The procurement process for all four level crossing removal projects commenced with the advertising of an
Expression of Interest process on 27 August 2014.
VicRoads plans to deliver the Burke Road Level Crossing Removal Project ahead of the North Road project, as it is
at a more advanced state of readiness for construction. There are significant planning challenges at the North Road
site that will require a longer lead-time to resolve. These challenges include the temporary relocation of cricket and
baseball clubs, which need to be carefully planned and managed.
Notwithstanding this, we are getting on with providing early benefits to the Ormond community with works on a
new signalised pedestrian crossing on North Road, near the level crossing, to commence within the next two
months. This signalised crossing will improve the safety of pedestrians crossing North Road, close to Ormond
Station.
The Victorian government is committed to removing the level crossing at North Road, Ormond, which will provide
significant benefits for commuters, road users and the people of Ormond.

Graffiti
Raised with:

Minister for Crime Prevention

Raised by:

Mrs Coote

Raised on:

19 August 2014

REPLY:
The Victorian coalition government is serious about responding to community concerns about graffiti vandalism,
such as those experienced in Port Phillip, and is tackling the issue through prevention, removal and enforcement.
The Community Correctional Services’ Graffiti Removal Program has eliminated over 2 million square metres of
graffiti — enough to cover more than 100 MCG playing fields — from Victorian communities since the program
commenced. This amount of graffiti would cost over $50 million to remove at commercial rates and has instead
been achieved through offenders undertaking more than 620 000 hours of unpaid community work as reparation
for their offences.
I recently announced a $350 000 funding boost to support a renewed crackdown on graffiti vandalism on public
transport and freeways. $150 000 is funding an innovative new Crime Stoppers campaign — Dob in a Tagger.
Under the campaign, anyone who provides information that leads to the arrest or charge of a person who has tagged
our public transport or freeways could receive a reward of up to $500. VicRoads has also received an extra
$200 000 for a targeted blitz on graffiti on our freeways.
In addition to these initiatives, the Victorian coalition government has made available over 300 free portable graffiti
removal systems to local councils and community groups to support community-based graffiti removal activities
across Victoria.
The Victorian coalition government is also directly supporting local communities to tackle graffiti vandalism, with
grants of up to $25 000 for councils to partner with a range of community groups to develop and support local
responses to graffiti. More than $1.4 million has been provided in grants to local communities for 83 projects to
deter, prevent and clean-up illegal graffiti.
I am pleased to advise that Port Phillip City Council has been awarded over $32 000 for two projects through the
latest round of the Graffiti Prevention and Removal grants.
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On 27 August I announced funding for the Graham Street Underpass Street Art Project. The project will see a new
public street arts space created at the Graham Street Skate Park to increase local community ownership and address
illegal graffiti. Council will be working with local police and community groups to engage local young people in
the project.
On 15 September I was pleased to announce funding for the Albert Park Reserve Sports Clubs project. The project
aims to prevent and remove graffiti at the facilities of the Powerhouse and St Kilda Hockey Club, South Melbourne
Districts Sports Club and Collegians Football Club. These sporting clubs will work together with Port Phillip City
Council and Parks Victoria to address graffiti through clean-up operations, the installation of a mural and
anti-graffiti coating measures at their club premises.
I am delighted the coalition government is supporting local community in the City of Port Phillip by funding these
initiatives. These projects are an excellent example of the local community working together to develop appropriate
local responses to address the graffiti issues they are facing.

Eastern Victoria Region crime prevention
Raised with:

Minister for Crime Prevention

Raised by:

Mr Ronalds

Raised on:

20 August 2014

REPLY:
The Victorian coalition government recognises that local communities are best placed to identify and prioritise
local crime and safety issues and is supporting them to do so.
The coalition government’s $35 million Community Crime Prevention Program supports and encourages
community groups, sports groups, businesses and councils to implement community safety initiatives through the
following grant programs:
–

Community Safety Fund grants — up to $10 000 for councils and community groups for local crime
prevention projects;

–

Graffiti Removal and Prevention grants — up to $25 000 for councils to partner with communities to tackle
illegal graffiti;

–

Public Safety Infrastructure Fund grants — up to $250 000 to councils for public safety and security
infrastructure; and

–

Reducing Violence Against Women and Children Grants — three-year programmatic grants for primary
prevention and early intervention partnership projects

Communities right across the Eastern Victoria Region have benefited from these initiatives, with nearly
$4.5 million in grants allocated to support over 170 individual community initiated crime prevention projects.
I have just approved funding to the following projects in the Eastern Victoria Region under the most recent round
of the Graffiti Prevention and Removal Grants:
–

Bass Coast Shire Council is receiving $16 945 to deliver the Stop Tagging, Start Street Art project in
Wonthaggi. This project will remove existing graffiti, and introduce initiatives to prevent its recurrence. It
will establish a community steering committee and develop and install street art in graffiti hotspots. The
project model developed from the pilot will be used elsewhere in the municipality.

–

Latrobe City Council is receiving $8000 to install a mural to prevent graffiti at the Churchill underpass, an
area that links the residential area with a shopping centre. The project will involve the appointment of an
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artist, and involvement of the community in the mural through workshops. Council will work with the
Churchill District Community Association to deliver this project.
–

Cardinia Shire Council is receiving $19 094 for the Graffiti Free Cockatoo project which will deliver a graffiti
prevention program to young people through primary and secondary schools in Cardinia shire and bring the
Cockatoo community together to develop a local graffiti prevention action plan.

The following local community groups in Eastern Victoria Region have also received grants under the latest round
of the Community Safety Fund:
–

Dandenong Ranges Music Council is receiving $10 000 to deliver the Monbulk Respect project involving the
local community, sporting clubs, businesses and family violence service providers working in partnership to
develop a film and song as the basis for a localised campaign to prevent violence against women in the Yarra
Ranges.

–

The Akoonah Park Men’s Shed in Berwick is receiving $3030 to install an alarm system to deter burglaries
and protect the group’s equipment.

–

The Cardinia Civic Concert Band is receiving $3608 to install security doors at the Army Road Hall, to
protect the Band’s valuable equipment and improve safety.

–

The Maffra and District Historical Society is receiving $1000 to install a security alarm system at the Sugar
Beet Museum to prevent burglary and property damage.

–

The Sale Scout group is receiving $1691 to install a security alarm system to help to prevent break-ins and
ensure equipment is secure.

–

The Mawarra Centre in Warragul, a supported employment business service for people with disabilities, is
receiving $4587 to install a security alarm system and safety gate to deter burglaries and theft.

–

The Cape Paterson and Woolamai Beach Surf Life Saving Clubs are receiving $5750 and $4350 respectively
to improve security at these important community facilities to deter burglary and theft.

–

The Lindenow South Recreation Reserve Committee is receiving $1787 to install security lighting to increase
visibility around the reserve buildings and protect against break-ins, property damage and graffiti.

–

The Princes Highway Reserve Committee is receiving $8623 to install security lighting and locks to deter
burglaries at the Old Rosedale Primary School Building used by local community organisations.

Reducing violence against women is a key priority of the Victorian coalition government. We are committed to
preventing family violence, holding perpetrators accountable and working to ensure women and children are safer.
I am proud the coalition government has invested $7.2 million from the Community Crime Prevention Program to
fund the 12 ‘Reducing Violence Against Women and their Children’ projects across Victoria. This includes
$4.8 million for eight regional projects and $2.4 million for a further four projects specifically focusing on
addressing violence in Koori communities. All of these projects are playing a critical part in state-wide action to
tackle violence against women and their children and to developing the evidence base to inform future work.
$1.8 million is supporting the three projects across the Eastern Victoria Region:
–

Casey, Cardinia and Greater Dandenong councils are leading the Challenge Family Violence project,
engaging local male leaders to mentor culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) and faith communities,
student leaders and members of sporting clubs to promote respect and challenge violence-supportive attitudes
in these communities.

–

Gippsland Women’s Health Service is leading a project to develop and implement a Gippsland-wide strategy
to prevent violence against women, bringing together councils, community groups and agencies in this
important work.
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Lakes Entrance Aboriginal Health Association (Yoowinna Wurnalung Healing Service) is delivering the
Strong Men, Strong Communities project, supporting Koori men in East Gippsland to become community
leaders and mentors and choose alternatives to violence through participation in cultural camps and groups.

These are just a few of the great local community projects that I’m proud the Victorian coalition government is
supporting through its Community Crime Prevention Program, building safer communities right across Victoria.
For further information about the Community Crime Prevention Program, including a searchable database of grants
funded across Victoria, visit www.crimeprevention.vic.gov.au.

Employment
Raised with:

Minister for Innovation

Raised by:

Ms Tierney

Raised on:

21 August 2014

REPLY:
The commonwealth government has primary responsibility for employment services in Australia and as such,
questions about employment services should be directed to the commonwealth Minister for Employment, the
Senator Hon. Eric Abetz.
The Victorian government’s focus is on creating a supportive business environment which is achieved by investing
in infrastructure, supporting economic development and generating new jobs.
Since 1 December 2010 (as at 25 August 2014) the Victorian government has facilitated the creation of more than
20 000 jobs and more than $8.6 billion in capital investment — including over 6300 new jobs and $2.6 billion in
investment in the 2013–14 financial year alone.
The following Department of State Development, Business and Innovation (DSDBI) programs focus on
businesses, young people, and Aboriginal job seekers.
Employment Start Up for Business is a grant program that offers a direct response to Victorian small to medium
sized businesses that are experiencing difficulty in filling skilled vacancies. The program has funding of
$7.5 million over four years to achieve the placement of at least 1750 young unemployed Victorians into job
vacancies in metropolitan and regional businesses. Eligible businesses can apply for up to $4000 to employ and
train a young person.
Youth Employment Scheme, places young Victorians aged 15 to 24 into traineeships in the public sector and
associated agencies. In 2014–2015, the Youth Employment Scheme has a target to place 280 young Victorians into
employment.
Employment Start Up for Indigenous Jobseekers program contracts specialist providers to work with Indigenous
jobseekers, and has a target of 650 employment outcomes by June 2015.
Unaccompanied Refugee Minor Employment Program is managed by DSDBI on behalf of the Department of
Human Services (DHS). DHS has allocated $1.5 million to assist some of Victoria’s most disadvantaged young
people to gain employment. This program will place 84 eligible unaccompanied refugee minors into employment.
The government has also introduced the Business in Transition Support program with funding of $3 million over
four years to help reduce the adverse impacts of retrenchments. This support program provides a timely, proactive
and coordinated information and referral service, to inform affected workers and businesses facing retrenchments.
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WRITTEN ADJOURNMENT RESPONSES
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.
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Safe Schools Coalition Victoria
Raised with:

Minister for Education

Raised by:

Ms Pulford

Raised on:

26 June 2014

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
The safety and wellbeing of students is our top priority, and the Victorian government is committed to providing a
safe, inclusive and supportive teaching and learning environment for all students and teachers.
To that end, we are committed to a number of anti-bullying and mental health initiatives, including:
-

$124 million to increase the number of Primary Welfare Officers to support over 800 schools in Victoria;

-

$10.5 million for the roll-out of the eSmart anti-cyber bullying program with the Alannah and Madeline
Foundation;

-

$4 million in Bully Stoppers grants and resources for students, parents, teachers, and principals;

-

$750 000 partnership with headspace, to deliver training for school staff to identify student mental health
issues;

-

$200 000 over two years for SSCV to promote safe and tolerant school environments for same-sex attracted
or gender diverse students; and

-

the development of a Resilience Framework in conjunction with the University of Melbourne.

Our state’s classrooms and schoolyards should be bully free zones, and every Victorian student should be able to
pursue an education without the fear of being bullied. The diversity of our student population should be something
celebrated, as it reflects the richness of our wider community.
Our schools, in partnership with families and communities, play an important role in demonstrating, and informing
students about, the kind of respectful behaviour expected of them in all circumstances.
SSCV is a voluntary program, and it is up to each school principal to determine if and how to use the resources
provided by SSCV to best support students and create an inclusive, safe and tolerant school community.
Victorian school principals are best placed to understand the specific needs of their schools and students. Our role
as a government is to deliver programs and resources that meet these needs, with flexibility for school communities
to implement them as required.
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Park Orchards bus service
Raised with:

Minister for Public Transport

Raised by:

Mr Leane

Raised on:

5 August 2014

REPLY:
Since its election in late 2010, the government has introduced more than 10 000 extra weekly bus, train or tram
trips in Victoria, including almost 4000 extra trips with the most recent timetable change on 27 July 2014.
Transdev has worked closely with Public Transport Victoria to improve the efficiency, coverage and connections to
other modes offered by Melbourne’s bus network.
Most changes made were received well in line with research showing that passengers want bus routes to be direct.
On 3 September 2014, the government announced that bus route 303 would resume operation on Monday
13 October 2014 while bus route 271 would be deviated to serve Blackburn residential streets in place of the
former route 286 bus from the same date.
The government acknowledges the welcome feedback from community information sessions as well as the input
from the members for Box Hill and Mitcham.

Rushworth P–12 College
Raised with:

Minister for Education

Raised by:

Ms Lewis

Raised on:

19 August 2014

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
The Department of Education and Early Childhood Development is aware of the issues that Rushworth P–12
College has experienced as a result of leaks in the roof of the Building the Education Revolution (BER) building.
I am advised the department has been in contact with the school to provide assistance in making the area safe and
hazard free, and has engaged an independent contractor to inspect the areas affected by the leaks and immediately
take action to make these areas safe. I am further advised the contractor will also provide a scope of works for the
reinstatement and repair of the affected classrooms.
I have asked the department to work closely with the college to ensure students and staff have access to facilities
that are safe and free from hazards.
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Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.
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Graffiti
Raised with:

Minister for Crime Prevention

Raised by:

Ms Crozier

Raised on:

6 August 2014

REPLY:
The Victorian coalition government is serious about responding to community concerns about graffiti vandalism,
and is tackling the issue through prevention, removal and enforcement.
The Community Correctional Services’ Graffiti Removal Program has eliminated over 2 million square metres —
enough to cover more than 100 MCG playing fields — of graffiti from Victorian communities since the program
commenced. This amount of graffiti would cost over $50 million to remove at commercial rates and has instead
been achieved through offenders undertaking more than 620 000 hours of unpaid community work as reparation
for their offences.
The Victorian coalition government is also supporting local communities to tackle graffiti vandalism with grants of
up to $25 000 for councils to partner with a range of community groups to develop and support local responses to
graffiti. More than $1.4 million has been provided in grants to local communities for 83 projects to deter, prevent
and clean up illegal graffiti.
I recently announced the ‘Dob in a Tagger’ Graffiti Initiative, providing $150 000 in funding to Crime Stoppers for
a campaign to encourage people to dob in graffiti taggers. A $500 reward is available to anyone who provides
information that leads to the arrest or charge of a person who has tagged on our public transport or freeways.
In addition to these initiatives, the Victorian coalition government has made available over 300 free portable graffiti
removal systems to local councils and community groups to support community-based graffiti removal activities
across Victoria.
Portable graffiti removal systems are valuable assets in the fight against graffiti in local neighbourhoods. They are
ideal for use by community groups and local traders’ associations to remove graffiti in situations that are too small
to warrant the use of a community trailer and too large to be tackled with graffiti removal wipes or small graffiti
removal kits. Their size, transportability and the inclusion of a high-pressure water system means they can meet
many community needs.
The system consists of a 120-litre wheelie bin, a high pressure water system, graffiti removal products and personal
protective equipment. The products are stored in the bin that is used to transport the system as well as collect water
for use in graffiti removal by high-pressure water spray.
I am delighted to be able to join you on 19 September 2014 to deliver a portable graffiti system for use by the local
community in Oakleigh.
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Office of Living Victoria procurement process
Raised with:

Minister for Water

Raised by:

Mr Somyurek

Raised on:

7 August 2014

REPLY:
The Victorian Ombudsman’s report Investigation into allegations of improper conduct in the Office of Living
Victoria contains four recommendations.
The Victorian government has accepted these recommendations in full.
In accordance with s11 of the Public Administration Act 2004 (Vic), the Office of Living Victoria (OLV) was
abolished as an Administrative Office by Order published in the Government Gazette on 1 July 2014.
OLV is now operating as a business group in the Department of Environment and Primary Industries.

Palais Theatre
Raised with:

Minister for Environment and Climate Change

Raised by:

Ms Pennicuik

Raised on:

21 August 2014

REPLY:
The Victorian government understands the great community benefits and enjoyment the Palais Theatre provides to
thousands of Victorians every year.
The Department of Environment and Primary Industries has worked closely with the City of Port Phillip as the
committee of management responsible for the Palais Theatre over a number of years, to carry out repairs and
refurbishment works on the building.
This included a $2.75 million grant to the City of Port Phillip, which enabled the City of Port Phillip over the past
three years to replace the theatre’s roof as well as undertake fire protection works and electrical and safety fixes.
The Palais Theatre has always been run by private enterprise operators with the expertise to operate the theatre. I
am advised that the City of Port Phillip is interested in securing a long-term tenant as the best way to preserve the
theatre and allow it to develop as a great venue for the future.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Assembly.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Wednesday, 17 September 2014
Police and emergency services: protective services officers
9561.

MR BARBER — to ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): During the 2012 calendar year and in 2013 to date, how many infringements were issued by
protective services officers (PSOs) and other charges laid as a result of arrests made by PSOs,
broken-down according to —
(a)

type of offence.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
Table 1: Infringements issued by PSOs, by offence group, by year
(data extracted 8 July 2014)

OFFENCE GROUP

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14
(to
30/3/14)

Banning Notices and Exclusion Orders

0

0

1

Control of Weapons Act 1990

7

86

95

123

911

817

Crime Offences

2

57

76

Graffiti Prevention Act 2007

3

57

89

Liquor Control Reform Act — Licensee/Permittee Offences

0

1

0

Liquor Control Reform Act — Other Persons (Excluding
Underage)

0

1

2

Liquor Control Reform Act — Under-age Persons

2

36

58

Litter

6

38

22

Major Sporting Events Act 2009

0

0

1

318

1567

1683

Traffic — Bicycles

3

49

15

Traffic — Drink and Drug Driving

0

1

0

Traffic — Failing To Give Way Or Stop

0

2

0

Traffic — Limits and Requirements other than Mass Limits

0

1

0

Traffic — Miscellaneous

0

13

2

Crime–Extra

Ticket Infringement Notices
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2011/12

2012/13

2013/14
(to
30/3/14)

147

352

355

Traffic — Pedestrians

0

19

1

Traffic — Registration and Licensing

2

88

22

Traffic — Safety Procedures

1

10

3

Traffic — Signals

0

1

0

Traffic — Signs

1

83

18

Traffic — Speeding

0

0

1

Traffic — Turning

0

1

0

Traffic — Wheeled Recreational Devices

0

1

0

Transport Infringement Notices — Commercial Passenger
Vehicles and Private Bus Services

1

0

0

1082

8349

6837

15

250

396

Transport Infringement Notices — General Conduct
Affecting Safety

112

1700

2054

Transport Infringement Notices — General Conduct
Affecting Safety (Equipment and Property)

5

45

82

Transport Infringement Notices — General Conduct
Affecting Safety (Over Dimensional Vehicles)

0

0

1

Transport Infringement Notices — General Conduct
Affecting Safety (Railway Tracks and Crossings)

13

604

837

2

27

31

12

34

31

1857

14384

13530

Transport Infringement Notices — Conduct Affecting
Amenity
Transport Infringement Notices — General

Transport Infringement Notices — Passenger Vehicles
Transport Infringement Notices — Taxi Cabs
TOTAL

This information is in addition to that provided in the response to Question LC9561, tabled on 27 May 2014.

Police and emergency services: Geelong and Surf Coast police resources
10 117.

MS TIERNEY — to ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): How many new police officers have been allocated to the Geelong and Surf Coast region
since December 2010.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The government is providing $602 million to deliver 1700 extra front-line police members by November 2014. The
allocation of police resources and the operation of police facilities across Victoria is the responsibility of the Chief
Commissioner of Police who is best placed to determine statewide policing needs.
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The additional resources are allocated across the four Victoria Police Regions. Division 1 of the western region,
which includes the Geelong and Surf Coast areas, will continue to benefit as the additional police officers are
allocated across the state.
I have been advised by Victoria Police that between the end of November 2010 and the end of June 2014
Division 1 of the western region has received an additional 60 police officers.

Police and emergency services: Bellarine Peninsula police resources
10 118.

MS TIERNEY — to ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): At which specific stations on the Bellarine Peninsula have new police officers been located,
and how many new officers have been provided.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The government is providing $602 million to deliver 1700 extra front-line police members by November 2014. The
allocation of police resources and the operation of police facilities across Victoria is the responsibility of the Chief
Commissioner of Police who is best placed to determine statewide policing needs.
The additional resources are allocated across the four Victoria Police Regions. Division 1 of the western region,
which includes the Bellarine Peninsula, will continue to benefit as the additional police officers are allocated across
the state.
I have been advised by Victoria Police that between the end of November 2010 and the end of June 2014
Division 1 of the western region has received an additional 60 police officers.

Police and emergency services: Surf Coast police resources
10 119.

MS TIERNEY — to ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): At which specific stations on the Surf Coast have new police officers been located, and how
many new officers have been provided.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The government is providing $602 million to deliver 1700 extra front-line police members by November 2014.
The allocation of police resources and the operation of police facilities across Victoria is the responsibility of the
Chief Commissioner of Police who is best placed to determine statewide policing needs.
The additional resources are allocated across the four Victoria Police Regions. Division 1 of the western region,
which includes the Surf Coast area, will continue to benefit as the additional police officers are allocated across the
state.
I have been advised by Victoria Police that between the end of November 2010 and the end of June 2014
Division 1 of the Western Region has received an additional 60 police officers.

Community services: child protection
10 123.

MS MIKAKOS — to ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Community Services): In
relation to residential care services in Victoria, on 1 March 2014:
(1)
(2)
(3)

How many staff members were on duty on that evening.
How many staff members were on duty on that day.
How many staff members were on duty overnight through until the morning of 2 March 2014.
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How many beds were funded at the RP 2 level.
How many beds were funded at the RP 3 level.
How many beds were funded at the therapeutic rate.
How many children were accommodated in those beds on that evening throughout the night.
How many absconded that night.
How many children went to school on 28 February 2014, or attended other educational programs
that day.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In relation to residential care services in Victoria, on 1 March 2014:
(1)–(3)
Staffing is the responsibility of the funded agency.
(4)

There were 211 funded annual placements at the intermediate RP 2 level.

(5)

There were 251 funded annual placements at the complex RP 3 level.

(6)

There were 80 therapeutic residential care placements across the state.

(7)

All funded beds were accommodated on that evening throughout the night.

(8)

It is not possible to determine when during the day an incident occurred without examining each record.

(9)

231 children went to school or attended other educational programs on 28 February 2014. Approximately
85 per cent of young people in residential care are enrolled in formal education, however on this date some
education programs had not yet commenced for the year. Some young people may also have attended court or
other appointments on that day.

Community services: disability services
10 131.

MS MIKAKOS — to ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Community Services): In
relation to the Victorian Aids and Equipment Program:
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

How many people with disabilities are registered on the State-wide Equipment Program (SWEP)
and waiting for assistance on 1 April 2014 in each of the four Department of Human Services
(DHS) divisions for subsidised aids, equipment, home and vehicle modifications.
What is the average time taken under the SWEP program to conduct an assessment and
subsequent issuing of aid.
How many people with disabilities are registered on the Electronic Communications Devices
Scheme (ECDS) and waiting for assistance on 1 April 2014 in each of the four DHS divisions for
speech generating devices and software.
What is the average time taken under the ECDS program to conduct an assessment and
subsequent issuing of aid.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Waiting list information is not reported as at 1 April 2014.

(2)

The Victorian Aids and Equipment Program, including the State-wide Equipment Program, does not
undertake clinical assessments for items of equipment.
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(3)

As at close of business on 31 March 2014 no one was on the waiting list for the Electronic Communications
Devices Scheme (ECDS).

(4)

The Victorian Aids and Equipment Program, including the ECDS, does not undertake clinical assessments
for items of equipment.

Community services: children with disability
10 132.

MS MIKAKOS — to ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Community Services): In
relation to relinquishment of children into state care in Victoria:
(1)

(2)

What policies and procedures has the government introduced since the release of the Victorian
Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission’s, March 2012 research report ‘Desperate
Measures: the relinquishment of children with disability’ to prevent and reduce the relinquishment
of children into state care in Victoria.
How many people (adults and children under 18) living with a disability have been relinquished
into state care since December 2010.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Policies and procedures that the Victorian government has introduced to respond to the findings of the report
are as follows:
– Targeting existing services to families who are at risk of a child being relinquished or have relinquished a
child.
– Improving the design of services to better respond to this issue, in the context of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme.
– Working with the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development to support young people at
risk of school exclusion.
– Developed and commenced the implementation of Victoria’s Vulnerable Children — Our Shared
Responsibility 2013.
– Developed the Children, Youth and Families and Disability Operating Framework November 2012 with a
focus on placement prevention and family unification.

(2)

The experiences and pathways of families who seek ‘out of home’ care for their child are varied and often
complex. A number of families who seek ‘out of home’ care for their child are keen to retain guardianship of
their child and have an active role in meeting the child’s day to day care needs. On this basis it is not easy to
define the term relinquishment and the way the number of cases that might be considered in this category are
measured.

Community services: child protection
10 479.

MS MIKAKOS — to ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Community Services): With
regard to out of pocket expenses for foster carers in Victoria:
(1)

(2)
(3)

How many requests made by each area within each departmental division have been —
(a) approved;
(b) rejected.
What is the basis for each approval or rejection.
What is the total budget per annum for out of pocket expenses by Local Area and is this funding
allocated on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis.
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What level of delegation does the worker approving out of pocket expenses have and what is their
position.
What was the time period it took to approve or reject a request.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1) to (3)
The specific information requested is only collected in the aggregate and cannot be extracted specifically for
foster care.
(4)

A child protection team manager is delegated to approve client expenses requests up to $5000. Child
protection senior managers have financial delegation to approve expenses greater than $5000.

(5)

Timeframes data for client expenses payments is not recorded and can only be extracted by manual review of
each individual application.

Community services: child protection
10 480.

MS MIKAKOS — to ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Community Services): With
regard to the High Risk Youth Register:
(1)

(2)

How many children were on this register between —
(a) 1 July 2010 and 30 June 2011.
(b) 1 July 2011 and 30 June 2012.
(c) 1 July 2012 and 30 June 2013.
(d) 1 July 2013 and 30 June 2014.
How much funding was allocated to this register in —
(a) 2011–12;
(b) 2012–13;
(c) 2013–14;
(d) 2014–15.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The specific data requested is embedded in case file notes and can only be reliably extracted by manual
collection.

(2)

The Department of Human Services financial systems do not record funding specific to the High Risk Youth
Register.
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